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Foreword

This report constitutes the proceedings of the 2001 edition of the Text REtrieval Conference,

TREC 2001, held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 13-16, 2001. The conference was

co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Defense Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the Advanced Research and Development

Activity (ARDA). Approximately 175 people attended the conference, including represen-

tatives from 21 different countries. The conference was the tenth in an on-going series of

workshops to evaluate new technologies for text retrieval and related information-seeking

tasks. Eighty-seven groups submitted retrieval results to one or more of the workshop's

tracks.

The workshop included plenary sessions, discussion groups, a poster session, and demonstra-

tions. Because the participants in the workshop drew on their personal experiences, they

sometimes cited specific vendors and commercial products. The inclusion or omission of

a particular company or product implies neither endorsement nor criticism by NIST. Any
opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in the individual papers

are the authors' own and do not necessarily reflect those of the sponsors.

The sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Defense is gratefully acknowledged, as is the

tremendous work of the program committee and the track coordinators.

Ellen Voorhees,

Donna Harman
May 6, 2002
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Abstract

This report constitutes the proceedings of the 2001 edition of the Text REtrieval Conference,

TREC 2001, held in Gaithersburg, Maryland, November 13-16, 2001. The conference was

co-sponsored by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), the Defense Ad-

vanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), and the Advanced Research and Development

Activity (ARDA). Eighty-seven groups including participants from 21 different countries

were represented.

TREC 2001 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research in text retrieval

and related technologies. A new video "track" that focused on supporting content-based

access to digital video was introduced this year. The other tracks included in TREC 2001

were web retrieval, cross-language retrieval, question answering, interactive retrieval, and

filtering.

The conference included paper sessions and discussion groups. This proceedings includes

papers from most of the participants (some groups did not submit papers), track reports

that define the problem addressed by the track plus summarize the main track results, and

tables of individual group results. The TREC 2001 proceedings web site also contains system

descriptions that detail the timing and storage requirements of the different runs.
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Overview of TREC 2001

Ellen M. Voorhees, Donna Harman
National Institute of Standards and Technology

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

1 Introduction

The tenth Text REtrieval Conference, TREC 2001, was held at the National Institute of Standards and

Technology (NIST) November 13-16, 2001. The conference was co-sponsored by NIST, the Information

Technology Office of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA/ITO), and the US Depart-

ment of Defense Advanced Research and Development Activity (ARDA).

TREC 2001 is the latest in a series of workshops designed to foster research on technologies for information

retrieval. The workshop series has four goals:

• to encourage retrieval research based on large test collections;

• to increase communication among industry, academia, and government by creating an open forum for

the exchange of research ideas;

• to speed the transfer of technology from research labs into commercial products by demonstrating

substantial improvements in retrieval methodologies on real-world problems; and

• to increase the availability of appropriate evaluation techniques for use by industry and academia,

including development of new evaluation techniques more applicable to current systems.

TREC 2001 contained six areas of focus called "tracks". These included the Cross-Language Retrieval

Track, the Filtering Track, the Interactive Retrieval Track, the Question Answering Track, the Video Re-

trieval Track, and the Web Retrieval Track. This was the first year for the video track, which was designed

to investigate content-based retrieval of digital video. The other tracks were run in previous TRECs, though

the particular tasks performed in some of the tracks changed for TREC 2001.

Table 1 lists the groups that participated in TREC 2001. Eighty-seven groups submitted retrieval results,

an increase of approximately 25 % over the previous year. The participating groups come from twenty-one

different countries and include academic, commercial, and government institutions.

This paper serves as an introduction to the research described in detail in the remainder of the volume.

The next section provides a summary of the retrieval background knowledge that is assumed in the other

papers. Section 3 presents a short description of each track—a more complete description of a track can be

found in that track's overview paper in the proceedings. The final section looks forward to future TREC
conferences.

2 Information Retrieval

Information retrieval is concerned with locating information that will satisfy a user's information need.

Traditionally, the emphasis has been on text retrieval: providing access to natural language texts where

the set of documents to be searched is large and topically diverse. There is increasing interest, however, in

finding appropriate information regardless of the medium that happens to contain that information. Thus
"document" can be interpreted as any unit of information such as a web page or a video clip.

The prototypical retrieval task is a researcher doing a literature search in a library. In this environment

the retrieval system knows the set of documents to be searched (the library's holdings), but cannot anticipate

the particular topic that will be investigated. We call this an ad hoc retrieval task, reflecting the arbitrary
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Table 1: Organizations participating in TREC 2001

Ajou University National Taiwan University

Alicante University New Mexico State University

BBN Technologies NexTrieve

Carnegie Mellon U. (3 groups) NTT Communication Science Labs

Chinese Academy of Sciences Oracle

Clairvoyance Corp. Oregon Health and Science University

CLIPS-IMAG Pohang University of Science and Technology

CL Research Queens College, CUNY
Conexor Oy RICOH
CSIRO Rutgers University (2 groups)

Dublin City University SER Technology Deutschland GmbH
EC Wise, Inc. Sun Microsystems Labs

Fondazione Ugo Bordoni Syracuse University

Fudan University Tampere University of Technology

Fujitsu Tilburg University

Harbin Institute of Technology University of Twente

Hummingbird TNO-TPD & Universite de Montreal

IBM-Almaden University of Alberta

IBM-Haifa University of Amsterdam/ILLC
IBM-T.J. Watson (3 groups) U. of Amsterdam & CWI & TNO & U. Twente

Illinois Institute of Technology University of California, Berkeley

Imperial College of Science, Tech. &: Medicine University of Glasgow

InsightSoft-M University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

IRIT/SIG University of Iowa

ITC-irst University of Maryland (2 groups)

Johns Hopkins University, APL University of Massachusetts

Justsystems Corp. University of Michigan

KAIST University of Neuchatel

Kasetsart University University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (2 groups)

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen University of North Texas

KCSL University of Padova

Kent Ridge Digital Labs University of Pennsylvania

Korea University University of Pisa

Language Computer Corp. University of Sheffield

David Lewis University of Southern California, ISI

LIMSI University of Toronto

Microsoft Research China University of Waterloo

Microsoft Research Ltd. University of York

MITRE Virginia Tech

Moscow Medical Academy Yonsei University

subject of the search and its short duration. Other examples of ad hoc searches are web surfers using

Internet search engines, lawyers performing patent searches or looking for precedences in case law, and

analysts searching archived news reports for particular events. A retrieval system's response to an ad hoc

search is generally a list of documents ranked by decreasing similarity to the query.

A known-item search is similar to an ad hoc search but the target of the search is a particular document
(or a small set of documents) that the searcher knows to exist in the collection and wants to find again. Once
again, the retrieval system's response is usually a ranked list of documents, and the system is evaluated by

the rank at which the target document is retrieved.
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In a document routing or filtering task, the topic of interest is known and stable, but the document

collection is constantly changing [1]. For example, an analyst who wishes to monitor a news feed for items

on a particular subject requires a solution to a filtering task. The filtering task generally requires a retrieval

system to make a binary decision whether to retrieve each document in the document stream as the system

sees it. The retrieval system's response in the filtering task is therefore an unordered set of documents

(accumulated over time) rather than a ranked list.

Information retrieval has traditionally focused on returning entire documents that contain answers to

questions rather than returning the answers themselves. This emphasis is both a reflection of retrieval

systems' heritage as library reference systems and an acknowledgement of the difficulty of question answering.

However, for certain types of questions, users would much prefer the system to answer the question than be

forced to wade through a list of documents looking for the specific answer. To encourage research on systems

that return answers instead of document lists, TREC has had a question answering track since 1999.

2.1 Test collections

Text retrieval has a long history of using retrieval experiments on test collections to advance the state of

the art [3, 6, 9], and TREC continues this tradition. A test collection is an abstraction of an operational

retrieval environment that provides a means for researchers to explore the relative benefits of different

retrieval strategies in a laboratory setting. Test collections consist of three parts: a set of documents, a set

of information needs (called topics in TREC), and relevance judgments, an indication of which documents

should be retrieved in response to which topics.

2.1.1 Documents

The document set of a test collection should be a sample of the kinds of texts that will be encountered in

the operational setting of interest. It is important that the document set reflect the diversity of subject

matter, word choice, literary styles, document formats, etc. of the operational setting for the retrieval results

to be representative of the performance in the real task. Frequently, this means the document set must be

large. The primary TREC test collections contain about 2 gigabytes of text (between 500,000 and 1,000,000

documents). The document sets used in various tracks have been smaller and larger depending on the needs

of the track and the availability of data.

The primary TREC document sets consist mostly of newspaper or newswire articles, though there are

also some government documents (the Federal Register, patent applications) and computer science abstracts

{Computer Selects by Ziff-Davis publishing) included. High-level structures within each document are tagged

using SGML, and each document is assigned an unique identifier called the DOCNO. In keeping of the spirit

of realism, the text was kept as close to the original as possible. No attempt was made to correct spelling

errors, sentence fragments, strange formatting around tables, or similar faults.

2.1.2 Topics

TREC distinguishes between a statement of information need (the topic) and the data structure that is

actually given to a retrieval system (the query). The TREC test collections provide topics to allow a wide

range of query construction methods to be tested and also to include a clear statement of what criteria make

a document relevant. The format of a topic statement has evolved since the beginning of TREC, but it has

been stable for the past several years. A topic statement generally consists of four sections: an identifier, a

title, a description, and a narrative. An example topic taken from this year's ad hoc task of the web track

is shown in figure 1.

The different parts of the TREC topics allow researchers to investigate the effect of different query lengths

on retrieval performance. The "titles" in topics 301-450 were specially designed to allow experiments with

very short queries; those title fields consist of up to three words that best describe the topic. (The title

field has been used differently in topics 451-550, the web track's ad hoc topics, as described below.) The
description field is a one sentence description of the topic area. The narrative gives a concise description of

what makes a document relevant.
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<num> Number : 508

<title> hair loss is a symptom of what diseases

<desc> Description:

Find diseases for which hair loss is a symptom.

<narr> Narrative:

A dociiment is relevant if it positively connects the loss of head hair in humeins with a

specific disease. In this context, "thinning hair" and "hair loss" are synonymous. Loss

of body and/or facial hair is irrelevant, as is hair loss caused by drug therapy.

Figure 1: A sample TREC 2001 topic from the web track.

Participants are free to use any method they wish to create queries from the topic statements. TREC
distinguishes among two major categories of query construction techniques, automatic methods and manual

methods. An automatic method is a means of deriving a query from the topic statement with no manual

intervention whatsoever; a manual method is anything else. The definition of manual query construction

methods is very broad, ranging from simple tweaks to an automatically derived query, through manual

construction of an initial query, to multiple query reformulations based on the document sets retrieved. Since

these methods require radically different amounts of (human) effort, care must be taken when comparing

manual results to ensure that the runs are truly comparable.

TREC topic statements are created by the same person who performs the relevance assessments for that

topic (the assessor). Usually, each assessor comes to NIST with ideas for topics based on his or her own
interests, and searches the document collection using NIST's PRISE system to estimate the likely number

of relevant documents per candidate topic. The NIST TREC team selects the final set of topics from among
these candidate topics based on the estimated number of relevant documents and balancing the load across

assessors.

This standard procedure for topic creation was tweaked to create the topics for the ad hoc task in the web

track. Participants in the web track were concerned that the queries that users type into current web search

engines are quite different from standard TREC topic statements. However, if participants were given only

the literal queries submitted to a web search engine, they would not know the criteria by which documents

would be judged. As a compromise, standard TREC topic statements were retrofitted around actuaJ web

queries. This year's actual web queries were taken from a MSNSearch log that NIST obtained from Sue

Dumais of Microsoft. A sample of queries that were deemed acceptable for use in a government-sponsored

evaluation was given to the assessors. Each assessor selected a query from the sample and developed a

description and narrative for that query. The assessors were instructed that the original query might well

be ambiguous (e.g., "cats"), and they were to develop a description and narrative that were consistent with

any one interpretation of the original (e.g., "Where is the musical Cats playing?"). They then searched the

web document collection to estimate the likely number of relevant documents for that topic. The "title" field

of topics 451-500 (TREC-9 web topics) contains the literal query that was the seed of the topic. For this

year's topics 501-550, NIST corrected the spelling of the words in the MSNSearch queries, but otherwise left

the queries as they were submitted, leaving other errors such as punctuation or grammatical mistakes in the

title fields. The description and narrative fields use correct (American) English.

2.1.3 Relevance judgments

The relevance judgments are what turns a set of documents and topics into a test collection. Given a set

of relevance judgments, the retrieval task is then to retrieve all of the relevant documents and none of the

irrelevant documents. TREC almost always uses binary relevance judgments—either a document is relevant

to the topic or it is not. To define relevance for the assessors, the assessors are told to assume that they

are writing a report on the subject of the topic statement. If they would use any information contained in

the document in the report, then the (entire) document should be marked relevant, otherwise it should be

marked irrelevant. The assessors are instructed to judge a document as relevant regardless of the number of
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other documents that contain the same information.

Relevance is inherently subjective. Relevance judgments are known to differ across judges and for the same

judge at different times [7]. Furthermore, a set of static, binary relevance judgments makes no provision for

the fact that a real user's perception of relevance changes as he or she interacts with the retrieved documents.

Despite the idiosyncratic nature of relevance, test collections are useful abstractions because the comparative

effectiveness of different retrieval methods is stable in the face of changes to the relevance judgments [11].

The relevance judgments in early retrieval test collections were complete. That is, a relevance decision

was made for every document in the collection for every topic. The size of the TREC document sets makes

complete judgments utterly infeasible—with 800,000 documents, it would take over 6500 hours to judge the

entire document set for one topic, assuming each document could be judged in just 30 seconds. Instead,

TREC uses a technique called pooling [8] to create a subset of the documents (the "pool" ) to judge for a

topic. Each document in the pool for a topic is judged for relevance by the topic author. Documents that

are not in the pool are assumed to be irrelevant to that topic.

The judgment pools are created as follows. When participants submit their retrieval runs to NIST, they

rank their runs in the order they prefer them to be judged. NIST chooses a number of runs to be merged

into the pools, and selects that many runs from each participant respecting the preferred ordering. For each

selected run, the top X documents (usually, X = 100) per topic are added to the topics' pools. Since the

retrieval results are ranked by decreasing similarity to the query, the top documents are the documents most

likely to be relevant to the topic. Many documents are retrieved in the top X for more than one run, so the

pools are generally much smaller the theoretical maximum of X x the-numher- of-selected-runs documents

(usually about 1/3 the maximum size).

The use of pooling to produce a test collection has been questioned because unjudged documents are

assumed to be not relevant. Critics argue that evaluation scores for methods that did not contribute to the

pools will be deflated relative to methods that did contribute because the non-contributors will have highly

ranked unjudged documents.

Zobel demonstrated that the quality of the pools (the number and diversity of runs contributing to the

pools and the depth to which those runs are judged) does affect the quality of the final collection [14]. He also

found that the TREC collections were not biased against unjudged runs. In this test, he evaluated each run

that contributed to the pools using both the official set of relevant documents published for that collection

and the set of relevant documents produced by removing the relevant documents uniquely retrieved by the

run being evaluated. For the TREC-5 ad hoc collection, he found that using the unique relevant documents

increased a run's 11 point average precision score by an average of 0.5 %. The maximum increase for any

run was 3.5 %. The average increase for the TREC-3 ad hoc collection was somewhat higher at 2.2 %.

A similar investigation of the TREC-8 ad hoc collection showed that every automatic run that had a mean
average precision score of at least .1 had a percentage difference of less than 1 % between the scores with and

without that group's uniquely retrieved relevant documents [13]. That investigation also showed that the

quality of the pools is significantly enhanced by the presence of recall-oriented manual runs, an effect noted

by the organizers of the NTCIR (NACSIS Test Collection for evaluation of Information Retrieval systems)

workshop who performed their own manual runs to supplement their pools [5].

While the lack of any appreciable difference in the scores of submitted runs is not a guarantee that

all relevant documents have been found, it is very strong evidence that the test collection is reliable for

comparative evaluations of retrieval runs. Indeed, the differences in scores resulting from incomplete pools

observed here are smaller than the differences that result from using different relevance assessors [11].

2.2 Evaluation

Retrieval runs on a test collection can be evaluated in a number of ways. In TREC, all ad hoc tasks are

evaluated using the trec.eval package written by Chris Buckley of Sabir Research [2]. This package reports

about 85 different numbers for a run, including recall and precision at various cut-off levels plus single-

valued summary measures that are derived from recall and precision. Precision is the proportion of retrieved

documents that are relevant, while recall is the proportion of relevant documents that are retrieved. A cut-off

level is a rank that defines the retrieved set; for example, a cut-off level of ten defines the retrieved set as the

top ten documents in the ranked list. The trec.eval program reports the scores as averages over the set
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of topics where each topic is equally weighted. (The alternative is to weight each relevant document equally

and thus give more weight to topics with more relevant documents. Evaluation of retrieval effectiveness

historically weights topics equally since all users are assumed to be equally important.)

Precision reaches its maximal value of 1.0 when only relevant documents are retrieved, and recall reaches

its maximal value (also 1.0) when all the relevant documents are retrieved. Note, however, that these

theoretical maximum values are not obtainable as an average over a set of topics at a single cut-off level

because different topics have different numbers of relevant documents. For example, a topic that has fewer

than ten relevant documents will have a precision score less than one after ten documents are retrieved

regardless of how the documents are ranked. Similarly, a topic with more than ten relevant documents

must have a recall score less than one after ten documents are retrieved. At a single cut-off level, recall

and precision reflect the same information, namely the number of relevant documents retrieved. At varying

cut-off levels, recall and precision tend to be inversely related since retrieving more documents will usually

increase recall while degrading precision and vice versa.

Of all the numbers reported by trec_eval, the recall-precision curve and mean (non-interpolated) average

precision are the most commonly used measures to describe TREC retrieval results. A recall-precision curve

plots precision as a function of recall. Since the actual recall values obtained for a topic depend on the

number of relevant documents, the average recall-precision curve for a set of topics must be interpolated to

a set of standard recall values. The particular interpolation method used is given in Appendix A, which

also defines many of the other evaluation measures reported by trec_eval. Recall-precision graphs show the

behavior of a retrieval run over the entire recall spectrum.

Mean average precision is the single-valued summary measure used when an entire graph is too cum-

bersome. The average precision for a single topic is the mean of the precision obtained after each relevant

document is retrieved (using zero as the precision for relevant documents that are not retrieved). The mean
average precision for a run consisting of multiple topics is the mean of the average precision scores of each

of the individual topics in the run. The average precision measure has a recall component in that it re-

flects the performance of a retrieval run across all relevant documents, and a precision component in that

it weights documents retrieved earlier more heavily than documents retrieved later. Geometrically, mean
average precision is the area underneath a non-interpolated recall-precision curve.

Only two of the tasks in TREC 2001, the ad hoc task in the web track and the task in the cross-language

track, were tasks that can be evaluated with trec_eval. The remaining tasks used other evaluation measures

that are described in detail in the track overview paper for that task, and are briefly described in Appendix A.

The bulk of Appendix A consists of the evaluation output for each run submitted to TREC 2001.

3 TREC 2001 Tracks

TREC's track structure was begun in TREC-3 (1994). The tracks serve several purposes. First, tracks act

as incubators for new research areas: the first running of a track often defines what the problem really is,

and a track creates the necessary infrastructure (test collections, evaluation methodology, etc.) to support

research on its task. The tracks also demonstrate the robustness of core retrieval technology in that the

same techniques are frequently appropriate for a variety of tasks. Finally, the tracks make TREC attractive

to a broader community by providing tasks that match the research interests of more groups.

Table 2 lists the different tracks that were in each TREC, the number of groups that submitted runs to

that track, and the total number of groups that participated in each TREC. The tasks within the tracks

offered for a given TREC have diverged as TREC has progressed. This has helped fuel the growth in the

number of participants, but has also created a smaller common base of experience among participants since

each participant tends to submit runs to fewer tracks.

This section describes the tasks performed in the TREC 2001 tracks. See the track reports elsewhere in

this proceedings for a more complete description of each track.

3.1 The Cross-Language (CLIR) track

The task in the CLIR track is an ad hoc retrieval task in which the documents are in one language and

the topics are in a different language. The goal of the track is to facilitate research on systems that are
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Table 2: Number of participants per track and total number of distinct participants in each TREC

Track

TREC
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001

Ad Hoc 18 24 26 23 28 31 42 41 — —
Routing 16 25 25 15 16 21 — — — —
Interactive — — 3 11 2 9 8 7 6 6

Spanish — — 4 10 7

Confusion — — — 4 5 — — — — —
Database Merging — — — 3 3 — — — — —
Filtering — — — 4 7 10 12 14 15 19

Chinese — — — — 9 12 — — — —
NLP — — — — 4 2 — — — —
Speech 13 10 10 3 —
Cross-Language 13 9 13 16 10

High Precision 5 4

Very Large Corpus 7 6

Query 2 5 6

Question Answering 20 28 36

Web 17 23 30

Video 12

Total participants 22 31 33 36 38 51 56 66 69 87

able to retrieve relevant documents regardless of the language a document happens to be written in. The
TREC 2001 cross-language track used Arabic documents and English or French topics. An Arabic version

of the topics was also developed so that cross-language retrieval performance could be compared with the

equivalent monolingual performance.

The document set was created and released by the Linguistic Data Consortium ("Arabic Newswire

Part 1", catalog number LDC2001T55). It consists of 869 megabytes of news articles taken from the Agence

France Presse (AFP) Arabic newswire: 383,872 articles dated from May 13, 1994 through December 20,

2000.

Twenty-five topics were created for the track using the standard topic development protocol except

that topic development took place at the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC). The assessors were fluent in

both Arabic and English (for most assessors Arabic was their first language). They searched the document

collection using a retrieval system developed by the LDC for the task and Arabic as the query language.

Once twenty-five topics were selected from among the candidate topics, the assessor who developed the topic

created the full topic statement first in English and then in Arabic. The assessors' instructions were that

the Arabic version of the topic should contain the same information as the English version, but should be

expressed in a way that would seem natural to a native speaker of Arabic. The entire set of 25 English

topics was also translated into French by Sylvain Soliman of the Delegation Generale pour I'Armement. The
three different versions of the topics were then made available to the track participants who were asked to

check the topics for substantive differences among the different versions. A few changes were suggested by

participants, and those changes were made to produce the final version of the topics.

Forty-eight runs from ten different groups were submitted to the track. Twenty-eight of the runs were

cross-language runs, including three runs that used French as the topic language. One monolingual run and

one cross-language run were manual runs.

The assessment pools were created using three runs from each group (based on the group's assigned

priorities) and using the top 70 documents from each run. The average size of the pools was 910 documents.

Fourteen monolingual runs and sixteen cross-language runs were added to the pools. None of the runs whose

topic language was French was judged. The LDC assessors judged each document in the pools using binary

(relevant/not relevant) assessments.

The average number of relevant documents over the 25 topics is 164.9 with five topics having more than
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300 relevant documents. The combination of fairly broad topics and ten participating groups resulted in

pools that were not as complete as they ideally would be: for seven topics, more than half of the relevant

documents were retrieved by only one group, and for another six topics between 40 and 50 % of the relevant

documents were retrieved by only one group. The test whereby a group's unique relevant documents are

removed from the relevance judgments shows that mean average precision scores decrease by an average of

8 %, with a maximum difference of 21 %. These differences are a little larger than those that have been

reported for other TREC cross-language collections [13]. They suggest that experimenters who find many
unjudged documents in the top-ranked list of only one of a pair of runs to be contrasted should proceed with

care.

While the effectiveness of cross-language runs is traditionally reported as a percentage of monolingual

effectiveness, the most effective run submitted to the track was a a cross-language run, BBNIOXLB submitted

by BBN. The difference between the effectiveness of BBNIOXLB and the corresponding monolingual run,

BBNIOMON, is small (mean average precision scores of .4639 and .4537 respectively), but this is the second

year that a cross-language run was better than all submitted monolingual runs. In the TREC-9 cross-

language track the task was retrieving Chinese documents with either English or Chinese topics. Several

groups, including BBN, submitted cross-language runs that were more effective than their monolingual

counterparts.

3.2 The Filtering track

The filtering task is to retrieve just those documents in a document stream that match the user's interest

as represented by the topic. There were three tasks in the TREC 2001 filtering track, an adaptive filtering

task, a batch filtering task, and a routing task. The main focus of the track was the adaptive filtering taisk.

In the adaptive filtering task, a system starts with a profile derived from the topic statement and a small

number of examples of relevant documents, and processes documents one at a time in date order. For each

document in turn, the system must make a binary decision whether to retrieve it. If the system decides to

retrieve the document, it obtains the relevance judgment for that document, and can modify its profile based

on the judgment if desired. The final output is the unranked set of retrieved documents for the topic.

The batch filtering task is a simpler version of the adaptive task. In this task, the system is given a topic

and a (relatively large) set of training documents such that each document in the training set is labeled as

relevant or not relevant. From this data, the system creates a profile and a rule for when a document should

be retrieved. The rule is applied to each document in the test set of documents without further modification.

Once again, the final output is an unranked set of retrieved documents.

In the routing task, the system again builds a profile or query from a topic statement and a training set

of documents, but then uses the query to rank the test portion of the collection. Ranking the collection

by similarity to the query (routing) is an ecisier problem than making a binary decision as to whether a

document should be retrieved (batch filtering) because the latter requires a threshold that is difficult to

set appropriately. The final output for the routing task is a list of 1000 documents ranked by decreasing

similarity to the query.

The TREC 2001 filtering task used the recently released "Reuters Corpus, Volume 1, English language,

1996-08-20 to 1997-08-19" collection from Reuters (http://about.reuters.com/researchandstandsLrds/

corpus/) as training and test data. This collection consists of approximately 810,000 news stories from

August 20, 1996 through August 19, 1997. Each document is tagged with Reuters category codes. A
hierarchy of the Reuters category codes is included with the corpus.

Each topic for the filtering track was a category code. The topic statement included both the category

identifier (so systems could use the hierarchical information about categories if desired) and the name of

category. Eighty-four topics were created for the track by selecting category codes that were assigned to at

least 2 training documents, but no more than 5 % of the training documents. The training documents were

the set of documents from from August, 1996.

A document was considered to be relevant to a topic if the document was assigned the topic's category

code. Since all this data is part of the Reuters corpus, no relevance judgments were made at NIST for the

track.

Research into appropriate evaluation methods for filtering runs (which do not produce a ranked list and
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therefore cannot be evaluated by the usual IR evaluation measures) has been a major thrust of the filtering

track. The earliest filtering tracks used linear utility functions as the evaluation metric. With a linear utility

function, a system is rewarded some number of points for retrieving a relevant document and penalized a

different number of points for retrieving an irrelevant document. Utility functions are attractive because

they directly reflect the experience of a user of the filtering system. Unfortunately, there are drawbacks

to the functions as evaluation measures. Utilities do not average well because the best possible score for

each topic is a function of the number of relevant documents for that topic, and the worst possible score

is essentially unbounded. Thus topics that have many relevant documents will dominate an average, and a

single poorly performing topic can eclipse all other topics. Furthermore, it is difficult to know how to set

the relative worth of relevant and irrelevant documents.

Two different measures were used as the primary measures for the TREC 2001 filtering tasks. The
first was a linear utility function that rewarded systems two points for retrieving a relevant document and

penalized systems one point for retrieving an irrelevant document. To compute average utility over the 84

topics, the utility score for each topic was first scaled between an upper and lower bound (2 x number-relevant

and —100, respectively). The second measure was a version of van Rijsbergen's F measure [10]. This measure

is a function of recall and precision plus a variable, /3, that controls the relative importance of precision over

recall. For the filtering track, /? was set to .5, which emphasizes precision. If R"*" is the number of relevant

documents that were retrieved, R~ the number of relevant documents that were not retrieved, and N"*" the

number of non-relevant documents that were retrieved, the F score used in the track is defined as

Routing runs were evaluated using mean average precision since routing runs produce a ranked list of

documents.

Sixty-six runs from nineteen different groups were submitted to the filtering track. Of these, 30 runs were

adaptive filtering runs, 18 were batch filtering runs, and 18 were routing runs.

Because of the way the topics and relevance judgments were defined, the topics used in this year's filtering

track had a much larger average number of relevant documents than the collections that have been used in

previous years' tracks. Indeed, some topics had considerably more than 1000 relevant documents (so routing

results for those topics are likely not meaningful since routing submissions were limited to a maximum of

1000 documents per topic). When there are relatively few relevant documents, retrieving very few documents

can produce a good utility score. For this year's task, however, retrieving few documents produced a poor

score. Retrieving no documents produced an average scaled utility score of 0.03. Many of the adaptive

filtering submissions had a scaled utility greater than 0.2, with the best adaptive filtering run, oraAU082201

submitted by Oracle, obtaining a scaled utility score of 0.29.

3.3 The Interactive track

The interactive track was one of the first tracks to be introduced into TREC. Since its inception, the high-

level goal of the track has been the investigation of searching as an interactive task by examining the process

as well as the outcome.

The TREC 2001 track was the first year of a two-year plan to implement a metrics-based comparison

of interactive systems as suggested by the SIGIR 2000 Workshop on Interactive Retrieval at TREC and
Beyond [4]. During this first year of the plan, TREC 2001 participants performed observational studies of

subjects using publicly-accessible tools and the live web to accomplish a search task. Participants devised

their own objectives for the studies, though a common objective for all the studies was to suggest a testable

hypothesis for use in TREC 2002. Each searcher who participated in a study performed four searches, two

from a list of fully specified search problems and two from a list of partially specified search problems. The
lists of search problems were defined by the track and came from four domains:

• finding consumer medical information,

• buying an item.
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Table 3: Focus of particular study done in the interactive track by each participant

CSIRO: the correlation between searching/presentation mechanisms and search

tasks

Glasgow: the extent to which implicit evidence of relevance can be substituted for

explicit evidence

OHSU: how subjects use the Web
Rutgers: ways to obtain longer queries (line vs. box)

U. Michigan: the effect of domain knowledge in search effectiveness

U. Toronto: the use of categories vs. standard search statements

• travel planning, and

• collecting material for a project on a given subject.

For example, a fully specified search problem for the travel planning domain was "Identify three interesting

things to do during the weekend in Kyoto, Japan." A partially specified search problem for the same
domain was "Identify three interesting places to visit in " Track participants were required to collect

demographic information about the searchers, to collect the URLs of all pages visited during all searches,

and to collect whatever other data made sense for the aims of their study.

Six groups participated in the interactive track. The main focus of each group's study is given in Table 3.

3.4 The Question Answering (QA) track

The purpose of the question answering track was to encourage research into systems that return actual

answers, as opposed to ranked lists of documents, in response to a question. The TREC 2001 track contained

three different tasks: the main task, the list task, and the context task. All of the tasks required completely

automatic processing.

The main task was the focus of the track, and was essentially the same as the task in the TREC-8 and

TREC-9 QA tracks. Participants received a set of fact-based, short-answer questions and searched a large

document set to extract (or construct) an answer to each question. Participants returned a ranked list of

five [document-id, answer-string] pairs per question such that each answer string was believed to contain an

answer to the question and the document supported that answer. Answer strings were limited to no more

than 50 bytes. Unlike previous years, questions were not guaranteed to have an answer in the collection.

The system could return "NIL" as one of the five choices to indicate its belief that the collection did not

contain an answer to the question.

As an additional, experimental part of the main task, systems were also required to return a "final

answer" for each question. The final answer was either an integer from one to five that referred to a position

in the ranked list of responses for that question, or the string "UNSURE" that indicated the system did not

know what the answer was.

The main task was evaluated using the mean reciprocal rank measure that was used in previous years.

An individual question received a score equal to the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response

was returned, or zero if none of the five responses contained a correct answer. The score for a run was

then the mean of the individual questions' reciprocal ranks. The correctness of a response was determined

by human assessors. The assessors read each response and decided whether the answer string contained an

answer to the question. If not, the response was judged as incorrect. If so, the assessor decided whether the

answer wcis supported by the document returned with the string. If the answer was not supported by that

document, the response was judged as "Not Supported". If it was supported, the response was judged as

correct. The official scoring for the track treated Not Supported answers as incorrect. The NIL response

was scored the same as other responses (except that it could never be marked Not Supported). NIL was

counted as correct when no correct answer was known to exist in the collection for that question.
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The document collection used for all the tasks in the QA track was the set of newspaper and newswire

articles on TREC disks 1-5. The questions for the main task continued a progression of using more realistic

questions in each of the three runnings of the track. In TREC-8, the majority of the questions were created

expressly for the track, and thus tended to be back-formulations of a statement in a document. In TREC-9,

the questions were selected from an Encarta log that contained actual questions, and a raw Excite log.

Since the raw Excite log did not contain many grammatically well-formed questions, NIST staff used the

Excite log as a source of ideas for actual questions. All the questions were created without looking at any

documents. The resulting test set of question was much more difficult than the TREC-8 set, mainly because

the TREC-9 set contained many more high-level questions such as Who is Colin Powell?. For this year's

main task, the source of questions was a set of filtered MSNSearch logs and AskJeeves logs. Raw logs were

automatically filtered (at Microsoft and AskJeeves) to select queries that contained a question word (e.g.,

what, when, where, which, etc.) anywhere in the query; that began with modals or the verb to be (e.g., are,

can, could, define, describe, does, do, etc.); or that ended with a question mark. NIST did additional human
filtering on these logs, removing queries that were not in fact questions; questions that asked for a list of

items; procedural questions; questions that asked for the location of something on the web (e.g., pictures of

someone); yes/no questions; and questions that were obviously too current for the document collection (e.g.,

questions about Britney Spears, etc.). The assessors then searched the collection looking for answers for the

queries that remained. NIST fixed the spelling, punctuation, and sometimes the grammar of the queries

selected to be in the final question set, but except for a very few (less than 10) questions, the content of the

question was precisely what was in the log. The few changes that were made were simple changes such as

substituting one Greek god for another so that the question would have an answer in the collection.

The final question set for the main task consisted of 500 questions. The question set contained many
more definitional questions (e.g.. What are steroids?) than in previous years, reflecting the content of the

logs. Forty-nine of the questions have no known correct answer in the document collection.

The list task required systems to assemble a set of answers as the response for a question. Each question

asked for a given number of instances of a certain type. For example, one of the questions used in the track

was Name 8 Chuck Berry songs. The response to a list question was an unordered list of [document-id,

answer-string] pairs, where each pair was treated as a single instance. For the Chuck Berry question, each

of the answer-strings were to contain the title of a different Chuck Berry song.

The questions were constructed by NIST assessors. The target number of instances to retrieve was selected

such that the document collection contained more than the requested number of instances, but more than

one document was required to meet the target. A single document could contain multiple instances, and the

same instance might be repeated in multiple documents.

The assessors judged each list as a unit. A judgment of Correct/Incorrect/Not Supported was made for

each individual pair in the fist using the same criteria as in the main task. While judging for correctness,

the assessor also marked a set of responses as distinct. The assessor arbitrarily chose any one of a set

of equivalent responses to mark as the distinct one, and marked the remainder as not distinct. Incorrect

responses were always marked as not distinct, but Not Supported responses could be marked distinct. The
accuracy score for a list question was computed as the number of distinct instances retrieved divided by the

number of requested instances. The score for a run was the average accuracy over the 25 questions.

The context task was intended to test the systems' ability to track discourse objects (the context) through

a series of questions. The expected answer types for questions in the context task were the same as in the

main task. However, the questions were grouped into different series, and the QA system was expected

to track the discourse objects across the individual questions of a series. For example, the following three

questions were one series in the test set:

1. In what country was the first telescope to use adaptive optics used?

2. Where in the country is it located?

3. What is the name of the large observatory located there?

To answer the second question, the system needs to resolve "it" to "the first telescope to use adaptive optics",

and "the country" to the country that was the answer to the first question. Similarly, "there" in the third

question needs to be resolved to the answer of the second question.
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NIST staff created ten question series for the context task. Most series contained three or four questions,

though one series contained nine questions. There were 42 questions across all series, and each question

was guaranteed to have an answer in the document collection. The context task questions were judged and

evaluated as in the main task; all questions were judged by the same assessor.

A total of 92 runs was submitted to the QA track, including submissions from 36 different groups. Each

group submitted at leaist one main task run for a total of 67 main task runs. Ten groups groups submitted

eighteen runs for the list task, and six groups submitted seven runs for the context task.

The main task systems can be divided into two broad categories: systems that attempt a full understand-

ing of the question, and systems that use a more shallow data-driven approach. The data-driven approaches

rely on simpler pattern matching methods using very large corpora (frequently the web) rather than so-

phisticated language processing. Both approaches were successful in this year's track, with both approaches

equally represented in the top systems.

3.5 The Video track

TREC 2001 was the first year for the video track, a track designed to promote progress in content-based

retrieval from digital video. As befits the first running of a track, the video track included a broad range of

tasks and search strategies so the track could document the current state-of-the-art in video processing.

The video collection used in the track consisted of approximately eleven hours of MPEG-1 recordings.

It contains video from "NIST Digital Video Collection, Volume 1" (http://www.nist.gov/srd/nistsd26.

htm), from the Open Video Project (http://www.open-video.org/), and stockshots from the BBC. Much
of the video includes a sound track, though the amount and quality of the audio varies. A transcript of the

soundtrack was available for the portion of the collection drawn from the NIST Digital Video Collection, and

there were keyword descriptions of the BBC stockshots. The collection consists mostly of documentaries,

covering a variety of subjects. The collection also contains a variety of different production techniques.

The track included three different tasks, a shot boundary task, a known-item search task, and an ad hoc

search task. The two search taisks could use either automatic or manual processing, while the shot boundary

task was restricted to automatic processing.

The goal in the shot boundary task was to (automatically) identify the shot boundaries in a given video

clip. Since the retrieval objects in the search tasks were shots, shot boundary detection is a fundamental

component of the other tasks. It is also the video processing task that has received the most attention, so it

made a good basic task for the track. The shot boundary task was performed on a 5 hour subset of the whole

collection. System output was evaluated using automatic comparison to a set of reference shot boundaries

created manually at NIST.

Topics for the two search tasks were contributed by the participants. The final set contained 74 topics,

which was the union of the topics contributed from all participants. A topic statement included a text

description of the information wanted (e.g., "scenes that depict the lift off of the Space Shuttle") and possibly

some examples (either video, image, or audio, as appropriate) of that type of information. Each topic was

also tagged as to whether it was intended for interactive (manual) processing, automatic processing, and/or

a known-item search.

For the known item search task, participants could submit up to 100 shots maximum per topic. System

results were automatically compared to the list of shots identified during topic development to determine

which shots in the system output were correct. (Since there is no official reference set of shot boundaries,

matching system responses to known items is a fuzzy matching process. See the video track overview for

details about the matching process.) Submissions were evaluated using recall and precision over the retrieved

set of shots.

For the ad hoc search task, participants could submit up to 20 shots maximum per topic. NIST assessors

reviewed each submitted clip and made a binary judgment as to whether it satisfied the topic. Submissions

were evaluated using the precision of the retrieved set.

Twelve groups participated in the video track, submitting a total of 36 runs. Fifteen of the runs were

boundary shot runs, and the remaining 21 runs contained search results (known-item search results, ad

hoc search results, or both types of search results). The boundary shot results showed that the systems

participating in TREC are almost perfect at recognizing boundaries that result from cuts, while other more
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gradual changes are more difficult to recognize. The search tasks, particularly the known-item task, are

challenging problems for automatic systems.

3.6 The Web track

The goal in the web track is to investigate retrieval behavior when the collection to be searched is a large

hyperlinked structure such as the World Wide Web. The track contained two tasks in 2001, the "ad hoc" task

and the homepage finding task. The ad hoc task was a traditional ad hoc retrieval task where documents

(web pages) were ranked by decreasing likelihood of meeting the information need provided in the topic

statement. The homepage finding task was a known-item task where the goal was to find the homepage (or

site entry page) of the site described in the topic. The homepage finding task was introduced this year to

allow exploration of a retrieval task for which link-based methods are known to be beneficial.

The document collection used for both tasks was the WTlOg collection (http : //www . ted. cmis . csiro.

au/TRECWeb/access_to_data.html) used in previous web tracks. This collection is a ten gigabyte subset of

a snapshot of the web in 1997. The original snapshot of the web was provided by the Internet Archive. The

WTlOg collection is a sample of the snapshot selected in such a way as to balance a number of competing

desiderata including final size, containing some content-heavy pages, having naturally defined sub-collections

contained within the collection, and having a good closed set of hyperlinks (see http://www.ted.cmis.

csiro . au/TRECWeb/wtlOginfo
.
ps

.
gz)

.

The topics used in the main web task were TREC topics 501-550. As described earlier, these topics

were created by NIST assessors by retrofitting topic statements around MSNSearch queries. Three-way

relevance judgments (not relevant, relevant, and highly relevant) were used again this year since the results

of last year's track showed that the relative quality of runs differed depending on whether evaluation was

based on all relevant documents are highly relevant documents only [12]. The evaluation results reported in

Appendix A of the proceedings axe computed using all relevant documents. Evaluation of the ad hoc task

runs is based on trec_eval.

The topics for the homepage finding task consisted of a single phrase such as "HKUST Computer Science

Dept.". For each topic, the system was to return the home page of the entity described by the topic. For the

example topic, the system should retrieve the home page for the computer science department of the Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology. The home page of a related site of a different granularity, such

as the home page for the entire university or a project within the computer science department was counted

as incorrect for this task.

NIST assessors developed 145 topics for the homepage finding task in the following way. An assessor was

given a Ust of 100 randomly selected pages from the WTlOg collection. For each page, the assessor followed

links to get to a page that he considered to be the home page of a site that contained the original page.

Randomly selected pages that did not contain links or that contained links that could not be followed were

skipped. Once at a homepage, the assessor created a descriptive phrase for it such that he could imagine

someone using that phrase as a query. The assessors were instructed that the phrase should be short, but

descriptive enough to distinguish a single site (i.e. "cs dept" alone is realistic, but is not descriptive enough

for this task).

Participants returned a ranked list of 100 documents per topic. Small pools consisting of the top twelve

pages fi-om each judged run were created to check for pages that had different DOCNOs but were equivalent

homepages (caused by mirroring and the like). The rank of the homepage whose rank was closest to one was

used as the score for each topic. That is, if a topic had two homepages and a system retrieved the pages

at ranks three and seven, then only the homepage at rank three was considered in the scoring. The main

evaluation measure for the homepage finding task was the mean reciprocal rank of the homepage.

Thirty groups submitted a total 140 runs to the web track. Of those runs, 97 were ad hoc task runs and

43 were homepage finding task runs. The ad hoc task guidelines specified that at least one of the ad hoc

task runs firom a group should be automatic runs that used only the title portion of the topic statement

("short" runs) since such runs are the most realistic for the web environment. Seventy of the ad hoc task

runs were short runs. The remaining twenty runs included two manual runs and automatic runs that used

other parts of the topic statement. Since a large majority of the ad hoc runs were short runs, documents that

were retrieved only by shorts runs made up 65 % of the judging pools and 26 % of the relevant documents.
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Documents that were retrieved by both a short run and some other type of run made up 20 % of the pools

and 61 % of the relevant documents. The two groups that did a manual run were the two groups that found

the greatest numbers of unique relevant documents. Each of the two manual runs had a decrease of about

3.5 % in mean average precision when evaluated with and without its group's unique relevant documents.

No automatic run had a difference greater than 2.5 % (provided the mean average precision score was at

least 0.1).

The retrieval results from the track support the hypothesis that the two tasks within the track require

different retrieval techniques. For the ad hoc task, content-based methods alone were suificient for effective

retrieval. The homepage finding task, however, required exploiting additional information, specifically URL
text or link structure. The highest-ranked content-only homepage run had a mean reciprocal rank score that

was only 30 % as good as the best homepage run: 0.774 for tnoutlOepCAU vs. 0.338 for tnoutlOepC, both

submitted by the TNO/University of Twente group.

4 The Future

The final session of each TREC workshop is a planning session for future TRECs, in particular to decide

on the set of tracks for the next TREC. Each of the TREC 2001 tracks will continue in TREC 2002. In

addition, a new "novelty" track will also be included. The goal in the novelty track is to test systems'

abilities to recognize repeated information in a document set. Participants in the track will receive a set

of topics and a relatively small (less than 30), ranked set of relevant documents for each topic. Systems

must process each document in the order given and flag sentences that contain relevant information that is

not contained in previous documents. Evaluation of system performance will be a function of the overlap

between the sentences flagged by the system and the sentences selected by human assessors.

TREC 2002 will also contain an exploratory effort or "pre-track" on the retrieval of genomic data. The
pre-track will take a very broad definition of genomic data, including such things cis research papers, lab

reports, etc., as well as actual gene sequences. The purpose of the track is to foster collaboration between

the retrieval and bioinformatics communities, as well as to provide a retrieval task on a particular kind of

structured data.
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Abstract

Ten groups participated in the TREC-2001 cross-language information retrieval track, which fo-

cussed on retrieving Arabic language documents based on 25 queries that were originally prepared

in English. French and Arabic translations of the queries were also available. This was the first year

in which a large Arabic test collection was available, so a variety of approaches were tried and a rich

set of experiments performed using resources such as machine translation, parallel corpora, several

approaches to stemming and/or morphology, and both pre-translation and post-translation blind rel-

evance feedback. On average, forty percent of the relevant documents discovered by a participating

team were found by no other team, a higher rate than normally observed at TREC. This raises some

concern that the relevance judgment pools may be less complete than has historically been the case.

1 Introduction

For the 2001 Text Retrieval Conference (TREC-2001 ), the Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR)

task was to utilize English (or French) queries against Arabic documents. Monolingual Arabic experi-

ment designs in which both the queries and the documents were in Arabic were also supported. This was

the eighth year in which non-English document retrieval has been evaluated at TREC, and the fifth year

in which cross-language information retrieval has been the principal focus of that work. In TREC-3,

retrieval of 25 topics against a Mexican newspaper corpus was tested by four groups. Spanish lan-

guage retrieval was evaluated in TREC-3, TREC-4 (another 25 topics for the same Mexican corpus),

and TREC-5 (where an European Spanish corpus was used). In TREC-5, a Chinese language track was

introduced using both newspaper (People's Daily) and newswire (Xinhua) sources from People's Re-

public of China, and 25 Chinese topics with an English translation supplied. The TREC-5 corpus was

represented with the GB character set of simplified Chinese. The Chinese monolingual experiments on

this collection that were done in TREC-5 and TREC-6 sparked research into the application of Chinese

text segmentation to information retrieval using dictionary-based methods and statistical techniques, and

simpler overlapping bigram segmentation methods were also found to be effective. TREC-6, TREC-7
and TREC-8 had the first cross language tracks, which focussed upon European languages (English,
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French, German, and later Italian). Following TREC-8, the venue for European-language retrieval eval-

uation moved to Europe with the creation of the Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF), first held in

Lisbon in September 2000 [1]. ForTREC-9, the CLIR task used Chinese documents from Hong Kong.

In distinction from the earlier TREC-5/6 Chinese corpus, these sources were written in the traditional

Chinese character set and encoded in BIG5. Following TREC-9 the evaluation of English-Chinese re-

trieval moved to the NTCIR Evaluation that is coordinated by the National Institute of Informatics in

Japan (http://research.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/workshop/work-en.html).

2 Task Description

As in past TREC CLIR evaluations, the principal task for each group was to match topics in one language

(English or French, in this case) with documents in another language (Arabic) and return a ranked list

of the top 1000 documents associated with each topic. Participating groups were allowed to submit as

many as five runs, with at least one using only the title and description field of the topic description.

Evaluation then proceeded by pooling ranks and manual examination of the pools by human judges to

decide binary (yes/no) relevance for each document in the pool with respect to each topic. A suite of

statistics were then calculated, with the mean (over 25 topics) uninterpolated average being the most

commonly reported.

2.1 Topics

Twenty-five topic descriptions (numbered AR1-AR25) were created in English in a collaborative process

between the LDC and NIST. An example of a topic description is:

<top>

<num> Number: AR22
<title> Local newspapers and the new press law in Jordan

<desc> Description:

Has the Jordanian government closed down any local newspapers due

to the new press law?

<narr> Narrative:

Any articles about the press law in Jordan and its effect on the local

newspapers and the reaction of the public and journalists toward the new

press law are relevant. The articles that deal with the personal suffering

of the journalists are irrelevant.

</top>

Through the efforts of Edouard Geoffrois of the French Ministry of Defense, the English topics were

translated into French and made available to participants which wished to test French to Arabic retrieval.

The French version of the topic shown above is:

<top>

<num> Number: AR22
<title> Les joumaux locaux et la nouvelle loi sur la presse en Jordanie

<desc> Description:

Le gouvemement jordanien a-t-il interdit un journal local a cause de la nouvelle loi sur la
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<DOC>
<DOCNO > 2000032 1 _AFP_ARB.000 1 </DOChJO>

<HEADER>os»-Ja.-j9/J^1j^l 03^^i-^l/ ^ 8920 4 0100!jl</HEADER>
- <BODY>

< HEADLINE >«uj^I aijjl jis pja£> j^s o,,Ja> a*-* lm^I ^^.iJjI^I aiiL c^</HEADLlrJE>
- <TExT>

<p>^^JJel LexiC ^.5^ ^_HujiJI cI i.in 1^^:^ u ^-'-^'j •'I ojiU ul ^jJjJI^^UI y ''H oA^A> "^i wjL?l - (w 3-12 ^aaJI
e^^l qa.'^lb J:i>JI h,i>n ^Ud^^ ^jS jufjju ^L5 vS^I O^AiJI c^L_uxJI w^^t^ o^Lm i>c i^L9>JI /><ilr.</P>

''R''C9.*^ > I'^l o^^l qjLoJI ^j^^i nin ^ ^3 i.l.fl^jjulll Jaj ^15 .^uJI 0^1 oxi.ll ^'Luj ul t^J^l^llI i>aa:kJI a-wU wjjuJI Cuo3ld

f.j.u-^" L^Li .jijUl atL>5 LpU k.>iX(>*JI -i^l ^A^33 .<uaA«b".</P>

<P>a53 .w^I^ u 1 1 lill^^^UI u-^ >^d^ ^^9^ .Tj iiln iiilQ ^1 021 h — " <oLoj^ ^^^^ ^ Uj
.

. .
.
<k 004 puAj J iKIl J *^ -g

'
...^11 y^xll jdl ^5^5 >u5 sS^*^ iiir ^$>5 ^j^Ic OuaaJ] oAii) 'VoOS uM 799 1 ^Lj/^s^U\ u^\S J^l>^l > mil

.</P>
<P>,»Arjr 1^1 ^jvjjl <U*^^ oiL >-j>3 LpyjL*^ ^^1 o^U**j ^ jllb\J L^a5 Ij^l? .,5uJI o^LuuJI y-^jsj a^UJI u^jUI^mj^iJI c>^9

cuLJl.hjuyiJI ^5w5l^ilU I^5>J5 <fj^l «UdCjl 6>c ,_»^ Ja>^ sSiJI "i^DI. </P>
<P>i_>*;aAJI Lu^Ia:^ ^J! c^Lmaij ubti>xJI Jji; i59.</P>

<P>^l°>kJI ^jJc ^r-lj^ *l3l9 u-icUJI i>c ^LittC uiiiaJI Ia;5.</P>

t-P->Q , .<i^, » ^ 1^ ^.j.wll . ]efl->. I ^g-vf 11 . .1 , Q: .U. ...lall aU^I ...ll . >! ilg <- /P

<P>^lj£>^UI qjcJllji ^Uol Qiii^i Milall i>ci)l c>^l gic ugbiJb o><j^JI o^j^ftJI .j^ u^aIxJI^ja-UI $J3$ .unll jU.^l9.</P>

<P>^:JI JI^U :,^\ sS^^j-M^X Igrm ^fuJI ^'il Mill <%j^Li_u^ ^.^.Ic ^bt^l uLu J.i-»ll ^-^ a.u^l >-'b>5 <:uJo94.iix£ v_/>.bLij9

^..^t^ iiiIqII •^^L ^1^^ ij-^S I 1 1 1 n II J^" 4a^*.</P>
<P>tlA*£:DI d^g ujij a5 (ijwLft?-) Q^lLujJI «U)9La*JI q5>^ QiuU <ub- ul euJgl wl>>iaj^ ^5j*)l,^iJI u.i i>ll JL99. </P>

<P>wldxtcUI euJlc L^9^_,^ . ,ilnl JJ9 3991 oa^aaJI ^^-i.h ..iIqII ^UI p^tll J9> ^jLugl i^L^LajI oi.^ i^La> u<^vl^d

u-i^l -UA J^'I,M^I "'p- ijuJI.</P>

<AEXT>
<FOOTEP>^l 00419* ll/uw </FOOTEP>

</BODY>
<TRAILER>4050I2 00> ^.jj><ATRAILER>

</DOC>

Figure 1 : Example Arabic document.

presse?

<narr> Narrative:

Tout article concemant la loi sur la presse en Jordanie et ses effets sur les joumaux lo-

caux ainsi que la reaction du public et des joumalistes a la nouvelle loi sur la presse est

pertinent. Les articles traitant des souffrances personnelles des joumalistes ne sont pas per-

tinents. </top>

The Linguistic Data Consortium also prepared an Arabic translation of the topics, so participating

teams also had the option of doing monolingual (Arabic-Arabic) retrieval.

2.2 Documents

The document collection used in the TREC-2001 CLIR track consisted of 383,872 newswire stories that

appeared on the Agence France Press (AFP) Arabic Newswire between 1994 and 2000. The documents

were represented in Unicode and encoded in UTF-8, resulting in a 896 MB collection. A typical docu-

ment is shown in Figure 1

.

3 Relevance Judgments

The ten participating research teams shown in Table 1 together produced 24 automatic cross-language

runs with English queries, 3 automatic cross-language runs with French queries, 19 automatic monolin-

gual runs with Arabic queries, and 2 manual runs (one with English queries and one with Arabic queries).

From these, 3 runs were selected from each team in a preference order recommended by the participants

for use in forming assessment pools. The resulting pools were formed from 15 cross-language runs with

English queries, 1 cross-language run with French queries, and 14 monolingual runs with Arabic queries.

The top-ranked 70 documents for a topic in each of the 30 ranked lists were added to the judgment pool

for that topic, duplicates were removed, and the documents then sorted in a canonical order designed to

prevent the human judge from inferring the rank assigned to a document by any system. Each document
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Figure 2: Effect on 29 judged runs of removing "uniques" contributed by that run.

in the pool was then judged for topical relevance, usually by the person that had originally written the

topic statement. The mean number of relevant documents that were found for a topic was 165.

Most documents remain unjudged when pooled relevance assessments are used, and the usual proce-

dure is to treat unjudged documents as if they are not relevant. Voorhees has shown that the preference

order between automatic runs in the TREC ad hoc retrieval task would rarely be reversed by the addition

of missing judgments, and that the relative reduction in mean uninterpolated average precision that would

result from removing "uniques" (relevant documents found by only a single system) from the judgment

pools was typically less than 5% [2]. As Figure 2 shows, this effect is substantially larger in the TREC-
2001 Arabic collection, with 9 of the 28 judged automatic runs experiencing a relative reduction in mean

uninterpolated average precision of over 10% relative when the "uniques" contributed by that run were

removed from the judgment pool.

Figure 3 helps to explain this unexpected condition, illustrating that many relevant documents were

found by only a single participating research team. For 7 of the 25 topics, more than half of the known

relevant documents were ranked in the top-70 in runs submitted by only a single research team. For

another 6 of the 25 topics, between 40 and 50 percent of their relevant documents were ranked in the

top-70 by only one team.

These results show a substantial contribution to the relevance pool from each site, with far less

overlap than has been typical in previous TREC evaluations. This limited degree of overlap could result

from the following factors:

• A preponderance of fairly broad topics for which many relevant documents might be found in the

collection. The average of 165 relevant documents per topic is somewhat greater than the value

typically seen at TREC (100 or so).

• The limitation of the depth of the relevance judgment pools to 70 documents (100 documents per

run have typically been judged in prior TREC evaluations).

• The diversity of techniques tried by the participating teams in this first year of Arabic retrieval

experiments at TREC, which could produce richer relevance pools.

• A relatively small number of participating research teams, which could interact with the diversity
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Figure 3: Unique relevant documents, by research team.

of the techniques to make it less likely that another team would have tried a technique that would

find a similar set of documents.

The first two factors have occasionally been seen in information retrieval evaluations based on pooled

assessment methodologies (TREC, CLEF, and NTCIR) without the high "uniques" effect observed on

this collection. We therefore suspect that the dominant factors in this case may be the last two. But

until this cause of the high "uniques" effect is determined, relative differences of less than 15% or so in

unjudged and post hoc runs using this collection should be regarded as suggestive rather than conclusive.

There is, of course, no similar concern for comparisons among judged runs since judgments for their

"uniques" are available.

As has been seen in prior evaluations in other languages, manual and monolingual runs provided a

disproportionate fraction of the known relevant documents. For example, 33% of the relevant documents

that were found by only one team were found only by monolingual runs, while 63% were found only by

cross-language runs.

4 Results

Table 1 summarizes the alternative indexing terms, the query languages, and (for cross-language runs) the

sources of translation knowledge that were explored by the ten participating teams. All ten participating

teams adopted a "bag-of-terms" technique based on indexing statistics about the occurrence of terms in

each document. A wide variety of specific techniques were used, including language models, hidden

Markov models, vector space models, inference networks, and the PIRCS connectionist network. Four

basic types of indexing terms were explored, sometimes separately and sometimes in combination:

Words. Indexing word surface forms found by tokenizing at white space and punctuation requires no

language-specific processing (except, perhaps, for stopword removal), but potentially desirable

matches between morphological variants of the same word (e.g., plural and singular forms) are
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Team

Arabic Terms Indexed Ouerv

Lang

Translation Resources Used

Word Stem Root T) -Oram MT T PYiPon

BBN VA A,E A A A
HiimminohirH1 lUlllllllllgL^ll \~l X A
IIT X X X A,E X X
JHU-APL X X A,E,F X
NMSU X X A,E X
Queens X X A,E X
UC Berkeley X A,E X X
U Maryland X X X X A,E X X
U Mass X X A,E X X
U Sheffield X A,E,F X

Table 1 : Configurations tested by participating teams.

precluded. As a result, word indexing yielded suboptimal retrieval effectiveness (by the mean

uninterpolated average precision measure). Many participating research teams reported results for

word-only indexing, making that condition useful as a baseline.

Stems. In contrast to English, where stems are normally obtained from the surface form of words by

automatically removing common suffixes, both prefixes and suffixes are normally removed to ob-

tain Arabic stems. Participating teams experimented with stemming software developed at three

participating sites (IIT, NMSU, and U Maryland) and from two other sources (Tim Buckwalter and

Shereen Khoja).

Roots. Arabic stems can be generated from a relatively small set of root forms by expanding the root

using standard patterns, some of which involve introduction of infixes. Stems generated from the

same root typically have related meanings, so indexing roots might improve recall (possibly at

the expense of precision, though). Although humans are typically able to reliably identify the

root form of an Arabic word by exploiting context to choose between alternatives that would be

ambiguous in isolation, automatic analysis is a challenging task. Two participating teams reported

results based on automatically determined roots.

Character n-grams. As with other languages, overlapping character n-grams offer a useful alterna-

tive to techniques based on language-specific stemming or morphological analysis. Three teams

explored n-grams, with values of n ranging from 3-6.

Term formation was typically augmented by one or more of the following additional processing steps:

Character deletion. Some Unicode characters, particularly diacritic marks, are optional in Arabic writ-

ing. This is typically accommodated by removing the characters when they are present, since their

presence in the query but not the document (or vice-versa) might prevent a desired match.

Character normalization. Some Arabic letters have more than one Unicode representation because

their written form varies according to morphological and morphotactic rules, and in some cases

authors can use two characters interchangeably. These issues are typically accommodated by

mapping the alternatives to a single normalized form.
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Stop-term removal. Extremely frequent terms and other terms that system developers judge to be of

little use for retrieval are often removed in order to reduce the size of the index. Stop-term removal

is most commonly done after stemming or morphological analysis in Arabic because the highly

productive morphology would otherwise result in impractically large stopword lists.

Nine of the ten participating research teams submitted cross-language retrieval runs, with all nine

using a query-translation architecture. Both of the teams that tried French queries used English as a pivot

language for French-to-Arabic query translation, so English-to-Arabic resources were key components

in every case. Each team explored some combination of the following four types of translation resources:

Machine Translation Systems. Two machine translation systems were used: (1 ) a system developed by

Sakhr (available at http://tarjim.ajeeb.com, and often referred to simply as 'Ajeeb" or "Tarjim"),

a system produced by ATA Software Technology Limited (available at http://almisbar.com, and

sometimes referred to as "Almisbar" or by the prior name "Al-Mutarjim")- At the time of the

experiments, both offered only English-to-Arabic translation. Some teams used a machine trans-

lation system to directly perform query translation, others used translations obtained from one or

both of these systems as one source of evidence from which a translated query was constructed.

A mark in the "MT" column of Table 1 indicates that one or more existing machine translation

systems were used in some way, not that they were necessarily used to directly perform query

translation.

Translation Lexicons. Three commercial machine readable bilingual dictionaries were used: one mar-

keted by Sakhr (sometimes referred to as "Ajeeb"), one marketed by Ectaco Inc., (typically referred

to as "Ectaco"), and one marketed by Dar El Ilm Lilmalayin (typically referred to as "Al Mawrid").

In addition, one team (NMSU) used a locally produced translation lexicon.
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Figure 5: Cross-language topic difficulty, uninterpolated average precision (base of each bar: median

over 28 runs, top of each bar: best of the 28 runs).

Parallel Corpora. One team (BBN) obtained a collection of documents from the United Nations that

included translation-equivalent document pairs in English and Arabic. Word-level alignments were

created using statistical techniques and then used as a basis for determining frequently observed

translation pairs.

Transliteration. One team (Maryland) used pronunciation-based transliteration to produce plausible

Arabic representations for English terms that could not otherwise be translated.

When multiple alternative translations were known for a term, a number of techniques were used to

guide the combination of evidence, including: (1) translation probabilities obtained from parallel cor-

pora, (2) relative term frequency for each alternative in the collection being searched, and (3) structured

queries. Pre-translation and/or post-translation query expansion using blind relevance feedback tech-

niques and pretranslation stop-term removal were also explored by several teams.

To facilitate cross-site comparison, teams submitting automatic cross-language runs were asked to

submit at least one run in which the query was based solely on the title and description fields of the

topic descriptions. Figure 4 shows the best recall-precision curve for this condition by team. All of the

top-performing cross-language runs used English queries.

As is common in information retrieval evaluations, substantial variation was observed in retrieval

effectiveness on a topic-by-topic basis. Figure 5 illustrates this phenomenon over the full set of cross-

language runs (i.e., not limited to title+description queries). For example, half of the runs did poorly on

topic 12, which included specialized medical terminology, but at least one run achieved a perfect score

on that topic. Topic 5, by contrast, turned out to be problematic for all systems.

No standard condition was required for monolingual runs, so Figure 6 shows the best monolingual run

by team regardless of the experiment conditions. Several teams observed surprisingly small differences

between monolingual and cross-language retrieval effectiveness. One site (JHU-APL) submitted runs

under similar conditions for all three topic languages, and Figure 7(a) shows the resulting recall-precision

graphs by topic language. In that case, there is practically no difference between English-topic and

Arabic-topic results. There are two possible explanations for this widely observed effect:
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Figure 6: Monolingual retrieval effectiveness, Arabic queries formed from title+description fields (except

JHU-APL and UC Berkeley, which also used the narrative field), automatic runs (except U Maryland,

which was a manual run).

• No large Arabic information retrieval test collection was widely available before this evaluation,

so the monolingual Arabic baseline systems created by participating teams might be improved

substantially in subsequent years.

• The 25 topics used in this year's evaluation might represent a biased sample of the potential topic

space. For example, relatively few topic descriptions this year included names of persons.

Several teams also observed that longer queries did not yield the improvements in retrieval effective-

ness that would normally be expected. One site (Hummingbird) submitted runs under similar conditions

for three topic lengths, and Figure 7(b) shows the resulting recall-precision graphs. In this case, longer

queries showed no discernible benefit; indeed, it appears that the best results were achieved using the

shortest queries! The reasons for this effect are not yet clear, but one possibility is that the way in which

the topic descriptions were created may have resulted in a greater concentration of useful search terms

in the title field. For example, the title fields contains an average of about 6 words, which is about twice

as long as is typical for TREC.

5 Summary and Outlook

The TREC-2001 CLIR track focussed this year on searching Arabic documents using English, French

or Arabic queries. In addition to the specific results reported by each research team, the evaluation

produced the first large Arabic information retrieval test collection. A wide range of index terms were

tried, some useful language-specific processing techniques were demonstrated, and many potentially

useful translation resources were identified. In this paper we have provided an overview of that work

in a way that will help readers recognize similarities and differences in the approaches taken by the
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Figure 7: Comparing runs under comparable conditions (T=title, D=Description, N=Narrative).

participating teams. We have also sought to explore the utility of the test collection itself, providing

aggregate information about topic difficulty that individual teams may find useful when interpreting their

results, identifying a potential concern regarding the completeness of the pools of documents that were

judged for relevance, and illustrating a surprising insensitivity of retrieval effectiveness to query length.

The TREC-2002 CLIR track will continue to focus on searching Arabic. We plan to use 50 new

topics (in the same languages) and to ask participating teams to also rerun the 25 topics from this year

with their improved systems as a way of further enriching the existing pools of documents that have been

judged for relevance. We expect that the result with be a test collection with enduring value for post

hoc experiments, and a community of researchers that possess the knowledge and resources needed to

address this important challenge.
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Abstract

The TREC-10 filtering track measures the abihty of systems to build persistent user profiles

which successfully separate relevant and non-relevant documents. It consists of three major

subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering, the system begins

with only a topic statement and a small number of positive examples, and must learn a better

profile from on-line feedback. Batch filtering and routing are more traditional machine learning

tasks where the system begins with a large sample of evaluated training documents. This report

describes the track, presents some evaluation results, and provides a general commentary on

lessons learned from this year's track.

1 Introduction

A text filtering system sifts through a stream of incoming information to find documents relevant

to a set of user needs represented by profiles. Unlike the traditional search query, user profiles

are persistent, and tend to reflect a long term information need. With user feedback, the system

can learn a better profile, and improve its performance over time. The TREC filtering track tries

to simulate on-fine time-critical text filtering applications, where the value of a document decays

rapidly with time. This means that potentially relevant documents must be presented immediately

to the user. There is no time to accumulate and rank a set of documents. Evaluation is based only

on the quality of the retrieved set.

Filtering differs from search in that documents arrive sequentially over time. The TREC filtering

track consists of three subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering, and routing. In adaptive filtering,

the system starts with only a user profile and a very small number of positive examples (relevant

documents). It must begin filtering documents without any other prior information. Each retrieved

document is immediately judged for relevance, and this information can be used by the system to

adaptively update the filtering profile. In batch filtering and routing, the system starts with a large

set of evaluated training documents which can be used to help construct the search profile. For

batch filtering, the system must decide to accept or reject each document, while routing systems

can return a ranked list of documents. The core tasks for TREC-10 are very similar to those

investigated in TREC-7 through TREC-9.
Traditional adhoc retrieval and routing simulate a non-interactive process where users look

at documents once at the end of system processing. This allows for ranking or clustering of the

retrieved set. The filtering model is based on the assumption that users examine documents period-

ically over time. The actual frequency of user interaction is unknown and task-dependent. Rather

than create a complex simulation which includes partial batching and ranking of the document set,

we make the simplifying assumption that users want to be notified about interesting documents as
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soon as they arrive. Therefore, a decision must be made about each document without reference to

future documents, and the retrieved set is ordered by time, not estimated likelihood of relevance.

The history and development of the TREC Filtering Track can be traced by reading the yearly

final reports:

• TREC-9 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec9/t9_proceedings.html (#3) [8]

• TREC-8 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec8/t8_proceedings.html (#3 - 2 files) [4]

• TREC-7 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec7/t7_proceedings.html (#3 - 2 files) [3]

• TREC-6 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec6/t6_proceedings.html (#4 and #5) [2]

• TREC-5 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec5/t5_proceedings.html (#5) [7]

• TREC-4 http://trec.nist.gov/pubs/trec4/t4_proceedings.html (#11) [6]

Information on the participating groups and their filtering systems can be found in the individual

site reports, also available from the TREC web site.

2 TREC-10 Task Description

For those familiar with previous TRECs, the basic filtering tasks in TREC-10 are similar to those

investigated in TREC-7 through TREC-9. The batch-adaptive task has been abandoned (in the

interests of reducing the number of different tasks in the track), and a new evaluation measure has

been introduced, in lieu of the target-based measure introduced in TREC-9. The corpus and topics

are again somewhat diff'erent from those used previously. In this section, we review the corpus, the

three sub-tasks, the submission requirements, and the evaluation measures. For more background

and motivation, please consult the TREC-7 track report [3].

2.1 Data

For the second year, the TREC-10 filtering experiments went outside the usual TREC collections.

The new corpus recently provided by Reuters for research purposes [5] was used. This is a collection

of about 800,000 news stories, covering a time period of a year in 1996-7. The items are categorised

according to a standard set of Reuters categories, some of which were selected as discussed below

to form the "topics" for filtering (in a similar fashion to the way MeSH headings were used in

TREC-9).

Items in the collection have unique identifiers and are dated but not timed. For the purpose of

the experiment, it is assumed that the time-order of items within one day is the same as identifier

order. (Item id on its own is insufficient for ordering, as there is some conflict across days). The

first 12 days' items, 20 through 31 August 1996, were taken as the training set (which could be

used in ways specified below). The remainder of the collection formed the test set.

The category codes applied by Reuters are of three kinds: topic, region and industry. Only the

topic codes were used; as with MeSH codes last year, the idea was to treat these categories as topics

in the TREC sense, and regard the assignment of category codes by Reuters indexers as relevance

judgements. One problem was the range of frequencies of assignment - some codes are extremely

rare and some are applied to a substantial proportion of the collection. It was decided to limit

this range at both ends, on the basis of the training set. Any code that occurred in more than 5%
of the training set was rejected (this is too far removed from the usual TREC topic relevance set
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size). Also, since the tasks required some relevance data in the training set, specifically 2 relevant

items for adaptive filtering, any code that occurred not at all or once only in the training set was

rejected. The remaining 84 codes formed the basis for the filtering topics.

The Reuters Corpus is supplied with a list of codes, with a short text heading or description for

each one (generally 1-3 words), and the numerical code. The numbering of the codes implies some

hierarchical structure. Participants were provided with the text heading as the text of each topic

(in the style of TREC 'short topics'), but were also able to make use of the hierarchical relations

implied.

Tssks

The adaptive filtering task is designed to model the text filtering process from the moment of profile

construction. In TREC-10, following the idea first used in TREC-9, we model the situation where

the user arrives with a small number of known positive examples (relevant documents). For each

topic, a random sample of two of the relevant documents in the training set was selected and made
available to the participants for this purpose; no other relevance judgements from the training set

could be used. Subsequently, once a document is retrieved, the relevance assessment (when one

exists) is immediately made available to the system. Unfortunately, it is not feasible in practice

to have interactive human assessment by NIST. Instead, assessment is simulated by releasing the

pre-existing relevance judgement for that document. Judgements for unretrieved documents are

never revealed to the system. Once the system makes a decision about whether or not to retrieve a

document, that decision is final. No back-tracking or temporary caching of documents is allowed.

While not always realistic, this condition reduces the complexity of the task and makes it easier to

compare performance between different systems.

Systems are allowed to use the whole of the training set of documents (but no other relevance

judgements than the two provided for each topic) to generate collection frequency statistics (such

as IDF) or aiixiliary data structures (such as automatically-generated thesauri). Resources outside

the Reuters collection could also be used. As documents were processed, the text could be used to

update term frequency statistics and auxiliary document structures even if the document Wcis not

matched to any profile. Groups had the option to treat unevaluated documents as not relevant.

In batch filtering, all the training set documents and all relevance judgements on that set are

available in advance. Once the system is trained, the test set is processed in its entirety (there was

no batch-adaptive task in TREC-10). For each topic, the system returns a single retrieved set.

For routing, the training data is the same as for batch filtering, but in this case systems return a

ranked list of the top 1000 retrieved documents from the test set. Batch filtering and routing are

included to open participation to as many different groups as possible.

2.3 Evaluation and optimisation

For the TREC experiments, filtering systems are expected to make a binary decision to accept

or reject a document for each profile. Therefore, the retrieved set consists of an unranked list of

documents. This fact has implications for evaluation, in that it demands a measure of effectiveness

which can be applied to such an unranked set. Many of the standard measures used in the evaluation

of ranked retrieval (such as average precision) are not applicable. Furthermore, the choice of primary

measure of performance will impact the systems in a way that does not happen in ranked retrieval.

While good ranking algorithms seem to be relatively independent of the evaluation mecisure used,

good classification algorithms need to relate very strongly to the measure it is desired to optimise.

Two measures were used in TREC-10 for this purpose (as alternative sub-tasks). One was
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essentially the linear utility measure used in previous TRECs, and described below. The other

was new to the track for TREC-10: it is a version of the van Rijsbergen measure of retrieval

performance.

F-beta

This measure, based on one defined by van Rijsbergen, is a function of recall and precision, together

with a free parameter beta which determines the relative weighting of recall and precision. For any

beta, the measure lies in the range zero (bad) to 1 (good). For TREC 2001, a value of beta=0.5 has

been chosen, corresponding to an emphasis on precision (beta=l is neutral). The measure (with

this choice of beta) may be expressed as follows:

_ „ 1.25 X No. of relevant retrieved docs
'T>i np _

No. of retrieved docs + 0.25 x No. of relevant docs

(TIOF is set to zero if the number of retrieved documents is zero.)

Linear utility

The idea of a linear utility measure has been described in previous TREC reports (e.g. [4]). The

particular parameters being used are a credit of 2 for a relevant document retrieved and a debit of

1 for a non-relevant document retrieved:

TlOU = 2R+ -

which corresponds to the retrieval rule:

retrieve if P(rel) > .33

Filtering according to a utility function is equivalent to filtering by estimated probability of

relevance; the corresponding probability threshold is shown.

When evaluation is based on utility, it is difficult to compare performance across topics. Simple

averaging of the utility measure gives each retrieved document equal weight, which means that the

average scores will be dominated by the topics with large retrieved sets (as in micro-averaging).

Furthermore, the utility scale is effectively unbounded below but bounded above; a single very poor

query might completely swamp any number of good queries.

For the purpose of averaging across topics, the method used for TREC-10 is as in TREC-8.
That is, the topic utilities are scaled between limits, and the scaled values are averaged. The upper

limit is the maximum utility for that topic, namely

MaxU = 2 X (Total relevant)

The lower limit is some negative utility, MinU, which may be thought of as the maximum
number of non-relevant documents that a user would tolerate, with no relevants, over the lifetime

of the profile. If the TlOU value falls below this minimum, it will be cissumed that the user stops

looking at documents, and therefore the minimum is used.

_ max(T10U, MinU) -MinU
MaxU - MinU

for each topic, and

Mean TIOSU = Mean TIOSU over topics
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Different values of MinU may be chosen: a value of zero means taking all negative utilities as

zero and then normalising by the maximum. A value of minus infinity is equivalent (in terms of

comparing sytems) to using unnormalised utility. The primary evaluation measure for TREC-10
has

MinU = -100

Other measures

In the official results tables, a number of measures are included as well as the measure for which

any particular run was specifically optimised. The range is as follows:

For adaptive and batch filtering:

• Macro average recall

• Macro average precision

• Mean TIOSU (scaled utility) over topics, over the whole period and broken down by time

period for adaptive filtering

• Mean TIOF (F-beta) over topics. Note that this is referred to as F-beta, but has beta set to

0.5, as above

• Zeros, that is, the number of topics for which no documents were retrieved over the period.

For routing: the usual range of ranked-output performance measures, and the number of topics

which scored P@1000 > 0.9.

2.4 Submission Requirements

Each participating group could submit a limited number of runs, in each category: Adaptive filtering

4; Batch filtering 2; Routing 2.

Any of the filtering runs could be optimised for either TIOF or TIOSU - a declaration was

required of the measure for which each run was optimised. There were no required runs, but

participants were encouraged to provide an adaptive filtering run with TIOSU optimisation.

Groups were also asked to indicate whether they used other parts of the TREC collection, or

other external sources, to build term collection statistics or other resources. It was also possible to

make limited use of other Reuters data - again, groups were asked to declare this.

3 TREC-10 results

Nineteen groups participated in the TREC-10 filtering track (five more than in TREC-9) and

submitted a total of 66 runs (slightly less than last time, because of the substantially reduced

number of options). These break down as follows: 12 groups submitted adaptive filtering runs, 10

submitted to batch filtering, and 11 to routing.

Here is a list of the participating groups, including abbreviations and run identifiers. Partici-

pants will generally be referred to by their abbreviations in this paper. The run identifiers can be

used to recognize which runs belong to which groups in the plotted results.
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Abbreviation Run identifier

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Lab apl-jhu apIlO

Fudan University Fudan FDUTIO
IRIT-SIG IRIT merlO

Justsystem Corporation Justsystem jscbtafr

Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology KAIST KAISTIO
David D. Lewis, Independent Consultant Lewis DLewisOl

Moscow Medical Academy MCNIT MMATIO
SER Technology Deutschland GmbH SER ser

Tampere University of Technology Tampere Visa

Chinese Academy of Sciences chinese_academy ICTAdaFTlO
Clairvoyance Corporation clairvoyance CLOl

Carnegie Mellon University emu-cat CMUCAT
Carnegie Mellon University cmu-lti CMUDIR
Kent Ridge Digital Labs kent.ridge krdlTlO

Microsoft Research Ltd microsoft oklO

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen KUN KUN
Oracle oracle ora

Rutgers University rutgers-kantor RU
University of Iowa uiowa Ulowa

3.1 Summary of approaches

These brief summaries are intended only to point readers towards other work. Not all groups have

a paper in the proceedings.

JHU APL participated in the routing and batch filtering tasks. Their routing runs used statis-

tical language modeling with either character n-gram, stem, or word features. For batch filtering,

they used support vector machines with different choices of feature vectors, kernels, score thresh-

olding, and training skew factors.

Fudan University participated in the batch and adaptive filtering tasks. Their filtering profiles

were a Rocchio-style weighted sum of positive training documents, with mutual information used

to select terms. For adaptive filtering, their filtering procedure added pseudo-relevant documents

to the initial profile, and modified both the profile and the threshold using positive and negative

feedback.

IRIT-SIG participated in the routing, batch, and adaptive filtering tasks. Their Mercure system

uses a spreading activation network to compute a relevance score. For routing and batch filtering,

they trained their profiles using backpropagation. For adaptive filtering, they began with simple

term-frequency weighted profiles and adapted both the profile and the decision threshold.

KAIST participated in the batch filtering task. They clustered the training documents in each

topic into subtopics, trained a support vector machine for each subtopic, and OR'ed the binary

classifier outputs to form a final decision for a topic.

David Lewis participated in the routing and batch filtering tasks. He used support vector ma-

chines with diff"erent weights for positive and negative training examples. The weighting parameter

was chosen using n-fold cross-validation.

SER lechnology participated in all three tasks. They used their commercial text classification

system. For adaptive filtering they kept a constant decision threshold, and retrained their classifier

using the top documents seen so far.

Tampere University of Technology participated in the routing task. They employed a novel
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profile learning technique that encodes feature terms and bins the coded values according to a

statistical distribution, yielding a histogram for each word and sentence in a training document.

Chinese Academy of Sciences (CAS-ICT) participated in the adaptive filtering task. They used

a vector-space approach with a profile adaptation function similar to Rocchio.

Clairvoyance participated in all three tasks. For batch filtering, they experimented with "en-

sembles" of simple filters in parallel or series rather than a single monolithic profile. For adaptive

filtering, they used the same system as in TREC-8 to explore how well it performed on the new

Reuters data.

The CMUCAT group from Carnegie Mellon University participated in the batch and adaptive

filtering tasks. They compared kNN classification to the standard Rocchio method, and further

explored issues with the utility metric.

The CMUDIR group from CMU participated in the adaptive filtering task. The used a language

modeling approach to learn the maximum likelihood of the relevant documents discovered during

filtering.

Microsoft Research Cambridge participated in the adaptive filtering task. They used their

Keenbow system from last year, adding optimisation for the F-beta measure.

Katholieke Universiteit Nijmegen participated in all three tasks. Their system uses a version of

Rocchio which decays terms in the profile over time, and a threshold optimisation method based

on EM that models the distributions of the scores of relevant and non-relevant documents.

Oracle participated in all three tasks. They used the Oracle Text RDBMS/text retrieval system.

They assigned concepts from a thesaurus to documents, summed the concept vectors from relevant

training documents and selected the best concepts to represent each topic.

3.2 Evaluation results

Some results for the various participating groups are presented in the following graphs. Figures 1

and 2 show the adaptive filtering results for the two optimisation measures. In each graph, the

horizontal line inside a run's box is the median topic score, the box shows interquartile distance,

the whiskers extend to the furthest topic within 1.5 times the interquartile distance, and the circles

are outliers.

Figure 3 shows the adaptive filtering utility scores broken down into four document periods, to

illustrate learning effect. For readability, only the run with the best overall mean TIOSU is shown.

The official results pages for the adaptive task show this data for every run.

Figures 4 and 5 show the utility and F-beta results for batch filtering. Figure 6 shows mean

uninterpolated average precision for routing. Note that while there is still a range of performance,

in general scores were quite high in batch filtering and routing.

3.3 Utility Scaling

In their TREC-9 paper, Ault and Yang proposed that the track use the F-beta measure instead of

T9P, but did not suggest a replacement for the T9U utility measure [1]. This year, they did propose

such a measure, called normalized filtering utility, which following our notation and filtering costs,

is:

Uf
-

MaxU

ma:x{Uf,Uf^rnin) - Uf,:

1 Uf^rnin

,min
{Uf,min — 0.5)
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Adaptive task runs, ordered by mean T10SU

Figure 1: Adaptive filtering - TIOSU

Note that this is not exactly Ault and Yang's notation; please see their paper elsewhere in this

volume for details. The key difference is in how the measure is scaled between best possible and

worst acceptable utility. To further discussion on utility metrics, we show the normalized filtering

utility scores for adaptive filtering in Figure 7.

4 General Commentary

One major impression from the results of the TREC-10 filtering track is that the data set is

significantly different in the way it behaves from those used in previous years. And the major single

a priori difference, obvious from looking at the data set, is the number of relevant documents for

each topic. There are topics which have in total tens of thousands of relevant documents, and most

have hundreds or thousands. This is clearly a function of the way the topics were constructed,

from Reuters categories, which tend to be fairly general (compared to typical/conventional TREC
topics). Note that this is not simply a result of using predefined categories: in TREC-9, we used

MeSH headings in a Medline document collection in roughly the same way. The topics defined from

MeSH headings did not then appear to be very different from the more conventionally constructed

ones. But MeSH headings are typically very much more specific than Reuters categories.

One effect of the use of these broad categories seems to have been as follows. In previous years,

it has been very important for good performance to strictly limit the number of documents retrieved

- it was all too easy to get into a non-recoverable negative utility realm by retrieving too many
documents at the beginning. It is likely that some participants' thresholding methods were simply

too restrictive for the conditions of the present test collection.

Nevertheless, other participants in adaptive filtering turned in very good performances. Even
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Adaptive task runs, ordered by mean T10F
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Batch task runs, ordered by mean T10U
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Batch task runs, ordered by mean T10F
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Figure 5: Batch filtering - TIOF
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Routiiig task runs, ordered by MAP
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given the very limited starting point of 2 positive examples, it seems that a great deal of effective

learning took place in the early part of the test period. The relatively flat learning curve over the

whole learning period suggests not a lack of learning, but saturation. The best batch filtering and

routing results also appear very good. A number of systems on a number of topics achieved over

90% precision at 1000 documents (this was the subject of some bets before TREC!).

This characteristic of the data set as defined for TREC-10 is seen as a disadvantage in a number

of respects. One has to do with realism: while it may be possible to envisage situations in which a

topic with 10,000 relevant documents over a year is plausible, it is well outside the sort of context

we have typically imagined for a filtering system. Another is that it renders some measurements

more questionable: if we can easily achieve 90% precision at 1000 documents, then that suggests

that we should at a minimum evaluate much further down the ranking. This, however, would

introduce logistical problems.

The likelihood is that the TREC-11 filtering track will use the Reuters corpus, but with a

diS"erent set of topics. One aim would be to get back into a more reasonable range of numbers of

relevant documents per topic.
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Motivating principles

In the TREC 2001 Interactive Track six research teams carried out observational studies which increased

the realism of the searching by allowing the use of data and search systems/tools publicly accessible via

the Internet. To the extent possible, searchers were allowed to choose tasks and systems/tools for

accomplishing those tasks.

At the same time, the studies for TREC 2001 were designed to maximize the likelihood that groups

would find in their observations the germ of a hypothesis they could test for TREC 2002. This suggested

that there be restrictions - some across all sites, some only within a given site - to make it more likely

that patterns would emerge. The restrictions were formalized in two sorts of guidelines: one set for all

sites and another set that applied only within a site.

Cross-site guidelines

Each site observed as many searchers as possible and appropriate. A target number of 24 was suggested.

Each searcher worked in one or more of the following domains provided by the track to all sites:

• finding consumer medical information on a given subject

• buying a given item

• planning travel to a given place

• collecting material for a project on a given subject

Each searcher carried out four searches - two from a list of fully specified tasks provided to all sites and

two for which only the format was predetermined but which were otherwise up to the site/searcher to

create.

Each site collected a minimal standard set of data defined roughly by the track and covering searcher

characteristics and satisfaction, effectiveness, and efficiency.
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Each site collected at least the urls of all pages visited during all searches.

The only real submission required was the notebook paper, which was to include among other things a

testable hypothesis for TREC-2002.

Tasks

Here are the eight fully specified tasks:

• Medical

O Tell me three categories of people who should or should not get a flu shot and why.

O Find a website likely to contain reliable information on the effect of second-hand smoke.

• Buying

O Get two price quotes for a new digital camera (3 or more megapixels and 2x or more zoom).

O Find two websites that allow people to buy soy milk online.

• Travel

O I want to visit Antarctica. Find a website with information on organized tours/trips there.

O Identify three interesting things to do during a weekend in Kyoto, Japan.

• Project

O Find three articles that a high school student could use in writing a report on the Titannic

O Tell me the name of a website where I can find material on global warming.

Here are the eight partially specified tasks:

• Medical

O List two of the generally recommended treatments for .

O Identify two pros or cons of taking large doses of .

• Buying

O Name three features to consider in buying a(n) .

O Find two websites that will let me buy a(n) online.

• Travel

O Identify three interesting places to visit in .

O I'd like to go on a sailing vacation in , but I don't know how to sail. Tell me where can

I get some information about organized sailing cruises in that area.

• Project

O Find three different information sources that may be useful to a high school student in

writing a biography of _^ .

O Locate a site with lots of information for a high school report on the history of .

Within-site guidelines

Within the cross-site guidelines, each site could impose further restrictions of its own choice on ALL its

searchers to define an area of interest for observation - to be reported to the track before the observations

begin. Each site could define its own time limits for scaichcs. For example, a Site could have imposed
inclusive or exclusive restrictions on any (combinations) of the following: the choice/assignment of

domain from the 4 provided, the data to be searched, the search system/tools to be used (e.g., search

systems, meta-search systems, directories,...), functionality within a given search system/tool, the
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characteristics of searchers, the time allowed, the pre- search training provided, etc. Sites were also

encouraged to coordinate their plans with other sites, form small teams sharing guidelines, etc. Each site

evaluated their searches using any criteria defined in the cross-site guidelines plus any site specific

evaluations. As part of the data analysis for TREC 2001, each site was to attempt to formulate a testable

hypothesis for TREC 2002 and report this as part of the results for TREC 2001.

Overview of results

A total of six groups participated in this year's Interactive Track and submitted reports for the

proceedings. Even though there was no official correct "answer" for any of the tasks, most groups

attempted to assess some aspect of user searching performance, usually comparing two or more groups

and/or systems. See each group's report for information about the formulation of testable hypotheses.

• Toms et al. [1] had 48 subjects who were given a choice of initiating the search with a query or

with a selection of a category from a pre-defined list. Participants were also asked to phrase a

selected number of their search queries in the form of a complete statement or question. The

results showed that there was little effect of the task domain (medical, buying, travel, report) on

the search outcome. There was a preference for the use of queries over categories when the

semantics of the search task did not map well to one of the available catetories.

• Bhavhani [2] compared the searching behaviors of expert vs. non-expert searchers, with medical

librarians and those experienced with on-line shopping performing both the flu-shot and camera

tasks. There were substantial differences in how each group, with expertise in one area but not the

other, performed the tasks. When searching in an area of expertise, the searchers tended to use

more efficient, domain-specific resources and procedures, e.g., a site devoted to selling items of

type X. When searching in an area outside their expertise they used more general-pupose methods

(e.g. a general search engine to find a site for buying an X)

• Belkin et al. [3] looked at the role of increasing query length to see if it had any impact in task

performance and/or interaction. Thirty-four subjects searched in one of two conditions: a "box"

query input mode and a "line" query input mode. One-half of the subjects were instructed to enter

their queries as complete sentences or questions; the other half as lists of words or phrases. The

results showed that queries entered as questions or statements were longer than those entered as

words or phrases (twice as long), that there was no difference in query length between the box and

line modes, and that longer queries led to better performance.

• Hersh et al. [4] carried out a pure observational study, with users having their choice of which

search engine or other resources to use. They measured time taken for searching, the number of

pages viewed, satisfaction of users, and what topics users selected for their partially-formed

searches. Their results showed that all the tasks took between six to ten minutes, with the buying

task taking longest, followed by the medical, project, and travel tasks. User satisfaction was
generally high, and the Google search engine was by far the most common starting point.

• Craswell et al. [5] assessed whether there was any correlation between delivery

(searching/presentation) mechanisms and searching tasks. Their experiment involved three user

interfaces and two types of searching tasks. The interfaces included a ranked list interface, a

clustering interface, and an integrated interface with ranked hst, clustering structure, and Expert

Links. The two searching tasks were searching for an individual document and for a set of
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documents. Their results showed that subjects usually used only one interface regardless of the

searching task. No delivery mechanism was found to be superior to any other for any particular

task. The only difference noted was the time used to complete a search, which was less for the

ranked list interface.

• White et al. [6] examined whether implicit feedback (where the system attempts to estimate what

the user may be interested in) could act as a substitute for explicit feedback (where searchers

explicitly mark documents relevant). They hypothesized that implicit and explicit feedback were

interchangeable as sources of relevance information for relevance feedback, comparing the two

approaches in terms of search effectiveness. No significant difference between the two approaches

was found.
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Abstract

The TREC question answering track is an effort to bring the benefits of large-scale evaluation to bear

on the question answering problem. In its third year, the track continued to focus on retrieving small

snippets of text that contain an answer to a question. However, several new conditions were added to

increase the realism, and the difficulty, of the task. In the main task, questions were no longer guaranteed

to have an answer in the collection; systems returned a response of 'NIL' to indicate their belief that

no answer was present. In the new list task, systems assembled a set of instances as the response for

a question, requiring the ability to distinguish among instances found in multiple documents. Another

new task, the context task, required systems to track discourse objects through a series of questions.

The TREC 2001 question answering (QA) track was the third running of a QA track in TREC. The

goal of the track ha^ remained the same each year: to foster research on systems that retrieve ajiswers

rather than documents in response to a question, with a particular emphasis on systems that can function

in unrestricted domains. Systems are given a large corpus of newspaper and newswire articles and a set of

closed-class questions such as Who invented the paper clip?. They return a short (< 50 bytes) text snippet

and a document as a response to a question, where the snippet contains an answer to the question and the

document supports that answer.

While the overall goal has remained the same in each running of the track, this year's track introduced

new conditions to increase the realism of the task. The track included three separate tasks this year, the

main task, the list task, and the context task. The main task was essentially the same as the task in

previous years except questions were no longer guaranteed to have an answer in the collection. In the list

task, systems assembled a set of instances as the response for a question, requiring the abiUty to distinguish

among instances found in multiple documents. The context task required systems to track discourse objects

through a series of questions.

This paper gives an overview of the TREC 2001 track. The next section provides the background that

is common to all of this year's tasks. The following three sections then describe each of this year's tasks in

turn. The final section discusses the future of the QA track.

1 Background

1.1 History of the TREC QA track

The QA track was started in 1999 (TREC-8) to support research on methods that would allow systems to

move away from document retrieval toward information retrieval. An additional goal of the track was to

define a task that would appeal to both the document retrieval and information extraction communities.

Information extraction (IE) systems, such as those used in the Message Understanding Conferences (MUCs,
see http: //www. itl .nist .gov/iad/894 . 02/related_projects/muc), recognize particular kinds of entities

and relationships among those entities in running text. Since answers to closed-class questions are generally

entities of the types recognized by IE systems, the QA task was limited to answering closed-class questions.

There were no restrictions on the domain the questions could be drawn from, however, and the data source

was a large collection of free-text documents.

TREC QA track participants were given the document collection and a test set of questions. The
questions were generally fact-based, short-answer questions such as In what year did Joe DiMaggio compile
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his 56-game hitting streak? and Name a film in which Jude Law acted. Each question wcls guaranteed to

have at least one document in the collection that explicitly answered it. Participants returned a ranked list

of five [document-id, answer- string] pairs per question such that each answer string was believed to contain

an answer to the question. Answer strings were limited to either 50 bytes or 250 bytes depending on the

run type, and could either be extracted from the corresponding document or automatically generated from

information contained in the document. Human assessors read each string and decided whether the string

actually did contain an answer to the question in the context provided by the document. Given a set of

judgments for the strings, the score computed for a submission was the mean reciprocal rank. An individual

question received a score equal to the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was returned,

or zero if none of the five responses contained a correct answer. The score for a submission was then the

mean of the individual questions' reciprocal ranks.

Not surprisingly, allowing 250 bytes in a response was an easier task than limiting responses to 50 bytes:

for every organization that submitted runs of both lengths, the 250 byte limit run had a higher mean

reciprocal rank. In the 50 byte limit case, the best performing systems were able to answer about 70 % of

the questions in TREC-8 and about 65 % of the questions in TREC-9. While the 65 % score was a slightly

worse result than the TREC-8 scores in absolute terms, it represented a very significant improvement in

question answering systems. The TREC-9 task was considerably harder than the TREC-8 task because

TREC-9 used actual users' questions while TREC-8 used questions constructed specifically for the track.

Most participants used a version of the following general approach to the question answering problem.

The system first attempted to classify a question according to the type of its answer as suggested by its

question word. For example, a question that begins with "who" implies a person or an organization is

being sought, and a question beginning with "when" implies a time designation is needed. Next, the system

retrieved a small portion of the document collection using standard text retrieval technology and the question

as the query. The system performed a shallow parse of the returned documents to detect entities of the same

type as the answer. If an entity of the required type was found sufficiently close to the question's words,

the system returned that entity as the response. If no appropriate answer type was found, the system fell

back to best-matching-passage techniques. Improvements in TREC-9 systems generally resulted from doing

a better job of classifying questions as to the expected answer type, and using a wider variety of methods

for finding the entailed answer types in retrieved passages.

In October 2000, the DARPA TIDES project released a white paper that included a roadmap for question

answering research [3]. The paper described an ambitious program to increase the complexity of the types

of questions that can be answered, the diversity of sources from which the answers can be drawn, and the

means by which answers are displayed. It also included a five year plan for introducing aspects of these

research areas into the TREC QA track, with the TREC 2001 track as the first year of the plan. The

two new requirements suggested by the roadmap for TREC 2001 were including questions whose answers

were scattered across multiple documents, and no longer guaranteeing an answer is present in the document

collection. These new requirements were the motivation for the list task and removing the guarantee in the

main task. The context task was added as a pilot study for TREC 2002 since the roadmap's new requirement

for next year is question answering within a context.

1.2 Answer assessment

The TREC QA evaluations have been based on the assumption that different people will have different ideas

as to what constitutes a correct answer. This assumption was demonstrated to be true during the TREC-8
evaluation. For TREC-8, each question was independently judged by three different assessors. The separate

judgments were combined into a single judgment set through adjudication for the official track evaluation,

but the individual judgments were used to measure the effect of differences in judgments on systems' scores.

Assessors had legitimate differences of opinion as to what constituted an acceptable answer even for the

deliberately constrained questions used in the track. Two prime examples of where such differences arise are

the completeness of names and the granularity of dates and locations

Fortunately, as with document retrieval evaluation, the relative scores between QA systems remain stable

despite differences in the judgments used to evaluate them [4]. The lack of a definitive answer key does mean
that evaluation scores are only meaningful in relation to other scores on the same data set. Absolute scores
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do change if you use a different set of judges, or a different set of questions. However, this is an unavoidable

characteristic of QA evaluation. Given that assessors' opinions of correctness differ, the eventual end users

of the QA systems will have similar differences of opinion, and thus any evaluation of the technology must

accommodate these differences.

A [document-id, answer-string] pair was judged correct if, in the opinion of the NIST assessor, the

answer-string contained an answer to the question, the answer-string was responsive to the question, and

the document supported the answer. If the answer-string was responsive and contained a correct answer,

but the document did not support that answer, the pair was judged "Not supported" (except in TREC-8
where it was marked correct). Otherwise, the pair was judged incorrect. Requiring that the answer string be

responsive to the question addressed a variety of issues. Answer strings that contained multiple entities of

the same semantic category as the correct answer but did not indicate which of those entities was the actual

answer (e.g., a list of names in response to a who question) were judged as incorrect. Certain punctuation

and units were also required. Thus "5 5 billion" was not an acceptable substitute for "5.5 billion", nor

was "500" acceptable when the correct answer was "$500". Finally, unless the question specifically stated

otherwise, correct responses for questions about a famous entity had to refer to the famous entity and not

to imitations, copies, etc. For example, two TREC-8 questions asked for the height of the Matterhorn (i.e.,

the Alp) and the replica of the Matterhorn at Disneyland. Correct responses for one of these questions were

incorrect for the other. See [5] for a very detailed discussion of responsiveness.

The basic unit of response for each of the tasks in this year's QA track was once again the [document-

id, answer-string] pair, though all strings were limited to no more than 50 bytes. Response pairs were

judged as described above. For the main task, each question was independently judged by two assessors

despite the TREC-8 results that showed using multiple assessors per question is not necessary to get stable

evaluation results. The TREC-9 judgments, which used only one assessor per question, contain a larger

number of blunders (out-and-out mistakes, not differences of opinions) than anticipated. While comparative

evaluation results are stable despite such errors, the judgments are also used as training data and the effect

of the errors for training is not clear. To reduce the number of errors for the TREC 2001 main task, each

question was judged by two assessors and differences between judges were flagged. NIST staff reviewed each

flagged response to determine if the difference was a matter of opinion or a mistake. If the reviewer found

the difference to be a matter of opinion, the opinion of the first judge prevailed. Otherwise, the reviewer

corrected the mistake. On average, the two assessors disagreed on 5 % of the responses, and the initial

judgment was changed in 30 % of the cases where there was a disagreement. As a check of the earlier

TREC-8 result, we computed the correlations among the system rankings produced by evaluating the main

task runs on the different judgment sets. Once again the correlations were very high (greater than 0.96),

indicating that the results are stable regardless of which judgment set is used.

The QA roadmap called for another change for the TREC 2001 track that was not implemented: requiring

systems to return an actual answer rather than a string that contains an answer. This change was not

implemented because it is not clear how to operationaUze "actual answer" . Is a string wrong if it contains

an answer and justification of that answer? Are titles required parts of names or extraneous information?

Nonetheless, some move toward "actual answer" will be necessary for future tracks since allowing assessors

to pick out the answer from a returned string is masking large differences between systems. For example,

Figure 1 shows some of the answer strings that were judged correct for question 916, What river in the

US is known as the Big Muddy?. Each of these strings should be marked correct according to the current

assessment procedure, but some are much better responses than others.

1.3 The TREC 2001 track

The document set for all tasks was the set of news articles on the combined set of TIPSTER/TREC disks.

In particular, this includes the AP newswire from disks 1-3, the Wall Street Journal from disks 1-2, the

San Jose Mercury News from disk 3, the Financial Times from disk 4, the Los Angeles Times from disk 5,

and the Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) from disk 5. Thio oct contains approximately 979,000

articles in 3,033 megabytes of text, and covers a broad spectrum of subjects.

As a service to the track, NIST provided the ranking of the top 1000 documents retrieved by the PRISE
search engine when using the question as a query, and the full text of the top 50 documents per question (as
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the Mississippi

Known as Big Muddy, the Mississippi is the longest

as Big Muddy , the Mississippi is the longest

messed with . Known as Big Muddy , the Mississip

Mississippi is the longest river in the US

the Mississippi is the longest river in the US,

the Mississippi is the longest river (Mississippi)

has brought the Mississippi to its lowest

ipes.In Life on the Mississippi , Mark Twain wrote t

Southeast ; Mississippi ; Mark Twain; officials began

Known; Mississippi; US,; Minnesota; Gulf Mexico

Mud Island, ; Mississippi; "The;— history ,; Memphis

Figure 1: Correct answer strings for What river in the US is known as the Big Muddy?

Table 1: Number of runs per task (Main, List, Context) submitted by TREC 2001 QA track participants.

Organization M L C Organization M L C
Alicante University 2 National Taiwan University 2 2 1

Chinese Academy of Sciences 3 NTT Communication Sci. Labs 1

CL Research 2 2 1 Oracle 1

Conexor Oy 1 Pohang U. of Sci. & Tech. 1

EC Wise, Inc. 2 Queens College, CUNY 3 2 2

Fudan University 1 Sun Microsystems Labs 2

Harbin Institute of Technology 1 Syracuse University 2 2

IBM (Ittycheriah) 3 Tilburg University 2

IBM (Prager) 3 Universite de Montreal 3 2

InsightSoft-M 1 University of Alberta 1

ITC-irst 1 University of Amsterdam 3 2

KAIST 2 2 1 U. Illinois, Urbana/Champaign 1

KCSL 1 University of Iowa 2

Korea University 2 University of Pennsylvania 1

Language Computer Corp. 1 1 1 University of Pisa 3

LIMSI 3 U. of Southern California, ISI 2 1

Microsoft Research 2 University of Waterloo 3 2 1

MITRE 1 University of York 2

given from that same ranking). For the context task, the rankings were produced for the first question in a

series only. This data was provided strictly as a convenience for groups that did not wish to implement their

own document retrieval system. There was no guaxamtee that the ranking would contain the documents that

actually answer a question.

All runs submitted to the track were required to be completely automatic; no manual intervention of any

kind was permitted. To avoid any confounding effects caused by processing questions in different orders, all

questions were required to be processed from the same initial state. That is, the system was not permitted

to adapt to test questions that had already been processed.

Thirty-six groups submitted a total of 92 runs to the QA track. Table 1 lists each participating group

and the number of runs that group suhmit.teH fnr ea.rh ta.<;k
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2 The Main Task

The main QA task was very similar to previous years' tasks, providing continuity with previous years and

giving newcomers to the track a stable task with which to begin. Participants received a set of closed-

class questions and searched a large document set to extract (or construct) an answer to each question.

Participants returned a ranked list of five [document-id, answer-string] pairs per question such that each

answer string was believed to contain an answer to the question and the document supported that answer.

Answer strings were limited to no more than 50 bytes.

Questions were not guaranteed to have an answer in the document collection. Recognizing that there

is no answer is a challenging task, but it is an important ability for operational systems to possess since

returning an incorrect answer is usually worse than not returning an answer at all. Systems indicated their

belief that there was no answer in the document collection by returning 'NIL' rather than a [document-id,

answer-string] pair as one of the responses to a question. The NIL response was scored the same as other

responses; NIL was correct when no correct answer was known to exist in the collection for that question.

A correct answer was known to exist if the assessor found a correct answer during question development, or

if some system returned a correct, supported response to the question. Forty-nine questions had no known
correct response in the document collection.

Recognizing that no answer exists in the document collection is a different task from having the system

recognize that it does not know what the answer is. This latter task is also important, but is more difficult

to evaluate because systems must then be scored using a combination of questions attempted and attempted

questions correctly answered. As an initial foray into evaluating whether systems can determine if they know
the answer, systems were required to report a single final answer for each question in addition to the ranked

list of 5 responses. The final answer was either an integer from one to five that referred to a position in

the ranked list of responses for that question, or the string 'UNSURE' that indicated the system did not

know what the answer was. While the vast majority of systems returned the answer at rank one if they were

confident of the answer, a few systems did return an alternate rank.

2.1 Test questions

The test set of questions continued a progression of using more realistic questions in each of the three

runnings of the track. In TREC-8, the majority of the questions were created expressly for the track, and

thus tended to be back-formulations of a statement in a document. In TREC-9, the questions were selected

from an Encarta log that contained actual questions, and a raw Excite log. Since the raw Excite log did

not contain many grammatically well-formed questions, NIST staff used the Excite log as a source of ideas

for actual questions. All the questions were created without looking at any documents. The resulting test

set of questions was much more difficult than the TREC-8 set, mainly because the TREC-9 set contained

many more high-level questions such as Who is Colin Powell?. For this year's main task, the source of

questions was a set of filtered MSNSearch logs and AskJeeves logs. Raw logs were automatically filtered

(at Microsoft and AskJeeves) to select queries that contained a question word (e.g., what, when, where,

which, etc.) anywhere in the query; that began with modals or the verb to be (e.g., are, can, could, define,

describe, does, do, etc.); or that ended with a question mark. NIST did additional human filtering on these

logs, removing queries that were not in fact questions; questions that asked for a list of items; procedural

questions; questions that asked for the location of something on the web (e.g., pictures of someone); yes/no

questions; and questions that were obviously too current for the document collection (e.g., questions about

Britney Spears, etc.). The assessors then searched the collection looking for answers for the queries that

remained.

The final question set consisted of 500 questions. NIST fixed the spelling, punctuation, and sometimes

the grammar of the queries selected to be in the final question set, but except for a very few (less than 10)

questions, the content of the question was precisely what was in the log. The few changes that were made
were simple changes such as substituting one Greek god for another so that the question would have an

answer in the collection.

NIST has made no attempt to control the relative number of different types of questions in the test set

from year to year. Instead, the distribution of question types in the final test set has reflected the distribution
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Table 2: Evaluation scores for a subset of the TREC 2001 main task runs. Scores are given for the best run

from the top 15 groups. Scores include the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), and number (# qs) and percentage

(%) of questions for which no correct response wcls returned for both strict (unsupported responses counted

as wrong) and lenient (unsupported responses counted as correct) evaluation. Also included are the number

of questions for which the run returned 'NIL' a response (NIL Returned), the number of questions for

which 'NIL' was correctly returned as a response (NIL Correct), the percentage of questions for which the

system was sure of its final answer (Final Sure), and the percentage of questions for which the final answer

was correct when the system was sure (Sure Correct).

Strict Evaluation Lenient Evaluation # qs # qs

No Correct No Correct NIL NIL Final Sure

Run Tag MRR # qs % MRR #qs % Returned Correct Sure Correct

insight 0.68 152 30.9 0.69 147 29.9 120 38 75 % 77 %
LCCl 0.57 171 34.8 0.59 159 32.3 41 31 100 % 51 %
orcU 0.48 193 39.2 0.49 184 37.4 82 35 100 % 40 %
isilaSO 0.43 205 41.7 0.45 196 39.8 407 33 80 % 38 %
uwmtal 0.43 212 43.1 0.46 200 40.7 492 49 100 % 35 %
mtsunaO 0.41 220 44.7 0.42 213 43.3 492 49 100 % 32 %
ibmsqaOla 0.39 218 44.3 0.40 212 43.1 192 28 100 % 30 %
IBMKS1M3 0.36 220 44.7 0.36 211 42.9 206 27 100 % 24 %
askmsr 0.35 242 49.2 0.43 197 40.0 491 49 100 % 27 %
pirlQqaS 0.33 264 53.7 0.33 260 52.8 5 0 100 % 24 %
posqalOa 0.32 276 56.1 0.34 260 52.8 13 3 100 % 24 %
ALIC01M2 0.30 297 60.4 0.31 293 59.6 4 0 100 % 23 %
gazoo 0.30 304 61.8 0.31 300 61.0 11 0 100 % 24 %
kuqal 0.29 298 60.6 0.30 295 60.0 6 0 100 % 23 %
prunOOl 0.27 333 67.7 0.27 332 67.5 201 38 100 % 24 %

in the source of questions. This year, the number of questions that asked for a definition was dramatically

greater than in previous years. (Ken Litkowski of CL Research puts the count at 135/500 definition questions

for TREC 2001 compared to 31/500 for TREC-9.) While a large fraction of definition questions is "real" in

that the filtered MSNSearch and AskJeeves logs contain many definition questions, there are easier ways to

find the definitions of terms than searching for a concise definition in a corpus of news articles. NIST will

need to exert more control over the distribution of question types in future tracks.

Eight questions were removed from the evaluation, mostly due to spelling mistakes in the question. A
ninth question, question 1070, also contains a typo, spelling 'Louvre' as 'Lourve'. However, that mistake

was not noted until all results had been evaluated, so it remains in the test set.

2.2 Retrieval results

Table 2 gives evaluation results for the top fifteen groups. Only one run per group is included in the table.

The table gives the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) scores, and the number and percentage of questions for

which no correct response was returned for both strict (unsupported responses counted as wrong) and lenient

(unsupported responses counted as correct) evaluation. The table also gives statistics regarding NIL and

final answer processing.

Detecting whether or not an answer exists in the collection is feasible—the LCCl run had an accuracy

of 31/41 or 0.76—but apparently difficult—only five runs had an accuracy greater than 0.25 (see Table 3).

(Accuracy is computed as the number of questions for which NIL was correctly returned divided by the

total number of questions tor which NIL was returned.) Smce systems could return a ranked hst of up to

five responses per question, some systems returned NIL as one of the responses for every question. This

resulted in an accuracy of only 0.1 (49/492), but tended to increase the overall MRR score of those systems

somewhat since it is relatively rare to get the first correct response at large ranks when there is an answer
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Table 3: Main task runs that had an accuracy greater than 0.25 in detecting when no answer was present in

the collection. Returning NIL for all questions produced an accuracy of 0.1.

Run Tag Returned Correct Accuracy

LCCl 41 31 0.76

orcU 82 35 0.43

insight 120 38 0.37

ICTQAlOa 35 10 0.29

ICTQAlOb 55 15 0.27

in the collection. See the MultiText project's paper in this proceedings for an analysis of this effect [1].

In final answer processing the system was to indicate whether it was confident in the answer it produced

or it recognized that it did not know what the answer was. The purpose of final answer processing in TREC
2001 was to gather data for investigating evaluation strategies for systems that can return "I don't know"

as a response. Unfortunately, not enough data was collected to analyze new strategies since more than half

of the runs were always confident in their response (see the last two columns of Table 2).

Almost all systems used variants of the strategy seen in earlier TRECs to perform the main task: de-

termine the answer type from the form of the question; retrieve a small portion of the document set; and

find the correct answer type in a document piece. Most systems used a lexicon, usually WordNet [2], to

verify that a candidate response was of the correct type. Some systems also used the lexicon as a source of

definitions.

While most systems used the same basic strategy, there was much less agreement on the best approaches

to realizing that strategy. Many groups continued to build systems that attempt a full understanding of

the question, but increasingly many groups took a more shallow, data-driven approach. The data-driven

approaches rely on simpler pattern matching methods using very large corpora (frequently the web) rather

than sophisticated language processing. The idea exploited in the massive data approach is the fact that in

a large enough data source a correct answer will usually be repeated often enough to distinguish it from the

noise that happens to occasionally match simple patterns.

A second area in which there is no consensus as to the best approach is classification schemes for answer

types. Some systems use a few very broad classes of answer types, while others use many specialized classes.

The difference is a standard trade-off between coverage and accuracy. With many specialized answer types,

finding the actual answer once an answer type is correctly clcissified is much easier because of the specificity

of the class. However, deciding which class is correct, and ensuring there is a class for all questions, is much
more difficult with many specialized classes. Some systems use a hierarchical answer typology to exploit this

trade-off.

3 The List Task

As mentioned above, one of the goals for the TREC 2001 QA track was to require systems to assemble

an answer from information located in multiple documents. Such questions are harder to answer than the

questions used in the main task since information duplicated in the documents must be detected and reported

only once.

The list task accomplished this goal. Each question in the list task specified the number of instances of

a particular kind of information to be retrieved, such as in the example questions shown in Figure 2. Each

instance was guaranteed to obey the same constraints as an individual answer in the main task and was

judged in the same manner as a response in the main task: each true instance was no more than 50 characters

long; some document was explicit that it was an instance of the desired type; each answer string had to

have an associated document that supported the answer; answer strings had to be responsive; etc. The
document collection was guaranteed to contain at least the target number of instances. Systems returned

an unordered list of [document-id, answer-string] pairs where each pair represented a single instance. The
list could contain no more than the target number of instances.

The 25 questions used as the list task test set were constructed by NIST assessors and NIST staff since
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9 Name 4 U.S. cities that have a "Shubert" theater.

9 Name 30 individuals who served as a cabinet officer under Ronald Reagan.

® Who are 6 actors who have played Tevye in "Fiddler on the Roof"?

a> Name 4 countries that can produce synthetic diamonds.

« What are 9 novels written by John Updike?

Figure 2: Example list task questions.

Table 4: Average accuracy of the TREC 2001 list task runs. Accuracy is computed as the number of distinct

instances divided by the target number of instances.

Average Average

Run Tag Accuracy Run Tag Accuracy

LCC2 0.76 UdeMlistP 0.15

isill50 0.45 qntual2 0.14

pirlQHl 0.34 UAmsT10qaL2 0.13

SUTIOPARLT 0.33 clrOlU 0.13

SUTIODOCLT 0.25 UAmsTlOqaLl 0.12

uwmtall 0.25 clr0112 0.12

uwmtalO 0.23 KAISTQALISTl 0.08

pirlQli2 0.20 KAISTQALIST2 0.07

qntuall 0.18 UdeMlistB 0.07

there were not enough appropriate questions in the logs. The assessors were instructed to construct questions

whose answers would be a list of entities (people, places, dates, numbers) such that the list would not likely be

found in a reference work such as a gazetteer or almanac. Each assessor was asked to create one small question

(five or fewer expected answers), one large question (between twenty and forty expected answers), and two

medium questions (between five and twenty expected answers). They searched the document collection using

the PRISE search engine to find as complete a list of instances as possible. The target number of instances

to retrieve was then selected such that the document collection contained more than the requested number

of instances, but more than one document was required to meet the target. A single document could contain

multiple instances, and the same instance might be repeated in multiple documents.

Judgments of correct, incorrect, or not supported were made individually for each [document-id, answer-

string] pair. The assessor was given one list at a time, and while judging for correctness he also marked a

set of responses as distinct. The assessor arbitrarily chose any one of a set of equivalent responses to mark
as the distinct one, and marked the remainder as not distinct. Incorrect responses were always marked as

not distinct (the assessment software enforced this), but unsupported responses could be marked distinct.

Since answer strings could be up to fifty bytes long, a single string might contain more than one instance.

The track guidelines specified that the left-most instance in a string was always counted as the instance of

record for that string. For example for the question Name 9 countries that import Cuban sugar., the string

China and Russia imported Cuban sugar was counted as an instance of China only. If another emswer

string in the list was China imports, one of the two responses would be marked as distinct for China, £ind

Russia still would not be counted as a retrieved instance.

List results were evaluated using accuracy, the number of distinct responses divided by the target number
of instances. Note that since unsupported responses could be marked distinct, the reported accuracy is a

lenient evaluation. Table 4 gives the average accuracy scores for all of the list task submissions.

Given the way the questions were constructed for the list task, the list task questions were intrinsically
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easier than the questions in the main task. Most systems found at at least one instance for most questions.

Each system returned some dupUcate responses, but dupUcation was not a major source of error for any of

the runs. (Each run contained many more wrong responses than dupUcate responses.) With just 18 runs,

there is not enough data to know if the lack of duplication is because the systems are good at recognizing

and eliminating duplicate responses, or if there simply wasn't all that much duplication in the document set.

4 The Context Task

The context task was intended to test the systems' ability to track discourse objects (context) through a

series of questions. Eventual users of QA systems will likely interact with the system on a regular basis, and

the user will expect the system to have some basic understanding of previous interactions. The TREC 2001

context task was designed to represent the kind of dialog processing that a system would require to support

an interactive user session.

The type of questions that were used in the context task was the same as in the main task. However, the

questions were grouped into different series, and the QA system was expected to track the discourse objects

across the individual questions of a series. That is, the interpretation of a question later in the series could

depend on the meaning or answer of an earlier question in the series. Correct interpretation of a question

often involved resolving referential links within and across questions. Figure 3 gives three examples of series

used in the context task.

NIST staff created ten question series for the context task. Most series contained three or four questions,

though one series contained nine questions. There were 42 questions across all series, and each question was

guaranteed to have an answer in the document collection. A context task run consisted of a ranked list of up

to five [document-id, answer-string] pairs per question as in the main task. The context task questions were

judged and evaluated as in the main task as well, except that only lenient evaluation scores (unsupported as

correct) were computed. All questions were judged by the same assessor.

. Seven runs were submitted to the context task, with unexpected results. The ability to correctly answer

questions later in a series was uncorrelated with the ability to correctly answer questions earlier in the series.

The first question in a series defined a small enough subset of documents that results were dominated by

whether the system could answer the particular type of the current question, rather than by the systems'

ability to track context. Thus, this task is not a suitable methodology for evaluating context-sensitive

processing for the current state-of-the-art in question answering.

5 Future

The TREC QA track will continue, with the selection of tasks included in future tracks influenced by both the

QA roadmap and the ARDA AQUAINT program (see http://www.ic-arda.org/InfoExploit/aquaint/

index.html). The goal of future tracks is to increase the kinds and difficulty of the questions that systems

can answer.

The main task in TREC 2002 will focus on having systems retrieve the exact answer as opposed to text

snippets that contain the answer. While this will entail marking as incorrect "good" responses such as an

answer plus justification, we believe that forcing systems to be precise will ultimately produce better QA
technology. Systems will be allowed to return only one response per question, another change aimed at

forcing systems to be more precise. NIST will exert more control over the relative proportions of different

kinds of questions in the test set. In particular, definitional questions will be a very small percentage of the

total question set.

The list task will be repeated in essentially the same form as TREC 2001. NIST will attempt to find

naturally occurring list questions in logs, but appropriate questions are rare, so some constructed questions

may also be used. We hope also to have a new context task, though the exact nature of that task is still

undefined.

i he mam tocus of the AKDA AQUAINT program is to move beyond the simple factoid questions that

have been the focus of the TREC tracks. Of particular concern for evaluation is how to score responses

that cannot be marked simply correct /incorrect, but instead need to incorporate a fine-grained measure of

the quality of the response. We expect that NIST and the AQUAINT contractors will run pilot studies to
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CTXla Which museum in Florence was damaged by a major bomb explosion in 1993?

CTXlb On what day did this happen?

CTXlc Which galleries were involved?

CTXld How many people were killed?

CTXle Where were these people located?

CTXlf How much explosive was used?

CTX3a What grape variety is used in Chateau Petrus Bordeaux?

CTX3b How much did the futures cost for the 1989 vintage?

CTX3c Where did the winery's owner go to college?

CTX3d What California winery does he own?

CTXlOa How many species of spiders are there?

CTXlOb How many are poisonous to humans?

CTXlOc What percentage of spider bites in the U.S. are fatal?

Figure 3: Example question series for the context task.

experiment with different measures in the first year of AQUAINT (2002). Promising measures will then be

put to a broader test by being incorporated into later TREC tracks.
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1 Introduction

New in TREC-2001 was the Video Track, the goal

of which was to promote progress in content-based

retrieval from digital video via open, metrics-based

evaluation. The track built on publicly available

video provided by the Open Video Project of the Uni-

versity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill under Gary

Marchionini (Marchionini, 2001), the NIST Digital

Video Library (Over, 2001), and stock shot video

provided for TREC-2001 by the British Broadcasting

Corporation (Richard Wright et al). The track used

very nice work on shot boundary evaluation done as

part of the ISIS Coordinated Research Project (AIM,

2001).

This paper is an introduction to the track frame-

work — the tasks, data, and measures. For informa-

tion about results, see the tables associated with the

conference proceedings.

TREC research has remained true to its late twen-

tieth century origins, concentrating on retrieval of

text documents with only occasional excursions into

other media: spoken documents and images of doc-

uments. Using TREC as an incubator, the Video

Track has pushed into true multimedia territory with

respect to formulation of search requests, analysis

of multimedia material to be searched (video, audio,

transcripts, text in video, music, natural sound, etc),

combination of search strategies, and in some cases

presentation of results to a human searcher.

The TREC video track had 12 participating

groups, 5 from US, 2 from Asia and 5 from Europe. 11

hours of MPEG-1 data was collected and distributed

as well as 74 topics or queries. What made these

queries particularly interesting and challenging was

that they were true multimedia queries as they all

had video clips, images, or audio clips as part of the

query, in addition to a text description. Participating

groups used a variety of techniques to match these

multimedia queries against the video dataset, some

running fully automated techniques and others in-

volving users in interactive search experiments.

As might be expected for the first running of such

a track, the framework was a bit unorthodox by the

standards of mature TREC tracks. Participating

groups contributed significant amounts of work to-

ward the creation of the track infrastructure. Search

systems were called upon to handle a very wide va-

riety of topic types. We hoped exploring more of

the possible territory, though it decreased the likeli-

hood of definitive outcomes in any one area this year,

would still generate some interesting results and more

importantly provide a good foundation for a more fo-

cused track in TREC-2002.
In TREC-2001, participating groups were invited

to test their systems One or more of the following

three tasks/evaluations.

© Shot boundary detection

® Search (fully automatic or interactive)

- Using known-item topics or queries

— UMihig geiieial Lopics oi queiies

See the "Approaches" section for a list of the 12 par-

ticipating groups and information on their systems.

Details about each task follow here.
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2 Shot boundary detection

Movies on film stock are composed of a series of still

pictures (frames) which, when projected, the human
brain smears together so we see motion or change.

Digital video is also organized into frames - usually 25

or 30 per second. Above the frame, the next largest

unit of video both syntactically and semantically is

called the shot. A half hour of video, in a TV pro-

gram for example, can contain several hundred shots.

A shot was originally the film produced during a sin-

gle run of a camera from the time it was turned on

until it was turned off or a subsequence thereof as se-

lected by a film editor. The new possibilities offered

by digital video have blurred this definition some-

what, but shots, as perceived by a human, remain a

basic unit of video, useful in a variety of ways.

Work on algorithms for automatically recognizing

and characterizing shot boundaries has been going

on for some time with good results for many sorts of

data and especially for abrupt transitions. Software

has been developed and evaluations of various meth-

ods against the same test collection have been pub-

lished e.g., using 33 minutes total from 5 feature films

(Aigrain & Joly, 1994); 3.8 hrs total from television

entertainment programming, news, feature movies,

commercials, and miscellaneous (Boreczky & Rowe,

1996); 21 minutes total from a variety of action,

animation, comedy, commercial, drama, news, and

sports video drawn from the Internet (Ford, 1999);

an 8-hour collection of mixed TV broadcasts from an

Irish station recorded in June, 1998 (Browne et al.,

2000).

An open evaluation of shot boundary determina-

tion systems was designed by the OT10.3 Thematic

Operation (Evaluation and Comparison of Video

Shot Segmentation Methods) of the GTIO Working

Group (Multimedia Indexing) of the ISIS Coordi-

nated Research Project in 1999 using 2.9 hours total

from 8 television news, advertising, and series videos

(Ruiloba, Joly, Marchand-Maillet, k Quenot, 1999).

2.1 Data

The shot boundary test collection for this year's

TREC tcisk comprises about half the videos in the

overall collection so that each series is represented.

The videos are mostly of a documentary nature but

veiry in their age, production style, and quality. There

arp 42 videos encoded in MPEG-1 with a total run-

time of about 5.8 hours and a total size of 3.34 giga-

bytes.

The reference data was created by a student at

NIST whose task was to identify all transitions and

assign each to one of the following categories:

cut - no transition, i.e., Icist frame of one shot fol-

lowed immediately by first of next shot, no fade

or combination

dissolve - the first shot fades out while the second

fades in

fadeout/in - the first shot fades out, then the sec-

ond fades in

other - everything not in the previous categories

The VirtualDub software (Lee, 2001) was used in the

Microsoft Windows environment to view the videos

and frame numbers. The VirtualDub website con-

tains information about VirtualDub and the MPEG
decoder it uses. Twenty of the videos (from the BBC
stock shot collection) had no internal transitions and

thus no shot boundaries. The collection used for

evaluation of shot boundary determination contains

594179 frames and 3176 transitions with the follow-

ing breakdown as to type (using the post-conference

corrected reference data):

• 2066 — hard cuts (65%)

• 975 — dissolves (30.7%)

• 54 — fades to black and back (1.7%)

• 81 — other (2.6%)

The proportion of gradual transitions is about twice

that reported by Boreczky and Rowe (1996) and

Ford (1999). Gradual transitions are generally harder

to recognize than abrupt ones. Table 1 lists the

videos with title, source collection, file name, size

in megabytes, and run time (mm:ss). Note that

the reference data for the video "A new Horizon"

(borlO) turned out to have been inadvertently trun-

cated. Consequently, no results for it were ready until

immediately after the TREC-2001 workshop.

2.2 Evaluation

Submissions were compared to the shot boundary ref-

erence data using a modified version of the protocol

proposed for the OT10.3 Thematic Operation (Eval-

uation and Comparison of Video Shot Segmentation

Methods) of the GTIO Working Group (Multimedia

Indexing) of the ISIS Coordinated Research Project.

The version used in TREC has the following features:

• A short gradual transition (less than 6 firames)

was treated as a cut
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Table 1: Shot Boundary Determination Test Collec-

tion

Shot Boundary Test Videos

me Source RIe Size

(MB)

Bun lime

(min:ss)

Challenge al Glen Canyon OV bor03 240 5 26:56

The Great Web ol Waler OV bofOe 251 0 2807

A new Horizon OV bono 1494 16:44

The Rio Grande • Ribbon ol He OV bor12 121 9 13,39

Lake Powell - Jewel ol the Colorado OV bor17 247,2 27:41

NASA 25lh Anniversary Show • Seg 5 OV anni005 669 619

NASA 25th Annrverary Show • Seg, 9 OV anni009 72,4 6:50

Spaceworks - Episode 3 OV nadZe 262,7 29:26

Spaceworks Episode 6 OV nad3l 260,1 29,08

Spavewrlis • Episode 8 OV nad33 247,1 27:40

AaS Reports Tape 4 • Report 260 OV nad53 128,0 14:20

AiS Reports Tape 5 Report 264 OV nad57 63,4 7:06

Senses and Sensitivity Lecture 3 OV sersesfH 484,1 48:16

Aircraft Hangar Fires ., NIST ahM 90,2 9:00

Enhanced Aerial Lift Controller NIST ealf 92,3 9:00

PortsmoiJh Flexible Mani/laclunng Workslalion NIST piml 841 615

25 BBC stock shot videos

between 00 19 and 4;27in length

BBC 353 31:43

Tota/s —

>

3342 GB 5 8hrs,

• A submitted cut matched a reference cut if the

latter fell entirely within the boundaries of the

former after the former has been extended 5

frames on each end.

• Gradual transitions matched if the intersection

was at least 0.333 of the longer and 0.499 of the

shorter transition — the default values from the

earlier ISIS evaluation scheme.

For the purposes of evaluation, the categories were

divided into two:

• cuts - cuts

• graduals - dissolves, fades to black and back, and

other

2.3 Measures

For continuity with earlier work, the following mea-

sures were calculated by NIST: inserted transition

count, deleted transition count, correction rate, dele-

tion rate, insertion rate, error rate, quality index, cor-

rection probability, recall, and precision. See Ruiloba

et al. (1999) for details on the definitions of these

measures.

2.4 Issues/Lessons

There were several unexpected issues that cropped

up during the running and subsequent evaluation of

the shot boundary determination task.

Varying frame numbering

Different MPEG-1 decoders produced slightly differ-

ent frame numbering from the same video source file.

This caused problems for evaluation of cuts since, ini-

tially, exact matches were required. A fixed shift of

plus or minus 2 and then plus or minus 5 for an entire

file was used until evidence was found that in some
cases the shift of frame numbers varied within a file.

The solution to this problem was eventually the al-

gorithm described above, immediately under "Eval-

uation" . The TREC video mailing Ust was quite ac-

tive on this point and contributed to addressing the

problem. The applicability of the 11-frame window
to new data, is unknown and as an alternative for the

future, a standard decoder or set of decoders could

be mandated for determining frame numbers in the

submission. Workshop participants generally felt this

would be impractical for them.

Test collection available in advance

Although they did not know specifcially which files

would be used, the shot boundary test collection was

available to the participating groups long before the

test began. Groups were reminded that systems to be

tested could not have been trained on any of the test

collection files — standard research practice anyway.

It would however be preferable in future to use test

video not generally available before the test.

Single reference

A second reference set was started but could not

be completed in time. Finishing it would allow one

to gauge the variability in system evaluation due to

inter-annotator disagreements. For the final results

we did check the shot boundary reference in cases

where more than a couple systems told us there was

a transition we did not have. This resulted in the

addition of 20 transitions. We also completed the

reference for the borlO.mpg file which had been in-

advertently truncated.

3 The Search Tasks

The search tasks in the Video Track were extensions

of their text-only analogues. The systems, some of

which included a human in the loop, were presented

with topics — formatted descriptions of an informa-

tion need — and were asked to return a list of shots
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from the videos in the test collection which met the

need.

In the case of the Video Track, the topics contained

not only text but possibly examples (including video,

audio, images) of what is needed. The topics ex-

pressed a very wide variety of needs for video clips:

of a particular object or class of objects, of an activ-

ity/event or class of activities/events, of a particular

person, of a kind of landscape, on a particular sub-

ject, using a particular camera technique, answering

a factual question, etc. See Table 3 for an overview

of the topics and their makeup.

The boundaries for units of retrieval to be identified

- shots - were not predefined for all systems and each

system made its own independent judgment of what

frame sequences constituted a relevant shot. This had

important consequences for evaluation.

The evaluation of video retrieval, whether for

known-items or general searching, presents a larger, if

not harder, set of problems than evaluations of text-

only retrieval and we are not aware of any other large,

open evaluation of content-based retrieval from dig-

ital video. Wide-spread use of video data, when it

exists, is often limited by cost and intellectual prop-

erty rights. Details about each of the tasks follow.

Although the track decided early on that it should

work with more than text from audio, systems

were allowed to use transcripts created by automatic

speech recognition (ASR). Any group which did this

had to submit a run without the ASR or one using

only ASR — as a bciseline. At least two groups used

ASR.

3.1 Data to be searched

The test collection for the search task consisted of the

collection used for the shot boundary determination

task plus another six or so hours of similar video as

listed in Table 2. The only manually created infor-

mation that search systems were allowed to use was

that which was already as part of the test collection,

namely: the existing transcripts associated with the

NIST files and the existing descriptions associated

with the BBC material.

3.2 Topics

The topics were designed as multimedia descriptions

of an information need, such as someone searching

a large archive of video might have in the course of

collecting material to include in a larger video or to

answer questions. Today this may be done largely by

searching descriptive text created by a human when
the video material was added to the archive. The

Table 2: Additional video to be searched

Additional test videos

me Source File Size

(MB)

Run lime

(mm:ss)

The Colorado ov bor02 178 3 1958

The Story of Hoover Dam ov boi07 246 1 27 24

Wetlands Regained ov tior09 1265 14:01

Giant on the Bighorn ov bortl 125 4 14:03

Take Pride In America ov borl4 103 0 11 32

How Water Won the West ov borlS 1008 11 17

NASA 25lh Annlverary Show - Seg. 6 ov anniOOe 97.6 9 13

NASA25lh Anrlveraiy Show - Seg, 10 ov annlOlO 1848 17:27

Spacewortts - Episode 5 ov nadSO 256,1 29 48

Spaceworto - Episode 7a ov nad32 259.3 29.03

A&S Reports Tape 4 - Report 259 ov nad52 1297 14:31

A&S Reports Tape 4 - Report 262 ov nad55 131.2 1441

A&S Reports Tape 5 Report 265 ov nad58 68.8 7:42

Senses ard Sensitivity - Lecture 4 ov sensesi 14 4864 48:30

Telepresence Mlscoscopy NIST dbet 943 12:30

NIST In 5 Minutes and 41 Seconds NiST n5m1 659 5:41

A Decade ol Business Excellence lor America NiST urel 85.1 8:50

A Uniquely Rewarding Experience NIST ydhi 1281 12:23

25 BBC stock shot videos

t>elweenOO:11and3:40lnlength

BBC 301 8 27:08

TolBis -> 296 GB 54 hrs.

track's scenario envisioned allowing the searcher to

use a combination of other media in describing his

or her need. How one might do this naturally and

eff'ectively is an open question.

For a number of practical reasons, the topics were

created by the participants. This was not an easy

or quick process. Each group was asked to formulate

five or more topics they could imagine being used by

someone searching a large video archive. Twelve sets

of topics were submitted. NIST submitted topics as

well, did some selection, and negotiated revisions. All

the topics were pooled and all systems were expected

to run on the union, if at all possible. The worst-

case scenario in which each group found it's topics

too easy and everyone else's topics too hard to learn

something did not occur. Several groups found their

own topics quite challenging and most groups had

some success with topics other than their own.

All topics contained a text description of the user

information need. Examples in other media were op-

tional. There were indicators of the appropriate pro-

cessing. And finally, if the need was conceived as a

hunt for one or more known-items, then the list of

known-items was included. Here is a summary of the

topic layout:

• Text description of the information need

• Examples of what is needed

— video clip illustrating what is needed
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Table 3: Overview of topics

# •ctlva matlc
Toxt description of n«ad«cl Informatlon/ahot

Number of •xamplaa
VIdao llama

1 Y number of spikes on Statue of Liberty's crown 1 10
2 Y liftoff of the Space Shuttle 4

3 Y vehicle traveling on the moon 1 2
4 Y mountains as prominent scenery 1 8
5 Y water skiing 1 5

6 Y scenes with a yellow boat 1 4
7 Y pink flower 1 1

8 Y Y the planet Jupiter 2 6
9 Y people who are water skiing 1

10 Y swimming pools 1

11 Y people on the beach 1

12 Y surface of Mars 1 1 4
13 Y speaker talking in front of the US flag 2 2 2
14 Y Y astronaut driving lunar rover over lunar surface 2 5
15 Y Y corn on the cob 1 4
16 Y Y deer with Its antlers 1 1 2
17 Y Y airliner landing 1 3
IS Y Y John Deere tractor 2 2
19 Y Y lunar rover from Apollo missions 2 5
20 Y Y pictures of Ron Vaughn, President of Vaughncraft 1

21 Y Y pictures of Ronald Reagan speaking 3 3 1

22 Y Y pictures of Harry Hertz 2 5
23 Y Y images of Lou Gossett, Jr. 3 2
24 Y Y all other pictures of R. Lynn Bonderant 1

25 Y Y scene from Star-Wars with R2D2 and 3CPO 2 1

26 Y Y given summary, find the full scene sequence 1 1

27 Y Y biplane flying over a field 1 1 4
28 Y Y sailing boat on a beach 1 2
29 Y Y hot air balloon in the sky 1 5
30 Y Y governmental buildings looking like Capitol 1 4
31 Y Y waterskler behind a speed boat 2 7
32 Y Y chopper landing 3 1

33 Y Y additional shots of white fort 1 1

34 Y Y Ronald Reagan reading speech about Space Shuttle 1 1

35 Y Y Where else does this person appear? 1 1

1

36 Y Y Where else does this person appear? 1 7
37 Y other examples of rocket and shuttle launches 7 7
38 Y other examples of fires 4
39 Y other examples of airplanes taking off 3 3
40 Y all monologue shots 2
41 Y all shots with at least 8 people 2
42 Y all shots with David J. Nash
43 Y all shots with a specific landscape: grassland
44 Y all shots with specific camera technique: pan & tilt

45 Y other shots of cityscapes
46 Y other shots of sailing boats
47 Y clips that deal with floods

—
48 Y overhead zoomlng-ln views of canyons... 8
49 Y other clips from the lecture showing/explaining example graphic 9
50 Y other examples of natural outdoors scenes with birds 8 10
51 Y other examples of splashing water In natural outdoors environment 7 1

0

52 Y Y space shuttle on launch pad Q
53 Y Y pictures of the Perseus high altitude plane
54 Y Y clips showing ^alon ^^anyon dam

—
55 Y Y
56 Y Y
57 Y Y footage of explosions, blasting of hillsides

—
1

58 Y Y additional shots of Lynn Bonderant 1

59 Y Y launch of the Space Shuttle 3 1

60 Y Y explosions In progress 60
61 Y Y environmental degradation 3 1 1

62 Y Y how long has Baldrlge Award existed 3
63 Y clips of different Interviewees 7
64 Y clips of different male Interviewees 4 3
65 Y gradual shot changes 1

66 Y Y clips talking about water projects 1

67 Y Y segments of aircraft X-29 2 5 10
68 Y Y segment with a(n expert) person showing the X-29 2 5 1

69 Y Y logo of Northwest Airlines 5 2
70 Y Y identify the producer of each item 3
71 V V oeonoo with strckot trnffle <onpo, truelco. mnvbA r>4»0|»l<»> 1 i a
72 Y Y Other similar clips containing a rocket launch 2
73 Y all shots with a specific landscape: lake 2
74 Y all shots with specific camera technique: zoom 1
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— still image illustrating what is needed

— audio illustrating what is needed

• Processing recommendations

— indication of whether topic is for interactive

processing

— indication of whether topic is for automatic

processing

® list of known-items, if any defined

If examples to illustrate the information need were

included then these were to come from outside the

test data. They could be taken from NIST or Open-

Video material not part of the test collection or from

other public domain sources. If the example came

from the test collection, the topic's text description

was to be such that using a video quotation from the

test collection is plausible, e.g., "I want to find all the

OTHER shots dealing with X." A search for a single

shot could not be described with example video or

images from the target shot.

3.3 Evaluation of known-item
searches

The known-item search submissions were evaluated

by NIST using a variation of the algorithm used in the

shot boundary determination task. Matching a sub-

mitted item to a known-item defined with the topic

was a function of the length of the known-item, the

length of the submitted item, the length of the inter-

section, and two variables:

• KI coverage: minimum value for the ratio of the

length of the intersection to the length of the

known-item, i.e., how much of the known-item

was captured by the submitted item

• RI coverage: minimum value for the ratio of the

length of the intersection to length of the submit-

ted result item, i.e., how much of the submitted

result item was on target

The evaluation was run with four different settings

of the two variables— as examples. In the absence of

an application, a choice of particular settings would

be arbitrary. The four settings reported to partici-

pants were the four combinations of 0.333 and 0.666.

The pages at the back of the TREC-2001 proceed-

ings report results where the length of the intersection

must be at least 0.666 of the length of the known-item

and at least 0.333 of the submitted item.

The performance of systems/runs can't be com-

pared directly since they attempt different subsets of

Table 4: Stability of known-item search system rank-

ings as match parameter settings vary

Kendall's tau lor recall-ranked systems by matching-parameter settings

KI.RI settings 0.333, 0.333 0.333, 0.666 0.666, 0,333 0.656. 0.566

0.333, 0.333 0.923 0.881 0.814

0.333, 0,666 0,838 0.876

0.666, 0,333 0.890

0.666, 0.666

Kendall's tau lor precision-ranked systems by match.ng-parameter settings

KI,RI settings 0.333, 0.333 0.333, 0.666 0,666, 0,333 0.566, 0.566

0.333,0.333 0.957 0,914 0.876

0.333, 0.666 0.900 0.900

0.666, 0.333 0.942

0.666, 0.666

topics and may or may not include a human in the

loop though we are dealing with rather small differ-

ences. It may be worth noting that the ranking of

the systems/runs based on these values appear to be

fairly stable across different match parameter settings

as measured by Kendall's tau (see Table 4).

3.4 Known-item measures

The measures calculated for the evaluation of known-

item searching were precision and recall. It should be

noted that a result set item could match more than

one known-item and a known-item could match more

than one result set item. In calculating precision,

credit was given if a result set item matched at least

one known-item. In calculating recall, credit was

given for all known-items that a result item matched.

The number of known-items varied from 1 to 60 with

a mean of 5.63, so the upper bound on precision in a

result set of 100 items was quite low.

3.5 Known-item issues/lessons

Evaluation of the known-item searches turned out to

be more difficult than we anticipated. Because nei-

ther the known-items nor the result items were cho-

sen from a predefined set of shot bounds or other

video segments, a parameterized matching procedure

was defined as described above. It is not yet clear

if/how system performance acros.s a range of param-

eter settings is most usefully reported and depicted.

If retrieval and evaluation could be done in terms of a

reasonable set of predefined segments, the matching

problem might be avoided.
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Table 5: Raw counts of video assessment

(dis)agreements

Counts of assessor (dis)agreements by type

B: Relevant B: Not relevant

A: Relevant 1524 587

A: Not relevant 553 4729

3.6 Evaluation of general searches

Submissions for the general search topics were evalu-

ated by retired information analysts at NIST. They
were instructed to familiarize themselves with the

topic material and then judge each submitted clip

relevant if it contained material which met the need

expressed in the topic as they understood it, even if

there was non-relevant material present. Otherwise

they were told to judge the clip as not relevant. They

used web-based software developed at NIST to allow

them to (re)play the video, audio, and image exam-

ples included in the topic as well as the submitted

clips.

We had time to get a second set of judgments of

the submitted materials. The raw counts of the ways

in which the pairs of assessments (dis)agree are as

shown in Table 5.

There were 7393 pairs of judgments. Overall, the

two assessors agreed 84.6% of the time. On average, if

either one of the assessors said the item was relevant,

the other agreed 72.8% of the time. On average, if

either one of the assessors said the item was not rel-

evant, the other agreed 89.2% of the time. This is as

good or better than the agreement among assessors

judging text documents as measured in TREC-2 and

TREC-4.

3.7 General Search Measures

The measure calculated for the evaluation general

searching was precision.

We also made an effort to calculate a partial recall

score. Each result item that was judged relevant and

came from a file covered by the shot boundary refer-

ence was compared to the shots defined by the shot

boundary reference. A reference shot was marked as

relevant if at least one relevant result item matched

it. A result item matched if it overlapped with thp

reference shot and the overlap was at least one third

of the result item and at least two thirds of the refer-

ence shot. A result item could match more than one

reference shot.

Table 6: Raw counts of intra-assessor assessment

(dis)agreements

Intra-assessor (dls)agreements

Result Total Number

item

types

by

itBms

of

eacti

of

total

agreements

Number

of

disagreements

Disagreements

as percent of

total items
times

judged

type

Re!
Not

Rel

1 3849

2 1633 564 1054 15 1%

3 91 29 59 3 3%

4 1 1 0 0 0%

Once the relevant reference shots for each topic

has been identified, each submission was evaluated

against this partial list of relevant shots. The same

matching criteria as above were applied in deciding

which result items matched relevant reference shots.

The table at the back of these proceedings shows the

results of this procedure.

3.8 General Search Issues/Lessons

No pooling

Some groups submitted runs from multiple related

systems which returned identical shots. No attempt

was made to remove these since, lacking predefined

retrieval units, we did not expect to be able to pool

results and so did not try. This means some shots

were assessed more than once by the same assessor.

This set could be looked at as a sort of "natural ex-

periment" for information on within-assessor consis-

tency.

Interpretation of topics

Questions from the assessors about how to interpret

the topics raised important issues in multimedia topic

formulation. Basically the problems had to do with

thp rplntinnsViip between the text and non-toxtual

parts of the topic. Often it was not clear that all

of the example was exemplary, but there was no way

to indicate, even to a human, what aspects of the

example to emphasize or ignore.
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4 Approaches in brief

The following are very short descriptions of the ap-

proaches taken by each participating research group.

For detailed information the reader should consult

the relevant system- specific paper in these proceed-

ings.

• Carnegie Mellon University

Search: with, and without, the Sphinx speech

recognition system, both automatic and inter-

active searches; Minor changes to the Informe-

dia system; Used colour histogram matching,

texture, video OCR, face detection and speech

recognition;

• CLIPS IMAG Grenoble (Pr)

Shot boundary detection (SBD): where there is

significant motion between adjacent frames, uses

motion compensation based on optical flow, and

a photo flash detector, and a dissolve detector;

• Dublin City University (Irl)

SBD: some work on macroblock patterns but

only on partial dataset;

Search: interactive, to evaluate the effective-

ness of 3 different keyframe browsers (timeline,

slideshow, hierarchical), used 30 real users, each

doing 12 topics using 3 browsers each;

• Fudan University (China)

SBD: used frame diflferences based on luminance

and colour histograms;

Search: for 17 topics, calculated camera motion,

face detection and recognition, video text and

OCR, speaker recognition and clustering, speech

recognition and speaker gender detection;

• Glasgow University (UK)

SBD: Examining the frequency of occurrence of

macroblock types on compressed files, technique

not tuned to gradual transitions;

• IBM Groups Almaden and T.J. Watson (US)

SBD: used the IBM CueVideo toolkit;

3t:ciich. wlLli, ami willioul, speech lecugiillluii,

automatic and interactive searching tasks; based

on the semi-automatic construction of models for

different kinds of scenes, events and objects - ex-

tensive experiments;

• Imperial College (UK)

SBD: used colour histograms but by comparisons

across a range of frame distances, instead of the

usual adjacent frames;

• Johns Hopkins University (US)

SBD: based on colour histogram and luminance;

Search: treated video as a sequence of still im-

ages and used colour histograms and texture to

match query images and topic video keyframes

vs. video data keyframes; no processing of text

or audio; no previous video experience;

• Lowlands Group (NL)

Search: both automatic and interactive search-

ing, used output from CMU speech processing

plus recognition of video text via OCR, detector

for the number of faces on-screen, camera motion

(pan, tilt, zoom), scene detectors, and models of

lazy, interactive users;

• Microsoft Research Asia (China)

SBD: working on uncompressed video, 2 tech-

niques for hard and for gradual shots, integrated

together; very elaborate SBD technique;

• University of Maryland (US)

SBD: based on examining macroblock and DCT
coefficients;

Search: temporal colour correlogram (a colour

histogram with the spatio-temporal arrangement

of colours considered) is used to automatically

retrieve from video topic examples;

• University of North Texas (US)

Search: did 13 of the general search topics; used

a keyframe extractor and an image retrieval tool

to match topics which had exemplar video or im-

ages;

5 Summing up and moving on

The track revealed that there are still a lot of issues

to be addressed successfully when it comes to eval-

uating the performance of retrieval on digital video

information and it was encouraging to see so much
interest from the community who specialise in evalu-

dllaii of iuleicictive lelilevcil, hi whctl wd^a achieved hi

the video track.

Overall, the track was a great success with more
participants than expected and the promise of eVen

more groups next year. However the real impact of
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the track was not in the measurement of the effective-

ness of one approach to retrieval from digital video

archives over another approach but was in the fact

that we have now shown that there are several groups

working in this area worldwide who have the capabil-

ity and the systems to support real information re-

trieval on large volumes of digital video content. This

year's TREC video track was a wonderful advertise-

ment for what some current content-based video re-

trieval systems are capable of and of the potential we

have for future development.

For next year it is hoped that we will be able to

use a new dataset which will be greater in size, and

more challenging in nature - perhaps as much as 100

hours if we can get such data. It is expected that

we will repeat the searching task with a more fo-

cussed set of topics, though we will still use multi-

media topic descriptions. We are also likely to have

a variety of detection tasks such as the occurrence

of faces, text, camera motion, speech and dialogue

properties, etc. to be included in addition to the au-

tomatic detection of shot boundaries as was done this

year. Finally, some participants may use MPEG-7 as

an interchange format. All of the decisions on these,

and other, topics will be made over the TREC Video

mailing list in the coming months.

6 Authors' note

More information about the track is avail-

able from the track website at www-
nlpir.nist.gov/projects/trecvid. The interaction

(e.g., topics, submissions, and evaluation output)

was based on XML for which DTDs are available on

the website.

Finally, we would like to thank all the track par-

ticipants and other contributors on the mailing list

whose combined efforts made the first running of the

track possible. The spirit of the track was been very

positive. Special thanks to everyone who early on did

the tedious work of watching the videos and maJcing

up candidate topics and more recently to Jan Baan et

al at TNO for help in better addressing the varying

frame numbering problem as deadlines loomed.
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Abstract

TREC-2001 saw the falling into abeytuice of the Large Web Task but a strengthening and broad-

ening of activities based on the 1.69 million page WTlOg corpus. There were two tasks. The topic

relevance task was like traditional TREC ad hoc but used queries taken from real web search logs from

which description and narrative fields of a topic description were inferred by the topic developers.

There were 50 topics. In the homepage finding task queries corresponded to the name of an entity

whose home page (site entry page) was included in WTlOg. The challenge in this task was to return

all of the homepages at the very top of the ranking.

Cursory analysis suggests that once again, exploitation of link information did not help on the

topic relevance task. By contrast, in the homepage finding task, the best performing run which did

not make use of either link information or properties of the document's URL achieved only half of

the mean reciprocal rank of the best run.

1 Introduction

The TREC-9 Web Track activities centred on two tasks: A Topic Relevance Task and a HomePage
Finding Task. Both made use of a 10 gigabyte, 1.69 million document subset of the VLC2, distributed

on five CD-ROMs as the WTlOg collection. [Bailey et al. 2001].

2 Guidelines

2.1 This Year's Aims

1. To extend the utility of the WTlOg Web test collection by obtaining "sufficiently complete" rele-

vance judgements for 50 additional (correctly spelled) ad hoc (topic relevance) topics.

2. To explore a different type of retrieval task (homepage finding) for which it is known that link-based

methods can be beneficial.

3. To investigate the benefit (or harm) of correctly implemented link methods on topic relevance.

Paxticipants are welcome to explore specific Web retrieval issues, such as:

1. Can Distributed Information Retrieval techniques be used to improve retrieval effectiveness and/or

efficiency?

2. How well can systems accommodate to misspelled queries. Note that the intention is that the

standard query set will be correctly spelled so that we maximise the chance of finding all the relevant

answfirs. Howfiver, if partiripants are siifRr.iently interested, we could issue a. set of misspelleH

variants of the judged queries.

There axe obviously many other interesting questions to ask about the Web data.
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2.2 Dataset

The data for the TREC-9 Main Web Task is the 10 gigabyte WTlOg [CSIRO 2001] collection, distributed

by CSIRO. Note that this is entirely Web data. Documents include the information returned by the

http daemon (enclosed in DOCHDR tags) as well as the page content. A draft paper [Bailey et al. 2001]

describing the WTlOg collection is available.

2.3 Web Ad Hoc Task

TREC-2001 ad hoc topics (topics 501-550) were created by NIST. They are available from the main

TREC website [National Institute of Standards and Technology 1997]. They take a similar form to

previous TREC Ad Hoc topics, but the topic title is a real Web query taken from search engine logs and

the other fields are reverse engineered by NIST assessors. The additional fields are intended to define

what the searcher wanted (but didn't fully specify) when they typed their query.

Systems are officially compared only on the basis of title-only queries, processed completely auto-

matically. Queries using additional fields have no Web reality! However, despite this, participants were

encouraged to submit additional interactive, manual and full topic statement runs to increase the discov-

ery rate of relevant documents in the collection. As part of the automated submission process, participants

were required to identify the type of each run.

Official training data (distributed by NIST) consisted of the TREC-9 topics and qrels (topics 451-500).

These were directly comparable with the TREC-2001 task.

2.4 Home Page Finding Task

NIST devised a set of 145 homepage finding queries. The process involved finding a homepage within

WTlOg and then composing a query designed to locate it. This is a known-item search task in which each

known item is the entry page to a Website. As an example, the query "Text Retrieval Conference" might

be generated for the http://trec.nist.gov/ homepage. A minimal amount of judging was required

to determine if the URLs of documents returned by participants were in fact equivalent to the answer

originally chosen. For example, http : //alien . rad . nd . edu : 80/ and http : //rad . nd . edu/ both refer to

the home page for the Notre Dame Radiation Laboratory.

Systems are compared on the beisis of the rank of the first correct answer. Measures include mean
reciprocal rank of first correct answer and success rate (percentage of cases in which the correct answer

or equivalent URL) occurred in the first N documents.

A set of 100 queries and correct answers generated by Nick Craswell using a similar method were

made available [CSIRO 2001] for training purposes.

No manual or interactive query modification was permitted in this task. There was a blanket prohi-

bition on tuning, tweaking or altering of systems based on examining the test queries.

2.5 Indexing Restrictions

There were none. Participants were permitted to index all of each document or exclude certain fields as

they wished.

2.6 Submissions and Judgments

1. All submissions were due at NIST on or before 2 August 2001.

2. An automated submission process was used which collected a small amount of information about

each run.

3. No. of runs submitted/judged.

4. All judging was performed by NIST (not CSIRO) assessors.
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5. Judgments in the Web Ad Hoc tcisk (not Homepage Finding) were TERNARY (nonrelevant, rele-

vant, highly relevant) as they were Icist year.

6. Judgments were made on the basis of the text within the document (only)

7. Judges were not able to follow links.

In the Topic Relevance task, 70400 documents were judged and 3363 were judged either relevant

(2573) or highly relevant (790).

In the Homepage Finding task, there were a total of 252 right answers over the 145 queries, an average

of 1.74 right answers per query. However, the distribution of number of right answers per query was very

skewed. For 132 queries there was only one right answer but for three queries there were more than 10

right answers: query EP33 (Best Internet) - 25, query EP122 (Society for Technical Communications) -

22, and query EP139 (The Leader OnLine) - 17).

Best Internet seems to be (have been) an internet hosting company which controls a whole lot

of internet domain names and presents all of them with its own homepage (prior to selling them

to customers I presume). The URLs by which this page was accessible included: www.voici.com,

www.avantisoft.com, www.panint.com, www.samoyed.org, www.cookiefactory.com, www.prost.org,

www . bayberry . com, www . voici . com, www . biloxi-ms . com, www
.
globeprint . com, www . buoymedia . com,

www. nm- solutions . com, www. growing. com, www. caber . com, apogee .best . com, 204 . 156 . 149 . 14, www.

weblab . com, www . anymtnltd . com, www . romenet . com, www . spottedantelope . com, www . straw . com, www

.

j jsblues . com, www. jointventure . org, 204. 156 . 144. 1, www.mochinet . com, www. flick. com.

By contrast, the multiple results for the Society for Technical Communications, seem to include some

spurious answers. The real home page appears to be at www.stc-va.org/display.html but lots of the

others judged equivalent are subsidiary pages or homepages of individual chapters or regions of STC.

Finally, the multiple answers for the Online Leader, correspond to separate issues of an online

publication. Each issue looks Hke a homepage but each has a specific date, eg. www.olympus.net/

leader/leaderonlineoctober23961023 .htm. The page which you might expect to be a homepage
(www.olympus.net/leader/index.html) also has a date.

We considering URL depth to be the number of slashes in the URL after eliminating trailing slashes,

we computed a histogram of the shallowest right answer for each of the queries. It turns out that 95

of the 145 shallowest answers are actually at the very top level eg. africa.cis.co.za:81, amelia.

experiment .db.erau.edu, dbcllS . cs .ust .hkOl. Only 11 of the shallowest right answers are at a depth

greater than 2.

3 Results

3.1 Topic Relevance Task

Table 1 gives details of the 77 official submissions in the title-only, automatic category of the Topic

Relevance task. The best performing run fub01be2 (FUB) did not make use of links, document structure,

or URL text. Features listed for that run were: no-stemming, single-word indexing, novel probabilistic

term weighting model, automatic query expansion.

The second best run JuruFuU (IBM-Haifa) used document structure and referring anchortext. Fea-

tures listed for that run were: Vector space model, using lexical affinites, Porter stemming, slight stop-

word filtering.

The best run from the third-ranked group (Ricoh) used only document content. Features listed for

that run were: Probabilistic model. Query expansion, Automatic parameter value estimation

The best run from the fourth ranked group (JustSystem) made use of link information but at this stage

it is unclear how. Features listed for that run were: vector space search, reference DB, pseudo-relevance

feedback

111 & uiiiiiicii ^ , it wcLS po55iljlc bo acliievc top pcrforiiia-ncc using docunicii't content only. Autoniatic

query expansion was used by most of the top ranked runs. There was no clear advantage to either

probabilistic or vector space approaches.
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Table 2 gives details for the 20 other runs, including two manual runs. The best full-topic automatic

run performed 27% better than the best title-only run. Interestingly, it made use of URL text as well as

page content.

3.2 Home Page Finding Task

Table 3 gives details of all 43 official runs in the Home Page Finding task. Interestingly, the top 23 runs in

this table all made use of either URLtext or links (or both). The best run which did not (IBMHOMENR)
achieved an MRR score only half as high as that of the top ranked run. It made use of document structure.

The highest ranked run which used content only achieved an MRR score only 30% of the best and found

a right answer in the top 10 only half as often.

The performance of the top ranked run (tnoutlOepCAU) is quite impressive. It found a right answer

in the top 10 in nearly 90% of cases. The features of this run were listed as follows: Unigram language

model URL text priors (based on depth of URL-path) content run merged with seperate anchor-text

run. Interestingly, a companion run which did not use anchor text scored almost as well, reflecting the

importance of URL depth as a feature on this task - at least for this set of queries on this collection.
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Table 1: All official submissions in the title-only, automatic topic relevance task.

Runid Group Fields Struct URLtext Links AveP ret(lOO) ret(lOOO)

fubOlbeZ FUB T - 0.2226 17.38 46.

1

JuruFull IBM-Haifa T Y Y 0.2105 17.22 45.6
JuruFullQE IBM-Haifa T Y Y 0.2091 16.92 -12 6

ricMM ricoh T 0.2084 16.84 47,4

ricAP ricoh T 0.2077 17 62 49
ricMS ricoh T 0.2068 16 84 47.4
JuruPrunedOl IBM-Haifa T Y Y 0.2066 17.48 43.1
JuruPruneOOS IBM-Haifa T Y Y 0.2065 17 3 44.1

jacbt&wtl4 Justsyatem T Y Y 0.2060 16.88 46.9
jBcbtawtlS Juatayatem T Y Y 0.2003 16.9 45 9

Lemur cmu-Iti T . - 0.1985 17.68 48
fub01ne2 FUB T 0.1962 16.42 42.9
jscbt&wtlZ JuBtayatem T Y Y 0.1954 16.3 45.2
oklOwtS microsoft T Y 0.1952 16.86 47.2
humOltlx hummingbird T Y 0.1949 16.48 45 8

ricST ricoh T 0.1933 16 2 46.3
msrcn 1 microsoft- china T Y Y 0.1913 15.9 45.1
oklOwtl microaoft T Y - 0.1908 16.78 46.7
fubOlidf FUB T - 0.1900 16.44 42.4
tnoutlOt2 tno/utwente T . 0.1891 16.66 47.1

iitOltfc IIT T - 0.1890 16.92 47.6
jscbtswtll Justayatem T Y - Y 0.1890 15.84 44.6
inarcn4 microaoft-china T Y Y - 0.1880 14.12 43.6
in8rcn2 microaoft-china T Y Y Y 0.1864 14.14 43.6
fubOlne FUB T - 0.1790 14.98 41.2
humOltl hummingbird T Y 0.1784 15.1 43.7
marcn3 microsoft-china T Y Y - 0.1779 14.3 39.9
posnirOlrpt poatech T Y - 0.1771 14.7 42.1

pirlWt2 cuny T - - - 0.1742 15.2 45.5
fl&bxt Fujitsu T - - 0.1719 16.4 43.1

UniNEtdL Neuchatcl T - - - 0.1715 14.58 43 2

flabxtl Fujitsu T Y 0 1705 16.06 43
UniNEtTdL Neuchatel T 0.1699 14.66 44
fdutlOwtcOl Fudan T 0.1661 15.1 34.7
pirlWtl cuny T - 0.1660 14.68 45.3
UniNEtd Neuchatel T 0.1659 14.34 43.3
tnoutlOtl tno/utwente T - 0.1652 14.62 43.6
humOlt hummingbird T Y - 0.1582 14.42 40.8
apllOwc apl-jhu T - - 0.1567 14.12 42.1
fdutlOwtlOl Fudan T - Y 0.1544 14.56 34.7
posnirOlat postech T Y - 0.1536 13.7 42
posnirOlpt poatech T Y . 0.1521 13.96 42.2
iitOlt IIT T - - 0.1509 13.92 40.1
ARCJO ibm-web T Y 0.1497 11.94 31.4
ARCJ5 ibm-web T Y - Y 0.1439 11.88 31.4
Merxt IRIT T - - 0.1438 13.76 39.9
uwmt&w2 Waterloo T - - 0.1420 13.88 39.9
uwmtawl Waterloo T - - 0.1416 12.84 39
PDWTAHDR padova T 0.1332 12.74 37.8
Ntvenx2 nextrieve T Y - 0.1313 11.94 33 3
yeahtbOl Yoneei T Y - 0.1287 12.84 26.8
ye&htOl Yonsei T Y Y 0.1286 12.82 26.7
Ntvenxl nextrieve T Y - 0.1273 11.76 35.5
PDWTAHWL padova T Y 0.1209 11.56 37.8
Ntvfnx3 nextrieve T Y 0.1128 11.94 30.1
sjousiOlOS ajou T Y 0.1116 10.72 37.1

ajou&iOlOl ajou T 0.1114 10.74 37.1
cairoO&w&l CSIRO T Y Y Y 0.1085 10.58 34.3
uncvsma uncYang T 0.1069 12.26 33.4
Ntvfnx4 nextrieve T Y 0.0978 10.08 25.8
uwmt&wO Waterloo T 0.0951 11.3 27.2
cairoOawaS CSIRO T Y Y Y 0.0946 10.76 29.8
ic&dhocS imperial T 0.0883 9.88 26.9
ictweblOn chineae-academy T 0.0860 9.42 28.5
ictweblOnI chineae-academy T Y 0.0860 9.64 28.5
PDWTAHPR padova T 0.0842 10.14 36.7
apllOwa apl-jhu T 0.0805 9.72 34
cairo0awa2 CSIRO T Y Y Y 0.0789 9.48 27.9
apllOwb apl-jhu T 0.0671 6.96 12
uncfals uncYang T Y 0.0663 11.62 33.3
PDWTAHTL padova T Y 0.0601 6.82 37 8

icadhocl imperial T Y 0.0537 7.96 24.5
ictweblOnf chineae-academy T 0.0464 6.68 28.4
ictweblOnfl chineae-academy T Y 0.0463 6.68 28.4
icadhoc2 imperial T Y 0.0458 8.28 23
irtLnut uncNewby T Y 0.0221 3.36 16.8
irtLnua uncNewby T Y 0.0002 0.06 0 6
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Table 2: All other (manuaJ and long automatic) official submissions in the topic relevance task. Manual runs are

marked with an asterisk.

Runid Group Fields Struct. URLtext Links AveP ret(lOO) ret(lOOO)

iitOlm* IIT 0.3324 20.8 43.2

oklOwtndl microsoft TDN Y 0.2831 22.36 53.8

csiroOmwal* CSIRO Y Y Y 0.2817 19.68 42

oklOwtndO microsoft TDN Y 0.2512 20.42 51.7

flabxtd Fujitsu TD 0.2332 19.88 49

UniNEn7d Neuchatel TDN 0.2242 17.52 48.8

humOltdlx hummingbird TD Y 0.2201 18.62 49.4

kuadhoc2001 kasetsart TDN 0.2088 17.7 44.9

apUOwd apl-jhu TDN 0.2035 19.56 50.5

posnirOlptd postech TD Y 0.1877 17.62 44.5

flabxtdn Fujitsu TDN 0.1843 17.32 43.4

iitOltde IIT TD 0.1791 16.9 45

Merxtd IRIT TD 0.1729 15.58 42.4

pirlWa cuny TDN 0.1715 14.88 45.7

fdutlOwacOl Fudan TDN 0.1661 15.1 34.7

uncvsmm uncYang TD 0.1269 14.4 35.9

fdutlOwalOl Fudan TDN Y 0.1248 12.72 34.7

yeahdbOl Yonsei TD Y 0.1094 11.52 23.5

yeahtdOl Yonsei TD Y Y 0.1092 11.48 23.5

uncfslm uncYang TD Y 0.0781 13.46 35.8
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Table 3: All official submissions in the homepage finding task. MRR is the mean reciprocal rank of the first

correct answer. %toplO is the proportion of queries for which a right answer was found in the top 10 results.

%fail is the proportion of queries in which no right answer was found in the top 100 results.

Runid Baseline Group Struct. T I'D TURLtext Lmks TV yTTD TDMRR %toplO %iail
. I •% n ATTtnoutlOepCAU tnoutlOepCU tno/utwente - Y Y 0.774 88.3 4.8

tnoutlOepCU tno/utwente - Y ~ 0.772 87.6 4.8

jscbtawep2 Justsystem Y Y Y 0.769 83.4 9.0

jscbtawepl Justsystem Y Y Y 0.754 83.4 9.0

jscbtawep4 Justsystem Y Y Y 0.752 83.4 8.3

jscbtawep3 Justsystem Y Y Y 0.746 83.4 9.0

yehpOl yehpbOl Yonsei Y Y Y 0.669 76.6 22.1

yehpbOl Yonsei
\r
1 Y 0.659 75.9 22.8

UniNEepl Neuchatel ~ Y 0.637 69.0 8.3

UniNEep2 Neuchatel Y 0.637 69.0 7.6

IBMHOMER IBMHOMENR ibm-web Y Y 0.611 77.9 10.3

flabxeall Fujitsu ' Y 0.599 80.7 9.7

csiro0awh2
•\r
I 0.593 71.7 21.4

iitOlstb iitOlst 11 1 Y Y Y 0.578 66.9 24.8

iitOlst 111 Y Y 0.559 62.8 29.7

UniNEepS Neuchatel Y 0.530 68.3 6.9

V i CjIT
\/nnr> A cirV i tSAorlj V 1

\r
1 V

I U.OUD DO.O io.y

msrcnp2 msrcnpl microsoft-china v
I

v U.OUO oy.u ICO

csiroOawhl csiroOawhS CblRL) Y Y Y U.49o
'TO AllA 11.0

UnuNii;ep4 Neuchatel VI n A'7'7 DO.O Tinil.U

msrcnpl microsoft-china I "VI 00.0 1 Q 110.

i

ilabxeYoa Fujitsu y Y "V"
I u.oyy 00.

y

oY.y

Ok 1 1)wand i OKiUwnai microsoft I v
I [j.OOi

£iA 104.1 1 Q 1lo.l
T"D TV /TU A /T M"DlDJYln.(jMEJNR ibm-web •\r

1
n o o o 11.7

flabxemerge Fujitsu Y Y Y 0.365 51.0 33.8

flabxet256 Fujitsu Y Y 0.363 50.3 33.8

oklOwahdO oklOwhdO microsoft Y Y 0.362 62.1 13.1

okiUwnal microsoft "V
I U.o4U DU.7 1 c n15.

9

tnoutlUepL/ tno/utwente O.OOO CO c IOC

tnoutlOepA tno/utwente Y 0.331 48.3 35.9

OKIUWQQU microsoft V n "11

9

U.oLZ 00.

D

1 0

apUOha apl-jhu 0.238 44.8 22.1

ichp2 imperial 0.237 44.8 29.7

apUOhb apl-jhu 0.220 42.8 21.4

ichpl ichp2 imperial Y 0.208 33.8 37.2

kuhpf2001 kasetsaxt 0.191 36.6 42.1

PDWTEPDR padova 0.189 33.8 42.8

PDWTEPWL PDWTEPDR padova Y 0.178 30.3 42.8

VTBASE VT 0.126 24.1 45.5

ajouai0102 ajou 0.101 23.4 49.7

ajouai0104 ajou Y 0.100 23.4 49.7

PDWTEPTL PDWTEPDR padova Y 0.099 20.0 42.8

PDWTEPPR padova 0.054 13.1 44.8
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TREC 2001 Cross-lingual Retrieval at BBN
Jinxi Xu, Alexander Fraser' and Ralph Weischedel

BBN Technologies

10 Moulton Street

Cambridge, MA 02138

1 INTRODUCTION

BBN only participated in the cross-lingual track in TREC 2001. Arabic, the language of

the TREC 2001 corpus, presents a number of challenges to both monolingual and cross-

lingual IR. First, many inflected Arabic words can correspond to multiple uninflected

words, requiring context to disambiguate them. Second, orthographic variations are

prevalent; certain glyphs are sometimes written as different, but similar looking glyphs.

Third, broken plurals, analogous to irregular nouns in English, are very common. Such

nouns cannot be easily reduced to their singular forms using a rule-based approach.

Fourth, Arabic words are highly ambiguous due to the tri-literal root system and the

omission of short vowels in written Arabic. The focus of this report is to explore the

impact of these issues on Arabic monolingual and cross-lingual retrieval.

2 ISSUES IN ARABIC RETRIEVAL

2.1 Stemming

We used a modified version of Buckwalter's stemmer (Buckwalter 2001) for stemming

Arabic words. It is table-driven, employing a number of tables that define all valid

prefixes, stems, suffixes, and their valid combinations. Given an Arabic word w, the

stemmer tries every segmentation of w into three sub-strings, h'=jc-i->'+z. If jc is a valid

prefix, y a valid stem and z a valid suffix, and if the combination is valid, then y is

considered a stem. We re-implemented the stenmier to make it faster and compatible

with UTF8 encoding. Also, we modified it so that if no valid combination of prefix-

stem-suffix is found, the word itself is returned as the stem.

Ambiguities arise when a word has several stems. We used two techniques to deal with

this problem. With the sure-stem technique, we only stem a word if it has exactly one

stem. Otherwise, the word is left alone. With the all-stems technique, we
probabilistically map a word to all possible stems. Since our retrieval system is based on

a probabilistic generative model, such ambiguities can be easily accommodated. In the

absence of training data, we assume that all possible stems are equally probable. That is,

if a word has n possible stems, each stem gets 1/n probability. The advantage of sure-

stem is that it does not introduce additional ambiguity, while the advantage of all-stems is

that it always finds a stem for a word when one exists.

Alexander Fraser is currently with Information Sciences Institute, University of South California
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2.2 Orthographic Variation

Arabic orthography is highly variable. For instance, changing the letter YEH ) to the

letter ALEF MAKSURA {^) at the end of a word is very common. (Not surprisingly, the

shapes of the two letters are very similar.) Since variations of this kind usually result in

an "invalid" word that is un-stemmable by the Buckwalter stemmer, our solution is to

detect such "errors" using the stemmer and restore the correct word ending.

A much trickier type of orthographic variation is when certain diacritical ALEFs (e.g. i

,

! and T) are written as the plain ALEF (
i

) . Often, both the intended word and what is

actually written are valid words. This is much like confusing "resume" with "resume" in

English. We explored two techniques to address the problem. With the normalization

technique, we replace all occurrences of the diacritical ALEFs by the plain ALEF. With

the mapping technique, we map a word with the plain ALEF to a set of words that can

potentially be written as that word by changing diacritical ALEFs to the plain ALEF. In

this absence of training data, we will assume that all the words in the set are equally

probable. Both techniques have pros and cons. The normalization technique is simple,

but it increases ambiguity. The mapping technique, on the other hand, does not introduce

additional ambiguity, but it is more complex. Another problem is that the uniform

probability assignment may deviate from the true probability distributions.

2.3 Broken Plurals

Broken plurals, analogous to irregular nouns in English (e.g. "woman/women"), are very

common in Arabic. It is hard if not impossible to write a rule-based algorithm to reduce

them to singulars. As such, broken plurals are not dealt with by the Buckwalter stemmer.

The problem is primarily a concern for monolingual retrieval. For CLIR, it is not a major

problem because plurals and singulars can be translated separately. For monolingual IR,

we use a statistical thesaurus, derived from the UN parallel corpus, to address the

problem of broken plurals. The basic idea is that the singular and the plural forms of the

same Arabic word should have the same stemmed translations in English. The problem

can be formalized as the problem of estimating the probability that a user uses one Arabic

word b to describe another Arabic word a. That is achieved by translating a to an English

word jc and then translating x to b. Translation probabilities from atox and to are

estimated by applying a statistical machine translation tool-kit, GIZA-h- (to be described

later), on the UN parallel corpus. It is easy to verify that

^thesaurus (b\a)= ^/7(x|a)p(/)|jc)
English words x

A mixture model was used to emphasize the original words in the translation:

p(b
I

a) = 0.4p,„^ (b\a) + 0.6 (b
\

a)

where pji^g(h\n)zz} if n=h and 0 ntherwisp. The. mixtiirf! weights were rhosen based on

experiments using the TREC-8 English monolingual test queries.
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2.4 Tri-literal root system and omission of vowels

Most Arabic words can be derived from a small number (e.g. a few thousands) of roots.

Most roots consist of only three consonants. Making things worse, short vowels are

normally omitted in written Arabic. As a result, Arabic words tend to have a high level

of ambiguity. If not addressed, this problem will hurt cross-lingual retrieval, because an

Arabic word would have many translations.

Instead of explicit disambiguation, which weeds translations out based on context, we use

a probabilistic solution that differentiates likely and unlikely translations. Although an

Arabic word may have many translations, certain translations are more likely than others;

hence, probability estimates limit the impact of ambiguity. In our CLIR experiments, we
estimate translation probabilities from a large parallel corpus (the UN corpus) in addition

to a manual bilingual lexicon.

3 BILINGUAL RESOURCES

We used a manual lexicon and a parallel corpus for estimating term translation

probabilities. The manual lexicon consists of word pairs from three sources:

• A bilingual term list from Buckwalter (Buckwalter, 2001), with 86,000 word pairs.

• 20,000 word pairs, derived by applying the Sakhr machine translation system

(http://www.sakhr.com/) on a list of frequent English words

• 10,000 word pairs gleaned from NMSU's named entity lexicon

(http://crl.nmsu.edu/~ahmed/downloads.html) .

Uniform translation probabilities are assumed for the English translations in the lexicon.

That is, if an Arabic word has n English translations, each translation gets probability 1/n.

The parallel corpus was obtained from the United Nations (UN), The United Nations

web site (http://www.un.org) publishes all UN official documents under a document

repository, which is accessible by paying a monthly fee. A special purpose crawler was

used to extract documents that have versions in English and Arabic. After a series of

clean-ups, we obtained 38,000 document pairs with over 50 million English words. For

sentence alignment, a simple BBN alignment algorithm was used. Translation

probabilities were obtained by applying a statistical machine translation toolkit, GIZA-H-

(Och and Ney, 2000) on the UN corpus. GIZA++ is based on the statistical translation

work pioneered by (Brown et al, 1993). Model 1 in Brown's work was used in this work
for its efficiency.

The translation probabilities for the two sources were linearly combined to produce a

single probability estimate for each word pair:

p(e\a) = 0.Sp^Je\a) + 0.2p^^,^^„ie\a)

where e is an English word, a is an Arabic word, and puxkon are probabilities from the

UN corpus and the manual lexicon respectively. We gave a higher weight to the UN
corpus because it appears to be of higher quality.
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4 OUR RETRIEVAL SYSTEM

Our retrieval system was documented in (Xu and Weischedel 2000; Xu et al, 2001). Our

system ranks documents based on the probability that a query is generated from a

document:

piQ \D)=ll (aP(t^
I

GL) + il-a)Y,P(t,\ D)p(t^
1
1, ))

in Q Id in D

Where (2 is a query, Z) is a document, r^'s are query terms, tdS terms in the document. GL
is a background corpus of the query language. The mixture weight a is fixed to 0.3.

pitql^d) is the translation probability from td to tq. We estimate p(tq\GL) and p(td\D) as:

frequency of in GL

size of GL
PitAGL) =

1
frequency of t. in D

Pit.
I

=
.

'

size of D

In our cross-lingual experiments, the general English corpus (i.e. GL in the formulas)

consists of newspaper articles in the TREC English disks 1-5 and more recent articles

from FBIS. Translation probabilities were estimated as described in the previous section.

Because monolingual retrieval is a special case of cross-lingual IR, where document

terms and query terms happen to be of the same language, the same system was used for

both cross-lingual and monolingual IR. For simple monolingual IR, the translation

matrix is an identity matrix (a diagonal matrix with I's on the diagonal). In that case, the

retrieval model is the same as the one proposed by (Miller, Leek and Schwartz, 1999).

For thesaurus-based retrieval, the translation matrix is the thesaurus.

Our system can easily accommodate the all-stems technique for stemming and the

mapping technique for orthographic resolution, since both are simple probabilistic

translations. In CLIR, these translations are applied before the translations to English

terms. In other words, the translation from a document term to a query term consists of a

number of intermediate translations. It is easy to verify that the translation matrix from

document terms to query terms is the product of the intermediate translation matrixes.

5 OFFICIAL RESULTS

In all submitted runs, the document terms are unstemmed Arabic words. Words with

apparently incorrect endings such as substitution of ALEF MAKSURA (^) for YEH (^;

were handled automatically as described in Section 2.2. We submitted one official

monolingual run and four official cross-lingual runs as follows:

• BBNIOMON. Our monolingual run. Only the title and description fields were used

for query formulation. Queries consist of Arabic stems. In query processing, each
Arabic word is replaced by its stem(s). The statistical thesaurus described before was
used for translations between Arabic stems.
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Stop words were removed. Our stop word list was obtained from Yaser Al-Onaizan at

ISI (http://www.isi.usc.edu). That list was augmented with a few manually selected

high frequency words from the AFP corpus.

The mapping technique was used for orthographic resolution. The all-stems

technique was used for stemming. Both were applied before the thesaurus

translations of Arabic stems.

Automatic query expansion was used to add additional terms to the queries. An
initial retrieval was performed on an Arabic corpus consisting of AFP (i.e. the TREC
2001 corpus) and additional articles from newspaper sources Al-Hayat and An-Nahar.

For each query, 50 terms were selected from 10 top retrieved documents based on

their total TF IDF in the top documents. The expansion terms and the original query

terms were re-weighted:

weightit) = old_weightit)+OA*I,TFIDF(t, Di)

where D,'s are the top retrieved documents.

• BBNIOXLC. Cross-lingual run without query expansion. Only the title and

description fields of the English topics were used for query formulation. Term

translation used both the manual bilingual dictionary and the statistical bilingual

dictionary described in the previous section.

• BBNIOXLB. Cross-lingual run with Arabic expansion. In addition to BBNIOXLC,
Arabic query expansion terms were used. The same query expansion procedure in

BBNIOMON was used here.

• BBNIOXLA. Cross-lingual run with Arabic and English expansions. In addition to

BBNIOXLB, English expansion terms were used. English documents were retrieved

from a newspaper corpus with 1.2 million articles from sources AP, Reuters and FBIS.

• BBNIOXLD. Cross-lingual run with long queries. Same as BBNIOXLA, except the

narrative field was also used in query formulation. Arabic and English expansions

were used.

The mapping technique was used for orthographic resolution and the all-stems technique

was used for stemming in BBNIOMONO. In contrast, in the cross-lingual runs,

normalization and sure-stem were used in deriving term translations from the UN corpus.

Table 1 shows the TREC average precision for each run. In addition, it shows the

number of queries in each run that achieved the best monolingual or cross-lingual

performance among all submitted runs and the number of queries above the median.

Overall, all our runs achieved very good performance.
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Table 1 Retrieval results for official runs

Average Precision =best(out of 25) >median(out of 25)

BBNIOMON 0.4537 14 21

BBNIOXLA 0.4382 6 23

BBNIOXLB 0.4639 8 24

BBNIOXLC 0.3604 0 22

BBNIOXLD 0.4453 3 22

6 EXPERIMENTS USING SHORT QUERIES

The TREC 2001 topics are very long. Excluding stop words, the full topics have 26

English words per topic. Without the narrative field, the average query length is 12 words

per query, still too long for typical ad hoc retrieval. The title field, which has an average

of 6.6 words per topic, is more realistic. Table 2 shows the scores our official runs would

have achieved h'ad we used only the title field in query formulation. The degradation due

to the shortened queries is modest, except for BBNIOXLA, for which the degradation is

very large.

Table 2 Title and description vs title-only for query formulation

BBNIOMON BBNIOXLA BBNIOXLB BBNIOXLC

Title+Desc words

(official runs)
0.4537 0.4382 0.4639 0.3604

Title words 0.4222 0.3699 0.4475 0.3441

7 MONOLINGUAL EXPERIMENTS

The goal of the following experiments is to demonstrate the impact of a number of issues

on monolingual retrieval. In all experiments, query formulation used the title and

description fields of the topics.

a. No text processing except for the removal of stop words in query and indexing. The

translation matrix is an identity matrix.

b. All-stems stemming was used in addition to the removal of stop words. Elements in

the translation matrix are "translation" probabilities from unstemmed words to stems.

c. The difference from b is that sure-stem stemming was used.

d. Ill itUdiliuii tu b, the iimppiiig IcuIihIliuc was us>cd fui uitliugiajjhic icsululiuii.

e. The only difference from d is that normalization instead of mapping was used for

orthographic resolution.
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f. Same as d, except that the statistical thesaurus was used for term translation

g. In addition to f, query expansion was used, based on APP, Al-Hayat, and An-Nahar.

This is our official monolingual run, BBNIOMON.

h. Same as g, except that query expansion used only the AFP corpus.

Table 3 Monolingual results

a b c d e f g h

0.1873 0.2388 0.2492 0.3145 0.3131 0.3682 0.4537 0.4571

Retrieval scores in Table 3 show that:

• Stemming is very useful for Arabic retrieval (a->b). The absolute change in

performance is 0.05. The value of stemming seems to be even greater for Arabic than

for English monolingual retrieval. This is not surprising given the fact that Arabic

has more complex morphologies.

• There is a small difference between all-stems and sure-stem (b->c), the latter being

slightly better. The difference is not statistically significant.

• Orthographic resolution is very important (b->d). The change in performance is

0.075. This suggests that word spellings in the documents are very different from

those in the queries.

• There is little difference between the mapping and the normalization techniques for

orthographic resolution (d->e). More research is needed to determine whether a

better probability estimation procedure will improve the mapping technique.

• The automatically derived thesaurus is very useful (d->f). The performance change is

0.05. We believe that most of the improvement is due to the broken plurals

successfully resolved by the thesaurus. The rest of the improvement is probably due

to general synonyms captured by the thesaurus.

• Query expansion is very useful for TREC 2001 queries (f->g). The performance

change is 0.085. This is not very surprising given the success of query expansion

techniques in earlier TRECs.

• Query expansion using only AFP is as effective as using the combined corpus of AFP,

Al-Hayat and An-Nahar (g->h). The advantage of using a larger corpus for query

expansion suggested by earlier studies (e.g. Kwok and Chan, 1998) is not observed.

The probable reason is that the AFP corpus already has enough relevant documents

for the queries (165 relevant documents per query on average). The additional

relevant documents in Al-Hayat and An-Nahar did not improve the worthiness of the

top documents for the purpose of query expansion.
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8 CROSS-LINGUAL EXPERIMENTS

8.1 Impact of Orthographic Variations

We compared BBNIOXLC with an unofficial run where orthographic variations were not

handled. Other conditions are the same for both runs. We found that there is little

difference between the two runs (0.3604 vs 0.3584). This is very different from

monolingual retrieval, where orthographic resolution is critical. However, the result is

not surprising given the fact that different variants of the same word can be translated

individually. Indeed, a casual inspection of the Buckwalter lexicon indicates that it often

has separate entries for different spellings of the same word. It appears that the UN
corpus also contains such spelling variations.

8.2 Effect of Arabic Stemming in Inducing a Bilingual Lexicon from a Parallel

Corpus

We have compared three modes of learning term translations from the UN corpus. The

first did not use stemming. The second used sure-stem. The third used all-stems. All

three have pros and cons. The first keeps the maximum amount of word distinction, but

requires more training data. The third requires less training data due to the reduced

dimensionality, but increases word ambiguity, and the probability estimates are affected

due to the one-to-many mapping from words to stems. The second is a compromise.

The retrieval scores in Table 4 show that no-stem is slightly better than sure-stem, which

is slightly better than all-stems. While the differences are too small to make firm

conclusions, they suggest that Arabic stemming is not an important issue in CLIR.

Table 4 Three modes of GIZA++ training: no-stem, sure-stem and all-stems

No-stem Sure-stem All-stems

0.3106 0.2994 0.2895

8.3 Impact of Resource Combination

Table 5 shows the retrieval scores when:

• The Buckwalter lexicon was used for term translation.

• The augmented Buckwalter lexicon (with additional word pairs from Sakhr and

NMSU) was used.

• The UN corpus was used.

• All resources were combined.

Table 5 Impact of resource combination

Buckwater only
Augmented
Buckwalter

UN only ALL (BBNIOXLA)

0.2695 0.2697 0.2994 0.3604

The scores indicate that the additional translation pairs from Sakhr and NMSU are not

helpful. The combination of the UN and the manual lexicon significantly outperforms

either resource alone, suggesting that the word ambiguity problem in Arabic is

satisfactorily handled by complementing a manual lexicon with a parallel corpus. The
result is consistent with our TREC9 Chinese CLIR work (Xu and Weischedel 2000).
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8.4 Query Expansion

Table 6 shows that both EngHsh and Arabic expansion terms improve retrieval scores.

The Arabic expansion terms are more effective than English expansion terms. This is

expected because we know that the particular English corpus we used for query

expansion is not a very good match for the Arabic test corpus. It is disappointing that

using both sources of expansion terms does not improve retrieval further. In fact, it is

worse than using Arabic expansion alone. One possible reason is that the weights for

English expansion terms are larger than they should be. That suggests that reducing the

weight on English expansion terms may result in better retrieval.

Table 6 Effect of query expansion on CLIR retrieval

No expansion

(BBNIOXLC)
English expansion

Arabic expansion

(BBNIOXLB)

English & Arabic

expansions

(BBNIOXLA)
0.3604 0.4060 0.4639 0.4382

9 CONCLUSIONS

Concerning monolingual Arabic retrieval, the following proved true empirically:

• As in other languages, stemming is very important.

• Proper handling of orthographic variations is critical; the probabilistic model handled

this type of ambiguity.

• A statistically derived thesaurus from a parallel corpus can effectively cope with the

broken plural problem.

• Automatic query expansion by unsupervised relevance feedback proved very helpful,

just as it has in other languages.

Concerning cross-lingual IR, the following was demonstrated empirically:

• Combining manual lexicons and parallel corpora in a probabilistic model gave much
better performance than either alone.

• Stemming and handling of orthographic variations proved less critical for CLIR than

for monolingual IR.

• Query expansion significantly improved retrieval performance, though query

expansion in Arabic alone proved most effective.

• Cross-lingual retrieval outperformed monolingual retrieval, as it had in our Chinese

experiments in TREC-9.

Acknowledgement: We would like to thank Ghada Osman, Mohamed Noamany and

John Makhoul for their invaluable help.
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ABSTRACT
We used the YFILTER filtering system for experiments

on updating profiles and setting thresholds. We
developed a new method of using language models for

updating profiles that is more focused on picking

informative/discriminative words for query. The new

method was compared with the well-known Rocchio

algorithm. Dissemination thresholds were set based on

maximum likelihood estimation that models and

compensates for the sampling bias inherent in adaptive

filtering. Our experimental results suggest that using

what kind of distribution to model the scores of

relevant and non- relevant documents is corpus

dependant. The experimental results also show the

sampling bias problem of training data while filtering

makes the final profile learned biased.

1. INTRODUCTION

Given an initial description of a profile, a filtering

system must sift through a stream of information and

deliver the most relevant documents to the profile.

Filtering is more like an online classification problem

than a traditional search problem, because it is a binary

decision process. Text classification algorithms, such

as SVM, Rocchio, Boosting and Naive Bayes, can be

applied to filtering, especially for batch filtering and

routing. A common approach to learning profiles is to

use an incremental version of the Rocchio algorithm [7]

-y
\NR\

Where Q is the initial profile vector, Q' is the new
profile vector, R is the set of relevant documents, NR is

the set of non-relevant documents, D, is a document
vector, and a, p, and y are constants indicating the

relative value of each type of evidence.

Language modeling has been applied to filtering track

in TREC8 [4]. EM algorithm is used to find optimal

parameters to maximize the likelihood of joint

probability of relevant document and query. Our work

introduces another way of using language modeling for

the profile learning, which is also usin g EM but

maximizing the likelihood of training data. We
compares it with Rocchio in TRECIO. Our result also

shows the sampling bias problem (user only provide

feedback for documents delivered) on learned profile

terms and term weights/

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The YFILTER information filtering system we used is

architecturally similar to InRoute [3]. It supports both

structured Boolean and natural language descriptions of

initial profiles. For natural language profiles, it can

automatically update the profile according to user

relevance feedback. YFILTER provides an option to

use the INQUERY stopwords list and the Porter word-

stemming algorithm [6].

3. PROFILE LEARNING

3.1 Initial Profile and Scoring Method

Each profile begins with topic words (usually 1-4

words) given by NIST, together with the training

documents (usually 2). We used the BM25 tfidf

formula for scoring documents. Idf is initialized based

on training data and updated over time as documents

are filtered.

3.2 Profile Updating

At the very beginning when the number of training data

is small, YFILTER has profile-specific anytime

updating. That is, it updates a profile (threshold and

scoring function) immediately whenever feedback,

positive or negative, is available for that profile (Figure

1). After getting enough positive training examples (30
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by default), the system begins to decrease the update

frequency, updating the threshold only if:

• Current number of relevant documents delivered is

2*(number of relevant documents delivered at the

last update), or

• Current number of non-relevant documents is

2*(number of non-relevant documents delivered at

the last update), or

• Recent dangerous performance, which we define as

9 non-relevant documents delivered in a row.

3.2.1 Threshold Updating

We used the algorithm described in our SIGIROl paper

for threshold updating [9]. We provided a solution to

optimize for F-beta measure based on our model. In

case the system failed to find the optimal model, some

heuristic were used to set the threshold.

3.2.2 Updating Terms and Term Weights

We tried the following two-term selection and term

weight updating algorithms and compared their

performance.

3.2.2.1 Language Model

Probabilistic language models, which are used widely

in speech recognition and have shown promise for ad-

hoc information retrieval. The strong theoretical

foundation of language models enables us to build a

variety of new capabilities. Current research on using

language models for information retrieval tasks is

focused on developing techniques similar to those used

in speech recognition. However the differing

requirements of speech recognition and information

retrieval suggest that major adaptation of traditional

approaches to language modeling is necessary to

develop algorithms that will be highly accurate in the

real world.

One research work in this direction is [4]. In their work,

EM algorithm is used to find optimal relevance weights

of each word that maximize the likelihood of joint

probability of relevant document and query:

Y{P{dj,q) = ]\P{dj)P{q\dj) (1)

j j

Tn niir vi/r»rV, wf» trifH a Hiffprf»nt way r»f using langiiagf

model. We propose a mixture of generative language

models, which is more appropriate for the task of query

expansion in information filtering and traditional ad-

hoc retrieval task. As shown in Figure 1, we assume

Doc

Figure 1 A mixture model to generate on topic

documents

each relevant document is generated by a combination

of two language models: A General English Model Me,

and a user-specific Topic Model Mj. For example, if

the user is interested in "Star Wars", in a relevant

document we expect words such as "is" and "the" will

come from the general English model, and words such

as "star" and "wars" will come from the topic model.

When doing user profile updating for query expansion,

the filtering system will focus on learning Mt to find

words that are very informative for deciding whether

the document is on topic or not. Given a fixed value of

a (usually a very high value, such as 0.95), we can train

Me to maximize the likelihood of all documents

processed, and train Mx using the EM algorithm to

maximize the likelihood of all the relevant documents

processed. A sketch of the training algorithm was given

in Figure 2.

This new mixture model will pick words where P(w|

relevant) / P(w
|

general English) is very high. Because

the task of profile updating is to provide a profile that

can separate relevant documents from non-relevant

documents, we believe such words are more

discriminative, and thus are good candidates for being

added to user profiles. Similar techniques are

developed for ad-hoc retrieval independently [10].

Although both algorithms are called "Language Model"

approach, our work and [4] are very different in that 1)

Our optimization goal is to maximize the likelihood of

training data (which is a widely used method when

using MLE), while they are maximizing something else

(Equation 1) 2) The parameter our algorithm estimates

is the Topic model, which is a multinomial distribution,

vx'hile the parameters [4] are estimating is relev/ance

weights.
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(1) Calculate the General English language model:

For each word Wj

tf _i

y:all words in corpus

(2) Calculate the Topic language model using the EM
algorithm to maximize the likelihood of all

relevant documents

a. Initialize Topic language model as

uniform

P{Wi\Mj) = lln

where n is the number of unique words that

appear in the relevant docuements

b. EM step:

Iterate the following steps until changes on

P{w^ \Mj) are small enough for that

iteration:

For each words in relevant documents:

T tf =rtf * ————
~ (l-6^)*P(wjM7-)+a*P(wjM£)

T tf

/:all words in relevant documents

Figure2 Training Algorithm for Language Model

3.2.2.2 Rocchio

The Rocchio algorithm used this year is very similar to

the one we used last year in TREC9. Each time a

positive relevance feedback arrives (including those in

the training data), all words in that document are added

to the profile's candidate list of terms. Then the weight

of each word in the candidate list is calculated

according to the incremental Rocchio formula:

Rocchio = a-w^+fi-w,^i-y- ( 1

)

where

(t) : max( term frequency of word t in original

topics, 0.5)

idf.j =log({Ca +0.5)/^?/,,^)/log(Q +1.0)(3)

=tf,M +0.5+l.5-idl^ lavg^dl,)) (4)

The meanings of the above parameters are:

tffJ : Number of times term t occurs in document d

dl^ : Length of document d

: Number of documents that arrived before

document d

adv _ dl^ : Average length of documents that arrived

before document d

rel _ set(t) : Relevant documents after word t is added

to the candidate list of the profile

a: l;yS: 3.5; 7: 2

In order to learn faster, is set bigger than usual in

the relevance feedback formula to emphasize the

importance of relevant documents.

3.3 Hierarchical Category Structure

The filtering profiles correspond to Reuters categories,

which are organized hierarchically. We assume that if

a document belongs to a child category, it should also

belong to the parent category. We used the following

rules to take advantage of the hierarchical relationship

between profiles when making the decision whether to

deliver a document: IfQ is a child category of Cj, then:

• When a document d, comes, we first consider

whether it should be delivered to Cj, and if so,

then consider whether it should be delivered to

Ci.

• If the document d, was delivered to Cj and the

system received negative feedback, do not

deliver d, to Ci

• If d, was not delivered to Cj previously, but

was delivered to Ci and the system received a

positive feedback, deliver d, to Cj

By doing this, we get more training data for some of the

profiles. For example, profiles 17, 34, and 45 get 8

instead of 2 relevant training documents to begin with,

which is verv helpful at the early stage.

The Reuters category assignments (i.e., the training

data) are not consistent. Some documents are judged as

relevant to a child category but non-relevant to the



parent category. For example, documents 135639,

24269 26015 belong to R18 (DOMESTIC MARKETS)
but do not belong to R17 (MARKETS/MARKETING).
After reading those documents, we believe that they are

in fact relevant to R17. It is well-known that human

category assignments are not perfectly consistent, and

any algorithm that uses them must compensate for noise

in the training data. Using hierarchical structure of the

categories helps to solve this problem to some extend.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

Run 1 Riiii2 Run3 Run4

Profile Updating Roc. Roc. LM LM

Threshold

Updating
ML ML ML ML

Optimized for
TIOS

U
TIOF

TIOS

U
TIOF

TIOSU 0.144 0.143 0.081 0.080

TIOF 0.273 0.275 0.158 0.163

Profile>=Mean 55 41 32 21

Table 1: Submitted runs in TREC-9

We submitted 4 runs for the adaptive filtering task

using Rocchio ("Roc") or language models ("LM") for

profile updating, and our Maximum Likelihood

Estimation for setting dissemination thresholds. The

results are reported in Table 1. Compared with other

groups, the results are not satisfying. Implementation

errors were one cause, but we defer a discussion of

their impact.

Figures 2 and 3 show the system performance over time

for run 1. Precision and recall improve over time

(Figure 3), but Utility decreases (Figure 4). This means

the profiles (terms and term weighting) were improving

as we got more training data while filtering, but

unfortunately the threshold was set too high and got

worse over time.

Despite the bugs and problems with the threshold, we
can still analyse the performance of the Rocchio and

language model methods of adding terms to profiles.

According to Table 1, the simple Rocchio method
works much better, which was a surprise. Our

hypothesis was that the language model would work

well; because the new language model approach does

not need a stopwords list. However, the idf weights in

the BM25 scoring method penalized words with high

idf, thus allowing Rocchio to work well. Possible

reason is BM25 scoring method used in Yfilter is good

for Rocchio, but not good for language model. We
probably should replace BM25 with KL divergence,

which is a more natural scoring mechanism to measure

distributional similarities.

Average Precision and Recall Over Time

• Precision

- Recall

V V y
Number of Documents Filtered

igure 2 Filtering performances at different stages:

Average Precision and Recall. (Run 1)

Average TIOSU Over Time

Number of Documents Delivered

Figure 3 Filtering performances at different stages:

TIOSU Metric. (Run 1)

4.1 Score Density Distribution

We examined profile 77 on which our thresholding

method did a very bad job. We used the learned final

profile to score all of the documents in the corpus.

Figure 4 shows the score density distribution of the

relevant documents, which can be approximated by a

normal distribution. Figure 5 shows the score density

distribution of non-relevant documents that contain at

least one profile term.

We tound tnat using the exponential distnbution to

approximate the probability density function of non-

relevant documents is problematic in this profile. A
Beta distribution seems more appropriate. Since the
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exponential distribution is a special case of the beta

distribution, using a beta distribution will also cover

cases where the exponential distribution is right.

Considering the maximum likelihood estimation

method proposed in [9] does not require any specific

distribution, we can plug the beta distribution into the

general framework and find the optimal parameters. We
have not yet implemented the algorithm to find the

optimal beta distribution parameters. We simply

observe that it may be a better approximation function

than the exponential distribution proposed by [1] and

used in our previous experiments [9]

4.2 Biased Training Problem for Profile

Updating

We looked at the score distribution of profile 71 on

which most of the systems did poorly. We fixed the

profile terms and term weights (using the profile

learned by the end) and scored all the documents in the

corpus. We are surprised that the score density

distribution of relevant documents looked more like an

exponential distribution (Figure 6). Redrawing the

score density distribution of the top scoring relevant

documents for this profile (Figure 7) shows that the real

distribution is actually like a mixture model of

exponential and normal.

One possible explanation of this is the biased sampling

problem [9]. In adaptive filtering, the user only

provides feedback about documents delivered, so the

training data is not sampled randomly, and the profile

learned by the system is biased. The score density

distribution of Profile 71 provides an extreme real case

that illustrates this problem. Although we have

proposed an algorithm to solve the sampling bias

problem for threshold setting [9], we didn't develop a

solution to solve the sampling bias problem when

terms, term weights, and thresholds are all being

adjusted simultaneously. One possible way is to deliver

interesting "near miss" documents, so that the learning

software gets a broader view of the surrounding

information landscape. Theories in other research area,

such as active learning (also known as experimental

design) and reinforcement learning, are potentially

useful considering the similarity of the tasks. Also, the

bias problem for threshold learning and profile term

updating are correlated and should be solved together.

Another solution is to explicit modeling the sampling

bias while profile term weights and threshold are

changing, and more advanced analysis is needed.

4.3 Defects and explanation

Our results are disappointing on TRECIO. There are

several problems with the runs we submitted:

Figure 4 Score density distribution of relevant

documents for profile 77.

Figure 5 Score density distributions of non-relevant

documents for profile 77.

!r:f.r., 1 1

1

3.t- )42 C.>.>. 0*6 (..'i a:

Figure 6 Score density distribution of relevant

documents for profile 71.
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Figure 7 Score deasity distribution of top scoring

relevant documents for profile 71.

(1) The methods deciding when to adjust terms

and term weights was not integrated with

threshold learning. Thus the system could

change profiles without also adjusting

thresholds to compensate for the changes in

document scores.

(2) We used a heuristic rule to set thresholds

when there is no solution based on maximum
likelihood estimation. Unfortunately due to a

programming error, we set the threshold too

high (usually 1, which corresponded to

delivering no document). Recovery speed was

too slow.

(3) The words in the original profiles were

stemmed before case conversion, but words in

documents were stemmed after case

conversion. The Porter stenmier is sensitive to

case, so this difference produces inconsistent

stenuning in profiles and documents.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We tried a new profile-updating algorithm based on a

mixture language model that we believe is more

appropriate for the task of query expansion, and

compared it with Rocchio. Compared with traditional

language models, our new approach does select very

discriminative words and requires no stop word list.

The performance is encouraging. But what surprised us

is how efficient (in terms of running time) and effective

(in terms of performance) the old method of Rocchio is.

We noticed that the Beta distribution might be more

appropriate for modeling the non-relevant document

scores, although our previous experiments shows on

some other dataset exponential distribution works well.

We hypothesis that what kind of distribution to use is

corpus/system dependant, although the Maximum
Likelihood estimation we proposed does not require

what kind of corpus to use, a real filtering should

chose the right approximation function when applying

our algorithm. We also noticed the effect of the

sampling bias problem not only on profile threshold

setting, but also on profile term weighting. Active

learning and explicit modeling of the sampling bias

while profile is changing are possible solutions for this

problem.
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Abstract

We compared a multi-class fc-nearest neighbor

(fcNN) approach and a standard Rocchio method

in the filtering tasks of TREC-10. Empirically, we

found A;NN more effective in batch filtering, and

Rocchio better in adaptive filtering. For thresh-

old adjustment based on relevance feedback, we
developed a new strategy that updates a local re-

gression over time based on a sliding window over

positive examples and a sliding window over neg-

ative examples in the history. Applying this strat-

egy to Rocchio and comparing its results to those

by the same method with a fixed threshold, the

recall was improved by 37-39% while the precision

was improved by as much as 9%. Motivated by

the extremely low performance of all systems on

the TIOS metric, we also analyzed this metric, and

found that it favors more firequently occurring cat-

egories over rare ones and is somewhat inconsistent

with its most straightforward interpretation. We
propose a change to this metric which fixes these

problems and brings it closer to the Ctrk metric

used to evaluate the TDT tracking task.

1. Introduction

We participated in the TREC-10 information filtering track,

submitting results of a standard Rocchio method and one

variant of our k-nearest neighbor (kNN) algorithms [13] for

the batch and adaptive filtering tasks. Our goals for this

year's TREC were twofold:

1. To establish a performance bciseUne for text categoriza-

tion on the new Reuters corpus.

9 To rlpvplnp an pfFprtivp aHuptivp thrpslinlrJing tprViniqiip

for the adaptive filtering subtask.

3. To investigate the properties of the TIOS metric using

the isocurve analysis in precision-recall space we devel-

oped for the TREC-9 metrics[l].

^Authors' names axe in alphabetical order.

Item (1) was motivated by the success of kNN on previous

versions of the Reuters corpus[10, 9] and is addressed by

our batch filtering results, for which we applied the Avg2

variant of kNN. Item (2) was motivated by our difficulties

in developing an effective adaptive thresholding method for

TREC-9, and is addressed by our new margin-based local

regression technique of adaptive thresholding. We were suc-

cessful in both endeavors, ranking third of eighteen runs

in the batch-filtering task and second of thirty runs in the

adaptive filtering task for both the Fp and TIOS metrics^

Item (3) was motivated by the over 50% drop in performance

for the TIOS metric when moving from the validation to the

test set, compared to a drop of only 27% for the Fp metric.

This observation combined with an analysis of the TIOS
metric in terms of its isocurves in precision-recall space lead

to the discovery of some inconsistencies between the user

behavior that the TIOS metric appears to model and what

it actually models. We propose a fix for T105, and compare
|

the modified metric to the weighted tracking cost (Ctrk)

metric used for the TDT tracking task.

This paper has five sections past the introduction. Sec-

tion 2 reports the experiments with our kNN and Rocchio I

systems in batch filtering. Section 3 compares kNN and

Rocchio in adaptive filtering, and introduces our novel ap-
'

proach for adaptive thresholding. Section 4 analyzes the
'

potential problems inherent in the ri05 metric, suggests

a minor alteration that resolves these problems, and dis-

cusses the relationships between the modified and unmodi-

fied TIOS and the Fp and Ctrk metrics.. Section 5 presents

our conclusions and future research goals for information

filtering.

2. Batch Filtering

We applied our kNN system and our implementation [13] of

a standard Rocchio method to this task to compare these

two mcthodo.

^Rankings were computed by the authors across all runs sub-

mitted to the TREC-10 filtering tasks from official per-category,

per-run performance data supplied by the filtering track coordi-

nators; these rankings are not official.
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2.1 K-Nearest Neighbor (kNN)

kNN, an instance-based classification method, has been an

effective approach to a broad range of pattern recognition

and text claissification problems [2, 8, 10, 13]. In contrast

to "eager learning" algorithms (including Rocchio, Naive

Bayes, Decision Trees, etc.) which have an explicit train-

ing phase before seeing any test document, kNN uses the

training documents "local" to each test document to make

its classification decision on that document. Our kNN uses

the conventional vector space model, which represents each

document as a vector of term weights, and the distance be-

tween two documents is measured using the cosine value

of the angle between the corresponding vectors. We com-

pute the weight vectors for each document using one of the

conventional TF-IDF schemes [4], defined as:

Wdit) = {1 + log2 n{t, d)) x\og^{\V\/n{t)) (1)

where n{t,d) is the within-document frequency of term t in

document d, n{t) is the total document frequency of term t

in document set D.

Given an arbitrary test document d, the kNN classifier as-

signs a relevance score to each candidate category (cj) using

the following formula:

s{cj,d)= ^ cos{wd,w'^) (2)

d'eRk(d)nVj

where set Rkid) are the k nearest neighbors (training doc-

uments) of document d. By sorting the scores of all can-

didate categories, we obtain a ranked list of categories for

each test document; by further thresholding on the ranks

or the scores, we obtain binary decisions, i.e. the categories

above the threshold will be assigned to the document. There

are advantages and disadvantages to different thresholding

strategies [12].

2.2 Rocchio

Rocchio is an effective method using relevance judgments

for query expansion in information retrieval [3, 5], and the

I
most common (and simplest) approach to the filtering tasks

in TREC[14].

The standard Rocchio formula computes a vector as the

prototype or centroid of a class of a documents. Given a

training set of documents with class labels, the prototype

vector is defined to be:

^(7.'=) =^ E "-.-7^^ E (3)

where Rc is the set of positive training examples, Rc^k is

the "query zone" [6], that is, the A; top-ranking documents

retrieved from the negative training examples when using

I

the centroid of the positive training examples as the query.

To increase the efficiency of computation, we retain only the

top Pmax components of the prototype vector. The values

of 7, k (the size of the local zone) and pmax are the pre-

specified parameters for the Rocchio method.

In the filtering process, Rocchio computes the cosine sim-

ilarity between each test document and the prototype of

every category, where the prototype is updated over time us-

ing the past documents whose category labels are available

through relevance feedback. Thresholding on these scores

yields binary decisions on each document with respect to

every category.

2.3 Batch Filtering Results

In our experiments with Rocchio and kNN, we defined a to-

ken to be the longest possible sequence of letters and digits,

followed by an optional "'s" or "'nt". Tokens which were

purely numbers were discarded, as were common English

words found on a stop word list. Tokens were stemmed
with the Porter stemmer and assigned weights according to

equation 1 above. Per-category thresholds for binary de-

cision making were set by five-fold cross-validation on the

training data.

We submitted two sets of results, labelled "CMUCATa2f5"
and "CMUCATa210", for batch filtering; the former is op-

timized for the Fp metric and the latter the T105 metric.

Both runs used the kNN.avg2 method with kp = 200 (num-

ber of nearest neighbors which are positive examples of the

category) and kn = 500 (number of nearest neighbors which

are negative examples of the category), since this method

and parameter settings had the best performance during

cross-validation for both metrics. Table 1 summarizes the

results.

Based on previous experience with the Reuters-21578 and

OHSUMED corpora[9, 11], we applied a variety of feature

selection methods, including document frequency, mutual

information, information gain, and chi-square. None of

them produced any significant improvement in the perfor-

mance of our system on the Reuters 2001 corpus. Why we

should see no improvement on this corpus while we see con-

sidrable improvement on the other corpora requires further

investigation.

3, Adaptive Filtering

Our research strategy consists of two parts:

• analyzing the scores generated by kNN and Rocchio

over time, to see which method produces more discrim-

inatory scores for separating positive and negative ex-

amplps nf a ra.tegnry; and

• using margin-based local regression (our new approach)

to track the potential shift of the optimal threshold for

each category over time.
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RUN ID RECALL PREC rio5 Fp RANK-ri05 RANK-F^
CMUCATa2f5 0.322 0.719 0.287 0.511 7/18 3/18

CMUCATa210 0.358 0.618 0.324 0.489 3/18 7 or 8/18

Table 1. Results by CMU-CAT for Batch filtering

^

^ ."^ M. '\ \ d 'K

Off—topic
On—topic

Figure 1. Scores vs. time for on- and ofF-topic documents by Rocchio for category R83

3.1 Score analysis for Rocchio and kNN

Figures 1 and 2 show the scores for category R83 ("MET-
ALS TRADING") generated by kNN and Rocchio during

the adaptive filtering process where the relevance judgment

for each test document wais made available to the system af-

ter that document is scored, regardless what decision (Yes

or No) the system made for that document; the category

prototype was updated accordingly per test document. We
used the TREC-10 training corpus for this experiment by

splitting the data in to the training and test halves and

then running the systems on these data. The scores gener-

ated in such a process, obviously, are better than those kNN
and Rocchio would generate under the condition required in

TREC for relevance feedback, i.e. relevance judgments are

available for a system only for the documents which the

system make a Yes decision upon. Nevertheless, those fig-

ures allow us to get a rough idea about a major difference

between the scores generated by our two systems. For Roc-

chio, there is clear separation on average between the scores

for the two classes (Yes and No) over time, while for kNN,
the scores for the two classes are will blended. This means
that finding the optimal thresholding function over time us-

ing; the scores generated by Rocchio would be a much easier

task than thresholding over the scores generated by kNN.
Also, the average scores for each class by Rocchio seem to

be constant in different time intervals; however, there is a

visible trend (increasing in value over time) in the average

scores by kNN, at least for the particular category being

observed. In fact, we compared pairwise figures for kNN

and Rocchio over all the 84 categories selected from Reuters

2001 for TREC-10, and observed similar patterns with most

categories in the TREC-10 filtering training corpus.

These empirical findings were rather suppressing to us, be-

cause we have found kNN to perform better than Rocchio in

batch filtering and conventional text categorization [9, 10].

On the other hand, we have also found Rocchio works sur-

prising well (comparable or just slightly worse than kNN)
for the event tracking task in the domain of Topic Detection

and Tracking (TDT)[12], which is similar (but not identical)

to adaptive filtering, in the sense that both processes start

with a small number of training examples per class. Why
does Rocchio perform worse than kNN in batch filtering but

better in adaptive filtering? We do not have a satisfactory

interpretation for this question at this point; deeper under-

standing about this invites future research.

3.2 Margin-bstsed local regression

Here we propose a novel approach, namely margin-based

local regression, for predicting optimal thresholds over time.

The intuition is rather simple: if we have two streams of

scores (one for previously-classified positive examples and
Llic uLliCi fui picvloualy-clojaificd negative c>camplc3 for a

particular class), and if the two streams are separable in

value (Figure 1) in any particular time interval, then we
would choose some values inside of the margin between the

two streams as the thresholds, where by margin we mean the

difference between the minimal score for positive examples
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Figure 2. Scores vs. time for on- and ofF-topic documents by unnormalized kNN for category R83

and the maximal score for negative examples in a particular

time interval. One can think of a waving band with both

its center location and width changing over time in a two

dimensional space of magnitude verses time. We want to use

local regression to track the shift of the "optimal" threshold

over time inside of the band.

This simple description is sufficient to gain intuition into

the method, but is not sufficient for an accurate defini-

tion. First, we do not assume that the positive and negative

streams are always separable, but artificially make those

streams separable by excluding outliers. That is, for the

positive stream, our system only includes the truly positive

examples for which the system predicted YES. All other ex-

amples, including the false-alarms, misses and documents

for which the system correctly predicted NO, form the neg-

ative stream; our system unfortunately cannot exclude the

misses because the relevance judgments for those examples

are not available during the relevance feedback. Second,

we need to relax the definition of margin, to avoid making

our method overly sensitive to outliers. Third, we need to

be precise about what is "optimal"
,
discussing the concern

about risk minimizing. Fourth, we need specify the local

regression for tracking the shift of optimal thresholds over

time.

The precise definition of our approach uses the following

notation:

• X = {xi,X2 . . Xk+} is the sliding window of scores

for the k+ (at most) most recent positive examples for

which the system predicted YES;

• Y = {yi,y2 . . . yk_ } is the sliding window of scores for

the k- (at most) false-alarms, misses, and documents

for which the system correctly predicted NO;

• t^xit) — CLit + hi is the local regression obtained by

fitting a line over the data points in sample X, where

01 and 61 are the regression coefficients;

• Hy{t) — 02^ + 62 is the local regression obtained by

fitting a line over the data points in sample Y , where

02 and 62 are the regression coefficients;

• 5{t) = iJ.x{t) — fiy{t) is the local margin (the Mean-Mean
version; see the next section);

• 9{t) = A*j/(0 + V^i^) — at + b is the local regression for

optimal thresholding, where

a = ryai 4- (1 - 77)02

b = T]bi +(l-7?)62-

This method has five parameters, k+, k-, 77, A-|- and A_
which are empirically chosen (through cross validation). We
purposely allow k+ and k- to take different values (instead

of a single parameter k) so that we can empirically tune the

window sizes to be sufficient sensitivity to the local trends

for both positive examples and negative examples. As for

parameter 77, it allows us to adjust the position (instead a

fixed position, such the middle) of the thresholding func-

tion between the margin, in order to overcome the inductive

bias of the system (if any) and to optimize the performance

with respect to difTerent evaluation metrics (T105, Fp, or

the like) through cross vaHdation. A+ and A_ are the num-
ber of documents the window must slide through before the

positive and negative margins are updated; in our TREC-
10 results, we updated both margins with every document

(A+ = A_ = 1).

For initialization, we set cq = ai = 0 and set bo and bi

to return the top 1% of documents in the validation set
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for each category. Early on, when there is not sufficient

data to reUably compute the margins (defined in terms of

number of documents within the window and parameterized

by mm_ and mm+ for the positive and negative windows

respectively), we apply the following hueristic to set the

threshold to a reasonable value without drawing too many
false- alarms or misses: if both the positive window and the

negative window have less than mm_ and min+ documents,

the threshold is set to just above the score of the last false-

alarm observed.

3.3 Variants of margins

We propose several versions of margin as the variants of our

approach:

1. Min-Max margin:

X = argmm{xi,X2 . -Xk^}

y - arg max{t/i ,y2---yk-}

6{t) = x-y

6{t) = T)x + {\- T])y.

2. Mean-Mean margin:

'
'

A*! (t) = ait + bi

Hy{t) = a2t + bi

5{t) = n^{t) - Hy{t)

e{t)=nyit)+rj6{t)

3. MinK-MaxK margin:

X' is the bottom n+ data points in X = {xi . . .Xk^},

Y' is the top n_ data points in F = {yi . . . yk_ },

= ait + bi is the linear fit to X';

fj,'y{t) = + b2 is the linear fit to Y';

6'{t)=n',{t)-fx'y{t)

e{t) = n'y{t) + rjS'{t)

where n+ and n_ are pre-specified parameters.

4. MeanVar-MeanVar margin:

Sit) = inxit) -h acTx) - inyit) + acy)))

9{t)=tiy{t)+r)5it)

where ax is the standard deviation of X, ay is the stan-

dard deviation of F, and a is a pre-specified parameter.

5. Other combinations, e.g., Mean-MaxK:

6"{t)=Hx{t)-H'y{t)

e{t)^fi'y{t) + r,5"{t)

The Min-Max margin is the simplest, but likely to be over-

sensitive to outliers and under-sensitive to the trend of the

margin within a window. The Mean-Mean margin is the

one we introduced in the previous section, which is less sen-

sitive to extreme values than Min-Max. The MinK-MaxK
has an sensitivity between the previous two, with additional

(ad-hoc) parameters; in fact, Min-Max is just a specific ca^se

of MinK-MaxK in which = n_ = 1. MeanVar-MeanVar
take the densities of data points on both sides (the posi-

tive side and the negative side) in to consideration, which

would be more powerful than Mean-Mean but assumes nor-

mal distribution of the scores for the positive and negative

examples and requires more data for the estimation of the

variances. There are other possible variants along this line;

we do not intend to give an exhaustive list.

3.4 Adaptive filtering results

We chose Rocchio over kNN for adaptive filtering. Tables 2

and 3 describe our submitted runs and the results, including

one run (CMUCATmrf5) using Mean-Mean margin (as our

primary submission), one run (CMUCATmrlO) using the

Mean-MaxK margin, and two runs for the baseline Rocchio

(CMUCATsrfS and CMUCATsrlO) in which the the proto-

types were adaptive but the thresholds were fixed. The last

two runs were generated as baselines for comparisons with

the margin-based adaptive filtering methods.

In addition to the submitted runs, we also tested other ver-

sions of the margins (MinK-MaxK, for example). We found

the Mean-Mean method with the best results in cross valida-

tion over the TREC-10 training corpus. The Mean-MaxK,
however, performed better on the evaluation data, suggest-

ing that that variant tends to have a large performance vari-

ance.

We were surprisingly pleased by the improvements by the

margin-based regression over the baseline Rocchio with a

fixed threshold. Under the same condition of optimizing Fp,

the Mean-Mean method improved the performance over the

baseline by 37.5% (from 24.8% to 34.1%) in recall and 0.5%

(from 65.8% to 66.1%) in precision. Under the condition

of optimizing TIOS, the Mean-MaxK improved the perfor-

mance over the baseline by 38.7% (from 24.8% to 34.4%) in

recall and 9.2% (from 60.3% to 65.7%) in precision. We are

also surprised that the Rocchio baseline with a fixed thresh-

old worked very well, being ranked at the top four among
30 submissions in both 7*105 and Fg measure.

i

I

It is worth mentioning that the margin-based local regres-

sion approach is not a part of the Rocchio method. Instead,

it can be applied to the output of any system as long as the

average of scores for positive examples by that system are

higher than the average of the scores for negative examples,

and as long as there is some continuous trends over time

in the margins. An interesting point is, when we designed

this method and until our submission to TREC-10, we only

tested Rocchio under the condition of complete relevance
j

feedback (and did not have the time to run it under more re-
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RUN ID DESCRIPTION
CMUCATsrfS

CMUCATsrlO

CMUCATmrfS

CMUCATmrlO

Adaptive filtering, Rocchio (7 = -1.5, A: = 200,Pmax = 500),

using fixed threshold, optimized for Fp

Adaptive filtering, Rocchio (7 = -1.5,/c = 200,pmax — 500),

using fixed threshold, optimized for TIOS
Adaptive filtering, Rocchio (7 = -1.5,A; = 200,Pmax = 500),

using margin-based thresholding with means for both margins, optimized for Fp

Adaptive filtering, Rocchio (7 = -1.5, A; = 200,pmax = 500),

using margin-based threshold with lower margin computed

from median of top 20 negative examples and higher margin

computed from mean of positive margin, optimized for ri05.

Table 2. Official submissions by CMU-CAT for the Adaptive filtering task

RUN ID RECALL PREC T105 Fp RANK by T105 RANK by Fp

CMUCATsrfS 0.248 0.658 0.211 0.467 7/30 4/30

CMUCATsrlO 0.248 0.603 0.228 0.415 4/30 6/30

CMUCATmrfS 0.341 0.661 0.251 0.489 3/30 3/30

CMUCATmrlO 0.344 0.657 0.263 0.499 2/30 2/30

Table 3. Results by CMU-CAT for Adaptive Filtering

alistic settings of relevance feedback); under that condition

we did not found dynamic trends in the margins among the

scores by Rocchio. We took this approach anyway because

it was rational. The strong results, 37.5-38.7% improvement

in recall while precision improved in the same direction over

Rocchio baseline, suggest that, perhaps, there were indeed

dynamic trends in the margins that worth tracking.

4. Metrics

rio5 Fp

Batch filtering

Minimum 0.081 0.154

Mean 0.239 0.429

Maximum 0.414 0.606

Adaptive filtering

Minimum 0.015 0.046

Mean 0.134 0.266

Maximum 0.291 0.519

Table 4. Macro-average performance summary for the TREC-10
filtering task

The adaptive and batch filtering tasks for this year used

two metrics: TIOS and van Rijsbergen's Fp[7], which are

defined as with respect to a category C as:

max{2A — B,TninU) — minU
T10S{C) =

Fp{C) =

2* N+ - minU

A + B + /3^N+

(4)

(5)

where A is the number of documents correctly assigned to C,

B is the number of documents incorrectly assigned to C (aka

false-alarms), N+ is the number of documents relevant to C,

minU is the lower bound on the unsealed utility {2A - B),

and /3 is a constant that specifies the relative weight between

recall and precision for Fp. Both T105 and Fp are scaled to

fall between 0 and 1, and for TREC-10, minU was fixed at

-100 and /3 at 0.5 for all categories. The overall performance

of the system for the task was obtained by computing the

unweighted average across all categories (called the macro-

average in the information retrieval literature).

The most straightforward interpretation of the TIOS met-

ric is that it computes the return the user receives in terms

of information gained vs. effort expended in reading the

documents assigned by the filtering system to a particular

category, scaled relative to the range of possible returns,

where 1.0 represents maximum information gain with mini-

mum effort, and 0.0 represents the point at which the effort

required in reading the documents for the category in ques-

tion so exceeds the information gained that the user regards

any information contained in those documents as worthless.

The Fp metric does not have such a straighforward inter-

pretation in terms of the preferences of a particular user,

but is instead the weighted harmonic average of recall and

precision^ over the set of documents assigned to a category.

An examination of table 4 shows that systems participating

in the batch and adaptive filtering tasks performed much
worse on TIOS than on Fp. Does the TIOS measure, in

fact, describe a harder task than the Fp measure or axe there

'^Recall is defined for a category as the ratio of documents cor-

rectly assigned to that category to the total number of documents
relevant to that category, e.g. r = -j^.

"^Precision is defined for a category as the ratio of documents
correctly assigned to the category to the total number of docu-

ments assigned to that category, e.g. p = -j^.
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other factors at work which would cause this performance

gap? In the following section, we analyze the properties

of the TIOS metric and find that, while T105 is a definite

improvement over T9U, it still has an undesirable charac-

teristic that biases it against frequently-occuring categories.

We propose a minor modification to TIOS which fixes the

undesirable properties and brings it closer to the tracking

cost {Ctrk) metric used in the TDT evaluations.

4.1 TIOS

o.s o.e o.-}

Figure 4. Isocurves of TIOS for a = —1
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Figure 3. Isocurves of TIOS for a = —0.1
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Figure 5. Isocurves of TIOS for a = —2

TIOS is a scaled version of the Hnear utility metric used in

TREC-9 {T9U). This scaling addressed some of the prob-

lems of T9U (which are discussed in detail in [1]), specifi-

cally, the wide variation in the maximum value of T9U with

the number of relevant documents for the category, which

makes the macro-average of T9U difficult to interpret and

causes performance on common categories to dominate the

average. However, the scaling introduced another problem,

which can be seen if TIOS is written in terms of recall(r)

and precision (p):

ifp>0,a<2
Some value in [0, 2r^] if p = 0, a < 2

minU
(6)

The isocurves of ri05 for a - —0.1, a — —1 and a = —2

are shown in figures 3 through 5. The biggest problem with

ri05 is that the locations of its isocurves are dependent on

the number of examples of the category in question, giving

two different categories with the same relative performance

different T\OS values. In particular, the larger the number
of relevant documents for a category, the lower it's TIOS
score for the same relative performance compared to a cate-

gory with fewer documents. Given the large number of cat-

egories with 5,000 or more relevant documents in the test

set used for TREC-10, it's not surprising that the scores for

this metric were significantly lower than those for Fp.

Another problem with T105 is that it's lower bound of

minU is applied before the metric is scaled. This means

that the user's tolerance for poor-performing profiles (as

modeled by T105) also varies with the number of relevant

documents for the category. In particular, the user is far

more tolerant of poor performance (in relative terms) for

categories with fewer documents. Furthermore, the value of

minU controls not only the user's tolerance for poor perfor-

mance but also how sensitive the locations of the isocurves

are to changes in the value of A''+ ; the larger the magnitude

of minU , the less sensitive T105 is to variations in Nj^.

This linkage between the minimum return the user is will-

ing to accept on his or her investment in reading documents

before he or she gives up and the preference of the user for

categories with fewer relevant documents is counterintuitive

and not obvious from the form of the T\OS metric itself.

One could dismiss these objections to T105 by claiming

that it is not necessary for ri05 to have consistent prop-

erties across categories with respect to recall and precision,

since T105 is not based on those metrics. However, having

inconsistent properties with respect to recall and precision

leads to inconsistencies within the T105 metric itself if we

take the most straightforward interpretation described in

section 4. Under this interpretation, each document on av-

erage requires equal effort to read and provides the same

amount of information, which are reasonable assumptions

given that the TREC filtering tasks only supply binary rel-

evance judgements and no judgements about the effort re-

quired to read a document. Furthermore, the TREC fil-

tering tasks make no distinctions among categories as to

which might be more or less important to the user. These

conditions imply that a reasonable user should expect to

spend more effort reading documents for categories that oc-

cur more frequently than for those that occur less frequently,
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and that the metric used to model the user should take this

into account. Moreover, two sets of documents assigned to

two different categories with different occurence frequencies

which have the same relative amount of information (e.g.

same recall) and require the same relative effort to extract

that information (e.g. same precision), should be regarded

as equally useful to the user, since all documents require

the same effort, all relevant documents have the same infor-

mation content, and the user expects to spend more effort

on the more frequently-occuring category. In violating this

latter principle that equal recall and precision should yield

equal utility, TIOS implicitly assumes that the user favors

rare categories over more common ones, that the utility of

relevant documents decreases as more of them are found

while effort to read them remains the same, or that the ef-

fort required to read a document decreases in proportion to

the number of relevant documents for a category while the

utility of relevant documents remains the same. None of

these latter assumptions are consistent with the straightfor-

ward interpretation of TIOS described above, or with the

fact that the TREC filtering tasks make no explicit distinc-

tions between categories.

4,2 Normalized Filtering Utility

Given that outside of its variable properties in precision-

recall space, TIOS is otherwise a good metric with an un-

derstandable user model, one wonders if it might be possible

to correct for these problems while still preserving it's under-

standable user model and hyperbolic isocurves in precision-

recall space. We can gain insight in how to do so if we

consider another linear metric: unnormalized tracking cost

(Ctrk) which is used for the TDT tracking task (which is

similar in many ways to the TREC filtering tasks). The
value of Ctrk is defined for category C as:

CtrkiC) = Cmiss * Pon * Pmiss + C/a * Poff * Pfa

.N+-A.
— Cmiss * Pon * {' -) + Cfa * Poff * (N-N+

(7)

where:

• Cmiss and Cfa are the relative costs" of a miss (rele-

vant document not assigned to C) and a false-alarm

respectively

• Pmiss and Pfa are the conditional probabilities of a miss

or a false-alarm occuring, given that the document is

relevant or not relevant to C respectively

• Pon and Poff are the prior probabilities that a docu-

ment is relevant or not-relevant to C. Pon + Poff = 1

naturally.

• A, B, and A'^^. axe the number of correct assignments,

faJse-alaxms, and documents relevant to C respectively.

• A'^ is the total number of documents in the corpus.

In TDT, the values of Pon and Pq// are fixed to their prior

probabilities of 0.02 and 0.98 respectively for all categories

in the tracking task. However, if we replace these values

with their posterior probabilities (e.g. Pon = N^/N and

Poff = {N — N+)/N, then equation 7 becomes:

Ctrk{C) = Crrnss * ^^'^ *
/V

Written in terms of recall and precision, this form oi Ctrk is

CtrkiC) = ^{Crrnss * (1 - r) + Cfa * r(i^)),p # 0

(9)

This immediately suggests that by normalizing Ctrk by Pom
we can obtain a version of Ctrk-, designated C[^^. which is

stable in precision-recall space. Written in terms of A, B,

and N^, C[^^ is:

C'trkiC) — -^{Cmiss * Cfa *
J^]

+ Cfa * B Cmiss * A (10)

^4 A^4

If we subtract C^'^j. from Cmiss (which is equivalent to flip-

ping the scale and moving the zero point), scale by I /Cmiss

so that the upper bound becomes 1, and rename Cmtss to

Ccorr, we get the following normalized linear utihty metric,

which we call normalized filtering utility and designate Uf.

Uf{C) =
Ccorr * A Cfa * B

Ccorr *

Ccorr * Pon * Pcorr Cfa * Poff * Pfa

Ccorr * Pon
(11)

= r(l-(^){i^))

Uf is essentially an unbounded ri05. We derrive it in this

fashion to emphasize both it's connection to the Ctrk metric

used in TDT and its theoretical justification in terms of be-

ing a weighted combination of the conditional probabilities

of correctly and incorrectly identifying relevant documents.

Unlike T105, Uf has consistent isocurves in precision-recall

space, and thus it's straighforward interpretation as measur-

ing the trade-oflf between effort expended and information

gained is consistent with what it actually measures.

As an unbounded metric, Uf suffers from the weakness

that poor-performing categories can dominate the macro-

average. We address this by limiting the limiting the lower

value oi Uf to Uf^min- Like minU for TIOS, Uf^min rep-

resents the lowest return on reading the set of documents

assigned a category the user is willing to accept before he

or she regards that set as worthless, but since Uf^min is ap-

plied after normalization, the tolerance of the user for poor

performance by the filtering system remains consistent from
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category to category. We can now scale Uf to fall between

0 and 1 by:

U'f = max{Uf,Uf^rnin) - Uf^min

1 _ rr ^ '

J- f,m.in

where 1 represents maximum information gain with mini-

mum effort, and 0 represents the point where the documents

become worthless.

4.3 Comparison of Metrics

As an example, figure 6 plots Fp and ri05 vs. precision

across all runs submitted to the adaptive and batch filtering

subtasks for category R15. As we expect from our analysis

in section 4.1, F/j and TIOS are correlated when precision is

greater than or equal to 1/3, since the isocurves of n05 in

this region have a similar shape to the isocurves for Fp and

thus a strategy that maximizes TlOs is also likely to maxi-

mize F/j and vice-versa, but are uncorrelated when precision

is less than 1/3. Note that because most runs have a pre-

cision above 1/3 for most categories, the macro-average Fp
and TIOS for each run will appear to track each other, even

though the metrics are not necessarily correlated.

Batch Adaptive

Metric Validation Test Validation Test

TIOS 0.681 0.324 0.387 0.263

F(3 0.703 0.511 0.343 0.499

0.671 0.548 0.362 0.463

Table 5. Performance of our systems on for TIGS', F/3 and Uf
metrics

Table 5 shows the performance of our batch and adaptive

filtering systems on both the validation and test sets for

all three metrics. For U'f, we set Ccorr = 2, C/a = 1 and

Uf,min = —0.5, which corresponds to T105 with an a of

-1.0. Note that Fp and U'^ have much more stable perfor-

mance when going from validation to evaluation conditions,

than ri05 for which performance decreases by more than

half for the batch filtering tasks. In the adaptive filtering

task, the performance drop experienced by the increase of

in going from validation to test data hides an impor-

tant observation: that the margin-based algorithm actually

performs signifcantly better (significantly improved recall)

on the test data than on the validation data! This again il-

lustrates the effect of the variation of the isocurves of T105
with number of relevant documents for a category; a system

tuned to an optimal region on the validation data may find

itself in a very suboptimal region when evaluated on the

test data and the isocurves of ri05 shift with the change in

category frequency, even though its relative performance on

both validation and test data remains approximately that

same.

Note also that Fp and U'f have similar values for both batch

and adaptive filtering and validation and test conditions.

This is to be expected, since for most categories, we are

operating in the region (p > 1/3) where Ffs and U'j have

similar isocurves.

5. Conclusions

In our TREC-10 experiments and analysis, we observed the

following:

• Standard Rocchio using relevance feedback to update

the profiles but not the threshold performed surpris-

ingly well: ranking fourth of thirty runs for both the

F/3 and T105 metrics.

• Rocchio using relevance feedback and margin-based lo-

cal regression (our new approach to adaptive thresh-

olding) significantly outperformed the baseline Rocchio

using relevance feedback and constant thresholds.

• The isocurves of the TIOS metric vary their locations

in precision-recall space with the number of documents
relevant to a particular category, causing this metric

to favor common categories over rare ones and poten-

tially obscuring important observations. We propose

a slight but important modification to ri05 which re-

moves these undesirable properties.

For future research, we would hke to consider the following

open questions:

• Why Rocchio produced more separable scores than

kNN remains an open question. More failure analy-

sis with methods other than kNN and Rocchio would

be helpful in understanding the nature of adaptive fil-

tering.

• Are all of the current classifiers used for adaptive filter-

ing only finding those relevant documents which sur-

round the initial two positive examples for each cate-

gory? How can a classifier obtain relevance feedback

for positive examples in clusters other than the initial

one?

• How can we measure redundant information and return

the set of documents which best covers what the user

needs to know? What sorts of metrics are best suited

for measuring this task?

• Why did feature selection fail to produce any improve-

ment for our batch filtering results, when it has pro-

duced considerable improvement in other text catego-

rization tasks on other corpora?
^
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Background: The Informedia Digital Video Library System.
The Informedia Digital Video Library [1] was the only NSF DLI project focusing specifically on

information extraction from video and audio content. Over a terabyte of online data was collected, with

automatically generated metadata and indices for retrieving videos from this library. The architecture for

the project was based on the premise that real-time constraints on library and associated metadata creation

could be relaxed in order to realize increased automation and deeper parsing and indexing for identifying

the library contents and breaking it into segments. Library creation was an offline activity, with library

exploration by users occurring online and making use of the generated metadata and segmentation.

The goal of the Informedia interface was to enable quick access to relevant information in a digital video

library, leveraging from derived metadata and the partitioning of the video into small segments. Figure 1

shows the IDVLS interface following a query. In this figure, a set of results is displayed at the bottom.

The display includes a window containing a headline, and a pictorial menu of video segments each

represented with a thumbnail image at approximately 'A resolution of the video in the horizontal and

vertical dimensions. The headline window automatically pops up whenever the mouse is positioned over a

result item; the headline window for the first result is shown.

IDVLS also supports other ways of navigating and browsing the digital video library. These interface

features were essential to deal with the ambiguity of the derived data generated by speech recognition,

image processing, and natural language processing. Consider the filmstrip and video playback IDVLS
window shown in Figure 2. For this actual video in the IDVLS library, the segmentation process failed,

resulting in a thirty-minute segment. This long segment was one of the returned results for the query "Mir

collision." The filmstrip in Figure 2 shows that the segment is more than just a story on the Russian space

station, but rather begins with a commercial, then the weather, and then coverage of Hong Kong before

addressing Mir. By overlaying the filmstrip and video playback windows with match location information,

the user can quickly see that matches don't occur until later in the segment, after these other stories that

were irrelevant to the query. The match bars are optionally color-coded to specific query words; in Figure

2 "Mir" matches are in red and "collision" matches in purple. When the user moved the mouse over the

match bars in the filmstrip, a text window displayed the actual matching word from the transcript of Video

OCR metadata for that particular match; "Mir" is shown in one such text window in Figure 2.

By investigating the distribution of match locations on the filmstrip, the user can determine the relevance of

the returned result and the location of interest within the segment. The user can click on a match bar to

jump directly to that point in the video segment. Hence, clicking the mouse as shown in Figure 2 would

start playing the video at this mention of "Mir" with the overhead shot of people at desks. Similarly,

IDVLS provided "seek to next match" and "seek to previous match" buttons in the video player allowing

the user to quickly jump from one match to the next. In the example of Figure 2, these interface features

allowed the user to bypass problems in segmentation and jump directly to the "Mir" story without having to

first watch the opening video on other topics.
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Figure 1. Text Query and Result Set in the Informedia System.

From the 1 1 hours of video, we extracted about 8000 shots, where a shotbreak was defined as an edited

camera cut, fade or dissolve using standard color histogram measures. Instead of documents, the Video

TREC track had defined shots as the unit of retrieval. We aggregated the MPEG I-frames for each shot to

be alternative images for each shot. Whenever something matched to an image within a shot, the complete

shot was returned as relevant. In total, there were about 80,000 images to be searched.

IDVLS Processing Components:
a. Image processing

Shot Breaks: Color histogram analysis is applied to the MPEG-encoded video. This enables the software

to identify editing effects such as cuts that mark shot changes. A single representative frame from each shot

is chosen for use in poster frames or in the filmstrip view.

Video OCR: The majority of traditional image processing techniques like optical character recognition

(OCR) assume they work with a single image, but image processing for video works with image sequences

where each image in the sequence often changes only slightly from the previous image. An overview of

the Informedia Project's Video OCR (VOCR) process illustrates these points; Sato et. al discuss VOCR
elsewhere in detail [14].

The goal ofVOCR was to generate an accurate text representation for text superimposed on video frames.

The VOCR process is as follows:
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• Identify video frames containing probable text regions, in part through horizontal differential filters

with binary thresholding.

• Filter the probable text region across the multiple video frames where that region is identified as

containing approximately the same data. This time-based filter improves the quality of the image used

as input for OCR processing.

• Use commercial OCR software to process the final filtered image of alphanumeric symbols into text.

Optionally improve the text further through the use of dictionaries and thesauri.

The text detection phase can be used in key frame selection heuristics, just as face detection is used. The

resulting text from VOCR processing has been used as additional metadata to document the contents of a

video segment; this text can be searched just like transcript text.

OCR technology has been commercially available for many years. However, reading the text present in the

video stream requires a number of processing steps in addition to the actual character recognition; First the

text must be detected. The it must be extracted from the image, and finally converted into a binary black

and white representation, since the commercially available OCR engines do not recognize colored text on a

variably colored background. Since the extraction and binarization steps are quite noisy and do not produce

perfect results, we decided to run the OCR engine on every 3'^'' frame where text was detected. Thus we
obtained over 100 OCR results for a single occurrence of text on the screen that might last for just over 10

seconds. Frequently many of the results would be slightly different from each other, with a very high error

rate. On this video collection, the word accuracy for detected text was estimated to be 27%.

Face Detection and Matching: The Informedia system implements the detection of faces in images as

described in [2] and face matching through 'eigenfaces'. While we experimented with face recognition

using a commercial system [22] as well as an implementation of Eigenfaces [15], the accuracy of face

recognition in this type of video collection was so poor, that it proved useless. Therefore, we only used a

face detector that reported the presence of faces in each key frame.

Image Matching: Color histograms have been widely adopted by many image retrieval systems [5, 6,1 1]

and, they served as the initial image query technique available to IDVLS users. While color histograms

were applicable to the broad range of images accessible in the IDVLS library, their use in image indexing

and retrieval revealed a number of problems. The histograms did not include any spatial information and

hence were prone to false positives. Finally, they were unsuited for retrieving images in finer granularities,

e.g., particular colors or regions. Referring to Figure 3, a user looking for a shot of grasslands could

instead have retrieved these assorted images of predominantly blue and green colors.

b. Audio Processing

Speech recognition:

The audio processing component of our video retrieval system splits the audio track from the MPEG-1
encoded video file, and decodes the audio and downsamples it to 16kHz, 16bit samples. These samples are

then passed to a speech recognizer. The speech recognition system we used for these experiments is a state-

of-the-art large vocabulary, speaker independent speech recognizer [1 8]. For the purposes of this

evaluation, a 64000-word language model derived from a large corpus of broadcast news transcripts was

used. Previous experiments had shown the word error rate on this type of mixed documentary-style data

with frequent overlap of music and speech to be just over 30%.
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Figure 2. Marking the filmstrip of a query with word location in the transcript and OCR.

Speaker Identification

Our speaker identification technology is based on standard Gaussian mixture models as defined by [9]. We
use the segmented method with multiple training samples derived from chunks of audio that are 30 seconds

in duration. We use weighted rank scoring as defined by Markov and Nakagawa [10].
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c. Text Analysis

Titles: Segments are scanned for words that have a high inverse document frequency, and that are strongly

distinguishing segments. All text is indexed and searchable. All retrieval of textual material was done using

the OKAPl formula [13]. The exact formula for the Okapi method is shown in Equation (1)

.N~df(crn') + 0.5'

Sim(0, D)

tf(q^^^.D)\og(-
df(cfH') + 0.5

0.5 + 1.5-
\D\

avg _ dl
+ tf(qM',D)

(1)

where t/[gw,D) is the term frequency of word qM' in document D, df{qw) is the document frequency for the

word qw and avg_dl is the average document length for all the documents in the collection.

Figure 3. Result of a color histogram search

Approach to the TREC Video Track
Our approach to the Video Track in Tree was to use the Informedia system with only minor changes and

see how well it would work. We treated general information queries the same as known item queries.

Specific modifications are discussed in the sections for the interactive and automatic system. For

simplicity, we always assumed that the unit of retrieval was a single shot.

The Interactive Retrieval System
Since Informedia only uses static images for image matching, we decided make up for this shortcoming by

utilizing multiple image search engines:

• Histol44v50 Image Search

Histol44v50 is based on a simple color histogram of the target image. First, the image is converted to the

Munsell color space. We are using the Munsell Color space as described in [8]. The hue is isolated.

Miyahara and Yoshida describe using Godlove's formula to represent the perceptual distance between some
colors in the HVC space. We are using Euclidian distance to approximate Godlove's formula. The image is

broken into 9 equally sized regions. A 16-bin histogram is taken of each region. The histograms are

appended to each other to form a 144 dimensional vector. The vector is then reduced in dimensionality to

50 by multiplying with a previously computed singular value decomposition. Each vector is then placed in

a tree data structure that allows K-nearest-neighbors searches.

• MCPvSO Image Search
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MCPvSO computes the color and texture of the target image. The image is broken into 9 equally sized

regions. A 15-bin histogram is tai^en for the Red, Green, and Blue. Then, six texture histograms of 15 bins

each are taken. All of these vectors are append to make a 1215 dim vector. This vector is reduced to 50

dim by multiplying with a previously computed singular value decomposition. Each vector is than placed

in a tree data structure that allows K-nearest-neighbors searches.

• Cuebik Image Search

Cuebik is based on one of the behaviors of the IBM QBIC image search engine. A palette of 255 colors is

chosen for a database by marking the strongest colors found in a large sample of images. The target image

is reduced to 256 equally sized regions. Each region is mapped to one of the palette colors, and recorded.

A search is done by choosing a set of regions and finding all images that have the same color in the same

region.

In addition to the above image search engines, we also used a downloadable version of the original IBM
QBIC system as well as a search engine provided by James Wang fi-om the University of Pennsylvania.

The search process foe each interactive query was as follows:

1 . Determine key words in the text description of the query and use Video OCR text search to find them.

2. Use the supplied query images to initiate a search for relevant segments.

3. If a segment key frame or title looks related to the answer, open up its filmstrip and view details.

4. If the segment filmstrip looks related to the topic, but does not provide an answer, look one segment

forward and back. If the topic in the adjacent segment is the same, scan the filmstrip of an additional

segment forward or back.

5. If a frame answers the query, use that frame for relevance feedback with each of the image search

engines to find more like it.

6. If a frame seems to be related, but does not answer the question, use that fi-ame with each of the search

engines to find more like it.

7. Repeat all steps as needed.

Automatic Retrieval

In the following we will elaborate only on the known item query set, because comprehensive relevance

judgments were available for this set allowing automatic estimation of precision and recall for variations of

our video retrieval system. The 34 known item queries are distinguished fi^om the remaining 'general

search' queries in that the information need tends to be more focused and all instances of query-relevant

items in the corpus are known. This allows an experimental comparison of systems without the need for

further human evaluations.

Since the evaluation could be done automatically, the top 100 search results were scored for all systems.

The general unit of retrieval was a 'shot', in other words a time range between two shot changes, for

<videoTopic num="005" interactive="N-I" automatic="Y-A" knownItems="Y-K">

<textDescription text="Scenes that show water skiing"/>

<videoExample src="BOR17.MPG" start="0h01m08s" stop="0h01m] 8s7>
</videoTopic>

Figure 3. A sample known-item query in the automatic condition.
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assuming that if two images are similar, their underlying generation models should also be similar, we can

compute the similarity of image // to image h as P(//
|

M^), i.e. the probability of generating image // from

the statistical model Mi. Preliminary experiments had shown that this model is more effective for image

retrieval from the Video TREC collection than some of the traditional vector methods working on extracted

features like e.g. QBIC [6,' 1].

Automatically Combining Metadata

When the various sources of data were combined for information retrieval, we used a linear interpolation

with very high weights on the binary features such as face detection or speaker identification. This allowed

these features to function as almost binary filters instead of being considered more or less equal to OCR,
speech transcripts or image retrieval.

Experimental Results for the Automatic System

Evaluation Metrics

There are two aspects involved in any retrieval evaluation:

• Recall. A good retrieval system should retrieve as many relevant items as possible.

• Precision. A good retrieval system should only retrieve relevant items.

Many evaluation metrics have been used in information retrieval [21] to balance these two aspects. In the

video retrieval track at TREC, a simple measure of precision at 100 items retrieved was used for scoring the

systems. However, since there were only an average of 5.5 items relevant for each query, a perfect retrieval

system that returned all relevant items at the top and filled the rest of the top 100 result slots with irrelevant

items would only achieve a precision of 5.5 %.

Because our collection contains only small numbers of relevant items, we adopted the average reciprocal

rank (ARR) [23] as our evaluation metric, similar the TUEC Question Answering Track. ARR is defined as

follows:

For a given query, there are a total of TV^ items in the collection that are relevant to this query. Assume
that the system only retrieves k relevant items and they are ranked as r\, ri, r^. Then, the average

reciprocal rank is computed as

ARR = \^ilr}^IN,. (1)

As shown in Equation (1 ), there are two interesting aspects of the metric: first, it rewards the systems that

put the relevant items near the top of the retrieval list and punish those that add relevant items near the

bottom of the list. Secondly, the score is divided by the total number of relevant items for a given query.

Since queries with more answer items are much easier than those with only a few answer items, this factor

will balance the difficulty of queries and avoid the predominance of easy queries.

Table 1. Results of video retrieval for each type of extracted data and combinations.

Retrieval using: Average Reciprocal Rank Recall

Speech Recognition Transcripts only 1 .84 % 13.2%
Raw Video OCR only 5.21 % 6.10%
Raw Video OCR + Speech Transcripts 6.36 % 19.30%

Enhanced VOCR with dictionary post-processing 5.93 %% 7.52 %
Speech Transcripts + Enhanced Video OCR 7.07 % 20.74 %
Image Retrieval only using a probabilistic Model 14.99% 24.45 %
Image Retrieval + Speech Transcripts 14.99% 24.45 %
Image Retrieval + Face Detection 15.04% 25.08 %
Image Retrieval + Raw VOCR 17.34% 26.95 %
Image Retrieval + Enhanced VOCR 1 8.90 % 28.52 %
Image Retrieval + Face Detection + Enhanced VOCR 1 8.90 % 28.52 %
Image Retrieval + Speech Transcripts + Enhanced VOCR 18.90% 28.52 %
Image Retrieval + Face Detection + Speech Transcripts

^Enhanced VOCR
18.90% 28.52 %
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Results for Individual Types of Metadata
The results are shown in Table 1 . The average reciprocal rank (ARR) and recall for retrieval using only the

speech recognition transcripts was 1 .84% with a recall of 13.2%. Since the queries were designed for video

documents, it is perhaps not too surprising that information retrieval using only the OCR transcripts show

much higher retrieval effectiveness to an ARR of 5.21% (6.10% recall). The effects of post-processing on

the OCR data were beneficial, the dictionary-based OCR post-processing gave a more than 10% boost to

5.93 % ARR and 7.52 % recall. Again, perhaps not too surprisingly, the image retrieval component

obtained the best individual result with an ARR of 14.99 % and recall of 24.45 %. Since the face detection

could only provide a binary score in the results, we only evaluated its effect in combination with other

metadata.

Results When Combining Metadata
Combining the OCR and the speech transcripts gave an increase in ARR and recall at 6.36 % and 19.30 %
respectively. Again post-processing of the OCR improved performance to 7.07 % ARR and 20.74 % recall.

Combining speech transcripts and image retrieval showed no gain over video retrieval with just images

(14.88 % ARR, 24.45 % recall). However, when face detection was combined with image retrieval, a slight

improvement was observed (1 5.04 % ARR, 25.08 % recall).

Combining OCR and image retrieval yielded the biggest jump in accuracy to an ARR of 17.34 % and recall

of 26.95 % for raw VOCR and to an ARR of 1 8.90 % and recall of 28.52 % for enhanced VOCR. Further

combinations of image retrieval and enhanced OCR with faces, and speech transcripts yielded no additional

improvement. The probably cause for this lack of improvement is the redundancy to the other extracted

metadata.

Discussion

What have learned from this first evaluation of video information retrieval? Perhaps it is not too surprising

that the results indicate that image retrieval was the single biggest factor in video retrieval for this

evaluation. Good image retrieval was the key to good performance in this evaluation, which is consistent

with the intuition that video retrieval depends on finding good video images when given queries that

include images or video.

One somewhat surprising finding was that the speech recognition transcripts played a relatively minimal

role in video retrieval for the known-item queries in our task. This may be explained by the fact that

discussions among the track organizers and participants prior to the evaluation emphasized the importance

of a video retrieval task as opposed to 'spoken document retrieval with pictures'.

There was a strong contribution of the OCR data to the final results. The results also underscore the fact

that video contains information not available in the audio track. As a previous study noted, only about 50%
of the words that appear as written text in the video are also spoken in the audio track [14], so the

information contained in the text of the pictures is not redundant to the spoken words in the transcripts.

Overall, the queries presented a very challenging task for an automatic system. While the overall ARR and

recall numbers seem small it should be noted that about one third of the queries were unanswerable by any

of the automatic systems participating in the Video Retrieval Track. Thus for these queries nothing relevant

was returned by any method or system.

We would like to caution that the known-item queries do not represent a complete sample of video queries.

Video retrieval on general search queries, with less specific information needs, might result in a somewhat

different conclusion about the combination of information sources. A preliminary analysis showed that

'general search' queries in the video track tended to be much more 'speech oriented', which is why the best

performing system on that set of queries was entirely based on speech recognition transcripts.

Clearly, we can think of a number of improvements to the speech recognition component, using a parallel

corpus for document and query expansion, and relevance feedback. However, the same techniques could be

used to improve the OCR transcriptions as well.
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Introduction

This paper describes experiments using the Lemur toolkit. We participated in the ad-hoc retrieval task oF the Web
Track. First, we describe Lemur in the System Description section and discuss parsing decisions. In the

Experimental Results section, we discuss the official Lemur run and its retrieval parameters and we also discuss

several unoFficial runs. Finally, we summarize and draw conclusions.

System Description

The Lemur Toolkit [Lemur] is an inFormation retrieval toolkit designed with language modeling in mind.

InFormation about the toolkit is available at http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~Iemur/. The toolkit is being developed as part

oF the Lemur Project, a collaboration between the Center For Intelligent InFormation Retrieval (CIIR) at the

University oF Massachusetts and the Language Technologies Institute (LTI) at Carnegie Mellon University. Lemur

is written in C++ and C For use under UNIX and Windows NT.

Index
Lemur supports two types oF indexes: one storing a bag-oF-words representations For documents, the other storing

term location inFormation. In addition to storing standard inFormation (document lengths, document frequency,

collection term fi"equency, etc.) a user can build auxiliary Files storing inFormation useFiil For language modeling

algorithms. For example, smoothing support Files enable eFFiciency comparable to that oF standard IR algorithms.

Retrieval

Lemur currently supports several retrieval algorithms. The primary retrieval model is a unigram language-modeling

algorithm based on Kullback-Leibler divergence [Cover and Thomas 1 99 1], also known as relative entropy. Also

included is the OKAPI retrieval algorithm [Walker et al. 1998] and a dot-product function using TF-IDF weighting

[Zhai 2001]. Our official submission was based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence algorithm.

The KL-divergence algorithm is derived as Follows. Documents are ranked according to the negative oF the

divergence oF the query's language model from the document's language model. Let Qq be the language model For

the query Q and Bo be the language model For document D. The documents are ranked by-D(0g||9£,), where the

function D denotes KL-divergence, as defined below.

B(e.K)=Z.(He.):os^

We assume that ^(wjB^,) has the Following Form:

\(^dp(A^c) otherwise

where ps is short For the probability given that the word was seen in the document, and is a document dependent

constant, aj is used to reserve some portion oF the probability distribution oF the document's language model For

words that are not present in the document. We also assume

p[M\QQ,wiQ)^0 (3)

which is equivalent to stating

ZMHee)=i (4)
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(8)

Equation 4 states tfie sum of probabilities oF all of the query terms is equal to I. Equation I can be rewritten using

properties of logarithms as

X /'(njeg )log p(m\Qq)-X P^i^e )log pH^d )
w w

Recall that we rank by -D(9g||6^). Since the First summation of Equation 5 is independent of the document, we

can ignore this during ranking, yielding a ranking function of:

(6)

Given equations 2 and 7, this can be rewritten as

We can add any number and subtract it and get the same results:

Z P^^qY^^pXA^dV Z p(H®e)lo8«D/'(H^c)

+ Z /'(H9e)jogaD/?(w|ec)- Z /'(H^e
)log"dpH^c)

Grouping the middle terms together and the First and last terms we get

Z p(^eJlog-^%l+Zp(^eJlogaop(H0c)

(9)

We can split the second summation by the terms in the logarithm. The cross-entropy of the query with the collection

is a constant irrelevant to ranking. Using Equation 4, we can reduce the rest to:

Equation 1 0 is the ranking equation implemented in Lemur.

As shown in [Lafferty and Zhai 2001], using the negative divergence of the query from the document is identical to

the query likelihood model when using a maximum likelihood estimator For the query's language model. The query

likelihood model was used in [Zhai and Lafferty 2001]. To see this, simply multiply equation 6 by the query length:

Z ^(^; e)iog pHeJ= logn p(A^o Y"°' = log p[Q\Qoh ^feK

)

(11)

where c{w, Q) denotes the count of word w in the query Q.

Lemur can estimate ) using maximum likelihood, a simple Form of Jelinek-Mercer smoothing [Jelinek and

Mercer 1985], Bayesian smoothing using Dirichlet priors [Berger 1985], and absolute discounting [Ney et al. 1994].

For TREC-IO, we only considered Bayesian smoothing using a Dirichlet prior. The Formula is given below.

PsWd)=
( n\

(^^^

where is a parameter and c{w; D) denotes the count of word w in document D. The higher the value of n, the

more emphasis is placed on the collection language model. We estimate /^(HjGc) using a maximum likelihood

estimate:

^(^ee)=^?^^ (13)

w'eC

The numerator is the collection term frequency of the word w, and denominator is simply the number of word
occurrences in the collection.

Z p(A^q)^^B \ + log«D
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Before we discuss parsing, we examine Lemur in terms oF speed and space efficiency. We ran all tests on a

computer with 2 GB RAM rurming Solaris. Table 1 displays the time spent on various indexing and retrieval tasks.

The indexing speed of Lemur is about 2 GB per hour, including the time required to generate the smoothing support

Files. Table 2 shows the size of the built database. Currently, none of the data in Lemur is compressed by the index

storing term locations, resulting in a database as large as the original data files. The bag-of-words index does

compress data. Lemur stores a document posting list, which stores the words that occur in each document. This is

not necessary for our retrieval algorithms after the smoothing support has been built, so it can be ignored or

removed. If we do this, the size of database goes down from 10.3 GB to 5.2 GB.

Task Time Required
(Hours :minutes : seconds)

Build Index 4:29:13
Generate SmoofKing Support 0:30:55
Eoad Index 0:02:37
Run Queries (EM) 0:03:10
Run Queries (Olcapi) 0:02:00

Table I: Speed of Lemur

Component MB GB Compression
Inverted index w/ locations 5II0 5.0 none
Term / Doc Ids 130 O.I none
Smoothing support 34 0.0 none

Total needed 5274 5.2 none

Doc posting list (sequential) 5232 5.1 none
Total 10506 10.3 none

Table 2: Database Size

Parsing
For document parsing, we used case-folding, the Porter stemmer [Porter 1980], and Inquery's stopword list (418

words) [Allan et al. 1980]. Possessive endings ('"s") were removed. We removed HTML tags and ignored text in

script tags and HMTL comments.

We also used a very simple acronym recognizer that converts acronyms such as "F.H.A.", "FHA's", "FHAs", and

"F.H.A.'s" into "FHA". We do not recognize acronyms containing numbers. If an uppercase word is found in text,

it is checked against an acronym list. If the word is in the list, it is indexed uppercase. Otherwise it is converted to

lowercase. l o generate an acronym list, we assumed that text found in uppercase was generated by one of two

language models. That is, an uppercase word is generated by either a language model describing general English or

a model for special uppercase words. This is quantified by the Following equation.

p(w\uppercase)=Ap{w\Qc)+{^-'^)p(^Qucase) (14)

We empirically set A equal to 0.9. We estimate /'(wlO^) as above and p[M>\uppercase) using a maximum

likelihood estimate based on all uppercase words in the corpus. We then use the Expectation Maximization

algorithm to recover /'(>tj6„ca«)- From this we choose the acronym list by selecting all words occurring at least 10

times and where (l-'^)/'(w|9„caa)> p(H^c)- This gives a rather long list of 9,863 words for the WTIOg corpus.

We inspected this list manually. It looked reasonable, but it mostly consisted of 3 or 4 letter acronyms that would

not be mistaken as words, such as "UMCP" and "AFROTC". However, it did contain some highly desirable words,

such as "AIDS" and "US". An alternative to automatically generating an acronym list would be to compile a shorter

list by hand that contained knovm problem acronyms, like "AIDS".

Query parsing was done almost identically to document parsing. Additionally, if a word occurred more times in the

index in uppercase than in lowercase, the uppercase word was added to the query. This was done because

sometimes users submit queries containing lowercase forms of the acronyms (e.g., "aids" instead of "AIDS"). We
used no query expansion.
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Experimental Results

We only submitted one official run, given the time constraints and youth oF the toolkit. The official Lemur run used

the toolkit's unigram language modeling retrieval algorithm, described above. We also present an unofficial Okapi

run, in hopes that it will be interesting and demonstrate the validity of our Okapi implementation.

OfficialRun
For our official run, we use DiricHIet prior smoothing with a^u of 1600. We set this parameter empirically by tuning

it to the WTlOg data set using queries constructed from the web TREC9 topics. Figure I compares Lemur at

relevant retrieved at 100 to the best and median systems. The Lemur run is marked with a cross. The median

performance For each query is marked with a plus. The bar marks the best performance for the query.

The graph shows that for most queries the performance of the Lemur run was well above the median performance.

For the few runs where Lemur's performance was below the median, the Lemur run was usually close to the median

performance. Since "who and whom" were in our stopword list, we retrieved no documents for query 542.

Table 3 is a more quantified description of Lemur's performance. For precision at 100, precision at 1000, and

average precision we counted the number of queries where Lemur performed the best (not counting cases where the

median performance was also the best), better than the median (but not the best), equal to the median, and worse

than median performance. From this table, it is easy to see that the performance of Lemur on the majority of the

queries is above the median performance. Table 4 at the end of the paper shows recall and precision measures.

Unofficial Runs
In order to validate Lemur's implementation of Okapi, we present an unofficial Okapi run using Lemur. For this

run, we do not use any pseudo-relevance-feedback. The parameters we use are those suggested by Walker et al.

[1998]: avdl = 900, b = 0.75, kl = 1.2, and k3 = 1000. Note that these parameters are probably not optimal for the

web documents. Figure 2 and Table 3 illustrate that our OKAPI implementation performs reasonably well. Table 4

at the end of the paper shows recall and precision measures.

We also wanted to evaluate the effectiveness of the acronym list and recognizer. Only two queries had acronyms in

their title, and both were lowercase in the original topic. Topic 526 was "bmi" and topic 538 was "fha". In both

cases, the acronym was the only word. Our heuristic query parser added the uppercase acronyms to the original

queries, resulting in "bmi BMP' and "fha FFD'i". For query 526, using acronyms had 14 relevant retrieved

documents in the top 100, while the index without acronyms returned only 8 relevant documents in the top 100.

Average precision dropped 42% when disabling acronyms. On the other hand, disabling acronyms worked better

Relevant Retrieved at 1 00

120

100

80

60

40

20 -

Lemur x
median +

0
505 510 515 520 525 530 535 540 545 550

Topic

Figure I: Relevant retrieved at 100 documents comparing Lemur witii other systems
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0£fica.al (Lemur) unorzicxa.x
Language Modeling Okapi

Precision Precision Hverage Precision Preci s ion Hverage
at 100 at 1000 Precision at 100 at 1000 Precision

best && Imedian 2 2 2 0 0 0

> median && !best 33 32 43 33 26 38
= median 10 11 I 9 15 0

< median 5 5 4 8 9 12

Table 3: Performance of Lemur compared with other systems

For query 538. Both precision at 100 and 1000 were identical, but disabling the acronyms caused the average

precision to rise 164%. All other queries performed abnost identically whether acronyms were disabled or enabled.

Conclusions
Our primary goal was to demonstrate experiments using the new open-source Lemur toolkit to the Information

Retrieval community on a commonly used research collection. Given Lemur's official run, simple language

modeling techniques compare well with other TREC systems. This is particularly pleasing, given the lack of

automatic query expansion or pseudo-relevance feedback.
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Official
(Lamar)

LM

Onofficial

Okapi
Total number of documents over
all queries

Retrieved: 4 8667 4 8667
Relevant

:

3363 3363
Rel_ret

:

2400 2334
Interpolated Recall - Precision
Averages

:

af 0. 00 0 6894 0 6146
af 0. 10 0 4018 0 4073
at 0. 20 0 3106 0 3306
at 0. 30 0 2773 0 2785
af 0. 40 0 2355 0 2315
af 0. 50 0 2072 0 1929
af 0. 60 0 1342 0 1212

af 0. 70 0 0965 0 0878
af 0. 80 0 0718 0 0589
af 0. 90 0 0437 0. 0245
af 1. 00 0 0138 0. 0140

Sverage precision (non-
interpolated) for all rel
docs (averaged over queries)

0. 1985 0. 1950

Precision

:

Sf 5 docs

:

0. 3720 0. 3440
fit 10 docs

:

0. 3200 0. 3300
fit 15 docs

:

0. 3093 0. 3187
fit 20 docs

:

0. 2920 0. 2920
fit 30 docs

:

0. 2580 0. 2573
fit 100 docs

:

0. 1/58 0. 1630
fit 200 docs

:

0. 1305 0. 1183
fit 500 docs

:

0. 0770 0. 0736
fit 1000 docs

:

0. 0480 0. 0467
R-Precision (precision after R
(= nam_rel for a query) docs
retrieved)

Exact 0. 2299 0. 2304

Table 4: Summary Statistics for Offlcial and Unofficial Runs
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Abstract

CAS-ICT took part in the TREC conference for the first time this year. We have

participated in three tracks of TREC-10. For adaptive filtering track, we paid more

attention to feature selection and profile adaptation. For web track, we tried to integrate

different ranking methods to improve system performance. For QA track, we focused on

question type identification, named entity tagging and answer matching. This paper

describes our methods in detail.

Keywords: TREC-10, Filtering, Web track, QA

1. Introduction

CAS-ICT took part in the TREC conference for the first time this year. Among the total six

tracks ofTREC-10, we choose three of them: Filtering, Web and QA.

For filtering track, we undertook the adaptive filtering subtask. Our model is still based on

vector representation and computation. A topic-term relevance function is defined to guide feature

selection. For profile adaptation, we use a Rocchio-like algorithm. Four runs have been submitted

for evaluation: three of them are optimized for TlOU measure, another one for TIOF measure. We

use very simple optimization methods in our experiments and we do not use any other resource

except the new Reuters Corpus.

For web track, we undertook the ad-hoc subtask. Our system is based on a general-purpose

search engine developed by us alone. We try to improve system performance by integrating

different ranking methods. Query expansion technology is used to modify the initial query. The

PageRank algorithm is investigated in our experiments. Four runs have been submitted and two of

them use hyperlink information.

For QA track, we undertook the main subtask. We first use SMART search engine to retrieve

a set of documents from the TREC data sets. At the same time, a question analyzer is used to

analyze the given 500 questions of TREC-10 and generates the question types and keyword lists.

Then we use GATE to analyze the top 50 retrieved documents and extract the named entities from

them. Finally, an answer extractor extracts the relevant answers from the named entities. Three QA
runs have been submitted for evaluation.

2. Filtering

In the filtering task, we undertook the adaptive filtering subtask, which we think, is more

interesting and realistic than the other two subtasks.

2.1 Problem Description

This year the filtering task has 84 topics, which are exactly the categories in Reuters Corpus.
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The total documents for this task (new Reuters Corpus) are divided into two parts: 23,307

documents for training (training set) and the remaining about 783,484 documents for testing

(testing set). All the documents are Reuters everyday news, dating from August 1996 to August

1997. Two measures are given for adaptive filtering: TlOU and TIOF, the former is a linear utility

measure and the latter is a kind of F-measure. In the adaptive task, only two positive samples in

training set are given for each topic, the goal is to retrieve relevant documents one by one from the

coming testing documents stream and get maximum TlOU or TIOF value at the same time.

2.2 System Description

Our adaptive filtering system consists of two components: the initializing component and the

adaptation component. The former is used to get the initial data through training and the latter is to

adapt these data when retrieving testing documents.

2.3 Training

In training procedure, we first process the training set for basic term statistics, this includes

term tokenization, stemming and frequency counting. Then we can select terms from the positive

and some pseudo-negative samples. After topic processing, we can get the initial profile vector by

summing up the topic and feature vectors with different weight. Finally, we can compute the

similarity between the initial profile vector and the positive documents to set the initial threshold.

2.3.1 Training set processing

In this step, all the training documents are processed. First we tokenize each document into

single words, then eliminate the stop words and some other words with low frequency in the

training set, and then we stem each word using the Porter Stemmer(http://www.cs.Jhu.edu

/-weiss/). Finally, we count each word's frequency(7F) within each document and the word's

document frequency(DF) across the training set. When processing the training texts, we only use

the <title> and <text> fields. Thus each document can be represented with its term frequency

vector. Meanwhile, we can get the IDF statistics of the training documents. Since we can't use the

IDF statistics of testing set, we use in the following steps the IDF statistics of the training

document in term weighting. Ideally, we can update the IDF statistics when retrieving documents

from the testing documents stream. But [16] has indicated that doing so does not seem to improve

the overall filtering performance. So we use the same IDF statistics of the training documents all

over our experiments.

2.3.2 Topic set processing

This year, each topic consists of three short parts: the <num> field, the <Reuters-code> field

and the <title> filed. The <title> field includes only one or two words. We can't get more

information from such kind of topics than from the topics of TREC-8 or TREC-9, which are

described with more words. Of the three parts, we regard the <title> field as the most important.

Though the <Reuters-code> fields may provide some information about relationships between

different topics, we do not use them at all. Processing the topics is very simple, we only extract

and stem the <title> field words to construct the vector for each topic.

2.3.3 Term selection

To reduce the computation complexity, we apply a method for feature selection. Here the

features are all terms, each term is a word.

For each topic, we have two positive samples. So for all 84 topics, we have 168 positive

samples. Thus, of the 168 samples, each topic has two positive samples, and we can suppose the

other 166 samples are negative to the topic. Because one document may be relevant to more topics.
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our supposition is not very correct. But we try it for lack of information.

We define a word-topic correlation function as:

C0/-(w„r.) = l0g(^^^''%^,|^j;)) (2.1)

Where P{w\Ti) means the probability that word w, exists in the relevant documents of topic 7).

On the contrary, P{^^>l\--^T|) means the probability that word Wj exists in non-relevant

documents of topic 7). For each topic, we compute the Cor value of each word in the positive two

samples and choose the words with high Cor values as the features. Here we use maximum

likelihood estimation. We compute the frequency that a word exists in the two positive documents

as the estimation of P{w,\Ti), and the frequency that a word exists in the other '"negative"

documents as the estimation of P{wi
\

—\Tj) . If the estimation of P(wi
\
—iTy) is equal to zero,

we give the Cor a big value.

After getting the feature words for each topic, we combine them to construct one feature

space; the topic vector and the feature vector must be mapped into this space.

2.3.4 Profile initialization

For each topic, the profile vector(denoted as P ) is the weighted sum of the topic

vector(denoted as T ) and the feature vector(denoted as F ), which is the sum of the two

positive documents vectors. The formula is:

P ^a* F \- P*f (2.2)

In our experiments, we set a=l,p=2 to give prominence to the topic words. So far, each

component of the vectors is represented with TF values. Then we change it by multiplying with its

IDF coefficient.

2.3.5 Similarity computation

To compute the similarity between a topic profile(/*i) and a document( Z)/ ), we use the

vector cosine similarity formula:

- - - - P D
sim{Pi, Di) = cos(Ps D,) = _ " i (2.3)

\P,\x\Dj\

Each component of the vectors is represented with TFIDF value. Here we use

TFi * log(] + ) formula. We also try other formulae in our experiment, but the results are

almost the same.

2.3.6 Initial threshold setting

We do not have good idea to set the initial threshold. According to our understanding, we

believe we can't use the training documents to train the initial threshold because they are prepared

for batch filtering task, not for adaptive task, we cannot use the relevance information of the other

documents in training set except the two positive ones. Thus we have to use a very simple method,

for each topic, we choose a small fixed value as the initial threshold which is smaller than the

similarity between the initial profile vector and the two positive samples.
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2.4 Adaptation

For each topic, after initializing the profile and the threshold, we can scan documents one by

one from the testing set. If the similarity between the profile and the document is higher than the

threshold, the document is retrieved and meanwhile the system can tell you the document is really

relevant or not. With this information, some kind of adaptation may need to take to improve

system performance. The adaptation may include threshold updating or profile updating.

2.4.1 Threshold adaptation

In TREC-10, two measures are defined to measure the performance of an adaptive filtering

system. One is TlOU, which is a linear utility; another is TIOF, which is a kind of F-value. The

goal of the adaptive filtering system is to get maximum TlOU or TIOF.

For TlOU, we have two goals: one is to avoid negative TlOU as far as we can, another is to

improve the precision while the recall can't be greatly reduced. We only apply method for the

former goal in our experiments.

For TIOF, we also have two goals: one is to avoid retrieving zero documents, another is also

to improve the precision while the recall can't be greatly reduced. We only apply method for the

former goal, too.

2.4.2 Profile adaptation

After retrieving more and more relevant or non-relevant documents, we can get more useful

information and understand the user's interest better. Thus we can adapt each profile vector, which

represents each user's interest. Our profile adaptation includes positive adaptation and negative

adaptation. For positive adaptation, we add the document vector of the positive documents to the

old profile vector. For negative adaptation, we subtract the document vector of the negative

documents from the old profile vector. When retrieving the n+1 th document Ai /, we can adapt

the rtth profile to the n+1 th profile according the following formula:

- \Pn + a* Dn + ] if Z)« + I is relevant
+ 1
=

<^ _ _ (2.4)

[Pn- ^* Dn + \ Otherwise

Thus after retrieving n+1 documents, all the retrieving relevant documents make the positive

set denoted as {D' }, the other documents set is {D }. Then the new profile vector become

D,eliy\ (2.5)

here {D^ } u {/)- } = {/),

,

D, D„,, },{D'} n{D-} = ^

Formula (2.5) is some kind of the Rocchio''^' algorithm except one point: we do not compute

the centroid vector of the positive set or negative set and regard it as one vector. In other words,

we pay more attention to the retrieving documents than the initial profile vector. Furthermore, we

investigate the values of a and |3. We found without negative feedback, the result is worse. In our

experiments, we set a= 1 , P= 1 . 1 or 1 .3

.

2.5 Evaluation Results and Analysis

We have submitted four adaptive filtering runs: one for TIOF optimization, three for TlOU

optimization. Because we do not use complex optimization method, the results of the 4 runs are

similar to each other. The evaluation results are shown in Table 2.1

.

Table 2.1 shows that in each run, the results of about 2/3 of all topics are better than the
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medians, and most of the remaining results are worse. Unfortunately, about 1/3 of the worse

results are worst results and most of the worst results are zero. Thus the overall performance of

our runs is not high.

Run ID MeanTIOSU
TIOSU vs. median(topic nums)

MeanTlOF
TIOF vs. median(topic nums)

>(Best) <(Worst/Zero) >(Best) <(Worst/Zero)

ICTAdaFTlOUa 0.204 55(8) 1 28(11/11) 0.368 59(3) 2 23(8/7)

ICTAdaFTlOUb 0.205 51(0) 3 30(12/12) 0.366 55(0) 4 25(7/6)

ICTAdaFTlOUc 0.207 52(3) 2 30(11/11) 0.354 51(1) 4 29(12/9)

ICTAdaFTIOFa 0.206 55(4) 1 28(14/14) 0.387 62(1) 1 21(6/5)

Table 2. 1 ICT adaptive filtering runs in TREC-1

0

We focused on the worst zero results and the best results. We found, on one hand, most of the

zero results belong to "small" topics, which have small amount of relevant documents in the

whole testing set and we called them "hard" topics. On the other hand, most of the best results

belong to "big" topics. That is to say, our method is somehow fitful for "big" topics but not very

fitful for "small" topics. This may result from two reasons: First, our feature selection method

cannot find the best features of these "hard" topics from only two positive samples. Second, our

optimization method is too simple to satisfy different cases.

In the future work, we will pay more attention to three aspects. For feature selection, we will

try more effective methods. For optimization, we will try more complex methods. For profile

adaptation, we may add feature reselection module.

3. Web Track

3.1 System Description

This year, the goal of the main web track is to retrieve the most relevant documents for each

topic in the topic set (501-550) from the WTIOG collection. Our system is based on a

general-purpose search engine which we have been developing and improving since 1998. The

system consists of four basic components: indexer, query generator, search agent, and search

server. The indexer scans all documents of the WTIOG and generates full text indexes and term

statistics. The query generator analyzes the TREC topics and generates real queries. The search

agent submits real queries to search server and shows the return results in visible format. The

search server receives queries, searches documents and returns results to the search agent

3.2 Searching Process

3.2.1 Query construction

Query generator reads TREC topics, extracts valuable terms and submits them to the search

system. Therefore, the initial query for each topic is a set of some useful terms of the topic.

At this stage all stop words are removed. In addition to the basic stop words, we have also

removed some other stop words that carry little information in the topics, such as find. While

processing each topic, we only use the <title> field.

3.2.2 Initial retrieval

For each initial query, the search system retrieves some documents and ranks them using

formula (3.1)'^'. Some top ranked documents are returned as the initial search results.
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2;('+'og/,,)*iog(i+y)

S J
= '^''^ ^' (3.1)

Where S^ j is the similarity of document d and query q,/, is the number of documents in

which term t occurs in WT10G,/ j is the frequency term / occurs in document d (within-document

frequency), and N is the total number of documents in WTIOG

3.2.3 Query expansion

After first retrieval we can get many ranked documents. Then we can regard some top ranked

documents as relevant. All the terms in these documents are weighted according to formula

(3.2)l'"^>

TSV = r*W =r*(-^^\og(k,J^ +^)+ log
'^^'^

' k^+^^R N-n N-n k^-^^^R R-r + 0.5 q^)

^6
,

« yfS , 5 + 0.5
^•log— r='og-

k^+yfS N-n k^+yfS 5-5 + 0.5
o o

Where TSV means Term Selection Value that is used to rank terms. A' is the number of

documents in WTIOG, n is the number of documents in which term t occurs, R is the number of

relevant documents, r is the number of relevant documents which contain term /, 5 is the number

of non-relevant documents in WTIOG, s is the number of non-relevant documents which contain

term / in WTIOG k^ ,k}, kc are parameters.

Some top terms with their TSVs are selected for the new query vector construction.

3.2.4 Second retrieval

In this stage, the new query is submitted to the search system and new results are retrieved

which are ranked by formula (3.3).

^.^=Z^' 7
k

^^-^^

•^^ k,*[{\-b) + b*—^— ] + fj, '^^^A.'
avr_Lj

Where is the length of document d, avr Lj is the average document length, bjj is

within-document importance of term / in document d, which includes multiple factors such as the

frequency / occurs in document title, bolded text, and hyperlink text. ki,k2, k} are parameters.

3.3 Applying Link Analysis Technology in Web track

We also investigate link analysis technology that is used to rank web pages using link

information. In our experiments, we mainly use an improved PageRank algorithm.

3.3.1 Basic PageRank algorithm

Brin & Page''' suggested a link based search model called PageRank that first evaluated the

importance of each web page based on its citation pattern. The PageRank algorithm re-ranks the

retrieved pages of a traditional search scheme according to their PageRank values.

In this approach, a web page will have a higher score if more web pages link to it and this

value will increase if those web pages' scores increase. The PageRank value of a given web page t,

denoted as Vx(t),can be iteratively computed according to formula (3.4)'^'.
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Prit) = {]-d) +d*y^^ (3.4)

tt c(t,)

Where //, t2, („, are the web pages which link to page /, t/ is a parameter (set to 0.85 as

suggested by [5]) and cftj is the number of outgoing links for page /,. For simplification, all the

pages which link to page / are called the preset of /, denoted as pre-set(t),and all the pages which

page t links to are called the post-set of t, denoted as post-set(t).

3.3.2 Implementation of the PageRaitk algorithm

From formula (3.4) we can see that computing PageRank is very simple in itself But because

the numbers of web pages is usually very large (in WTIOG the number is 1,692,097) and the

number of hyperlinks is even larger, the iteration process may be time-consuming. In order to

solve this problem, we do some useful pretreatment.

First, we try to get rid of all the noisy hyperlinks that have little information before iteration.

Meanwhile, we mark the web pages that have empty preset and do not participate in the iteration.

Second, we pretreat the postsets of all the web pages. From formula (3.4) we can see that, for

web page / and one page in its preset, t,, if c(tj) is sufficiently large, the value of Pr(t,)/ eft/) will be

very small, intuitively speaking, that means the influence of webpage // to webpage t is very small

in the web graph. Thus for web pages like we don't let them only simply take part in the

iteration. A threshold is set in advance, if one page's post-set has bigger size than the threshold, we

assign a fixed value as the PageRank for this page. In this way we can greatly reduce the iteration

cycle in our experiments.

3.3.3 Convergence properties

According to the probabilistic meanings of formula (3.4), after each time of iteration, the sum

of all pages' PageRank should be equal to I after standardization. To avoid that the PageRank

values are too small and incomparable, we introduce a new standardization method.

In addition, we use formula (3.5) to determine whether we should stop or not after the /+/ th

iteration.

Mrc(Pr(/)"* - Pr(/)<'^'*)-M>7(Pr(/)"' - Pr(/)"^'*) < S (3.5)

In order to determine whether the iteration should be stopped or not, we consider not only the

decreasing tendency of all the web pages, but also the low changeability between iterations. In our

experiments, after 25 times' iteration we get a relatively steady convergence results.

3.3.4 Integrating ranking methods

We integrate the above ranking methods into formula (3.6) to get the integrated rank of one

page:

WK = + W,, = + / (3.6)

log J"?"- -

PR,

Where Wj is the final weight of a page (document), Wj^. is the content-based document

weight computed by formula (3.3), Wji is the link-based document weight. PRj is the PageRank

value of document d computed by formula (3.4), PR„,ox is the maximum PageRank value among

all the documents, A is a constant greater than 1

.
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3.4 Evaluation Results

We have submitted four runs to NIST. The results are listed in Table 3.1

.

Technology(Run id)

Average Precision

(non-interpolated) over all

relevant docs

P@20 docs R-Precision

Baseline(ICTWeblOn) 0.0860 0.1450 0.1244

Query Expansion(lCTWeblOf) 0.0464 0.0620 0.0657

Link Analysis(ICTWeblOnl) 0.0860 0.1410 0.1147

Query Expansion &Link

Analysis(ICTWeblOnfl)
0.0464 0.0620 0.0657

Table 3.1 Web track results

Table 3.1 shows that our query expansion method leads to performance degradation. The

reason may be that we first use such a complex query expansion method in our system and some

of the parameters need to be revised in future tests.

From the above table, we have also found that the results integrated with link analysis have

little difference with the benchmark. We believe the reason is not algorithm itself but the small

size of the web pages set. In our experiments, we use WTIOG which is a close set that doesn't link

to outside, thus many informative hyperlink are not included. If the experimental data size is large

enough, the results should be very good. The PageRank method offers an approach that evaluates

the web pages objectively.

Our future work includes three aspects: First, we will try different probabilistic retrieval

models; second, we will try alternative feedback methods; third, we will try new connectivity

computation methods.

4. Questing Answering track

4.1 System Description

Our TREC-IO question answering system consists of four basic components: IR search

engine, question analyzer, named entity tagger and answer extractor. Figure 4.1 illustrates the

whole architecture.

questions
t> preprocessor

Question

Analyzer

1
»

1

Search

Engine

Candidate

TREC data
=5 Passage

Constructor

Answer

ExtractorHZ
Named Entity

tagger

answers/

Figure 4.1 : Architecture of the ICT TREC- 10 QA System

We first use an IR search engine to retrieve a set of documents from the TREC data sets. At

the same time, a question analyzer analyzes the given 500 questions of TREC- 10 and generates
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the question type and keyword-list for each question. Then we use a named entity tagger to

analyze the top 50 documents retrieved by the search engine and extract the named entities from

them. Finally, an answer extractor determines the relevant answers from the named entities using

the question type and keyword-list.

4.2 SMART Search Engine

As we know, SMART(ftp://ftp.cs. comell.edu/pub/smart) is an implementation of the

vector-space model of information retrieval proposed by Salton dating back in the 60's. The

primary purpose of SMART is to provide a framework in which one conducts information

retrieval research. It is (as we heard) distributed for research purpose only. Since TREC-QA

allows us to use search engine freely, we choose SMART as our IR search engine because it is

easy to use. To meet the need of our QA system, we add some new components into SMART. We

also use the feedback function of SMART to generate a set of retrieved documents, based on

which we make a run ICTQAlOc. But this run becomes the worst of all our three runs, which

proves we failed in applying the feedback. This indicates that we need to do further research on

feedback, such as using the LCA (Local Context Analysis) feedback technique'''''.

4.3 Question Analyzer

Main answer and question types what we can extract are listed in table 4. 1

.

Answer type Question type Example

PERSON Who/Whom/What-person/Which-person Mr. Mulroney

LOCATION Where/What-location/Which-location Orange County

ORGANIZATION What-org/Which-org/Who Penn Central Corp.

MONEY How much $28.5 million

PERCENT How much/What percentage 4%

DATE When/What date Aug. 6, 1945

NUMBER How many Five

DURATION How long 20 years

DISTANCE How long/how far/How tall 10 miles

AREA How large/How big 100 square kms

MEASUREMENT How heavy/How fast 4 tons

CURRENCY What currency Dollar

NATIONALITY What nation/What language Icelandic

REASON Why/How

NAME What/Which is,are NP small brain defect typical

victims

No Answer All NIL

Table 4.1 Answer and question types

We determine the question type based on two rule sets. First rule set is keyword-based, which

consists of some patterns as follows:

Who : PERSON

Where : LOCATION
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What day : DATE

How many : NUMBER
Such patterns determine the question type only according to the interrogative of the question.

This kind of rules can be apphed to the PERSON, LOCATION, DATE, NUMBER types and so on.

The second rule set is template-based. Some examples of this kind of rules are as follows:

What do,does,did @2 cost? : MONEY
What person @3? : PERSON

Which person @3? : PERSON

What is,was @1 's birthday? : DATE

What is,are,was,were @]'s employer? : ORGANIZATION

Such rules are useful to determine those questions led by "What", whose question types are

hard to determine only by keyword-based rules.

4.4 Named Entity Tagger

We use GATE{http://gate. ac.uk) as our Named Entity tagger. GATE is developed by

Sheffield NLP group. It can extract the named entities of PERSON, LOCATION, MONEY,

PERCENT, DATE, ORGANIZATION and so on. But it has some obvious shortcomings, for

example, it can't extract the pure NUMBER and most MEASUREMENT entities. Furthermore,

many entities are incorrectly identified in GATE. Therefore, we revise the basic GATE system.

First, we add several new components to identify the NUMBER and MEASUREMENT entities.

Second, we modify GATE to improve the tagging correctness, mainly for the MONEY and

PERCENT entities. As to some abstract question types, such as REASON(why),

MEANING(what), METHOD(how) and so on, we apply some rules based on certain features to

tag a snippet from the candidate passage as the candidate answer.

Before identifying the named entities, we need to construct candidate passages using the top

50 documents retrieved by SMART search engine. The algorithm'"*''""'^' is as follows:

Step 1 :Parse the sentences of the documents.

Step 2:Retrieve the sentences that contain keywords in the question.

Step 3:Construct a candidate passage every two sentences. If one sentence is long enough, it

becomes a candidate passage itself

Step 4:Assign each candidate passage a initial score equal to the score ranked by SMART
search engine, i.e. score(P)=IR(D), D is the document where the candidate passage P lies.

Step 5:Add the idf value of all matched keywords contained by a candidate passage to its

score.

Step 6:Calculate the number of matched keywords(cow«/_m) in each candidate passage. P.

Add 0 to score(P) if the number of matched keywords is less than the threshold. Otherwise, add

countjn to score(P). The threshold \s defined as follows:

threshold=count_q if count_q<4;

threshold=count_q/2. 0+1.0 if 4<=count_q<=8;

threshold=count_q/3.0+2.0 if count_q>8;

here count_q is the number of keywords in the question.

Step 7:Calculate the size of matching window, then add 40*count_m/size(matching_window)

to score(P). The size of matching window is defined as the number of keywords in the candidate

passage between the first matched keyword and the last one.
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Step 8:Re-rank the candidate passages by their final scores and output the top 10 or 20

passages to the Named Entity tagger.

4.5 Answer Extractor

The answer extractor compares the question type with each named entity in candidate

passages. If a candidate passage contains a named entity matching the question type, we add 100

to the score of the passage. When there is more than one matched named entity, we only count

once.

After the process above, we re-rank the candidate passages according to the named entity and

question types, then output the top 5 named entities as the final answers. If the question type is

unknown, we intercept a snippet with the largest density of keywords in the candidate passage to

answer the question.

4.6 Results and Analysis

There are three subtasks in TREC-10 QA: main, list and context. We only participate in the

main task and submit three runs in the 50-byte category. ICTQAlOa uses the top 20 candidate

passages for each question. Both ICTQAlOb and ICTQAlOc use only top 10 candidate passages

for each question, the difference is that ICTQAlOc uses the feedback of SMART in the IR phase.

The evaluation results are presented in table 4.2 and 4.3. Table 4.2 shows the results in strict

evaluation while table 4.3 does in lenient evaluation. (MRR means "Mean Reciprocal Rank".)

ICTQAlOb is better than ICTQAlOa, which shows that more candidate passages can't

guarantee to generate better results.

Task Run Correct #

(strict)

Correct

% (strict)

MRR(strict) Correct # of

final answer

Correct % of

final answer

main ICTQAlOa 63 12.8% 0.090 26 8%

main ICTQAlOb 67 13.6% 0.100 34 10%

main ICTQAlOc 56 1 1 .4% 0.077 20 6%

Table 4.2 Strict performance in TREC-10

Task Run Correct #

(lenient)

Correct %
(lenient)

MRR(lenient) Correct # of

final answer

Correct % of

final answer

main ICTQAlOa 74 15.0% 0.102 26 8%

main ICTQAlOb 76 . 15.4% 0.109 34 10%

main ICTQAlOc 66 13.4% 0.089 20 6%

Table 4.3 Lenient performance in TREC-10

Table 4.4 shows some statistical results by question types. Our system is pleasant for the

NATIONALITY, DURATION, CURRENCY, LOCATION and No Answer question types, but

disappointing on the DATE, PERSON, MONEY and REASON question types, though these

question types are easy to determine. The main reason is that some bugs exist in our ranking

strategy when there are too many candidate named entities matching these question types. We try

to find more detailed ranking strategies to solve this problem in the future work. We also try to

i;
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introduce some syntactic and semantic parsing technology to solve other problems, especially the

NAME(^F/?or is NP?) question type, which we badly handle in TREC-10.

Question type # of question Correct # Correct % IVI I\K

PERSON 53 5 9.43% 0.04

LOCATION 29 10 34.48% 0.24

MONEY 2 0 0 0

PERCENT 5 1 20% 0.20

DATE 33 6 18.18% 0.16

NUMBER 13 3 23.1% 0.13

DURATION 4 3 75% 0.75

MEASUREMENT 30 7 23.33% 0.217

CURRENCY 5 2 40% 0.40

NATIONALITY 2 2 1 00% 0.625

REASON 4 0 0 0

NAME 130 18 13.85% 0.08

No Answer 49 15 30.61% 0.306

Table 4.4 Lenient performance for each question type

5. Conclusion

This year we participate in the TREC conference for the first time, the main goal is to

understand the process and the ideas of the TREC conference. We spend much more time on this

goal than we do in system construction. We think we have achieved this goal though our results

are not so satisfactory.

Before attending TREC-10, we have had some experiences in Chinese information

processing. After attending TREC-10, we have got some experiences in English information

processing and we will try to apply these useful experiences in our future work.
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Abstract

CL Research's question-answering system

(DIMAP-QA) for TREC-10 only slightly extends its

semantic relation triple (logical form) technology in

which documents are fully parsed and databases built

around discourse entities. Time constraints did not

allow us to make various changes planned from

TREC-9. TREC-10 changes made fuller use of the

integrated machine-readable lexical resources and

extended the question-answering capability to handle

list and context questions. Experiments to further

exploit the dictionary resources were not fully

completed at the time of the TREC-10 submission,

affecting planned revisions in other QA components.

The official score for the main TREC-10 QA task

was 0.120 (compared to 0.135 in TREC-9), based on

processing 10 of the top 50 documents provided by

NIST, compared to the average of 0.235 for 67

submissions. Post-hoc analysis suggests a more

accurate assessment of DIMAP-QA's performance in

identifying answers is 0.217. For the list task, the CL
Research average accuracy was 0.13 and 0.12 for two

runs compared to the average of 0.222. For the context

questions, CL Research had mean reciprocal rank

score of 0.178, 5"" of the 7 submissions.

1. Introduction

TREC-10 DIMAP-QA proceeded from last year's

version (Litkowski, 2001) primarily by attempting to

integrate dictionary definition lookup into what and

who questions, extending our success from using

definitions in handling where questions using the

dictionary. However, our strategy for where questions

did not generalize, in part because of the poor retrieval

performance of the NIST top documents when dealing

with definition questions. We also added mechanisms

for answering list questions, involving only a test for

a numerical term in the question, but keeping the

remaining functionality the same as for what
questions, just returning the number of answers

required. For context questions, we made no changes

whatever to the system, yet still managed to obtain

results consistent with our general question answering,

even for the later questions of a given set.

DIMAP-QA is a part of the DIMAP dictionary

creation and maintenance software, which is primarily

designed for making machine-readable dictionaries

machine-tractable and suitable for NLP tasks, with

some components intended for use as a lexicographer's

workstation.' The TREC QA track provides an

opportunity for experimenting with question answering

using syntactical clues and semantic evidence from use

of computational lexical resources (dictionary and

thesaurus).

2. Problem Description

Participants in the main TREC-10 QA track were

provided with 500 unseen questions to be answered

from the TREC CD-ROMs, (about 1 gigabyte of

compressed data), containing documents from the

Foreign Broadcast Information Service, Los Angeles

Times, Financial Times, Wall Street Journal,

Associated Press Newswire, and San Jose Mercury

News. These documents were stored with SGML
formatting tags. Participants were given the option of

using their own search engine or of using the results of

a "generic" search engine. CL Research chose the

latter, relying on the top 50 documents retrieved by the

search engine. These top documents were provided

simultaneously with the questions. Participants in the

list task were given 25 questions, each of which

required a specified number of answers; the top 50

documents were also provided. Participants in the

context task were given 10 question sets, varying in

number from 3 to 9 questions; the top 50 documents

retrieved using the first question of each set were also

provided.

DIMAP, including the question-answering

component, is available from CL Research.

Demonstration versions are available at

http://www.clres.com.
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Participants in the main were required to answer

the 500 questions in 50-byte answers. For each

question, participants were to provide 5 answers, with

a score attached to each for use in evaluating ties.^ In

TREC-10, a valid answer could be NE., indicating that

there was no answer in the document set; NIST
included 49 questions for which no answer exists in

the collection. For the list questions, participants were

to return exactly the number of answers specified in

the question. For the context questions, 5 answers were

to be provided for each question of the set; the

questions were constructed in a way so that later

questions of the set depended on the answers to the

earlier questions. NIST evaluators then judged whether

each answer contained a correct answer. Scores were

assigned as the inverse rank for the main and the

context tasks. If question q contained a correct answer

in rank r, the score received for that answer was 1/r. If

none of the 5 submissions contained a correct answer,

the score received was 0. If a NIL answer was

returned, and was deemed valid, its position in the

ranked list of answers was used as the rank. The final

score was then computed as the average score over the

entire set of questions. For the list questions, the

"average accuracy" was computed as the number of

correct answers divided by the number of required

answers.

CL Research submitted 5 runs, 2 each for the main

task and the list task and one for the context task. For

the main and list tasks, one run analyzed only the top

10 documents and the other only the top 20 documents,

to examine whether performance was degraded in

going from 10 to 20 documents. For the context task,

only the top 10 documents were included in attempting

to answer each of the questions in the set.

3. System Description

The CL Research question-answering system

consists of four major components: (1) a sentence

splitter that separated the source documents into

individual sentences; (2) a parser which took each

sentence and parsed it, resulting in a parse tree

containing the constituents of the sentence; (3) a parse

tree analyzer that identified important elements of the

sentence and created semantic relation triples stored in

a database; and (4) a question-answering program that

2
Although this statement appears in one of the

problem specifications, the score is not used and only

the position of the answer is considered.

(a) parsed the question into the same structure for the

documents, except with an unbound variable, and (b)

matched the question database records with the

document database to answer the question, The

matching process first identified candidate sentences

from the database, extracted short answers from each

sentence, developed a score for each sentence, and

chose the top 5 answers for submission. For the list

task, the specified number of answers was submitted.

3.1 Sentence Identification in Documents

The parser (described more fully in the next

section) contains a function to recognize sentence

breaks. However, the source documents do not contain

crisply drawn paragraphs that could be submitted to

this function. Thus, a sentence could be split across

several lines in the source document, perhaps with

intervening blank lines and SGML formatting codes.

As a result, it was first necessary to reconstruct the

sentences, interleaving the parser sentence recognizer.

At this stage, we also extracted the document

identifier and the document date. Other SGML-tagged

fields were not used. The question number, document

number, and sentence number provided the unique

identifier when questions were answered.

For TREC-10, the top 20 documents (as ranked by

the search engine) were analyzed for the main task,

with one database containing only the processing for

the top 10 documents and the other for the full 20

documents. Overall, this resulted in processing 9889

documents from which 225,248 sentences were

identified and presented to the parser. Thus, we used

an average of22.8 sentences per document (down from

28.9 in TREC-9 and 3 1 .9 in TREC-8) or 228 sentences

for the 10-document set and 456 for the 20-document

set.

3.2 Parser

The parser in DIMAP (provided by Proximity

Technology, Inc.) is a grammar checker that uses a

context-sensitive, augmented transition network

grammar of 350 rules, each consisting of a start state,

a condition to be satisfied (either a non-terminal or a

lexical category), and an end state. Satisfying a

condition may result in an annotation (such as number

and case) being added to the growing parse tree. Nodes

(and possibly further annotations, such as potential

attachment points for prepositional phrases) are added

to the parse tree when reaching some end states. The
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parser is accompanied by an extensible dictionary

containing the parts of speech (and frequently other

information) associated with each lexical entry. The

dictionary information allows for the recognition of

phrases (as single entities) and uses 36 different verb

government patterns to create dynamic parsing goals

and to recognize particles and idioms associated with

the verbs (the context-sensitive portion of the parser).

The parser output consists ofbracketed parse trees,

with leaf nodes describing the part of speech and

lexical entry for each sentence word. Annotations, such

as number and tense information, may be included at

any node. The parser does not always produce a correct

parse, but is very robust since the parse tree is

constructed bottom-up from the leaf nodes, making it

possible to examine the local context of a word even

when the parse is incorrect. In TREC-10, parsing

exceptions occurred for only 543 sentences out of

225069 (0.0024, up from 0.0002), with another 179

"sentences" (usually tabular data) not submitted to the

parser. Usable output was available despite the fact

that there was at least one word unknown to the

parsing dictionary in 10,916 (4.8 percent, down from

7.9 percent). For TREC-10, we were able to make use

of the integrated dictionary to dynamically create

entries for the parsing dictionary.

3.3 Document and Question Database

Development

A key step ofDIMAP-QA is analysis of the parse

tree to extract semantic relation triples and populate

the databases used to answer the question. A semantic

relation triple consists of a discourse entity, a

semantic relation which characterizes the entity's role

in the sentence, and a governing word to which the

entity stands in the semantic relation. A triple is

generally equivalent to a logical form (where the

operator is the semantic relation) or a conceptual

graph, except that a semantic relation is not strictly

required, with the driving force being the discourse

entity.

The first step of discourse processing is

identification of suitable discourse entities. This

involves analyzing the parse tree node to extract

numbers, adjective sequences, possessives, leading

noun sequences, ordinals, time phrases, predicative

adjective phrases, conjuncts, and noun constituents as

discourse entities. To a large extent, named entities, as

traditionally viewed in information extraction, are

identified as discourse entities (although not

specifically identified as such in the databases).

The semantic relations in which entities

participate are intended to capture the semantic roles

of the entities, as generally understood in linguistics.

This includes such roles as agent, theme, location,

manner, modifier, purpose, and time. For TREC-10,

we did not fully characterize the entities in these terms,

but generally used surrogate place holders. These

included "SUBJ," "OBJ", "TIME," "NUM,"
"ADJMOD," and the prepositions heading

prepositional phrases. Appositive phrases were

characterized by identifying the sentence word they

modified and the beginning and ending words of the

phrase; their use is described particularly for

answering Who and What questions.

The governing word was generally the word in the

sentence that the discourse entity stood in relation to.

For "SUBJ," "OBJ," and "TIME," this was generally

the main verb of the sentence. For prepositions, the

governing word was generally the noun or verb that

the prepositional phrase modified. (Because of the

context-sensitive dynamic parsing goals that were

added when a verb or a governing noun was

recognized, it was possible to identify what was

modified.) For the adjectives and numbers, the

governing word was generally the noun that was

modified.

The semantic relation and the governing word

were not identified for all discourse entities, but a

record for each entity was still added to the database

for the sentence. Overall, 2, 174,332 semantic relation

triples were created in parsing the 225,248 sentences,

an average of 9.7 triples per sentence (about the same

as in TREC-9).

The same functionality was used to create database

records for the 500 questions. The same parse tree

analysis was performed to create a set of records for

each question. The only difference is that one semantic

relation triple for the question contained an unbound

variable as a discourse entity, corresponding to the type

of question. The question database contained 1576

triples, an average of 3.15 triples per question. This is

down from 3.3 per question in TREC-9 and 4.5 triples

per question in TREC-8. This is indicative of the fact

that the questions were "simpler", making them more

difficult to answer, since there was less information on

which to match.
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3.4 Lexical Resources
1

A major component of the question-answering

system is an integrated machine-tractable dictionary

and thesaurus. These were provided in machine-

readable form by The Macquarie Library Pty Ltd of

Australia. The dictionary, known as Big Mac (The

Macquarie Dictionary 1997), was converted into a

format suitable for uploading into DEVIAP dictionaries,

during which most of the raw data were put into

specific fields of a DIMAP dictionary (e.g., headword,

part of speech, definitions, example usages, and many

"features" characterizing syntactic properties and other

information, particularly a link to Macquarie's

thesaurus and identification of a "derivational" link for

undefined words to their root form).

After conversion and upload, the entire dictionary

of 270,000 definitions was parsed to populate the raw

dictionary data by adding semantic relations links with

other words. The most important result was the

identification of the hypernyms of each sense. Other

relations include synonyms (discernible in the

definitions), typical subjects and objects for verbs, and

various semantic components (such as manner,

purpose, location, class membership, and class

inclusion). This dictionary, accessed during the

question-answering process, is thus similar in structure

to MindNet (Richardson, 1997). For TREC-10, the

entire dictionary was reparsed to reflect improvements

in the semantic creation techniques since TREC-9.

The Macquarie thesaurus is in the form of a list of

the words belonging to 812 categories, which are

broken down into paragraphs (3 or 4 for each part of

speech) and subparagraphs, each containing about 10

words that are generally synonymous. With a set of

perl scripts, the thesaurus data has been inverted into

alphabetical order, where each word or phrase was

listed along with the number of entries for each part of

speech, and an entry for each distinct sense identifying

the category, paragraph, and subparagraph to which

the word or phrase belongs.

The resultant thesaurus is thus in the precise

format of the combined WordNet index and data files

(Fellbaum, 1998), facilitating thesaurus lookup.

3.5 Question Answering Routines

For TREC-10, a database of documents was

created for each question, as provided by the NIST
generic search engine. A single database was created

for each question in the main task, the list task, and

one overall database to handle each of the questions in

each context set. The question-answering consisted of

matching the database records for an individual

question against the database of documents for that

question.

The question-answering phase consists of three

main steps: (1) detailed analysis of the question to set

the stage for detailed analysis of the sentences

according to the type of question, (2) coarse filtering of

the records in the database to select potential

sentences, (3) extracting possible short answers from

the sentences, with some adjustments to the score,

based on matches between the question and sentence

database records and the short answers that have been

extracted and (4) making a final evaluation of the

match between the question's key elements and the

short answers to arrive at a final score for the sentence.

The sentences and short answers were then ordered by

decreasing score for creation of the answer files

submitted to NIST. Few changes were made in each of

these steps from TREC-9, so the description is largely

the same, with some discussion ofchanges planned but

not implemented in fime for TREC-10.

3.5.1 Identification of Key Question

Elements

As indicated above, one record associated with

each question contained an unbound variable as a

discourse entity. The type of variable was identified

when the question was parsed and this variable was

used to determine which type of processing was to be

performed.

The question-answering system categorized

quesfions into six types (usually with typical question

elements): (1) time questions ("when"), (2) location

quesfions ("where"), (3) who questions ("who" or

"whose"), (4) what questions ("what" or "which," used

alone or as question determiners), (5) size questions

("how" followed by an adjective), and (6) number

questions ("how many"). Other question types not

included above (principally "why" questions or non-

questions beginning with verbs "name the ...") were

assigned to the what category, so that question

elements would be present for each question. What
questions were further analyzed to determine if they

have a number modifying the head noun, in which case

these were treated as list questions. (A few questions in

the main task were thereby turned into list questions,

limifing the number of answers returned.)
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Some adjustments to the questions were made.

There was a phase of consolidating triples so that

contiguous named entities were made into a single

triple. Then, it was recognized that questions like

"what was the year" or "what was the date" and "what

was the number" were not what questions, but rather

time or number questions. Questions containing the

phrase "who was the author" were converted into "who

wrote"; in those with "what is the name of, the triple

for "name" was removed so that the words in the "of

phrase would be identified as the principal noun. Other

phraseological variations of questions are likely and

could be made at this stage.

Once the question type had been determined and

the initial set of sentences selected, further processing

took place based on the question type. Key elements of

the question were determined for each question type,

with some specific processing based on the particular

question type. In general, we determined the key noun,

the key verb, and any adjective modifier of the key

noun for each question type. For who questions, we

looked for a year restriction. For what questions, we

looked for a year restriction, noted whether the answer

could be the object of the key verb, and formed a base

set of thesaurus categories for the key noun. For both

who and what definition questions, an attempt was

made to find the key noun in the Macquarie dictionary,

creating a list of content words in its definitions for

comparison with discourse entities in the sentences.

For where questions, we looked up the key noun in the

Macquarie dictionary and identified all proper nouns

in all its definitions (hence available for comparison

with short answers or other proper nouns in a

sentence). For size questions, we identified the "size"

word (e.g., "far" in "how far"). For number questions,

we also looked for a year restriction.

3.5.2 Coarse Filtering of Sentences

The second step in the question-answering phase

was the development of an initial set of sentences. In

previous years, this was the first step, but with the

addition of definition lookup as part of the analysis of

question type, this was moved. Basically, the discourse

entities in the question records are used to filter the

records in the document database. However, this list is

extended when a "definition" question is recognized,

by adding words from the definition as obtained from

the dictionary.^ Since a discourse entity in a record

In TREC-9, there were 35 "definition" questions. In

TREC-10, the number increased to 165 (including

could be a multiword unit (MWU), the initial filtering

used all the individual words in the MWU. Question

and sentence discourse entities were reduced to their

root form, eliminating issues of tense and number. All

words were reduced to lowercase, so that issues of case

did not come into play during this filtering step.

Finally, it was not necessary for the discourse entity in

the sentence database to have a whole word matching

a string from the question database. Thus, in this step,

all records were selected fi-om the document database

having a discourse entity that contained a substring

that was a word in the question discourse entities.

MWUs were analyzed in some detail to determine

their type and to separate them into meaningful named

entities. We examined the capitalization pattern of a

phrase and whether particular subphrases were present

in the Macquarie dictionary. We identified phrases

such as "Charles Lindbergh" as a person (and hence

possibly referred to as "Lindbergh"), "President

McKinley" as a person with a title (since "president"

is an uncapitalized word in the Macquarie dictionary),

"Triangle Shirtwaist fire" as a proper noun followed by

a common noun (hence looking for either 'Triangle

Shirtwaist" or "fire" as discourse entities).

The join between the question and document

databases produced an initial set of unique (document

number, sentence number) pairs that were passed to

the next step. In TREC-10, each hit of a discourse

entity in a sentence added a score of 5 points to the

sentence; this score determined the order in which

sentences were further evaluated. Sentences with

MWU discourse entities having a question discourse

entity as a substring were selected during this

screening, but were given no points and hence

examined last in the detailed evaluation of the

sentences.

3.5,3 Extraction of Short Answers

After the detailed question analysis, processing for

each quesfion then examined each selected sentence,

attempting to find a viable short answer and giving

scores for various characteristics of the sentence. For

time, location, size, and number questions, it was

where questions). In addition, 43 questions were

identified as susceptible of "dictionary support",

where the answer could be looked up in the

dictionary, with the expectation that the question

elements would be discernible in the definition of the

answer.
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possible that a given sentence contained no

information of the relevant type. In such cases, it was

possible that a given sentence could be completely

eliminated. In general, however, a data structure for a

possible answer was initialized to hold a 50-byte

answer and the sentence was assigned an initial score

of 1000. An initial adjustment to the score was given

for each sentence by comparing the question discourse

entities (including subphrases of MWUs) with the

sentence discourse entities, giving points for their

presence and additional points when the discourse

entities stood in the same semantic relation and had

the same governing word as in the question. For who,

what, and location definition questions, a background

array of content words from the definitions was

developed for later comparison with the answer.

1 Time Questions - The first criterion applied to

a sentence was whether it contained a record that has

a TIME semantic relafion. The parser labels

prepositional phrases of time or other temporal

expressions (e.g., "last Thursday"); database records

for these expressions were given a TIME semantic

relation. We also examined triples containing "in" or

"on" as the governing word (looking for phrases like

"on the 21st", which may not have been characterized

as a TIME phrase) or numbers that could conceivably

be years. After screening the database for such records,

the discourse entity of such a record was then

examined further. If the discourse entity contained an

integer or any of its words were marked in the parser's

dictionary as representing a time period, measurement

time, month, or weekday, the discourse entity was

selected as a potential answer.

2. Where Questions - Each sentence was examined

for the presence of "in", "at", "on", "of, or "from" as

a semantic relation, or the presence of a capitalized

word (not present in the question) modifying the key

noun. The discourse entity for that record was selected

as a potential answer. Discourse entities from "of
triples were slightly disfavored and given a slight

decrease in score. If the answer also occurred in a

triple as a governing word with a HAS relation, the

discourse entity fi-om that triple was inserted into the

answer as a genitive determiner of the answer.

3. Who Questions - The first step in examining

each sentence looked for the presence of appositives,

relative clauses, and parentheticals. If a sentence

contained any of these, an array was initialized to

record its modificand and span. The short answer was

initialized to the key noun. Next, all triples of the

sentence were examined. First, the discourse entity

(possibly an MWU) was examined to determine the

overlap between it and the question discourse entities.

The number of hits was then added to all appositives

which include the word position of the discourse entity

within its span. (A sentence could have nested

appositives, so the number of hits can be recorded in

multiple appositives.)

The next set steps involved looking for triples

whose governing word matched the key verb,

particularly the copular "be" and the verb "write". For

copular verbs, if the key noun appeared as the subject,

the answer was the object, and vice versa. For other

verbs, we looked for objects matching the key noun,

then taking the subject of the verb as the answer.

Another major test of each discourse entity that

contained a substring matching the key noun was

whether it was modified by an appositive. If this was

the case, the appositive was taken as a possible short

answer; the discourse entities of the appositive were

then concatenated into a short answer. Numerical and

time discourse entities were also examined when there

was a date restriction specified in the question to

ascertain if they could be years, and if so, whether they

matched the year restriction. In the absence of a clear

sentence year specification, the document date was

used.

4. What Questions - The first step in examining

the sentences was identical to that of the who
questions, namely, looking for appositives in the

sentence and determining whether a discourse entity

had overlaps with question discourse entities. If the key

noun was a part of a discourse entity, we would note

the presence of the key noun; if this occurrence was in

a discourse entity identified as an adjective modifier,

the modificand was taken as a short answer and if this

short answer was itself a substring of another sentence

discourse entity, the fuller phrase was taken as the

answer. Similarly, when the key noun was a proper

part of a discourse entity and began the phrase (i.e., a

noun-noun compound), the remaining part was taken

as the short answer.

As with who questions, if the key noun was

identified as the modificand of an appositive, the

apposifive was taken as the possible answer. Similarly

to who quesUons, we also looked for the copular "be"

with the key noun as either the subject or object, taking

the other as a possible answer. When the key verb was

"have" and the key noun was equal to the object, the
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subject of "have" was taken as the short answer. In

cases like these, we would also insert any adjective

modifiers of the noun discourse entities at the

beginning of the short answer.

If the key noun was not equal to the discourse

entity of the triple being examined, we tested whether

the key noun against the DEMAP-enhanced Macquarie

dictionary, looking for its presence ( 1 ) in the definition

of the discourse entity, (2) as a hypernym of the

discourse entity, or (3) in the same Macquarie

thesaurus category. (For example, in examining

"Belgium" in response to the question "what country",

where country is not in definition and is not a

hypernym, since it is defined as a "kingdom", we

would find that "country" and "kingdom" are in the

same thesaurus category.) Finally, as with who

questions, we examined TIME and number discourse

entities for the possible satisfaction of year restrictions.

5. Size Questions - For these questions, each triple

of a selected sentence was examined for the presence

of a NUM semantic relation or a discourse entity

containing a digit. If a sentence contained no such

triples, it was discarded from fiirther processing. Each

numerical discourse entity was taken as a possible

short answer in the absence of further information.

However, since a bare number was not a valid answer,

we looked particularly for the presence of a

measurement term associated with the number. This

could be either a modificand of the number or part of

the discourse entity itself, joined by a hyphen. If the

discourse entity was a tightly joined number and

measu2ement word or abbreviation (e.g., "6ft"), the

measurement portion was separated out for lookup.

The parsing dictionary characterizes measurement

words as having a "measures", "unit", "MEASIZE", or

"abbr" part of speech, so the modificand of the number

was tested against these. If not so present in the

parsing dictionary, the Macquarie definition was

examined for the presence of the word "unit". When a

measurement word was identified, it was concatenated

with the number to provide the short answer.

6. Number Questions - The same criterion as used

in size questions was applied to a sentence to see

whether it contained a record that has a NUM
semantic relation. If a selected sentence had no such

triples, it was effectively discarded from further

analysis. In sentences with NUM triples, the number

itself (the discourse entity) was selected as the potential

answer. Scores were differentially applied to these

sentences so that those triples where the number

modified a discourse enUty equal to the key noun were

given the highest number of points. TIME and NUM
triples potentially satisfying year specifications were

also examined to see whether a year restriction was

met. In the absence of a clear sentence year

specification, the document date was used.

3.5.4 Evaluation of Sentence and Short

Answer Quality

After all triples of a sentence were examined, the

quality of the sentences and short answers was further

assessed. In general, for each question type, we

assessed the sentence for the presence of the key noun,

the key verb, and any adjective qualifiers of the key

noun. The scores were increased significantly if these

key items were present and decreased significantly if

not. In the absence of a clear sentence year

specification (for who, what, and number questions

containing a year restriction), the document date was

used. For certain question types, there were additional

checks and possible changes to the short answers.

For location questions, where we accumulated a

set of proper nouns found in the definition of the key

noun, the score for a sentence was incremented for the

presence of those words in the sentence. Proper nouns

were also favored, and if two answers were found, a

proper noun would replace a common noun; proper

nouns also present as proper nouns in the Macquarie

dictionary were given additional points. Similarly, if a

sentence contained several prepositional phrases,

answers from "in" phrases replaced those from "of or

"from" phrases. For questions in which the key verb

was not "be", we tested the discourse entities of the

sentence against the DIMAP-enhanced Macquarie

dictionary to see whether they were derived from the

key verb (e.g., "assassination" derived from

"assassinate").

For who and what questions, when a sentence

contained appositives and in which satisfactory short

answers were not constructed, we examined the

number of hits for all appositives. In general, we would

construct a short answer from the modificand of the

appositive with the greatest number of hits. However,

if one appositive was nested inside another, and had

the same number of hits, we would take the nested

appositive. For these questions, we also gave

preference to short answers that were capitalized; this

distinguished short answers that were mixed in case.
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For these two question types, we also performed

an anaphora resolution if the short answer was a

pronoun. In these cases, we worked backward from the

current sentence until we found a possible proper noun

referent. As we proceeded backwards, we also worked

from the last triple of the each sentence. If we found a

plausible referent, we used that discourse entity as the

short answer and the sentence in which it occurred as

the long answer, giving it the same score as the

sentence in which we found the pronoun.

Also, if either of these two question types was a

definition question, we added points for each discourse

entity that was among the content words of the

definition.

For size questions, we deprecated sentences in

which we were unable to find a measurement word.

We also looked for cases in which the discourse

entities in several contiguous triples has not been

properly combined (such as number containing

commas and fractions), modifying the short answers in

such cases.

After scores have been computed for all sentences

submitted to this step, the sentences are sorted on

decreasing score. Finally, the output is constructed in

the desired format, with the 50-byte answer extracted

from the original sentences retrieved from the

documents.

4. TREC-10 Q&A Results

CL Research submitted 2 runs for the main task;

the official scores for these runs are shown in Table 1.

The score is the mean reciprocal rank of the best

answer over all 492 questions that were included in the

final judgments. The score of 0.120 for run cIrOlbl

means that, over all questions, the CL Research system

provided a sentence with a correct answer at the 8*

position. This compares to an average score of 0.235

among all submissions for the TREC-9 QA 250-byte

answers (i.e., a correct answer slightly worse than the

4* position).

Table 1. GL Research Run Scores

Doc. TREC
Run Num. Type Score Ave.

clrOlbl 10 50-byte 0.120 0.235

clr01b2 20 50-bvte 0.114 0.235

The CL Research runs differ in the nimiber of

documents of the top 50 documents provided by the

generic search engine that were processed. As will be

discussed below, the number of documents processed

reflects a point of diminishing returns in finding

answers from the top documents. Table 2 shows the

number of questions for which answers were found at

any rank for the 492 questions.

Table 2. Answers Found (492)

Run
Doc.

Num. Type Num Pet
clrOObl 10 50-byte 94 0.191

clr00b2 20 50-bvte 96 0.195

For the list task, the CL Research average accuracy

was 0.13 and 0.12 for two runs compared to the

average of 0.222. For the context questions, CL
Research had mean reciprocal rank score of 0. 178,

5*

of the 7 submissions.

5. Analysis

As mentioned above, we only processed the top 20

documents provided by NIST. Table 3 clearly indicates

that, after the first 10 documents, the amount of

incremental improvement from processing more

documents is quite small. This table indicates that the

CL Research results might better be interpreted in

terms of the questions that could possibly have been

answered.

' Table 3. Highest ranked top document

containing strict answer string

Number of

Document Number Questions

1-10 311

11-20 26

21-30 13

31-40 15

41-50 5

None 122

Of the 122 questions having no answer in the top

50 documents, 49 have been judged as having no

answers in the document collection. Adjusting the

scores to include only questions that might have been

answered (31 1 in the 10 document analysis and 337 in

the 20 document analysis), the CL Research

performance, shown in Table 4, is somewhat

increased. For the 10-document case, the result is

0.217, compared to the average score of 0.235, while

for the 20-document case, the adjusted result is down

to 0.176.
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Table 4. CL Research Adjusted Run Scores

Run
Doc.

Num. Type Score

TREC
Ave.

clrOlbl 10 50-byte 0.217 0.235

clr01b2 20 50-bvte 0.176 0.235

A significant malfunction occurred from a program

bug affecting the 20-document runs, where only two

answers were submitted for the majority of questions.

Notwithstanding, our system performed less well when

additional documents were analyzed. It was noted

earlier that the number of semantic relation triples for

the questions had declined from 4.5 in TREC-8 to 3.3

in TREC-9 and 3.15 in TREC-10. One of these triples

contains a question element, so the decline in

information content is about one-third. As a result, this

year's questions, while being simpler to state, are

actually more difficult to answer. This has meant that

the likelihood of the retrieval system retrieving a

relevant document much less. In particular, with the

large number of definition questions (estimated at 165

of 492), retrieval based solely on the word to be

defined is much less likely to obtain a document with

the definition.

We examined our results using 250-byte answers

as well. For the 10-document case, we obtained a score

of0.296 unadjusted and 0.465 adjusted. The difference

in results indicates that we are generally narrowing

down the candidate sentences, but having difficulty

picking out the answer string.

For TREC-9, CL Research experimented with the

Macquarie dictionary in support ofanswers to location

questions. This strategy worked reasonably well in

TREC-10, where we obtained an adjusted score of

0.319 for this type of question. However, it did not

work for what and who definition questions. Part of

this failure can be atfributed to our mechanism for

ranking, where we had not yet implemented an

adequate test for the correctness ofan answer. We have

made some initial changes in our strategy that clearly

lead to an improvement, but we have not yet been able

to assess the overall effect of these changes.

We have not yet been able to complete our

characterization of failures for TREC-10. In general,

the problems lie in not being able to eliminate

sentences that have a lot of hits with the discourse

entities in the questions, giving too much weight to

this aspect. The effect is that as we add further

documents, sentences not containing the correct

answer are given undue weight, crowding out

sentences that contain the answer. In addition, our

strategy for evaluating phrases within a sentence

suffers from the same difficulty, giving too much
weight to the wrong discourse entities.

6. Anticipated Improvements

As indicated earlier, we are in the process of

making many changes to our question-answering

system and these were not completed in time for our

submission.

We are in the process of extending our document

processing to incorporate discourse analysis

techniques, building on the discourse entities. These

changes will characterize the discourse entities

semantically, in addition to resolving anaphor and

definite references. Discourse structure (the relation of

segments to one another) will also be captured. This

amounts to tagging a document with semantic classes,

named-entity types, and discourse relations over

sentence spans longer than noun phrases. A key

component in these characterizations will be the

integrated use of WordNet and the Macquarie

dictionary and thesaurus.

At the same time, we have been modifying our

question-answering strategies to home in on semantic

types and syntactic structures more likely to provide

the answers. Initial results with definition questions

show considerable improvement over our TREC-10
results. The discourse analysis has proved useful in

making modifications to these QA strategies. The

reverse has also proved to be the case, namely, that the

QA strategies inform the manner in which we perform

the discourse analysis.

7. Summary

The CL Research system was reasonably

successful in answering questions by selecting

sentences from the documents in which the answers

occur. The system generally indicates the viability of

using relational triples (i.e., structural information in

a sentence, consisting of discourse entities, semantic

relations, and the governing words to which the

entities are bound in the sentence) for question-

answering. Post-hoc analysis of the results suggests

several further improvements and the potential for

investigating other avenues that make use of semantic

networks and computational lexicology.
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1. Introduction

The Clairvoyance team participated in the Filtering Track,

submitting the maximum number of runs in each of the

filtering categories: Adaptive, Batch, and Routing. We
had two distinct goals this year: (1) to establish the

generalizabiiity of our approach to adaptive filtering and

(2) to experiment with relatively more "radical" approaches

to batch filtering using ensembles of filters. Our routing

runs served principally to establish an internal basis for

comparisons in performance to adaptive and batch efforts

and are not discussed in this report.

2. Adaptive Filtering

In previous TREC work (TREC 7 & 8), we developed an
approach to adaptive filtering that proved to be robust and
reasonably effective, as evidenced by the relatively strong

performance of our systems [1 ,2]. For TREC 2001 we
sought to assess the generalizabiiity of the approach,

given especially the differences this year in (a) the amount
and nature of the training data and (b) the inherently

"classification"-oriented (vs. "query"-oriented) task.

Indeed, additional differences, such as the large numbers
of expected "hits" in the test set, contributed to the special

character of this year's task.

The CLARIT Filtering system is based on core CLARIT
retrieval technology. In brief, the CLARIT approach uses

text structures such as noun phrases, sub-phrases, and
morphologically normalized words, as features or terms to

represent text (or passage) or topic (query) content.

Terms, in turn, are weighted based on document and
corpus statistics (such as IDF and TF), and additionally

can have independent coefficients to adjust weights

according to processing requirements (such as updates).

Information objects are modeled as vectors in a high-

dimensional vector space; the Euclidean inner product

gives the distance (or closeness) measure (document
score) in the space. The system also has a variety of

thesaurus (term-extraction) algorithms; these are used to

identify characterizing terms for a document or set of

documents (e.g., the set of "relevant" documents
associated with a topic).

In addition to core processing, our adaptive-filtering

system has several parameters, including (i) the number
and type of features used to create a topic profile, (ii) the

score/threshold setting, (iii) the frequency of setting

updates (driven by feedback), (iv) the selection and
number of (new) features added at updates, (v) the

resetting of score thresholds, and (vi) the number of

documents retained over time as a basis for modeling the

topic (historical reference statistics and aging).

For this year's TREC adaptive filtering task, we used the

same system that was used for our TREC-8 experiments

[2]. However, for threshold setting and updating we
further experimented with our beta-gamma adaptive

threshold-regulation method. The method selects a

threshold by interpolating between an "optimal" threshold

and "zero" threshold for a specified utility function. This

method can be applied both to training or sample
document sets, as well as to documents that have been
returned and judged during actual filtering.

The optimal threshold is the threshold that yields the

highest utility over the training or accumulated reference

data. Operationally, this threshold is detemnined by using

the topic profile as a query over the reference (judged)

documents to score and rank them based on their features

(terms). Additionally, based on the utility function for the

filter, a cumulative utility score is calculated at each rank

point in ascending order. Typically, the cumulative utility

score at each rank point manifests a well-behaved trend: it

ascends, reaches a peak value, and descends again,

eventually turning negative (as the remaining documents
are mostly non-relevant). The feature score on the

document at the lowest rank point where the cumulative

utility score reaches its maximum is taken as the optimal

threshold. The zero threshold is determined by the score

on the document at the highest rank point below the

optimal threshold that has a cumulative utility of zero or

less.

The two parameters, beta and gamma, are used to

determine the feature score—between the optimal

threshold and the zero threshold—that will be used as the

actual threshold for the filter. Beta attempts to account for

the inherent or systematic (i.e. sampling) bias in optimal

threshold calculation. Gamma makes the thresholding

algorithm sensitive to the number of documents
processed. The inverse (1/gamma) expresses the number
of documents needed to gain reasonable confidence in the

value of the score threshold (apart from the bias already

accounted for through beta). The parameters are

e = a6.e,o + (1-a)Gop„™i

a = |3 + (1-P)e-"^

where

G is the filter threshold

n is the number of positive examples

Figure 1 . Beta-Gamma Threshold Regulation
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determined empirically. See Figure 1 for the formulae

that use beta and gamma to calculate a filter-threshold

score value.

2.1. Pre-Test Experiments and Calibration

We chose to recalibrate all parameter settings by running

the system again on the tasks for TREC-8 and TREC-9
Filtering—^the latter task to better approximate the

classification-oriented features of the Reuters data. (In

particular, we did no adaptive-filtering calibrations on any

Reuters data (1987 or 1996), given our desire to assess

unbiased system performance.) Our results for these

preliminary tasks were quite good (actually better than any

of the reported results in TREC 8 and equal to the best

results in TREC 9).

2.2. Test Configuration

Our approach to testing included the following elements.

• Preprocessing: All documents, including testing

documents, training documents, and topic

descriptions, were pre-indexed using all single nouns,

single words occurring in noun phrases, and two-word

noun phrases, as recognized by the CLARIT parser.

• IDF Statistics: The IDF statistics were collected from

all the training data. We did not update initial term

statistics in the process of filtering as our past

experiments indicate that doing so does not seem to

have as much impact on the overall filtering

performance as other factors.

• Term Weighting and Scoring: We used the BM25 TF
formula for TF-IDF weighting; the average document
length was set to 1,000. We used dot product scoring

for matching documents with profiles.

• Initial Profile Term Vector: An initial profile vector was
built from the original topic description and trained

using the two training examples for each topic by

adding 20 terms to the original profiles with coefficient

of 0.1. We used a delivery-ratio estimation method to

set the initial score threshold and set both gamma
and beta to 0.1 for use in processing test data.

• Temi Vector Updating: We used Rocchio term vector

learning, but only positive examples were used to

expand the profile. A centroid vector accumulator was
updated whenever a profile accepted a relevant

document. The top K"terms with the highest scores

were selected from the centroid and added to the

original profile with a uniform coefficient. The vector

was updated when a specified number of documents

had been delivered since the last update or when the

profile had not been updated for a time interval

measured by 3,000 documents in the test stream.

• Threshold Updating: We used the same beta-gamma
threshold-regulation algorithm as in TREC-8. To
emphasize recent documents, we discarded any
documents in the cached set of scored documents for

each profile that were older than 30,000 documents,

provided the cached set did not fall below a minimum
of 1,000 documents. The cached documents included

both true- and false-positive examples. At any point

when a false-positive document scored below a

"reference threshold"—equal to half of the then-

Run Ts Added Coeff. Beta Gamma Interval

CLOIafa 20 0.10 0.10 0.10 2

CLOIafb 200 0.25 0.25 0.05 2

CLOIafc 200 0.25 0.25 0.05 4

CLOIafd 20 0.10 0.10 0.10 4

Table 1. Configurations for Adaptive Filtering Runs

CLT10AFA CLT10AFB CLT10AFC CLT10AFD

T10U 163.7 160.4 172.9 221.8

T10SU 0.054 0.051 0.05 0.051

T10F 0.081 0.075 0.07 0.078

Table 2. Official Adaptive Filtering Test Results

CLT10AFA CLT10AFB CLT10AFC CLT10AFD
Best 3 1 1 2

> Median 13 17 16 12

Median 10 9 10 14

< Median 56 55 55 54

Worst 2 2 2 2

Table 3. Comparative T10SU Results: Number of Topics

Scohng at Various Ranks

current real threshold for the profile—^the document
was discarded.

For the official TREC-2001 submission, we used the best

parameter settings we discovered in our preliminary

experiments (on TREC-8 and TREC-9 data). In particular,

we varied only two parameters—^the number of terms

added at each update and slight differences in threshold

convergence rates—to create four different submissions,

with configurations as given in Table 1, optimized for linear

utility T10U.

2.3. Test Results

Table 2 gives official results for our submitted runs and
Table 3 gives comparative results. Our four official runs

have similar performance. Our results were good from the

point of view of "conservative" filtering (and delivery of

information); we achieved an average utility of 222 for our

best run, with only 30 topics scoring slight negative utility

(the average of these being -4.37 and the maximum -12).

However, in the context of the TREC task and the Reuters

data, this is poor-to-mediocre performance.

2.4. Observations

It seems clear in retrospect that the principal problem in

the system was the setting of rather high thresholds

(scores), resulting in the delivery of too few documents,

especially in the first stages of filtering.

In our system, the initial threshold setting is determined, in

pari, by the expected "delivery ratio" or density of relevant

documents expected in the stream of data to be

processed. In particular, before any filtering can occur, a

score threshold must be established based on the

available information about the topic. Two example
documents alone do not constitute a sufficiently

representative sample of documents for effective beta-

gamma regulation. Instead, we employ a reference
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collection (in this case, the Reuters 1996 training

documents) as a target corpus. In practice, we use the

topic profile (based on terms extracted from the topic

description and the two example documents) as a query to

score and rank the reference documents. Note that we
examine none of the documents in the reference corpus in

this process and neither make nor require any information

about the relevance of individual documents. We merely

use the documents of the collection as an empirical test of

the scoring potential of the topic profile. After scoring, we
identify the rank point that corresponds to the expected

ratio of relevant documents for the collection. The score

on that document is used as the initial score threshold for

the filter. As a concrete example, if we project the delivery

ratio to be 1 -in- 1,000 and we have 10,000 documents in

the reference collection, we would use the score on the

document at rank 10 as the initial score for the filter

threshold.

Given that we calibrated on TREC-8 and TREC-9 tasks,

where observed delivery ratios average approximately 1-

in-10,000 (TREC-9 = 0.000173 and TREC-8 = 0.00019),

we began the TREC-2001 task with default assumptions
of delivery that were far out of line with the actual density

of topics in the Reuters 1996 Test Collection. In fact, the

average density of topics in Reuters is approximately 1-in-

100 (0.0125), nearly two orders of magnitude greater than

in the collections we have seen in previous TREC tasks.

This discrepancy between our initial expectations (and the

only ones that we might legitimately make) and the actual

topic density in Reuters is an immediate source of error in

our processing. It might underscore one criticism of the

Reuters collection—or at least the use of Reuters subject

categories in that collection—as a test bed for adaptive

filtering, namely, that such "topics" with such high

densities are poor representatives of real-world adaptive

filtering tasks.

This problem in delivery-ratio expectations can also be
regarded as an indication of a flaw in the user model we
(as a group) have adopted for TREC adaptive filtering. In

that model, we assume that a simple utility function

—

balancing the value of true versus false positives, and
possibly taking into account false negatives—can
represent the target outcome of a process. It is clear,

however, that some expectations of delivery are also

critical and are very likely a part of any user's set of

expectations on filter performance.

Note, it is possible to criticize a system that requires a

delivery-ratio setting to perform well in contrast to one that

does not. Any system that can perform well without such
a setting is to be preferred to one that cannot

—

ceteris

paribus, by Occam's Razor alone. However, it is not clear

that any of the more successful adaptive filtering systems
that participated in TREC 2001 experiments are such
systems. In fact, these better systems seem to have
modeled the delivery ratio quite accurately. One wonders
how such a model might have been developed on the

basis of the topic statement and two sample documents
alone. Of course, it is possible that such systems were
simply initialized with expectations of 1- or 2-in-100

documents as candidate density. If so, these were lucky

choices, indeed. And, of course, if these were just good
guesses, it still remains to determine how such good
guessing might be ensured, in principal, in filtering over

CLT10F01 CLT10F02 CLT10F03 CLT10F04

Del- Ratio 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025

Beta 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15

Gamma 0.01 0.01 0.005 0.005

Update 9 9 9 9

Mu 1.0 0.9 1.0 0.9

T10U 1716.8 1678.9 1714.9 1679.6

T10SU 0.1003 0.0843 0.0983 0.0813

T10F 0.1980 0.2097 0.2057 0.2148

Table 4. Results of Post-TREC Adaptive-Filtering

Experiments

other streams/collections, such as the ones we saw in

TREC-8 and TREC-9 tasks, or such as occur in real-world

applications, where information about expected density of

a topic in the possibly many data streams that are

accessed is not available.

2.5. Follow-Up Experiments

Recognizing that our system suffered from the

inappropriate expectations of density we used, we decided

to re-run the experiments with explicitly different delivery-

ratio settings. In particular, we wanted to assess the

inherent strength (or weakness) of the system without the

artificial constraint imposed by inappropriate delivery-ratio

assumptions.

In a set of follow-up experiments, we re-set a variety of

parameters to accommodate the special conditions of

Reuters topics. We used a delivery-ratio expectation of

2.5% (0.025) to model the relatively frequent occurrence

of topics. This was designed to insure that we would

commence filtering with a lower expected score threshold.

But given the extraordinarily high ratios of relevant

documents for many topics, we might well find the lowered

thresholds to be still too high. We hypothesize that, when
we expect high density of a topic in a stream, we should

expect any small number of sample documents (e.g., 2) to

be extremely under-representative of the topic and to

create a high-score bias. This is because features (terms)

extracted from such non-representative documents will

emphasize the distinct characteristics of those documents
and will tend to select and score highly only the small

subset of similar documents that share their biases. In

such cases, we should depress the lower-bound score

further, at least until we have achieve a feedback sample

of sufficient size to insure that topic-representation biases

are minimized.

As a test of this hypothesis we used lowered beta and
gamma values to retard the convergence on a stable, high

(optimal) threshold score. (Note that a beta = 0 would

essentially deliver any document that matched on any of

the features in the profile.) We also delayed the profile

updates until we had accumulated sufficient judgments to

yield nine true positives (along with any false positives that

also were delivered in the interval). And, finally, we
introduced a new parameter, mu, to serve as a coefficient

on the filter threshold. For 0 < mu < 1 , this effectively

further lowers the threshold to allow more documents to

be delivered for judgment.
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The results of these follow-up experiments, given in Table

4 for the Runs labeled CLT10F01-04, demonstrate

immediate, dramatic improvements. Compared to the

official runs (Table 2), the improvement in performance is

nearly 100% for T10SU, 250%+ for T10F, and

approaching 800% for T10U. Note that these results do

not reflect the effect of different term selection (or numbers

of terms selected), rather derive only from (1) assuming a

more appropriate delivery ratio, (2) lowering the rate of

convergence on an "optimal" utility point, (3) postponing

updates, and (4) further reducing the threshold.

Still, the results are sub-optimal and not at the level of the

best-performing systems. We suspect that several factors

are interacting to limit performance, including the fact that

our core process is geared to retrieval performance and

not classification. Thus, we did not model negative or

border cases explicitly in developing topic profiles. In

addition, the Reuters topics are quite vague and in some
cases diffuse, in the sense of having a variety of sub-

topics. We believe that such cases are best treated with

complex filters, not simple ones, capable of modeling the

topic structure directly. We offer more specific thoughts

on this point in the following section, in our discussion of

topic-specific optimization strategies in batch filtering.

3. Batch Filtering

Traditional information retrieval approaches to batch

filtering have tended to represent a category or topic using

a single or monolithic filter (model) that is extracted from

positive examples of the category. However, both

empirical and theoretical studies in other fields such as

machine learning have shown that using multiple models

or ensembles of models can lead to improved

performance given some weak assumptions about the

constituent models [3,4,5,6]. Hansen and Salamon [3]

proved that, given an ensemble of models in which the

error rate of each constituent model is better than random
and where each constituent model makes errors

completely independent of any other, the expected

ensemble error decreases monotonically with the number
of constituent models. As examples of these theoretical

claims, empirical studies in the field of machine learning

have shown that, when weak or unstable learning

algorithms, such as C4.5, are used in conjunction with

ensemble techniques, the performance of these

approaches can be improved significantly [4,8].

The improved performance gained from using ensemble
approaches can be attributed to avoiding risks that arise

from using a single model. These risks can be statistical

in nature, where more than one statistical solution exists

(stability). They can be algorithmic in nature, e.g., with

high hsk of getting stuck in local minima models. They
can be representational in nature, e.g., when the space of

representable models is infinite. In addition, some
concepts can be very diverse and can be more accurately

modeled using multiple models. Though the use of

ensemble models is a relatively new, active, and very

promising field of research in machine learning, very little

work in information retrieval has incorporated the notion of

ensemble models.

Our TREC-2001 experiments were designed explicitly to

explore some of the issues in the use of ensemble filters

for batch filtering. The arguments for using complex (non-

Figure 2. Schematic Representation of a fy/lultiplex

(Parallel) and Cascade (Sequential) Filter

unitary) filters are intuitively compelling. We recognize (a)

that no single term-selection method works uniformly well

for all topics and (b) that some topics are best modeled as

"dispersed"—not based on a single set of features, but

possibly a family of distinct sub-features. This would

seem to suggest that multiple representations (hence,

multiple filters) are needed. Thus, we created an
approach that optimized filters on a topic-by-topic basis

according to feature extraction method and filter structure.

In particular, in this heterogeneous approach, filters for

each topic were unique: each topic's features were derived

by one of five different feature extraction techniques and
each was modeled by either (i) a single (monolithic) filter,

or (ii) a family of four, parallel (multiplexed) filters, or (iii) a

set of n (cascaded) filters sequenced so that each filter

after the first considered only the fallout (below-threshold-

scoring) documents of the preceding filter.

3.1 General Description of Ensemble Batch Filtering

Ensemble filtering explores the general idea of

constructing many weak or focused filters and combining

these into a single highly accurate filter (using, for

example, voting) in order to filter or classify an unlabeled

document. Ensemble filters can be constructed and
combined using various techniques that have been
proposed and empirically demonstrated in the fields of

machine learning and statistics. Construction approaches

vary widely but can generally be placed into three broad

categories: data-related methods (such as bagging and
boosting); representation-based methods (such as

constructive induction and alternative representations of

the output space, such as error correcting output codes);

and approaches that differ based upon the hypothesis

search strategies employed. When it comes to

aggregating the constituent filters of an ensemble, various

strategies can be used, such as voting strategies as in

multiplexing, a cascade (or waterfall) aggregation strategy,

or aggregation strategies that are learned, as in stacked

generalization [9].
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For TREC 2001, we limited our exploration of ensemble

filters to multiplex and cascade filters, illustrated

schematically in Figure 2. Due to time and system

limitations, we used simplified versions of the bagging and

boosting algorithms, both of which generate component
filters based upon different training data sampling

procedures, to construct multiplex and cascade filters

respectively.

A multiplex filter \s a filter made up of constituent filters F],

where the multiplex filter accepts the unlabeled document

(and classifies it as positive) based on some interpretation

of the independent scoring of each constituent filter F). In

fact, there are many possible, alternative methods for

interpreting the score of a set of filters, ranging from some
simple combination of binary outcomes (e.g., the sum of

the "votes" of each filter) to a weighted, possibly non-

independent scoring based on the interaction of filters. In

our experiments, we chose the simplest approach and

accepted a document if the document was accepted by

any one of the constituent filters.

On the other hand, a cascade filter \s an ensemble filter

that consists of an ordered list of filters {Fi, Fn}, where
each filter, F,, consists of two outputs: one corresponding

to the positive class and the other corresponding to the

negative or fallout class. Each constituent filter F, is linked

to the fallout class of the filter F-i. An unlabeled document
is processed by each filter Fi in left-to-right fashion. Should

any filter accept the document, processing terminates and

the unlabeled document is accepted by the ensemble
filter. Otherwise, the subsequent filter F,+) processes the

unlabeled document in a similar fashion. This process

repeats until either some constituent filter has accepted

the document or no filter has.

I,TF,(t)

Rocchio(t) = IDF(t) x ^^^^

Rocct)ioFQ( t) = IDF(t) x

lF,(t)

R

D K./,> / /
N-R + 2 , .R + 1

Prob 1(t) = log(——-—- - 1) - log(— 1)
N,-R, + 1

Prob2(t) = log(R , + 1)* Prob1(t)

R,

Where,

IDF(t)= ^ + log ^
TF^(t) = Frequency of term t or how many times the term

appears in document d

N = Number of documents in the reference corpus

Ni = Number of documents in the reference

corpus that contain term /

R = Number of relevant documents

R, = Number of relevant documents containing term /

Method
X

Terms
CC Roc RocFQ Probi Prob2

10 X X X X X
25 X X X X X
30 X X
50 X X X X X
80 X X X X X
100 X X X X X
120 X X X X X
150 X X X X X
180 X X
200 X X X X X
260 X X
300 X X X X X
340 X X
400 X X X X X
450 X X
500 X X

Figure 3. Term- Extraction Formulae

Table 5. Term Count and Extraction Method Combinations

In the case of ensemble filters, we used two different

construction approaches for our TREC-2001 submitted

runs (both of which are outlined below): one based upon
the iterative modeling of fallout examples, which is a
simplified version of boosting; the other based upon cross-

validation, which is a simplified version of bagging. We
used n-fold cross-validation [7] to choose the construction

and aggregation method and make other representational

decisions, such as which of several term-extraction

methods and term counts to use.

3.1.1. Cross-validation to Construct Monolithic RIters

For ease of presentation, prior to describing ensemble
filter construction algorithms, we review how cross-

validation was used to construct monolithic filters.

Monolithic filters served as our baseline submission. The
presentation is made more concrete by using the TREC-
2001 filtering problem—the Reuters 1996 dataset.

For all submissions, the training corpus was divided into

four folds. More specifically, the Reuters 1996 training

corpus of twelve days was partitioned into four subsets

denoted by Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4, where each quarter

consisted of a non-overlapping sequential sampling of a

subset of the full training dataset.

Monolithic filters were constructed using either (a) the

topic descriptions alone, which we subsequently refer to

as lopic filters," or (b) the training corpus. To construct

topic filters, we extracted filter terms from the topic

descriptions and set thresholds using a beta-gamma
optimization on three quarters of the data, while the

unseen quarter was used as a blind test. This led to a

utility measure for the test quarter. This experiment was
repeated for each quarter, thereby generating four utility

measures Ui, U2, U3, U4- The average was taken of these

four utility measures resulting in a utility measure,

AvgTopicU, for the corresponding topic filter.

On the other hand, when constructing monolithic filters

from training examples, we examined the results of

various thesaurus extraction methods and corresponding

term counts and chose an optimal filter representation

based upon its cross validation performance. See Table 5
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for a list of all combinations of thesaurus extraction

methods and term counts that were examined for our

TREC-2001 submissions. Note that the label "CC" in the

Table stands for "CLARIT Classic," a proprietary term-

extraction method. Our implementations of the methods

we refer to as "Rocchio" ("Roc"), "RocchioFQ" ("RocFQ"),

"Probi," and "Prob2," are given in Figure 3.

In practice, given a training dataset that is partitioned into

four folds, Q1, Q2, Q3, and 04 (for the purposes of our

experiments), this optimization procedure translates into

taking each combination of thesaurus extraction method E
and number of terms N and performing the following

steps:

For each topic T

1 . Repeat steps 2 to 6 for all combinations {E, N}

listed in Table 5, thereby generating an average

utility for each combination.

2. Do thesaurus extraction on Q1+02 with the {E, N}

combination.

3. Optimize the threshold for 7 using beta-gamma
threshold optimization over Q3.

4. Do a blind test on 04 generating a utility value U4.

5. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for alternative combinations of

Q1, 02, 03, Q4, insuring that each database

subset is used as a blind test at most once. This

leads to a utility value for each database subset of

Ui, Us, U3, U4.

6. Set average utility for this combination of [E, N]

AvgMonoUXo Average(Ui, U2, U3, U4).

7. Select the combination {E, N} that provides the

highest average utility as the optimal means of

generating a monolithic filter for this topic 7.

A utility measure for each fold of the dataset can be

il generated using various combinations of extraction folds

' and optimization folds, however, for our experiments, we
limited our exploration to the following: [Q1=3, Q2=4,

03=2, 04=1; 01=1, 02=3, 03=4, 04=2; 01=2, 02=4,
03=1, 04=3; 01=1, 02=2, 03=3, 04=4^, where /, 2, 3,

' and 4 denote the folds in the training dataset and O,

denote the variables used in the above algorithm. In

I

deciding between modeling a topic using a monolithic filter

I

or a topic filter, we choose the filter with the highest

I

average utility scores on the four-fold datasets (i.e.,

' AvgMonoU ar\d AvgTopicU). Prior to running the selected

filters on the eleven months of test data, the system
retrains each filter using the entire twelve days of training,

where the filter thresholds are set using the beta-gamma
method on linear utility, T10U, over the entire training

dataset.

3.1.2. Ensemble Filter Construction Algorithms

For our TREC-2001 submissions we developed one
Ij construction algorithm for each of the two ensemble-filter

I types used. Since the construction algorithm for multiplex

filters is closely related to that for monolithic filter

construction (described above), we begin by presenting

multiplex filter construction. This algorithm is a simplified

!|
version of bagging, whereby each filter is constructed from

I a sampled subset of the training data based upon an n-

fold partitioning of the data. This is in contrast to the more
commonly used approach for bagging, where each filter is

constructed from a randomly generated dataset. In this

case each filter's training dataset is generated by

randomly drawing, with replacement, a specified number
of examples from the training dataset (typically equal to

the size of the training data). We adapted the simpler

strategy based on n-folds due to time and system
limitations.

For our current experiments, each topic was modeled
using a multiplex filter consisting of four component filters

(unless there was insufficient training data for the topic),

where each filter was constructed using steps 2 to 6 in the

algorithm for constructing monolithic filters (above), i.e.,

one filter corresponding to each fold in the training data.

Unlike the monolithic run (where the final monolithic filters

were trained on the entire training dataset), the component
filters in the multiplex filter were trained on two quarters of

the training data, while the threshold was optimized using

the beta-gamma method on the third quarter.

Figure 4 gives a screen shot of a multiplex filter that was
constructed for topic 39 using the CLARIT AW Toolkit. It

presents a multiplex filter consisting of four component
filters (each depicted as a node) that were constructed

using four different subsets of the training dataset. The
folds that were used to generate these subsets are

depicted as nodes in the top portion of the screen shot.

On the other hand, the construction algorithm for cascade

filters in our TREC2001 submissions is a simplified version

of tx)osting (a version of boosting based upon sampling).

The focus of these methods is to produce a series of

filters. The training set used for each filter in the series is

chosen based on the performance of earlier filters in the

series. In boosting, examples that are incorrectly

classified by previous filters in the series are chosen more
often to train subsequent filters than examples that were

correctly classified. Thus boosting attempts to generate

filters that are better able to predict examples for which the

current ensemble's performance is poor.

For our experiments, we adapted a simplified, rather

radical, approach to boosting, whereby each example that

was correctly modeled using the current ensemble was
not used in the construction of subsequent filters. As a

result of this simplification, different stopping criteria were

required to ensure termination of the algorithm. These are

presented subsequently.

The approach to constructing a cascade filter for a topic T
involves a number of steps and assumes as input three

datasets D1, D2, and D3, which are respectively used for

thesaurus extraction, threshold optimization, and blind

testing. These datasets could correspond to the following

folds in the training data: Q1+02, 03, and 04 respectively.

In this case the training dataset is split into four

subsets/folds. The algorithm consists of two threads: the

extraction thread and the threshold setting or optimization

thread. Each thread results in the construction of its own
cascade filter, namely, Cexiracuon and Copi- The algorithm is

presented in stepwise fashion in Figure 6, where the left

and right hand sides of the figure depict the extraction

thread and optimization thread respectively. The
algorithm is iterative in nature, whereby the first filter in the

cascade, ClExtmcuon, is constructed using the positive topic
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Figure 4. Example of a Multiplex Filter for Topic 39, witfi Performance Illustrated on the Training Corpus

Figure 5. Example of a Cascade Filter for Topic 39, with Performance Illustrated on the Training Corpus
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examples in the extraction dataset D1 (Step 1 in Figure 6).

This cascade corresponds to the extraction cascade

CExiracton- In Order to set the threshold for C1 Extraction, a

second cascade filter (i.e., the optimization cascade) is

constructed. The first constituent filter in this cascade is

simply a copy of C1 Extraction and is denoted as C1opt- To
avoid clutter in Figure 6, the Extraction and Opf suffixes

are dropped from the component filters names. The
threshold for C1opt is set using the beta-gamma method
based upon the linear utility over the optimization dataset

D2 (Step 2 in Figure 6). The threshold of the ClExtraction

filter is set to the optimized threshold of C1opi-

Subsequently, the fallout documents from C1 (i.e., positive

examples from D1 that are rejected by ClExtraction) are used

to construct the second filter C2Extraction in the cascade,

provided various continuation conditions are met. These
include: the number of documents in the fallout of

ClExtraction Is greater than a minimum number of

documents required to construct a filter; the linear utility of

the C1opi over the optimization dataset is positive. The
above steps of constituent filter extraction and threshold

optimization (on the fallout of each preceding filter) are

repeated as long as the continuation conditions are

satisfied. Once any continuation conditions fail, all the

positive outputs of the constituent filters of the extraction

cascade CExtraction are connected to a union filter (2"'^-Last

Step in Figure 6). Subsequently this cascade filter is

applied to the D3 dataset and a utility measure is obtained

(Last Step in Figure 6).

Figure 5 presents a screen shot of the extraction cascade
for topic 39 of the Reuters Corpus. Each filter in the

cascade, in this figure, is associated with a precision-recall

curve.

The above procedure is repeated such that each quarter

of the training dataset serves as a blind test (D3) at most
once. This results in a utility measure for each quarter.

An average of these four values is then taken, resulting in

an average utility, AvgCascU, for this cascade filter. This

value serves as a comparison to other approaches used

for modeling a topic. Should the cascade filter be chosen
(based upon average utility) to model a topic, the cascade
filter is first re-trained using three quarters of the data for

extraction (D1), while the fourth quarter is used for

threshold optimization (D2) and a blind test is carried out

on the test dataset.

3.2. Test Configuration

We submitted two batch filtering runs: one where each
topic was represented by a single or monolithic filter

(CLT10BFA); the other, which we call the "rainbow run"

(CLTWBFB), where each topic was represented by using

one (the best) of either a topic, monolithic, multiplex, or

cascade filter. Note that for both submission runs, beta

was set to 0.1 and gamma was set to 0.05. The minimum
number of documents required for filter construction in

ensemble filters was set to five. In both cases, we chose
the final representation for a topic based on which of the

alternative choices yielded the highest average cross-

validation utility.

in the construction of cascaded filters, the representation

of each constituent filter was globally set to the optimally

determined representation for monolithic filters. Since the

average cross-validation utility for both monolithic and

multiplex filters corresponds to the same value, a further

evaluation criterion was necessary. To decide between
these two approaches, we re-trained a corresponding

monolithic filter using the entire twelve days of training.

The beta-gamma method was used to optimize the

threshold of the resulting monolithic filter. This re-trained

filter was subsequently used for retrieval over the twelve

days of training data and a corresponding global utility was
calculated. Similarly, the extracted multiplex filter was
used to filter documents from the twelve days of training

and a corresponding global utility calculated. The
approach with the highest global utility was chosen as the

approach to model the associated topic.

As a benchmark for our ensemble approaches, we carried

out a batch filtering experiment using our traditional

information retrieval system in conjunction with an
optimization strategy for identifying the term extraction

method and term count similar to that outlined above. This

experiment modeled each topic using a monolithic filter.

3.3. Test Results

Table 6 presents a summary of various batch filtering runs

in terms of the linear utility (T10U) and normalized linear

utility (T10SU). Row one of this table presents the median
of all submitted runs (from all groups) for TREC-2001
batch filtering. The second and third rows summarize the

results for our two submitted runs. Our official

heterogeneous or rainbow submission had an average

normalized utility of 0.152 and F-utility of 3371. The
CLT10BFC run represents the result of our benchmark
run, which was inadvertently not submitted.

In the context of this year's task, our Batch results are

weak. In follow-up analyses, we determined that some of

the performance shortfalls were due to processing errors

under our control. For example, the test data had become
corrupted in our translation of the NIST sources into our

processing format; this led to our losing actual test

documents, which naturally limited our results in some
cases. In another more serious case, we inadvertently

failed to reset a critical system parameter—one that sets

an upper bound on the number of documents that are

considered in any set of documents to be compared to a
topic profile—when the system moved from training to

testing data. In effect, we only considered about one-third

of the test documents that should have been considered

as candidates for matching each topic. This particular

problem affected both our routing-based baseline run and
our heterogeneous run. When we corrected these

problems and re-ran over the correct version of the testing

data, we saw immediate improvement in both runs. In

particular the heterogeneous approach improved by about

60% (from 0.152 to 0.239 normalized utility), making it

essentially indistinguishable from our routing-based

results. The CLT10BFA2, CLT10BFB2, and CLT10BFC2
runs correspond to re-runs of our official submissions and

our benchmark run, respectively, where both the dataset

errors and the critical retrieval parameter have been

corrected. Here, our benchmark run yields a performance

of 0.257.

The remainder of Table 6 relates to some post-TREC
experiments that addressed various problems that

occurred during the preparation of our final submissions.
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Run Description T10SU T10U

Median for all Submitted Runs N/A

Submitted Results
UL 1 1 UtsrM 0.147 N/A

PI TmRFR 0.152 3371

Post-TREC Runs

PI T1 nRPAO
1 lUDrM^ 5834

0.210 4925

CLT10BFC 5453

CLT10BFC2 0.257 5895

GlobalCascade 0.220 5323

LocalCascade 0.195 4882

Multiplex 0.225 5665

Table 6. Results of Post-TREC Batcfi Experiments

These experiments were all conducted on the corrected

dataset and with properly set retrieval parameters.

GlobalCascade relates to a run where each topic is

represented using a cascade filter where the extraction

method and associated term count for each constituent

filter in the cascade has a fixed setting. In particular, all

constituent filters in the cascade are given the same
settings as were determined to be optimal for the

corresponding monolithic filter for the topic (in

CLT10BFA2). LocalCascade denotes an experiment

where each topic is represented using a cascade filter. In

this case the extraction method and associated term count

for each constituent filter in the cascade is optimized

locally. Multiplex relates to an experiment where each

filter is represented using a multiplex filter.

3.4. Observations

Our work in batch filtehng this year represented an initial

attempt at the construction of ensemble filters. Due to

system limitations and time constraints, our expehments
were accomplished using simplified versions of bagging

and boosting algorithms for the construction of multiplex

and cascade filters respectively. Even though the

performance of the current system is only comparable to

the TREC median, performance should improve with full

implementations of bagging and boosting algorithms along

with more comprehensive experimentation. Current work

is addressing both of these issues.

Though our proposed approaches to ensemble filters

model subtopic structure, albeit in a limited fashion, a

more natural means of identifying and thereby

representing topic structure can be achieved using

clustering. This forms a very important part to our current

work in this area.

Our analysis suggests that ensemble filters perform better

than monolithic filters for certain classes of topics. To
take advantage of the potential boost in performance that

would come from topic structuring, any operational system
would have to be able to predict whether a particular

filtering task (topic) is best modeled via a monolithic or an
ensemble filter. Our hypothesis is that, if there is

sufficient training data (or relevance judgments in a

running filter), then multiplex filters will outperform

monolithic ones. In such cases, then, the task becomes
choosing between multiplex and cascade approaches.

Our hypothesis is that cascading is optimal when the topic

is vague or diffuse. Thus, to make a principled decision

about which approach to select, we need a means of

diagnosing topic structure. We have begun work on the

development of a simple method to accomplish this.

In our report at the TREC 2001 Meeting, we described

retrospective results that simulated such an ideal choice

—

essentially, the best performing method for each topic as

seen in the homogeneous runs represented by our

baseline monolithic run (CLT10BFB2), our multiplex run

(Multiplex), and our cascade run (GlobalCascade)—which

we called "MadMax." A striking feature of the MadMax
simulation run was the remarkable performance of

cascade filters in the case of twelve topics, significantly

exceeding the reported official TREC maximum results.

We feel obligated to report now that in work since the time

of the Meeting, we have not been able to duplicate the

extraordinary performance of the cascade runs and now
believe we had corrupted data in reporting those results.

In repeated experiments with cascade filters—albeit with

the limited conditions we employed in our original runs

—

we have achieved individual topic performance that equals

or exceeds the reported TREC maximum on six topics; but

only one of these is significantly better than the maximum.

We continue to believe that successful, robust filtering

(especially in distinction to classification) will require topic-

specific optimizations, including topic structuring. We
have only just begun to explore this problem. We will

continue to develop topic-structuring techniques and apply

them in future TREC experiments.
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Abstract

This paper presents the system used by CLIPS-IMAG to perform the Shot Boundary De-

tection (SBD) task of the Video track of the TREC-10 conference. Cut detection is performed

by computing image difference after motion compensation. Dissolve detection is performed by

the comparison of the norm over the whole image of the first and second temporal derivatives.

An output filter is added in order to clean the data of both detector and to merge them into a

consistent output. This system also has a special module for detecting photographic fiashes and

filtering them as erroneous "cuts". Results obtained for the TREC-10 evaluation are presented.

The system appear to perform in a very good way for cut transitions and within the average for

gradual transitions.

1 Introduction

Temporal video segmentation has very important applications in video document indexing and

retrieval, in information or emission type filtering and in video document browsing among many
others. It must be distinguished from spatial (extracting objects) and spatio-temporal (tracking

objects) segmentations that will not be considered here (even though probably also useful for video

document indexing). This work focuses solely on the segmentation of the image track of video

documents. The segmentation process consists mainly in detecting "transition effects" between

"homogeneous segments" (shots), the definition of which is rather application-dependent. Transi-

tion eflFects may be roughly classified into three categories:

• "cuts" : sharp transitions between two consecutive images, the second image is completely or

almost completely different from the first one,

• "dissolves" : continuous transition between two continuous sequences by a progressive linear

combination of them (this includes "fades in" and "fades out"),

• "others" : all other type of transitions, including all possible special effects.

Several levels of difficulty arise within the global segmentation task:
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• The most easy and low level is to find "cuts" and "dissolves" between almost static images.

Specific filters can be quite easily designed for this task.

• More difficult is the detection of "dissolves" in the general case and other effects (such as

wipes for instance). Higher level tools can also be developed for detecting such difficult to

find transitions or as well these and the simple ones simultaneously [1].

• Finally, the highest level of difficulty is to find among the identified transitions or segments,

which of them are significant at the semantic level (possibly hierarchically) in order to be

able to structure the document [2].

The transition effect definition is not always straightforward and may depend upon the target

applications. For instance, it has been decided in our case that cuts, even obvious, appearing

inside "visual jingles" and stroboscopic effects should not be counted as actual cuts. All effects

are counted only if they correspond to a transition for the whole image. Superimposed text, small

images and logos aj)pearance and disappearance are not counted as transition effects.

Many automated tools for the temporal segmentation of video streams have been already pro-

posed. It is possible to find some papers that are providing state of the art of such methods [3] [4]

[5]. In this paper, we describe the temporal video segmentation system used by CLIPS-IMAG to

perform the Shot Boundary Detection (SBD) task of the Video track of the TREC-10 conference.

This system was first developed at the LIMSI-CNRS laboratory and was then improved at the

CLIPS-IMAG laboratory. It detects "cut" transitions by direct image comparison after motion

compensation and "dissolve" transitions by comparing the norms of the first and second temporal

derivatives of the images. This system also has a special module for detecting photographic flashes

and filtering them as erroneous "cuts" . It is globally organized according to a (software) dataflow

approach and Figure 1 shows its architecture.

Video

Input

Simple

Image difference

I
Motion compensated

Image difference

Peak intensity

Detector

Cut

Detector

Flash

Detector

Dissolve detector

Flash

Information

Cut

Boundaries

Dissolve

Boundaries

Figure 1: System architecture

The original version of this system was evaluated using the INA corpus and the standard

protocol [6] (http://asim.lip6.fr/AIM/corpus/aiml/indexE.html) developed in the context of

the GTIU working group on multimedia indexing of the ISIS French research group on images and
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signal processing. The TREC-10 SBD task partly reused this test protocol (with a different test

corpus).

2 Cut detection by Image Comparison after Motion Compensa-
tion

This system was originally designed in order to evaluate the interest of using image comparison

with motion compensation for video segmentation. It has been complemented afterward with a

photographic flash detector and a dissolve detector.

2.1 Image Difference with Motion Compensation

Direct image difference is the simplest way for comparing two images and then to detect disconti-

nuities (cuts) in video documents. Such difference however is very sensitive to intensity variation

and to motion. This is why an image difference after motion compensation (and also gain and

offset compensation) has been used here.

Motion compensation is performed using an optical flow technique [7] which is able to align

both images over an intermediate one. This particular technique has the advantage to provide a

high quality, dense, global and continuous matching between the images. Once the images have

been optimally aligned, a global difference with gain and offset compensation is computed.

Since the image alignment computation is rather costly, it is actually computed only if the

simple image difference with gain and offset compensation alone has a high enough value (i.e. only

if there is significant motion within the scene). Also, in order to reduce the computation cost, the

differences (with and without motion compensation) are computed on reduced size images (typically

96 X 72 for the PAL video format). A possible cut is detected if both the direct and the motion

compensated differences are above an adaptive threshold.

In order for the system to be able to find shot continuity despite photographic flashes, the direct

and motion compensated image difference modules does not only compare consecutive frames but

also, if needed, frames separated by one or two intermediate frames.

2.2 Photographic flash detection

A photographic flash detector feature was implemented in the system since flashes are very frequent

in TV news (for which this system was originally designed for) and they induce many segmentation

errors. Flash detection has also an interest apart from the segmentation problem since shots with

high flash density indicates a specific type of event which is an interesting semantic information.

The flash detection is based on an intensity peak detector which identify 1- or 2-frame long

peaks of the average image intensity and a filter which uses this information as well as the output

of the image difference computation modules. A 1- or 2-frame long flash is detected if there is

a corresponding intensity peak and if the direct or motion compensated difference between the

previous and following frames are below a given threshold. Flash information may be output

toward another destination. In the segmentation system, it is used for filtering the detected "cut"

transitions.
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3 Dissolve detection

Dissolve effects are the only continuous transition effects detected by this system. The method is

very simple: a dissolve effect is detected if the Li norm (Minkowski distance with exponent 1) of

the first image derivative is high enough compared to the Li norm of the second image derivative

(this checks that the pixel intensities roughly follows a linear but non constant function of the frame

number). This actually detects only dissolve effects between constant or slowly moving shots. This

first criterion is computed in the neighborhood (± 3 frames) of each frame and a filter is then

applied (the effect must be detected or almost detected in several consecutive frames).

4 Output filtering

A final step enforces consistency between the output of the cut and dissolve detectors according to

specific rules. For instance, if a cut is detected within a dissolve, depending upon the length of the

dissolve and the location of the cut within it, it may be decided either to keep only one of them or

to keep both but moving one extremity of the dissolve so that it occurs completely before or after

the cut.

The system is designed for having the capability to evolve by including within its dataflow

architectme new feature detection modules and new decision modules. It may also output other

data than segmentation information like detection of photographic flashes or other features.

5 Evaluation using the TREC test data

The results for two variants of the CLIPS system were submitted for the TREC SBD task. These

variants differ only in the value of some control (tlu-eshold) parameters. They are laleled "CLIPS- 1"

and "CLIPS-2" (CL-1 and CL-2 in the tables) respectively. The first one corresponds to the original

parameters of the system (which was tuned for French TV news segmentation). The second one

was set with lower thresholds in order to try a configmration with a higher recall, possibly resulting

also into a lower precision. The threshold parameters were changed only for the cut detection

part. None of the tlu-eshold parameters were tuned using the part of the TREC- 10 corpus, neither

with the data used for system evaluation, nor with the data unused for system evaluation. Shot

boundary detection was performed on all of the test data specified for the TREC- 10 SBD task in

from 5 to 10 times real time (using a Pentium III @ 800 MHz), depending upon the documents'

content.

The results are presented on the basis of the final version of reference data and comparison

software which give slightly diff"erent results from the draft version. Only the system which provided

results for the whole test set are compared with our system. These include two systems from Fudan

University, China (FU-1 and FU-2), two systems from IBM Almaden Research Center, USA (IBM-1

and IBM-2), one system from Imperial College - London, UK (ICKM), one system from Microsoft

Research, China (MSSD), one system from Glasgow University, UK (MB-Frequency, MBF), and

two systems from University of Amsterdam and TNO, the Netherlands (Media Mill, MM-1 and

MM-2). Global deletion and insertion rates, recall and precision on all files (2061 cuts, 1108 gradual,
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3169 total transitions for a total of 624267 frames in 42 video documents) are used as a synthetic

data and are presented in table 1.

Cuts CL-1 CL-2 FU-1 FU-2 IBM-1 IBM-2 ICKM MBF MSSD MM-1 MM-2
Del. 0.012 0.011 0.030 0.030 0.021 0.035 0.065 0.184 0.072 0.053 0.091

Ins. 0.105 0.293 0.040 0.040 0.038 0.037 0.112 0.568 0.074 0.358 0.117

Rec. 0.988 0.989 0.970 0.970 0.979 0.965 0.935 0.816 0.928 0.947 0.909

Pre. 0.904 0.771 0.961 0.961 0.963 0.963 0.893 0.590 0.926 0.726 0.886

Grad. CL-1 CL-2 FU-1 FU-2 IBM-1 IBM-2 ICKM MBF MSSD MM-1 MM-2
Del. 0.293 0.291 0.379 0.402 0.268 0.230 0.360 0.963 0.306 0.222 0.554

Ins. 0.566 0.565 0.241 0.214 0.447 0.589 0.433 0.000 0.375 0.388 0.067

Rec. 0.707 0.709 0.621 0.597 0.732 0.770 0.640 0.037 0.694 0.778 0.446

Pre. 0.555 0.555 0.72O 0.736 0.621 0.566 0.596 1.000 0.649 0.667 0.870

All CL-1 CL-2 FU-1 FU-2 IBM-1 IBM-2 ICKM MBF MSSD MM-1 MM-2
Del. 0.110 0.109 0.152 0.160 0.107 0.103 0.168 0.457 0.154 0.112 0.253

Ins. 0.266 0.388 0.110 0.101 0.181 0.230 0.224 0.369 0.179 0.368 0.100

Rec. 0.890 0.891 0.848 0.840 0.893 0.897 0.832 0.543 0.846 0.888 0.747

Pre. 0.770 0.697 0.885 0.893 0.832 0.796 0.788 0.595 0.825 0.707 0.882

Table 1: Global results for the SBD TREC-10 evaluation, deletion and insertion rates, precision

and recall for '"cut", gradual and all transitions.

Table 1 results shows that our attempt to increase the recall (or decrease the deletion rate)

of the "cut" transitions by reducing the thresholds between the variants CL-1 and CL-2 of our

system completely failed while the precision was severely decreased (or the insertion rate severely

increased). Also, the ratio between insertions and deletions is of 9:1 for CL-1 and of 27:1 for CL-2,

which is highly asymmetrical. The reason is probably that our system CL-1 was already a highly

"recall oriented" system designed to minimize the deletion rate while keeping the insertion rate

reasonable (this choice was justified by the hypothesis that over-segmentation can be identified and

removed in further steps and may not be very penalizing in most applications while, once missed,

transitions cannot easily be detected again and their miss may be penalizing for applications).

However such a ratio was not expected (CL-I was tuned for about a 5:1 ratio on French TV news)

and neither was the absence of any improvement in the insertion rate (or recall). The results show

that the transitions missed by our system cannot be recovered with the approach used whatever

the threshold choice. However, for both variants, the deletion rate is very low (about 1 %). It is

about twice lower than the one of the following best system (IBM-1 with about 2 %) and four times

lower that the average of all systems.

For gradual transitions, our system shows roughly a 3:1 insertions to deletions ratio (table 1).

However, our system is designed to detect only "dissolve" gradual transitions and the deletion rate

relative to "dissolve" transitions alone might be lower and, therefore, the actual ratio higher. There

is little difference between CL-1 and CL-2 systems since there is no change in the thresholds for the

dissolve detector. The minor diflference comes from indirect eff"ects of diff"erences in cut detection

via the output filter. The performance of CL-2 appear to be slightly better for CL-2 but the overall

performance is much better for CL-1.

The insertion and deletion rates for all systems appear to be much higher for gradual transitions
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than for cuts for all systems (a 10:1 ratio typically). Since cuts are only about twice as numerous

as gradual transitions, the effect of errors on gradual transitions strongly dominates in the errors

for all transitions (table 1).

Systems are hard to compare since the results include two independent measures: insertion and

deletion rates (or precision and recall) and systems have an extremely variable insertions to deletions

ratio: from 9:1 for CL-1 (excluding CL-2) for CL-1 down to 1:1 for MSSD (for cuts). However,

deletion rates should be compared for an equivalent insertion rate or vice versa or, alternatively, they

should be compared at a point for which both values are identical or in a pre-defined ratio. None of

these performance indexes is significant without considering simultaneously the other independent

variable. Currently, the TREC-10 SBD result data does not provide any single synthetic measure

allowing to rank the systems.

Ruiloba et al. [6] proposed three different global indexes: the "error rate" which is the sum of

insertion and deletion rates, "quality" which is equivalent to a weighted sum of them giving more

importance to deletions than to insertions and "correction probability" which has the drawback of

giving a lot more importance to deletions than to insertions, weighting them respectively with the

total number of frames minus the number of transitions and the number of transitions alone. All

of these measures have their bias and none was selected for TREC-10 SBD evaluation. Moreover,

the one chosen would have to be known in advance so that the systems can be tuned appropriately

(in terms of precision versus recall compromise) to it.

The best solution would have been that results be given for all systems for a wide range of

insertions to deletions ratios (by varying internal threshold parameters) in order to produce a

sound Recall x Precision curve. This would have allowed a more objective system performance

comparison using for instance: precision at a given recall, recall at a given precision, or any of them

for a fixed precision to recall ratio (or similar indexes using insertion and deletion rates instead of

precision and recall). This was not possible because the test framework did not permit to provide

a ranked list of detected transitions and allowed only two system output per institution.

We did, however, run our system with many different parameter sets (by varying only one

global parameter, according to which all other vary simultaneously), we evaluate each run with the

same software and reference data and were able to draw Recall x Precision and Deletion rate x

Insertion rate diagrams which permitted to compare our system to all others. Both the cuts and

global transition control parameters were varied here unlike in the two officially submitted runs into

which ony the cuts control parameters were varied. Figures 2 and 3 shows on the same diagram

the curve obtained by varying the CLIPS-IMAG system parameters and the points corresponding

to all other systems. Figures 4 and 5 shows more detail results in the Deletion x Insertion plane.

From these data, it appears that when comparing the CLIPS system to the nine other systems

(or the six other systems if we take only the best one for each institution that submitted two runs),

it ranks:

• 2nd of ten (respectively 2nd of seven) for cuts,

• 5th of nine (respectively 3rd of six) for gradual transitions,

• 3rd of ten (respectively 2nd of seven) for all transitions,
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The Recall x Precision and Deletion x Insertion curves do not appear to be monotonous as

they usually are. This is because they are not obtained from a ranked list of detected transition

but rather by modifying a set of parameters according to a single global control one. The combined

effect of these various parameters, each controlling subsystems that interact with each other for

adding or removing transition, explains these unusual results, possibly indicating a non optimal

dependence of the several i)arameters from the global control one. For extreme values of the global
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control parameter, there is a loss both on recall and precision simultaneously, possibly indicating

also unrealistic conditions of operation for the system.

6 Conclusion

This paper ha^ presented the system used by CLIPS-IMAG to perform the Shot Boundary Detection

(SBD) task of the Video track of the TREC-10 conference. It implements cut detection using image

difference after motion compensation and dissolve detection by the comparison of the norm over

the whole image of the first and second temporal derivatives. It also incorporate an output filter to

clean the data of both detector and to merge them into a consistent output, and a special module

for detecting photographic flashes and filtering them as erroneous "cuts" . Shot boundary detection

was performed on all of the test data specified for the task in from 5 to 10 times real time, depending

upon the documents content. The CLIPS system appear to perform in a very good way for cut

transitions and in the average for gradual transitions.
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1. Overview

For the 2001 round of TREC, the TED group of CSIRO participated and completed runs in two

tracks: web and interactive.

Our primary goals in the Web track participation were two-fold: A) to confirm our earlier finding

[1] that anchor text is useful in a homepage finding task, and B) to provide an interactive search

engine style interface to searching the WTlOg data. In addition, three title-only runs were

submitted, comparing two different implementations of stemming to unstemmed processing of

the raw query. None of these runs used pseudo relevance feedback.

In the interactive track, our investigation was focused on whether there exists any correlation

between delivery (searching/presentation) mechanisms and searching tasks. Our experiment

involved three delivery mechanisms and two types of searching tasks. The three delivery

mechanisms are: a ranked list interface, a clustering interface, and an integrated interface with

ranked list, clustering structure, and Expert Links. The two searching tasks are searching for an

individual document and searching for a set of documents. Our experiment result shows that

subjects usually used only one delivery mechanism regardless of the searching task. No delivery

mechanism was found to be superior for any particular task, the only difference was the time used

to complete a search, that favored the ranked list interface.

2. Web Track

For the topic relevance runs, an index was built in a similar way to TREC-9. The PADRE99
retrieval system was used. Stemming and stopword elimination were not applied and sequences

of letters and or digits were considered as indexable words. Words occurring in titles, metadata

fields (if any), URL strings and in referring anchor text were distinguished in the index both from

each other and from the normal document text. In order to keep the (compressed) index file under

the 2gB filesize limit, only the first 3500 words in each document were indexed. Indexing took

just under 2 hours elapsed time on a Dell Latitude C600 laptop with an 850 MHz processor and

512MB of RAM.

When processing queries, the Okapi BM25 relevance function used in TREC-9 was employed.

Query-time stemming was employed in title-only automatic runs csiroOawal amd csiroOawa3 but

not in csiro0awa2.

Performance of the search-engine style interactive interface to WTlOg searching was quite

acceptable despite the computation involved in extracting documents for display. Hawking and
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Craswell took half of the topics each and interacted with the interface for an average of 5-6

minutes per topic while attempting to develop a set of good queries. Each query was saved for

later batch processing and submission.

On the homepage finding task, run csiroOawhl used exactly the same index and query processing

machinery as did run csiroOawa2 in the topic relevance task. Results in the homepage finding

task were much better than in the topic relevance task.

Homepage finding run csiroOawh2 corresponded to the machinery used in runs described in [1].

A perl script was used to extract anchor text from all the WTlOg documents and collect it in

pseudo documents named after the target URL. Later, pseudo documents corresponding to

documents outside WTlOg were removed and a PADRE99 index was built. The unstemmed

queries were then processed against this unstemmed index using straightforward Okapi BM25
scoring( taking no account of URLs, or document structure.)

3. Interactive Track

3.1. Introduction

People search information for various purposes/tasks, and information retrieval systems are

targeting their searching technologies to specific tasks. For example, some search mechanisms are

good at content finding, and some others are good at homepage finding or online service

finding[2,3]. An interesting question is whether a user can recognize the special merits of a search

mechanism and take advantage of them for his/her searching tasks accordingly.

In this experiment, we conducted a user study in an attempt to gain a better understanding of

users' mental model of searching mechanisms and users' searching tasks. Particularly, we
investigated the following three research questions:

• If a user has a set of available searching mechanisms and a set of searching tasks, would the

user be able to select a suitable mechanism that is optimal for that searching task?

• If a user has a set of available searching mechanisms and is aware of the advantages of each

mechanism for certain types of searching tasks, would the user select the one that is optimal

for that searching task?

• Can we improve a user's searching performance by guiding the user to use a suitable

searching mechanism for a specific task?

3.2. Experimental setting

3.2.1. Topic

We selected eight searching topics from the TREC-10 interactive track. The eight search topics

are:

1 . Tell me three categories of people who should or should not get a flu shot and why.

2. Find a website likely to contain reliable information on the effect of second-hand smoke.

3. Find three articles that a high school student could use in writing a report on the Titanic.

4. Find three different information resources that may be useful to a high school student in

writing a biography of Sr. Ernest Shackleton.

5. Find a website where I can find material on global warming.

6. I want to visit Antarctica. Find a website with information on organized tours/trips there.
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7.

8.

Identify three interesting places to visit in Perth.

Find two websites that will let me buy a teddy bear online.

The above eight searching topics are of two types:

• Type I topic: Searching for a single document (- the information need can be satisfied by a

single web document), the Topics 1 , 2, 5 and 6 are of this type.

• Type II topic: Searching for a collection of documents (- the information need can be satisfied

by a set of web documents), the Topics 3, 4, 7 and 8 are of this type. (It turns out that Topic 7

can also be satisfied by a document.)

3.2.2. Searching mechanism

In this experiment, we used Teoma (http://www.teoma.com) search engine for backend

information retrieving. We chose it because the three types of search results returned from Teoma
meet our requirements on two selected types of tasks.

Teoma provides the following three searching mechanisms:

• Web page search (ranked list)

This searching mechanism is similar to other web search engines, which return the retrieved

documents as a ranked list.

• Experts' links

When a user wants to collect information about a certain topic, the user may not be the only

one in this world who is interested in this topic. Very likely, someone else may already build

his/her own portal for the topic and make that information available on the internet. If the

user can get this portal directly, he/she will save time by avoiding searching/selecting the

information piece by piece as from the ranked list.

• Web pages by topic (clusters)

With this mechanism, the top ranked documents are grouped into topic/theme related clusters

based on their topic keywords. For example, if a user wants to collect information on "global

warming", the top retrieved documents will be clustered dynamically into the categories like

"Institute", "Science", "Climate Change, Warming Climate" etc. The user can either drill

down to a cluster to get information about a certain topic in depth, or browse a few clusters to

collect information in width. This clustering structure can guide the user to collect the needed

information purposely and avoid selecting/viewing the duplicated documents.

Intuitively, we think the web page search mechanism is suitable for the single document finding

task, while Experts' links and clustering mechanisms are suitable for the information collection

task.

Our experiment focused on users' mental model of their searching tasks and assigned

searching/presentation mechanisms, instead of on the query formulation/reformulation, we chose

to let subjects to perform their searching tasks by using predetermined (canned) queries.

Therefore all subjects of the same searching topic got the same set of retrieved documents. We
expected this would reduce the effect of query variation.

3.2.3. Expe rimental design

We recruited 24 subjects and divided them evenly into three groups. The experimental designs for

each group are as following:
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• Group 1

Subjects were told only about the characteristics of each searching mechanism (as introduced

in Teoma's help page). The aim was to observe whether subjects can recognize their task

difference and choose a suitable searching mechanism accordingly.

• Group 2

Subjects were told about the advantages of each searching mechanism and how they are

related to the type of tasks, but subjects were still free to choose any mechanism for the

search. The aim was to observe whether subjects in this group would select a suitable

searching mechanism for a specific task when they clearly recognize the difference in

searching topics and searching mechanisms.

In Groups 1 & 2, each searching topic is rotated in each searching position. The interface is

similar to that from Teoma (see Figure 1). We developed an interface on the top of Teoma to

keep just three necessary searching mechanisms, so that subjects would not know which search

engine we are using and therefore concentrate on these three testing mechanisms.

• Group 3

For this group of subjects, we developed two interfaces: one interface for supporting the

web page search only (see Figure 2), and the other for supporting the clustering only (see

Figure 3). The searching topics were blocked according to their types. The Latin-square

experiment design was used here - each subject used two interfaces to search a block of

four topics according to a predetermined order. With this experimental design, we try to

compare whether a subject's searching performance would be improved by using a

suitable interface (that we think) for that task.
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3.2.4. Experimental procedure

All experiments followed the following procedure:

1. Pre-search questionnaire

2. Training session

3. A search session (maximal 8 min)

4. Post-search questionnaire

Repeat 3 & 4 until all topics are searched.

5. Exit questionnaire

(The whole procedure took about 1.5 hours.)

3.3. Experimental result

3.3.]. Search Peiformance

All subjects successfully searched all topics within assigned time period. It seems that this year's

searching topics are relatively easy. For each topic, the needed information can usually be found

from the top 5 retrieved documents, though more within-a-site browsing/searching is needed for

Topics 6, 7, and 8.

We can see from Table i that there is no significant difference between each group in terms the

number of document read, either within the same type of topics or across all eight topics. (The

mean across all eight topics for each group is: M(Groupl) = 4.1, M(Group2) = 4.1, M(Group3-

Clus) = 3.9, and M(Group3-List) = 4.1.)

Table 1. The number of documents read by each group

Type I topic Type II to]3ic

Topic 1 2 5 6 Mean 3 4 7 8 Mean

Group] 5.5 3 3 4 3.9 5.4 4.6 3.4 4.4 4.5

Group2 5.8 3.0 2.2 3.6 3.7 4.9 4.7 3.9 4.8 4.6

Group3 Clus 5.9 3.0 3.0 3.3 3.8 4.8 4.7 3.1 3.7 4.1

List 5.9 3.3 2.3 3.3 3.7 4.9 4.7 4.0 4.3 4.5

Table 2 shows the time taken to finish each search session. Overall, subjects from Group3 used

the least time by using the ranked list interface, this is probably because subjects of this interface

got less distraction, they concentrated on one interface, and the quality of this list is very high. In

this table, significant difference only exists between the Group 1 and the list interface of the

Group3.

Table 2. Time to finish each search session (in second)

Type 1 topic Type II topic

Topic 1 2 5 6 Mean 3 4 7 8 Mean

Group] 230.3 184.9 119.6 232.4 191.8 303.1 306.0 146.5 356.

1

277.9

Group2 131.4 132.5 116.9 230.5 152.8 315.6 228.6 243.3 208.0 248.9

Group3 Clus 248.0 162.5 154.5 196.0 190.1 349.8 253.0 192.3 271.5 266.7

List 93.0 125.0 91.3 178.5 122.0 245.0 248.3 125.5 334.3 238.3

To answer our research question 3, we compare subject's performance with the Group 3 by using

either clustering interface or the ranked list interface, we do not see any evidence to show that the

subjects of the clustering interface would finish their searching sessions faster than other

interfaces, and take less effort
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3.3.2. Search Behavior

During the experiment, we observed the following searching behaviors:

• There were generally two browsing strategies used by Group I and Group2 subjects. One
type of subjects read the search result page from top to bottom, and picked up a possibly

relevant document to read along the way. Another type of subjects read and browsed the

search result first, then selected the (possibly most) relevant documents to read. The

distribution of each type is relatively even (52 : 76)'. This may imply that to the first type

of subjects, the ranking is important, while to the second type of subjects, the site

summary is more important.

• To answer our research question I and 2, we went through the recorded screen actions of

subjects fi-om Group 1 and Group2. Generally, subjects of Group I and Group2 checked

the ranked list first, when they could not find satisfactory document(s), then they would

switch to clusters or expert links. Only for a small number of sessions (17 in Group 1 vs.

24 in Group 2) from each group, a searching session was started by using clustering or

expert links. Subjects from Group 2 used more clustering organization and expert links

(63 sessions in Group 2 vs. 47 sessions in Group I ). This may indicate that if the subjects

understand more about the clustering organization and expert links, they would use these

two mechanisms more. A further experiment with more subjects is needed to verify this

claim.

• The interaction with the searching system is mixed up with the usability of a website. For

example, for tourism and shopping topics (topics 6, 7 and 8), the needed information is

usually not brought on the first page. A within-a-site browsing is needed. The searching

success depends on the design of the site, subject's searching habit and luck. For

example, for Topic 8, ten subjects (from Group 1 & 2) read the first ranked document,

only half of them found the needed information; the quickest one took 40 seconds while

the slowest one took 3 minutes. For another example, the first ranked document of the

topic 6 has nearly 10 screens of text, the first screen has a lot of links for browsing, and

the needed information is on the fourth screen. If subjects scroll a lot and read the whole

text (or up to the fourth screen) of the page, they would be able to find the needed

information easily. However some subjects just read the first screen, they then followed

whatever links on the first screen that they were interested in, as a result, they usually got

lost within this site.

• In our post-experimental questionnaire/interview, we asked subjects to describe their

daily searching habits. Generally, subjects recognized that they search for various

purposes, but they usually stick to one search engine. They switch to other search engines

only when they can not get satisfactory results. Only two subjects claimed that they

choose search engines depending on what they are searching. For example, they would

select Google to search someone's homepage, NorthernLight for research documents, and

Yahoo for shopping stuff. (It is not clear if an interface is designed to encourage users to

switch from one service to another, will more users do so?)

3. 3. 3. Subjects 'feedback

Subjects from Group 1 and Group 2 gave similar comments on each mechanism. Here are some

typical examples what they like about each mechanisms and what they dislike each mechanisms.

Pros:

Cluster

• Make it easier to find information related to the search topic

' Group 1 and Group 2 together had 128 searching sessions (8 topics x 16 subjects) in total.
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• Easy to find specific information

• If you can find a useful topic, then you get a good list of useful relevant sites/links

• When the groups are accurate they are very useful for finding multiple sites with similar

content.

• It gave me the opportunity to learn more about the topic.

Web pages

• Highlight the match words

• More detail description of each link, so it helps to search quickly.

• Perhaps contains the "most relevant sites, but also contains many irrelevant sites, but if

you can sift them out, you usually get good results.

Expert Links

• Credible, often lots of links

• Have a page with many good, specific links

Cons:

Cluster

• Can be hard to find a completely relevant topic

Web pages

• Sometimes requires experience to be able to look at the briefs/summaries and quickly

find the useful relevant ones

• Many pages, have to scroll more.

Expert links

• Show only the address, it is better to show a short description of the page.

• Often disorganized, and occasionally just too much information, overwhelming

• Sometimes too specific, not general enough

Most subjects said the searching topics are close to their daily search but these selected topics are

relatively easy. One subject commented: "Overall, most searches were fairly easy and quick.";

and another subject wrote: "I hope I didn't finish it too quickly! It might seem like I was rushing,

but it was just that I found results quickly."

3.4. Conclusion

Based on the experimental results, we can't conclude that users would select a particular

mechanism for a certain type of search tasks, neither we can assume that user's search behavior is

task driven at this stage. Further analysis and research are needed.
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1 Introduction

This paper describes our participation in tiie TREC
Video Retrieval evaluation. Our approach uses two

complementary automatic approaches (the first based

on visual content, the other on transcripts), to be re-

fined in an interactive setting. The experiments fo-

cused on revealing relationships between (1) different

modalities, (2) the amount of human processing, and

(3) the quaUty of the results.

We submitted five runs, summarized in Table 1.

Run 1 is based on the query text and the visual

content of the video. The query text is analyzed to

choose the best detectors, e.g. for faces, names, spe-

cific camera techniques, dialogs, or natural scenes.

Query by example based on detector specific features

(e.g. number of faces, invariant color histograms)

yields the final ranking result.

To assess the additional value of speech content,

we experimented with a transcript generated using

speech recognition (made available by CMU). We
queried the transcribed collection with the topic text

combined with the transcripts of video examples. De-

spite of the error-prone recognition process, the tran-

scripts often provide useful information about the

video scenes. Run 2 combines the ranked output of

Run Description

1 Detector-based, automatic

2 Combined 1-3, automatic

3 Transcript-based, automatic

4 Query articulation, interactive

6 Combined 1-4, interactive, by a lazy user

Table 1: Summary of runs

the speech transcripts with (visual-only) run 1 in an

attempt to improve its results; run 3 is the obligatory

transcript-only run.

Run 4 models a user working with the output of

an automatic visual run, choosing the best answer-set

fi-om a number of options, or attemptmg to improve

its quality by helping the system; for example, finding

moon-landers by entering knowledge that the sky on

the moon is black or locating the Starwars scene by

pointing out that the robot has golden skin.

Finally, run 5 combines all information available in

our system: firom detectors, to speech transcript, to

the human-in-the-loop. Depending on the evaluation

measures used, this leads to slightly better or slightly

worse results than using these methods in isolation,

caused by laziness expressed in the model for selecting

the combination strategy.

2 Detector-based Processing

The main research question addressed in run 1 was

how to make query processing fully automatic. This

includes devising mechanisms that bridge in an au-

tomatic way the semantic gap [I '.] between (1) the

user's information need as specified on the one hand

by the topic text description and on the other hand by

the video and image examples and (2) the low level

features that can be extracted from the video. We
propose a unifying approach in which a wide range

of detectors and features are combined in a way that

ie epecified by semantic analysis of the topic descrip-

tion. Section 2.1 describes the system's architecture

and Section 2.2 the specific detectors and features

used.
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Figure 1: Architecture for automatic system.

2.1 System's architecture

A great challenge in automatic retrieval of multime-

dia material is to determine which aspect of the infor-

mation carried in the audiovisual stream is relevant

for the topic in question. The aspects of informa-

tion that we restrict to are determined by the spe-

cific detectors that our systems employs. Examples

are color-based detectors, face detectors or modules

that detect the camera technique or the presence of

monologues.

In order to select the relevant detectors we asso-

ciate them with concepts that exist in the 'is-a' hi-

erarchy of the Wordnet dictionary. For example, the

face detectors are associated with the concept 'per-

son, individual, human'. In order to determine if the

specific detector is to be used for a topic, we analyze

its text^ in two steps. In the first step, a syntactic

analysis discards the words that are not nouns, verbs

or adjectives. In the second step, we feed the remain-

ing words to the Wordnet dictionary and detect if the

concepts that are associated with the detectors that

we have at our disposal are present in the 'is-a' hi-

erarchy of the most common meaning of the words

in question. Such an approach makes good associa-

tions for most of our detectors. However, it exhibits

its limitations in the case that the query word has

also other meanings. For example the most common
meaning of the word "pan" is cooking utensil, cook-

ware". Such ambiguities are resolved in our current

system by maintaining an additional set of keywords

for the camera motion detector.

Once the appropriate set of detectors are selected

we proceed to the retrieval of the relevant video clips.

In order to do so we need to make a distinction be-

tween two different kinds of detectors [! >!]:

• detectors for exact queries that yield a yes/no

answer depending if a set of predicates is satisfied

We analyzed only the first sentence of the topic description.

(e.g. does the camera exhibit a zoom-in?). The
face detector, the monologue detector, and the

camera technique detector fall in this category;

• detectors for approximate queries that yield a

measure that expresses how similar is the ex-

amined video clip with an example video clip.

In this category fall the module for color-based

retrieval.

The selected detectors of the first category are used

to filter-out irrelevant material. Then, a query-by-

example based search on the (selected) detectors of

the second category produces the final ranked re-

sults. In case that the analysis of the topic description

determines that no detector of the second category

should be selected, the ranking is based on the shot

length.

Let us finally note that some of the detectors of the

first category learn some of their parameters from the

examples provided in the topic. Such a detector is the

face detector which learns fi-om the query example

how many persons should appear in a video clip so

that it is characterized as relevant.

2.2 Detectors

Another goal in the evaluation was to assess the qual-

ity of the detectors discussed in this Section. The
results of run 1, in the cases that the right detec-

tor was chosen, indicate the techniques perform with

fairly high precision.

2.2.1 Camera technique detection

To detect the camera technique used in a shot, we

use a method based on spatiotemporal slices of the

original video to detect whether the apparent motion

is due to known camera activities such as pan and

tilt, or the scene is static {!)]. In the former case, we
estimate the percentage of the apparent motion that

is due to camera's pan, tilt and zoom (e.g. 60% zoom,

5% tilt and 35% pan). Clips to which the dominant

apparent motion is not caused by camera operations

are characterized as "unknown"

.

The detector of the camera technique was used for

topics 44, 48 and 74 in which the keywords 'zoom'

and 'pan' appear. The system categorized success-

fully apparent motions that are due to pure camera

operations (90% precision for topic 44 and 100% pre-

cision for query 74), but failed for topic 48 in which

the zoomiiig-in is not due to change in camera's focal-

length. The reason for the latter is that the apparent

motion field depends on the distance between camera

and scene.
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2.2.2 Face detector

An off-the-shelf face detector (Rowley[ I .']) is used in

order to detect how many faces are present in the

video clip in question. The result is compared with

the number of faces that were detected in the im-

age example. We use five categories of numbers of

faces: 'no-face", '1-face', '2-faces', '3-faces', 'many-

faces'. The face detector is associated with the gen-

eral concepts "person, individual, human" and "peo-

ple" for the Wordnet hierarchy. It works well for

topics requesting humans appearing in (near) frontal

view (e.g. 100% precision for topic 41) but, naturally,

is not relevant otherwise (e.g. water-skier in topic 31).

2.2.3 Caption retrieval

For finding given names in the visual content, three

steps are taken:

• text segmentation;

• OCR;
• fuzzy string matching.

For text segmentation of video firaines we use a dual

approach. The first approach is a color segmentation

method to reduce the number of colors, while

preserving the characters. The second approach is

intensity based, using the fact captions are super-

imposed. OCR is done by ScanSoft's TextBridge

SDK 4.5 library [Id]. Finally, strmg matching is done

using k-differences approximate string matching (see

e.g. [i]).

The detector worked well in retrieving video based

on the text that appears as caption. It has been ap-

plied for 24 topics that contain capitalized text (e.g.

'House' and 'Congress' in topic 30) with around 10%
and 20% false positives and false negatives respec-

tively. However, the retrieved video (even if it con-

tained the query text as a caption) did not always

match with the user's intention (e.g. the result for

topic 30 is a shot of a text document). Therefore, we

have used the results of such a detector only when the

topic consists of a text description only (i.e. no me-

dia example is available). Only in that case the shots

that are retrieved based on this detector are used to

initiate a color-based query.

2.2.4 Monologue detection

The method for monologue detection [1 '>] first uses

a camera distance heuristic based on Rowley's face

detector [12]. Only shots showing faces appearing

in front of the camera within a certain distance are

processed. In a post-processing stage all those shots

are checked upon using three constraints:

• shot should contain speech;

• shot should have a static or unknown camera

technique;

• shot should have a minimum length.

When all constraints are met, a shot is classified

as a monologue. Subsequently, the selected shots are

ranked based on their length: the longer the shot the

higher the likelihood of it being a true monologue.

This detector has been used for topics 40, 63 and 64

with a very good performance (near 100% precision).

The performance is lower for topic 64 (60% preci-

sion), because satisfying the information need [male

interviewees) requires to distinguish between sexes, a

predicate not anticipated in our current system.

2.2.5 Detectors based on color invariant fea-

tures

Ranking of the shots remaining after filtering us-

ing predicate detectors, was accomplished by imple-

menting a query by image example paradigm. For

each keyframe a robust estimate of the color con-

tent of each keyframe is computed by converting the

keyframe to the Gaussian color model as described

in []]. The Gaussian color model is robust against

spatial compression noise, achieved by the Gaussian

smoothing involved. Further, the Gaussian color

model is an opponent color representation, for which

the channels are largely uncorrelated. Hence, the

color histograms can be constructed as three separate

one-dimensional histograms. The keyframes were

stored in a database, together with their color his-

togrema information. Matching of example keyirame

against the database targets is efficiently performed

by histogram intersection between each of the three

(one-dimensional) histograms. Matching time was

within a second, ensuring system response to be ad-

equate for interactive retrieval purposes.

3 Probabilistic Multimedia Re-

trieval

This section introduces our probabilistic approax;h to

information retrieval, an approach that unifies mod-
els of discrete signals (i.e. text) and models of continu-

ous signals (i.e. images) into one common framework.

We usually take for text retrieval an approach based

on statistical language models [d, 7, id, i], which uses

a mixture of discrete probabilitj' measures. For im-

age retrieval, we experimented with a probabilistic

model that uses a mixture of continuous probability

measures [JS].
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The basic model can in principal be used for any

type of documents and queries, but for now we as-

sume our documents are shots from a video. In a

probabilistic setting, ranking the shots in decreasing

order of relevance amounts to ranking the shots by

the probability P{Shoti\Q) given that query. Using

Bayes' rule we can rewrite this to:

PiShoUlQ) = —
a PiQ\Shoti)P{Shoti)

In the above, the right-hand side will produce the

same ranking as the left-hand side. In absence of a

query, we assume that each shot is equally hkely of

being retrieved, i.e. P{Shoti) — constant. Therefore,

in a probabilistic model for video retrieval shots are

ranked by their probability of having generated the

query. If a query consists of several independent parts

(e.g. a textual Qt and visual part Qv), then the prob-

ability function can be easily expressed as the joint

probability of the different parts. Assuming indepen-

dence between the textual part and the visual part of

the query leads to:

P{Q\Shoti) = P{Qt\Shoti)P{Qv\Shoti) (1)

3.1 Text retrieval: the use of speech

transcripts

For text retrieval, our main concern was adapting our

standard language model system to the retrieval of

shots. More specifically, we were interested in an ap-

proach to information retrieval that explicitly models

the familiar hierarchical data model of video, in which

a video is subdivided in scenes, which are subdivided

in shots, which are in turn subdivided in frames.

Statistical language models are particularly well-

suited for modehng complex representations of the

data [ii]. We propose to rank shots by a probability

function that is a Unear combination of a simple prob-

ability measure of the shot, of its corresponding scene,

and of the corresponding video (we ignore frames, be-

cause in practice words in transcribed speech are not

associated with a particular frame).

Assuming independence between query terms:

P(Q<i, ••• ,Qtn\Shot) =
n

Yl (TTiPiQij) + n2P{Qtj\Video) +

TrzP{Qtj\Scene) + KiP{Qtj\Shot)

)

In the formula, Qti, ,Qtn is a textual query of

length n, tti ,
• • •

,
7r4 are the probabilities of each rep-

resentation, and e.g. P{Qtj\Shot) is the probability

of occurrence of the term Qtj in the shot: if the shot

contains 10 terms in total and the query term in ques-

tion occurs 2 times then this probability would be

simply 2/10 = 0.2. P{Qtj) is the probaljility of oc-

currence of the term Qtj in the collection.

The main idea behind this approach is that a good

shot is one that contains the query terms; one that

is paxt of a scene that has more occurrences of the

query terms; and one that is part of a video that has

even more occurrences of the query terms. Also, by

including scenes in the ranking function, we hope to

retrieve the shot of interest, even if the video's speech

describes the shot just before it begins or just after

it finishes. Depending on the information need of the

user, we might use a similar strategy to rank scenes

or complete videos instead of shots, that is, the best

scene might be a scene that contains a shot in which

the query terms (co-)occur.

3.2 Image retrieval: retrieving the

key frames of shots

For the visual part, we cut the key fi-ames of each

shot into blocks of 8 by 8 pixels. On these blocks we
perform the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), which

is used in the JPEG compression standard. We use

the first 10 DCT-coefEcients from each color chan-

nel'^ to describe the block. If an image consists of n
blocks, we have n feature vectors describing the im-

age (each vector consisting of 30 DCT coefficients).

Now the probability that a particular feature vec-

tor {Qvj) from our query is drawn from a particular

shot (Shoti) can be described by a Gaussian Mix-

ture Model [is]. Each shot in the collection is then

described by a mixture of C Gaussians.^ The prob-

ability that the a query (Qv) was drawn from Shoti

is simply the joint probability for all feature vectors

from Qv. We assume independence between the fea-

ture vectors

P{Qvi, ... ,Qvn\Shoti) =
c

n =1
^'^i,cG{Qvj,fJ-i,c,'^i,c) (2)

c=l

where TTj c is the probabihty of class c from Shoti and

QiQvj, iJ.i,c,^i.c) is the Gaussian density (or normal

density) for class c from shot i with mean vector p,i

and CO-variance matrix E,. If m is the number of

^We work in the YCbCr color space.

^We used a mixture of 8 Gaussians.
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DCT features representing a shot, the Gaussian is

defined as:

Run R@100 P@100

1 i(x-M)'''S-'(x-M)
(3)

For each of the shots in the collection we estimated

the probability, mean and co-variance for each of the

Gaussians in the model using the Expectation Max-

imization algorithm [
I I

] on the feature vectors from

the shots.

At this stage, equation 2 could be used to rank

shots given a query, however, its computational com-

plexity is rather high. Therefore, instead of this Fea-

ture LikeHhood (the likelihood of drawing all query

features from a shot model) we computed the Ran-

dom Sample Likelihood introduced by Vasconcelos

[In]. The Random Sample Likehhood is defined as

the likelihood that a random sample from the query

model was drawn from the shot model, which comes

down to building a model for your query image(s)

and comparing that model to the documents models

to rank our shots.

3.3 Experimental setup

For the textual descriptions of the video shots, we

used speech transcripts kindly provided by Carnegie

Mellon University. Words that occurred within a

transition between two shots were put within the pre-

vious shot. We did not have a division of the video

into scenes, nor did we build a scene detector. In-

stead, scenes were simply defined as overlapping win-

dows of three consecutive shots. Because we did not

have material available to tune the model, the values

of the parameters were determined on a ad-hoc ba-

sis. Instead of implementing the model as described,

we took a more straightforward approach of doubling

artificially the terms in the middle shots to obtain

pseudo-documents, and ranked those using the 'stan-

dard' model with parameter A = 0.15 (see [d]). For

the queries, we took both the words from the textual

description of the topics and the words occurring in

the video examples' time frame, if these were pro-

vided.

Run 2 combines automatically the results of run 1

and run 3. It is produced by applying the ranking

strategy determined by query analysis to the results

of the speech transcript run, using the latter as a

filter; unless query analysis decides the transcripts

would be irrelevant. Transcripts are ignored if the

video is not expected to contain query words, which

is the case of predicate detectors like camera motion

techniques and monologues.

Text-based (run 3) 0.133 0.007

Detector-based (run 1) 0.101 0.003

Image-based (unofficial) 0.065 0.003

Combined (run 2) 0.085 0.005

Combined (unofficial) 0.079 0.005

Table 2: Recall @ 100 and precision @ 100 for prob-

abilistic runs

The results of run 2 did not improve upon run 3,

which may be attributed to the ad-hoc approach of

combining methods. This motivated additional ex-

periments with a pure probabihstic approach. We
evaluated this alternative on the known item search

task in an unofficial run. Table 2 compares these un-

officiaJ results with our submitted runs. A returned

fragment is regarded relevant if the intersection be-

tween the fragment and a known item contains at

least one third of the fragment and one third of the

known item.

Unfortunately, the unofficial combined run is not

better than run 2. The difference between measured

performance of the unofficial image-based run and

run 1 may have influenced this result. Although it

is too early to draw strong conclusions from our ex-

periments, another plausible explanation is that the

assumption of independence between the textual and

visual part is not a valid one.

4 Interactive Experiments

Our interactive topic set consisted - by mistake -

of only 30 topics, of which we 'solved' 9, and could

not produce any answer for 2."* This Section presents

mostly positive highlights of our work on the inter-

active topics for the Video Collection. Note that our

interactive users do not identify the correct answers in

the retrieved result sets, so precision is not expected

to be 100% (see also Section 5).

A quick investigation of behavior of 'standard' im-

age and video analysis techniques on the interactive

topics proved our suspicion that purely automatic

systems cannot be expected to perform well on most

topics: a result of the 'difficult' queries (not just

'sunset' and 'tropical fish') and the low quality of

the video data, itself. Thus, we fnniseH on the re-

search question how users could improve upon naive

^The slightly smaller topic set used was the result of missing

a crucial message on the mailing list.
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Figure 2: Topic 33, White fort, example(left) and

known-item (right) keyframes.

query-by-example methods to express their informa-

tion needs in a more successful manner.

The retrieval system used for this task is developed

on top of Monet, a main-memory database system. It

uses a variety of features that axe all based on the dis-

tribution of color in the keyframes of the shots. De-

tails on the particular features used are provided in

a forth-coming technical report [17]. Note that, even

though we participated in the interactive topics, the

lack of a proper user interface in our current imple-

mentation implies that system interaction consisted

mostly of writing scripts in Monet's query language.

4.1 Color-based Retrieval Techniques

The results of topics 33 (White fort) and 54 (Glenn

Canyon dam) clearly demonstrate that popular color-

based retrieval techniques can indeed be successful,

as long as the query example is derived from the

same source as the target objects. Figure 2 shows

the keyframes representing the example and known
item for topic 33; any color-based technique worked

out well for this query. Topic 54 was solved using

a spatiaJ color histogram retrieval method, implic-

itly enforcing locality such as blue sky on top, brown

rocks on the sides and white water and concrete dam
in the center.^

Topic 53 (Perseus) is am example where we were

lucky: the example image provided happens to look

surprisingly much like the Perseus footage in the

data-set, and spatial color histogram retrieval re-

trieves a large number of Perseus clips.

Topic 24 (R. Lynn Bondurant) provides an interest-

ing lesson about the balance between recall and pre-

cision using content-based retrieval techniques. Al-

though it is relatively easy to find some other shots

showing Dr. Bondurant - those where he sits in the

same room wearing the same suit - finding all shots

is a completely different question.

The other topics confirm our intuition that we
shonlH not evpert ton much from 'traditional'

content-based retrieval techniques. Although more

'^Obviously, nothing guaranteed the dams found au-e indeed
Glenn Canyon dams...

Figure 3: Topic 19, Lunar rover, examples (images

on top) and the keyframes of the correct answers.

advamced features based on texture and shape pos-

sibly could help in solving more topics directly, we
doubt whether a significant improvement over these

results would be achieved. If available however,

domain-specific detectors (such as the face detectors

deployed in run 1) can provide good performance for

specific tasks.

4.2 Query Articulation

As an alternative approach, we propose to put more

emphasis on the quality of the queries expressing the

underlying information need. We aim for the interac-

tive refinement from initial, broad multi-modal exam-

ples into relatively precise search requests, in a pro-

cess we have termed query articulation ['_'] . In essence,

articulating a query corresponds to constructing a

query-specific detector on-the-fly.

The idea of query articulation is best demonstrated

through the idea of a 'color-set'. Users define color-

sets interactively by selecting regions from the exam-

ple images, possibly extending the implied color-set

by adding similar colors. Unlike the binary sets intro-

duced in VisualSEEK [11], we essentially re-quantize

the color space in a smaller number of colors, by col-

lapsing the individual elements of a color-set onto a

single new color.

Topic 19: Lunar Rover

Topic 19 (Lunar Rover) provides 2 example images

showing the lunar rover. The visual differences

between the (grayish) sample images and (bluish)

known-items (shown in Figure 3) explain why color-

based retrieval techniques are not successful on this

topic. Query articulation allows users to circumvent

this problem, by making expUcit their own world

knowledge: in scenes on the moon, the sky is black.

This can be expressed in terms of the system using

two simple filters based on color-sets:

• 'Black Sky': The filter is realized by selecting

those keyframes for which the top 25% of the
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Figure 4: The 'dark' color-set as defined for topic 19,

Lunar rover.

9
m

Figure 5: Topic 8, Jupiter, example (on top) and

some correct answers keyframes.

image is at least 95% daxk (a color-set shown in

Figure 4).

• 'Non-black Bottom': making sure that no com-

pletely dark images axe retrieved, (a large num-

ber of outer-space shots are present in the

dataset) this second filter selects only those

keyframes that do not have a black bottom as

there should be lunar surface with the lunar

rover visible. The filter is reaUzed by selecting

those keyfirames for which the lower half of the

image is less than 80% dark.

Together, these filters effectively reduce the total

data-set of approximately 7000 keyframes to only 26,

containing three of the four known items. Recall is

improved using a follow-up query, ranking the images

with a 'Black Sky' using the spatial color histogreim

method on a seed image drawn from the previous

phase. This second step returns the four known items

in the top- 10.

Topic 8: Jupiter

The Jupiter topic is another example that bene-

fits significantly from query articulation. At a first

thought, this query may seem to be easy to solve,

as planets have a typical appearance (a colored cir-

cle surrounded by black) and Jupiter should be eas-

ily recognized. But, examining the example images

shown in Figure 5, it is apparent that colors in dif-

ferent photos of Jupiter can differ significantly.

An important chaxacteristic of Jupiter is the distin-

guishable orange and white lines crossing its surface.

Articulating this through color content, we decided

to put emphasis on the orange content, the white

content, and their interrelationships, expressed as fil-

ters on color-set correlograms [>] . Computing correlo-

grams from the color-sets shown in Figure 6 produces

9-dimensional feature vectors, one dimension for each

possible transition. To ensure that the results are not

dominated by the auto-correlation coefficients, the re-

sulting vectors are weighted using the inverse of their

corresponding coefficients in the query images. The
derived query finally finds some of the known-items,

but recall remains low.

Another way to emphasize the striped appearance

of Jupiter is to detect the actual presence of (hori-

zontal) lines in images and rank the keyframes based

on that presence. This was implemented by means of

DCT-coefficients, classifying each DCT-matrix in the

luminance channel of a keyframe into texture-classes.

We used the classes 'horizontal-line', 'vertical-hne',

'blank' and 'other'. The cheap method of ranking

by simple statistics on these texture-classes proved

only slightly worse than the previous (elaborate and

expensive) method based on correlograms.

Although a combination of both results did not re-

trieve any additional answers, a minor improvement

is obtained through a subsequent search, seeded with

a retrieved shot found before.

Topic 25: Starwars

Finding the Starwars scene became a matter of honor,

since we submitted the topic ourselves - perhaps a

bit over-enthusiastically. After several unfruitful at-

tempts using color histograms and color-sets, we de-

cided to articulate the query by modeling the golden

appearance of one of the robots, C3PO. This idea

might work well, as we do not expect to find many
golden objects in the data-set.

The appearance of gold does not simply correspond

to the occurrence of a range of colors; its most dis-

tinguishing characteristic derives from the fact it is a

shiny material, implying the presence of small, sharp

highlights. We implemented two stages of boolean fil-

ters to capture these properties, followed by a custom

ranking procedure.

The first filter selects only those images that

gold iHtlllf

black Ii dark |JI|I|I|I

orange medium

white IHIUJIM light JyB'M}

white
'

Figure 6: Color-sets used in the Jupiter (left) and the

Starwars (right) topics.
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Unfortunately, the helicopter sound in the known-

item can only be noticed in the background, and some

characteristics of the speech voice-over overlap with

the idea of the second filter. It turns out the combi-

nation of filters can detect sounds corresponding to

vehicles and airplanes, but we have not managed to

tune the filters such that it singles out helicopters

only.

Figure 7: Topic 25, Starwars, examples(left 2 images)

and the correct answers keyframes.

have sufficient amount of golden content. It checks

whether images have at least 20% 'golden' pixels, us-

ing the gold color-set defined in Figure 6. Secondly,

a set of filters reduces the data-set by selecting those

images that contain the color(set)s shown, represent-

ing the appearance of gold in different lighting condi-

tions, in a way expected for shiny metallic surfaces:

a bit of white, some light-gold, a lot of medium-gold,

and some dark-gold. Although the precise percent-

ages to be selected are difficult to choose correctly,

we believe the underlying idea is valid, as we mod-

eled expected levels of gold-content for a shiny-gold

robot.

The resulting subset is then ranked using another

characteristic of shiny surfaces: the expected spa-

tial relations between those color-sets (white high-

lights surrounded by light-gold spots, surrounded by

medium-gold surfaces, which in turn are surrounded

with dark-golden edges). We expressed this property

using color correlograms, ranking the relevant tremsi-

tions.

Using this elaborate approach, we managed to re-

trieve one of the correct answers, but no higher than

position 30. We retrieve many 'golden' images with

elements satisfying our limited definition of shininess

(most of them not 'metallic'), but the properties of

metal surfaces must be modeled more realistically to

get more convincing results.

Topic 32: Helicopter

The helicopter topic provides three audio examples,

and we experimented with the audio analogon of

query articulation in an attempt to find scenes with

helicopters. We hoped to specify the characteristics

of a helicopter sound as a combination of two filters:

(1) a repetitive pattern using periodicity of the audio

spectrum, and (2) a concentration of energy in the

lower frequencies, using spectral centroid and band-

width features. Details of the techniques we tried can

be found in [J 7].

4.3 Reflection

The highlighted known-item searches illustrate the

idea underlying the process of query articulation, and

demonstrate how query articulation may improve the

results of multimedia retrieval dramatically. Without

the elicitation of such relatively exact queries, none

of these, topics could be solved using our limited fea-

ture models. The query articulation process studied

for topics 25 and 32 (and even for topic 8) suffered

however from the risk of overemphasizing precision,

sacrificing overall recall. Especially if the features

available in the system do not correspond closely to

the particular characteristics of the desired result set,

the current system does not provide sufficient sup-

port to assess suitability of candidate strategies. But,

also if appropriate features are available, the resulting

query may 'overlook' other possibihties; for example,

our strategy would not find the lunar rover if appear-

ing in a lunar crater or in a hangair on earth (so there

is no visible black sky).

5 Lazy Users

In our interactive experiments, we assumed a 'lazy

user' model: users investing only fimited effort to ex-

press their information need. Our users view 20 result

summaries at a time, after which they choose whether

to look at more results fi-om the current strategy, or

formulate a new strategy. They are not expected to

investigate more than 100 result summaries in total.

Lazy users identify result sets instead of correct an-

swers, so our interactive results are not 100% preci-

sion.

The combination strategies used to construct run

5 consisted of:

• choose the run that looks best;

• concatenate or interleave top-AT firom various

runs;

• continue with an automatic, seeded search strat-

egy-

For example, the strategy for topic 24 (Lynn Bon-

durant) used a seeded search based on run 3, which
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was interleaved with the results of run 4. Surpris-

ingly, the run with speech transcripts only turns out

better than the combined run, although not on all

topics. It has proven difficult to combine results of

multiple input runs effectively. While lack of time

did also play a role (the combination strategies were

not tried very systematically), the results for topics

54 and 59 demonstrate that a lazy user can, based on

a visual impression of a result set, inadvertently de-

cide to discard the better results (in both cases, run

3 was better but run 4 was chosen as best answer).

Tool support for such a combination process seems a

promising and worthwhile research direction.

6 Discussion

A major goal of having a video retrieval task at

TREC-10 was to research a meta-question: investi-

gate (experimentally, tlorough a 'dry-run') how video

retrieval systems should be evaluated. Working on

the task, we identified three concerns with the cur-

rent setup of the evaluation:

• the inhomogeneity of the topics;

• the low quality of the data;

• the evaluation measures used.

Candidate participants all contributed a small

number of multimedia topics, the union of which

formed the topic set. Partly as a result of the dif-

ferent angles from which the problem of video re-

trieval can be approached, the resulting topic set is

very inhomogeneous. The topic text may describe

the information need concisely, but can also pro-

vide a detailed elucidation; topics can test partic-

ular detectors, or request very high-level informa-

tion; and some topic definitions are plainly confus-

ing, like 'sailboat on the beach' which uses a yacht

on the sea as image example^. Thus, each subtask

consisted of a mix of (at least) three distinct classes

of topics: detector-testers, precise known-item top-

ics, and generic searches. This inhomogeneity causes

two problems: it complicates query analysis for auto-

matic systems, and makes comparison between runs

difficult (a single good detector can easily dominate

an overall score like average precision).

The low quality of the video data provided an-

other unexpected challenge. It makes some topics

more complex than they seemed at first sight (like

'Jupiter'). Also, the results obtained with the tech-

nique discussed in Section 2.2.5 are much lower than

the application of the same paradigm on for example

®Shame on us - we contributed this topic ourselves.

the Corel photo gallery. In fact, we observed that

in many cases the color distributions to a large ex-

tent are a better indication of the similarity in age of

the data than of the true video content. Of course,

this can also be viewed as a feature of this data set

rather than a concern. Experiments discussed by

Hampapur in
[

i] showed as well how techniques be-

having nicely on homogeneous, high quality data sets

are of little value when applied to finding illegal copies

of video footage on the web (recorded and digitized

with widely varying equipment).

The third concern, about the evaluation measures,

is based on two slightly distinct observations. First,

our lazy user model returns shots as answers for

known-item queries, but these are often shorter than

1/3 of the scenes that should be found. The chosen

evaluation metric for known-item topics thus deems

our answers not relevant, while this could be consid-

ered open for discussion: a user could easily rewind

to the start of the scene.

Second, an experimental setup that solves the

interactive topics by handpicking correct answers

should probably result into 100% precision answer

sets. First of all, this indicates that precision is not

the right measure to evaluate the results of the inter-

active task. Lower scores on precision only indicate

inter-assessor disagreement (viewing the user as just

another assessor), instead of the precision of the re-

sult set. Another example of this phenomenon can be

found in the judgments for topic 59 on runs 4 and 5,

where identical results were judged differently.^ The
significant difference in measured performance indi-

cate that the current topics and relevance judgments

should probably not be used as ground truth data for

laboratory experiments.

As a concluding remark, it is not so clear how real-

istic the task is. First of all, no participant seemed to

know how to create 'doable' topics for the BBC data,

while those video clips are drawn from a real video

archive. Also, it seems unlikely that a user with state-

of-the-art video retrieval tools could have beaten a

naive user who simply scrolls through the relatively

small set of keyframes. A larger collection would give

video retrieval systems a fairer chance, but the engi-

neering problems (and cost) arising might discourage

participation in the task.

7 Conclusions

In spite of the issues raised in the discussion, we be-

lieve the TREC video evaluation is a strong initiative

^This may also have been a case of infm-assessor disagree-

ment.
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that was much needed to advance the field of mul-

timedia retrieval, and it has already pointed us to a

range of problems that we may never have thought

of without participation.

Our evaluation demonstrates the importance of

combining various techniques to analyze the multi-

ple modalities. The optimal technique depends al-

ways on the query; both visual and speech can prove

to be the key determining factor, while user interac-

tion is crucial in most cases. The final experiment

attempted to deploy all available information, and it

seems worthwhile to investigate in research into bet-

ter techniques to support choosing a good combina-

tion of approaches. In some cases, this choice can

already be made automatically, as demonstrated in

run 1; but, in cases Uke the known-item searches dis-

cussed for run 4, user interaction is still required to

decide upon a good strategy.

Our (admittedly poor) results identify many is-

sues for future research: new and improved detectors

(better suited for low-quality data), better combina-

tion strategies, and more intelligent use of the user's

knowledge. The integration of supervised and un-

supervised techniques for query formulation form a

particular research challenge.
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Abstract

Dublin City University participated in the interactive search task and Shot Boundary Detection task of the TREC Video

Track. In the interactive search task experiment thirty people used three different digital video browsers to find video

segments matching the given topics. Each user was under a time constraint of six minutes for each topic assigned to

them. The purpose of this experiment was to compare video browsers and so a method was developedfor combining

independent users ' resultsfor a topic into one set of results. Collated results based on thirty users are available herein

though individual users ' and browsers ' results are currently unavailablefor comparison. Our purpose in participating

in this TREC track was to create the ground truth within the TRECframework, which will allow us to do direct browser

performance comparisons.

1. Introduction

This year Dublin City University took part in the video track where we submitted runs for both the interactive search

task and the automatic shot boundary task. Firstly we will present our experiments and results for the interactive task in

section 2. In section 3 we will briefly discuss our Shot Boundary Detection experiments. Although we have an interest

in the Shot Boundary Detection task our primary focus was on participating in the interactive task. We have submitted

some Shot Boundary Detection results and are continuing our research into the area and look forward to being in a

position to participate more fully in the Shot Boundary Detection task next year, should it run.

2. Interactive Search Task

For the interactive search task we undertook to evaluate 3 different interfaces for browsing digital video. In the

following sections we will give an overview of the system that was created in order to evaluate the browsers, then the

evaluation procedure for experiments, followed by how experimental data was collated from the different users and

finally we will present our initial analysis of the results.

2.1 System Description

For the interactive search task, we used 3, of the 8 video keyframe browsers available in the Fischlar system. The
Fischlar system is web-based and allows users to record, browse, and watch television programmes online [O'Connor et

at. 01]. For this experiment we created a separate interface (Section 2.1 .2) from Fischlar. The 3 browsers were chosen

for the large differences among them in the way they presented the keyframes (representative frame from each video

shot), while at the same time all of them had the same dynamic and immediate response style of interaction. The test

users used all these browsers to locate the video clip results for interactive queries.

Work on the Shot Boundary Detection task was done in collaboration with the Multimedia & Vision Research Lab in

Queen Mary, University of London, U.K.
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2.1.1 The Three Browser Interfaces

The underlying Fischlar system processed the TREC video set to automatically extract keyframes for each video and

the 3 browsers present these sets of keyframes in 3 different ways. The 3 browsers are the Timeline browser, Slide

Show browser, and Hierarchical browser. These are described here briefly.

The Timeline browser (see Figure 1 )
presents keyframes in

a linear fashion. When a user selects one of the videos, the first 24

keyframes are displayed on the screen, with that part of the video

indicated on the timeline at the top. Keyframes are miniaturised so

that many of them can fit on the screen while still the content of

each is recognisable. The timeline is broken into segments, each

representing the appropriate time when the 24 keyframes below

appear in the video. The timeline is mouse-over activated so when

the user moves the mouse cursor over any of the timeline segments,

the keyframes immediately change to display that part of the video

on the screen. This way, one sweep of the mouse through the

timeline bar from left to right can quickly present the whole

keyframe set of a video. When a mouse cursor is on the timeline, a

small ToolTip pops up to indicate the time of that segment.

The Slide Show browser (see Figure 2) presents keyframes

one by one, in a temporal fashion. When a user selects one of the

videos, keyframes from the video will be displayed one by one,

automatically flipping from one keyframe to the next as in a slide

show. The size of the keyframes is larger than in the Timeline

browser, as it shows only one keyframe on the screen at a time.

The user has control over the keyframe flipping - she may pause

the slide show, flip through manually by clicking the forward and

backward buttons, or leave it to do the slide show by itself Also

the user can put the mouse cursor over the small timeline below the

keyframe, and drag the current point quickly ba.ck and forth, similar

to the Timeline bar. When the mouse cursor is on the timeline, a

box pops up displaying a small keyframe (smaller than the

miniaturised keyframes in the Timeline browser) representing the

cursor's point in the timeline along with the time of that point.

The Hierarchical browser (see Figure 3) presents

keyframes in a 4-level, hierarchical fashion. When a user selects

one of the videos, 6 keyframes that are representative of the video

are displayed on the screen (the top 6 keyframes in Figure 3).

These 6 keyframes are selected throughout the chosen video's

content, representing a rough overview of the video. When the user

moves the mouse cursor over any of these 6 keyframes, another 6

keyframes within the segment represented by that keyframe are

displayed just below the top 6 keyframes, showing more details of

that segment. The user can again move the mouse to this second

level of keyframes to show 6 more detailed keyframes below it.

Figure 1 : Timeline browser

Ki

-p
mm

Figure 2: Slide Show browser

•

This way, the user can quickly move the mouse cursor over any
Figure 3- Hierarchical bro

keyframe displayed on the screen, hierarchically drilling up and

down the keyframe set. This particular style of keyframe browsing

has earlier been mentioned elsewhere [Mills et al. 92] [Zhang et al. 95].

There are, of course, male users as well.
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2.1.2 The Evaluation Suite

We used a specially designed, automated

web-based evaluation suite for the interactive

testing, which integrated all the test users'

tasks to be conducted. Test users were

presented with a user-interface that presents

each of the queries, one of the 3 browsers to

do the search task, and an input panel to

indicate the findings. Figure 4 shows a screen

shot from the user-interface of the evaluation

suite. When the user clicks the start button

(not shown in Figure 4), the first query

window pops up with its description and

example images and videos (if examples are

provided by the query). The user can close

the query description window to do the search

task, but the description part remains on the

top left of the screen (in Figure 4) so that she

can refer to it while doing the task. The

bottom left side of the screen shows the list of

video clips. The user can click on a video title

in this list to see the keyframes of that video

on the right side, with one of the pre-determined browsers. For any of the 3 browsers that are used for a task, clicking

on any of the displayed keyframes will pop up a small player window that starts playing the video from the clicked

keyframe onwards. When the user browses and finds a part of , ^

the video which she thinks satisfies the query, she clicks the

'Add Result' button either on the browser screen or on the player

window, which pops up an input panel window where the user

indicates start and end time of the video result. The indicated

finding will be added on the list at the top right side of the

screen for the user to see, and as she finds and adds more

results, this list will grow. Once a result is added it cannot be

edited or deleted. The user will continue the search task until Task1& [ Task 7 & "^'^

the experimenter asks her to stop (in 6 minutes - see Procedure

section below).

Figure 4: Evaluation suite

Introduction

-Software and 3
"browser demo

'

Table 1 : Test user demographics

by gender by status

Male 18

Female 12

Undergraduates 10

Postgraduates 19

Staff 1

Total 30 Total 30

Task 1 &

Task 2 &
sionnaire

V
lask 3 &

.rcfioestionnaire

2.2 Evaluation Procedure for Experiments

The test users volunteered within the School of Computer

Applications and the School of Electronic Engineering, and
were asked to come to a computer lab where the testing was to

be held.

'Task Si" '

questionnaire

tf,Taskfi&
' questionnaire

Coffee /Tea
break

questionnaire

Task 8 &
L .duettioitnadre ^

;

l^^sksa^

[ TasklO&'W
i

, ouesOoAnailti^N

|*||vTask12&
l^gwstlonnalre ^

Figure 5: Session procedure
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2.2.1 Evaluation Environment

In each session 5-7 test users participated, depending on their time availability, and a total of 6 sessions were conducted

on different days. The total number of participants was 36 people, from which 6 people's results were discarded due to

a network congestion problem that disrupted the tasks of those people. The demographics of the test users are in Table

1 . They were all experienced users of the Microsoft Windows operating environment.

Each session took about 3 hours, but the exact time varied due to test users who came late, their questions

during the introduction and debriefing stage. Test users sat in front of their assigned PC with the web browser

displaying the first screen of the specially

designed web-based suite for this evaluation.

Test users filled in a very short demographic

questionnaire asking gender, course/year, and

familiarity with Fischlar browsers. The

question of familiarity with the browsers was

asked because the system had a wide

availability within the campus and many
students have been using its browsers on a

daily basis, which would make differences in

their task performance. Then the

experimenter briefly gave an introduction,

thanking them for their participation, telling

them what the purpose of the testing was, how
long it would take, and how stressful it would

be. They were informed that they could leave

at any point if they felt unhappy, frustrated or

too stressed, and that the information they

provided would be confidential and only used

for research purposes.
P^g^^^ ^. p^^t.^ask questionnaire

After the introduction, the experimenter and 2-3 more assistants (who stayed and helped during the sessions)

gave a 1 0 - 15 minute demonstration by gathering 3-4 test users in a group. They showed them how to interact with

the evaluation software (i.e., how to start, how to use 3 different browsers, how to add the findings into the result list,

how to proceed, etc.), and replied to the questions the individual test users had.

After the demonstration, the experimenter asked the test users to start the first task and started the stopwatch.

Each task lasted 6 minutes, during which time

the test users read the assigned query with summarf
example images and/or video clips and tried

to find the segments matching the query and

add results. The query and the video browser

they used were automatically assigned (see

Section 2.2.2). They were asked to find as

many answer segments as possible, for there

can be more than one answer for a query.

After 6 minutes of the task, the experimenter

asked them to stop the task and click the

"Finished query" button, which brings them to

a short questionnaire asking them to indicate

how good the browser was in completing the

task, how much they liked the browser, and

then an open question about the browser and

the task (see Figure 6). While filling in this

questionnaire the browser was available on

the bottom of the screen so that the users can

still try the browser. During this period the

experimenter and the assistants stayed away

toMwit A> rMUw *

Figure 7: Final questionnaire
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from the test users so that they could feel free to give ratings and comments without being conscious of others. After

finishing the questionnaire, the users were asked to click the "NEXT" button to continue to the second task, which

would again take 6 minutes.

Test users did a total of 12 tasks (i.e. 12 different queries) in this fashion, and at the end of 6th task there was a

10-15 minute break to provide them with rest so that their performance would not be influenced by their tiredness too

much in later tasks. During the break they were provided with refreshments (coffee/tea with biscuits), and asked to feel

free to go out of the lab or chat with other test users or with the experimenter and assistants while having refreshment.

At the end of 12th task (last task), the screen displayed a summary of 3 browsers with the final questionnaire

(see Figure 7 above). This asks them to rate the browsers by their task completion efficiency and their subjective

preference, with plenty of space for any comments and suggestions on any aspect of the browsers and the testing on the

whole.

Finally, the test users clicked the "END" button at the bottom, which displayed a simple thanking message

indicating the end of the session. Test users were asked to plug off the headphones or earphones they used and bring it

with them.

Considering the long duration of each session of 3 hours or so, the middle break and the highly interactive and

novel video browsers seemed to keep the users active and engaged throughout. There was no monetary payment for

their participation, but the interaction with interesting video browsers, free refreshment and free headphones or

earphones seemed to be relatively effective.

2.2.2 Avoiding Bias in the Experiments

There was concern that without careful planning the integrity of our experiments could be compromised by the problem

of user bias. There are a number of reasons why this could be the case:

• A user may become too familiar with the browser interfaces as more topics were processed. Since the users

were operating under time constraints it is feasible that a user may be quicker at finding relevant clips after

using a particular browser on a number of previous occasions.

• A user may become too familiar with the dataset and remember where some video clips had been seen before.

We had to avoid the possibility of all users processing topics in some standard order, which would aid the

expected user performance on latter topics.

To avoid this problem we had to avoid presenting the users with a number of topics in a uniform order. We did

not wish to limit the number of topics that a user processed and therefore we designed the experiment to facilitate each

topic being processed (in random order) by twelve different users from among the total of 30 users. Each user processed

twelve topics resulting in a total of 360 user results. Before running the experiments, we drew up the following

constraints;

• That no user processes the same topic twice, regardless of the interface used.

• That each user processes twelve topics using the three browsers, where each browser was used four times, and

the browsers were presented in random order. In this way, the results provided to the system will not be

skewed by one user gaining more experience with one browser over the others.

• That each topic must be processed by the same number of users ( 1 2) and each interface used for a topic must

also be processed by the same number of users (4).

• That, like the browsers, the order in which the topics are processed by each user must be random. In this way
we hoped to avoid any issues arising out of the fact that many users could process a particular topic later on in

the experiment when these users would be more familiar with the interfaces and dataset.

The following table shows a summary of the experiment variables.
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Table 2: Experiment variables for program to generate topic and browser sequence for users

Number of users partaking in the experiments 30

Number of topics 30

Number of interfaces to evaluate 3

Number of interface evaluations (each) per topic 4

Total number of user evaluations per topic 12

Total number of evaluations carried out 360

Mean position of a topic (in order it was presented to the users) for evaluation. This value is in the

range (0...1 1) representing (first. ..last)

5.5

Standard deviation of topic positions about the mean 0.8

2.3 Collating Experimental Data

Due to the lack of verification on user results as they entered them in the interface, it was necessary to correct invalid

results before we could combine and rank the results for each topic. The following rules were applied in the given order

to remove and correct invalid results:

• A result with both its start time and end time specified as "OmOs" (the default) was removed. In this case a user

did not specify which part of a selected video is relevant to the topic.

• A result was removed if its start time was out of range for the specified video. It is unreasonable to do any

modification of the result as the start time is invalid.

• A result with the start time specified as "OmOs" was changed so that its start time was "0ml s". Some users who
wished to specify the beginning of a clip selected OmOs but this was not allowed by the NIST checker program.

• A result with the end time specified as "OmOs" was changed to have an end time of the start time plus Is. The

results specified by users sometimes did not include an end time resulting in "OmOs" (the default) being set as

the end time.

• One second was added to the end time of a result if the value of its start time and end time were equal. Some
users probably considered that only one particular frame of the whole video clip was enough to meet the

requirements of a specific topic. However, the NIST checker program asserts that a valid result must not have

equal start and end times.

• If a result's end time was out of range or earlier than its start time, the end time of the result was modified by

giving it a value of its start time plus 1 second. In this situation, it was assumed that a user specified a valid

start time but erred in specifying the end time.

Having corrected or removed the invalid results, we then combined the results fi^om each user as the TREC
framework allowed us to submit only two full runs. The reader should remember that our purpose in taking part in this

TREC track was to have our own relevance "clips" assessed for relevance and thus allowing us to explore our browser

vs. browser comparison experiments after the ground truth becomes known. Because each "run" was the combination

of inputs from several users, before submitting our own results to TREC we needed to remove duplicate and

overlapping results. When results fi-om the same user overlapped we replace them by a single result which overlapped

the set of clips. When the overlapping results were not from the same user we took the earliest start time that is valid

for the majority of overlapping results. The end time was chosen by taking the latest end time that is also valid for the

majority of the overlapping results. For an overlap of only two results this simplifies to replacing them with their

intersection.

Example 1

:

<item seqNum="l" src="nad58 .mpg"
<item seqNum="2" src="nad58 .mpg"
<iteTn seqNum="3" src= " nad5 8 . mpg

"

Result:

<item seqNum="l" src="nad58 .mpg"

start="lmlOs" stop= " lm26 s
" /

>

start="lml2s" stop= " lm34 s
" /

>

start=" lml5s" stop= " lm2 9s " /

>

start="lml2s" stop= " lm29s " />
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Example 2:

<item seqNuni="4" src = "anni010 . mpg" start = "lm4s" stop= " lm2 5s " / >

<item seqNum="5" src="anni010 .mpg" start= " lm20s " stop= " 3m52s" />

Result:

<iterTi seqNum="4" src= " anniO 10 . mpg " start = " lm2 Os " stop= " lm2 5s " / >

Finally the query results for each topic were ranked based on the number of duplicates that produced each

result. The greater the number of duplicates the higher the ranking assigned to a result. For example: a result A was

derived from three duplicate results and a result B from four duplicates, then result B will be allocated a higher

precedence. The result items within these precedence levels were further ranked by the number of results for the video

in the source results of the topic: the more results from a source video, the higher its ranking.

2.4 Interactive Search Task Results and Analysis

The precision and recall figures for our interactive search results are available in Table 3. The results for the search

topics are separated into two groups, general topics and known item topics. Topics from these two groups were

evaluated differently. The general topics are general statements of information need. The known item topics on the

other hand are a more specific information need and their correct results, the known items, were specified during topic

creation. The general topics have higher evaluation cost and these are evaluated using human assessors who look at

each result and give a judgement of whether it is relevant or non-relevant. Currently, precision is available for these

topics but recall figures for this type of search are unavailable. For the known item topics it is possible to evaluate them

using an automatic method. So far, an overlap measure is used to automatically classify the results for these known

item topics as relevant or non-relevant. The overlap measure has two control parameters, minimum known item

coverage and minimum result item coverage that determine whether a result item is considered to match a known item.

A result item is considered to match a known item if and only if the following two conditions hold:

1 . The ratio of the length of the intersection of the result item and the known item to the length of the known
item is at least as large as the minimum known item coverage.

2. The ratio of the length of the intersection of the result item and the known item to the length of the result

item is at least as large as the minimum result item coverage.

Table 3: General Search and Known Item Precision and Recall

Search Type Minimum
Known Item

Coverage

Minimum
Result Item

Coverage

Precision Recall

General Search N/A N/A 0.84 N/A
Known Item ('low' recall, 'low' precision) 0.333 0.333 0.298 0.419

Known Item ('low' recall, 'high' precision) 0.333 0.666 0.236 0.356

Known Item ('high' recall, 'low' precision) 0.666 0.333 0.226 0.300

Known Item ("high' recall, 'high' precision) 0.666 0.666 0.164 0.237

The known item recall and precision has been calculated at four different combinations of the control

parameters (Table 3). The performance of our general topic results (P=0.84) is far higher than for our known item topic

results (P=0.298) even at the most generous of control parameters 0.333, 0.333. We believe that this is a result of the

different evaluation methods used for the topic types instead of some fundamental difference between the topics in the

two types. A lower control parameter level of say 0.2 or 0.1 may result in the overlap measure giving results that are

closer to those the human assessors were giving for the topics. Further exploration of the result of the overlap measure

at different control parameter values is required and this will be done by us, post-TREC.

The search types known item search and general search are not as distinctive as their labels and different

evaluation methods may suggest. In some cases a topic could be either a known item or a general search depending on

whether the submitting group indicated the results when submitting the topic. For example Topic 24: "Find all pictures
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of R. Lynn Bondurant" is classified as a general search. But Topic 22: "Find pictures of Harry Hertz..." and Topic 23:

"Find images of Lou Gossett Jr." are classified as known item searches not general searches. Also some of the

currently classified known item searches could also be classified as general. For example. Topic 30: "Scenes with

buildings similar to dome-shaped House of Congress" could be a general search not a known item search. The topics

that are classified into search types general and not general (known item) is more a result of whether we specified

queries with known results or not, rather than of some fundamental difference.

Some of the loss of precision by our users can be put down to the lack of fine-grained frame-level editing

facilities for their search results. Once a user added a search result it was set in stone and could not be refined or

removed. Furthermore, a user specified the start and stop boundaries on a video clip to the nearest second, whereas the

TREC evaluation is much more fine-grained than that and this obviously resulted in some irrelevant videos being

included in our submissions. The precision loss for our results may also be attributed to the different interpretation of

relevance by the assessors or topic creators and by our test users as our users sometimes were more willing to accept a

clip as relevant. This may just be the nature of the experiment in that we did not stress enough to the users that they

should be completely sure of relevance to the topic before adding it as a result. It is also probable that our users thought

that having some result was better than none so, they may have knowingly added results that were nearly correct.

Interface errors and interpretation errors may account for the loss of precision in the general search results but

it cannot account for the far lower results in the known item search results. In fact, for 5 of the known item queries no

correct results were found using the overlap measure at the parameter level 0.333, 0.333 - that is the precision and

recall value was 0 (Topic 1 , 27, 28, 29, 33). On inspection of our results it is clear that our users found correct results

but they did not enter the start time and end time strictly enough and did not segment adjacent results into separate

results. For example, for topic 1 our system 1st result (10 seconds long) overlaps 3 of the known item results but under

the overlap measure even at parameter values 0.333, 0.333 none of the 3 known-items are attributed as matched (.5, 3, 2

seconds intersections respectively). Since the current overlap measure does not take into account other known items

overlapping the results item when calculating result item coverage ratio it is unforgiving when a user has specified a

single result that contains temporally close known-items. Some of the known items are less than a second apart (0.5s in

Topic 1). The test users without prior explicit direction may interpret known-items in adjacent shots as one result.

Even without the multiple known items in a result issue the precision at which our users specified the results

was to seconds. Often users specified results with more than a couple of seconds padding before and after the known
item. For a known item of small duration the results item coverage would be very small and therefore it may not be

found relevant at result item overlap coverage of 0.333 or greater. In Topic 1 alone two known items are 0.5s long and

another is 0.6s long. If our test users had the facilities to segment and refine their results to more exact timing than to

seconds the results would be considerably improved. Of course, we should also have stressed to the users during the

experiment that they should only add the maximum relevant continuous camera shot segment that matches the topic.

Our results show that our known item results are slightly more sensitive to known item coverage than to result

item coverage, but the difference is not great. The majority overlap measure degrades into intersection for situations

where there are only two overlapping results (Section 2.3). If the overlapping results are both covering two different

but temporally close known items, then the intersection will be covering neither. This may account for why our

experiment is more sensitive to known item coverage. Perhaps, the overlapping measure should be changed to start

point calculated as the mid point of start points and end point calculated as the mid point of end points of the two

overlapping results in this special case of only two overlapping results. But even still this would result in a single result

that probably only partially covers the two known items. And with the current metric even at the 0.333, 0.333

parameter level no known item may be matched. It may be even better to replace the majority voting method for

overlap to one of average start time and average end time. These are all issues which we need to address in the near

ftiture.

3. Shot Boundary Detection

The Shot Boundary Detection system we evaluated in the video track makes use of the compression features of MPEG
encoded video. This was done in order to achieve performance with a minimum of processing requirements as the

decoding of MPEG video sequences is relatively time consuming and in areas where speed is an issue, compressed

domain processing can offer high accuracy in a fraction of real time.
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The MPEG video standard [LeGall et al. 96] achieves compression by exploiting the data redundancy present in

video sequences. As Shot Boundary Detection is a temporal segmentation of a video sequence, the temporal

compression features of the MPEG video standard can be used to help the Shot Boundary Detection task. The

macroblock is a primary element in the MPEG standard and has a determinant role in the temporal compression of the

video. The following considerations have been used for our Shot Boundary Detection:

• In general for most B frames a video encoder will trend to favour bi-directional predicted macroblocks in order

to achieve better compression.

• B frames tend to use preponderant prediction from the nearest reference frame. Thus in a group ofpictures

with RBBR encoding pattern (where R denotes a reference frame and B a B frame), first B frame would have

dominant prediction from first R frame and second B frame from second R frame. That led to a bigger number

of forward predicted macroblocks than backward predicted macroblocks in first B frame and opposite for

second B frame.

If a macroblock distribution in the currently evaluated frame sequence does not comply with the considerations

above it is highly probable that a shot boundary has occurred and the changing of the dominant reference frame would

designate the exact position of a shot boundary. An increase of the intra-coded macroblocks in the P frames may
indicate a possible gradual transition.

It is evident that the files from Shot Boundary Detection test collection for the video track come from a few

distinct encoding sources and it likely that we will have similar content and video coding effects within files provided

from the same source. Therefore, because of resources available to us at the time, it was not considered possible to carry

out an evaluation over the entire collection. For evaluation we selected a set of five representative files, one from each

source, regarding as representative the file with the longest playing time within each source or the file which apparently

contains more or more complex, shot transitions. Furthermore, as our Shot Boundary Detection system is based on

video compressed domain features, characteristics of the video encoders such as image size, frame encoding pattern and

the encoded macroblock types, were considered in order to select various encoding parameters. Our official results are

presented below in Table 4 for all transition types.

Table 4: Shot Boundary Detection performance figures for 5 files from the dataset

Flies \ Metrics
Reference

transitions

Deletion rate

DR
Insertion rate

IR

Precision

Pr

Recall

Re

ahf 1 .mpg 107 0.158 0.074 0.919 0.850

anni009 .mpg 103 0.708 0.009 0.967 0.291

bor03 .mpg 237 0.573 0.050 0.893 0.426

ldoi874a_sl_02_004 .mpg 7 0.00 0.142 0.875 1.00

nad2 8 .mpg 298 0.221 0.050 0.939 0.778

Weighted column mean 0.386 0.049 0.925 0.613

Our Shot Boundary Detection work will be evaluated on the full dataset at a later time and our results above

are not directly comparable to the results of other TREC track participants. However, the most interesting part of the

work we report above is the computation time taken; running on a 733 MHz Pentium III PC with 256 MB RAM
running Red Hat 7.0 Linux, the 76 min 39s of video took 4 minutes and 2 seconds of computation time, about 5% of

real time.

4. Conclusions

Our results for general search topics and known item topics show two very different results for precision and recall even

though both sets of topics were performed under the same environmental conditions. Indeed, our users were unaware of

the query types when performing the search tasks for each topic. Adjusting the metric used in the known-item search to

I
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account for our particular "flexibility" in determining the start and end of clips identified by users, will be necessary and

will be done post-TREC. We will also experiment more with different ways of collating independently gathered results

into one non-overlapping ranked results list. The current method may not be one of the best but without further

experimentation this is but guesswork. Further study of our results for individual users and of the browsers will be

conducted.
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Word proximity QA system

Philip Rennert
EC Wise, Inc. Machine Learning Center
408 Saybrooke View Dr., Gai thersburg , MD 20877
phil . rennert@ioip . com

Abstract

This is a question answering system with very little NLP,
based on question-category-dependent selection and
weighting of search teirms, selecting answer strings centered
around words most commonly found near search terms. Its
performance was medium, with a 0.2 MRR. Certain category
strategies may be of interest to other QAers , and are described.

1.0 Question categories
To save bandwidth, I won't repeat the description of the QA task or the
box-and-line description of the system; see almost any paper here.
Here are the question categories, with performance:

A'\7^T"P*(T^ T"im "MT?R My MRR

? ? ? 0 n 0,151 0 .0625
n 07 7\j • \j ^ 1 0

W • ^ X '± 0 . 8
1 1 n 9 Q 0 . 523

PAPTTAT. c W • ^ X ^ 0 . 7
PTRCIT TO 1 AX fi 0 . 107

A n 1 74w X / I 0 . 5
n

Q n on 0 . 619
u

MOW MAMV MACC ^ n 1 77u • X / / 0

HOW MANY MONEY 0
HOW MANY SPEED 3 0 . 150 0 .333
HOW MANY STATED 5 0 .244 0 ,.4
HOW MANY TEMP 0

HOW MANY TIME 5 0 .217 0 ,. 067
INVENTION 6 0 .280 0 ..367
PLACE WHERE GEO 21 0 .216 0 ,.099
PLACE WHERE ORIG 0

PLACE WHERE PHYS 0
POPULATION 8 0 .298 0 .. 604
STAR OF 0
SUPERLATIVES 20 0 .219 0 ..2

WHAT EAT 1 0 .560 1

.

,0

WHAT IS DESCR 154 0 . 172 0 .,134
WHAT IS NAMED 114 0 .242 0 ., 110
WHAT PAPER 2 0.217 0 .,25
WHAT SHOW 1 0 . 198 0

WHAT SPORT 1 0 .291 0 . 5
WHEN BORN 6 0 .264 0 . 25
WHEN DID 30 0 .302 0 . 262
WHERE BORN 0
WHERE IS 16 0 .445 0 . 349
WHO DID 22 0 .392 0 . 447
WHO IS 3 0.338 0 . 167
WHY 4 0 . 154 0

Average MRR: 0.23 4
Number of questions: 492

Question categories were defined from the training set of previous TRECs;
some categories didn't occur in TREC 10.
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2.0 Category strategies
The basic approach was to remove stopwords from the question and use
all remaining words as search terms, though some were upweighted in
some categories. The documents were viewed as an ordered list of words;
occurrence of a search term awarded points to all words within a certain
radius, typically five words. Points depended on the search term weight,
and slightly on the distance. Stopwords and most punctuation were usually
removed. Points were summed over all retrieved documents; answer strings
were centered on the highest scoring words.
This was the default strategy, used in categories ???, WHAT IS DESCRIBED
(a "What is" question with the object described but not named), and
FIRST TO (Who was the first to...), and it wasn't very successful.
In certain categories, predefined lists of search terms or answer patterns
produced better performance; these are described below.

ABBREVIATION - Look for the letters of the acronym in sequence at the
head of words in sequence. Usually one letter per word (e.g., laser),
but can be more (hazmat)

.

CANNED - Preloaded lists of US state and president information, and
winners of World Series and Superbowls, downloaded from the Web.
It's backwards to already know the answer and seek it in the test corpus;
I included this category only because it's valid in a real QA system.

HOW MANY - Answer must be a number followed by a unit. Elaborate
Perl regexp to identify a number; preloaded lists of units for
various physical quantities (mass, distance, speed,...); map from
question words to appropriate quantity. For some questions, unit
is stated in question (e.g.. How many dogs pull a sled in the Iditarod?; unit is
"dogs"). Seek number-unit string near search terms.

INVENTION - Answer is a proper name, so will be Initcapped. Seek
search terms, word which stems to "invent" or "patent", and Initcap
string close together.

POPULATION - Answer is a number; seek search terms, "population" or "people",
and number close together. As a tiebreak, pick the larger
number; usually news stories describe a population and a subset.

WHAT IS NAMED (or Definition) - Unfortunate excess of these questions
in TREC 10 has been described elsewhere. Postfit strategy, after TREC 10
judging: if word has a WordNet gloss, extract the first two nouns before
the semicolon and add to search terms (if more than one sense, do it for all)

.

This improved MRR to .38 in this category. Another backwards
already-know-the-answer category; a mismatch with the news story corpus.

WHEN DID - Answer is a date; Perl regexp to define dates; seek them
near search teinns. If question starts "When is...", append date from
story timeline, to cover holidays and such.

WHERE IS - Preloaded list of proximity terms used with Initcap places,
like "near", "neighboring", "border", etc.

WHO DID - Answer is a proper name, so Initcapped. Stem action verbs
in question (who built, who killed, ...). In counting most common Initcaps
near search terms, combine subset terms (e.g., "Fred Jones" and "Jones").

WHO IS - Preloaded list of occupations/activities to make this person
feunous (writer, leader, winner, etc.); seek the occupation most commonly
found near the name. Stem the occupation words (writer = written = writing,
etc, )

.

to be able to retrieve
I submitted two runs, one

3.0 Document retrieval strategy comparison
I wrote my own search engine (mergesort-based)

,

documents based on my search terms and weights

.
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with only documents from the PRISE top 50, one with those plus the top 50 from
my strategy, interleaved to make a list of 100. The results were statistically
no different. I conclude the PRISE top 50 document set is good enough to
support the answer- finding strategies used here.

4.0 What's next?
With the advance to exact answers in future TRECs , answer patterns will
become essential. I believe question parsing and question term expansion
to generate them will also become essential, and proximity most-common
strategies will not be effective. Some of the answer patterns used here may
remain useful

.
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FUB at TREC-IO Web Track: A probabilistic

framework for topic relevance term weighting

Gianni Amafi * Claudio Carpineto

Giovanni Romano
Fondazione Ugo Bordoni, Roma, Italy

I Introduction

The main investigation of our participation in the WEB track of TREC-IO concerns

the effectiveness of a novel probabiUstic framework [I] for generating term weighting

models of topic relevance retrieval. This approach endeavours to determine the weight

of a word within a document in a purely theoretic way as a combination of different

probability distributions, with the goal of reducing as much as possible the number of

parameters which must be learned and tuned from relevance assessments on training

test collections.

The framework is based on discounting the probability of terms in the whole col-

lection, modeled as deviation from randomness, with a notion of information gain

related to the probabilty of terms in single documents. The framework is made up

of three components: the "information content" component relative to the entire

data collection, the "information gain normalization factor" component relative to

a subset of the data collection (the elite set of the observed term), and the "term

frequency normaUzation function" component relative to the document length and

to other collection statistics. Each component is obtained by computing a suitable

probabiUty density function.

One advantage of the framework is that we may easily compare and test the behaviour

of different basic models of Information Retrieval under the same experimental con-

ditions and normalization factors and functions. St the same time, we may test and

compare different term frequency normalization factors and functions.

In addition to testing the effectiveness of the term weighting framework, we were

interested in evaluating the utility of query expansion on the WTIOg collection.

We used information theoretic query expansion and focused on careful paxemeter

selection.

In our experiments, we did not use link information, partly because of tight scheduling

"I Se author Has been carrying out His work also at tHe Computing Science Department, Univer-

sity of Glasgow, Scotland
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- the WTIOg collection was made available to us as late as late May 2001 - and partly

because it has been shown at TREC-9 that it is not beneficial to topic relevance

retrieval.

In the rest of the paper, we first introduce the term weighting framework. Then
we describe how collection indexing was performed, which probability functions were

used in the experiments to instantiate the term weighting framework, and which pa-

rameters were chosen for query expansion. A discussion of the main results concludes

the paper.

2 The term weighting framework

The framework presented here can be found in [I].

The fundamental weighting Formula is the product of two information content func-

tions:

w — Tn/i • In/2 (I)

Both 7n/i and Tn/2 axe decreasing functions of two probabilities Pi and P2
,
respec-

tively. The function Jn/i is related to the whole document collection D, whilst 7n/2

to the eUte set (this notion roots back to Harter's work [5]) of the term t, namely

the set of all documents in which the term t occurs.

Pi is obtained as follows. We assume that words which bring little information are

randomly distributed on the whole set of documents. By contrast, informative words

diverge from the randomic behaviour and therefore they receive little probability

according to a suitable model of randomness for Information Retrieval. This is the

the inverse document frequency "component" of our model, in the sense that similar

to the standard IR models based on the idf measure, the informative words have

a small probability to occur within a document. We provide different basic models

which defines such a notion of randomness in the context of Information Retrieval.

A model of randomness is derived by a suitable interpretation of the probabilistic

urn models of Types I and II [4] into the context of Information Retrieval. Basically,

a model of Type I is a model where balls (tokens) are randomly extracted from an

urn, whilst in Type II models balls are randomly extracted from an urn belonging to

a collection of urns (documents). Among type I models there is the Poisson model,

the Bose-Einstein statistics, the Geometric distribution, whilst a type II model is

the inverse document frequency model. Therefore, the frequency of a word within a

document with the lowest probability Pi as predicted by such models of randomness

or, equivalently, the words whose probability is less expected by the chosen model of

urns, are "highly informative" words.

T'fifl = ~logPl large for informative words in tHe collection

If we observe the elite set TJt of the term, then we may derive a second conditional

probability Pj of term occurrence within a document in its elite set. The information
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content of a highly informative term, as obtained by means of 7n/i, will be tuned

according to its elite set.

This weight tuning process corresponds to the information gain "component" of our

model. We will take as weighting formula only a fraction 2n/2 of Infx. This fraction

of the information content corresponds to the "gain" associated to the decision of

accepting the terra as an informative descriptor of the document. We assume, as in

decision theory, that this information gain and thus in/2 is inversely related to its

odds P2.

Differently from Pi , which is in general very small, P2 should be in general close to

certainty, especially when tf is large. If we observe many occurrences of the term t,

then the observed term should have a very high probability P2 of being a descriptor

of the document. We assume that P2 is the conditional probability of observing,

within an arbitrary document of the elite set, tf + l occurrences of a given word in

the hypothesis that one has already observed tf occurrences. The higher the term

frequency tf, the higher the conditional P2. Since the gain is inversely related to its

odds:^

Jn/2 = I — P2 rate of the information content gained witfi t

The weight of a term in a document is thus a function of two probabilities Pi and

P2 which axe related by the following relation:

The term weight w of Formula 2 can be seen as a function of 4 random variables:

w = iy(2'', t/, n, TV)

where

tf is the within document terra frequency

TV is the size of the collection

n is the size of the elite set Et of the term,

F is the terra frequency in its elite set

However, the size of tf depends on the docuraent length: we have to derive the

expected terra frequency in a docuraent when the docuraent is corapared to a fixed

length (typically the average docuraent length). We should determine what is the

distribution that the tokens of a term follow in the documents of a collection at

different docuraent lengths. Once this distribution is obtained, the norraalized terra

frequency tfn is used in the Forraula 2 instead of the non-norraalized tf.

One forraula we have forraally derived and successfully tested on previous TREC
collections is:

^We also used an aJfernative monotone decreasing Function, namely J71/2 = — log2P2- Experi-

mentally, this decreasing function seems to be a little less effective than 7n/2 — I — P2- Also, the

function I — F2 will be easily generalized below to the increment rate of two Bernoulli's trials, whilst

a similar generalization with 7n/2 = — log2 P2 is problematic.

w =lnfi-lnf2 =(-log2 Pi) -(I-Ps) (2)

(with c > I) (3)
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where avgJ and / are the average length of the document collection and the length

of the observed document respectively.

Our terra weight w of Formula 2 will be thus a function of 6 random variables:

w = w{F, tfn, n, N) — w(F, tf, n, TV, /, avgJ)

, I is the document length
where

avgJ is the length mean

We postpone the discussion about the probability functions used to instantiate this

framework and the choice of parameter c to Section 4.2. We first describe, in the

next section, how collection indexing was performed.

3 Test collection indexing

Text segmentation. Our system first identified the individual terms occurring in the

test collection, ignoring punctuation and case. The whole body of each document was

indexed except for HTML tags, which were removed from documents. Pure single

keyword indexing was performed, and link information was not used.

Document pruning. As we had very limited storage capabilities, we performed some

document pruning. We removed very long or short documents as well as documents

which were deemed to be nontextual or nonenglish textual. Specifically, we pruned

the documents with more than 10,000 words (2,897) or less than 10 words (57,031);

also, we removed the documents that contained more than 50% of unrecognized En-

glish word (86,146), according to a large morphological lexicon for English (Karp et

al, 1992). In all, we removed 118.087 documents (this is not the exact sum of the

three categories due to document overlap). The price we paid for this computational

gain is that some relevant documents were lost. More exactly, we removed 162 out

of 3363 relevant documents (4.81%). Thus, it should be emphasized that our actual

performance retrieval was probably lower than the performance that we would have

obtained by considering the whole set of documents.

Word pruning. Incorrect words affect collection statistics and query expansion. In

order to reduce the inherent web word noise, we removed very rare, ill-formed or

exceedingly long words. Specifically, the words contained in no more than 10 doc-

uments, which were apparently exclusively mispelled words, were dropped from the

document descriptions. The words containing more than three consecutive equal

characters or longer than 20 characters were also deleted. In this way, the number
of distint words in the collection decreased dramatically, from 1,602,447 (after steps

I and 2) to only 293,484.

Stop wording and word stemming. As we were primarily interested in early precision,

we used a very Umited stop list and did not peforra word stemming at all.

The system has been implemented in ESE, a Eisp-like language that is automatically
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translated into ANSI C and then compiled by gcc compiler. The system indexes

two gigabytes of documents per hour and allows sub-seconds searches on a 550 MHz
Pentium III with 256 megabytes of RAM running Einux.

4 Term weighting models

The terra-weighting framework described above was instantiated to a number of mod-
els using the Bose-Eistein statistics and the inverse document frequency (expected

and non) combined with the weight normalization factor 7n/2 and frequency normal-

ization function tfn. We first describe the bcisic models and then the 2 normalization

factors I and B for In/2-

Bose-Einsfein statistics

The operational model of the Bose-Einstein statistics is constructed by approximating

the factorials by Stirling's formula. The model Be (Be stands for Bose-Einstein) is:

Eet A = ^ be the mean of the frequency of the term t in the collection D, then

the Bose-Einstein probabiUty that a term occurs tf times in a document can be

approximated by Pi{tf) = (tTa) ' (i+a) • ^^S^t hand side is known as the

geometric distribution with probability p = Hence:

lnh{tf)= -log2(j^) -t/.log2(j^) (5)

The approximations of Equation 4 by Stirling's formula and by Equation 5 were

indistinguishable in the experiments, therefore Equation 5 is preferred to Equation

4 for its simplicity.

The inverse document frequency model 7(n)

We use a standard tf-idf probability distribution. The probability Fi{tf) is obtained

by first computing the probability of choosing a document containing the given term

at random and then computing the probability of having tf occurrences of the same

term in a document:

JnMtf) = tf -log, (6)
n + U.o
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The inverse expected docnmenf frequency model l{nexp)

A different model can be obtained by Bernoulli's law. Eet Uexp the expected number

of documents containing the term under the assumption that there are F tokens in

the collection. Then

nexp = TV Probitf # 0) = TV • (I - B(JV, F, 0)) = JV • (I - (^^) )

The third basic model is the tf-ExpectedJdf model J{nexp)-

lnf{tf)=tf -log. (7)

4.1 Term frequency normalizations: the probability P2

We assume that the probability that an observed terra contributes to select a relevant

document is high if the probability of counting one more token of the same term in

a relevant document is similarly high. This probability approaches I for high values

of tf.

Laplace's normalization L

The first model of T*-i{tf) is obtained by the conditional probability p(t/ + d) of

Laplace's Law of Succession: P2 {tf) = ^^^^ ^

The normalization L (for Laplace) is:

= (8)

Bernonlli's normalization B

To obtain an alternative estimate of P2 with Bernoulli's trials we use the following

urn model. Let B(n, 2*', tf) be

B{n,T,tf) =(^^)p*V'-'^

where p = ^ and q =

We add a new token of the term to the collection, thus having y +1 tokens instead

of y. We then compute the probability B{n,l'' + l,tf + I) that this new token falls

into the observed document, thus having a within document term frequency tf + 1

instead tf. The process ~B{n,'F + l,tf + I) computes the probability of obtaining
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one more token of the term t in the document d out of all n documents in which t

occurs when a new token is added to the elite set. The ratio

B{n,y + l,tf+l) y+i
B{n,F,tf) n •(*/ + !)

of the new probability B{n,T + l,tf + 1) to the previous one B{n,T,tf) tells us

whether the probability of encountering a new occurrence by chance is increased or

diminished.

Instead of using P2 we normalize with the probability increment rate

IncrementRate = I — ^^^l^
B{n,F,tf)

that is the norraaUzation B is:

4.2 The parcimeter c for the baseline models

Independently from the model used, namely independently from the probability dis-

tributions Pi and P2 chosen, in TREC-9 and TREC-10 the best matching value for

c was 7. The parameter c seems to be proportional to the size of the collection and

inversely proportional to the size of the indexing vocabulary. A similar observation

held also for the TREC-I to TREC-8 collections.

We conjecture that the parameter c is connected to the Zipfian law which relates the

size of vocabulary to the size of the collection. This relationships which is not linear

affects the size of terra frequency in the collection and thus the term frequency in

the document.

5 Query expansion

For TREC-9, the results about the use of query expansion were not as good as with

previous TRECs. Several groups reported that expansion did not improve or even

hurt retrieval performance [6]. As groups participating in TREC-9 web track had

little opportunity for parameter tuning and the WTIOg collection is very different

from the previous collections, these result may have been influenced by poor choice

of query expansion parameters.

We encountered a similar problem with our own information theoretic-based expan-

sion method [3, 2]. The weight of a terra of the expanded query g* of the original

query q is obtained as follows:

weight{t e q*) = {a t/q^ + /3 tfrn^z) Infi 7n/2

where
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• tfq-n is the normalized term frequency within the originaJ query q (i.e.
maxt^qtfq '

• tfnKZ is a term frequency in the expanded query induced by using a normalized

Kullback-Eeibler measure

where Px{t), with = R,C, is the probability of occurrence of term t in the

set of documents X (estimated by the relative frequency of the term in X), R
indicates the pseudo-relevant set, C indicates the whole collection.

• a = I,/3 = 0.2

• = 3 with the number of terms of the expanded query equal to 10.

• 7n/i and w/2 as defined in Relation I

This method was used with good results on TREC-8; however, when we ran it with

the TREC-8 parameters against the TREC-9 collection the retrieval performance

was badly affected, whether using the new weighting functions discussed above or

the Okapi formula. Thus, we focused on better selection of the values used for query

expansion parameters for the WTIOg document set, by performing parameter tuning

on the TREC-9 test collection. We considered three parameters, namely the number

of pseudo relevant documents, the number of expansion terras and the ratio between

a and /3 in Rocchio's formula.

One of the most striking characteristics of the WTIOg collection is that the quality

of baseline retrieval is lower than that obtained for past TREC collections. In an

attempt to reduce the chance to select terms from mostly nonrelevant documents

we chose fewer pseudo-relevant documents than typically used for query expansion.

We set the number of pseudo-relevant documents at 3. In order to compensate for

the lower quality of the terms used for expansion, we also adjusted the values of a
and 0. Since the original query should become more important as the quality of the

expansion terms and their weights diminishes, we set the ratio between a and /3 to 5

(i.e., a = I, /3 = 0.2) and reduced the number of terms used for query expansion to

10. In this way, it should be easier for the expanded query to keep the focus on the

original topic, even in the presence of bad term suggestions.

Finally, it should be noted that the removal of bad words performed at indexing time

(see discussion above) may have considerably reduced the number of typographical

errors in documents, which was pointed out as one of the causes for poor query

expansion.

tfriKZ =
tfKZ

(10)
max tfjiz

tfKZ = Pfl(t) log
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6 Runs at TREC 10

We submitted 4 runs, 2 of them with our query expansion technique.

Runs fabOIne and fubOIne2: l{nexp)L

The baseline model fubOIne for 7n/i is Tiriexp) and the normalization formula for

Jn/2 is Laplace's law L namely the term weight is:

w = , (tfn -log^ ^^ir ] (II)
i/n + 1 V riexp + 0.5 J ^

^

tfn is defined as in Equation 3 with c = 7. Run fubOIne was performed without

query expansion, whilst run fubOIne2 with.

Run fubOIbe2: B^I^' This was the best performing run at TREC-IO. The baseline

model fubOIbe for Infi is Be and the normalization formula for 7n/2 is Laplace's

law L namely the term weight is:

tfn is defined as in Equation 3 with c = 7. The automatic query expansion was

performed.

Run fubOIidf: J(n)B

The baseline model fubOIidf for 7n/i is 7(n) and the normaUzation formula for 7n/2

is Bernoulli's rate B namely the term weight is:

F+ I TV + I

^ " ^/^/^ , T^
*/"log2 (13)

n{tfn + I) n + U.o

tfn is defined as in Equation 3 with c = 7. The automatic query expansion was not

performed.

7 Results and conclusions

In Table I we show the retrieval performance of all possible models that can be gen-

erated by the term weighting framework using the probability functions introduced

above, without and with query expansion.

The main conclusions that can be drawn from the experimental results are the fol-

lowing.

- On the whole, the term weighting framework was effective, with very good absolute

and comparative retrieval performance (run fubOIbe2 achieved the best perfor-

mance of all official submissions in the title-only, automatic topic relevance task),
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I
Method

I

Official run
|
AvPrec

|
Prec-at-IO

|
Prec-at-20

|
Prec-at-30

|

Model performance without query expajision

0.1788 0.3180 0.2730 0.2413

I(n)L 0.1725 0.3180 0.2740 0.2353

fubOIne 0.1790 0.3240 0.2720 0.2440

BeB 0.I88I 0.3280 0.2980 0.2487

2{n)B fubOlidf 0.1900 0.3360 0.2880 0.2580

J(ne,.p)fl 0.1902 0.3340 0.2860 0.2580

Model performance with query expansion

Be'L fubOIbe2 0.2225 0.3440 0.2860 0.2513

l{n)Z 0.1973 0.3200 0.2730 0.2380

7(ntj,p)I fubOIne2 0.1962 0.3280 0.2760 0.2507

BbB 0.2152 0.3400 0.2870 0.2527

7(n)B 0.2052 0.3380 0.2970 0.2680

7(n„p)B 0.2041 0.3360 0.2990 0.2660

Table I: Comparison of performance of models and normalization factors.

although noteworthy differences in performance were observed depending on which

combination of probabilistic distributions and normalization techniques was used.

- Query expansion with the chosen parameters improved performance for almost

all term weighting models and evaluation measures, with more tangible benefits for

average precision.

More work is necessary to investigate the relative strengths and weaknesses of each

model as well as to study the relationships to other term weighting approaches. More-

over, further experiments should be performed to control the effect on performance

of a wider range of factors, including word stemming, document pruning, and word

pruning.
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FDU at TREC-10: Filtering, QA, Web and Video Tasks

Lide Wu, Xuanjing Huang, Junyu Niu, Yikun Guo, Yingju Xia, Zhe Feng

Fudan University, Shanghai, China

This year Fudan University takes part in the TREC conference for the second time. We have participated

in four tracks of Filtering, Q&A, Web and Video.

For filtering, we participate in the sub-task of adaptive and batch filtering. Vector representation and

computation are heavily applied in filtering procedure. Four runs have been submitted, which includes one

TIOSU and one TIOF run for adpative filtering, as well as another one TIOSU and one TIOF run for batch

filtering.

We have tried many natural language processing techniques in our QA system, including statistical

sentence breaking, POS tagging, parsing, name entity tagging, chunking and semantic verification. Various

sources of world knowledge are also incorporated, such as WordNet and geographic information.

For web retrieval, relevant document set is first created by an extended Boolean retrieval engine, and then

reordered according to link information. Four runs with different combination of topic coverage and link

information are submitted.

On video track. We take part in both of the sub-tasks. In the task of shot boundary detection, we have

submitted two runs with different parameters. In the task of video retrieval, we have submitted the results of 17

topics among all the topics.

Our research on filtering focuses on how to create the initial filtering profile and set the initial threshold,

and then modify them adaptively. In this section, detailed introduction to the training and adaptation module of

our adaptive runs is first presented. Then we introduced our batch runs briefly. Final part presents the

experiment results.

1.1 Adaptive filtering

Figure 1.1 shows the architecture of the training in adaptive filtering. At first, feature vectors are extracted

from positive and pseudo-positive document samples. The initial profile is the weighted sum of positive and

pseudo-positive feature vectors. Then we compute the similarity between the initial profile and all the training

documents to find the optimal initial threshold for every topic.

1 .1 .1 Feature selection

Since the total number of all words is very large and it costs much time in similarity computation, we

decide to select some important words from them. First, we carry out morphological analysis and stopword

removing. Then we compute the logarithm Mutual Information between remaining words and topics:

Where, w, is the ith word and Tj is the jth topic. Higher logarithm Mutual Information means w, and Tj are

more relevant. P{Wi) and P(w,l7}) are both estimated by maximal likelihood method.

For each topic, we select those words with logarithm Mutual Information higher than 3.0 and occurs more

than once in the relevant documents. Logarithm Mutual Information is not only used as the selection criterion.

1 . Filtering

(1.1)
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but also as the weight of feature words.

Figure 1.1 Architecture of the training in adaptive filtering

Positivi

Training dacuments

Similarity Computing

1 .1 .2 Similarity Computation

The similarity between the profile and training documents is computed by the cosine formula:

Simidf,pj) = Cosd= *
(1.2)

Where, pj is the profile of the jth topic and dj is the vector representation of the ith document, do,, the

weight of the kth word in dj, is computed as such: dj/^ = 1 + \og{tf-,. * avdl/dl) , where tfik is the frequency

of the kth word in the ith document , dl is the average number of different tokens in one document, avdl is the

average number of tokens in one document.

1 .1 .3 Creating initial profile and Setting initial threshold

Each topic profile is represented by a vector which is the weighted sum of feature vector from positive

(relevant) documents and feature vector from pseudo relevant documents with the ratio of 1 : Xq.

To make use of the hierarchy of categories, those documents of the same high-level category are

considered as pseudo relevant documents. Since the number of low-level categories is different among

different high-level categories, we set different Xo for different categories. In our experiment, Xq is set to 0.03

for the topics from Rl to R79, and 0.15 for R80~R84. After combining the positive and pseudo-positive

feature vectors, we get the initial profile. Once the initial profiles are acquired, the initial thresholds should be

set to those values that can result in the largest value of TlOU or TIOF.

1 .1 .4 Adaptation of threshold and topic profile during filtering

For adaptive filtering, we adopt an adaptation procedure to modify the initial profile and threshold while

filtering documents. Figure 1.2 shows the architecture for the adaptation:
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Figure 1.2 Architecture for the adaptation
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( 1 ) Adjustment of threshold

We adjust the threshold once a positive document is retrieved. Let:

• t: denote the sequence number of document, since the documents are processed by temporal order, t also

can be considered as time.

nit): denote the number of documents processed up to t

n/f(r): denote the relevant documents retrieved up to t

nj^t): denote the irrelevant documents retrieved up to /

T(ty. denote the threshold at time /

S'i th h-\ri)'- denote the average similarity of the document been rejected in {tk , tk+i) interval

Pi.h, k+])- denote the precision of system in (tk, tk+i) interval, here

Intuitionally, we should increase the threshold if the precision is too low and lower the threshold if too

few documents are retrieved. So we can use S'i tk+i, h) and P{tk^i, tk) to decide whether to increase or decrease

the threshold. When the precision is lower than expected, we should increase the threshold. Otherwise, we can

decrease the threshold. In particular, when the threshold is too higher than the similarity with the rejected

documents, the threshold should be decreased quickly. The above strategy of threshold adjusting can be written

as below:

If p(t„t,,,)<EP(t,,,) then
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T{t,,,) = T(t,) + a(t,,,)^(\-T(t,))

Else lfS'(ti,.tui) < T(tk^,) * D then

T(t,,,)=T(t,)*A+S-(t,,t,J*0-A)

Else r(/,„) = (l-A?,„))*r(fJ

Where (X(tf. ) is the coefficient for increasing the threshold, and ) is the coefficient for decreasing

the threshold, both of them can be considered as the function of In our experiment, we use the following

linear functions shown in equation 1.3.

a(t,.) = < ,p{t.) = < (1.3)

Where OCq and ^Qsre the initial parameter. The parameter of //indicates the maximum number of

positive documents should be used to adjust the threshold and modify the profile. Here we setCfp =0.02,

y^o
=0.1 and// = 300.

The introduction of parameter D aims at increasing the recall. Since the actual number of relevant

documents of every topic cannot be observed, we can only acquire some indirect estimation. We believed when

the average similarity between the profile and those rejected documents are too small, the similarity threshold

should be decreased in order to enhance the recall. In our experiment, we set D = 0.1 and A = 0.8.

EP(tk) means the precision which we wish the system to reach. At first, we regarded this parameter as

constant and tried several different values, but the results are not very satisfactory. Since it is impractical to

require the system to reach the desired high precision at the beginning of filtering, we adopt a gradual-ascent

function. The function is showed in equation 1 .4.

^P(h-,\) = i ^ (1-4)

[0, nM>M
Where, Pq and Pfmai are the desired initial and final precision. In our experiment, Pq = 0.2 and Pf,„ai = 0.6.

(2) Adaptation of profile

Once a retrieved document has been judged relevant, it is added to the positive document set otherwise it

is added to the negative document set. During profile adaptation, feature vectors are extracted from positive

documents and negative documents. The new topic profile is the weighted sum of feature vector from positive

documents and negative documents with the ratio of l:Xi (Here Xi= -0.25). For effectiveness and efficiency

reason, we adjust the topic profile only after L{L = 5) positive documents have been retrieved.

1.2 Batch filtering

Since this year's batch filtering task does not include batch-adaptive task, there should be no adaptation in

the batch-filtering sub-task. Therefore, the profile and threshold acquired from training should remain the same

during filtering.

There is only a slight difference in the initialization module of our batch and adaptive runs. Full relevance

judgments are provided in batch filtering. As a result, for batch run, the given relevant judgments are enough

for us to build the initial profile, so pseudo-relevant documents are not used in profile creation. In addition, we

adopt the stratified tenfold cross-validation method to avoid the phenomenon of overfitting.
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1.3 Evaluation results

This year Fudan University has submitted four runs for adaptive and batch filtering. We submit no routing

runs. Table 1.1 summarizes our adaptive and batch filtering runs. Four evaluation criteria are calculated,

including TJOSU, TIOF, Set Precision and Set Recall. Underlined value means that the run is optimized for the

corresponding criterion. The last columns give the number of topics in which our runs perform better, equal

and worse than median ones according to the criteria for which our runs are optimized.

Task Run TIOSU TIOF Set Set Comparison with median

Precision Recall > <

Adaptive FDUTIOAFI 0.215 0.404 0.505 0.330 64 5 15

FDUT10AF4 0.213 0.414 0.493 0.363 71 4 10

Batch FDUTIOBFI 0.248 0.441 0.563 0.313 32 13 39

FDUT10BF2 0.244 0.448 0.526 0.373 27 17 40

Table 1.1 Adaptive and batch filtering results

From this table we can find that our adaptive runs perform better than median for most of the topics,

while our batch runs do not perform as well. Although our batch runs performs better than adaptive runs, the

divergence is not very significant. It helps to show that adaptation plays a very important role in filtering.

2. Question Answering

It is the second time that we take part in the QA track. We tried many natural language processing

techniques, and incorporated many sources of world-knowledge. A novel question answering technique, known

as ''syntactic constrained semantic verification", has been put forward. In next section, we will describe the

architecture of our QA system, followed by a detailed discussion of the main components.

2.1 The Overview of QA system

Our system contains four major modules, namely question processing module, offline indexing module,

online searching and concept filtering module, as well as answer processing module. The online models are

represented in Figure 2.1

.

Our indexing module creates full-text index for the document collection. However, it is quite different

from traditional indexing procedure in that it incorporates several NLP techniques not only to avoid errors due

to traditional stemming process, but also to increase both the precision and recall while retrieving proper name.

Question processing module tries to interpret the meaning of the input question by identifying answer

type (the kind of information the question requires) from the question type, and extracting keywords. Next, the

searching and filtering module use only non-replaceable keywords to retrieve relevant paragraph. After

obtaining the result paragraphs, we use a concept thesaurus to filter and rank those paragraphs according to the

number of occurring concepts, which are mainly derived from those replaceable keywords.

In the Answer Processing module, we use a dependency parser to analyze sentences in which the answer

may lie in. Finally, a novel semantic verification scheme is applied after a WordNet-based concept tagging and

a name entity tagging are completed.
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2.2 Document Indexing

Our document indexing module actually includes two separate indices, i.e. a morphological analysis

based full-text index and a proper name index. However, before we build these indexes, a sentence breaking

module is applied to get correct sentence boundaries. We use a free sentence breaking tool, based on maximum

entropy model, from Adwait Ratnaparkhi's web site.

Question

POS Tagging

NP Chunking

Keywords

Formation

Figure 2.1 Overview of our QA system (online part)
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Syntactic Constrained

Semantic VerificationAAA

Name Entity

Tagging

Parsing

Question Proce.ssing Searching and Filtering Answer Processing

Proper name indexing is carried out to accelerate the online question processing speed. Our proper name

tagging module depends heavily on a maximum entropy model based NP chunker. After reading each sentence

with its part of speech tag (POS) for every word, it outputs NP chunks for the sentence. Figure 2.2 presents one

sample sentence after NP chunking.

Figure 2.2 The output of NP chunking toolkit

[ Ed Wilson ] , [ spokesman ] for [ the District ] of [ Columbia police ] , said [ street crime ] in [ Washington ] has

increased in [ recent years ] , but [ there ] have been [ few reports ] of [ assaults ] near [ the Capitol grounds. ]

2.3 Question Processing

The goal for question processing module is to find the user's information needs by examining the

question. The query and expected answer type are transformed from every original natural language question.

2.3.1 Query Formation

First, considering synonyms, we define two kinds of keywords, i.e. the replaceable keywords and

non-replaceable keywords. The replaceable keywords are referred to those words that could be replaced by
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other synonym without altering the information request of the question. Only the non-replaceable keywords are

transformed into query. The documents returned by search engine will consist of all the candidate segments.

Further, those candidates irrelevant to the question will be filtered out by replaceable keywords and their

synonyms.

POS tagging and NP chunking are carried out to segment each question into segments. After that, we

apply a HMM based Name Entity Identification tool to extract the non-replaceable keywords. It can recognize

six kinds entity name, including people's name, place name, organization name, time, date and miscellaneous

number, from normal NP phrases.

The NP phrases identified by Name Entity Identification module are regarded as the non-replaceable

keywords and then submitted to the search engine, while other components are treated as the replaceable

keywords.

2.3.2 Answer Type Concept Identification

Another task for Question Processing module is to determine the desired answer type concepts. First, we

roughly classify 10 question types according to the question interrogatives, as shown in Figure 2.3. Next, 32

answer type concepts are introduced into our system, illustrated in figure 2.4. Among them, six are identified

by Name Entity Identification tool, i.e. DATE, LOCATION, MONEY_UNIT, ORGANIZATION,

PERCENTAGE and PERSON, while other concepts correspond to some synset in the WordNet noun

hierarchies.

Figure 2.3 Question types

What Who/whom Where

How why how much

When which Name

Figure 2.4 Answer type concepts

ACTIVITY COLOR LINEAR.AMOUNT PLANT

AMOUNT COUNTRY LOCATION PRODUCT

ANIMAL DATE MONEY PROVINCE

ARTIFACT DEF MONEY_UNIT STAR

BODYPART DISEASE ORGANIZATION TEMPERATURE

CAREER ELEMENT OTHER TIME

CD FOOD PERCENTAGE WEIGHT

CITY LANGUAGE PERSON WORD

2.4 Search and Filtering Module

We employ the Boolean retrieval engine to find candidate answer paragraphs. We modify the search query

to avoid returning too many and too few paragraphs. If too many paragraphs are retrieved, more keywords,

such as replaceable keywords, will be added to restrict the number of candidate paragraphs. Otherwise, some

of the key phrase will be removed.

After the paragraphs are retrieved, additional lexicon knowledge (Moby electronic thesaurus) is used to

filter out irrelevant ones and sort remaining paragraphs according to the number of the words which appear in

the question.

Moby electronic thesaurus contains about 1,000 concepts and each concept includes several words with

similar word meaning [MobyOO]. First, the replaceable keywords for each question are matched against the
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thesaurus to find one or more relevant concepts. Next, if the correspondent concept is found, the candidate

paragraphs will be examined to find out the number of the words under the same concept. These words will be

called extended query keywords (EQKs). Their number, which reflects the semantic closeness between a

question and every paragraph, will be used to sort the paragraphs.

2.5 Answer Processing Module

We put forward a new approach in the Answer Processing module, which is named as "syntax constrained

semantics verification". The Answer Processing Module aims to determine and extract answers from the

candidate paragraphs retrieved by the Search and Filtering module. Figure 2.5 gives the framework of this

module.

Firstly, we determine the answer type of every noun word and noun phrase in candidate paragraphs by

Name Entity Tagging, which has been described before. The words whose answer types correspond to the

Question Type are marked candidate answer.

Then the candidate paragraphs are passed through a dependency parser, Minipar [Lin98], to get the parsing

tree. In this dependency tree, every node corresponds to a syntax category and every word in the candidate

paragraph resides in a node. The children of a node are those words that modify it. We try to find a path in the

parsing tree connecting EQKs and candidate answer. If there exist such path, we extract the words on the path

and the children of them in the parsing tree. Thus we get different word groups for each candidate answers.

Here we assume that these word groups are more semanticaily closer to the corresponding candidate answer

they extracted from than other words in the same sentence.

Now we have a word group for each candidate answer. We firstly extract the content words (noun, verb,

adjective and adverb words) from question to form another word group. Both word groups are considered to be

relative to the focus words in question and answers. Then we compute their semantic similarity using a

approach named extended vector space model. The result of this step is a similarity score which varies from

zero to one. This is the basic factor to determine the final answer.
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For each candidate answer, a 50 byte-long section in the candidate paragraph, named answer-windows, is
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then created. This answer-window is centralized by the candidate answer. We evaluate each answer-window

using the following three scores:

• Semantic similarity: This score has been computed using extended vector space model.

• Syntax pattern score: This score is based on the candidate answer sentence's syntactic structures. It takes

several syntactic features into consideration, such as the length of the path in the parsing tree between the

answer keywords and candidate answer, POS of EQKs and candidate answer.

• Indicators score: Some phrases or words, such as 'known as', 'called', 'named as' and some syntax

features, such as appositive, strongly indicate a possible answer to specified questions such as 'who',

'what', 'which'.

The final score is a linear combination of all of these scores, where the weight of every score depends on

the question feature.

2.6 Experiment results

This year we only take part in the main task of QA, and only submit one 50-byte run. Our results are not

satisfactory. Statistics over 492 questions shows the strict mean reciprocal rank of 0.137 and lenient mean

reciprocal rank of 0. 145. Almost 80% of the questions return no correct response.

3. Web Retrieval

This year we attend the TREC-10 web subtask for the first time. We submit four runs for the web track.

We used different combination of information in the four runs: title only and content only (fdutlOwtcOl), title

with description and narrative information and content only (fdutlOwacOl), title only with link information

(fdutlOwtlOl) and all title, description, narrative with link information (fdutlOwalOl).

3.1 System Architecture

In order to get better performance on web information retrieval, we have modified most of our original

search engine, which is based on statistical model, and make a new search kernel that is based on extended

Boolean search. Moreover, we split the document set and indices into several parts to efficiently handle the

corpus of WTlOg which contains lOG HTML documents.

Figure 3.1 shows the architecture of our web retrieval system. The first part in the left side is

preprocessing module which can turn HTML pages into plain text. The second module is a preparation part for

indexing, it combine all the small HTML documents in one directory of WTlOg into a single file. The next step

is indexing. We use stopword removing and morphology analysis to select entries of the indexing lexicon.

What's more, we do not create index for the whole WTlOg corpus due to the huge size of the corpus. Instead,

the corpus is split into smaller parts, each of v/hich is to be indexed independently. By this means, we can

control the indices more easily than simply creating a larger index of the whole corpus.

On the right side, the first step transfers the queries into several words, recognizes the phrase, and does

some query expansion. The second module searches the index with the algoridim below and builds the ranked

relevant document set. In the third step, link information is exploited to reorder the relevant documents.

3.2 Search Algorithm

The core algorithm is based on an extended Boolean retrieval engine called "short matching passages"

[KJeinberg98], which intends to find the shortest passage that matching certain words. The assumption is that the

shorter the passage is, the more possible that it will be relevant with the query. The following equation shows
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the basic idea of this algorithm. The 1{p,q) represents the intensity of a shortest passage from the pth to qth

word which contains certain keywords.

K
q-p + y

1,

,if q-p + l>K

otherwise

(3.1)

Figure 3.1 Architecture of our web retrieval system

QueriesWT10g
corpus

Ranked
relevant

documents

Final result

Before searching, natural language topics are first changed into Boolean queries, then the retrieval engine

searches on all the individual indices simultaneously. Instead of the original equation in [Gordon98], we use our

own equation (3.2) to calculate the score of each document.

5(D) = j;/(/7,,9,)*wl(/7,,^,) (3.2)

Together with the length of short passage, we also consider the position of them (which is calculated in

wl in the equation above) to calculate the score of the document.

3.3 Reordering with hnk information

In order to improve Retrieving result by link information, we have tested Kleinberg Algorithm of hubs

and authorities [Kleinberg98], co-citation and bibliographic coupling [Kraaij99]. After some experiments, we find
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that co-citation and bibliograpliic coupling can lead to the batter result. However, our best result still shows

that link information cannot improve the search result.

The basic principle of co-citation is that if two documents (document A and B) cite the same documents,

then document A and B are similar to some degree. The basic principle of bibliographic coupling is that if

many documents cite both document A and B, then document A and document B are similar to some degree.

In our experiment, we use the formula of Wessel Kraaij [Kraaij99]:

Minkrelid) = ^ . Omlmkrem = ^
#inlinks(d) #outlinks(d)

#inlinks(d) #outlinks{d)

Now, to the dth document, we have five scores: S(D), InlinkRel(d), OutlinkRel(d), CociteRel(d),

BibcoupleRel(d). We can use the following formula to calculate the news core:

NewScore(d)= * S(D)+ (X^ *lnlinkRel(d)+ *OutlinkRel(d)

+ *CociteRel(d)+ * Bibcouple(d) (3.3)

Where, a^,CX^,a^,a^,a^ are five parameters.

3.4 Experiment Results

We submitted four runs, whose names are fdutlOwtcOl, fdutlOwtlOl, fdutlOwacOl, fdutlOwalOl. The final

result is shown in the following table.

Runs Type Average Precision R-Precision

FdutlOwtcOl Title-only/content-only 0.1661 0.2061

FdutlOwtlOl Title-only/content + link 0.1544 0.1939

FdutlOwacOl Title + Description + Narritive/content-only 0.1661 0.2061

FdutlOwalOl Title + Description + Narritive/content + link 0.1248 0.1607

Table 3. 1 Results of web track

We used many different combinations of parameters to reordering the content-only result, and find finally

that or, =1, Cl^=0, (X^=0, (X^=\, a^=0 can lead to the best result. But it still does not improve the

content-only score.

4. Video Track

On Video Track, we take part in both Shot Boundary Detection and Video Retrieval. In the task of Shot

Boundary Detection, we have submitted two runs with different parameters. One of them is precision-orientied,

and another is recall-orientied. In the task of Video Retrieval, we submitted the results of 17 topics out of 74.

4.1. Shot Segmentation

In our system, we use FFD {Frame-to-Frame Difference) [Hanjalic97] to detect the shot boundary. But we

redefined the difference between the nth frame and (n+k)th frame as Equation 4.1

.
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Z,(n) = D,(n)xY,(n) (4.1)

Where, (n) describes the difference on the luminance and (n) describes the difference on the

Color Histogram. The definitions of Dj.(n) and F^, (n) are as follows:

'
./'

i

Where, I {i,j,n) is the average luminance of block (/, j) in frame n, and each block has 8*8 pixels.

H(i, n) is the Color Histogram value of frame n on the jth bin.

We use Z, (n) to detect the Cut Shot Boundary and Z^. (n) to detect the Gradual Shot Boundary.

and are thresholds for cut and gradual shot boundary. They will be discussed in next paragraph. If Z, (n)

exceed the threshold 6^^ , it may be caused by Cut Shot Boundary from frame n to frame n+l. We have also

trying to reduce the influence of flashlight by compare the frames of both sides. When flashlight comes, it can

be assumed that there will be more than one frame whose Z, (n) is larger than 0^ , also, the frames before

and after the flashlight are similar. The Gradual shot boundary cannot be easily detected by the FFD of two

continuous frames. We use Z^ («) (k=50) to magnify the frame-to-frame difference. But, it will cause more

false alerts by motion in shot. To reduce that, we use motion detection: a sequence of continuous frames whose

FFD is larger than 0^ will be labeled as Gradual Shot Boundary only if no efficient camera motion is

detected and the frames before and after the sequence are dissimilar.

During the Shot Boundary Detection, threshold 6^ and 6^ are selected automatically every 500

frames [ZhuOO]. The selection is according to the histogram of Z^(n) and Z^(/7)in 500 frames. The

histogram of Zj (n) and Zf. (n) are calculated, and we find the first low point p. The value on p will be the

threshold.

Other parameters are adjusted manually based on the 42 training video clips. The results show that the

parameter selection is not sensitive in our method.

4.2. Video Retrieval

We submitted the results of 17 topics in video retrieval. Table 4.1 shows the type of these topics.

Topic Type General Known-Item Total Topic No.

People Searching 3 7 10 20.21.22,23,24,34,35,36,42,58

Object Serching I 1 2 54,69

Video Text Searching 0 1 1 70

Camera Motion Searching 2 0 2 44,74

Shot Change Type Searching 1 0 1 65

Searching based on Document 0 1 1 62

Table 4.1 Submitted Topics
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In Section 4.2.1, we will describe the architecture of our video retrieval system. Section 4.2.2 is the

detailed description about implementation.

4.2.1 System Architecture

Our Video Retrieval System includes two parts. One is the off-line Indexing Sub-system, and another is

on-line Searching Sub-system. Figure 4. 1 describes the system architecture.
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Figure 4.1 System architecture of video retrieval

4.2.2 Detailed Implementation

4.2.2.1 Qualitative Camera Motion Analysis

In our system, we analyze Camera Motion by the Motion Vectors obtained from MPEG stream. Each

motion is composed of Motion Amplitude and Motion Direction. The system tries to segment shots into

sub-shots automatically. We define sub-shot as some continuous frames in one shot with the similar camera

motion.

4.2.2.2 Face Detection

Our method is designed mainly for interviewee detection. It has features: (1) The face is quite large, (2)

the face has motion but the background is still. The method consists of three steps: Skin-Color based
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Segmentation, Motion Segmentation, and Shape Filtering.

In skin-color based segmentation, we use several skin-color filters in different color spaces and combine

them by AND operation. It is found that the result is better than the ones in any single color space. After that

we have several skin-color regions. Similarly, we can have several motion regions by motion segmentation. By

INTERSECTION operation, we have those regions which have both skin-color and motion. They are the

candidates of face. For these candidates we use shape filtering to remove those too small or irregular ones and

get the final results.

4.2.2.3 Face Recognition

In the training phase, we normalize all the training samples to 40"'40 and make histogram equalization.

After that, we clustering some of these samples and transform the face images to column vectors. Then:

(1) Let ,6^2, be m training pattern classes, which correspond to m persons, respectively. Then

calculate the within-class scatter matrix 5^,, of ft?, , ft?2 , • • •
, ft?,„ and the covariance matrix 5, of all of samples.

(2) Calculate the zero subspace of the within-class matrix .

(3) Calculate the eigenfaces in subspace (O)

.

Suppose (O) = span{(X^ ,6X2, - ••
, where flf, , CJfj

' ' '

' ' ^he orthogonal unit vectors. Then, an

arbitrary vector (p in (O) can be represented as Equation 4.4:

<p = ^,a,+--- + <^,a,=PZ (4.4)

where,P = (ctr,,Cir2,---,aJ, = (^,,^2'---'4 )

Define matrix 5,, as 5,, = P'^ 5, P . Therefore, the calculating of eigenface in subspace ^"'(O) can

be transformed to the problem calculating the eigenvectors corresponding to the / largest eigenvalues of the

matrix 5,1 . Suppose ^2^"' > /^i
^^e the / orthogonal unit eigenvectors corresponding to the / largest

eigenvalues of the matrix 5,, . Then the required eigenfaces are , PJ32 , PP^

.

In recognition phase, we also normalize the Example Face and the Testing Face to 40*40 at first. Then we

make histogram equalization and transform them to column vectors x, , JC2 . Then the projection feature vectors

of two images on the eigenface space can be obtained as Equation 4.5:

^,=(PP,,PP2,-,PPJX„ ^2=(PP^^PP2^-^PM^2^ (4.5)

Considering the distance d =
||^,

— 4^2! ' d < 5 , then we think that the Testing Face and the Example

Face belong to same person. ( <5 is a threshold)

4.2.2.4 Video Text Detection and Recognition

There are three main parts in our Video Text Detection System: Text Block Detection, Text Enhancement

and Binarization. To reduce the processing time, the system processes only one frame in every ten. On each

processed frame, text block detection is first applied to get the position of each possible text line. This

detection is based on edge image. Since edges are not sensitive to intensity changes and edges are dense in text

line blocks, we calculate the gray scale edges in RGB space horizontally. The edge images are then binarized

and run length analysis is applied to find candidate text blocks.

We use SSD (Sum of Square Difference) based block matching to track the detected text lines. All tracked

text blocks are interpolated to a reasonable fixed size and then registered. At last, the tracked, interpolated and

registered text blocks are combined by an average operation to reduce the noise and suppress the complex

background.

An improved logical level technique (ILLT) is developed to binarize each candidate text block. This

method can deal with different intensities of characters (i.e. characters may be brighter or darker than

background) efficiently.
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We have used commercial software: TextBridge Pro Millennium to recognize the binarized text block

image. At last, the recognized string of each text blocks will be split into words and those words that are too

short (less than 3) are removed in the filtering step.

4.2.2.5 Speaker Recognition and Speaker Clustering

During the Indexing Phase, Speaker Clustering can ensure the clustered shots that include human face are

from the same person. And during the Searching Phase, Speaker Recognition can ensure the audio contained in

the returned results is the same as the audio examples.

We use Vector Quantization (VQ) and Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) to characterize each speaker. In

these two methods, VQ worked faster than GMM while GMM performed better than VQ in some cases. In

addition, in order to remedy the disturbance of noise and other backgrounds, a global model was used to

modify the output of single speaker model.

Both VQ and GMM, especially after being integrated with global model, showed satisfactory detection

and clustering effect if the speeches have the similar backgrounds. But if there is strong music background in

the speech, the result will be worse.

4.2.2.6 Automatic Speech Recognition

We have used the Speech SDK of Microsoft as Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) engine

[www.Microsoft.com/speech]. There're different parameter sets for male and female speaker. One has to

choose a proper parameter set to get better performance. And the engine has capability of background

adaptation.

To increase the recall, we did not use gender detection. Instead, we use different parameter sets to

recognize the same piece and give the confidence and time alignment of every recognized word. We have tried

speaker change detection and audio classification. However, there is little improvement. The main reason is

that the background music is too strong. Nevertheless, it recognized most of the keywords correctly and we use

it for Topic Detection.

For the NIST video, we find that there are some errors in the human transcripts. We use ASR engine to

give the result with time alignment. Then the result is aligned with the human transcript by ASR evaluation

program. Finally, we get the rough time alignment between the audio and the human transcript. This time

alignment is used for Question Answering.

4.2.2.7 Gender Detection

In our system, Gender Detection is made by Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). We select pieces of audio

that contains low background noise or music from the unused videos to train a Male Model and a Female

Model. The feature is 12-dimension LPC cepstrum. Each model consists of 128 mixtures. Because the "clean"

data of female is not enough, some male speakers are recognized as female. On the other hand, this error is

also caused by the background music.

4.2.2.8 Topic Detection and Question Answering

In order to make Topic Detection and Question Answering, we should have a document library at first. In

our system, the documents of videos are obtained in two ways. One is the manually created information.

Another is the transcript created by automatic speech recognition (ASR). After that. Topic Detection and

Question Answering module will run. These two modules come from Filtering and Question Answering, which

can be found in Section 1 and 2. The training data of Topic Detection comes from the unused videos.

4.3. Results

Our results of shot boundary detection and video retrieval are presented in the following tables. As for
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shot boundary detection, our system acquires high performance on cut shot, while the results of gradual shot

are not very good. Our performance of know-item search and general search both seems satisfactory. The

reason may be attributed to the fact that we only submit the results of 10 know-item search topics and 7

general search topics.

Precision

Oriented

Insert

Rate

Delete

Rate

Precisi

on
Recall

Recall

Oriented

Insert

Rate

Delete

Rate
Precision Recall

Cut 0.039 0.028 0.961 0.972 Cut 0.039 0.028 0.961 0.972

Gradual 0.322 0.415 0.737 0.584 Gradual 0.350 0.391 0.727 0.608

All 0.133 0.154 0.889 0.845 All 0.143 0.146 0.883 0.853

Table 4.2 Shot Boundary Detection Results

Submitted Topics Number : 7

Mean Precision 0.640

Table 4.3 General Search

Results

Submitted Topics Number : 10

KI = 0.333

RI = 0.333

KI = 0.333

RI = 0.666

KI = 0.666

RI = 0.333

KI = 0.666

RI = 0.666

Mean
Precision

0.543 0.539 0.434 0.430

Mean
Recall

0.678 0.636 0.528 0.486

Table 4.4 Known-Item Search Results
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Abstract

This year a Fujitsu Laboratory team participated in web tracks. Both for ad hoc task, and

entry point search task, we combined the score of normal ranking search and that of page ranking

techniques. For ad hoc style task, the effect of page ranking was very Umitted. We only got very httle

improvement for title field se£irch, and the page rank was not effective for description, and narrative

field search.

For entry point search task, we compared three heuristics. The first heuristics supposed that

entry point page contains key word and had high page rank score. The second heuristics supposed

that entry point page contains key word in its head part and had high page ran score. The third

heuristics supposes that entry point is pointed by the pages whose anchor string contains key word,

and has high page rank score. The page rank improved the result of entry point search about 20-30%

in rather smcdl VLClO test set, and the first heuristics got the best result because of its high recall.

1 System Description

For TREC2001, wc added the new functions to trec.cxcc for entry point search. The functions includes

score merging, evaluation of reciprocal rank and so on. We used Web Recommener Agent to get page

ranking score. Except above modifications, the framework is same as that of TREC9[1].

1.0.1 Terafi

Terafi[2] is a fulltext search library, designed to provide an adequate number of efficient functions for

commercial service, and to provide parameter combination testing and easy extension for experiments in

IR.

1.0.2 trec_exec

trec_exec is designed for automatic processing of TREC. It contains a procedure controller, evaluation

module
,
logging module, and all non-searching units such as query generation, query expansion and so

on. trec.exec can execute all the TREC processing for one run in a few minutes, and it can be used for

system tuning by hill-climiug. The new functions added for TREC2001 Web track are heuristics for entry

point search, evaluation of reciprocal rank, and accepting non-digit query number.

1.0.3 Web Recomiuender Agent

We used web recommeder agent tool developed for automatic domain specific web directory' Tsuda et

al[3] to get page ranking score. The page rank score is put into TeraB, and it is marged with normal

ranking score.
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2 Common Processing

2.1 Indexing/Query Processing

2.1.1 indexing vocabulary

The indexing vocabulary consists of character strings made up of letters, numbers, and symbols, and

no stop words were used in indexing. For TREC8, we modified the grammar of the token recognizer to

accept acronyms with symbols such as U.S., and AT&T as one token.

2.1.2 Stemmer

As the experiment in TREC8[1] shows, SMART[4] stemmer seems to be stable, we used SMART.

2.1.3 luforination in inverted file

Text number, term frequency, and term position are stored for run time phrase processing.

2.1.4 Stop word list for query processing

As in the TREC8[1], we used a stop word list of about 400 words of Fox[5], and words with a high df

(more than 1/7 of the number of all documents) were also treated as stop words.

2.1.5 Stop pattei-n removal

The expression of TREC queries are artificial, so frequently appearing patterns such as "relevant docu-

ment" arc stop patterns. Wc generalized this observation, and removed the words which meet one of the

following condition

.

1. Word in stopword list is a stopword.

2. Word which is not a proper noun\ and whose df in TRECl-7 queries is more than 400*0.1 is a

3. Word bi-gram whose df in TRECl-7 queries is more than 400*0.02 is a stop pattern.

4. Word tri-gram whose df in TRECl-7 queries is more than 400*0.01 is a stop pattern.

5. All the words in a sentence that contains "not relevant" are stop words.

6. 4 words following "other than" are stop words.

7. 4 words following "apart from" are stop words.

2.2 Weighting Scheme for Ranking

The scheme for term weight is

qt f is query term weight, tf is term weight in document, idf is inverse document frequency, and / is

document. The score for one document is the sum of the term weights with co-occurcnce boosting.

'U.S appears 94 times in TRECl-7 queries.

stop word.

(1)

where
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1. qtf

qtf is the combination of the following parameters

cjtf = '^fw *tf *ttw (2)

/

where

/ is the topic field (title, description or narrative).

fw is weight of the topic field.

We set the value for the title field to 1.0, the value for the description field 1.0, the value for the

narrative is 0.7. The weight for title field is decreased for TREC2001 because weighting title field

that is weighting raw Web query, docs not produce good result.

Some teams [6], [7], [8] used weighting depending on field type, and we take the same approach.

tf is the bare frequency in each field.

ttw is the term type weight. It is set to 3 for terms, and set to 1 for phrase(word bi-gram).

2. tf

We simply used the tf part of 0KAPI[6].

(A-i + 1) K icrm.fvcq
•'

(k {{ \ 61+ btdocjength^in.byte \ ^ '

^ ' ' avtrage^docJength^inJ>yte'

where ki = 1.5,6 = 0.75

3. idf

Wc used a modified idf of OKAPI. We introduced a cut off point for low df words, and decreased

the idf value for high df words.

.
- {n*a)

idj - logo (4)
n

where

is the number of documents

,
n is document frequency(df ) if df > 1/10000 * N else n is 1/10000 *

Q is set to 3

2.3 Co-occurence Boosting

As in TREC8, we use co-occurencc boosting techinique which favours co-occureucc of query terms in a

document. Co-ocurrence boosting is implemented by simply multipling the boost ratio to the similarity

of each term.

5. = (5)

t

where

Si is the degree of similarity between a document and topics.

i is the document number.

/ is a term that document, includes.

VV'f ,, is the part of similarity of termf in documenti.

B is the boost-ratio by term co-occurrence.

The best parameter B depends on the query, but it is difficult to tune them for each query. As in the

case of field weighting, the weight for title field is decreased. Wc set the B to 1.05 for the title word, to

1.05 for the description word, and to 1.00 for the narrative word, and to 1.0 for the word added by query

expansion.
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2.4 phrase(bi-gram)

Instead of traxditional IR phreise (two adjacent non-stopword pair with order or witiiout order), we permit-

ted limited distance in phrase. The motivation for introducing fixed distance is that that non-stopword

may exist between two adjeiccnt words in a query, and it producued slightly better result in the past

experiment. [1] The term weight of bi-gram is fixed as 1/3 of a single word, and the distance is set to 4.

The phrase(bi-gram) is not used for entry point search, as it was too restrictive.

2.5 Query Expansion

Query Expansion was used for the ad hoc task, and small web track. The Boughanem formula[6] was

used to select terms.

TSV = (r/R~ as/S).w^'^ (6)

where

tt)(^) is modified and more general version of Robertson/Sparck Jones weight.

The a was set 0.001, and k4 was -0.3, k5 was 1, and k6 was 64. The top 20 documents in the pilot

search were supposed to be relevant, and the documents ranked from 500 to 1000 were supposed to be

non-relevant. The top ranked 40 words which arc not included in original query, which arc not included

in the stopword list of SMART, whose tsv score are more than 0.003, whose df arc more than 60, and

whose df are less than 200000 were added to the original query.

No collection enrichment technique was used, and query expansion was used only for ad hoc runs.

2.6 Page Ranking

Google is famous search engine that uses link based ranking approach[9]. The intutivc idea of Google is

that pages cited frequently are important, and that pages cited from important pages arc also important.

We adopted a Revised Page Ranking scheme which is proposed in Tsuda et al[3]. The scheme distingues

the internal scrver(local) link, and external server(remote) link. The modification reflects the fact that

the local link may be self link and less important than the link from external server (linked from others).

PageRank{A) = (1 - d) + d * ^ ^
'

RC(T, A) =

RCiT,,A)

C(Tf
C,.,„(T)-\-aC,,,(T)

iT,A : differentjdomains)

_ aC(T)-
~

C,..,n{T) + aCi^^T)

(T,A : same-domains)

(7)

where

Crem(T) IS the uumbcr of remote link from T
C^tocC^) is the number of local link from T
C{T) = Cren.(T) + Q„,(T)

a[0,l] is weighting factor for local link.

The d is set to 0.5, and the local link factor a is set to 0.1 for official runs.

2.7 Marging Score and Reranking

Both for entry point search, and ad hoc search of title field query, top jV doucmcnts arc retrieved by

normal ranking strategy first, and the documents are resorted by using page ranking score. To merge the
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normal ranking score and page ranking score, we levclize their gap by comparing their average score in

top documents. The equations is used for rcranking.

S(t) = (1 - a) * gap* RankScoi-c(t)

+o * PayeRank(i)

YTi-i Page Rank
[
i]

gap = ,r —— —
2^._j Rank::>corc(i)

(8)

where

RankScorc is score of ranking for a document

PagcRank is score of Page rank for a document

a is RankScorc factor which takes between 0 and 1

n is the number of TREC output or the number of document retrieved.

The RankScorc factor is different for ad hoc search, and entry point search. For ad hoc search,

RankScorc facotor is set to 0.95 or 1.0. It is because we got no improvment for ad hoc search except in

title field using PagcRank score. For entry point search, RankScorc facotor is set to 0.47.

3 Ad hoc Search

Except title only runs, the query processing is same as that of traditional ad hoc task.

3.1 Result

Four runs were submitted, ie. flabxt, flabxtl, flabxtd, and flabxtdn. In the run id, the infix '1' means link,

't' means using title field, 'd' means using description field, and 'n' means using narrative field.

Name flabxt flabxtl flabxtd flabxtdn

field T T TD TDN
link NO YES NO NO
Average Free .171 .170 .233 .184

R-Prec .218 .208 .261 .224

P@20 .279 .277 .355 .316

Retrieved 50000 50000 50000 50000

Rel-ret 2155 2151 2449 2170

Relevant 3363 3363 3363 3363

Table 1: Official eid hoc result

The effect of page ranking is very limited or obscure for ad hoc search. We get very little improvement

only for title only field search for test run, and no improvement for description, narrative field search at

ail.

It seems that web page with high page ranking score is often top of domain, or user, and is informative,

but does not necessarly match the information need of ad hoc style query.

4 Entry Point Search

For all entry point search runs, we used characteristics of Web, that is page rank score, anchor string and

document structure.
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4.1 Heuristics for entry point search

For entry search we experimented three different heuristics. We describe them here.

1. Simple Page Rank

The first heuristics supposes that good entry point contains key words (theme of page) in it and

has high page rank.

This approach seems to be popular in web search engines such as google, tcoma[10], and wisenut[l 1],

and to produce good result if compared with simple ranking search.

The ranking proecedure is that top 1000 pages are ranked by ranking equation! , and they are

rerankked using equations.

2. Head Part and Page Rank

The title of Web page often appears to contain key words (theme of page). For example, the entry

point page for EP5 query "Haas Business School" contains "Haas School of Business"in head part,

and the entry page for EP2 "Hunt Memorial Library" contains "Hunt Libary" in head part.

The second heuristics supposes that good entry point contains key words (them of page) in head

part of the page, and has high page rank score.

As the head part of the page, we used top 256 byte of each page.

This licuritstics might not get better result than simple page ranking, but was expected to get high

precision if head part contains keywords.

The ranking procedure is the same as that of simple page ranking heuristics.

3. Pointed by Anchor and Page Rank

Web page name which is in anchor string seems to be most direct and reliable evidence of entry

page though anchor string often contains pronoun such as "this", "here". Third heuristics suppose

that good entry point is pointed by anchor string of high ranked pages, and has high page rank.

In our experiment, we use 75 byte string around anchor, instead of using just anchor string. It is

because we got little available anchor string set. If WTIOG test set contains enough web pages

whose out link contains anchor string to the pages within WTIOG, and that anchor strings match

entry point search query, this heuristics is expected to be best in the three.

The searching procedure is as follows.

(a) Searching anchor string (around anchor string 75byte), and reraking using equations, (an-

choring page)

(b) Collecting document ids which is pointed out by anchoring page. (referred page)

(c) Scoring the referred page by following equation.

Ref(t) = (I - a) * gap * PageRank(t) +
a * ReferScore(t)

ReferScore(t) =

Score{i) = Rank{max}/ Rank(t) * S(i)

(9)

where

Ms a document id in referred page set.

a is Page Rank factor which takes between 0 and 1.
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I is a document id of anchoring page which referts document, id t

Rank is rank of document id.

max is max number of retrieved text of anchoring page search.

S(i) is equations.

4.2 Result

Four runs were submittcd:flabxeall, flabxct256, flabxe75a, and flabxcmcrge. flabxeall used Simple Page

Rankl heuristics, flabxet256 used Head Part and Page Raiik2 heuristics, flabxe75a used Pointed by

Anchor and Page Rank3, and flaxemergc merged the result of flabxeall, flabxet256, and flabxc75a. The
table2 also includes entry point search without page ranking for comparison.

Name flabxeall flabxet256 flabxc75a flaxemerge

Relevant 145 145 145 145

RetricvediaaOO 131 96 90 96

Retrievedia'lO 117 73 81 74

Rec-ranktalOO .599 .363 .399 .363

Table 2: Entry Point Search Result

5 Conclusion

For ad hoc style search, we did not get improvment by just combing normal ranking score and page

ranking score. But it is uncertain whether page ranking score has no effect for ad hoc style search, or

WTIOG test set is too small for ad hoc search using page ranking. For entry page search, we get about

30% improvement using page ranking score.
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Abstract

Hummingbird submitted ranked result sets for the topic relevance task of the TREC 2001 Web Track (10GB of web
data) and for the monolingual Arabic task of the TREC 2001 Cross-Language Track (869MB of Arabic news data).

SearchServer's Intuitive Searching™ tied or exceeded the median Precision@10 score in 46 of the 50 web queries.

For the web queries, enabling SearchServer's document length normalization increased Precision@10 by 65% and

average precision by 55%. SearchServer's option to square the importance of inverse document frequency (V2:4 vs.

V2:3) increased Precision(5^10 by 8% and average precision by 12%. SearchServer's stemming increased

Precision@10 by 5% and average precision by 13%. For the Arabic queries, a combination of experimental Arabic

morphological normalizations, Arabic stop words and pseudo-relevance feedback increased average precision by

53% and Precision(g]0 by 9%.

1 Introduction

Hummingbird SearchServer^ is an indexing, search and retrieval engine for embedding in Windows and UNIX
information applications. SearchServer, originally a product of Fulcrum Technologies, was acquired by

Hummingbird in 1999. Founded in 1983 in Ottawa, Canada, Fulcrum produced the first commercial application

program interface (API) for writing information retrieval applications. Fulcrum® Ful/Text™. The SearchServer

kernel is embedded in many Hummingbird products, including SearchServer, an application toolkit used for

knowledge-intensive applications that require fast access to unstructured information.

SearchServer supports a variation of the Structured Query Language (SQL), called SearchSQL™, which has

extensions for text retrieval. SearchServer conforms to subsets of the Open Database Connectivity (ODBC)
interface for C programming language applications and the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface for Java

applications. Almost 200 document formats are supported, such as Word, WordPerfect, Excel, PowerPoint, PDF
and HTML. Many character sets and languages are supported. SearchServer's Intuitive Searching algorithms were

updated for version 4.0 which shipped in Fall 1 999, and in subsequent releases of other products. SearchServer 5.0,

which shipped in Spring 2001, works in Unicode internally [4] and contains improved natural language processing

technology, particularly for languages with many compound words, such as German, Dutch and Finnish.

2 System Description

All experiments were conducted on a single-cpu desktop system, OTWEBTREC, with a 600MHz Pentium III cpu,

512MB RAM, 186GB of external disk space on one e: partition, and running Windows NT 4.0 Service Pack 6. An

Core Technology, Research and Development, stephen.tomlinson@hummingbird.com
^ Fulcrum® is a registered trademark, and SearchServer™

,
SearchSQL™, Intuitive Searching™ and FuVText™ are

trademarks of Hummingbird Ltd. All other copyrights, trademarks and tradenames are the property of their

respective owners.
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internal development build of SearchServer 5.0 was used for the official TREC runs in July 2001 (build

5.0.504.156), which for the web and Arabic tasks should give essentially the same rankings as the commercial

release version.

3 Setup

We describe how SearchServer was used to handle the topic relevance task of the TREC 2001 Web Track ( 1 0GB of

web data) and the monolingual Arabic task of the TREC 2001 Cross-Language Track (869MB of Arabic news data).

3.1 Data

The WTlOg collection of the Web Track consists of pages downloaded from the World Wide Web in 1997. It was

distributed on 5 CDs. We copied the contents of each CD onto the OTWEBTREC e: drive (e:\data\wtlOg\cdl -

e:\data\wtlOg\cd5). The cd5\info subdirectory, containing supporting information not considered part of WTlOg,

was removed to ensure it wasn't indexed. The 5157 .gz files comprising WTlOg were uncompressed. No further

pre-processing was done on the data. Uncompressed, the 5157 files consist of 11,032,691,403 bytes (10.3GB),

about 2MB each. Each file contains on average 328 "documents", for a total of 1,692,096 documents. The average

document size is 6520 bytes. For more information on this collection, see [2].

Arabic Newswire A Corpus of the Cross-Language Track consists of articles from the Agence France Presse (AFP)

Arabic Newswire from 1994-2000. It was distributed on 1 CD. We copied the contents of its TRANSCRIPTS
directory to e:\data\Arabic. The 2337 gz files comprising the corpus were uncompressed. No further pre-

processing was done on the data. Uncompressed the 2337 files consist of 911,555,745 bytes (869 MB), about

370KB each. Each file contains on average 164 "documents", for a total of 383,872 documents. The average

document size is 2375 bytes. For more information on this collection, see [1].

3.2 Text Reader

To index and retrieve data, SearchServer requires the data to be in Fulcrum Technologies Document Format

(FTDF). SearchServer includes "text readers" for converting most popular formats (e.g. Word, WordPerfect, etc.) to

FTDF. A special class of text readers, "expansion" text readers, can insert a row into a SearchServer table for each

logical document inside a container, such as directory or library file. Users can also write their own text readers in C
for expanding proprietary container formats and converting proprietary data formats to FTDF.

Last year, for TREC-9, we wrote a custom text reader called cTREC to handle expansion of the library files of

WTlOg collection and to make a few conversions to the HTML format, described in [10]. We used cTREC again

this year and made no significant changes regarding WTlOg. This year, we will just describe how cTREC was

extended for the Arabic collection.

The library files of the Arabic collection, like WTlOg, consist of several logical documents, each starting with a

<DOC> tag and ending with a </DOC> tag. After the <DOC> tag, the unique id of the document, e.g.

1 99405 13_AFP_ARB.0001, is included inside <DOCNO>..</DOCNO> tags. The cTREC IE switch handles

expansion of the Arabic library files into logical documents identically as for WTlOg.

The Arabic documents contain SGML tags describing its structure (e.g. the headline is preceded by a

<HEADL1NE> tag and followed by a </HEADLINE> tag). The Document Type Definition (DTD) which specified

the tags and entities used in the documents was provided in the ldc_arabic.dtd file on the CD. When invoked

without the /w or IE switch, cTREC by default inserts control sequences to turn off indexing around all tags listed in

the Arabic collection DTD (and additionally tags listed in the TREC disk 1-5 DTDs, as described last year), and

converts all entities listed in the DTDs (e.g. "&AMP;" is converted to the ampersand "&"). By default, cTREC also
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turns off indexing for data delineated by certain tags because its content isn't considered helpful (for the Arabic

collection, data delineated by HEADER, FOOTER and TRAILER tags is not indexed). cTREC looks ahead at most

5000 bytes for an end tag when it encounters a tag indicating indexing should be turned off; if the end tag is not

found, indexing is not turned off

The Arabic documents are in the UTF-8 character set, a variable-width encoding of Unicode, for which ASCII
characters are represented with 1 byte (e.g. the Latin letter A, which is hexadecimal value 0x0041 in the UTF-16

encoding of Unicode, is 1 byte in UTF-8 (hexadecimal 0x41 or decimal 65)), and non-ASCII characters are

represented with 2 to 4 bytes (e.g. the Arabic letter ALEF, which is 0x0627 in UTF-16, is 2 bytes in UTF-8 (0xd8

Oxa7)). cTREC passes through the bytes of the documents unchanged (aside from the control sequences inserted

and entities converted as described previously). SearchServer's Translation Text Reader (nti), was chained on top of

cTREC and the UTF8_UCS2 translation was specified via its /t option to translate from UTF-8 to the UTF-16
encoding desired by SearchServer's parser.

3.3 Indexing

We created a SearchServer table called WTIOGW for the web collection and two different SearchServer tables

called ARABOl and ARABOIA for the Arabic collection. For example, the SearchSQL statement to create the

ARABOl A table was as follows:

CREATE SCHEMA ARABOIA CREATE TABLE ARABOIA
(DOCNO VARCHAR(256) 128) PERIODIC
BASEPATH •E:\DATA' STOPFILE ' MYARAB . STP '

;

The stopfile differed for each table. For WTIOGW, we used the same MYTREC.STP stopfile as last year, which

contained 101 stopwords to not index, including all letters and single-digit numbers. For ARABOl , we did not use a

stopfile. For ARABOIA, the stopfile MYARAB.STP did not actually contain any stopwords, but specified a non-

default option to the parser to apply experimental Arabic morphological normalizations to the words before

indexing:

PARSER=" Unicode/ a=l"

The PARSER line of the stopfile specified the built-in Unicode parser with the non-default option of a=l which

enables the experimental Arabic morphological normalizations. A powerful new feature of SearchServer 5.0 is the

ability to "plug-in" a custom parser to extend or replace the default parser.

Into each table, we just inserted one row, specifying the top directory of the data set. e.g. for the ARABOIA table,

we used this Insert statement:

INSERT INTO ARABOIA ( FT_SFNAME, FT_FLIST )

VALUES ( 'ARABIC, ' cTREC/E/d= 1 2 8 : S ! nt i / t =UTF8_UCS2 : cTREC/@ :

S
' )

;

To index each table, we just executed a Validate Index statement such as the following:

VALIDATE INDEX ARABOIA VALIDATE TABLE
TEMP_FILE_SIZE 2000000000 BUFFER 256000000;

The VALIDATE TABLE option of the VALIDATE INDEX statement causes SearchServer to review whether the

contents of container rows, such as directory rows and library files, are correctly reflected in the table. In this

particular case, SearchServer initially validated the directory row by inserting each of its sub-directories and files

into the table. Then SearchServer validated each of those directory and library file rows in turn, etc. Validating
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library file rows invoked the cTREC text reader in expansion mode to insert a row for each logical document in the

library file, including its document id.

After validating the table, SearchServer indexed the table, in this case using up to 256MB of memory for sorting (as

per the BUFFER parameter) and using temporary sort files of up to 2GB (as per the TEMP_F1LE_SIZE parameter).

The index includes a dictionary of the distinct words (after some Unicode-based normalizations, such as converting

to upper-case and decomposed form, and in the case of the ARABOIA table, Arabic-specific normalizations as

previously described) and a reference file with the locations of the word occurrences. Additionally, by default, each

distinct word is stemmed and enough information saved so that SearchServer can efficiently find all occurrences of

any word which has a particular stem. By default, the stemming is done with an English lexicon which has no effect

on Arabic words.

4 Search Techniques

For the topic relevance task of the Web Track, the 50 "topics" were in a file called "topics.50 1-550". The topics

were numbered from 501-550, and each contained a Title (which was an actual web query taken from a search

engine log), a Description (NIST's interpretation of the query), and a Narrative (a more detailed set of guidelines for

what a relevant document should or should not contain). We assumed the topics were in the Latin- 1 character set,

the default on North American Windows systems.

For the Cross-Language Track, the 25 topics were in 3 different languages (English, French and Arabic). We just

used the Arabic topics in a file called "arabic_topics.txt". The Arabic topics were numbered ARl to AR25. They

were encoded in the ISO 8859-6 (Latin-6) character set.

We created an ODBC application, called QueryToRankings.c, based on the example stsample.c program included

with SearchServer, to parse the topics files, construct and execute corresponding SearchSQL queries, fetch the top

1000 rows, and write out the rows in the results format requested by NIST. SELECT statements were issued with

the SQLExecDirect api call. Fetches were done with SQLFetch (typically 1 000 SQLFetch calls per query).

4.1 Character Set

SearchServer easily handled the issue of the Arabic queries and documents being in different character sets. Before

running the Arabic queries, the SearchSQL statement "SET CHARACTER_SET 'lSO_8859_6'" was executed so

that SearchServer would transcode the queries from Latin-6 to Unicode. The web queries were assumed to be in the

Latin- 1 character set, the default.

4.2 Intuitive Searching

For all runs, we used SearchServer's Intuitive Searching, i.e. the lS_ABOUT predicate of SearchSQL, which accepts

unstructured text. For example, for topic 507 of the Web Track, the Title was "dodge recalls?". A corresponding

SearchSQL query would be:

SELECT RELEVANCE (' V2 :
3

' ) AS REL, DOCNO
FROM WTIOGW
WHERE FT_TEXT IS_ABOUT 'dodge recalls?'
ORDER BY REL DESC;

This query would create a working table with the 2 columns named in the SELECT clause, a REL column

containing the relevance value of the row for the query, and a DOCNO column containing the document's identifier.

The ORDER BY clause specifies that the most relevant rows should be listed first. The statement "SET
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MAX_SEARCH_ROWS 1000" was previously executed so that the working table would contain at most 1000

rows.

4.3 Stemming

SearchServer "stems" each distinct word to one or more base forms, called stems, using lexicon-based natural

language processing technology. For example, in English, "baby", "babied", "babies", ' baby's" and "babying" all

have "baby" as a stem. Compound words in languages such as German, Dutch and Finnish produce multiple stems;

e.g., in German, "babykost" has "baby" and "kost" as stems.

By default, Intuitive Searching stems each word in the query, counts the number of occurrences of each stem, and

creates a vector. Optionally some stems are discarded (secondary term selection) if they have a high document

frequency or to enforce a maximum number of stems, but we didn't discard any stems for our TREC runs this year.

The index is searched for documents containing terms which stem to any of the stems of the vector.

The VECTOR_GENERATOR set option controls which stemming operations are performed by Intuitive Searching.

For most Web Track runs, we used the default VECTOR_GENERATOR setting ('wordlftelp/base/single
|

*
|

wordlftelp/inflect') which assumes the English language, but for one submitted run we disabled stemming (using

SET VECTOR_GENERATOR "). (By default, SearchServer's index supports both exact matching (after some

Unicode-based normalizations, such as converting to upper-case and decomposed form) and matching on stems.)

For the Arabic runs, we always disabled stemming. When searching SearchServer table ARABOIA, for which

Arabic morphological normalizations were applied to each word at index-time, the same normalizations were

automatically applied to each query term.

Besides linguistic expansion from stemming, we did not do any other kinds of query expansion this year. For

example, we did not use approximate text searching for spell-correction because the queries were known to be

spelled correctly this year. We did not use row expansion or any other kind of blind feedback technique for the

official runs.

4.4 Statistical Relevance Ranking

SearchServer calculates a relevance value for a row of a table with respect to a vector of stems based on several

statistics. The inverse document frequency of the stem is estimated from information in the dictionary. The term

frequency (number of occurrences of the stem in the row (including any term that stems to it)) is determined from

the reference file. The length of the row (based on the number of indexed characters in all columns of the row,

which is typically dominated by the external document), is optionally incorporated. The already-mentioned count of

the stem in the vector is also used. To synthesize this information into a relevance value, SearchServer dampens the

term frequency and adjusts for document length in a manner similar to Okapi [6] and dampens the inverse document

frequency in a manner similar to [7]. SearchServer's relevance values are always an integer in the range 0 to 1000.

SearchServer's RELEVANCE_METHOD setting can be used to optionally square the importance of the inverse

document frequency (by choosing a RELEVANCE_METHOD of 'V2:4' instead of 'V2:3'). SearchServer's

RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP parameter controls the importance of document length (scale of 0 to 1000) to the

ranking.

4.5 Query Stop Words

Our QueryToRankings program removed words such as "find", "relevant" and "document" from the topics before

presenting them to SearchServer, i.e. words which are not stop words in general but were commonly used in the

topics as general instructions. For our CLEF runs this year [9], we expanded the list for several languages based on

examining the CLEF 2000 topics (not this year's TREC topics). The full list for English is now as follows: "item",
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"items", "find", "documents", "document", "relevant", "report", "what", "identify", "about", "discussing". (Some

of these words, such as "about", were also in the mytrec.stp stopfile, so removing them was redundant.) Although

they were unlikely to appear, corresponding words for other languages, e.g. the German word "dokumente", were

removed if encountered. No Arabic words were in the list. This step was found to be only minor benefit for CLEF

[9].

If a query returned no results, based on our experience with the TREC-9 Large Web Task last year, the reason was

often that the queries consisted entirely of stop words. The most famous stopword query, "to be or not to be", is a

philosophical question, so for the Web Track this year we pre-selected document WTX094-B32-167 (the Yahoo
Philosophy page) to be returned if otherwise the query would return no results. (It turned out the situation came up

this year for topic 531 (who and whom), which was judged to be a grammar question, and hence the Philosophy

page was properly judged non-relevant.) As a more general technique, we may just return the results of the query

"philosophy" for this situation in future years.

5 Results

The evaluation measures are explained in an appendix of the conference proceedings. Briefly: Precision is the

percentage of retrieved documents which are relevant. Precision@n is the precision after n documents have been

retrieved. Average precision for a topic is the average of the precision after each relevant document is retrieved

(using zero as the precision for relevant documents which are not retrieved). Recall is the percentage of relevant

documents which have been retrieved. Interpolated precision at a particular recall level for a topic is the maximum
precision achieved for the topic at that or any higher recall level. For a set of topics, the measure is the average of

the measure for each topic (i.e. all topics are weighted equally).

We use the following abbreviations for the evaluation measures in this paper:

AvgP: Average Precision

P@5, P@10, P@15. P@20, P@30: Precision after 5, 10, 15, 20 and 30 documents retrieved, respectively

RecO, Rec30: Interpolated Precision at 0% and 30% Recall, respectively

AvgH: Average Precision just counting Highly Relevants as relevant

H@5, H@10. H@15. H@20. H@30: P@5, P@]0, P@]5, P@20 and P(@30 just counting Highly Relevants as

relevant, respectively

HO, H30: RecO and Rec30 just counting Highly Relevants as relevant, respectively

We refer to the scores with a fixed cutoff (P@S, P@\0, P@\5, P@2Q, P@30) as early precision scores. The other

scores (AvgP, RecO, Rec30), which can be influenced by results later in the result list, we call recall-oriented scores.

5.1 Web Track

The topic relevance task of the Web Track was to run 50 web queries against 10GB of web data and submit a list of

the top- 1000 ranked documents to NIST forjudging.

NIST produced a "qrels" file: a list of documents judged to be highly relevant, relevant or not relevant for each

topic. From these, the scores were calculated with Chris Buckley's trec_eval program, which counts all relevants the

same, including highly relevants. To produce scores which just counted highly relevants as relevant, we ran

trec_eval a time on a modified version of the qrels file which had the ordinary relevants filtered out, then

multiplied by 50/44 (in 6 of the 50 topics, there were no highly relevants). Hence the scores focused on highly

relevants are averaged over just 44 topics.
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We submitted 4 runs for the topic relevance task of the Web Track: humOlt, humOltl, huniOltlx and humOltdlx.

The run codes we used are as follows:

hum: Hummingbird

01: TREC 2001

t: title field used

d; description field used

n: narrative field used

1: linguistic expansion (stemming) enabled

x: weighting scheme squared importance of inverse document frequency and increased importance of document
length normalization (i.e. RELEVANCE_METHOD 'V2:4', RELEVANCE_DLENJMP 750, instead of 'V2:3'

and 500 respectively)

Tables 1 and 2 show various scores of our submitted Title-only runs, i.e. runs which just used the original web

query. Additionally, for some measures, NIST reported the median scores of the 77 submitted Title-only runs from

all groups for each of the 50 topics; we show the average of the median scores:

Run AvgP P(®.5 P@10 P(a)\5 P@20 P(5)3(i RecO Rec30

la: humOltlx 0.1949 38.4% 33.2% 30.53% 28.6% 25.47% 0.6168 0.2708

lb: humOltl 0.1784 36.8% 32.2% 28.93% 26.6% 23.73% 0.5940 0.2485

Ic: humOlt 0.1582 39.6% 30.8% 28.13% 26.0% 22.67% 0.5665 0.2210

1 Median (77 runs) 0.1402 n/a 26.6% n/a 22.5% 20.53% n/a n/a
1

Table 1 : Precision of Submitted Title-only runs counting all relevants the same

Run AvgH H(a55 H(S)IQ H(S)i5 H(®20 H(S)30 HO H30

2a: humOltlx 0.1909 18.6% 13.0% 11.51% 9.9% 7.81% 0.4186 0.2417

2b: humOltl 0.1855 18.6% 13.0% 10.76% 9.3% 7.58% 0.3890 0.2235

2c: humOlt 0.1684 20.9% 14.3% 1 1 .36% 9.5% 7.73% 0.3807 0.21 16

Table 2: Precision of Submitted Title-only runs just counting Highly Relevants as relevant

Impact of Stemming (compare humOlt to humOltl): When counting just highly relevants as relevant, the early

precision scores (P@5, P@10, P@15, P@20, P@30) were higher with stemming disabled, and the recall-oriented

scores (AvgP, RecO, Rec30) were higher with stemming enabled. This result fits intuition: stemming ought to

increase recall because more word variants are allowed to match, but sometimes the variants may not reflect the

query as accurately, hurting precision. When counting all relevants the same, the earliest precision score (P@5) was

again higher with stemming disabled; the other early precision scores were modestly higher with linguistic

expansion enabled, though by a smaller margin than for the recall-oriented scores. The difference from the result for

highly relevants may be from precision suffering less when the quality of the match is not required to be as high.

None of these differences were statistically significant at the 5% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test

[5].

If stemming helps recall but hurts early precision, it may be better to give a higher weight to the original query word

than the generated variants. We haven't yet run any experiments with this approach.

Note that all topics were English. In our CLEF 2001 experiments this year, we found that the impact of

SearchServer's stemming was normally larger in other European languages, particularly in German and Dutch. [9]
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There are two differences in the weighting scheme between the submitted humOltl and humOltlx runs. To isolate

the impact of each change, Tables 3 and 4 show diagnostic runs whose settings are the same as for humOltlx except

for the document length importance setting (RELEVANCE_DLEN_IMP). Rows 3d and 4d are the same as rows la

and lb, respectively (the humOltlx run). Rows 3c and 4c differ from humOl tl in just the relevance method (V2:4 vs.

V2:3):

DLen Importance AvgP P@10 P(a)\5 P(«20 Pfa30 RecO Rec30

3a: 0 0.1289 21.6% 21.0% 1 8.93% 17.7% 16.80% 0.3896 0,1828

3b: 250 0.1927 36.0% 31.6% 29.20% 26.6% 23.80% 0.5967 0.2708

3c: 500 0.2004 39.6% 34.8% 32.13% 29.3% 25.47% 0.6178 0.2803

3d: 750 0.1949 38.4% 33.2% 30.53% 28.6% 25.47% 0.6168 0.2708

3e: 1000 0.1725 34.8% 30.8% 28.27% 26.3% 23.33% 0.5663 0.2326

Table 3: Impact of Document Length Normalization (Title-only runs)

DLen Importance AvgH H@5 H(a)\5 H(230 HO H30

4a: 0 0.1084 10.0% 8.6% 6.67% 6.5% 5.31% 0.2259 0.1594

4b: 250 0.1795 17.7% 12.7% 11.22% 9.8% 8.18% 0.3447 0.2194

4c: 500 0.2000 20.5% 14.3% 11.97% 9.8% 8.56% 0.4228 0.2516

4d: 750 0.1909 18.6% 13.0% 11.51% 9.9% 7.81% 0.4186 0.2417

4e: 1000 0.1595 14.5% 11.4% 10.15% 9.1% 7.35% 0.3210 0.2131

Table 4: Impact of Document Length Normalization (Title-only runs) on Highly Relevants

Impact of Document Length Normalization: Ignoring document length (rows 3a and 4a) hurt all scores; average

precision was 30-55% higher in the other rows, and Precision® 10 was 45-65% higher in the other rows. The

impact on highly relevants was even larger; average precision was up to 85% higher in the other rows. For most

measures, a setting of 500 produced the highest scores of the settings investigated. When comparing the document

length importance setting of 500 with 0 (i.e. compare 3c to 3a, and 4c to 4a), the differences in all of the shown
measures (i.e. from AvgP through H30) are statistically significant at the 1% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon

signed rank test.

Impact of squaring the importance of inverse document frequency (compare lb to 3c, and 2b to 4c, which are the

same except for the relevance method (V2:3 vs V2:4)): All measures were higher with the importance of inverse

document frequency squared (relevance method V2:4). The differences were statistically significant at the 1% level

for AvgP, P@10 and P@20, and at the 5% level for P@15, P@30, Rec30, AvgH, H@30 and H30, by the two-sided

Wilcoxon signed rank test. Note that on some other test collections, such as the CLEF news collections, we have

seen V2:3 receive higher scores.

For the benefit of the relevance assessment pools, we donated one run with the Description field included

(humOltdlx) and assigned it highest judging priority. Tables 5 and 6 show scores for humOltdlx and a diagnostic

run which is the same as humOltdlx except that the Narrative field was also included. Table 5 also shows averages

of the medians reported by NIST which were based on a group including all submitted non-Title-only runs,

including 2 manual runs and some runs using the Narrative.

Impact of including the Description field (compare humOltlx to humOltdlx, i.e. la to 5a, and 2a to 6a): All scores

were higher when including the Description. The differences were statistically significant at the 5% level for AvgP,
P@20, RecO, H@30 and H30 by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test. None of the differences were statistically

significant at the 1% level.
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Run AvgP P^5 P(S)\0 P(S)15 P(a).20 pmo RecO Rec30

5a: humOl tdlx 0.2201 44.4% 36.6% 33.73% 32.2% 28.33% 0.7207 0.2977

5b: 5a + Nan- 0.2362 46.8% 39.0% 35.07% 33.3% 28.93% 0.7361 0.3252

Median (20 runs) 0.1877 n/a 37.2% n/a 31.2% 26.87% n/a n/a

Table 5: Precision of non-Title-only runs counting all relevants the same

Run AvgH U(a)5 H^IO H(a)\5 H(a)20 H(»30 HO H30

6a: humOltdlx 0.2082 20.5% 15.0% 12.73% 1 1 .4% 9.69% 0.4478 0.2913

6b: 6a + Narr 0.1950 20.9% 14.5% 13.18% 11.8% 9.63% 0.4241 0.2647

Table 6: Precision of non-Title-only runs just counting Highly Relevants as relevant

Impact of including the Narrative field (compare 5a to 5b, and 6a to 6b): When counting all relevants the same, all

investigated scores were higher when including the Narrative. When just counting highly relevants as relevant, most

of the scores were lower when including the Narrative. None of the differences were statistically significant at the

5% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test.

Table 7 shows per-topic comparisons of our submitted runs with the medians in their category for the measures

reported by NIST: Average Precision, Precison(@l 0, Precision(g20 and Precision(g30, respectively. In each

comparison, we show the number of topics on which the run scored higher than the median, lower than the median

and tied with the median (Higher-Lower-Tied). Differences statistically significant at the 1% level by the two-sided

Wilcoxon signed rank test are marked with two asterisks (**), and differences just significant at the 5% level are

marked with a single asterisk (*):

Run AvgP P@10 P@20 P(S.30

humOltlx 41-8-1 ** 23-9-18 ** 27-7-16 ** 28-4-18 **

humOltl 36-13-1 ** 21-4-25 ** 22-10-18 ** 24-11-15 **

humOlt 28-21-1 * 21-9-20 * 23-1 1-16 * 25-13-12

humOltdlx 31-17-2 ** 14-15-21 18-15-17 20-15-15

Table 7: Per-topic comparison of Submitted runs with Medians

The per-topic comparisons show a lot of ties in the early precision scores., particularly P@]0, because of the small

number of documents considered. Still, in each measure, the difference of the humOltlx and humOltl runs with the

medians is statistically significant at the 1% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test (the calculation of the

significance level discards the ties, following [5]).

The significance level (p-value) for the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test defined in [5] was computed by our

own implemented algorithm. The computation is exact (aside from double-precision roundoff errors) even in the

case of tied absolute differences. For the Wilcoxon signed rank test we assume that the differences on differing

topics are independent, and that the differences are from a distribution which is symmetric about a median

difference. The test tests the hypothesis that the median difference is zero. For more details, see [5].

5.2 Cross-Language Track

Table 8 shows our submitted Arabic runs, which were all monolingual runs, i.e. used the Arabic versions of the

topics. The baseline run was humAROltd, a Title+Description run which applied some experimental Arabic
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morphological normalizations to the words before indexing. The other runs were the same as the baseline except for

one factor. Run humAROItdm disabled the Arabic-specific normalizations (but not general ones such as case

normalization). Run humAROItdx used a different weighting scheme which squared the importance of inverse

document frequency and also increased the adjustment for document length. Run humAROlt was Title-only. Run

humAROltdn was Title+Description+Narrative. No stop words were applied:

Run AvgP P®5 P^15 P(a)2(i P(S)30 RecO Rec30

8a: humAROltd 0.2441 50.4% 49.2% 47.73% 46.2% 43.07% 0.7494 0.3149

8b: humAROItdm 0.2087 48.0% 48.4% 48.27% 46.2% 41.20% 0.7238 0.2848

8c: humAROItdx 0.2465 51.2% 48.0% 46.13% 43.8% 39.07% 0.7486 0.3235

8d: humAROlt 0.2663 53,6% 48.8% 48.0% 45.0% 41.33% 0.7755 0.3390

Be: humAROltdn 0.2395 62.4% 51.6% 49.33% 45.8% 43.47% 0.8312 0.2823

Table 8: Precision of Submitted Monolingual Arabic runs

Impact of Arabic morphological normalizations (compare humAROItdm to humAROltd): All investigated scores

except P@]5 were tied or higher when the Arabic morphological normalizations were applied. None of the

differences were statistically significant at the 5% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test. (The Arabic

test collection just contained 25 topics, making it harder to detect significant differences than for the web collection,

which had 50 topics.)

Impact of changing the weighting scheme (compare humAROltd to humAROItdx): It made little difference.

Impact of excluding the Description field (compare humAROltd to humAROlt): Some scores were higher when just

using the Title field (AvgP, P@5, P@15, RecO, Rec30). Others were higher when the Description was included

(P@\0, P@20, P@30). It was noted at the conference that the Titles for these topics were a little longer than usual.

Impact of including the Narrative field (compare humAROltd to humAROltdn): Some scores were higher when

including the Narrative (P@5, P@]0, P@]5, P@30, RecO) but a few were lower (AvgP, P@20, Rec30).

After the conference, we added approximately 2000 Arabic stop words based on the ISI list [8]. Table 9 shows the

new scores when redoing runs humAROltd, humAROlt and humAROltdn with the stop words (note: an

experimental version of SearchServer 5.3 (pre-release) was used for the Arabic diagnostic runs, but its document
ranking with respect to Arabic was the same as SearchServer 5.0's except for the experimental differences described

in this section):

Run AvgP P(5).5 P(%10 P(%15 P(a)20 Pmo RecO Rec30

9td: 8a + stp 0.2617 50.4% 52.0% 48.27% 47.8% 43.87% 0.7558 0.3415

9t: 8d + stp 0.2692 52.0% 48.0% 45.87% 43.0% 40.27% 0.7624 0.3523

9tdn : 8e + stp 0.2639 60.8% 54.4% 51.47% 50.6% 44.40% 0.8631 0.3335

Table 9: Precision of runs using Arabic Stop Words

Impact of Arabic stop words (compare 8a to 9td, 8d to 9t, and 8e to 9tdn): While the scores just increased modestly,

the increases were consistent across topics. For example, in the Title+Description case (runs 8a vs 9td), 22 topics

had a higher score in average precision, just 1 lower and 2 tied, when using the stop words. In the Title+Description

case, the difference in average precision was statistically significant at the 1% level, and the differences in P@10
and P@20 were statistically significant at the 5% level, by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed ranked test.
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As another experiment, we added some morphological normalizations mentioned by other groups which we weren't

already using, particularly the orthographic variation mentioned by BBN [1 1] (YEH vs. ALEF MAKSURA at end

of word) and removing WAW prefixes as mentioned by Berkeley [3]. Table 10 shows the scores when redoing the

runs of Table 9 with the additional rules:

Run AvgP P(^5 P(^10 P@15 P(%20 P@30 RecO Rec30

lOtd: 9td +rules 0.2831 57.6% 51.2% 48.53% 45.8% 43.60% 0.7917 0.3837

lot: 9t +rules 0.2939 57.6% 49.6% 47.47% 46.6% 42.80% 0.8269 0.3853

lOtdn: 9tdn+rules 0.2802 62.4% 56.8% 51.47% 49.4% 45.07% 0.8746 0.3646

Table 10: Precision of runs with Additional Arabic Morphological Normalizations

Impact of additional Arabic morphological normalizations (compare 9td to lOtd, 9t to lOt, and 9tdn to lOtdn): Most

of the scores modestly increased from the new rules. Focusing on the Title+Description case, the difference in P@5
was statistically significant at the 5% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test, but the other differences

were not.

Combined impact of (updated) Arabic morphological normalizations and stop words (compare 8b to lOtd): The

combination of Arabic morphological normalizations (including the experimental updates) and the stop words

increased average precision by 36% and the difference in average precision was statistically significant at the 1%
level by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test. None of the other differences were statistically significant even at

the 5% level. Precision(^10 just increased 6%. Early precision may benefit less from normalization rules because

there may be enough exact matches to find.

Some groups found that query expansion worked well on this collection, so we applied the "row expansion"

technique described in last year's paper [10]. Roughly speaking, row expansion is a pseudo-relevance feedback

technique in which it is assumed that the top rows of the initial query are relevant and SearchServer's Intuitive

Searching uses them to generate new, broader queries. (In practice, a SearchServer user would specify which rows

are relevant, which should produce better results than the "blind" automatic technique applied here.) Like last year,

we used the top-5 rows; a minor difference is that for the row expansion queries, we used a document frequency

parameter of 5% (i.e. RELEVANCE_METHOD 'V2:3:05') instead of the experimental secondary term selection

approach used last year. Table 1 1 shows the scores after applying row expansion to the runs of Table 10:

Run AvgP P(®JO mis P(%20 P(a)30 RecO Rec30

Iltd: lOtd +exp 0.3185 59.2% 52.8% 52.53% 50.6% 46.80% 0.7918 0.4430

lit: lOt +exp 0.3268 58.4% 56.0% 53.33% 50.6% 47.47% 0.8070 0.4262

lltdn: lOtdn+exp 0.3285 63.2% 60.4% 55.47% 53.8% 50.13% 0.8684 0.4351

Table 11: Precision of Arabic runs after Row Expansion

Impact of row expansion (compare lOtd to Iltd, lOt to lit, and lOtdn to lltdn): Most of the scores modestly

increased from row expansion; average precision was up 11-17%. Focusing on the Title+Description case, the

differences in average precision and Rec30 were statistically significant at the 1% level by the two-sided Wilcoxon

signed rank test; the other differences were not statistically significant at even the 5% level. Query expansion

techniques such as row expansion may help recall-oriented measures by contributing terms from the top documents

which are not automatically generated from the initial query.
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Combined impact of (updated) Arabic morphological normalizations, stop words and row expansion (compare 8b to

1 ltd): Applying all the techniques described above increased average precision by 53%, but increased Precison@10

by just 9%. The differences in average precision and Rec30 were statistically significant at the 1% level, and the

difference in Precision@5 was statistically significant at the 5% level, by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed rank test.

None of the other differences were statistically significant at the 5% level.
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1 1ntroduction

This is the first year that Juru, a Java IR system developed over the past few years at the IBM Research Lab in

Haifa, participated in TREC's Web track. Our experiments focused on the ad-hoc tasks. The main goal of our

experiments was to validate a novel pruning method, first presented at [1], that significantly reduces the size

of the index with very little influence on the system's precision. By reducing the index size, it becomes

feasible to index large text collections such as the Web track's data on low-end machines. Furthermore, using

our method, Web search engines can significantly decrease the burden of storing or backing up extremely

large indices by discarding entries that have almost no influence on search results.

In [1] we showed experimentally, using the LA-TIMES collection of TREC, that our pruning algorithm

attains a very high degree of pruning with hardly any effect on precision. We showed that we are able to

reduce the size of the index by 35% pruning with a slight decrease in average precision (7%), and vWth almost

no effect on the precision of the top 10 results. For 50% pruning, we were still able to maintain the same

precision at the top 10 results. Thereby, we obtained a greatly compressed index that gives answers that are

essentially as good as those derived from the full index.

One important issue that was not addressed in our previous work dealt with the scalability of our pruning

methods. In this work, we repeat our previous experiments on the larger domain of the Web Track data. While

our previous experiments were conducted on a collection of 1 32,000 documents (476 MB), for the current

experiments we built a core index for the entire WtlOg collection, (1.69M documents, 1 0GB). We then ran

our pruning algorithms on the core index varying the amount of pruning to obtain a sequence of pruned

indices. Section 4 describes the reuslts of the runs obtained from this sequence of indices. In order to be able

to index such a large collection and retreive high quality results, we had to scale Juru's basic indexing and

retrieval techniques as well as modify them to specifically handle Web data.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes Juru's main functionality. Section 3 briefly

describes the pruning algorithms used for the experiments conducted in this work. Section 4 describes the

experiments and the results we obtained. Section 5 concludes.

2. Juru's Main Functionality

Juru is a full-text search engine purely written in Java. Juru is based on the Guru search engine described in

[2]. The major tasks performed by Juru are: ( 1 ) indexing large collections of documents, (2) formulating a

query from a fi-ee-text query entered by the user, and (3) retrieving relevant documents for a given query and

ranking them by order of relevance. In the following sections, we briefly describe the main techniques and

algorithms embodied in Juru.

2.1 Profiling

rollowiug ilic claa&icdl iiivciicd iiidcA appiuacli, Juiu cicaLCb an index by associating lerms wlih The

documents that contain them, and then storing this mapping in inverted files for efficient retrieval. The first

stage for creating this mapping is document parsing which constructs a canonical form called a document
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profile. Parsing includes HTML parsing, tokenization, lower case conversion, sentence splitting, and

stemming. For HTML parsing Juru uses a parser that extracts from an HTML page the title, the set of out

links, and the regular text that appears in the page. For tokenization and sentence splitting Juru uses

procedures described m [3]. For stop-word filtering, the system uses a very short default list of stop-words but

allows users to define their own special purpose list. Stemming is performed using Porter's stemmer [4]. A
default list of proper names is managed by Juru and can be expanded by a special purpose proper name list

provided by the user. A term identified as a proper name is not stemmed during profiling. The document

profile can be described as a vector of terms, each one associated with its number of occurrences in the

document.

For the experiments conducted on the Web Track data we also developed a special description database that

provides for each page p in the collection a set of descriptions extracted from other pages that cite (i.e., link

to) p. A description is defined as the anchor text associated with the link. Juru indexes every page based on

its content as well as its set of descriptions. Simulations that we conducted on previous Web Track data show

that using descriptions as indexing units for HTML pages improves precision by about 20%.

2.2 The indexing process

Documents are indexed as follows: when adding a document to the index, it is assigned an internal unique

identifier {id). The document id, its name, its title, and any additional metadata are stored in a special database

called the document database. Each term in the document profile is then inserted into a dictionary. The

dictionary is managed using a trie data structure. Allow us to remind here that a trie is a search tree, where

each node represents a word in a given lexicon or dictionary and each edge is associated with a sequence of

characters. Sequencing the characters on the path from the trie root to a trie node composes the word

associated with that node. As new words are added to the trie, new nodes are created, and old nodes

(containing words) are possibly split.

Each term in the dictionary has a corresponding posting list - a list of all documents where it appears. Each

entry in the posting list of term / consists of the document id of the document containing t, the number of

occurrences of / in d, and a list of occurrence offsets of t in d. The posting lists are stored in a repository

called the repository database and each term in the dictionary is associated with a pointer to its corresponding

posting list. The posting lists are compressed using compression techniques described in [5]. Indexing of the

entire collection of documents is carried out in a two-stage process:

Stage 1: creating a forward index:

Each document profile is split into sub-profiles, where each sub-profile contains all terms with a

common prefix. For each prefix, all the corresponding sub-profiles from all documents are written

to an appropriate forward index file. A forward file for a specific prefix holds for each document a

list of all the document terms that begin with that prefix.

Stage 2: inverting the forward index:

After all the document profiles have been split into the forward index files, each file is traversed,

using the following algorithm:

For each document d in the forward file

For each tenn t in d
If / is found in the dictionary

retrieve the posting list of /, p(t), from the repository database

else

add / to the dictionary

create a new posting list p(t)

add d with all occurrence information to p(t)

update p(t) in the repository database
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The forward index structure allows us to keep only a small part of the dictionary in main memory during

indexing, thus enabling index creation with limited memory resources. The dictionary is not required at all

during the first stage of mdexing, while the second stage requires only the part of the dictionary that

corresponds to the prefix of the particular forward file being processed. In addition to restricting the amount

of memory needed for indexing, forwarding can be done in parallel on several machines. The forward index

technique also speeds up the indexing process by employing effective caching and buffering techniques.

2.3 Query Evaluation

Queries are treated as follows: a query profile is created using the same profiling method that is used for the

full document collection during indexing. Recall that a profile is a vector of terms, where each term is

associated with the number of occurrences of this term in the document/query. The following algorithm,

based on the ranking process of the SMART system [6], describes the ranking process applied by Juru:

Input: a query profile - q = (tl,t2,..tk),

the number of documents to retrieve -

Output: the A'^most relevant documents for the input query in document collection D

1 . For each query term, retrieve its posting list from the repository database

2. Sort the query terms according to the length of their posting lists (handle infrequent terms first)

3. For each id in collection D, Score(id) = 0

4. For each term / in ^ with posting-list p(t)

for each posting entry (d,OccNo(t,d)) in p(t)

Score(id) = Score(id) + tf(t,q) * tf(t,d) * idf(t) (*)

5. Normalize document scores by document length \d\

For each id in collection D,

Score(id) = Score(id) / \d\ (**)

6. Return jV documents with the highest scores.

(*) term ft-equency for profile x{x i&d or q):

tf(t,x) = log(] +OccNo(t,x))/log(l +avg.OccNo(x))

OccNo(t,x) - number of occurrences of / in x

AvgOccNo(x) - average number of term occurrences in x

inverse document frequency:

idf(t) = log (\D\ADt\)

\D\ - number of documents in the collection D
\Dt\ - number of documents containing /

(**) document length:

\d\ = iO.S*avgDocLength + 0.2*(# of unique terms in d)f^

avgDocLength - average number of unique terms per document in D

In order to optimize its query processing time, Juru applies dynamic pruning methods as described in [7]. The

main idea is to order the query terms by decreasing weight, according to the length of their posting lists, and

to process the infrequent terms first until some stopping condition is met. The algorithm marks each query

term as infrequent, frequent, or very frequent. After assigning scores to a sufficient number of documents,

very frequent terms are completely ignored. Only posting lists of infrequent terms are fully processed.

Frequent terms contribute only to the scores of the documents that have already been scored previously.

2.4 Improving search precision by incorporating lexical affinities

Lexical affinities {LAs) were first introduced by Saussure in 1 947 to represent the correlation between words

co-occurring in a given language and then restricted to a given document for IR purposes [2]. LAs are
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identified by looking at pairs of words found in close proximity to each other. It has been described elsewhere

[2] how LAs, when used as indexing units, improve precision of search by disambiguating terms. Juru's

profiling component uses this technique as part of the profiling process to improve search precision by

extracting lexical affinities ft-om the text.

During query evaluation, the query profile is constructed to include the query's lexical affinities in addition to

its individual terms. This is achieved by finding all pairs of words found close to each other in a window of

some predefined small size (the sliding window is only defined within a sentence) based on the lexicographic

evidence that 98% of LAs in the English language relate words that are in a distant of +/-5 words (see [2] for

more details). For each LA=(tl,t2), Juru creates a pseudo posting list by merging the posting lists of tl and t2.

It finds all documents in which these terms appear close to each other, and adds them to the posting list of the

LA with all the relevant occurrence informarion. After creating the posting list, the new LA is treated by the

retrieval algorithm as any other term in the query profile.

Lexical affinities can improve search resuhs significantly, especially for short queries. The user can control

whether to use LAs or not in the retrieval process. The user can also control the relative weight between

keywords and LAs, thus giving more (or less) significance to LAs in relation to simple keywords in computing

the relevance score. Figure 1 shows the relation between the system's precision and the reiadve weight given

to LAs and to simple keywords. For a zero weight the queries are constructed with no LAs. For a weight of

one the queries consist of LAs only (i.e., keywords are ignored). The experiments were done on the WtlOg

collection with ad-hoc topics 501-550. Queries were formulated from the topic's title. From the graph we can

see that the optimal relative weight is 0.3 for precision at 10 and 0.5 for avg. precision. For the experiments at

TREC 10 described in this paper the LA weight was fixed to 0.3.

[——Avg Prec -P@10

0.38

0.34

0.3

0.26

0.22

0.18

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

LA weight

Figure 1 : relation between the system's precision and the relative weight given to LAs

3 Index Pruning

Indexing a large collection of documents might result in extremely large index files that are difficult to

maintain. Therefore, it is important to utilize efficient compression methods for index files. There are two

complementary approaches: lossless compression and lossy compression. Lossless approaches do not lose any

information; instead, they use more efficient data structures. Thus, under lossless approaches, posting lists

have a very compact representation. On the other hand, under lossy approaches, certain information is

discarded.

We propose here lossy methods that prune the index at the posting level. That is, in our approach, a term can

be retained in the index, but some document postings may be eliminated from this term's posting list. The idea
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is to remove those postings whose potential contribution to the relevance score of a document is so small that

their removal will have little effect on the accuracy of the system. The selection of which document postings

to prune is guided by certain user-specified parameters.

Our goal is to perform index pruning in such a way that a human "cannot distinguish the difference" between

the results of a search engine whose index is pruned and one whose index is not pruned. Therefore, as in any

lossy compression technique, we wish to remove the least important terms from the index, so that the visible

effects of the compression (in terms of the results obtained) are very small. Thus, the question we need to

address is how to identify the least important entries in the index.

We begin with the usual assumption that for each query, there is a scoring function that assigns a score to

each document, so that the documents with the highest scores are the most relevant. The scoring function is

often based on a 2-dimensional scoring table. A, indexed by terms and documents. Table entries are set

according to the scoring model of the search engine; thus, A(t,d) is the score of document d for term t.

The first static pruning algorithm that we consider removes from the index all posting entries whose

corresponding table values are bounded above by some fixed cutoff threshold. We refer to this type of

pruning as uniform pruning, since the threshold is uniformly chosen, with the same cutoff value being used

for every term. Uniform pruning has an obvious drawback. Low-scoring terms may have all of their entries in

the index pruned away. Therefore, given a query consisting only of low-scoring terms, the pruned index may
fail to provide any good results for this query.

This insight leads us to propose a second, and more sophisticated, pruning algorithm, in which the cutoff

threshold may depend on the term. We refer to this type of pruning as term-based pruning. Term-based

pruning guarantees that each term will have some representative postings left in the index. Therefore, queries

with low-scoring terms will fare better than under uniform pruning. How do we determine the cutoff

thresholds? We are guided by the intuition that all we really care about are the top k documents, since this is

all the user sees. Thus, we care only about whether the pruned index returns the same top k documents; we do

not care about the score it might assign to the remaining documents. Our term-based pruning algorithm

attempts to minimize the effect of pruning on the top k results for each query.

Recall that the scoring table is not stored as such in the Juru index. Instead, each term is stored with an

associated posting list. The following algorithm describes how to prune a given inverted file using the top k

pruning algorithm. The algorithm takes as input an inverted file /, along with the parameters k and e, and

creates a pruned inverted file. Note that the entries of the scoring table A are computed on a term-by-term

basis in order to find the cutoff value for each particular posting list.

Top k prune(/. k, s)

For each term t in /

Retrieve the posting list P, from /

If|P, |>A:

For each entry d m P,

Compute A(t,d) according to the scoring model

Let z, be the ^th best entry in row tofA

\, = z*z,

For each entry d in P,

\fA(t,d) < X, remove entry d from P,

Save (t, Pj) in the pruned inverted file
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The time complexity of the pruning algorithm is linearly proportional to the index size. For each term /, the

algorithm first computes a threshold by finding the ^h best entry in the posting list of t (this can be done in

0(N) time, where A' is the number of documents). It then scans the posting list to prune all the entries smaller

than the threshold. Thus, if there are M terms in the index, the time complexity of the algorithm is 0(M*N).

In [1] we gave a formal proof that for all queries with a moderate number of search terms, the results obtained

from the pruned index are indistinguishable from those obtained from the original index.

4 Experimental Results

Our experiments tested the impact of pruning on the search results. First we created a sequence of pruned

indices using the uniform pruning algorithm where we varied r, the cutoff threshold. Next we created a

sequence of pruned indices by invoking the term-based pruning algorithm, where we fixed k to 10, and used

varying values of £. For each index we ran 50 queries, constructed automatically from the titles of topics 501-

550. Our first experiment tested the effect of pruning on the similarity of the top results to the top results of

the original index. The second tested the effect of pruning on the precision of the results.

4.1 The effect of pruning on similarity

The similarity of the top results was measured by two metrics. First, the symetric difference between the top

10 lists that evaluates the similarity between two lists by considering the common presence/absence of items

in both lists. Second, a variation of Kendall's tau measure that considers not only the common
presence/absence of items in the lists but also their rank. The symmetric difference is evaluated as follows: if

V is the size of the union of the two top 10 lists, and x is the size of the symmetric difference, then we take the

symmetric difference score to be 7 - x/y. This score lies between 0 and 1 . The highest score of 1 occurs

precisely when both lists are identical (although the order of results may be different), and the lowest score of

0 occurs precisely when the two lists are disjoint.

The second metric we used is a variation of Kendall's tau method that was obtained in [8] and used in [1 ].

The original Kendall's tau method for comparing two permutations assigns a penalty for each pair of distinct

items for which one item appears before the second in one permutation and the second appears before the first

in the other permutation. The sum of the penalties over all pairs reflects the overall penalty. The modified

version of Kendall's tau handles the case where we care about, comparing the top 10 in one list against the top

1 0 in another list, rather than comparing permutations. The penalties assigned for each pair of distinct items

are redefined, since two distinct items might not appear in the top 10 of one or both lists. By normalizing the

sum of penalties to lie between 0 and 1, the highest score of 1 occurs precisely when both lists are the same

and in the same order, and the lowest score of 0 occurs precisely when the two lists are disjoint. More details

appear in [1,8].

Figure 2 shows the similarity between the top 10 results of the original index and the pruned index, at varying

levels of pruning, for both uniform pruning and term-based pruning. The relatively high similarity between

the top 1 0 lists for moderate pruning levels supports the claim that the top 1 0 results of the pruned indices are

very similar to the top 10 results of the original index. Surprisingly, in contrast to our previous results [10],

there is no advantage for term-based pruning over uniform pruning. Both algorithms create pruned indices

with similar behavior in terms resuh similarity.
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Figure 2: similarity as a function of pruning

4.2 The effect of pruning on precision

In order to measure the effect of pruning on precision we had to wait for TREC's official results. Four runs

were submitted to TREC for evaluation. The first run consists of the results obtained fi"om Juru's core index.

The second and the third runs were obtained fi-om two pruned indices created by the term-based pruning

algorithm with parameters k =10, e = 0.05 (10.7% pruning) and k =10, £ = 0.1 (17.8% pruning), respectively.

The fourth run consists of the results of an experiment we performed wdth query expansion. Our expansion

method failed to improve search performance, thus we ignore it in this report.

The following table shows the precision of the official runs submitted to TREC. The results support our claim

that P@10 is barely affected for short queries even after significant pruning. Furthermore, while there is some

loss in the mean average precision (MAP), it is negligible.

e Index size Pruning (%) MAP P@10

0 3.53 GB 0 0.211 0.362

0.05 3.15 GB 10.7 0.207 0.362

0.1 2.9 GB 17.8 0.205 0.360

Figure 3 shows P@10 results obtained fi-om the core index and the pruned indices for all the Web Track ad-

hoc queries. For most of the queries (35 queries), P@10 remained the same. For 8 of the queries, it even

improved and only 7 queries exhibited some loss in precision, where the largest loss is 0.2 (for query 530).
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Figure 3: P@10 of topics 501-550 for the three official runs

Figure 4 shows the MAP for all queries obtained from the three runs. Although for many queries there is

some decrease in precision, the drecrease is quite small (maximum of 16% loss for topic 504).

0.7

IJuru Core Index pruned 10.7% pruned 17.8%

li ll

^.Q*^ ^ 4 ^ ^ ^ 4 4 4

Figure 4: MAP of topics 501-550 of the three official runs

After receiving TREC's official results, we repeated the experiments with several additional indices created

by our pruning algorithms. The goal was to test how much further we could prune the indices, before

significant loss in precision occurs. We used the newly published "qrels" files to measure precision. Figure 5

shows the impact of pruning on precision as measured by MAP and P@10. From these tests, it is apparent

that P@10 remains more or less stable up to 40% pruning. There is a slight decrease in average precision at

30% pruning, but a significant loss of MAP also occurs only at 40% pruning. As for the similarity

experimental results, in contrast to our previous results [10], there is no advantage for term-based pruning

over uniform pruning.
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Figure 5: the impact of pruning on precision as measured by MAP and P@10.

5 . Summary
The results we obtained from the TREC experiments support and corroborate our previous results with index

pruning: it is possible to discard a significant part of the index, and still attain answers that are almost as good

as those obtained from the frill index. By reducing the index size, it becomes feasible to index large text

collections such as the Web track's data on low-end machines. Furthermore, using our method, Web search

engines can significantly decrease the burden of storing extremely large indices by removing entries that have

no influence on search results. Our experiments show that we can reduce the index size by 40% while

attaining the same P@10 (which is most critical for Web search engines), and with only a slight decrease in

the mean average precision.

In addition to validating the pruning methods, the Web Track results also demonstrate the overall high quality

of the Juru search engine. From the initial results available at this point, it is apparent that Juru is significantly

above the median of results attained by all participants for most of the queries as well as in overall precision.
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SUMMARY
In this article we describe the results of our experiments on combining the two sources of information:

The web link structure and the document content. We developed a new scoring function that combines

TF*IDF scoring with the document rank and show that it is particularly effective in the Home Page Finding

task.

1 The Indexer

The IBM Almaden system consists of three components: the indexer, the DocRanker, and the query engine.

• The indexer tokenizes the documents and records the presence of various attributes: capitalization,

presence in title or bulleted lists, color, etc. Prior to pushing the attributed token into the index, the

token is stemmed using the Porter stemmer. Document frequency of tokens and other global statistics

are also recorded on the fly.

• The DocRanker ranks documents by extracting the link structure of the crawled pages, then computing

the SameSite function [2], and finally computing the PageRank [3], on the graph. Our PageRank
calculations used a weighted graph where the weight of a Hnk was 1.0 if the Hnk was composed of two

pages from different sites, and 0.0001 if they were on the same site, to deemphaisize self-references.

• The query engine retrieves the filtered set of documents that contain the the rarest query term. Then,

all the filtered documents are scored using all of the query terms (both stenuned and unstemmed
versions). These pages are ranked using the integrated ranking function and then sorted result is

returned.

2 Scoring Function Details

The first part in our scoring algorithm is deciding which documents to filter out. Our scoring algorithm uses

the rarest term to drive the query evaluation. Only documents which contain the rarest term are examined

during scoring.

Let Wd,t be the score of a document with respect to term t. The general form of a TF*IDF scoring

function looks like this:

Wd,< = rd,t -wt (1)

where r^,* (the TF component) is a function based on the frequency of a term t in document d, and Wt (the

IDF component) is the weight of a term in the corpus.
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2.1 Inquery/Okapi

The Inquery scoring function is a variation of the well-known Oka.pi scoring function. Let A be the average

length of a document in terms (not bytes), and |Z)d| be the length of document d in terms (not bytes), and
A'^ be the number of documents in the collection. Let f^^t be the number of occurrences of f in a document
d and ft be the number of documents in which t occurs. Give a query Q, the Inquery scoring formula is:

score =

score

^ TF IDF (2)

t€QnDd

ru,t = 0.4 + 0.6 ^ —J (4)

" In order to take advantage of document contextual information, we modified j so that it is not just

the number of occurrences of t in d, but instead, is a weighted sum of occurrences of t in d. The weighting

of occurrences in titles and headings, was configurable. Also of note, our includes both stemmed and

unstemmed occurrences of a term. The effect of this is to essentially boost the score for pages that have an

exact match, while also giving a chance for pages that have only the stemmed term to appear in the result

set.

2.2 Incorporating DocRank into the Scoring Function

Link analysis methods may be used to obtain an ordered ranking of documents, for instance, through a

PageRcink calculation. Although PageRank provides useful information for scoring, it is unclear how this

information should be combined into a page-content-bcised scoring function. We propose a new scoring

function that blends document ranking with a TF*IDF formulation. Let us examine the Inquery/Okapi

function's TF component in detail. The component 1.5^^^ is the only portion of the function that contains

document-related information. This component provides a bias to the score based on the importance of a

document. In this case, importance is defined by the size of a document. When a document is large, this score

component is large (and hence since this is in the denominator, the overall score is reduced). We propose

incorporating a document rank (DocRank) pd into this component, is the scaled ordinal rank of a page.

For instance, if the document is the the ranked document in a collection of A'^ documents, pd = 3/N.

Note that in particular, the DocRank is not the actual PageRank value. Rather, the use of ordinal rank

provides a smoother, more gradually changing value than the actual PageRank. Also, it is obvious that any

algorithm that can generate an ordering of documents could be used in place of PageRank for our purposes.

There are two straightforward ways of combining the DocRank with the document component of the score

— multiplicative and additive. An example of the multiplicative form is:

1.5P.^. .
(6)

However, after experimentation, the form that we settled on is the additive form:

+ (7)A

where a is a user-specified constant. The a term allows the user to tune the relative importance of the

document ranking component in the scoring function. For the Home Page Finding task, we used a = 10.0.

For the Ad Hoc task, we used a = 1.5

Our final modified ocoring formula ia:

score = TFIDF (8)
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rd,t = 0.4 + 0.6

Wt =
loQeN + 1

(9)

(10)

3 Results at TREC 2001

We participated in the two Web tracks at TREC 2001: Ad Hoc, and Home Page Finding. Our contribution

is a method of incorporating a DocRank term into a TF*IDF cost function that allows us to control the

relative contribution of a document's rank to that of text content. The ranking function itself is based on

the Inquery variant of the Okapi ranking function [1].

Also, to take advantage of contextual cues on a page, we made use of heading and title information by

giving more weight to term occurrences in those contexts.

Results for the Home Page Finding task:

Metric Rank not used Rank used

Average reciprocal rank over 145 topics

Number of topics for which entry pages found in top 10

Number of topics for which no entry pages was found

0.382

90 (62.1%)

17 (11.7%)

0.611

113 (77.9%)

15 (10.3%)

The Home Page Finding task shows clearly that when our DocRank scoring is used, both the average

reciprocal rank and the top ten scoring method showed substantial improvement. Using linkage information

was a clear win with Home Page Finding.

Results for the Ad Hoc task:

Metric Rank not used Rank used

Precision at 5 docs 0.40 0.20

Precision at 10 docs 0.20 0.20

Precision at 15 docs 0.133 0.20

For Ad Hoc queries, link information did not improve the results.

4 Conclusion

We introduced a novel new scoring function that combines TF*IDF scoring with link-based ranking. Our

experiments showed that this combined scoring method was exceptionally well-suited to Home Page Finding.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe a system for automatic and inter-

active content-based retrieval of video that integrates fea-

tures, models, and semantics. The novelty of the approach

lies in the (J) semi-automatic construction of models of

scenes, events, and objects from feature descriptors, and

(2) integration of content-based and model-based querying

in the search process. We describe several approaches for

integration including iterative filtering, score aggregation,

and relevance feedback searching. We describe our effort

of applying the content-based retrieval system to the TREC
video retrieval benchmark.

1 Introduction

The growing amounts of digital video are driving the need

for more effective methods for storing, searching, and re-

trieving video based on its content. Recent advances in con-

tent analysis, automatic feature extraction, and classifica-

tion are improving capabilities for effectively searching and

filtering digital video using information based on percep-

tual features, content structure, models, and semantics. The

emerging MPEG-7 multimedia content description stan-

dard promises to further improve content-based searching

by providing a rich set of standardized tools for describ-

ing multimedia content in XML [SSOl]. However, MPEG-
7 does not standardize methods for extracting descriptions

nor for matching and searching. The extraction and use

of MPEG-7 descriptions remains a challenge for future re-

search, innovation, and industry competition [SmiOl].

In this paper, we describe a system for automatic and

interactive content-based retrieval that integrates features,

models, and semantics [SBL+01]. The system analyzes

the video by segmenting it into shots, selecting key-frames,

and extractmg audio-vlsuai descriptors from tne shots. This

allows the video to be searched at the shot-level using

content-based retrieval approaches. However, we further

analyze the video by developing and applying models for

classifying content. The approach requires the manual- or

semi-automatic annotation of the video shots to provide

training data. The models are subsequently used to auto-

matically assign semantic labels to the video shots. In order

to apply a small number of models but have at the same fime

to have large impact on classifying the video shots, we have

primarily investigated models that apply broadly to video

content, such as indoor vs. outdoor, nature vs. man-made,

face detection, sky, land, water, and greenery. However, we
have also investigated several specific models including air-

planes, rockets, fire, and boats. While the models allow the

video content to be annotated automatically using this small

vocabulary, the integration of the different search methods

together (content-based and model-based) allows more ef-

fective retrieval.

In the paper, we describe the approach for integrating

features, models, and semantics in a system for content-

based retrieval of video. We have applied these systems

and methods to the NIST TREC video retrieval benchmark,

which consists of 74 queries of a video corpus containing

approximately 1 1 hours of video. The queries, which were

designed to access video based on semantic contents, per-

mit automatic and/or interactive approaches for retrieving

the results. We enhance the automatic retrieval by using

the models in conjunction with the features to match the

query content with the target video shots. For interactive

retrieval, we allow the user to apply several methods of

iterative searching that combines features, semantics, and

models using different filtering operations and weighting

methods. In this paper, we describe more details about the

approach and discuss results for the TREC video retrieval

benchmark.

2 Content analysis system

The video content is analyzed through several processes that

mvolve sliui Ueieciiuii, feaiuic CAiiatiiuii, and (.Id^^ifit^aiiuii,

as shown in Figure 1. The video is segmented temporally

according to shot boundaries, and descriptors are extracted

for each shot. The descriptors are ingested into a storage

system. The descriptors are used as input into the model-
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based classification system which assigns semantic labels

to each shot. The system also ingests any meta-data related

to the content such as title, format, source, and so forth.

Figure 1 : The video content ingestion engine first segments

the video temporally using shot detection and selects key-

frames, then extracts descriptors of the audio-visual features

and applies models in order to classify the content.

2.1 Shot detection

The video content is pre-processed by splitting it into

temporal segments using the IBM CueVideo (program

cuts . exe vkfith the default settings) [Cue]. After the shots

are detected, key-frames are selected and extracted, and all

MPEG I-frames are extracted, as shown in Figure 2. These

images are stored and indexed and are used for accessing

the shots.

inpul video

shut dc(ecli<in

i 1

-a

a
key-fram; selection key-fraine selection

1

X X
i-frdmc extraction

X X X X X X

ruature extraction

Figure 2: The shot detection system automatically segments

the video into temporal segments and selects a key-frame

for each shot.

CueVideo uses sampled three dimensional color his-

tograms in RGB color space to compare pairs of frames.

Histograms of recent frames are stored in a buffer to al-

low a comparison between multiple frames. Frame pairs at

one, three and seven frames apart and their corresponding

thresholds are shown by the three upper graphs in Figure 3.

Statistics of frame differences are computed in a moving

window around the processed frame and are used to com-

pute the adaptive thresholds. Hence the program does not

require sensitivity-tuning parameters.

Shots detection anatysis graphs <0f: B0R17

pre-cut

diss ret

diss St

Id. in. St

vid. err

attercut

vId. end
vid-start

fade out
in shot

lade in

dissohre

3.22 3.3 3.32 3.34

Figure 3: This example represents a 53 Seconds sequence

with four cuts and three dissolves in high noise (from

^>or/7.mpg, frame numbers: 31800-33400). The middle cut

is mistakenly detected as a short dissolve (Alm2).

A state machine is used to detect and classify the dif-

ferent shot boundaries, shown at the botom of Figure 3

with all thirteen states listed. At each frame a state tran-

sition is made from the current state to the next state, and

any required operation is taken (e.g., report a shot, save a

key-frame to file). The algorithm classifies shot boundaries

into Cuts, Fade-in, Fade-out, Dissolve and Other. It works

in a single pass, is robust to possibly uncompliant MPEG
streams, and runs about 2X real time on a 800MHz P-III.

2.2 Feature extraction

The system extracts several different descriptors for each of

the key-frames and i-frames. We have used the following

descriptors:

1. color hiotogram (166 bin HSV color opaco),

2. grid-based color histogram (4x4 grid of the HSV his-

togram),

3. texture spatial-frequency energy (variance measure of
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each of 12 bands of quadrature mirror filter wavelet

decomposition, and

4. edge histogram (using Sobel filter and quantization to

8 angles and 8 magnitudes).

Each of these descriptors is stored and indexed separately.

However, at retrieval time, the CBR matching function al-

lows the descriptor values to be combined using an arbitrary

weighting function in order to determine the similarity of

the query and target images based on multiple features.

2.3 Semi-automatic annotation

In order to allow a model-based approach to video retrieval,

ground-truth data is needed for training the models. In or-

der to create training data, we developed a video annotation

tool that allows the users to annotate each shot in the video

sequence, as shown in Figure 4. The tool allows the user to

identify and label scenes, events, and object by applying the

labels at the shot-level. The tool also allows the user to as-

sociate object-labels with individual regions in a key-frame.

tor*—

cv«

Bi>-

IW

dJ ^

Figure 4: The video annotation tool allows users to label the

events, scenes, and objects in the video shots.

For annotating video content, we created a lexicon for de-

scribing events, scenes, and objects; the following excerpt

gives some of the annotation terms:

• Events: water skiing, boat sailing, person speaking,

landing, take-off/launch, and explosion;

• Scenes: outer space (moon, mars), indoors (classroom,

meeting room, laboratory, factory), outdoors (nature,

sky, clouds, water, snow, greenery, rocks, land, moun-
tain hfarh fiplH fnrpct ranynn. rlf^efrt, \»/at#»rfalt). anH

man-made (road, cityscape);

• Objects: non-rigid objects (animal, deer, bird, duck,

human), rigid objects (man-made structure, building,

dam, statue, tree, flower), transportation (rocket, space

shuttle, vehicle, car, truck, rover, tractor), and astron-

omy.

The video anntotation tool allows the user to process the

video shot-by-shot, and assign the labels to each shot. The

tool is semi-automatic in that it automatically propagates

labels to "similar" shots as described in [NLS+02]. The

system requires the user to confirm or reject the propagated

labels.

2.4 Content modeling

The content modeling system uses the labeled training

video content to classify other video content (in our case,

the test TREC video corpus). We have investigated several

different types of static models including Bayes nets, multi-

nets [NKHROO], and Gaussian mixture models. In some

cases, we have used additional descriptors in the models,

which are not applied for content-based retrieval, such as

motion activity and color moments.

We have developed statistical models for the following

concepts:

• Events: fire, smoke, launch;

• Scenes: greenery, land, outdoors, rock, sand, sky, wa-

ter;

• Objects: airplane, boat, rocket, vehicle.

2.4.1 Statistical modeling

In the statistical modeling approach, the descriptors ex-

tracted from the video content are modeled by a multi-

dimensional random variable X. The descriptors are as-

sumed to be independent identically distributed random

variables drawn from known probability distributions with

unknown deterministic parameters. For the purpose of clas-

sification, we assume that the unknown parameters are dis-

tinct under different hypotheses and can be estimated. In

particular, each semantic concept is represented by a binary

random variable. The two hypotheses associated with each

such variable are denoted hy Hi, i € {0, 1}, where 0 de-

notes absence and 1 denotes presence of the concept. Un-

der each hypothesis, we assume that the descriptor values

are generated by the conditional probability density func-

tion P,(X), 2 e {0,1}.

In case of scenes, we use static descriptors that represent

the features of each key-frame. In case of events, which

have temporal characteristics, we construct temporal de-

crriptnrc iicing timp C(=>rif»c nf ctafir Hpcfriptorc o\/er the mul-

tiple video frames. We use a one-zero loss function [Poo99]

to penalize incorrect detection. This is shown in Equation

1:

0 \fi = j

1 otherwise
X{ai\ujj) = (1)
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The risk corresponding to this loss function is equal to

the average probability of error and the conditional risk with

action is 1 — P{uJi\x). To minimize the average proba-

bility of error, class uji must be chosen, which corresponds

to the maximum a posteriori probability P{uji\x). This cor-

resfKjnds to the minimum probability of error (MPE) rule.

In the special case of binary classification, the MPE rule

can be expressed as deciding in favor of ui if

p{x\u;i) ^ (Ai2 - X22)P{^2)

p{x\u2) (A21 - Aii)P(u;i)

The term p{x\ujj) is the likelihood of cuj and the test based

on the ratio in Equation (2) is called the likelihood ratio test

(LRT) [DH73, Poo99].

2.4.2 Parameter estimation

For modeling the TREC video content, we assume that the

conditional distributions over the descriptors X under the

two hypotheses - concept present (Hi) and concept absent

(Ho) - have been generated by distinct mixtures of diag-

onal Gaussians. The modeling of these semantic concepts

involves the estimation of the unknown but determinsitic

parameters of these Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) us-

ing the set of annotated examples in the training set. For this

purpose the descriptors associated with training data corre-

sponding to each label are modeled by a mixture of five

gaussians. The parameters (mean, covariance, and mixture

weights) are estimated by using the Expectation Maximiza-

tion (EM) [DLR77] algorithm.

The rest of the training data is used to build a negative

model for each label in a similar way, which corresponds

to a garbage model for that label. The LRT is used in each

test case to determine which of the two hypotheses is more

likely to account for the descriptor values. The likelihood

ratio can also be looked upon as a measure of the confidence

of classifying a test image to the labeled class under consid-

eration. A ranked list of confidence measures for each of

the labels can be produced by repeating this procedure for

all the labels under consideration.

2.4.3 Region merging

We use manually assigned bounding boxes encompassing

regions of interest obtained during annotations for extract-

ing features. The testing is also done at the regional bound-

ing box level. To fuse decisions from several bounding

boxes in a key-frame, we use the following hypothesis: If a

concept IS to oe aeciarea aosent in a irame, it must be absent

in each and every bounding box tested. We can then com-

pute the product of the probability of the "concept absent"

hypothesis to obtain the probability of the concept being ab-

sent in the frame. Alternately, we can also use the maximum

possible probability of the concept being detected in any re-

gion as the probability of its occurrence in the image/frame.

For concepts which are global in terms of feature support,

this step is not needed. Localized or regional concepts in-

clude rocket, face, sky, and so forth.

2.4.4 Feature fusion

The objective of feature fusion is to combine multiple statis-

tical models for the different video features. Separate GMM
models are used for each of the different descriptors (e.g.,

color histogram, edge direction histogram, texture, and so

forth). This results in separate classifications and associ-

ated confidence for each test image depending on the de-

scriptor While the classifiers can be combined in a many

ways, we explored straightforward methods such as taking

sum, maximum,and product of the individual confidences

for each descriptor in computing an overall classification

confidence.

While this strategy of "late feature fusion" is fairly sim-

ple, one can envision other "early feature fusion" meth-

ods such as concatenating different descriptors into a sin-

gle vector and then building a single GMM. We did not

pursue this strategy due to the large dimensionality of the

descriptors, especially in view of the paucity of training

video content depicting the concepts of interest. However,

it may be possible to consider discrimination in reduced

dimensional subspaces of the feature space by using tech-

niques such as the principal component analysis (PCA) or

by using more sophisticated dimensionality reduction tech-

niques that would allow concatenation and modeling of

high-dimensional descriptors.

2.4.5 Training

The performance of statistical models such as the GMM de-

pend to a large extent on the amount of training data. Due

to the relatively small amount of labeled training video data

beyond the TREC video corpus, we adopted a "leave one

clip out strategy." This means that we trained a model for

each concept as many number of times as the number of

video clips. During each such training, one clip was left out

from the training set. The models for the two hypotheses

thus trained were used to detect the semantic concept in the

clip that was left out.

2.5 Speech indexing

In addition to automatic analysis and modeling of the fea-

tures ot the video content, we also investigated the use of

speech indexing as an alternative approach for video re-

trieval [PSOl]. We used the IBM ViaVoice speech recog-

nition engine to transcribe the audio and generate a con-

tinuous stream of words. We define a unit-document to be
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a 100 word temporal segment where consecutive segments

overlap partially in order to address the boundary truncation

effect. There are several operations performed in sequence

in this processing.

First, the words and times from the recognizer output are

extracted to create the unit-document files with associated

timestamps. The Julian time at the start of the audio is used

as the reference basis. This is followed by tokenization to

detect sentence/phrase boundaries and then part-of-speech

tagging such as noun phrase, plural noun etc. The morpho-

logical analysis uses the part-of-speech tag and a morph dic-

tionary to reduce each word to its morph. For example, the

verbs, lands, landing and land will all be reduced to land.

Then, the stop words are removed using a standard stop-

words list. For each of the remaining words, the number

of unit-documents that it belongs to (the inverse document

frequency) is computed and is used to weight these word.

3 Video retrieval

Once the video content is ingested, the descriptors and

model results are stored and indexed. This allows the user

to carry out the searches in a video query pipeline pro-

cess as shown in Figure 6, in which queries are processed

in a multi-stage search in which the user selects models

and clusters or examples of video content at each stage.

By operating on the interim results, the user controls the

query refinement. As shown in Figure 6, at each stage of

the search, a query Qi produces a result list Ri. The re-

sult list i?, is then used as input into a subsequent query

Qi+\, and through various selectable operations for com-

bining and scoring Ri with the matches for Qi+i, the result

list is produced. The user can continue this iterative

search process until the desired video content is retrieved.

3.1 Content-based retrieval

Content-based retrieval is the most amenable to automatic

retrieval in the case that the query provides example con-

tent. For TREC video retrieval, each of the queries pro-

vided example content which included anywhere from a

single image to several video clips. For automatic content-

based retrieval, the following approach was adopted: the

query content was analyzed using shot detection, key-frame

selection, and feature extraction to produce a set of de-

scriptors of the query content. Then, the query descrip-

tors were matched against the target descriptors. We con-

siaered two approaches tor automatic content-based match-

ing: (1) matching of descriptors of the query and target key-

frames, and (2) matching of descriptors for multiple frames

(i-frames) from the query and target video, as shown in Fig-

ure 5.

3.1.1 Multi-frame matching

For multi-frame matching, different semantics of the match-

ing are possible depending on the nature of the query. For

example, if all of the individual images in the query con-

tent are important for the query ("all" semantics), then the

matching semantics is such that the best target video shot

from the database should have the best overall score of

matching all of the query images to images in the target

shot.

query frames

target shot #1 target shot #2

Figure 5: Content-based retrieval matches multiple query

frames against multiple frames in the target shots.

Multi-frame matching requires first the determination of

the best matches among individual images from the query

and target, and then computation of the overall score of all

the matches. However, alternatively, if the query images are

meant to illustrate different variations of the content ("or"

semantics), then the matching semantics is such that the best

target video should be the ones that have a single frame that

best matches one of the query images.

3.1.2 Interactive retrieval

For interactive retrieval, we enhanced the content-based ap-

proach by allowing the user to conduct multiple rounds of

searching operations in which each successive round refines

or builds on the results of a previous round. Each round

consists of the following: (1) a similarity search in which

target shots are scored against query content (using single

frame or multi-frame search), and (2) a combining of these

search results with the previous results list. This way, each

successive round combines new results with a current list.

We investigated several ways of combining results which

involve different ways of manipulating the scores from the

successive rounds. We have used a choice of the following

aggregation functions for combining the scores:

A(n) - A-i(n) + Dg(7i), (3)

and

A(n) = min(A-i(n),Z)g(n)), (4)

where L>g{n) gives the score ot video shot n tor the present

query, and Z),_i(n) gives the combined score of video shot

n for the previous query, and Di{n) gives the combined

score result for the current round. Eq. 3 simply takes the

sum of the score of each target video shot for the current
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Figure 6: The video content retrieval engine integrates methods for searching in an iterative process in which the user

successively applies content-based and model-based searches.

query plus the cumulative score of the previous queries.

This has the effect of weighting the most recent query

equally with the previous queries. Eq. 4 takes the minimum

of the current score and the previous scores for each target

video shot. This has the effect of ranking most highly the

target shots that best match any one of the query images.

Although, Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 are simple monotonic functions,

other combining functions that use arbitrary join predicates

are possible [NCS"''0]].

For combining content-based and model-based retrieval,

we allow the above methods for combining results, how-

ever, we allow additionally a filtering method that computes

the intersection of the previous result list with the results

from the current query, as described next.

3.2 Model-based retrieval

The model-based retrieval allows the user to retrieve the tar-

get shots based on the semantic labels produced by the mod-

els. Each semantic label has an associated confidence score.

1 ne user can retrieve results tor a model by issumg a query

for a particular semantic label. The target video shots are

then ranked by confidence score (higher score gives lower

rank). Since the models do not assign labels to all of the

target shots, only the ones that are positively classified tothe

semantic class, the model-based search does not give a total

ranking of the target shots. That is, the model-based search

both filters and ranks the target shots, which has implica-

tions for its use in iterative searching.

Model

Model

Model

Model

Figure 7: Parallel model search allows the user to define

weighting of multiple models.

The models can be applied sequentially or in parallel as

shown m higure /. In the case ot parallel search, the user

defines weighting of multiple models in a single query. In

sequential search, the user decides based on interim results

which models to apply. For example, a parallel model-based

search is as follows: nature = 0.5*outdoors-l-0.25*water+
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0.25 * sky. An example sequential model-based search is as

follows: outdoors no faces —> no water.

3.3 Video query pipeline

The integrated search is carried out by the user successively

applying the content-based and model-based search meth-

ods as shown in Figure 8.

CBR Model Cluster CBR

Figure 8: Integration of content-based and model-based

searching in the video query pipeline.

For example, a user looking for video shots showing a

beach scene can issue the following sequence of queries in

the case that beach scenes have not been explicitly labeled::

1 . Search for model = "outdoors",

2. Aggregate with model = "sky",

3. Aggregate with query image (possibly selected image)

resembling desired video shot,

4. Aggregate with model = "water",

5. Aggregate with selected relevant image, video shot,

6. Repeat.

The iterative searching allows the users to apply sequen-

tially the content-based and model-based searches. Differ-

ent options can be used for scoring the results at each stage

of the query and combining with the previous results. For

TREC video retrieval, a choice of the following different

approaches using different aggregation functions were pro-

vided for combining the scores:

1 . Inclusive: each successive search operation issues new

query against target database:

Doin) - D,{n), (5)

2. Iterative: each successive search operation issues

query against current results list and scores by new

query:

D,{n) = D,in), (6)

T>. Aggicgailvc. cacli bucuc!)!*! vc bcaii;n opciailuii issues

query against current results list and aggregates scores

from current results and new query results:

A(n) = /(A-i(n),D,(n)), (7)

where /(.) corresponds to min, max, or avg. The distance

scores Di{n) are based on feature similarity (for CBR) and

label confidence (for models). For the models, Dq{n) =
1 — Cq{n), where Cq{n) gives the confidence of the query

label for video shot n, and £>,_i(n), and D^{n) are defined

as above. The lossy filtering is accounted for in that some

target shots 77* have confidence score Cq(?x*) = -00. Eq. 7

combines the label score of each target video shot for the

current query plus the cumulative label score of the previous

queries, whereas Eq. 6 takes only the latest score.

3.4 Speech retrieval

To compute the video retrieval results using speech index-

ing for the TREC video retrieval, we used the textual state-

ment of information need associated with each topic with-

out any refinement or pruning of the text. The speech re-

trieval system works as follows: the system first loads the

inverted index and precomputed weights of each of the non-

stop words. A single pass approach is used to compute a rel-

evancy score with which each document is ranked against a

query, where the relevancy score is given by the Okapi for-

mula [RWSJ+95].

Each word in the query string is tokenized, tagged, mor-

phed and then scored using the Okapi formula above. The

total relevancy score for the query string is the combined

score of each of the query words. The scoring function takes

into account the number of times each query term occurs in

the document normalized with respect to the length of the

document. This normalization removes bias that generally

favor longer documents since longer documents are more

likely to have more instances of any given word.

4 Retrieval system

We have applied this type of iterative and integrated

content-based and model-based searching procedure for

computing the results for many of the TREC video retrieval

topics. Example topics for which this approach was used in-

clude: "scenes with sailing boats on a beach,", "scenes with

views of canyons," and "scenes showing astronaut driving

a lunar rover." The video retrieval system is illustrated in

Figure 9.

4.1 Benchmark

The TREC video retrieval benchmark' was developed

by NIST^ to promote progress in content-based retrieval

(CBR) from digital video via open, metrics-based evalua-

tion. The benchmark involves the following tasks:

• Shot boundary detection

'http://www-nlpir.nist.gov/projecls/t01 v/revised. html

-http://trec.nist.gov/call01 .html
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Figure 9: Screen image of the video retrieval system.

• Known item search

• General statements of information need.

The benchmark consists of the following:

• Approximately 1 1 hours of video

• 74 query topics, which include statements of informa-

tion needs in text and example content

• Ground truth assessments (provided by participants for

known-item queries)

• Quantitative metrics for evaluating retrieval effective-

ness (i.e., precision vs. recall).

The benchmark focuses on content-based searching in

that the use of speech recognition and transcripts is not

emphasized. However, the queries themselves typically in-

volve information at the semantic-level, i.e., "retrieve video

clips of Ronald Reagan speaking," and opposed to "re-

trieve video clips that have this color." The two kinds of

queries, known-item and general information need, are dis-

tinguished in that the number of matches for the known-
item queries is pre-determined, i.e., it is known that there

are only two clips showing Ronald Reagan. On the other

hand, for the general searches, the number of matches in

the corpus in not known, i.e., "video clips showing nature

scenes."

4.2 Shot detection benchmark results

The results of the shot boundary detection on the TREC
video corpus is shown in Table 1. The system perlbrmed

extremely well for shot detection giving very high precision

and recall.

Ins. Rate Del. Rate Precision Recall

Cuts 0.039 0.020 0.961 0.980

Gradual 0.589 0.284 0.626 0.715

All 0.223 0.106 0.831 0.893

Table 1 : Shot boundary detection results for TREC video

shot detection.

The results in Table I shows that the results for gradual

changes could be improved. We found that in many of the

cases, which were reported as errors, there was a detection

of a boundary but the reported duration was too short. In

such a case, the ISIS-based evaluation algorithm [ISI99] re-

jects the match, and considers it as both a deletion error and

an insertion error. This is an undesired property of the eval-

uation criteria. If, for example, the system would not find

a boundary at all, the evaluation would conider it as just a

deletion, and rank the system better. In some other cases,

a cut was reported as a short dissolve, with similar conse-

quences.

Shot detection errors also resulted from the high noise

level in the compressed MPEG video. For example, a peri-

odic noisy pattern can be observed in Figure 3 at a period

of 15 frames (one GOP) due to the color coding errors in-

troduced by the MPEG encoding scheme. From our expe-

rience this noise level seemed somewhat high, but we have

not quantified it.

4.3 Retrieval benchmark results

The results of the first retrieval experiment are shown in Ta-

ble 2, which evaluates the average number of hits over the

46 "general search" queries. The interactive content-based

retrieval (CBR) method is compared an automatic speech

recognition (ASR) approach in which ASR was applied to

the audio, and text indexing was used for answering the

queries. The results show a signficant increase in retrieval

quality using the interactive CBR approach.

Approach Hits/query

Automatic speech recognition (ASR)

Interactive Content-based retrieval (CBR)

1.9

4.3

Table 2: Video retrieval results (avg. hits/query over 46

general searches).

Specific examples comparing retrieval performance for

interactive CBR and ASR approaches are given in Table 3.
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In some cases, such as topics VT66 and VT47, the ASR
approach gave better retrieval results. In these topics, the

relevant information was not easily captured by the visual

scenes. However, for other topics, such as VT55, VT49,

VT43, and VT42, the interactive CBR approach gave better

performance than the ASR approach.

Topic# Description ASR CBR
VT66 Clips about water project 9 3

VT47 Clips that deal with floods 8 1

VT55 Pictures of Hoover Dam 3 8

VT49 Lecture showing graphic 4 20

VT43 Shots showing grasslands 0 8

VT42 Shots of specific person 1 9

Table 3: Video retrieval results (hits/query) comparing in-

teractive CBR and ASR methods for specific queries.

We also compared the interactive CBR approach to non-

interactive (or automatic) CBR in which only a single it-

eration of searching was allowed. The results for two of

the topics given in Table 4 show a significant increase in

retrieval performance using the interactive CBR approach.

Topic Description Automatic Interactive

# CBR CBR
VT54 Glen Canyon Dam 3 12

VT15 Shots of com fields ] 5

Table 4: Video retrieval results (hits/query) comparing au-

tomatic and interactive CBR methods for specific queries.

5 Summary

In this paper, we described a system for automatic and inter-

active content-based retrieval that integrates features, mod-

els, and semantics. The system extracts feature descriptors

from shots, which allows content-based retrieval, and clas-

sifies the shots using models for different events, scenes,

and objects. The retrieval system allows the integration

of content-based and model-based retrieval in an iterative

search process. We developed also an approach based on

speech indexing to provide a comparison with the content-

based/model-based approach. We described the results of

applying these methods to the TREC video retrieval bench-

mark.
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Abstract
We present a preliminary analysis of the use of Word-

Net hypernyms for answering "What-is" questions. We
analyse the approximately 130 definitional questions in

the TRECIO corpus with respect to our technique of

Virtual Annotation (VA), which has previously been

shown to be eflFective on the TREC9 definitional ques-

tion set and other questions. We discover that VA is

effective on a subset of the TRECIO definitional ques-

tions, but that some of these questions seem to need a

user model to generate correct answers, or at least an-

swers that agree with the NIST judges. Furthermore,

there remains a large enough subset of definitional

questions that cannot benefit at all from the WordNet

isa-hierarchy, prompting the need to investigate alterna-

tive external resources.

1. Introduction

Work in the field of Question-Answering has taken off

since the introduction of a QA track in TREC in 1999

(see, e.g. [Voorhees and Tice, 2000]). Much of the

published work in the field has centered around the

fact-based questions that form the current basis of this

track. While differing greatly in the specifics, most of

the systems published in the literature to date use a

simflar approach (at the coarsest level of description) of

a sequence of processing stages: the question is ana-

lysed to discover the answer-type that is sought, a query

is constructed fi^om the question (with appropriate vo-

cabulary expansions and morphological normalization),

a standard ER search is performed, documents or pas-

sages are retrieved and these texts are examined for

presence of terms of the appropriate answer type, pos-

sibly in a context that satisfies other derived criteria

(see for example [Clarke et al. 2001, Ittycheriah et al.

' Work performed while at the IBM T.J. Watson Research Center.

2001, Moldovan et al. 2000, Prager et al. 2000, Srihari

and Li 2000]). Some systems, such as Falcon [Hara-

bagiu et al., 2001] and some of our own experimental

prototypes, are using feedback loops to retry stages that

are deemed unsuccessful.

One recurring question type is the definitional question,

usually of the form "What is/are <noun phrase>", al-

though other syntactic forms are used but with essen-

tially the same meaning. The difficulty that arises with

these questions is that the answer type is left completely

open. Even the Webclopedia system [Hovy et al,

2001], which employs an extensive question typology,

cannot be very specific with these questions. The

TREC9 question set consisted of about 5% definitional

questions, while the TRECIO set, which appears to bet-

ter mirror actual user questions (Ellen Voorhees, per-

sonal communication), consisted of about 26% defini-

tional. Thus we believe that examining what is required

to answer this kind of question is worthwhile.

Granted, there are many occasions where the text ex-

plicitly provides a definition with sentences of the form

"X is <something>" - in fact by a cursory analysis of

the judgment sets some 82% of the TRECIO defini-

tional questions are answered by copular expressions.

However, relying on this is easQy seen to be problem-

atic. Firstly, definitions are provided using overall a

wide variety of syntactic structures, but more impor-

tantly, very sophisticated NLP is required to determine

that the <something> above is a definition rather than

some arbitrary predicate. Clearly some additional com-

ponent is required. WordNet [Miller, 1995] is currently

the preferred resource for ontological information, and

promises to be very helpful for this particular problem.

We have previously shown [Prager et al. 2001] its ef-

fectiveness for a small class of "What-is" questions; in

ilili papci wc CAcuiiiiic ilic cfXtcilvciicis uf ilic WoiUKci
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Hypemym (or "isa") hierarcliy for the TRECIO "Wfiat-

is" questions.

2. Predictive/Virtual Annotation

for Question-Answering
Our Question-Answering system employs the technique

of Predictive Annotation, introduced and described in

[Prager et al. 2000a]. The technique revolves around

the concept of semantic class labels that we call QA-
Tolcens, corresponding loosely to some of the Basic

Categories of [Rosch et al. 1976]. These are used not

only as Named Entity descriptors, but are actual tokens

processed by the indexer. For example, people are

tagged with PERSONS, lengths of time with DURA-
TIONS. For named entity detection we use Textract

[Wacholder, Ravin and Choi, 1997, Byrd and Ravin,

1999], and for search we use Guru-QA, based on Guru

[Brown and Chong, 1997], but with a specialized

weighting scheme and ranking algorithm.

Identifying the semantic answer-type (QA-Token set) in

the question (e.g. "Who" -> PERSONS and "How
long" -> DURATIONS or LENGTHS) and matching

against a semantically tagged corpus only works if such

information is conveyed by the question either explic-

itly or implicitly. Questions beginning with "Who",

"When" and "Where" fulfill this requirement, as do

those with "How -i- <adjective>" or "How + <adverb>",

and also "What (or Which) + <noun phrase>". How-
ever, definitional "What-is" questions (e.g., "What is a

nematode?") do not indicate the answer type, thus ren-

dering the annotations in the corpus ineffective.

For such questions we need an alternative approach.

One possibility is to find all occurrences of the question

term in the corpus, and to analyze all these documents

(or at least the passages surrounding the instances) for

key terms or phrases indicating a definition, as did

Hearst [1998], and Joho and Sanderson [2000]. How-
ever, we have adopted another approach, more in line

with our disposition to shift the computational burden

in the direction of IR rather than NEP. As described in

[Prager et al. 2001], this approach has been shown to

give an accuracy of 83% on rREC9 "What-is" ques-

tions. This sample set was rather small (24 questions)

and was thus not a reliable indicator of its general effi-

cacy.

Our approach stems fi-om the observations that (I) pro-

viding fko poronf olooo okould ho a good ano%%'or to a

definitional "Wliat-is" question, and (2) firequently

terms are encountered in text along with their class (e.g.

"nematodes and other worms", "metals such as tung-

sten", "gecko (a lizard)", and so on). WordNet is a

good, easily-accessible ontological resource for finding

the isa-hierarchy of a term, and so we use WordNet to

find the best class descriptor(s) for the question term

and include them as additional search terms.

Our WordNet lookup algorithm works by counting co-

occurrences of the question term with each of its

WordNet ancestors in the TREC corpus, and dividing

this number by the number of isa-links between the

two. The best terms, by this calculation, win. This

approach guarantees that the selected terms co-occur^

with the question term, and therefore that answer pas-

sages can be found.''

Since our search process ([Prager et al. 2000]) is pas-

sage-based, we look for short passages that contain both

the question term and any of its ancestors that our

WordNet lookup algorithm proposes. According to

criteria such as described in [Radev at al 2000, Chu-

Carroll et al. in progress], the best answer ft-agments are

returned.

3. Performance Evaluation and
Data Analysis
While our algorithm was shown to be very effective on

TREC9 "What-is" questions, it was much less so on

TRECIO. Hence we decided to examine the assump-

tions inherent in the process in order to understand

more fully the conditions under which our algorithm is

effective.

The assumptions underlying our approach were as fol-

lows:

1. The question term is in WordNet.

2. At least one of its ancestors is useful as a defi-

nition.

3. Such ancestors (in #2) are themselves suffi-

cient as definitions.

4. Our algorithm can find the ancestor(s).

We need to explain the distinction between conditions

#2 and #3. We have found that there are some cases

where an ancestor provides a definition that would best

be extended by further qualification on the ancestral

term, e.g., by citing the difference between the term and

others in its ancestral class."* For example, saying that

within a two-sentence oassaee.

In a small number of cases, the question term is present in

WordNet but none of the ancestors co-occur with it anywhere

in the TREC corpus.
"* We realize that it is a subjective decision as to whether or

not a term makes for an acceptable definition. We have made
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an amphibian (TRECIO #944) is an animal is techni-

cally correct, but it is considerably more useful to say

that it is an animal that lives both on land and in water.

(It can also be a vehicle, but the same analysis holds.)

Thus, just calHng an amphibian an animal violates as-

sumption #3. However, we maintain that, even though

"animal" by itself does not provide for a sufficiently

useful answer for "amphibian", including the search

term "animal" will likely lead us to passages in which

good definitions for amphibian can be found. On the

other hand, we have found that there are terms for

which none of the ancestors are particularly useful,

even as partial definitions. For example, the parentage

of "eclipse" (TRECIO #1016) in WordNet is the synset-

chain: {interruption, break, abrupt change}, {happen-

ing, occurrence, natural event}, {event}, while a good

definition would talk about one astronomical body

blocking or obscuring another. In other words, one

cannot easily make a simple definition by adding pre-

modifiers or prepositional phrases to the ancestral noun.

For questions like this one, assumption #2 is violated.

For the purpose of analyzing the effectiveness of our

algorithm, we identified 130 TRECIO questions which

sought the definition of a given term or phrase. Al-

though most of these questions are phrased in the

"What is/are X?" format, we included those questions

that were similar in nature, such as "What does X
mean?" and "What does X do?" Since WordNet in-

cludes a small number of famous people, we also proc-

ess "Who is/was X" questions in the same way.

Granting that there is occasional subjectivity involved,

we have grouped the 130 definitional questions into 5

groups according to which of assumptions 1-4 have

been violated. More specifically, questions are classi-

fied based on the following criteria:

??

??

??

77

77

Group I : question term is not in WordNet.

Group 2: no hypernym is particularly useful as

part of a definition.

Group 3: "best" ancestor is useful as a partial

definition, but needs to be further qualified.

Group 4: "best" ancestor is sufficient as a defi-

nition for the question term by itself. But our

WordNet lookup algorithm failed to return it

as the best candidate.

Group 5: "best" ancestor is a good definition

by itself and our algorithm found it.

every attempt to base our analysis on the TRECIO judgment

set whenever possible.

Table 1 shows a summary of relevant statistics for the 5

groups,^ while Table 2 - Table 6 contain detailed infor-

mation about each group used to generate the summary.

MRR is Mean Reciprocal Rank of the first correct an-

swer and is in the range 0-1.

Group Count MRR
1 25 0.171

2 19 0.097

3 40 0.283

4 14 0.232

5 32 0.812

Table 1 Summary of Question Classification

Table 2 - Table 6 consist of the following columns: the

TRECIO question number, the question term, what our

algorithm finds as a suitable ancestor (possibly a dis-

junction), and the score our system receives (given as

rank of first correct answer). Note that this score "r" is

based not on our run as submitted to NIST, but after

fixing a bug that was later found; where the fixed sys-

tem differed from the original, evaluation was done by

reference to the NIST-supplied judgment sets. Ques-

tion terms in italics are those for which NIST asserts

there was no answer in the TREC corpus.

Trec# Question Term WordNet Snces-

tor(s)

r

915 biosphere 0

947 fibromyalgia 0

961 spider veins 0

997 Duke Ellington I

1022 Wimbledon 5

1026 target heart rate 0

1034 severance pay 0

1042 Phi Beta Kappa 0

I05I nanotechnology 5

1075 neuropathy 5

1077 cryptography 0

III4 ozone depletion 0

III6 Sitting Shiva 0

1141 home equity 0

1 148 pilates 0

1 160 dianetics 0

1 180 pulmonary fibrosis 0

1 185 foot and mouth dis-

ease

0

1262 2

1267 mad cow disease 0

^ The MRR for each group is calculated by disregarding those

questions known to have NIL as answers.
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1289 die-casting 0

1324 bangers and mash 0

1330 spirometer test 1

1385 bio-diversity 0

1393 e-coK I

Table 2 Group 1: Question Term Not in WordNet

Table 2 enumerates those 25 questions in which the

question term is not present in WordNet. For these

questions, our system does not benefit from the virtual

annotation mechanism, and, as a result, found answers

to only 7 of them within the 50-byte answer fi-agments

using our default mechanism.

irecff Question Term WordNet Snces-

tor(s)

r

897 atom {particle, matter, 0

903 autism {syndrome} 2

974 prism {form, optical prism} 0

985 desktop publish-

ing

{business} 0

992 coral reefs {formation} 0

I0I6 eclipse {break} 0

1033 platelets { blood platelet

}

1

1046 sunspots {point} 0

1054 obtuse angle * 0

1088 relative humidity * 0

1121 spleen {ire, anger, tissue} 0

1135 Valentine's Day * 0

II70 viscosity {property} 0

II79 antacids {cause} 4

1243 acid rain {acid precipitation} 0

1255 ciao {message} 0

1273 annuity {payment} 0

1303 metabolism {activity} 0

1363 compounded

interest

{cost, charge} 0

Table 3 Group 2: No Hypernym Forms Useful Part

of Definition

In Table 3, we show 19 questions for which none of the

ancestors of the question term in WordNet are particu-

larly useful even as partial defimtions. The third col-

umn in the table shows what our WordNet lookup algo-

rithm proposes as the "best" ancestor,^ although to clas-

sify a question into this category, we Have manually

examined the other ancestors to ensure that our algo-

rithm did not overlook other suitable candidates.

Table 2 and Table 3 contain a total of 44 questions, or

about 1/3 of all definitional questions, for which

WordNet' s utility in aiding question answering is

minimal at best. This fact is further confirmed by the

statistics shown in Table 1, where the MRR scores for

groups I and 2 are substantially lower than those for the

other groups. This prompts the need to investigate other

supplemental sources of information for when the

WordNet isa-hierarchy fails. In addition, although it is

obvious when additional information is needed for

those questions in Table 2, it is not a trivial task for a

system to determine when an ancestor proposed by

WordNet is unlikely to be found in the definition of a

question term and should therefore be discarded. We
leave the investigation of both of these issues as future

work.

In those questions marked by an asterisk, our algorithm did

not return any candidate term because none of the question

term's WordNet ancestors co-occur with it in the TREC cor-

pus.

Trec# Question

Term
WordNet }incestor(s) r

918 cholesterol {alcohol} 0

920 caffeine {compound} 0

926 invertebrates { animal

}

0

935 Teflon
{
plastic

}

2

944 amphibian {vehicle, amphibious

vehicle, animal, air-

craft}

0

969 pH scale {measure} 1

982 xerophytes {plant, planting) 0

991 cryogenics {science, field} 0

994 neurology { study, medicine

}

0

1005 acupuncture { treatment

}

1

1028 foreclosure
{
proceeding, proceed

}

0

1043 nicotine {substance} 4

1055 polymers {compound} 0

1067 supernova {star} 1

1102 defibrillator { device

}

0

1108 fungus {plant, planting} 0

1129 sonar { device

}

2

1131 phosphorus { element

}

1

1138 bandwidth {measure} 0

1140 parasite {organism, leech,

sponge

)

1

1 142 meteorologist {expert, specialist} 0

1152 Mardi Gras {carnival, day} 3

1166 osteoporosis {health problem} 1

1 160 ocopKuguc
[
ptxcctxgo

]
o

1192 barometer { instrument

)

0

1196 solar wind { radiation

}

0

1209 fuel cell {device} 1

1214 diabetes {disorder} 4
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1258 acetic acid {compound} 5

1266 pathogens {microorganism} I

1285 carcinogen {substance} 3

1288 nepotism {favoritism} 3

1300 carbon dioxide {compound, CO} 3

1309 semiconductors {semiconductor device,

material}

0

1310 nuclear power {energy) 0

1322 enzymes
{
protein

}

0

1362 solar cells {photovoltaic cell} 0

1365 antigen {drug} 0

1370 thermometer {instrument} 0

1384 pectin {sugar} 0

Table 4 Group 3: "Best" Hypernym Not Specific

Enougfi as Definition

Table 4 shows 40 questions where WordNet proposes

an ancestor which requires further qualification (either

in the form of a premodifier or a prepositional plirase

postmodifier) in order to constitute a useful definition.

For example, "cholesterol" can be defined as a "fatty

alcohol" and "invertebrates" as "animals without back-

bones." Column three in the table again shows the an-

cestor returned by our WordNet lookup algorithm,

which is included as part of at least one NIST-judged

correct answer in each case.

Note that the Virtual Annotation algorithm we origi-

nally described in [Prager et al. 2001] looked strictly at

ancestor terms in the isa-hierarchy. Synonyms were

only examined when explicitly called for by questions

of the form "What is another name for X". However,

following the observation that sometimes in "What is

X" questions the "X" is a rare synonym for a better-

known term, in this experiment we treated the question-

term's synset as a level-0 parent. This backfired when
it initially found "oesophagus" as the meaning of

"esophagus", for example, and "grippe" for "influ-

enza", but we found that in general it was more helpful

to include the synset of the question term in the analy-

sis. Testing for orthographic or other such variations

helped eliminate the former kind of problem, and filter-

ing on occurrence count ratios the latter.

Tree* Question

Term
WordNet Sncestor(s)

foundycould Have been

found

r

912 epilepsy {disorder}/

(neurological disorder)

I

917 bipolar disorder {condition}/

{manic depression}

0

I08I leukemia {cancer}/

{cancer of the blood}

1

1II3 influenza {disease}/

{ contagious disease

}

4

1159 fortnight {period}/

{two weeks}

0

II83 strep throat {disease}/

{sore throat}

0

II88 Aborigines {}/

{ (original) inhabitant

}

0

1207 pneumonia {disease}/

{ respiratory disease

}

0

1224 mold {plant}/

{fungus}

2

1248 quicksilver {substance, matter}/

{mercury)

0

1280 Muscular Dys-

trophy

{disease}/

{
genetic disorder, ge-

netic disease

}

0

I3I7 genocide {kill, killing}/

{racial extermination}

0

1377 rheumatoid

arthritis

{disease}/

{ inflammatory disease

)

0

1379 cerebral palsy {disorder}/

{nervous disorder}

2

Table 5 Group 4: "Best" Ancestor MaKes Good
Definition But Was Not Found

Table 5 illustrates 14 examples in which there exists a

better WordNet ancestor than the one proposed by our

lookup algorithm. The third column in the table shows

two sets of terms, the first of which is the term selected

by our algorithm and the second of which is a term also

present in the WordNet hierarchy that we prefer over

the selected term as a definition of the question term. In

all cases, the selected term is a hypernym of the pre-

ferred term, which has a very low or zero co-occurrence

count with the question term. In addition, note that in

many cases, the selected term consists of the head noun

of the preferred term, which includes an additional ad-

jectival premodifier or a prepositional phrase postmodi-

fier.

As discussed earlier, our question answering system

includes the proposed WordNet hypernym as an addi-

tional search term for passage retrieval. For questions

in groups 3 and 4, this means that the search is biased

toward passages that include terms that could poten-

tially form a definition for the question term. The ef-

fect of the inclusion of such terms is evidenced by the

statistics in Table I, where the MRRs for groups 3 and

4 are higher than for groups I and 2, which received no
help for WordNet at all. However, the improvement in

MRR scores is less than we would have liked. We plan

to investigate more sophisticated answer-selection
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mechanisms for identifying contexts in which defini-

tions are provided.

the first position in the vast majority of cases, and as a

result received a very high MRR score, as shown in

Table 1.

Trec# Question Term WordNet Ancestor(s) r

896 Galileo { astronomer

}

936 amitriptyline {antidepressant}

937 shaman {priest}

959 Abraham Lm-
coin

{(frontier) lawyer}

980 amoxicillin {antibiotic}

999 micron {micrometer}

1038 poliomyelitis { infantile paralysis

}

1044 vitamin B

I

{ thiamine

}

1058 Northern Lights {aurora borealis}

106

1

acetaminophen {painKQler} 1

IIIO sodium chloride {salt}

1 126 phenylalanine {amino acid}

1 137 hypertension {high blood pressure}

1 168 peyote {mescaline mescalin

mescal}

2

1 177 chunnel {Chunnel Tunnel} I

II8I Qaaludes {methaqualone} 2

1 182 naproxen {drug, anti-

inflammatory}

2

1223 Milky Way {galaxy} 1

1230 semolina {flour} 1

1232 Ursa Major {constellation} 1

1254 thyroid {thyroid gland) 0

I27I ethics {study, morality} 2

1282 propylene gly-

col

{antifreeze}

panic disorder { anxiety disorder

}

1

1290 myopia { nearsightedness

}

1

1311 tsunami {wave, tidal wave} 1

1320 earthquaRe (temblor) 0

1328 ulcer {ulceration} 1

1329 vertigo { dizziness

}

1

1352 schizophrenia { mental illness

}

1

1360 pediatricians {baby doctor} 1

1364 capers
{
pickle

}

1

Table 6 Group 5: Best Found Hypemym Makes
Good Deflnition

The final group of definitional questions, shown in

Table 6, contains those where the ancestor proposed by

our algorithm constitutes a useful definition of the ques-

tion term by itself.' Not surprisingly, for this group of

questions, our system returned the correct definition in

' Here the effect of subject judgment comes into play. Those
WordNet ancestors in italics were not considered correct an-

swers by the NIST judges.

4. Discussion
The issue of what constitutes a correct answer has raged

in the TREC community since the first QA track in

TREC8, and shows no sign of being settled. One par-

ticularly important but neglected issue is that of know-
ing who the questioner is. In everyday communication,

people ask questions of each other, and in all cases the

answers given are conditioned on the responder's

knowledge of the questioner and suspicions of what

they know, what they don't know and how much they

are seeking to learn.

For argument's sake, one can postulate several different

kinds of questioner. These might include: a child, an

intelligent adult for whom English (or in the case of

TRECIO #1255 "What does ciao mean", Italian) is or is

not their primary language, or a student learning a new
field (so he might well know other technical terms in

the field). NIS T has not asserted any user model. Un-

fortunately, it is not that easy to induce one from the

judgment sets made available. It is particularly difficult

to infer what level of specificity is required in an an-

swer. For example, carbon dioxide is not a compound
(according to NIST) yet nanotechnology is a science;

diabetes is not a disorder yet acupuncture is a treatment,

influenza is not a disease but poliomyelitis is.

Given a user description, it should be straightforward to

determine the correct answer level; at least it should

give rise to less haphazard specificity levels of correct

answer. For instance, consider TRECIO #1266: "What
are xerophytes". For all but botanists or landscape gar-

deners, the answer "plants" is probably sufficient, ab-

sent any context.

One approach that might be worth taking is to generate

alternative answers based on the different user-model

assumptions, and to assume a priori probabilities of

these different models. These probabilities can be

fixed, or (outside of TREC) determined by exterior

processes. Within the TREC paradigm, however, one

can possibly infer something about the questioner firom

the question itself. An average intelligent adult could

very reasonably ask "What are xerophytes?", but maybe
not so reasonably ask "What is the Milky Way?". Even
the article in the question can convey meaning: "What
is a thyroid?" might well be asked by a child, but "What
is the thyroid?" might be asked by an anatomy profes-

sor of a medical student (i.e. the definite article here can

convey tacit agreement of the domain, in this case the
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human body, wfiich might be aD that is needed to an-

swer a child).

The difficulty with paying close attention to the ques-

tion syntax is that if indeed the question is asked by a

child or a non-native speaker, then conclusions based

on correct grammaticaHty may be unreliable. "What is

mold?" (TRECIO #1224) requires a very different an-

swer from "What is a mold?", but only if presence or

absence of the indefinite article can be trusted; if we
knew the question came with a Russian accent, for ex-

ample, we would have more information to work with!

Answering the question properly requires identifying an

appropriate user model. Doing this requires, in part,

analysis of the question syntax. Drawing valid conclu-

sions from the question syntax again requires a user

model!

5. Conclusions and Future Work
We have broken down the 130 TRECIO definitional

questions into five groups according to how useful an

algorithm that seeks primarily to define a term by its

WordNet class or genus can be. We have ideas about

how to address each group, but the challenge is in iden-

tifying which situation is present for any particular

question.

Our system had the worst performance with groups 1

and 2, when a term was not in WordNet or it had an

entry but its WordNet parents were not useful for defi-

nitional purposes - in fact the latter case fared worse

than the former because our system was distracted into

thinking it had an answer. One possible solution is to

manually explicitly identify these general hypemyms
(property, cause, activity etc.) and to make our program

fry another approach if these are initially proposed.

The next-ranking groups (nos. 3 and 4) were those

where the located WordNet ancestor was promising but

not specific enough, and where our algorithm selected a

non-optimal ancestor. The former problem can possi-

bly be addressed by selecting (to add to the search) sig-

nificant terms from the WordNet gloss in the hopes that

they are differentiae of the genus. The latter problem

can in individual cases be fixed by retuning the parame-

ters in our lookup algorithm, but we don't want the suc-

cessful cases (primarily in group 5) to start failing. It is

unclear right now for how large a subset of groups 4

and 5 a successful parameter set can be found.

Group 5 fared very well, which gives us hope that

WordNet will be useful in the future for a significant

number of definitional questions - our groups 3-5 to-

talled two-thirds of the TRECIO set.

We have not had time to explore those cases in group 5

where we did not find the right answer, according to the

NIS r assessors, nor why the definitions in our group 3

were considered not specific enough. For many of

these cases, arguments can be made that, depending on

who asked the question, the right answer was found. A
more complete analysis requires both a model of the

user and of what constitutes a good answer to a ques-

tion. We hope to pursue this line of inquiry in the near

future.
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Abstract

We describe herein the IBM Statistical Question Answering system for TREC-10 in detail. Based

on experiences in TREC-9, we have adapted our system to deal with definition type questions and

furthermore completed the trainability aspect of our question-answering system. The experiments

performed in this evaluation confirmed our hypothesis that post-processing the IR engine results

can achieve the same performance as incorporating query expansion terms into the retrieval engine.

1 Introduction 2 Refining the Answer Tag Model

In our previous system, one of the predicted class

is the unknown class, which we label as PHRASE.
A comparison of the answer tags in three datasets

is shown below in Fig. 1. Given the large number

0.35

-I 1 1 1 1 1 1 r~ H Training

SB Test^rec-l

Trec-9

The TREC evaluations in question answering

prompted many sites to develop technology to deal

with open-domain question answering from real user

queries. Our system focus is to create technology

that can learn from question answer pairs sufficient

rules and weights such that these can be used to find

the answers to new questions. In TREC-9, we used

a statistical algorithm for both answer tagging (pre-

dicting the class of the answer desired by a question),

as well as named entity tagging (predicting the class

of segments of text). Matching these predictions, as

well as maximizing the overlap of question words to

answer words yielded an answer to the question in

our TREC-9 system. For TREC-10, we developed

the following additional components:

• New and refined answer tag categories.

• Query expansion lists incorporated in answer

selection.

• Focus expansion using WordNet (Miller, 1990).

• Dependency relationships using syntatic pars-

ing.

• A maximum entropy formulation for answer se-

lection (Ittycheriah, 2001).

These are described in the following sections and

then we give some preliminary analysis of TREC-
10 questions that were solved using these techniques

as well as some crucial failures of our system. In

the discussion below, we abuse the term TREC-9
llioodiliig xivi/t tli^ c-iitirc- TrtEO 0 too*) l:>u-b -bKc firoi botK quootlono Kcb'.-o to t>o o-nno-ttxtod witK tKo now

111 In L Ifln L
PHR PERS LOC CARD ORG DATE MEAS MON REAS OUR PERC TIME

Answer Tags

Figure 1: Histogram of Answer Tag Classes.

of questions being labelled as PHRASE, we set out

for TREC-10 to increase the number of answer tags

that we generated in the hopes of reducing the num-

ber of questions that were labelled PHRASE. Since

500 questions which is the set of questions from the

real TREC-9 test without the NIST reformulated

questions.

answer tags as well as named entity material tagged

similarly, it is a very expensive proposition to change

the tag sets. We chose the following 31 tags as be-
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ing a reasonable expansion of the categories used in

TREC-9. The tags are broken along five major cat-

egories:

Name Expressions Person, Salutation, Organiza-

tion, Location, Country, Product

Time Expressions Date, Date-Reference, Time

Number Expressions Percent, Money, Cardinal,

Ordinal, Age, Measure, Duration

Earth Entities Geological Objects, Areas,

Weather, Plant, Animal, Substance, Attraction

Human Entities Events, Organ, Disease, Occu-

pation, Title-of-work, Law, People, Company-

roles

Despite the increased number of answer tag

classes, the percentage of PHRASE labelled ques-

tions has increased in TREC-10 to be 56% (280 out

of 500 questions). These questions are dominated by

"what is" or "what are" (232 out of 500 questions)

which are mostly definitional type questions. Thus,

the TREC-10 test is very similar to the TREC-9 test

in terms of answer tags and definitional questions.

3 Incorporating Query Expansion in

Answer Selection

Our information retrieval subsystem uses the same

two-pass approach as our TREC-9 system. In the

first pass, we search an encyclopedia database. The
highest scoring passages were then used to create ex-

panded queries, applied in the second pass scoring of

the TREC documents. The data pre-processing and

relevance scoring techniques are similar to the ones

applied in the previous TREC evaluations (Franz

and Roukos, 1998), (Franz et al., 1999). The ex-

panded queries are constructed using the local con-

text analysis (LCA) technique (Xu and Croft, 1996).

Examining the words used in the query expansion

for IR, it was noted that often the answer words oc-

curred on that list. Quantifying this observation, we

measured the number of words intersecting the an-

swer patterns for the TREC-9 test and found that

185 questions out of 500 questions had at least one

word of its answer as part of the query expansion

fist. However, in our normal setting for query ex-

pansion we expand each query by a set number of

words. Typical queries in this domain are five words

and we add twenty words through the LCA expan-
sion. Fui TIVEC-9, uut uf lOIC wuida uii blic micij

expansion list only 297 words are actually part of

the answer strings. In the sentence scoring portion

of our system, we add to the sentence score half of

the IDF weight of the expanding word. The top sen-

tences are reranked by a maximum entropy based

answer selection model and within this model we in-

corporate knowledge about the query expansion as

a binary feature indicating the presence or absence

of such expanding words.

4 Focus Matching

Question focus was defined in (Moldovan and et. al.,

1999), and here we modify and state it as the word or

sequence of words which optionally occur following a

question word, which serves to indicate the answer

tag. This notion has been used in our answer tag

modelling previously (Ittycheriah et al., 2001), but

in addition we used this notion in TREC-10 to get

a refined sense for the broad categories as well as

provide a substitute for answer tags in the case of

PHRASE type questions. If the question has a focus,

then answers who have hypernym (parent) or hy-

ponym (child) relationship in WordNet are boosted

in score. For example, a question such as What river

in the US is known as Big Muddy?, the focus is de-

rived to be river and in WordNet we see that the

Mississippi River has a child relationship with river.

The distance of the focus word to the nearest content

question word is measured as is done for the named
entities also. The focus score for the sentence i is

then computed as

Sf,^ = {F+{S-df)*Df)

where F is the focus boost, df is the distance, and

Df the distance penalty for focus. At the best oper-

ating point, the focus boost is set to 10% of the total

IDF weight of the question words and the distance

penalty, Df is set to 4.0. This score is added to the

sentence score, which is described in (Ittycheriah et

al., 2001).

5 Dependency Relationship

Matching

Use of syntactic parsing has been used in informa-

tion retrieval systems before, for example (Strza-

Ikowski et al., 1997) shows an effective improvement

in the precision rate using head-modifier pairs. Also,

dependency structures on a syntactic parse is used

in (Harabagiu and et. al., 2000) for deriving the log-

ical form. The use of the dependency structure here

will be to,

• constram tne matcn ot orancnes

• to analyze what other extra words axe in a de-

pendent structure with the question words
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• give credit to the proper named entity

tence

in a sen-

Using a parse structure gives the system the capa-

bility to score higher those answer candidates that

have the words in a similar structure. Note though

that the Cluster Words, Dispersion and Named En-

tity distance are performing similar functions though

they are not explicit as using the parse structure. An
example will motivate the use of the parse informa-

tion.

5.1 Dependency Example

An example of a question in the TREC-9 corpus is,

Who invented the paper clip? The parse for this

question derived by the statistical parser is.

SBARQ

DT NN NN
I I I

the paper clip

The dependency graph is,

invented

who clip

the paper

The structure then reveals the requirements on

the answer: specifically that the user is asking about

a "paper clip" as opposed to "cUps of paper". A
strict bag-of-words technique assigns equal weight

to both phrases. Given this dependency graph, it

would be trivial now if the answer was essentially of

the same form, but in this case the answer lies in the

Ft

1,320 pounds, is a faithful copy of Norwegian Johan

Vaaler's 1899 invention, said ... .A portion of the

dependency tree derived for this sentence is.

weighing

invention

Vaaler's

While the entire parse tree can not be ahgned per

se, we present a method of doing partial matches

below. Also note, that in the ideal answer, "Johan

Vaaler invented the paper clip", the named entity

that is desired will have a dependency to a word

in the question. This is not in general true but for

questions dealing with the defined set of entities it

holds.

Additionally, consider the answer "Like the guy

who invented the safety pin, or the guy who invented

the paper clip", David says. In this answer to

the above question, the segment "invented the pa-

per clip" gets full credit. However, "David" gets no

credit, since the dependency structure shows no re-

lationship to the invention of the paper clip. With-

out a dependency structure, it is difficult from the

surface text to determine which invented should get

credit and whether a named entity match should

count or not.

6 Trainable Answer Selection

In question-answering, a classification viewpoint to

the problem would be to find answers, a, that maxi-

mize the conditional probabihty p(a|g). Formulation

of this model would allow us to search the space of

answers and find the answer to the given question.

However, this model is not tractable currently as the

answer space is large and training data insuffient to

directly model this distribution. Instead, we model

the distribution p(c|a, q), which attempts to measure

the c, 'correctness', of the answer and question. We
then introduce a hidden variable representing the

class of the answer, e, (answer tag/named entity) as

follows,

p{c\q,a) =^eP{c,e\q,a)
_ p{c,e,g,a)

_ p(c|e,g,a)p(e,g,a)

i-je p{q,a)

L^e p(q,a)

(1)

The terms, p{e\q,a) and p{c\e,q,a) are the familiar

answer tag problem and the answer selection prob-
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lem. Instead of summing over all entities, as a first

approximation we only consider the top entity pre-

dicted by the answer tag model.

The distribution p{c\e,q,a) is modelled utiliz-

ing the maximum entropy framework described in

(Berger et al., 1996). The thirty-one features used in

the model are described fully in (Ittycheriah, 2001)

but the broad categories of features are presented

here also. One feature represents the document rank

as returned by our IR engine, twelve features are

used on the sentence corresponding to the answer

and the remaining eighteen are features on answer

candidate strings.

The training data for the answer selection model

is drawn from questions 251-450 of the TREC-9 test

and the 200 questions of the TREC-8 test. The last

50 questions of the TREC-9 questions are used for a

validation test of the model and the first 250 ques-

tions are used as a real test. This setup of the data

is primarily motivated so that all data used in both

training and test are generally available for all re-

search sites.

6.1 Sentence Features

The sentence features allow the model to validate the

original sentence ranking via a simpler weighted sum
of scores approach. These features include for exam-

ple the matching word score, thesaurus
(
WordNet)

match, dependency arc match score, LCA expanding

word score, and the cluster match score.

6.2 Entity Features

These features on the answer candidates reflect the

finding of the desired entity and also help to over-

come failures in named entity marking. The features

incorporate knowledge about finding the entity, the

focus being present, and whether the answer candi-

date has a proper noun, digit or date. The Candi-

date DB Focus is a feature that fires when a word

that occurs next to the question focus is found in

the answer Ccindidate. In the example above, the

feature fires for Mississippi because elsewhere in the

text the word occurs next to "River" . The feature is

most useful when an answer satisfies the focus some-

where in the text and then subsequently the answer

is used without the focus.

6.3 Definition Features

Definitional questions request an elaboration on a

concept or given a concept requires the term of the

scope of named entity analysis and focus methods.

The questions are simple to answer when there are

only few instances of the term and the term is used

primarily in the definitional context. However, this

is often not the caise and since the questions typically

have only one major phrase that is being defined,

there is very little the match type features can do.

Using a dictionary resource such as WordNet can aid

greatly in answering these type of questions. The

collection of these features isolates various types of

matches from WordNet glosses to items found during

LCA expansion.

6.4 Linguistic Features

Is-Relationship This feature fires when the an-

swer candidate is either the subject or object

of a form of the verb "be" and has all the ques-

tion words following.

Apposition This feature applies to answer candi-

dates which are immediately preceded or fol-

lowed by a comma and then a group of match-

ing question words are found. This is similar

in function to the CommaS-wordsscore of the

LASSO system (Moldovan and et. al, 1999) al-

though in this case its even more restrictive in

requiring all question words to be present.

Subject-Verb/Verb-Object When the question

has non-stop verb (meaning important and un-

common), and the answer candidate is either in

subject or object position, this feature fires.

These thirty-one features were examined for the

answer selection problem and there is no feature that

completely separates correct answers from incorrect

for all questions. The features are mostly real val-

ued (for example the matching IDF sum of question

words) and has to be quantized into some bins. The
bin widths are uniformly spaced between the max-

imum and minimum value for a feature. The IDF
features are quantized into four bins. The non-IDF

features, such as "Digit Score" are already quantized

since they only test for the presence of a numeric

quantity in the answer chunk. As an example of

the quantization process, the following matrix shows

the distribution of the feature Matching_Word_Score

among correct (COR) and incorrect (INC) chunks.

Note that the label match_0 only indicates that the

answer was in the lowest bin, not that the number

of words that matched wa5 zero.

match.O match-l matchJ2 match-3

COR 425 46 55 384

INC 1407 267 282 1035

The selected features come from considering these

features individually and up to order 4 combina-

tions. The features sorted by their weight and then
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choosing the top 10 and bottom 10 are are shown in

Table 1. The MRR versus the number of features is

shown in Table 2.

These results indicate that the best performance

is at about 168 features and it represents a 12.9%

improvement over the baseline ranking. A few

of the features are worth examination. First, the

future "1" indicates a correct answer. All features

with weight greater than 1.0 are associated with the

"correct" class (1). This is because the prior dis-

tribution is strongly weighted for incorrect answers

and the model needs a lot of features to overcome

the prior distribution. The first feature indicates

"CARDINAL-CARD" , which means that the ques-

tion desires an answer with a number and that the

answer candidate has a numeric word. The feature

"miss-0.candent_l-PERSONJ'ERSONxandarmatne-l"
is a complex feature that requires that the answer

candidate not have any missing words, it must have

the desired entity, the desired answer tag and entity

found must be PERSON and that the entity has a

parse link structure to a question word. Intuition

says that this probably indicates a correct answer

and indeed it weights it with a weight greater than 1

and thus boosts the score if the model is predicting

a correct answer. At the other end of the weights,

features like "LOCATION_PERSON" indicate that

if the desired answer tag is a LOCATION and the

answer candidate has a PERSON, then it probably

is not a correct answer (it weights the score down

if this feature fires). The ability to interpret these

features is a strength of the maximum entropy ap-

proach. The weight in general can not be evaluated,

except that large deviations from 1.0 indicate either

positive correlation with the future ( when greater

than 1.0) and negative correlation with the future

(when significantly less than 1.0).

7 TREC-10 Results

In this years evaluation, we used our three sub-

missions to evaluate the effect of various amounts

of query expansion. The results are displayed in

Table 3. Essentially, the results seem to indicate

that increasing the amount of query expansion in

our IR engine results in poorer overall performance.

These experiments were done to determine whether

a basic search engine should be modified to im-

prove question-answering and the results indicate

that at least for our search engine (Pranz et al.,

post-processing of the IR results. These results rep-

resent a 34.5% improvement over our 50 byte results

in TREC-9.

8 Development Set Analysis

In this section, we focus the analysis on the system

ibmsqaOla. There were surprisingly 30 out of 500

questions which only one system answered correctly.

Of these, 7 were answered by the ibmsqaOla system.

In order to reserve a true test set for next years eval-

uation, we chose to look only at the first 200 ques-

tions. Two examples from this development portion

where our system produced answers and there was

no other systems with correct answers are shown be-

low.

Q: What do you call a newborn kangaroo?

A: 960 QO AP891022-0031 2 4.6789 ibmsqaOla
- inch - tall baby _ called a joey . followed .

Q: How fast is alcohol absorbed?

A: 1065 QO SJMN91-06037052 3 8.6748 ibm-

sqaOla one hour to metabolize one ounce of

alcohol .

There were however 37 questions that our system

blundered on, by which I mean that we produced no

answer when 10 systems were able to get the correct

answer. An example of such a question is "What
is caffeine?", where our system got the word "cof-

fee" from the definition in WordNet and produced

answers which contained the word. The correct an-

swer, 'alkaloid', is also in the WordNet definition,

but the system preferred answers with coffee. An-

other example of a question where the system failed

was "How many liters in a gallon?" to which our

system produced as the best sentence "There are

3.8 liters in a gallon.", but then during the answer

extraction (50 byte), this answer was thrown away

because answer tag we searched for was CARDINAL
and the answer contained a MEASURE. This can be

considered as a failure in the answer tag selection,

but it could be corrected by the answer selection

if we had sufficient examples in our training data

where such a mapping was desired.

9 Conclusions and Future Work

Our statistical question answering system showed

significant improvement over the year (34.5%). This

improvement was largely dominated by the inclusion

of query expansion in answer selection and modest

improvements were obtained by using a statistical

algorithm for answer selection. The trainability of

IrlxC' CJUlLiD W KJl. OolooCloil Otill l3 U.rTC'J. O £1.0x11 IcbV^lv Ll Cxilllllg

material so for our next system we are attempting

to increase the training set by an order of magnitude

more questions.
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History Future Weight

CARDINAL.CARD 1 2.67586

GEOLOGICALOBJ 1 2.04765

candmaxmat_2 1 2.04757

MEASURE_MEASURE 1 1.80068

arcmat_0_candnumglossexp_l 1 1.61033

canddate.l _candarmatne-l 1 1.54951

miss_0.candent_l_PERSON_PERSON_candarmatne-l 1 1.53813

clusterscore-l-prevscore_l_no_ne-matchJPHRASE_X 1 1.52065

candfoc_l_candnumdefnexp_l 1 1.42604

match_0_miss_0-candnumdefnexp-l 1 1.40497

miss_0_candfoc-l-candarmatne_l_candnumdefnexp-l 0.62682

arcmat_0_ne_map.match 1 0.626688

exactJiejnatch_candmaxmat_l 0.570918

no_ne_inatch_canddist-2 1 0.570399

arcmat_0-clusterscore_l_no_ne_match_candarmatne_l 1 0.560376

TITLE.WORKJC 1 0.516318

ne_map_match-docrank-

1

0.505354

DATEJC 0.401585

PERSONJC 0.369949

LOCATIONJERSON 0.302307

Table 1: Maximum Entropy features selected for answer selection.

Number of Fea-

tures

Baseline 48 72 96 120 144 168 192

TREC9 MRR
(q450-500)

0.458 0.487 0.487 0.489 0.496 0.509 0.517 0.496

Table 2: Maximum Entropy Performance versus number of features.

System Description

Strict Lenient

MRR Num Missed MRR Num Missed

A No query expansion in IR,

Ency query expansion in An-

swer Selection

0.390 218 0.403 212

B Ency query expansion in IR
and Answer Selection

0.390 220 0.403 215

C Ency and WordNet query ex-

pansion in IR and Answer Se-

lection

0.375 231 0.388 224

Table 3: Performance on TREC-10.
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Abstract

For TREC-10, we participated in the adhoc and manual web tracks and in both the site-finding

and cross-lingual tracks. For the adhoc track, we did extensive calibrations and learned that

combining similarity measures yields little improvement. This year, we focused on a single high-

performance similarity measure. For site finding, we implemented several algorithms that did

well on the data provided for calibration, but poorly on the real dataset. For the cross-lingual

track, we calibrated on the monolingual collection, and developed new Arabic stemming

algorithms as well as a novel dictionary-based means of cross-lingual retrieval. Our results in this

track were quite promising, with seventeen of our queries performing at or above the median.

1 Introduction

For n r at TREC-IO, we focused on the adhoc tasks (both automatic and manual), the site finding

task, and the Arabic cross-lingual tasks. For the adhoc tasks, our system is quite different from

last year. We calibrated with different fusion approaches and found that a single similarity

measure outperformed our other approaches. We also worked with the NetOwl entity tagger to

improve our phrase recognition. In the manual track, we developed a new user interface to assist

our manual user.

Our results for the Arabic cross-lingual track were quite promising. We developed a new
stemmer and made use of a dictionary-based algorithm that requires the translation of the term to

be equivalent when gomg trom Arabic-tngnsn ana irom lingiisn-rtraoic.

Finally, we participated in the web site finding track. We tested a variety of simple approaches,

but unfortunately, our results were not very impressive. We are conducting failure analysis on

this track to include in the final paper.
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2 Adhoc

For TREC-IO's ad-hoc task, we focused on effectiveness for short queries. We did a variety of

calibrations after TREC-9 on the utility of fusion of various IR approaches. We found that when
the stop word lists and parsers are kept constant and effective ranking strategies are used,

essentially similar result sets occur for a variety of similarity measures and improvements in

average precision due to fusion are negligible. We published this result [7], and for TREC-10,
focused on a single similarity measure.

In this section, we briefly describe our query-processing techniques: the use of automatic

statistical phrase weighting based on query length and the use of entity tagging for query terms.

In the last section, we present our TREC 10 ad-hoc results including some of our results from

fusion.

2.1 Query Processing

Many different strategies are used to improve the overall effectiveness of an IR system. Several

examples are automatic term weighting [1,2] and relevance feedback [3]. Phrases are frequently

suggested as a means for improving the precision of an IR system. Prior research with phrases

has shown that weighting phrases as importantly as terms can cause query drift [5] and a

reduction in precision. To reduce query drift, static weighting factors are applied to a phrase

reducing the contribution of importance to a documents ranking. These static weighting factors

were shown to yield slight improvements in effectiveness [4, 5]. This year we applied two

techniques to improve phrase processing. The first is an automatic phrase-weighting algorithm

based on the query length and the second is entity tagging using SRA's NetOwl tagger to

determine what phrases to use for search.

2.2 Automatic Statistical Phrases Weighting Based on Query Length

Statistical phrases are frequently identified at index time by identifying two term pairs that occur

at least FIX THIS -^X times and do not cross stop words or punctuation. Twenty-five is

commonly used as a threshold for the number of documents a phrase must occur in before it is

considered a statistical phrase [5].

While the use of phrases is a precision enhancing technique, their naive usage generally reduces

IR effectiveness. When multiple phrases are evaluated for a given query, the likelihood of query

drift increases. This drift is caused by phrases overemphasizing a given document that does not

contain a breadth of the attributes but only a highly weighted phrase. For an example query of

"oil company law suits", the phrases: "oil company", "company law" and "law suits" will

overemphasize documents not containing all the terms or phrases and cause nonrelevant

documents to receive a higher ranking. This overemphasis causes query drift and the precision of

a system decreases. To correct this, we introduce a damping factor of (exp(-

1 *delta*queryLength) and apply it to the actual contribution any phrases can supply to a given

document. In Equation I the complete weighting for a phrase is given.

I'
I-Fln(I-hIn(tf)) ^

-t-

(.8 -t- .2 * {docsize I avgdocsize))

Equation 1: Phrase Ranking Algorithm

exp(- 1 * delta * queryLength) nidf * qtf

Where:
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• tf= frequency of occurrences of the term in the document

• qtf= frequency of occurrences of the term in the query

• docsize = document length

• avgdoclength = average document length

• N = is the number of documents in the collection

• n = is the number of documents containing the word

• nidf= log(N+l/n)

Our hypothesis is that as the number of phrases increase for a query, the likelihood of query drift

due to a highly weighted phrase increases. Thus, by adaptively weighting phrases based on query

length, we can improve precision by reducing the likelihood of drift. We ran tuning experiments

with the TREC 6, 7 and 8 short (title only) queries. We measured the effectiveness of the various

runs with no phrases and phrases with various static weights and dynamic weights.

By keeping the phrase weight set to one (equivalent to the weight given to terms) our average

precision is reduced by almost 5%. Other researchers have experienced this same result [4, 5].

By reducing our phrase weight by a factor of .5 and .25 our effectiveness improves. While other

groups have chosen a fixed static weight of 0.5, short queries continue to improve to 0.25. Table

1 shows the average precision for phrase weights of I, .5, and .25. Our adaptive phrase weighting

enables us to avoid tuning for phrases. A dynamic weighting based on query length determines

the likelihood that the phrase will contribute to the weight. Our dynamic approach yields an

improvement of 12% over the statically tuned approach on average for the 150 queries. All IIT

runs this year use the given phrase weighting approached described above.

No Phr Pwt - I Pwt - .5 Pwt - .25 Pwt - Sig No->.25 No->Sig

T6 22.37% 21.02% 22.59% 23.03% 23.13% 2.95% 3.40%

T7 17.57% 15.51% 16.94% 17.68% 17.73% 0.63% 0.91%

T8 23.85% 24.09% 24.47% 24.58% 24.60% 3.06% 3.14%

Ave 21.26% 20.21% 21.33% 21.76% 21.82% 2.21% 2.48%

Table 1: Phrase Weighting Evaluation Runs (Short Queries)

2.3 Ad-JJoc TREC 10 Experiments

Our overall results for Tree- 10 Ad Hoc experiments are summarized in the following chart.

Above

Median

At Median, Below

Median

32 I 17

For all queries, we used our new weighted statistical phrase processing. In addition, for indexing,

we used a modified porter stemmer and conflation class stemming system. This year's baseline

title only experiment was iitOlt. For our submitted run, we used a modified pivoted document

length ranking strategy. We used Rocchio positive feedback using 15 terms from the top 10

documents selected in pass one and each new query term was given a factor of .25. In addition,

we used the TREC disks 4-5 for collection enrichment with Rocchio positive feedback of 15

luixiio rxwiii lli^ 10 docuxiiciit.} oiid a wi^xglitxxig of 0.15. Our xxiii w itli foodlr^acl^ and colloction

enrichment is shown in Figure 1 below.
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IIT Title Only Runs

0./ ^iitOltfc

^iitOlt

0.1

0.1

Figure I: Title only runs

2.4 Query Entity Tagging

We also tested the impact of using an entity tagger over statistical phrases. Tagging a large

document collection is difficult with existing entity-taggers because they are not designed for

scalability. We were able to tag queries very quickly. The idea was to talce the entities tagged in

the query and derive two-term phrases from these entities. Hence, a query with "federal housing

authority" that has this tagged as a single entity would result in the phrases "federal housing" and

"housing authority" to be derived from this tag.

We encountered several problems with this approach. Many queries are not long enough for

entity taggers to accurately tag the query terms. Worse, not all queries contain entities that

provide useful knowledge of which phrases to use for query processing. To further examine our

strategy we used the description of the query instead of only the short titles. Only five of the fifty

queries contained entities that were tagged by the NetOwl tagger that could be used for query

processing. The five queries and their tags are shown in Table 3. When an entity was

encountered, all terms within it were combined as phrases. For query 505 "Edmund Hillary" is

identified as a useful phrase, for query 510, "J. Robert Oppenheimer" is found, and for query 527

"Booker T. Washington" is identified as a single phrase. Finally, query 538 has "Federal

Housing Authority". Because our index includes only two term phrases, we generate two term

phrases from these entities. Future work will focus on tagging the entities in the corpus for

indexing. That way, Washington as a name will be distinguished from Washington as a place in

both the queries and the index and can be used as a filter.
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QUERY 505: WHO IS/WAS <PERSON TYPE="PERSON" FIRSTNAME="EDMUND"
LASTNAME="HILLARY" GENDER="MALE">EDMUND HILLARY</PERSQN>?
Query 510: Find biographical data on <PERSON TYPE="PERSON" FIRSTNAME="J.
ROBERT" LASTNAME="OPPENHEIMER" GENDER="MALE">J. Robert

Oppenheimer</PERSON>.

Query 515: What did <PERSON TYPE="PERSON" FIRSTNAME="ALEXANDER
GRAHAM" LASTNAME="BELL" GENDER="MALE">Alexander Graham
BeII</PERSON> invent?

Query 527: What biographical data is available on <PERSON TYPE="PERSON"
FIRSTNAME="BOOKER T." LASTNAME="WASHINGTON"
GENDER="MALE">Booker T. Washington</PERSON>?

Query 538: Find documents describing the <ENTrTY TYPE="ENTITY"
SUBTYPE="GOVERNMENT">Federal Housing Administration</ENTITY> (<ENTITY
TYPE="ENTITY" SUBTYPE="G0VERNMENT">FHA</ENT1TY>): when and why it

was originally established and its current mission.

Table 2: Entity Tagged Queries

2.5 Summary

For TREC-lO's ad-hoc task, we focused on effectiveness for short queries for the web track. This

year we focused on query processing techniques and fusion approaches. Our initial results are

both positive and negative in nature with an overall strong performance in the adhoc title-only

task Thirty-two queries of fifty were judged over the median.

3 Manual Task

For the manual WEB Track, IIT expanded upon work from prior years. Our overall results are

summarized in the following chart.

Above
Median

At Median Below

Median

33 3 14

Research focused on the use of concepts and manual relevance feedback. Additionally, a new
user interface was developed. As with previous years, we implemented required and scoring

concepts. All fifty topics had at least one required concept. A concept is represented as a set of

words from which a document must contain at least one word. Eighteen topics contained two

required concepts (documents must contain at least one entry from each list. Forty-six topics

have scoring concepts, or concepts that contribute to relevance but do not identify new
documents. Table 3 summarizes our experiments related to concepts. While the use of multiple

required concepts only provided a modest boost to average precision, the probability of achieving

the best average precision doubled. The median average precision for all teams was 0.1665 for

our topics with two required concepts, while the median was 0.1997 for topics where we used one

topic, indicating the two concept topics were somewhat more difficult.
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Required Number Avg Best At or Above Below

Concepts of Queries Precision Median, not Median

in Set best

1 32 0.3226 7 17 8

2 18 0.3499 8 5 5

Table 3: Average Precision for Manual Queries

We also tested the effect of manual relevance feedback. Manual relevance feedback involved

reading some number of documents and selectively modifying queries based upon what was read.

To do this, we split the topics into three groups. For the most "top" group, we read at least 100

documents per topic, with a maximum of 156. For the middle group we read between 50 and 99

documents. Finally, we read from zero to 49 documents for the group with minimal relevance

feedback. We reviewed a little under 10% of returned documents. Table 4 summarizes the

results for manual relevance feedback. It can be seen that reading numerous documents had an

impact on whether or not we had the best query.

Documents Number of Avg Best Avg At or Above Below

Read Queries in Precision Precision Median, not Median

Set best

100+ 10 0.4714 7 2 I

50-99 25 0.3187 4 15 6

0-49 15 0.2628 4 5 6

Table 4 Manual Relevance Feedback Results

Final results were re-ranked based upon user assessment. User assessed "Relevant" documents

contained all elements of topic, "Probably Relevant" contained most elements, or loosely

addressed all elements. Documents assessed "Probably not relevant" contained some reference to

the topic but did not seem related, while "Not Relevant" were completely unrelated. Table 5

below shows our in-house assessments of the result documents.

User

Assessment

Documents Ranking Adjustment

Relevant 598 Ranked above all other documents returned

Probably

Relevant

523 Relevance score boosted by 0.25

Probably not

Relevant

612 Relevance score lowered by 0.5

Not Relevant 1678 Relevance score lowered by 0.9

Table 5 Relevance Assessments from our Manual User
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4 Homepage Finding

This year our group participated in the new site finding task. For a basehne run, we indexed the

title terms from the document collection and ran an initial query pass using our basic adhoc

retrieval strategy. In addition, the source URL's for each result document were cleaned to

remove extraneous words and characters so they would adhere to a typical URL format. After

having retrieved the results from our initial query pass, we used three techniques to augment and

improve the result set: TAND, Co-occurrence Boosting, URL-folding.

4.1 TAND Initial Results at Thirty Percent

Tfie results from the initial query pass were TAND'ed. In order for a candidate result document

to remain in the result set, it had to contain a minimum of thirty percent of the query terms. This

technique was used as a coarse-grained filter, eliminating result documents that had little chance

of being relevant. We arrived at thirty percent and all other thresholds by calibrating with the

training site-finding set.

4.2 Boosting on Result Co-Occurrence

Along with our primary title-only index, we created several other indexes that were used for a

form of collection enrichment. These included:

• ODP Descriptions - We crawled the hierarchy of the Open Directory Project

(www.dmoz.org) and created an index of the description terms for each entry.

• ODP Anchor Text - An index of the anchor text used for hyperlinks in the Open

Directory Project

• First- 100 - An index of the first one hundred terms from each document in the WTIOG.

After the TAND'ing of the result sets from the initial query pass was complete, we ran a query

pass against each of these three indexes, and used the following algorithm to "boost" results in

the initial result set:

For the top thirty results from the ODP description query, we checked the URL for the result

document in question against the result set from our initial query pass.

If it was present in the initial query pass, the score for the document in the initial result

set was increased by 85%
If it was not present in the initial query pass, but a document with the same URL was

confirmed to exist in the WTIOg collection, that document was added to the initial result

set with the unmodified weight from the ODP Description result set.

This process was repeated for the two additional indexes in the following order, with the

following parameters:

ODP Anchor Text: Examined the top sixty results and boosted matches by 50%
First- 1 00: Examined the top sixty results and boosted matches by 60%

TAND'ing and Boosting improved our baseline mean reciprocal rank by approximately 70%. It

should be noted that the order in which the boosting indexes were queried is very important, as

potential results could have been boosted multiple times depending on which source located them
first.

The order in which the boosting indexes were queried, and the various boosting factors and

number of results examined were determined experimentally by performing a large number of

calibrations using the supplied training data for the Homepage finding task. Essentially, the
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numbers describe the measure of confidence we placed in the ability of each source to yield

relevant results. We found that the ODP indexes, potentially due to the large amount of human
oversight and interaction, were trustworthy. By contrast, the index of the first one hundred terms

was shown to be less likely to contain highly relevant results, probably due to the presence of

large quantities of "noise" information that is often present in the first terms of a web page, such

as advertisements, etc.

4.3 Folding

The final technique we used on the boosted result set was our URL-folding algorithm. The idea

here is to combine results from the same site in the ranked list so as to order them in a reasonable

way. We refer to pages on a web site in terms of parent-child relationships. A parent page is

shallower in the site hierarchy (e.g.; ir.iit.edu ) while a child page is deeper (e.g.;

ir.iit.edu/researchers). Folding took place as follows:

a. Parent occurs higher in the result set than child: child is removed from result set and

parent's score is increased

b. Child occurs higher than parent: parent score is increased, but child is left in its original

position of the result set.

Relevance score modifications were performed for each parent according to the following

equation:

Equation 2: Parent Weight Incrementation

After experimenting with this scheme, we found a paradox: Many parent pages had too many
children above them in the rankings, but increasing the increments by which parents were

weighted caused parents with many children to be ranked too highly. To provide finer-grained

tuning of how parents had their ranks increased, we added a final step to our algorithm that

occurred after all folding had been completed. In this step, we moved parent pages that had

unfolded child pages of within 35% of the parent's score just above those unfolded children in the

result ranking. We also guaranteed that parent pages had at most three unfolded children above

them in the ranking, regardless of their relevance.

After attending TREC, we performed some failure analysis on our techniques, in an effort to

discover why there was such a large disparity between our performance on the training queries,

and our performance on the supplied topics. This failure analysis revealed some deficiencies in

our query and document parsers, and also confirmed that there is a high degree of overlap in the

improvements observed from our boosting and folding techniques.

Our experimental results for both the training data and the actual homepage topics for each

approach are shown in T able 6. The improvements resulting from our post-conference failure

analysis are also included. All values express the mean reciprocal rank over the query set.
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Query Set Baseline Baseline + Baseline + Baseline + Boost

Boosting Folding (iitOlst) + Fold (iitOlstb)

Training Data .590 .725 .670 .880

Homepage Topics .253 .503 .559 .578

Topics - Improved .373 .519 .561 .664

Table 6 Results of Site Finding Task (MRR)

5 Arabic Monolingual and Cross-lingual Track

For the Cross-Lingual Arabic Information retrieval, our automatic effort concentrated on the two

categories; English-Arabic Cross-Language Information Retrieval (CLIR) and monolingual

information retrieval. For the English-Arabic CLIR we used two types of dictionary-based query

translation: Machine-Readable Dictionary (MRD) and Machine Translation (MT). The First-

Match (FM) technique is used for term selection from a given entry in the MRD [8].

5. 1 Monolingual

For the monolingual run, we used two stemming algorithms. The first algorithm is root-based,

and second is light stemming. In the root-based algorithm, the main aim is to detect the root of the

given word. When no root is detected, the algorithm retains the given word intact. The root-

based algorithm is aggressive. For example, the root of office, library, book, and write is the

same, thus, the root-based algorithm places these in the same conflation class. Accordingly, a

light-stemming algorithm is developed. It is not as aggressive as the root-based algorithm. The

idea of this technique is to strip out the most common affixes to the Arabic words. For example, it

returns the plural, dual to their singular form except for irregular pluralization.

Our monolingual run is described in Table 7. This run did reasonably well, with 21 queries above

the median, 1 at the median and three below.

Average Precision

Best Median Worst iitOlmIr Above At Below Best Worse

0.5II8 0.2516 0.0216 0.4288 21 1 3 3 0

Table 7 Monolingual run Using Light Stemming

5.2 English-Arabic Cross-Language information Retrieval

We conducted our experiments by using two approaches for query translation. The first approach

is the Machine-Readable Dictionary (MRD). The second approach is Machine Translation (MT).

In MRD realm, we use the first match in the bilingual dictionary as the candidate translation of

the source query term. This approach ignores many noise terms introduced by the MRD. Al-

Mawrid English-Arabic is used for the translation process [9].

In MT realm, the translation was performed on every field of the topic individually. We
performed our experiment by using a commercial MT system product. It is called Al-Mutarjim

Al-Arabey. It is developed by ATA Software Technology Ltd [10]. The post-translation

expansion technique is used to de-emphasize the extraneous terms that are introduced to the

source query after translation.
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Our cross-lingual run is described in Table 8. Our run Has 17 queries above tHe median, zero at

the median and eight below. There are 3 queries where our run is the best.

Average Precision

Best Median Worst iitOlxma Above At Below Best Worse

0.5623 0.I70I 0.0001 0.3II9 17 0 8 3 0

Table 8 CLIR result using Mutarjim Al-Arabey MT system
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Abstract

We describe our shot-boundary detection experiments for the TREC-10 video track, using a multi-

timescale shot-change detection algorithm.

1 Introduction

The shot change detection system is based on that proposed by Pye et al [1] as part of a

scene-change detection method which also took into account audio cues.

The algorithm aims to detect and distinguish different types of breaks in video by looking

at differences between frames across a range of timescales. Looking at a wider range of frames

than just those that are consecutive enables the detection of gradual changes such as fades and

dissolves, while rejecting transients such as those caused by camera flashes.

Influenced by Zhang's twin comparison method [2], we added functionality to detect the

start and end times of gradual changes to fulfll the requirements for the TREC submission.

In the remainder of this paper, we describe the shot-change detection system in detail, and

present the results of the TREC evaluation.

2 System Description

The video segmentation algorithm is broadly based on the colour histogram method, which is

extended for detection of gradual transitions that take place over a number of frames, and for

rejection of transients, such as the effect of a flash-bulb.

Each frame is divided into 9 blocks, and for each block a histogram is determined for each of

the RGB components. The Manhattan distance between corresponding component histograms

for each corresponding block in two images is calculated, and the largest of the three is taken

as the distance for that block. The distance between two frames is then taken as the median of

the 9 block distances. This helps eliminate response to local motion.

A difference measure is defined as follows:

2 n—

1

dn {t) = - D {t + i,t - n + i)

,

1=0

where D{i,j) represents the median block distance between frames i and j.
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181 0 917 0 939 0.853 0 762

nadSl.mpg 187 0.892 0.866 0.834 0.900

nad33.mpg 189 0.951 0.952 0.882 0.918

nad53.mpg 83 0.962 0.951 0.876 0.797

senses 1 11.mpg 292 0.902 0.989 0.909 1.000

ydhl.mpg 69 0.961 0.971 0.839 0.881

Weighted means 0.912 0.932 0.879 0.916

Table 1: Results of shot-boundary detection task for cuts in all files with greater than 100 overall

trauisitions. The recall and precision values for our system axe shown next to the respective

means across all systems. Recall is the proportion of the known shot boundaries retrieved by

the system and precision is the proportion of boundaries retrieved by the system which were

judged to be correct. The bottom line shows the column mean for each of the statistics, with

each file's contribution weighted by the number of transitions in that file.

A peak is defined as a value of dn which is greater than a pre-defined threshold and is greater

than the 16 preceding and 16 following values of tin- A shot break is declared if there are near-

coincident peaks of die and d%. An additional coincident peaJc of ^2 suggests a cut, otherwise

the break is classified as a gradual transition.

The algorithm thus far detects the presence of cuts or gradual changes, but gives no indication

of the start and finish points of the gradual changes. We therefore employ a method similar

to that described by Zhang [2] in which a lower threshold is used to test for the start and end

of a gradual transition. At each frame, the difference is compared to the threshold. If it is

greater than the threshold it is marked as a potential start of a transition. If, on examination

of successive firames, the d^ difference falls below the threshold again before a shot change is

detected, this potential start is scrapped and the search continues. Following the detection of

a shot change, the end point of the transition is declared as the point at which the d^ change

first falls below the threshold again, following the shot change. The d^ timescale is. used because

it is thought to be fine enough to accurately pinpoint the moment at which the change begins,

but also introduces a tolerance to any momentary drop in the difference which may occur in the

process of the change.

3 Results

The results show that our system performed slightly better than average overall. The breakdown

of detected breaks into cuts (Table 1) and graxiuai transitions (Table 2) shows that, as for other

systems, performance is considerably poorer for gradual transitions than it is for simple cuts.

However, one of our best performances, in both precision and recall relative to the average, was
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Video Known
Trans

Mean
Recall

Recall Mean
Prec

Prec

ahfl.mpg 44 0.683 0.681 0.700 0.625

anniOOQ.mpg 65 0.501 0.523 0.669 0.809

borOS.mpg 11 0.660 0.545 0.283 0.166

borOS.mpg 151 0.633 0.741 0.794 0.741

borlO.mpg 150 0.687 0.866 0.743 0.866

borl2.mpg 136 0.556 0.625 0.705 0.825

borlT.mpg 119 0.511 0.697 0.678 0.584

nad28.mpg 116 0.603 0.543 0.555 0.588

nadSl.mpg 55 0.478 0.418 0.436 0.353

nad33.mpg 26 0.535 0.500 0.389 0.206

nadSS.mpg 76 0.596 0.631 0.575 0.761

senses 1 11.mpg 16 0.336 0.187 0.298 0.068

ydhl.mpg 52 0.492 0.423 0.620 0.536

Weighted means 0.581 0.641 0.653 0.674

Table 2: Results of shot-boundary detection task for gradual transitions in all files with greater

than 100 overall transitions.

for "borl2.mpg" for which all breaJcs were gradual changes.

On closer examination of the test videos, it becomes clear that the relatively poor perfor-

mance of the system on gradual transitions is due in large part to the difficulty in distinguishing

object or camera motion from gradual transitions. One of the lowest results for precision was

obtained for the video "senses 111.mpg", and examination of the video shows that almost all

of the false positives were caused by the camera following the subject as he moved across a

highly contrasting background, with the rest being caused by object motion. A look at the

missed transitions shows that they were almost all situations in which one technical drawing

was dissolved into another containing identical colours. To detect this would have required an

extremely low threshold which would have brought with it a whole raft of new false positives.

One of the poorest recall rates for the results shown was for "anni009.mpg". Here the

problem seems to be caused by a confusion between cuts and gradual changes - virtually all of

the falsely declared cuts corresponded to missed gradual transitions, which suggests that the

thresholds were inappropriately set for this recording.

Another cause of reduced performance was that our detection of transition start and stop

times did not match with those of the reference. In "borl2.mpg", for example, a large number of

the gradual transitions appearing in the list of inserted breaks correspond to longer transitions

appearing in the list of deleted transitions. This may point to below-optimum threshold setting,

but TREC's determination of the reference itself was a subjective process, therefore the disparity

is not necessarily due to an inherent flaw in our system.

4 Conclusions

While our system's performance was, on balance, slightly better than average, there were some
obvious problems. It is clear that some discriminant is needed in addition to colour. If an
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object could be tracked across a supposed shot boundary, the boundary could be discounted,

for example. Other discriminants such as texture and shape may also be helpful.

There was evidence that the empirically determined thresholds were not optimal in all cases,

suggesting that some form of automatic threshold adjustment may be required. However, this

would probably require two passes over the data.

Acknowledgements: This work was partially supported by EPSRC, UK, and AT&T Research

Labs, Cambridge, UK.
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Abstract. We assess a family of ranking mechanisms for search engines based on linkage

analysis using a carefully engineered subset of the World Wide Web, WTlOg (Bailey, Craswell

and Hawking 2001), and a set of relevance judgements for 50 different queries from Tree- 9 to

evaluate the performance of several link-based ranking techniques.

Among these link-based algorithms, Kleinberg's HITS and Larry Page and Sergey Brin's

PageRank are assessed. Link analysis seems to yield poor results in Tree's Web Ad Hoc Task.

We suggest some alternative algorithms which reuse both text-based search similarity measures

and linkage analysis. Although these algorithms yield better results, improving text-only search

recall-precision curves in the Web Ad Hoc Task remains elusive; only a certain category of

queries seems to benefit from linkage analysis. Among these queries, homepage searches may be

good candidates.

1 HITS

"VF/iaf other web pages find useful is likely to be useful to me as well.'" This approach is also

known as Kleinberg's method (Kleinberg 1998; Chakrabarti, Dom, Gibson, Kleinberg, Raghavan

and Rajagopalan 1998; Kleinberg, Kumar, Raghavan, Rajagopalan and Tomkins 1999) and

differs drastically from traditional search engines whose ranking method is mainly based on the

frequency of matching words. Documents that are pointed to by many other documents are

called authorities and are ranked highly. Documents that point to many documents related to

the query-topic are called hubs and may also be of interest. Good authorities are those that

are pointed to by good hubs and good hubs point to good authorities: this is the mutually

reinforcing relationship at the core of Kleinberg's HITS algorithm. HITS comprises two phases

(Kleinberg 1998):

Phase 1 provides a small subgraph G of the web that is relatively focused on the query topic

—it has many relevant pages, and strong authorities. This is done by taking the most highly

ranked items of a text-based search (say, the top 200) as root set. This set is then expanded by

adding, for each page in the root set, all its incoming links and a fraction of its out-going links.

The set of pages thus derived is known as the base set.

Phase 2 consists of analysing the huk sLi ucture of G to compute hubs and authorities in a

mutually reinforcing relationship. This calculation is an iterative process. At step n, the hub

value of a page is computed as the sum of the authority values (computed at step n — 1) of

its incoming links, and the authority value of a page is computed as the sum of the hub values
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(computed at step n — 1) of its incoming links, ie,

{v,u)eG

and

iv,u)eG

where a^iu) denotes the authority value computed for page u at step n, hn{u) denotes the hub

value computed for page u at step n and G denotes the graph whose nodes are web pages and

whose edges are links from one page to another: {v, w) € G iff page v points to u.

Larry Page and Sergey Brin's algorithm (1998, see also Page, Brin, Motwani and Winograd 1998)

is said to be deployed in their successful search-engine Google (http : //www
.
google . com). Like

Kleinberg's algorithm, it focuses on the hyperlink structure of web pages.

Intuitively, we solve the recursive definition of authority: a page is authoritative if authori-

tative pages link to it. At each step of the recursion, a page v with outdegree A^^^ and authority

value ay pointing to some page u will confer on page u a fraction ay/Ny of its own authority

value. For each page in the collection.

where an{u) denotes the authority value computed for page u at step n and G denotes the graph

made from links between pages.

Like HITS, PageRank relies on an eigenvector calculation: eventually, the importance of each

page reaches a limit, which happens to be its component in the principal eigenvector of the

matrix corresponding to the above transform (the HITS matrix is the adjacency matrix of G,

whereas the PageRank matrix is a weighted adjacency matrix where I's are replaced by 1/Ny^s).

3 Average and Sim

To add other link-based ranking approaches to our experiments we also suggest our own link-

based algorithms. These are not fixed-point algorithms like HITS and PageRank, since they only

comprise a single iteration. Our belief is that if the computation of authorities only takes a few

steps, the information about the initial ranking is neither lost nor diluted by too much iteration.

Furthermore, we want to allow pages to confer some authority on pages they point to.

The underlying idea of our algorithms is to combine the similarity measures obtained by text-

only search with linkage analysis. Indeed, HITS and PageRank work on a root set (top results

of a text-based analysis) and then assign to each page the same authority value for the link

analysis to work on (because the fixed-point algorithm converges to the principal eigenvector of

a given matrix no matter what the initial vector is). This results in losing part of the information

2 PageRank
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(ranking and similarity measures) obtained via text analysis. Our algorithms, called Average

and Sim, reuse similarity measures along with linkage analysis.

Average. The authority value of page p is the average over similarity measures of all incoming

links:

By assigning to p the average value of similarity measures of all pages pointing to p, we mean

that we believe more in what others say about p than in what p tells about itself. We use the

average instead of a simple sum, because our experiments with Trec-9 Web Track queries have

shown that average performs far better. This may be due to the fact that the average lays more

emphasis on the quality than on the quantity of incoming links as summing would do. Another

advantage of computing the average is that results nearly become root-set size independent.

Sim. The authority value of page p is the similarity measure of page p plus the average over

all similarity measures of incoming links (similarity value + authority value conferred by pages

pointing to p)

:

The idea is much the same as what is presented for Average. With Sim, we take into account

both what the page tells us about itself and what other pages have to say. The formula can

be decomposed as follows: one term (similarity measure) for text-analysis of page p, one term

(average similarity measure over all incoming links) for the authority that other pages confer to

p. Owing to the use of the average, both terms are of the same order so that summing up these

two terms makes sense.

Table 1 presents the average precision of several algorithms for the fifty Trec-9 queries. The

text-only baseline for linkage analysis is that of Managing Gigabytes: MG (Witten, Mofi"at and

Prom these experiments with Trec-9 data, we have shown that linkage analysis does not

improve the average precision of content-only search. The influence of several factors on linkage

analysis has been studied carefully. We have shown that, for HITS and PageRank algorithms, the

root set should be of medium size (500 pages or so), so that it contains enough relevant pages

and not too many irrelevant items. As for the number of iterations, experiments show that it

is not necessary to make HITS and PageRank converge; the best results are obtained with only

a few iterations. A new approach that may be of interest would be to try to combine linkage

analysis with the reuse of similarity measures, since these methods yield better average results

than HITS and PageRank.

These first unsuccessful attempts to improve text-only search results by linkage analysis in

Tree's Web Ad Hoc Task correspond to other results, such as of Singhal and Kaszkiel (2000),

Gurrin and Smeaton (2000b), and Savoy and Rasolofo (2000). They also find disappointing

4 Results Table

Bell 1999).
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reuse of

root spt mimlipr of root <5pt 1m 1 1 nn fvoiiiiiicii 1 1 y cxVCi cLtC

algorithm size iterations expansion measures precision

HITS 200 40 ves no 0.0115

HITS 500 40 ves no 0.0055

HITS 1000 40 VPS no 0.0057

HITS 200 40 no no 0.0276

HITS 500 40 no no 0.0216

HITS 1000 40 no no 0.0215

PageRank 300 40 no no 0 0285

PageRank 400 40 no no 0.0297

PageRank 600 40 no no 0.0232

PageRcink 1000 40 no no 0.0214

PageRank 1000 2 no no 0.0278

PageRank 1000 10 no no 0.0299

Average 3000 1 no yes 0.0506

Sim 3000 1 no yes 0.0504

MG (baseline) 0.0770

Table 1: Link Analysis Results for the previous Trec-9 queries

average precisions for link-based methods. For instance, Gurrin and Smeaton (2000b) have car-

ried out link-based experiments that made a distinction between structural links (that separate

documents within a particular domain, exist to aid the user in navigating within a domain,

and consequently are not seen as a source of authority judgements) and functional links (that

link documents in different domains, and can be seen mostly as links from a source document

to a target document that contains similar and, to the author's opinion, useful information).

More emphasis was laid on functional links since they are thought to be the most authoritative

ones. What Gurrin and Smeaton found in (2000a) and (2000b) is that their link-based method

did not bring any improvement over text-only search. However, their conclusion is that these

poor results are not necessarily due to their method. As they point out, the WTlOg dataset may

not be relevant to assess search-engines' performance. Indeed, they found while experimenting

on WTlOg that, in all, approximately 2% of the links were functional, while a large 98% were

structural links, so that the lack of functional links seriously hampers their experiments. Other

criticisms have been uttered by Google's co-founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin, who write

in (1998) that they do not believe that using a small set such as WTlOg (compared to the real

WWW) allows us to evaluate how a search-engine would perform while working on the real

World Wide Web.

Since Average and Sim are the link-based methods that yield the best link-based results in

our experiments, we decided to run these two algorithms for the Web Ad Hoc Task submission

of Tree 2001 (icadhocl and icadhoc2). Text-only search results were submitted as basehne

in icadhocS. Table 2 displays the results after evaluation - they are of the same quality and

quantity as the ones for previous year's queries in Table 1.

Are there query subsets which are likely to benefit from link-analysis? Our experiments in

the Web Ad Hoc Task have shown that some queries are good candidates for link analysis; the
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algorithm average precision

Average (icadhocl) 0.0537

Sim (icadhoc2) 0.0458

MG (baseline icadhocS) 0.0883

Table 2: Link Analysis Results for the unseen Tree 2001 queries

retrieval performance for these queries being consistently improved by link-based methods no

matter what algorithm was deployed. This may be due to the fact that the underlying hyperlink

structure is particularly adapted. In this respect, the study of web communities, as Kleinberg

does in (Gibson, Kleinberg and Raghavan 1998), may be a means of determining topics and

communities for which link-structure is suitable for link-based retrieval techniques. However on

average, given the Trec-9 queries, this improvement fails to show.

5 Home Page Finding

An anchor-text algorithm: Anchor. The underlying idea is to consider web pages as hubs

for a given topic. MG is used to search an "anchor-text collection" built by indexing the anchor-

texts of each page in WTlOg. The top-ranked pages of the anchor-text collection can be thought

of as being good hubs for the query, since they contain many anchor-texts related to the query.

This allows one to compute hub values for each page in the collection. The authority value is

then computed by summing up hub values of all incoming links:

authority (p) = ^ hubvalue(g)

Only 17 pages were retrieved before rank 100 using Anchor, and the average rank over 17

found homepages is 23.82.

This is a very poor result compared to the 57 homepages found before rank 100 by text-only

search (MG), and the average rank over these 57 found homepages is 16.47.

Rank Merging. On average, the Anchor algorithm performs far worse than text-only search.

However, it helps retrieve more eflBciently home pages that are ranked poorly (below rank 100)

by text-based search. This disjointedness of behaviour is a good reason to suggest a merging of

the ranked lists for an overall better result. Indeed, rank merging can improve text-only search

in the Home Page Finding Task: with a particular merging heuristics we managed to retrieve

61 homepages with an average rank of 17.59.

To obtain this result, we merged MG's and Anchor's ranking lists as follows: the first seven

retrieved items from MG and the first seven retrieved items from Anchor come first (interleaved),

followed by 35 items from MG and the rest is completed with items retrieved by Anchor. This

heuristics is based on the observation that the top few results from MG and Anchor are often

good. The 35 following items are from MG's ranking list since on the whole MG performs better

than Anchor and retrieves home pages before the top-40 ranked pages (if it is to retrieve them

before rank 100). The last 51 items come from Anchor's ranking list because Anchor may help

bring interesting pages into the top 100 that are not retrieved by MG.
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These experiments show that link-based methods can help improve content-only search in

home page finding. However, we have not relied on Anchor only to obtain this result; a rank-

merging technique combining both text-based results and anchor-text-based results had to be

deployed. Also, the Rank-Merging heuristics was chosen so that it improves the behaviour on

previous year's Tree queries. It had to be seen with this year's queries whether this heuristics is

generically helpful.

Hence, we submitted the hnk-based Rank Merging for Tree 200rs Home Page Finding sub-

mission (ichpl) and text-only search (MG) results as baseline (ichp2). It turns out that the

baseline algorithm fares better in terms of the Tree evaluations than Rank-Merging (average

reciprocal rank over 145 topics 0.237 vs 0.208).

6 Conclusion

In the Web Ad Hoc Task, we have shown that HITS and PageRank alone can not improve

text-only performance. We have studied the influence of the expansion process, the root set

size and the number of iterations on HITS and PageRank. We found that — in the context

of Tree's WTlOg — expansion is not efficient, that the root set should be of medium size to

contain enough relevant documents without having too many irrelevant pages and that a small

number of iterations is often better than convergence. We suggested two algorithms, Sim and

Average, which combine reuse of similarity measures of text-only search with linkage analysis,

and yielded better results than HITS and PageRank. However these results are still below MG's

text-only search results.

The Home Page Finding Task's experiments illustrate how anchor-text can be efficiently

used to retrieve home pages. The relevance of anchor-text in the Home Page Finding Task may

be due to the fact that there is little ambiguity in labelling a link that points to a home page;

all one has to do is to name the entity, individual or organisation one wants to refer to. By

deploying a rank-merging technique, we have seen some anecdotal (but no general) evidence of

improvement through link-analysis.
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1. Introduction

My goal for TREC-2001 was simple: submit some runs (so that I could attend the

conference), spend the minimum time necessary (since I've been busy this year with a

large client project), and get respectable results (marketing!). The TREC batch filtering

task was the obvious choice, since this year it was purely and simply a text categorization

task.

2. Learning Algorithm

Given the large training set available for batch filtering, choosing a supervised learning

algorithm that would make effective use of this data was critical. The support vector

machine approach (SVM) to training linear classifiers has outperformed competing

approaches in a number of recent text categorization studies, particularly for categories

with substantial numbers of positive training examples. SVMs require little or no feature

selection, since they avoid overfitting by optimizing a margin-based criterion rather than

one based on number of features. This minimizes the complexity of the software and

processing. Finally, Thorsten Joachims has made publicly available an efficient

implementation of SVMs, SVM_Light [Joachims 1999]:

http://www.joachims. org/svmjtight/

SVM_Light allows training of both linear and, via kernels, nonlinear classifiers. I used

linear classifiers in all cases. Indeed, I left all SVM_Light options that affect learning at

their default values except -j, which controls the relative weight of positive and negative

training examples in computing the margin-based loss criterion that SVM's optimize.

I modified SVM_Light to accept a comment before each example specifying a document

ID, and to output during classification records containing score, predicted class, true class

(if present in the test data), and document ID.
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3. Tuning the Weighting of Positive and Negative Examples

My experiments focused on the relative weighting of positive and negative training

examples. This was due to two problems I anticipated with using SVMs:

Problem 1. Past text categorization experiments have suggested that SVMs are less

dominant over competing algorithms on categories with very few positive training

examples. A plausible explanation is that the orientation of the learned hyperplane is

being determined almost completely by the negative examples. In some machine

learning tasks, the positive and negative classes are equally coherent, and a classifier fit

to either will produce good effectiveness on the binary classification problem. This is

rarely true in text categorization, however. The positive class is typically a coherent

subset (e.g. "Retail Sales") of all possible documents, but the negative class is the less

well-defined "everything else". Therefore, telling SVM_Light to pay more attention to

positive examples for low frequency classes seemed like a good idea.

Problem 2. SVM_Light by default optimizes a margin-based loss measure which gives

equal weight to positive and negative examples. It has been proven that optimizing this

measure will tend to lead to low error rate; error rate also gives equal weight to positive

and negative examples. However, the TREC batch filtering task used two effectiveness

measures, TIOSU and TIOF, which give unequal weights to positive and negative

examples and, moreover, were likely to require two different classifiers to optimize. (See

the TREC-2001 filtering track report in this volume for more on these measures.) This

again suggested paying attention to the weighting of positive and negative examples.

A typical approach to Problem 2 would be to train using SVM_Lighfs usual criterion,

producing a linear model with a threshold of 0. In a second phase, one would search for a

new threshold value that optimizes the TREC effectiveness measure on the training set,

while leaving the rest of the parameters unchanged [Lewis, et al 1996]. Zhang & Oles

recently used this approach with SVMs [Zhang & Oles, 2001]. This approach assumes,

however, that the optimal orientation of the hyperplane is the same for all effectiveness

measures, something which is not at all clear. Further, it does nothing about Problem 1.

I therefore took the opposite approach, which was to leave the threshold at 0, and try to

force the fitting process for the other parameters to adapt to the TREC filtering measures.

Happily, SVM_Light has a parameter that controls the relative weight of positive and

negative examples in its loss function. Since the TIOSU measure corresponds to a

weighting of positive examples to be 2 times more important than negative examples, an

obvious approach would be to use that same relative weighting in training, at least in

producing classifiers for the TIOSU measure. I rejected that approach for two reasons:

1 . While it has been proven that equally weighting positive and negative examples

in SVM Light's loss function leads to high accuracy (i.e. high utility with an equal

weighting on positive and negative examples), this result has not been shown to carry
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through to unequal weightings of positive and negative examples. It seemed possible,

indeed likely, that the scaling factors for the two measures would be different. In any

case, as with most computational learning theory results, those for SVMs are too loose to

constrain parameter settings tightly.

2. Something had to be done about the F-measure, which does not correspond to

any simple relative weighting of positive to negative examples. (Indeed, the F-measure

can't be optimized by any predetermined threshold [Lewis 1995], but I ignored this

problem for TREC-2001 .)

I therefore took a brute force approach. I did multiple training runs for each topic with

relative weightings of positive to negative examples of 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0, and

8.0.

This gave me 8 classifiers for each topic, from which I needed to choose a single

classifier for each of the two effectiveness measures. I considered three methods:

Method 1. Evaluate on training data: Using each classifier to classify the training data,

comparing those classifications with the true labels, computing the effectiveness on the

appropriate measure, and picking the classifier with best effectiveness. The obvious

problem with this approach is overfitting: the effectiveness estimates will be too

optimistic. If the estimates were systematically too optimistic, then the choice of classifier

would not be affected. However, that seemed too much to hope for, particularly with a

nonlinear effectiveness measure such as TIOF.

Method 2. Leave-one-out cross-validation: In cross-validation, one breaks the training

data into k subsets. A classifier is trained on the union of k-1 of the subsets, and

evaluated on the kth subset. The process is repeated k times, using each of the subsets as

the validation subset once. One then combines the results from the validation subsets to

get an overall estimate of the effectiveness of the training procedure. The most extreme

and most accurate version of cross-validation is leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV),

i.e. doing «-fold cross validation when there are n training examples. Cross validation

can be used to choose a parameter setting by making a cross-validated estimate of

effectiveness at several values of the parameter, choosing the parameter value with

highest estimated effectiveness, and then doing a final training run with all data using the

chosen parameter setting. (Or one can train using all training data on all choices of

parameter setting in advance, and then use cross-validation to pick the best of the already

trained classifiers, as I did.)

Method 3. xi-alpha estimation: SVM_Light incorporates a highly efficient approximation

to LOOCV csLUcd xi-alpha estimation [Joachims 2000].

It is important to stress that none of these three methods make any use of the test data.

Given the computational expense of Method 2, 1 first investigated Methods 1 and 3. I

had high hopes for the xi-alpha estimate but found its predictions of effectiveness seemed
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both unrealistically pessimistic, and varied with the example weighting parameter in

ways that seemed intuitively wrong. On the other hand, the estimates of Method 1

seemed unrealistically optimistic in many cases, as well as disagreeing strongly with the

Method 3 estimates.

I therefore used the more expensive but accurate Method 2. SVM_Light includes support

for LOOCV which, in the case of TREC 2001 batch filtering, meant 23,307-fold cross

validation. Using this to choose among 8 values of a weighting parameter in theory

meant training 8 x 23,307 classifiers, each on 23,306 examples, for each of 84 categories.

Fortunately, the properties of the SVM algorithm are such that many of the results of

LOOCV folds can be predicted from a run on the full training data, without actually

doing the training on the subset. SVMJLight incorporates an optimization that prunes

away the folds that do not need to be expbcitly run, and it meant that typically only a few

hundred to a few thousand of the LOOCV folds were actually run for each setting, rather

than 23,307 folds. In addition, I used a slightly aggressive version of pruning (the

options -X 1 and -o 1 ) known to work well on text classification problems [Joachims,

2000] instead of the exactly correct version of pruning (options -x 1 and -o 2). Still,

several weeks of computing time on a 700MHz PC were required to generate the results

for 8 parameter settings and 84 categories.

A minor complexity was that SVM_Light output LOOCV and xi-alpha estimates of recall,

precision, and error, but I really wanted estimates of TIOF and TIOU. I therefore wrote

code to work backwards from the estimates that were printed (to only 4 digits of

accuracy) to the actual contingency table entries, taking into account knowledge of the

number of training examples and the number of positive examples for a topic. The code

then computed estimates for TIOF and TIOU from the LOOCV contingency table entries.

These LOOCV-based effectiveness predictions were used to choose two sets of 84

classifiers, one set submitted for TIOSU (run DLewisOlbfUa) and one for TIOF (run

DLemsOlbfFa).

I also used these two sets of classifiers to rank the test documents and submitted rankings

of the top 1000 documents for each topic (runs DLemsOlrUa and DLewisOlrFa) for the

routing evaluation.

4. Text Representation

SVMs, like most approaches in both machine learning and IR, require text to be reduced

to vectors of numeric feature values.

Our text processing was minimal, consisting of downcasing the text, replacing numbers
and punctuation with whitespace. and breaking the text into tokens at whitespace. No
stemming was used. I discarded words on the SMART stoplist.
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One innovation was motivated by the robustness of SVMs to large feature sets. It is

common in IR to give additional prominence in a document representation to words that

occur in the document title, for instance by counting them twice. It seems likely that this

is a good strategy for some words but a poor one for others. To allow the learning

algorithm to choose, I created two sets of features:

1 . A set of binary features corresponding to the presence or absence of each word

in the title.

2. A set of features for the total number of words in both the title and body of the

document. Log TF weighting was applied to this feature set.

These two sets of features were combined into a single feature set used to represent

documents. With respect to this feature set, there are linear models that give a variety of

ranges of prominence to title words vs. words in the document body.

No IDF weighting or other corpus weighting was used. I did, however, apply cosine

normalization to the feature vectors, as the default settings of SVMJLight are designed

with this in mind.

5. Results

See the Appendix to these proceedings for the raw data. Comparing each of my runs to

the other 18 submitted runs as evaluated by the measure I submitted that run for, I found:

• DLewisOlbfUa, my TIOSU run, had greater than or equal to median TIOSU on

82 of 84 topics, and equaled the maximum TIOSU score on 61 of 84 topics.

• DLewisOlbfFa, my TIOF run, had greater than or equal to median TIOF on 81

of 84 topics, and equaled the maximum TIOF score on 49 of 84 topics.

• DLewisOlrFa, my TIOF run as submitted for the routing evaluation, had greater

than or equal to median SAP (simple average precision) on 83 of 84 topics, and equaled

the maximum SAP score on 61 of 84 topics.

What I had intended to be quick-and-dirty runs using OPS (other people's software) were

unusually dominant in a relatively mature TREC track. I believe the most important

factors in this performance were:

1) The good fit of the SVM approach to text classification problems,

2) Exploring a range of relative weightings of positive and negative examples as a

uniform way of addressing both the scaling and thresholding problems, and

3) Use of the computationally expensive but very accurate LOO approach for

choosing a distinct relative weighting for each topic.

Future work will test the relative importance of these factors versus, for example, choice

of text representation.

6. Afterword: High Frequency Topics for Dinner? Yum!
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Prior to the submission of TREC Filtering runs, I made two dinner bets on the outcome of

the routing evaluation. The outcome of one of these has been determined as of the

writing of this paper. Here's the history:

1. Avi Arampatzis wrote (15-August-2001) to the TREC filtering mailing list, worrying

that using only the top 1000 docs in the routing evaluation wouldn't be meaningful,

because there were too many positive test documents.

2. As part of the discussion of Avi's obvservation, I wrote: "While I have not looked at

the test data labels, 111 go out on a limb and predict that many groups will have have [sic]

test set precision @ 1000 over 90% for a nontrivial number of topics. That suggests that

any interesting differences between systems will only kick [sic] among documents well

below rank 1000..."

4. Chris Buckley wrote "I'd be surprised with P @ 1000 of over 90% for any topics

except those that are defined by a single keyword. That's a comment about reliability of

the target categorization, not on system performance. le, the system may find 950

documents that should be in the category, but only 850 of those were actually assigned

the category."

5. 1 wrote Chris off the list betting dinner that some system would get P @ 1000 of over

90% for some topic that was not defined by a single keyword. We discussed a bit how
"single keyword" would defined and he accepted. (Basically, if Chris can write a single

word query that gets P @ 1000 of 90% or more, the topic doesn't count.)

6. Separately, Paul Kantor wrote me and the list that "I will buy you a dinner if any

system gets 90% @ 1000 for any topic." These were much looser terms than I'd already

proposed to Chris, so I happily accepted.

7. Paul conceded on the list on September 6, 2001, after the preliminary results were

released and several groups reported 90% @ 1000 results on 30 or so of the topics. I had

a nice dinner with Paul at TREC 2001.

8. 1 am eagerly awaiting the result of Chris Buckley's single word queries to see who
buys dinner, perhaps in Finland at SIGIR 2002.

Precision of 90% at 1000 documents seems to conflict with that fact that interindexer

consistency rates are often 60% or lower [Cleverdon, 1991]. If two people can't agree

more often than that, how can a machine do better? However, interindexer consistency

is measuring agreement on an entire collection of documents. (In practice it is typically

estimated by sampling techniques.) I made the above bets based on a suspicion that high

scoring documents are different ft"om collections as a whole. That is, if a well-trained

statistical classifier is very confident a document belongs to a class, then it must be an

"easy" document that almost any human indexer would assign to the class. The
interindexer consistency, and thus the possible machine/indexer consistency, would be
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much higher than average. Since some routing topics in TREC 2001 were clearly going

to have lO's of thousands of relevant documents, the top 1000 would consist of

documents with very high scores.

In addition, at the time I made the bets I already knew that SVMJLighfs LOOCV
estimates of precision on the entire training set were above 90% for some topics. Since

LOOCV estimates are (almost) statistically unbiased, I was confident that results on the

entire test set would be similar, and that on the top 1000 would be even better. As it

turned out, some groups had precision of 100% on their top 1000 test documents for

some topics.

On a serious note, it's clear that Avi Arampatzis' original worry was on the mark:

evaluating routing runs on only the top 1000 documents meant that there was very little

distinction among systems for high frequency topics. I will go further, and suggest that

any ranking-oriented evaluation is of questionable interest when one has both substantial

training data and thousands of relevant documents.
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Abstract

The core of our question-answering mechanism is searching for predefined patterns of textual

expressions that may be interpreted as answers to certain types of questions. The presence of such

patterns in analyzed answer-string candidates may provide evidence of the right answer. The

answer-string candidates are created by cutting up relatively-large source documents passages

containing the query terms or their synonyms/substitutes.

indicative patterns.

The specificity of our approach is:

- placing the use of indicative patterns in the core of the QA approach;

- aiming at the comprehensive and systematic use of such indicators;

- defining various structural types of the indicative patterns, including nontrivial and sophisticated

ones;

- developing accessory techniques that ensure effective performance of the approach.

We believe that the use of indicative patterns for question answering can be considered as a special

case of the more general approach to text information retrieval that contrasts with linguistics-

oriented methodology.

Introduction

We decided to participate in the TREC-1 0 Question Answering track with a purpose to test certain

specific features of the text processing technology we are developing in the framework of our

CrossReader project. This technology is aimed at presenting to a user the needed information

directly, i.e. instead of documents, or sources containing potentially relevant information. The

query-relevant sentences or short passages are extracted from the processed documents and

judiciously arranged; so, new full texts emerge that are focused precisely on the user's subject

(Subbotin, 1993; Gilyarevskii, 1993; Perez, 2001).

The latest version of this technology - the TextRoller system - uses not only key words, but also

positive and negative patterns for choosing and arranging text items. For the TREC-IO Question

Answering task we have developed a variant of our basic technology that searches for candidate

answers using key words (from the question text) and chooses the most probable answer using

patterns. The participation at TREC-10 was a test for some basic mechanisms of our technology.

Now, after this test was successfully passed, these mechanisms will be implemented in the new
TextRoller versions.
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Basic Features of the Applied Approach

It seems that many systems participating at TREC QA track represent the question (or its

reformulations) as a set of entities and relations between them in order to compare these entities

and relations with those of candidate answers texts; the answer candidate that correlates at the

highest degree with the question text gets the highest score. By contrast, our QA system checks the

answer candidates for the presence of certain predefined indicators (patterns) to which scores were

assigned beforehand, i.e. independently of the question text analysis. Candidate snippets

containing the highest-scored indicators are chosen as final answers.

It is obvious from the above that the applied approach does not require NLP or knowledge-based

analysis of the question text. This text is considered as just a string consisting of various substrings.

These are used, first of all, for composing queries helping to retrieve passages containing answer

candidates. If present in candidate answers texts, they are considered as a condition of applicability

of a given indicative pattern for a given question, but they do not influence the score of the pattern

(as said above, it is predefined beforehand).

The efficiency of this approach depends on the quantity and diversification of predefined indicative

patterns as well as on the recall of passages containing candidate answers.

We could not rely on the presence of predefined patterns in the texts of candidate answers for every

question. If case of neither pattern was found, the system used the more common way to choose

among candidate answers basing on lexical similarity between the question and an answer snippet.

From 289 answer strings that were correct responses 193 did contain the patterns. Non-matching

any patterns, but containing question (query) terms were 64. Other (containing minor indicators,

such as capitalized words, or randomly selected) - 32.

To some extent, many QA-Track participants (at TRECs 8 and 9) had used what we call the

indicative patterns. The specificity of our approach is:

- placing the use of indicative patterns in the core of the QA approach;

- aiming at the comprehensive and systematic use of such indicators;

- defining various structural types of the indicative patterns, including nontrivial and sophisticated

ones;

- developing accessory techniques that ensure effective performance of the approach.

In (Sanda Harabagiu et al., 2000) the term "definition patterns" was introduced as "associated with

questions that inquire about definitions". This kind of patterns was widely used by our QA system,

although in many cases they were effective in combination with some additional indicators (see

section "How patterns work"). It is also noteworthy that we did not confine the use of these patterns

to questions inquiring about definitions. We assume, in general, that there should not be one-to-one

correspondence between a given pattern and a question type. The same pattern can be applicable in

answering many types of questions (getting a different score for each question type).

The Library of Indicative Patterns
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The indicative patterns used by our QA system are sequences or combinations of certain string

elements, such as letters, punctuation marks, spaces, tokens (such as "&", "%", or "$"), digits, and

words/phrases that are accumulated in special lists (see Fig. 1).

General Approach: Schematic Overview

Question

:

(1225)

What year

was Mozart bom?

Passages

with a query term

Type of Question:

Wh«i (What year)

bom

Snippets Answer:
Mozart (1756-1791). Please

pin it to your wall, b

Patterns for this Query Type:

1. In strict ordw: c^italized word; parenthesis; four digits; dash; four digits; parenthesis (S50)

2. In any ordw: capitalized word; + "in" + four digits + "bom" (825)

n.

Fig. 1 . The general approach

The way we defined indicative patterns is totally heuristic and inductive.

At the initial stage the indicative patterns lists are accumulated basing on expressions that can be

interpreted as answers to the questions of a definite type. For example: "Milan, Italy" present in any

text passage can be considered (completely independently from the whole sense of the passage) as

an answer to the question "Where is Milan". So, a pattern for the "Where" question type may be

created: "city name; comma; country name". The string "Mozart (1756-1791)" contains answers to

the questions about Mozart's birth and death dates, allowing construction of the pattern: "a person's

name; parenthesis; four digits; dash; four digits; parenthesis ". We studied texts systematically with

the purpose of identifying expressions that may serve as models for answer patterns. Some patterns

components can be used for scorching more complex structure patterns. The validity of a pattern for

a given question type (and its score) can be tested in large text corpora.
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The library of patterns can never be complete.

Identifying patterns while studying text corpora is a research field by itself, accumulating special

knowledge on cooccurencies of text elements (characters, strings, as well as definite classes of

characters and strings). So, it can be found that the string "Mr. " at a certain frequency level

precedes one or two capitalized words, and the string "Jr." follows such words, etc.

Thus, we can accumulate the knowledge on "typical" combinations and correlations of strings that

correspond to personal names, to a persons age, to locations, dates, activities, etc. This requires the

use of sophisticated tools and special methods. This knowledge area can become important not only

for QA, but also for other text retrieval tasks. For example, we use such methodology for extracting

and ordering of sentences resulting in a coherent description of the requested subject.

The Structure of Indicative Patterns

A pattern may include a constant part and a variable part. The latter can be represented by a query

term or even an unknovv'n term (the answer word/phrase proper that occupies a definite position in

the sequence of pattern elements).

We distinguish between two pattern categories: the first represents a complete structure while the

second is a composite structure of specific pattern elements (see above). For TREC-10 we had

prepared 51 lists of various patterns elements; for each question category 5 - 15 of such lists were

applied for recognition of potential answers (see Fig. 2).
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The {Structure of Indicative Patterns

Predelined string sequences

[coantTy name] ["'s"] [term from the list of posts] [term from the Ust of titles] [two capitalized words]

(term from the list of posts] ["oP] [countiy name] [two capitalized words]

Unordered combinadons of strings (sdected from 51 list of pattrni elements)

[number] + [term from currency list]

[query term] + [term from persons list]

Fig. 2. Structure of the patterns

Usually, patterns with more sophisticated internal structure are more indicative of the answer. So,

for answers to the question type "Who is the President (Prime Minister, etc.) of a given country" we
found various combinations of elements that can be present in an answer expression: words that

signify the name of a country, the post a person occupies, a proper name, a title, punctuation marks,

etc. Let us denote countries by "a", posts by "b", proper names (first and last) by "w", titles (e.g.

"His Excellency") by "e". The presence of combinations "abeww"; "ewwdb,a", "b,aeww" in an

analyzed string indicates a correct answer to this question type with high probability.

The validity of certain simple structure patterns (e.g. the "definitions patterns") is dependent on the

presence of additional positive and negative indicators (see below).

We distinguish between 6 basic definition patterns.

Below, these patterns are represented as sequences of their constituent elements. We will denote the

primary query word present in the "snippet" with A, and the supposed "actual answer" with X; the

pattern elements are divided by a semicolon. We consider two subtypes with the same structure, but

where A and X occupy the inverse positions, as belonging to same pattern type.
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1. <A; is/are; [a/an/the]; X>
<X; is/are; [a/an/the]; A>
Example: "Michigan's state flower is the apple blossom".

2. <A; comma; [a/an/the]; X; [comma/period]>

<X; comma; [a/an/the]; A; [comma/period]>

Example: "Moulin Rouge, a cabaret ".

3. <A; [comma]; or; X; [comma]>

Example: "shaman, or tribal magician,".

4. <A; [comma]; [also] called; X [comma]>
< X; [comma]; [also] called; A [comma]>

<X; is called; A>
<A; is called; X>
Example: "naturally occurring gas called methane".

5. <X, dash; A; [dash] A; dash; X; [dash]>

Example: "nepotism - hiring relatives for the better jobs".

6. <X; parenthesis-; A; parenthesis >

<A; parenthesis; X; parenthesis >

Example: "myopia (nearsightedness)".

As said above, these patterns were used not only for answering the "definition questions", but also

for "Who-", "Where-", and other question types.

The expressions matching a pattern often show no structural similarity with the question text (see,

for instance, the example in Fig 1). A lot of expressions in text corpora convey information that can

be interpreted as answering a certain question without any special intention to do it (e.g. the

standard beginning of agency news: "Milan, Italy..." answers the question "Where is Milan?".

How Patterns Work

Presence of certain patterns in the snippet-candidate serves as an almost guaranteed indication of

the right answer (see Fig. 1). Their high score lets to choose the answer string with confidence.

Lower score patterns cannot guarantee the correct response as they can be present in a number of

candidate answer strings both correct and wrong. For some of such patterns we used additional

indicators of validity. When there are several candidates with the same pattern, the system checks

the text of candidate answers ( and their surrounding) for presence of such additional indicators.

This is the case, in particular, for "definition patterns". Among the additional indicators for them

there are such as absence of on article, presence of a stop-list word or other word lists.
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Some recently-emerged text-processing techniques claim for using patterns while identifying

relevant content. The best known is wrapper induction, an information-extraction technique that is

considered an alternative to NLP-based methods (Kushmerick, 2000; Kushmerick, 1999; Adams,

2001). Wrappers demonstrate that extensive linguistic knowledge is not necessary for successful

IE. For example, research on a collection of email conference announcements shows that speaker's

names are often prefixed by "Who" and many names begin with the title "Dr." (Fraitag, 2000).

However, wrapper induction in its present-day form is resource specific, it extracts information

from particular Web sites. It uses specific features related to the document formats rather than the

ways information is commonly presented in written texts.

Overview of the Process Flow

Preconditions for effective use of the method are:

- Detailed categorization of question types (for example, we distinguish between nine "Who"-

question types ("Who-Post"; "Who-Author", etc);

- The great variety of patterns for each type (for "Who-Author"-type we have 23 patterns);

- A sufficiently large number of candidate answers to each question (usually we get several

hundreds or thousands of candidate snippets).

Multiple overlapping answer-string candidates ("snippets") are created by cutting source documents

passages containing the query terms or their substitutes (see Fig. 3).
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Overview of the Process Flow

Detecting

Patterns

Scoring &
Ranking

of Snippets

Documents Corpus

Answers

Fig. 3. Overview of the process flow

Using of specific question words (in contrast to common words) as query terms ensures in most

cases that the question subject is addressed in the source passages.

In the literature we find approaches attempting to distinguish between the main (primary) and

additional (secondary) query words. In (Sneiders, 1998) this distinction is discussed as applied to

searching for answers to FAQs, where the answers are represented as sentences. Primary keywords

are the words that convey the essence of the sentence. They cannot be ignored. Secondary

keywords are the less-relevant words for a particular sentence. They help to convey the meaning of

the sentence but can be omitted without changing the essence of the meaning.

We accept this distinction by assuming that the primary terms are question-specific words and are

almost inevitably present in the passage that treats the same subject as the question. We use certain

criteria of the specificity, including the minimal occurrence in the documents corpus (for example,

"mortarboard" in the question "Where on the body is a mortarboard worn").

hi some question categories, primary query words do not convey the question subject completely,

requiring secondary searching terms. Such terms are, for example, the words signifying a certain
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post in questions of the type "Who is (the) X of (the) Y?", where X is a post, and Y is the name of a

country, company, organization, etc.

For some question types the secondary query terms should be supplemented by their related words.

For this purpose we use a query-expansion technique. Our expansion module extracts query-related

terms not from the full documents, but from the short relevant text passages.

The retrieved passages are cut into 50-byte snippets. They are cut around the query words, as well

as around other question words that have not served as query terms (these are denoted as "markers"

in Fig. 1).

All the snippets are analyzed to identify patterns that are indicative of a potential answer (as

described above).

The Results and the Perspectives of the Approach

Our mean reciprocal rank (strict): 0.676; mean reciprocal rank (lenient): 0.686. System was

confident for 372/492 ( 75 %) of the questions. Of those, 289/372 (77 %) were correct responses.

Two thirds of correct answer strings were obtained using patterns thus proving the feasibility of the

applied approach.

We believe that the use of indicative patterns for question answering can be considered as a special

case of the more-general approach to text information retrieval that contrasts with the linguistics-

oriented methodology.

Generally, text documents contain information that is included not intentionally, but due to I'ts

indirect interconnections to what the author directly conveys. This implicit information can be

addressed systematically by a set of patterns. We are conducting investigations that will allow us to

develop appropriate tools for this.

Aiming at the practical implementation of indicative patterns approach, we are currently

developing advanced versions of our TextRoller technology that uses both query terms and patterns

while assembling new "full texts" from appropriate passages of the processed documents. The

patterns are used not only for choosing passages, but also for ensuring their judicious arrangement,

as well as domain specificity and readability of the constructed text.
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1 Summary

The tests performed for TREC-10 focus on the Filtering (adaptive, batch and routing) tracks

and web tracks. The runs are based on Mercure system for web, routing and batch tracks,

and MercureFiltre for adaptive track.

2 Mercure model

Mercure is an information retrieval system based on a connexionist approach and modeled

by a multi-layered network. The network is composed of a query layer (set of query terms),

a term layer (representing the indexing terms) and a document layer [2] [3].

Mercure includes the implementation of a retrieval process based on spreading activation

forward and backward through the weighted links. Queries and documents can be used either

as inputs or outputs. The links between two layers are symmetric and their weights are based

on the tf — idf measure inspired from the OKAPI [5] and SMART term weightings.

- the query-term (at stage s) links are weighted as follows:

(1)

Notations:
(s)

q]^- . the weight of the term in the query u at the stage s,

qtfui- the query term frequency o{ ti in

nqu'- query length (number of terms) of qu,
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- the term-document link weights are expressed by:

^3 + /i4 * ^ + /is * tfij

Notations:

d^y. term-document weight of term ti and document dj

tfij'. the term frequency of in the document Dj,

A'^: the total number of documents,

Tii: the number of documents containing term ti,

hi, h2, hs, and h^: constant parameters.

Ad', average document length.

The query evaluation is based on spreading activation. Each node computes an input and

spreads an output signal. The query modification is based on relevance back-propagation. It

consists in spreading backward the document relevance from the document layer to the query

layer [2].

2.1 Query evaluation

A query is evaluated using the spreading activation process described as follows:

1. The query u is the input of the network. Each node from the term layer computes
(s)

an input value from this initial query: In{ti) — q^-' and then an activation value:

Out (ij) = g {In (ti)) where g is the identity function.

2. These signals are propagated forwards through the network from the term layer to the

document layer. Each document node computes an input: In [dj] = Y!j=i i^i) * ^ij

and then an activation. Out (dj) = g {In {dj)) .

The set of retrieved documents. Output^ {Out {di) , Out ((^2) , • • • , Out {d^)) is then

ranked in a decreasing order of the activation value.

2.1.1 Query modification based on relevance back-propagation

The top retrieved documents are judged and a relevance value corresponding to the user

preference is assigned to each document (positive for relevant documents, negative for non-

relevant documents and null for non-judged documents). These values are used to compute

the DesiredOutput vector.

I ^^h =
TVfcJVre/

otherwise
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1. This output is considered as an "input" in the back-spreading process and is presented

to the document layer. Each document node computes an input value, In [d-j) = relj

and then an activation signal, Out (dj) = g {In (dj))

.

2. This activation is back-spread to the term layer. Each term node computes an input

value, In (ti) = X]j=i (c^jt * (^j)) ^'^^ ^^en an output signal, Out (ti) = g {In {ti))

.

3. Finally, the new query-term links corresponding to the new query are computed as

follows: Qi'"-'^ = {glT'\g[t'\- > 9i?'0 ^'^^ ^-^'^ = * + * ^'^^

Notations:

T: the total number of indexing terms,

A^: the total number of documents,

q^^: the weight of the term t^ in the query u at the stage s,

ti'. the term ti,

dji the document dj,

dij-. the weight of the link between the term ti and the document dj,

doclenj-. document length in words (without stop words),

tfij-. the term frequency of ti in the document dj,

n^: the number of documents containing term ti,

qtf: query term frequency,

ng: query length (number of terms).

Ma and My. tuned and determined by a series of experiments and set to Ma = 2

and Mb = 0.75,

Coefjrel {Coef-Nrel): user preference positive value for relevant document and

negative value for non relevant document.

3 Batch and Routing Experiments

The batch and routing experiments were performed using Mercure system. The profiles were

learned using the same learning algorithm as before: the relevance back-propagation. The

relevance value assigned to each document was used as user judgement. It corresponds to

Coefjrel in the relevance back-propagation algorithm.

The filtering algorithm starts with an initial query, built from all the topic parts, and its

relevance judgements corresponding to all documents with items down to 26150. A pool of

queries based on the learning method was then selected. All the remaining documents (with

items up to and including 26150) were used as test data.

3.1 Batch Filtering

The profiles in the batch task are learned using the relevance back-propagation method.

The TREC standard output file of each query was analyzed to build an output file containing:

< topic >< func >< value >< thresh >< rank >< precX recall >< method >

As it has been done in [4]. The document activation weights which maximizes the utility

function were found and selected as thresholds. Then the queries corresponding to these

li
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thresholds were selected and tested on a set of test documents. The documents weighted by

values higher than the threshold were selected for the corresponding query.

We build profiles using relevance back-propagation on the training dataset, then we apply

them on the test dataset.

The following algorithm is used:

For each profile P

1. evaluate P on the training dataset

2. select top 10000, let resulto be the obtained document ranked list

3. z =^ 1

4. repeat

(a) build a new profile Pj by relevance back-propagation

(b) evaluate Fj on the training dataset

(c) select top 10000, let result^ be the obtained document ranked list

(d) inc i

until i = maxiteration

5. for each r 6 {1 . . . 10000), i € {0, 1, . . .max.iteration)

(a) resultir contains top r documents from resulti

(b) evaluate result^r using T^U utility

6. select profile Pi such as 3r G {0, 1 . . .10000} where resultir gives the best (max) T9U

7. apply Pi on the test dataset, let test.resulti be the obtained document ranked list

8. select documents in testjresulti having their rsv at least equal to the rsv of the r^^

document

9. submit this list

In the experiments, we carried out relevance twice. We found that this number of iterations

was enough to learn the profile.

We computed the utility on the top 10000 documents only as this set is likely to contain most

of the relevant documents.

3.1.1 Batch filtering results

Table 1 lists the comparative batch results.
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TREC batch filtering

Evaluation measure = max > median < median Avg
F-Beta 1 24 59 0.392

SetPrecision 10 36 38 0.631

SetRecall 1 20 63 0.204

TIOSU 0 28 56 0.181

Table 1: Comparative batch filtering results

3.2 Routing track

3.2.1 Description of the experiment

We experiment routing using a similar method then in the batch filtering track, the queries

having the best average precision in the training dataset were selected as routing queries, and

applied on the test documents.

3.2.2 Routing results

Table 2 shows the routing results at average uninterpolated precision.

TREC Routing

= max > median < median AvgP Precision at 1000

2 47 35 0.092 0.5594

Table 2: Comparative routing results at average uninterpolated precision

The average number of relevant documents per profile is largely great than 1000. The

evaluation function used this year is the average uninterpolated precision, it consists on com-

puting the precision at each relevant document at its position in the ranked list, adding these

numbers up and divide by the total number of relevant documents. Relevant documents which

do not appear in the top 1000 receive a precision score of zero. Non relevant documents ap-

pearing in the top of the ranked have a large influence on the average uninterpolated precision.

4 Adaptive track

We experiment this year an adaptive filtering process [1] using MercureFiltre. MercureFiltre

is inspired from Mercure, It includes three elements: the profile, the document and the dis-

semination threshold. The profile and the document are represented by a set of weighted

terms. The adaptation concerns the profile and the dissemination threshold.

4.1 System initialisation

The user profile is represented as follows:
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p""=((«p„»r),(«P2,»f). (4)

where tpi is a term and wf^^ is its weight in the initial profile (at ^ = 0), the term-profile

weight is noted w^^^ where t represents the instant when the system makes the last profile

update. Initially, the term-profile weight is computed as follows:

J^) = UFi
(5)

* max
J {tfpj)

The formula 5 seems to be abusively simplistic, but at the beginning of the filtering pro-

cess, no information is known but a set of terms and their occurrences in the initial user

profile. However, this weight will be adjusted by learning.

4.1.1 Filtering incoming documents

Each term belonging to a document arriving at time t is weighted as follows:

h3 + h,*f^+tfl n]

Notations:

tf\^^: appearance frequency of the term ti in the document rf^')

/i3, h^: constant parameters, for the experiments = 0.2 and /14 = 0.7

dl^^^: document length of (number of terms)

A/^'h average document length

A'^^*^: number of incoming documents until time t

Tij-'^ number of incoming documents containing the term ti

The weighting formula 6 is a form of Okapi term-profile weight used in Mercure.

ATC), nf) and A/O are collection based parameters that are computed on the cumulative

documents filtered at t.

A relevance value noted rsv [d^^\p^^^) is then computed corresponding to the document

and the profile, as follows:

r5z;(d(*),/)) = J2 dfKwf^ (7)

t,€£i('),tpj6p(') and ti=tpj

The binary decision rule used for document filtering is the following:

{if rsv > threshold^^^ accept the document

otherwise reject the document
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4.1.2 Adaptive learning

The learning process is processed at each selected relevant document. Learning consists on

adapting the user representation: update term-profile weight, add new terms and remove

some non significant terms.

We assume that an interesting term must appear frequently in relevant documents, and appear

a little in non relevant documents. When a relevant document is selected, each term-profile

weight increases the more:

• it appears frequently in this document

• it appears in many relevant documents (-^^ is near 1)

• it appears in a few non relevant documents (t^ is near 0)

Notations:

r|*^ : the number of relevant documents containing the term ti until the time t

i?(*): the total number of relevant documents until the time t

s\^^ the number of non relevant documents containing the term until the time t.

The learning process we adopted is a kind of relevance reinforcement process. The problem

is assimilated to a linear equation resolution. The equation to resolve is to force obtaining a

rsv value /? to a relevant document. Each solution of this system is a set of weights affected to

the document terms. The constraints are that the weight of each term in the profile divided

by its importance according to the same profile is constant. The system is then the following:

j(0 (0 _ /3

2^t,edM ,tp,epi') and t,=tpj "-i * —y

However, the rsv depends on the document length. Let a be the rsv value wished for a

relevant document with length dim, cm and dim are constants. When dl^^^ increases f3 increases

but decreases, so /3 is logistically proportional to the document length:

For these experiments, a = 20 and dim = 100.

The solution of the equation system 8 is a set of "provisional" weights, for each term appearing

in the document, the provisional weight solution of the system 8 is the following:

w (')
Vz, pw- =

St) At
1

E,f{4\rf\sr).d^^
(10)
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The function / is proportional to the term importance. The function / used for these

experiments is the following:

exp[j*^\*[l-exp[j[^-l
v. /(.!",,!",.!') = 4", ^ ^ (n)

where 7?^*^ is the number of relevant documents and 5^*^ is the number of non relevant

documents until the time t. gamma is set to 3.

The "provisional" weight pw\^^ contributes in learning the term-profile weight correspond-

ing to the term t^, we use the following gradient propagation formula:

We add 1 to pw^^^ to avoid adding negative value to the term-profile weight.

4.1.3 Threshold setting and updating

For each topic, the dissemination threshold should be set and updated [6]. To set the intial

threshold, we consider for this experiment that first 40 incoming documents are non relevant,

the threshold is initialized with the average of the top 10 rsv values computed for these doc-

uments.

Threshold updating is made periodically at each 10 selected documents as follows:

ThresholdS^^^^ = ThresholS^^ * * A2 * A3 (13)

Ai = -expy-a^^^^j+2 (14)

/^c^(t+:)^5(t+i)

A3 = exp\ i -Kl (16)

Notations:

Qfc, /3c and 7c are corrector parameters,

is the number of selected relevant documents between instants t and ^4- 1,

S^^'^^^ is the number of selected non relevant documents between instants t and

^ + 1,

/
]\^T(tA-\)

^i^g iiuuibei uf incoming documents between instants t and r-|- i,

A^r(*+i) is the number of all incoming documents until instant t -\- \.
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Ai enables to increase the threshold if the proportion of selected non relevant docunnents

(^) is high, A2 enables to decrease the threshold if the proportion of relevant rejected docu-

ments is assumed to be relatively high {-^g), A3 enables to increase the threshold less quikly

when the number of evaluated documents (A'^) is assumed to be enough for learning.

4.1.4 Adaptive results

Table 3 lists the adaptive results.

TREC adaptive filtering

Evaluation Avg
F-Beta 0.0192

SetPrecision 0.3865

SetRcall 0.0196

TlOSU 0.0297

Table 3: Adaptive filtering results

Unfortunately, we have had no time to submit our results.

5 Web Track Experiment

This year experiment is based on Mercure sample search. Two runs were submitted to be

integrated on the pool:

1. Merxtd: simple search using the title and the descirption fields

2. Merxt: simple search using the title field

Table 4 shows the comparative web results:

Type Run average precision =max > median < median

Merxtd title + description simple search 0.1729 2 18 30

Merxt title simple search 0.1438 0 26 24

Table 4: Web results - 50 queries
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Abstract

This paper presents the DiOGENE
question/answering system developed at ITC-

Irst. The system is based on a rather standard

architecture which includes three components

for question processing, search and answer

extraction. Linguistic processing strongly relies

on MultiWordNet, an extended version of the

English WordNet. The system has been

designed to address two promising directions:

multilingual question/answering and

question/answering on the Web. The results

obtained in the TREC-10 main task will be

presented and discussed.

1 Introduction

In the last few years, under the promotion of the

TREC-8 (Voorhees and Tice 1999) and TREC-9
(Voorhees 2000) competitions, there has been a

large interest in developing QA systems. Being

our first participation at TREC-QA we adopted,

for the Diogene system, a rather conmion

architecture with three basic components: a

question processing component, based on

several linguistic processors and resources

including WordNet; a search component,

based on information retrieval techniques; and

an answer processing component, which

exploits the similarity between the question and

the documents to identify the correct answer.

In order to identify which modules are

appropriated both previous experiences in QA
and modules already available at ITC-Irst have

been considered. Among the proposals that we
have found of interest for the linguistic analysis,

we have considered the taxonomy of question

types implemented in LASSO (Moldovan et al.

1999) for identifying both the question type and
tne answer type; the term extraction capabilities

developed for the QALC system (Ferret et al.

2000); and the use of lexical knowledge

contained in WordNet for the retrieval of

semantic relations, as proposed in (Moldovan et

al. 2000).

In addition, during the design phase of the

system, two directions for future developments

have been taken into consideration: multilingual

QA and QA on the Web. Multilinguality is a

crucial aspect when the language of the search

question and the language of the text collection

are different. We experimented with an

Italian/English scenario, where the question can

be posed either in English or Italian, the search

is performed either in English or Italian, and the

answer is given in the language of the question.

In the paper we will discuss the solutions

adopted for multilinguality, even if they are

currently out of the scope of the TREC
competition.

As for QA on the Web, this perspective raises a

number of specific issues, the most evident

being that the implication of an answer with

respect to its question for a Web user is

generally weaker than for controlled text

collections, where human judges apply rigid

tests. A reason for this is that the relevance of a

Web document relies on several factors. For

instance, a retrieved document could not include

the answer in itself, but could nevertheless

provide links to other documents useful to find

the answer. Elements that provide implicit

knowledge are the document structure,

hypertextual hnks, multimedia co-reference, and

generally, a strong use of contextual

information.

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2

introduces the overall architecture of the system.

Section 3 addresses the linguistic analysis of the

question, including word sense disambiguation,

answer type identification and query expansion.

Section 4 describes the searching modahties.

Section 5 presents the answer extraction
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component, including paragraph filtering, named

entities recognition and answer identification.

Section 6 illustrates the TREC results, with a

discussion on strengths and weaknesses of

DiOGENE.

2 Architecture

DiOGENE reUes on a rather standard architecture

based on three basic components (see Figure 1):

a question processing component, a search

component and an answer processing

component.

The question processing component is in charge

of the linguistic analysis of input questions that

can be formulated either in English or in Italian.

At this step of the process, we confront the

multilinguality problem using language specific

resources. The analysis is performed

sequentially by the following modules.

• Tokenization and pos tagging. First the

question is tokenized and words are

disambiguated with their lexical

category by means of statistical part of

speech taggers. The Treetagger

developed at the University of Stuttgart

(Schmid, 1994) is in charge of the

disambiguation of English words. Italian

questions are processed by a part of

speech tagger developed at ITC-Irst.

• Multiwords recognition. About five

thousand multiwords (i.e. collocations,

compounds and complex terms) have

been automatically extracted from

different resources and are recognized

by pattern matching rules. English

multiwords have been extracted from

WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998); Italian

multiwords have been extracted fi-om a

monolingual Italian dictionary (Disc,

1997)

• Word sense disambiguation. This

module, described in Section 3.1,

disambiguates words in the query with

respect to their senses. MultiWordNet
(Pianta et al., 2002) was adopted as a

sense repository. Word sense

disambiguation is crucial for providing

reasonable keyword expansions and

correct translations between the two

languages.

• Answer type identification. The answer

type for a question represents the entity

to be searched as answer. This module

relies on a taxonomy of answer types

and a pattern matching rule system, both

described in Section 3.2.

Question ^

Tokenization and
POS Tagging

\

M u Itiw ords

Recognition

W ord Sense
D isambiguation

i

Answer Type
Identification

1

Keywords Expansion

Question P rocess ing
Component

Web D ocum ents

Search Engine

Query Composition

Search Component

Answer

Answer Identification

Entities Recognition

Paragraph Filtering

Answer Extraction

Component

Figure 1. System Architecture.
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• Keywords expansion. Two kinds of

expansions, described in Section 3.3, are

carried out: word synonyms and

morphological derivations. Also in this

case, multilinguality is guaranteed by the

use of MultiWordNet.

The search component first composes the

question keywords and their lexical expansions

and then performs the document retrieval. For

the participation at TREC-10 the ZPrise search

engine, described in section 4, has been used.

The answer extraction component implements a

paragraph filtering module that extracts text

paragraphs from the top scored retrieved

documents. This is done by maximizing the

number of keywords and expansions produced in

the question processing phase within a window
of a fixed length of words. The output is

composed by the text paragraphs that should

contain the answer to the question. Then, a

named entities recognition module identifies the

entities in the text paragraphs corresponding to

the answer type category. We are using an

adaptation of Learning-PWOCCHIO (Ciravegna,

2000), which makes use of learning algorithms

to recognize named entities, such as persons,

organizations, locations, measures and dates.

Finally, the answer identification module

highlights the portion of text containing the

answer to the question which is then presented to

the user.

3 Linguistic Expansions

3.1 Semantic Disambiguation

The identification of the correct sense of a word

in a question is necessary to add either

synonyms or translations for that word without

the risk of introducing disturbing elements in the

search query. There are two crucial questions to

address: first, a repository of word senses has to

be identified; second, it is important to develop a

disambiguation technique able to cope with the

specificity of questions, particularly with the

availability of a limited context (i.e. few worde).

As for sense repository we have adopted

MultiWordNet (Pianta et al. 2002), a

multilingual lexical database including

information about English and Italian words.

MultiWordNet is an extension of English

WordNet (Feilbaum, 1998), a semantic

network of English words grouped into synonym
sets called synsets. Words and synsets are linked

by means of various relations, distinguished into

semantic relations, which link concepts, and

lexical relations, which link individual words.

The main lexical relations represented in

WordNet are synonymy and antonymy, while

hyponymy, hypemymy, meronymy, entailment

and conceptual opposition are the main semantic

relations that link the synsets. MultiWordNet
has been developed keeping as much as possible

of the semantic relations available in the English

WordNet: Italian synsets have been created in

correspondence with English synsets, importing

lexical and semantic relations from the

corresponding English synsets. The Italian part

of MultiWordNet currently covers about

40,000 lemmas, completely aligned with the

English WordNet 1.6 (i.e. with

correspondences to English senses).

As far as word disambiguation is concerned we
have applied Word Domain Disambiguation

(WDD), a technique already experimented for

the disambiguation of short news (Magnini,

Strapparava 2000), and further extended by

adding domain frequency information. Word
Domain Disambiguation is a variant of Word
Sense Disambiguation (WSD) where for each

word in a text a domain label, (among those

allowed by the word) has to be chosen instead of

a sense label. Domain labels, such as Medicine
and Architecture, provide a natural way to

establish semantic relations among word senses,

grouping them into homogeneous clusters. In

MultiWordNet the synsets have been

annotated with one or more domain labels

selected from a set of about two hundred labels

hierarchically organized (see (Magnini,

Cavaglia, 2000) for the annotation methodology

and for the evaluation of the resource).

The WDD algorithm works in two steps. First,

for each content word in the query and for each

sense of the word, the corresponding domain
labels in MultiWordNet aic collected with <t

score determined by the frequency of the label
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among the senses of the word. Let us consider as

example an ambiguous query from the TREC
corpus. In "What is the brightest star visible

from EarthT the situation after the first step of

the WDD algorithm is represented in Figure 2.

star star#l : celestial body Astronomy
star#2; an actor who play Art

bright bright #1: brilliant shining Physics

bright #2: popular glorious Factotum

bright #3: promising auspicious Factotum

visible visible #1 : conspicuous obvious Physics

visible #2: visible seeable Astronomy

earth earth #1 : Earth world globe Astronomy
earth #2: estate landed_estate ... Economy
earth #3: clay Geology
earth #4: soil dirt Geology
earth #5: ground_earth Electricity

earth #6: dryjand soiid_ground .

.

. Geography
earth #7: land ground soil Geography
earth #8: earth ground Geology

Figure 2. Word Domain Disambiguation.

At the second step, all the possible tuples of

domain labels for each word are scored by

means of a similarity function, and the best tuple

is selected. The similarity between two domains

is computed according to the probability of the

two domains to co-occur within a text. This

information has been computed over several

balanced corpora, both for Enghsh (i.e. the

Brown corpus, the LOB corpus and the Reuters

news corpus) and for Italian (i.e. the Elsnet

corpus and a large collection of newspaper

news). In our example, the algorithm selects

Astronomy for "star", Physics for "bright",

Astronomy for "visible" and Astronomy for

"earth", which correspond to our intuition about

the involved word senses.

Results obtained over the 200 TREC questions,

previously manually annotated with the correct

domain label for each keyword, are very

encouraging, showing a limited loss in accuracy

with respect to WDD over longer texts, where

larger pieces of context are available for

disambiguation.

3.2 Answer Type Identification

The answer type for a question represents the

entity to be searched as answer. In order to

extract this information, a taxonomy of answer

types was manually defined starting from the

200 TREC-8 questions. The taxonomy includes

categories such as "LOCATION", "PERSON",
"TIME-PERIOD", "MEASURE" and

"GENERIC". Then, each category is associated

with a set of rules that check different features of

the question; in particular a rule may detect the

presence of a particular word occurrence, of

words of a given part of speech, and of words

belonging to a given semantic category. For

instance, the rule described in (1) matches any

question starting with "quale" ("w/iar"), whose

first noun, if any, is a person.

(1) RULENAME: WHICH-WHO
TEST: ["which" [--NOUN]*

[NOUN:person-p]j +]

OUTPUT: ["PERSON" J]

Rule (1) matches questions like ''What famous

communist leader died in Mexico City?"

because the first noun encountered after "what"

(i.e. "leader") satisfies the person-p constraint.

The same rule does not match the question

"What large U.S. city had the highest murder

rate for 1988?", because "city" does not satisfy

the person-p predicate. Semantic predicates (e.g.

location-p, person-p, time-p, etc.) are defined on

the MultiWordNet taxonomy, already

described in Section 3.1. Each predicate checks

if the sense of a word referred in a rule is

subsumed by at least one high level synset

manually defined for that predicate. As an

example, for person-p, we identified synsets Hke

person#l ("human being") and group#l ("any

number of entities considered as a unit"). Then

the predicate is satisfied if leader#l is subsumed

by at least one of these synsets.

While rules are mostly language dependent,

semantic predicates defined on

MultiWordNet are reusable for English. For
j

instance, rule (2) is the corresponding rule for i

ItaUan:
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(2) RULENAME: QUALE-CHI
TEST: ["quale" [-^NOUN]*

[NOUN:person-p]j +]

OUTPUT: ["PERSON" J]

The output of a rule gives two pieces of

information: the category of the answer type and

the focus of the question (Moldovan et al. 1999),

i.e. the word that expresses the answer type in

the question. In the examples above, the answer

type is the category PERSON, while the focus is

the word "leader". This information will be used

to retrieve the correct answer to the question in

the documents retrieved by the search engine. In

particular, knowing the category of the entity we
are looking for (i.e. a PERSON) the focus will

be used to determine if any "candidate answer"

we find in a document (i.e. person names) is an

appropriate instantiation of that category. This

can be done by accessing the MultiWordNet
taxonomy and checking if the candidate answer

is a synonym of the focus or is subsumed by the

focus.

Currently we use about 90 answer type rules for

Italian and about 70 for English. They have been

checked on the TREC corpus resulting

respectively in a 93% accuracy and 91%.

Failures are due mainly to pos-tagging and

disambiguation errors.

3.3 Keyword Expansion

At this step of the linguistic processing of the

question, a stop words filter is applied that cuts

off both non content words and non relevant

content words. The remaining words (we call

them "basic keywords") are then passed to an

expansion phase which considers both

morphological derivations and synonyms.

Morphological derivation. The approach

adopted is answer oriented, in that it considers

the expansions with the higher probability to

appear in the answer. For instance, given the

question "Who invented the electric light?'\ five

expansions are automatically generated for the

basic keyword "invent": the past participle

masculine "inventato", because this is the actual

form of the lemma; the past participle female
"invcntata", bocauoc the direct object of the verb

is female; the past indicative "invento", because

in Italian it can substitute the past participle; the

noun "inventore", because it is the

nominalization of the subject of the verb; finally,

the noun "invenzione", because it is the

nominalization of the object of the verb.

Derivations have been automatically extracted

from an Italian monolingual dictionary (Disc,

1997).

Synonyms. The approach adopted for

disambiguation, i.e. word domain

disambiguation, is in line with this assumption:

domains allow the clustering of related

WordNet senses. Once a domain label for a

word is selected by the disambiguation

algorithm, synonyms are collected from all the

MultiWordNet synsets for that word

belonging to the selected domain. For instance,

given the morphological expansions described

above for the verb "invent", a number of

synonyms extracted from MultiWordNet are

added, including discover and discoverer.

3.4 Definition questions

In the TREC 10 main-task there are several

definition questions, whose answer requires a

definition of the focus. For these questions a

number of specific patterns have been defined,

which consider the following featiu-es:

• definition questions typically begin with

"Who" or "What";

• they confine to the pattern "WhoAVhat
be sNP?", where "be" stands for the

different possible forms of the verb "to

be" and sNP is a simple noun phrase,

which consists of a noun or adjective -i-

noun (eventually preceded by article).

For example: "Who was Galileo?" or

"What is an atom?".

• Anther specific pattern for definition

question is "What does ABBREV stand

for?" (e.g. "What does NASA stand

for?")

The peculiarity of these questions is that the

keywords themselves do not provide enough

information for extracting the proper answer. For

the above mentioned questions the keywords are

just "Galileo","atom" and "NASA".
By resiriciing ourselves lo simple NPs consisting

of noun or adjective -i- noun, we avoid the

li
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improper coverage of non-definition questions.

For example the what-where questions described

in (Moldovan et al. 1999) are not considered

definitions because they usually use complex

NPs (e.g. "What is the capital of Uruguay?").

In the case of a definition question, DiOGENE
makes use of the WordNet glosses to expand

the focus of the question. The intuition behind

the WordNet gloss expansion is that because

the expected answer for a definition question

will be a definition of the question focus, it is

reasonable to expect that it contains words that

also appear in the WordNet gloss of the focus

(i.e. its definition). For instance, in the case of

"Who is Galileo?" the related keywords and

multiwords extracted from the gloss of "Galileo"

are "astronomer", "Italian", "mathematician",

and "refracting telescope". The gloss keywords

are used to extend the query and they are also

considered during answer extraction.

The gloss keywords extraction takes into

account the gloss nouns, because we consider

nouns more informative than verbs, adjectives

and adverbs. All the other parts of speech are

considered only if they begin with a capital letter

(in the Galileo gloss - "Italian"), because usually

they denote names.

4. Search Component

At this moment DiOGENE makes use of the

ZPrise (Dimmick, 1998, Downey, 1999) search

engine developed by the Retrieval Group at

NIST. In particular, we used PRISE 2.0, which

is part of the Z39.50/PRISE2.0 package. ZPrise

is based on vector techniques and supports term

feedback; on the other hand it does not support

Boolean search and has restricted phrase search

capabilities.

Query composition is performed after keywords

are extracted ft"om the question and every word

is supplied with an expansion list containing its

word form and its expansions. Let's see how the

query composition looks in the case of the

question "Who is the inventor of the electric

light?" After part-of-speech tagging and

multiword extraction, the following keywords

(key-phrases) are taken: "electric light" and
"inventor". The lexical expansion produces the

following expansion list for every key-phrase:

"electric light", "electric light bulb",

"incandescent lamp", and also morphological

derivatives for these nouns: for "inventor" the

expansion is "inventor" "artificer" "discoverer"

"inventors" "artificers" "discoverers". For

definition questions, gloss keywords are also

extracted.

Previous experiments on search modalities

(Magnini and Prevete, 2000) have proven the

advantage of a Cartesian product search

modality, in which a Boolean expression based

on the Cartesian product of the expansion lists is

generated. Because of the lack of Boolean

expression support in ZPrise we realised the

AND expressions as a single ZPrise query and

the OR expressions were transformed into multi-

line queries. Given the weak support of phrases

in ZPrise we had to decompose multiword units

into separate words, which diminishes the

precision of the search. In addition, in the

process of query composition no more than ten

keywords for a question are taken into account

because ZPrise slows down significantly when a

big number of keywords are presented in one

query line. Keywords are scored taking into

account their part of speech (e.g. nouns score

better then verbs), their polysemy (i.e.

polysemous words score worse that less

polysemous) and the first character of the word.

The speed of the search engine turned out to be a

set-back during the time of the TREC-10
questions processing. To speed up the

performance we divided the document collection

into four sub-collections and created a separate

index for every sub-collecfion. This made

possible a parallel search with four instances of

ZPrise running on four different computers

simultaneously, while every instance processes

its own sub-index. After that the results are

unified using UNIX shell scripts specifically

developed for this purpose. This strategy

significantly improved the time for the search.

The method of parallel work was also used in the

final stage of the question processing.
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5 Answer Extraction Component

5.1 Paragraph Filtering

A paragraph filtering module extracts text

paragraphs from the top scored retrieved

documents. This is done maximizing the number

of keywords and expansions produced in the

question processing phase, within a window of a

fixed length of words. The output is composed

by text paragraphs that should contain the

answer to the question. Paragraph filtering can

be tuned with three parameters: (i) the length of

the paragraphs to be extracted, which was set at

200 words; (ii) the percentage of keywords and

expansions that need to be present in the

paragraph; (iii) a Hst, eventually empty, of

obligatory keywords, whose presence is

necessary.

5.2 Named Entities Recognition

Once the relevant paragraphs have been selected,

the named entities recognition module identifies,

among possible candidate answers, the entities

that match the answer type category (i.e.

PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, MEASURE
and DATE). The task is performed by Learning-

PESfOCCfflO (Ciravegna, 2000), a system for

adaptive information extraction developed at

rrC-Irst. Lea/7zmg-PIN0CCHI0 learns template

filling rules that insert SGML tags into texts

without any other user intervention than corpus

tagging.

During the training phase the system induces a

large set of rules by bottom-up generalization of

instances in a tagged training corpus where texts

have been manually marked with SGML tags

locating the information to be extracted (in our

case the tags <person>, <Sperson>,

<organization> <\organization>, <location>

<\location>, <measure>, <\measure>, <date>

and <Sdate> have been used). Rule induction is

also supported by dictionaries, such as

repositories of person's first and last names,

geographical and organization names extracted

from gazetteers, online resources and

WordNet.
The Udiiuiig ttupus used (~400Kb) was

randomly extracted from the TIPSTER

collection, part of the TREC material at our

disposal. As expected, system performances are

highly affected by the dimension, format and

domain of the training corpus: documents

contained in the TIPSTER collection proved to

be rather heterogeneous, hampering the

construction of a representative training corpus.

Results obtained on the training corpus vary

among categories, ranging from 74.5% precision

and 82% recall for the category date, to 60%
precision and 57% recall for the organization

category.

5.3 Answer Identiflcation

Answer identification is performed after named

entities are recognised by Learning-

PINOCCHIO. In case the answer type of the

question is consistent with the type of an entity c

in a given paragraph p, the entity is accepted as a

candidate answer. Then, the candidate entity is

scored considering the presence of relevant

keywords in a fifty byte interval around it. More

formally, given:

• tj, t2, •••,tni is the sequence of tokens

composing the paragraph with /

denoting the position of the i-th token //.

• k, s and e are functions such that c is

composed of k(c) tokens, s(c) is the

position of the first token and e(c) is the

position of the last token of c in p.

• kl(p) is the list of keywords belonging to

P-

• /en is the kl length

• member(i,p) is a function which gives as

output 1 if the token is akl(p) member,

otherwise 0.

We define the left key density and the right key

density of the answer candidate c in paragraph p,

indicated respectively LKD(c,p) and RKD(c,p),

using the following pair of functions:

LKD(c,p) = ±"f
>ember(i, p)*a_

len ,=1 s{c)-i

RKD(c,p)= — X .

,

Where a is a tuned parameter.
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In order to build a 50 byte answer for a

candidate entity c, we initially consider a default

string A composed of the words in c (an entity

can be composed of more than one word, for

instance "Bill Clinton" is an entity whose type is

PERSON). If A is composed of less than 50

characters other characters are appended to A
both on its left and on its right. The number of

characters added to the left is defined by

LKD(c,p), while the number of characters added

to the right is defined by RKD(c,p).

6 Results and Discussion

Being our first experience with a QA system and

given the high number of different modules

assembled in DiOGENE, we did not expect high

performance. The system correctly answered just

10% of the questions of the TREC main task. A
manual analysis over a small set of questions

was carried out to evaluate problems related to

single modules. Four modules were considered:

answer type idenfification, search engine,

paragraph filtering and named-entities

recognition. Each module was evaluated in term

of its error rate, given a small amount of correct

inputs. The estimated error rate for the answer

type module was 11%, which is comparable with

the performances calculated at training time (see

Section 3.2). ZPrise produced a very high error

rate (53%), which means that for less than half

of the questions the search engine retrieved a

document containing the answer. The main

reason is that filters (i.e. no more than 10

documents for a question and no document with

length exceeding 2000 words) applied to ZPrise

output are actually too restrictive. They were

implemented to take the processing time under

control, but their effects were underestimated.

As for paragraph filtering, its estimated error

rate is around 40%, which also indicates that the

techniques for paragraph extraction can be

significantly improved. Finally, the estimated

error rate for Leanting-P'mocclno was around

60%, which was mainly due to the low

homogeneity between training and test corpus.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

The system described in this paper participated

to the main task of the TREC- 10 competition.

Even though it relies on a rather standard

architecture, DiOGENE deals with two important

issues related to QA: multiUngual QA and QA
on the Web. For these purposes, some modules

already available in ITC-Irst have been used.

The results obtained by the whole system and

the performance of each module have been

described in the paper.

Another crucial issue for the fiiture is the

automatic evaluation of a QA system. The basic

idea is to develop an evaluation methodology

that does not rely on the human judgment of

thousands of answers. Although there is some

recent work in this direction (Breck et al. 2000),

the approach we are testing considers the Web as

the main information source to evaluate the

relevance of an answer. Our work is based on

the assumption that if a certain answer is

relevant with respect to a given quesfion, then

there should be many documents containing

keywords extracted both from the question and

from the answer. Moreover, these documents

should be semanfically similar documents, i.e.

they should maximize the overlapping of

semantic features, such as the set of domains

labels (see Section 3.1) extracted from each text.
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Overview
The outsider might wonder whether, in its tenth year,

the Text Retrieval Conference would be a moribund

workshop encouraging little innovation and

undertaking few new challenges, or whether fresh

research problems would continue to be addressed.

We feel strongly that it is the later that is true; our

group at the Johns Hopkins University Applied

Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) participated in four

tracks at this year's conference, three of which

presented us with new and interesting problems. For

the first time we participated in the filtering track,

and we submitted official results for both the batch

and routing subtasks. This year, a first attempt was

made to hold a content-based video retrieval track at

TREC, and we developed a new suite of tools for

image analysis and multimedia retrieval. Finally,

though not a stranger to cross-language text retrieval,

we made a first attempt at Arabic language retrieval

while emphasizing a language-neutral approach that

has worked well in other languages. Thus, our team

found several challenges to face this year, and this

paper mainly reports our initial findings.

We also made a last-minute (really a last 36 hour)

effort to participate in the web retrieval track. We
unearthed a year-old index and the software that we
used for the web task at TREC-9, and very quickly

produced some official submissions. Our main

interest in the home-page finding task was to submit

content-only runs that could serve as a simple

baseline to which other group's sophisticated

hyperlink-influenced approaches might be compared.

We simply did not have the time to seriously

investigate the more complex problems being

examined by the web track; however, we wanted to

be good TREC citizens and contribute to the

document pools.

All of our text-based investigations were based on the

Hopkina Automated Iiifoi iiialiuii Rcuicvcr fur

Combing Unstructured Text, or HAIRCUT system.

HAIRCUT is a Java-based tool developed internally

at JHU/APL that was first used to compare
tokenization methods during TREC-6. HAIRCUT

benefits from a basic design decision to support

flexibility throughout the system. For example, the

software supports words, stemmed words, character

n-grams, and multiword phrases as indexing terms.

And, several methods for computing document

similarity are supported, though we recently have

relied on probabilistic methods based on statistical

language modeling techniques.

In general, we have seen better performance using

language models than when using cosine-based

vector scoring. In our experiments we used a

linguistically motivated probabilistic model.

Hiemstra and de Vries describe this model and

explain how it relates to both the Boolean and vector

space models [4]. The model has also been cast as a

rudimentary Hidden Markov Model [15]. Although

the model does not explicitly incorporate inverse

document frequency, it does favor documents that

contain more of the rare query terms. The similarity

measure can be expressed as

Simiq,d) = n (« • /(^ ^) + (1 - «) • ^/(Of'"*
l-lenns

Equation 1. Similarity calculation.

where (1-a) is the probability that a query word is

generated by a generic language model, and a is the

probability that it is generated by a document-specific

model. df(t) denotes the relative document frequency

of term t.

We conducted all of our work on a set of four Sun

Microsystems workstations that are shared among
our department (80 physicists, chemists, engineers,

and about 25 computer scientists). Two of the

machines are 4-node Sun Microsystems Ultra

Enterprise 450 servers with 2.5 and 4.0 GB of

physical memory, respectively; the other two
machinec are Sun Ultra-2 workatatioiis with 1.23 uf

RAM. This cluster has 200GB of dedicated,

networked disk space for use in our retrieval work.
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Filtering Track
We participated in both the routing and batch tasks

for the filtering track. We did not use any of the

hierarchy information available with the Reuters

categories for either task.

Routing Task

Our goal for the routing task was to evaluate the use

of a statistical language model for routing. We
submitted two runs, one based on a character n-gram

(n=(5) index {apllOfrn) and one based on a stem

index (apUOfrs) using a derivative version of the

SMART stenuner. We also created an unofficial

word-based run {apllOfrw). We simulated routing,

using a modified version of HAIRCUT system to

score indexed test documents using training index

statistics - the statistical language model described

above was used for scoring. We formed queries using

60 terms per topic that were selected from the

positive batch qrels documents. Term selection was

accomplished using mutual information based

difference statistics with respect to the August 96

training data.

We were pleased with our official results for our first

participation in this task. We were excited to

participate in the "routing bet" discussion and we can

report that we have 28 queries (exactly 1/3 of the

queries) with > 0.9 precision at 1000 docs in both

our official runs. The closeness of the results

indicates the choice of terms is not critical.

Avg.

prec.

# bests # > median

(84 topics)

apllOfm 0.121 4 70

apllOfrs 0.104 4 56

apllOfrw 0.113 unofficial run

Table 1 . APL Routing Results

Batch Task

Our goal for the batch task was to evaluate the

effectiveness of Support Vector Machines (SVMs) on

the new Reuters data set [22]. SVMs are used to

create classifiers from a set of labeled training data.

SVMs find a hyperplane (possibly in a transformed

space) to separate positive examples from negative

examples. This hyperplane is chosen to maximize the

margin (or distance) to the training points. The
promise of large margin classification is that it does

not overfit the training data and generalizes well to

test data of similar distribution. See Hearst [3] for a

general discussion of SVMs.

For the batch task, we sought to explore the effects of
different parameter choices on learning with this

Reuters collection. We were interested in the use of

tf^idf weighted vectors vs. per-topic binary vectors;

the use of radial basis function (RBF) vs. linear

kernels in the SVMs; score thresholds on resulting

classifier scores; and training skew factors to incur

less error on positive examples. This follows earlier

work in text batch filtering on the original smaller

Reuters collection [2] [6]. We used the SVM-light

package (version 3.50, by Thorsten Joachims [19]) to

create classifiers based on the training data for

classification of the test data. We used a reduced

feature space for both batch submissions. For all

runs, we normalized document vectors to unit length.

Our post-submission results show: tf/idf training-

derived features were better than topic-specific

binary ones; RBF kernels were slightly better than

linear kernels; aggressive score thresholding hurt our

tf/idf runs, while it helped improve our binary runs;

fixed skew was not as good as the per-topic skew
developed by others in the track.

Batch Using Lmear SVMs with Binary Vectors

For the submitted run apllOfbsvml we used 200 terms

derived on a per-topic basis to create binary term

vectors for each document (our implementation

actually created a different document vector for each

topic). The terms were selected from each topic's

positive qrels documents, using mutual-information-

like difference statistics with respect to the August 96

training sample. Given n positive training documents

for a topic, we randomly chose n potentially negative

examples from the full training index, and threw

away any that were actually positive. We created

linear SVMs, weighting positive and negative

training examples equally (-j 1 flag in SVM-light). J

is a cost or skew factor, by which training errors on

positive examples outweigh errors on negative

examples (see [5]).

We then used the score of the test document using the

topic SVM to decide whether to return the document.

In experiments reported in the literature, SVMs
scores are normally thresholded above zero.

However, we had observed many training errors

close to zero; many negative examples were

misclassifed with a small positive score. We thus

experimented with setting higher score thresholds.

We debated using a small epsilon to threshold the

score, but decided to try to find the "best" scores per

topic automatically to maximize the 2R+ -N-t-

measure for the training data. While the overall

approach did not work all that well, thresholding did

salvage something out of these particular vectors.

Unofficial runs using a zero threshold did worse, for

both j=l and j=5 (runs BINLIN skewI and BINUN
skewS in Table 4 below).

Wp Ho not know why thic approach did not cuccaod.

We considered trying different values of j to weight

positive and negative examples differently. Perhaps

more negative training data or a greater number of

terms would improve the technique. Finally, our main
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intuition is that binary features are probably not

appropriate for this Reuters dataset.

Batch Using RBF SVMs with TFIDF Vectors

For the submitted run apllOfbsvmr we used a reduced

term space of 2000 terms to create all the test and

training document vectors, based on all the training

data. The terms were selected using the top 2000

stems by document frequency in the training set.

Stems were produced using a derivative of the

SMART stemmer and stopwords were not removed.

We created tf/idf weighted vectors for each document

and each vector was normalized to unit length.

Given n positive training documents for a topic, we
randomly chose 4n potentially negative examples

from the training index, and threw away any that

were actually positive. We then trained radial basis

function SVMs (using the -t 2 -g 1 flags in SVM-
light), weighting positive and negative training

examples equally {-j 1 flag in SVM-light). Using

thresholds higher than zero to classify the test

documents, as we did with linear kernels, proved to

be a big mistake. It hurt performance significantly.

Set precision was good, but set recall was terrible.

We redid this run using the same RBF models with

zero as the score threshold {RBF skew]), and are

much happier with the results. We also did some runs

using weighted RBF models with j=5 (RBF skew5)

and similarly tried linear kernels (LIN skew] and UN
skew5). These post-hoc experiments confirm that

SVMs can work well for the batch task, using either

radial basis functions or linear separators with tf/idf

weighted vectors normalized to unit length.

We expect there are many per-topic optimizations

(such as the leave-one-out cross-validation on

training data Dave Lewis used to find optimal j

weights per topic [8]) that could dramatically

improve these initial findings.

Results

TIOSU Fbeta SetPrec SetRecall

apUOfbsvml 0.115 0.292 0.303 0.627

apllOfbsvmr 0.081 0.154 0.380 0.054

Table 2. Official Batch Submissions.

TIOSU Fbeta SetPrec SetRecall

RBF skew! 0.283 0.459 0.546 0.437

RBF skewS 0.254 0.430 0.442 0.525

UN skew] 0.234 0.413 0.400 0.601

UN skewS 0.157 0.341 0.318 0.689

Table 3. Unofficial (post hoc) batch runs, unified
tf/idf wcightt/d tciiii apacQ.

TIOSU Fbeta SetPrec SetRecall

BINUN
skew]

0.030 0.132 0.113 0.835

BINUN
skewS

0.009 0.085 0.071 0.895

Table 4. Unofficial (post hoc) batch runs, per-topic

binary term space.

Summary of Batch Filtering Results

Chart 1 summarizes the results of our batch filtering

experiments. SVMs with RBF kernels on TFIDF
vectors and no thresholding works well, and could

have performed above median compared to other

official batch results. Thresholding above zero hurt

for RBF SVMs on TFIDF vectors {RBF skew] vs.

apUOjhsvmr). However thresholding improved a

poor baseline result of linear SVMs on binary vectors

{apUOfbsvml vs. BINUN skew]).

0.30

Chart 1. SVMs with RBF kernels on TFIDF vectors

work well for batch filtering with the TIOSU metric.

Video Retrieval

The video track was a new addition to TREC this

year. It consisted of three tasks: shot boundary

detection, known-item search and general search. The

data set was eleven hours of mostly documentary

video from the Open Video Project at University of

North Carolina Chapel Hill and the NIST Digital

Video Collection. JHU/APL did not have any

previous experience with video or image retrieval so

participation in this track was a valuable learning

experience. A significant amount of time had to be
devoted to developing the software infrastructure

needed to process MPEG video, create an index, and

parse queries. This led to a philosophy of "simple is

best."



For the shot boundary detection task, we
experimented with using color histograms,

luminance, and the raw image gradient of frames to

locate hard cuts and gradual transitions. Hard cuts

were identified using an ad hoc global threshold on

the color histogram intersection of consecutive

frames [16]. With gradual transitions, possible

dissolves and fades were first detected by looking for

abrupt changes in the average luminance of frames.

These possible gradual transitions were then

evaluated by analyzing the change in the image

gradient. Each frame was divided into eight-by-eight

blocks. If a large percentage of the blocks had

changes in the image gradient greater than some

threshold, the presence of a dissolve or fade was

confirmed. The same technique was used to locate

the start and end of each gradual transition. This

approach was based on the work of Zabih, Miller,

and Mai [17], the major differences being that we did

not perform motion compensation and used raw

image gradients rather than edges. This resulted in a

method that was less computationally expensive than

the typical edge entering and exiting method. The

method did not perform well in the evaluation, but

we did not have sufficient time to experiment with

different variations and thresholds. The only

interaction between the algorithm for detecting hard

cuts and those for detecting gradual transitions was

the hard cut algorithm taking precedence if a cut and

a transition were detected in close proximity. A
summary of the results for shot boundary detection is

shown in Table 5.

Keyframes Dimensions Color

features

Texture

features

7391 272 256 16

Total

videos

# > median # best

Cuts-prec 15 12 8

Cuts-recall 15 4 1

Graduals-prec 17 0 0

Graduals-recall 17 4 2

Table 5. Shot boundary detection results

Because of limited time and experience, our approach

to video retrieval was to treat a video as a series of

still images. We made no attempt to exploit the extra

information available with video and not with

images, such as the audio track and object motion.

The experiments we performed focused on using

color histograms and image texture features. Each

video was first decomposed into shots using the shot

boundary detection algorithms described above. The
middle frame was used as the key frame to represent

all the content of the frames in the shot. This is not a

complete representation, but it fit with the emphasis

on simplicity for the sake of expediency. In fact, the

index files for the 6.3 GB data set comprised only 3

1
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data. A key frame was described by a vector that

contained color and texture features. Similarly, each

query was also represented by one or more of these

vectors. For a description of the vectors, see Table 6.

Table 6. Description of video index and vector

features

When processing queries, any text or audio was

completely ignored. If a video example was provided

for a query, just the middle frame was extracted as an

image example. A weighted distance measure was

used for evaluation with the key frames ranked by

minimum distance to the set of query examples. The
weights were chosen so that the texture and color

features made approximately the same contribution to

the distance measure even though there were fewer

texture measures. The texture features were

calculated using a texture descriptor proposed by

Manjunath [9]. It creates a multiresolution

decomposition using a Gabor filter bank. We used

code available from the Image Processing and Vision

Research Lab at the University of California, Santa

Barbara [18] to calculate these features.

While our results from the known item task were

close to the median, the results from the general

search were significantly below average. We have

not had time to completely investigate this disparity.

One explanation for this is that the general

information need queries depend more on the text

description of the query than on the image or video

examples. Since we discarded this information when

parsing the query, we were at a disadvantage when

trying to retrieve relevant video clips for general

searches. The three queries on which we were above

the median would support this hypothesis; the text

descriptions were short with little information

contained in them. "Other shots of city scapes,"

which is the text description of a query where we
were above the median, is a good example. In the

known item task, the queries we scored the best on

asked about objects that have a strong color

component: "Scenes with a yellow boat" or "Other

examples of the surface of the planet Mars." This

result agrees with the strong emphasis we placed on

color in the representation of video data.

Arabic Language Retrieval

The Cross-Language Retrieval task at TREC 2001

consisted of bilingual retrieval of Arabic newspaper

articles given either English or French topic

statements. Monolingual submissions were also

accepted using the manually produced Arabic

translations of the topics.

The apparent necessity of having quality translation

resources available for use in a CLIR system has

often been expressed. For example, at the first CLEF
workshop, Anne Diekema gave a provocative talk,

suggesting that CLIR evaluation was essentially just
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evaluation of translation resources [1]. We spent

several days searching the Web for extant collections

of parallel corpora or bilingual dictionaries that

would be helpful for translating to Arabic, with no

real success. We finally found one newspaper that

published mappable, parallel content in both Arabic

and English, only to discover that the Arabic stories

were available only as images (a practice that stems

from the historic lack of standards and software for

displaying Arabic text). Downloading that GIF files,

OCRing them, and building a parallel collection was

beyond our means.

Unable to discover or acquire significant translation

resources, we relied exclusively on two on-line

machine translation systems, Ajeeb [20] and

Almisbar [21]. Recently, Kraaij showed how
translation probabilities can be incorporated nicely

into a language model for cross-language text

retrieval, and he demonstrated the efficacy of this

combination at the CLEF-2001 workshop [7].

However, since we simply used machine translation

for query translation we did not have access to

translation probabilities that are available when

dictionaries and corpus-based approaches are used.

All of our work was with fully automated retrieval.

This was JHU/APL's first experience with Arabic

document processing and we learned quite a lot from

the experience. We had no personnel who could read

Arabic. This however, did not dampen our

enthusiasm for the task in the slightest. Over the last

several years, our team at APL has participated in

multiple CLER evaluations, where large document

collections in Chinese, Dutch, English, French,

German, Italian, Japanese, and Spanish were

searched [10] [11] [12] [13] [14]. While these higher-

density languages tend to have many resources

available for linguistic analysis and automated

translation, these languages are diverse, and use

numerous character sets and character encodings. Our

approach for combating the inherent scalability issues

presented by working with numerous languages has

been to focus on simple, language-neutral approaches

to text processing. Counterintuitively, we have not

found that sophisticated, linguistically-rich

approaches demonstrate an appreciable performance

advantage over the knowledge-light methods we
espouse.

One example of a language-neutral technique is the

use of overlapping character n-grams. We have found

that n-grams work well in many languages and a

pseudo linguistic normalization occurs in

agglutinative languages such as Dutch and German
[1 1] N-aram<; arp mnre wirlfly ii<;pH fnr rptrifval in

Asian languages; we recently showed that 3-grams

perform on par with 2-grams in unsegmented

Japanese text [12], which is not the case with Chinese

[14]. Our use of 6-grams for indexing Arabic was not

founded on linguistic principles or empirical

evidence - we simply guessed that it would be a good
choice as it has been in many other alphabetic

languages. In retrospect, shorter n-grams have proven

to work better with Arabic. In addition to examining

the choice of words or n-grams as indexing terms, we
experimented with eliminating or replacing certain

Arabic characters that did not appear in a list of 28
letters that we had available. Thus we built four

different indexes; summary information about each is

shown in Table 7.

# terms index size

words 571,798 372 MB
words - morph 539,979 351 MB
6-grams 6,784,129 2513 MB
6-grams - morph 6,081,618 2427 MB

Table 7. Index statistics for the 869 MB, 384K
article TREC-2001 Arabic collection.

Our submissions were produced by combining

multiple base runs using different combinations of

the topic statement fields, and different methods for

morphological normalization, tokenization, query

expansion, and translation. One monolingual run,

three bilingual runs from English topics, and one

cross-language run using the French topics were

submitted. For our monolingual Arabic run,

aplWcal, we relied on eight constituent runs

• 2 query formats: TD and TDN
• 2 choices for relevance feedback (yes or no)

• 2 tokenization alternatives, words and 6-

grams

• 1 normalization approach, character

elimination was used

Thus, eight different base runs were created, and

merged together to produce apllOcal. See [13] for

details of the merging strategy.

ApllOcel, was our first bilingual run using the

English topics. We used the exact same approach as

apllOcal, but had two methods for translating the

topics:

• 2 translation systems (Ajeeb and Almisbar)

Thus sixteen different base runs were combined to

produce the submitted run.

Our second and third English bilingual runs only

made use of the TD topic fields and used either

words, or 6-grams as indexing terms. The second run,

apllOcel used eight base runs:

• 1 query format: TD
• 2 choices for relevance feedback (yes or no)

• 1 tokenization alternative: 6-grams
• 2 normalisation approaoha, oharaotor

elimination was used, or not

• 2 translation systems (Ajeeb and Almisbar)
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The third Enghsh bilingual run, apllOceS, was just

like aplIOcel, except that words were used in place

of n-grams.

Finally, we submitted one run using the French topic

statements, apllOcfl. The base runs for this used:

• 1 query format: TDN
• 2 choices for relevance feedback (yes or no)

• 2 tokenization alternatives: words and 6-

grams

• 1 normalization approach, the character

elimination was used

• 2 translation systems (Ajeeb and Almisbar)

from English to Arabic

• 1 translation system for French to English

(Systran)

Thus, when using the French queries, we first

translated to English using the Systran product, and

then translated to Arabic using one of the two online

systems (Ajeeb/Almisbar). Interestingly, this second

layer of translation did not seem to cause much loss

in retrieval effectiveness. This may be due to the

generally high performance of the Systran

English/French module.

Official results

An overview of APL's five official runs for the

Arabic track are shown in Table 8 below.

MAP Recall # #> %
(4122) best median mono

apllOcal 0.3064 2669 3 17 100%
apllOcel 0.2891 2819 1 22 94.4

apllOcel 0.2250 2593 0 16 73.4

apllOceS 0.1914 2350 0 15 62.5

apllOcfl 0.2415 2574 0 20 78.8

Table 8. Official results for Arabic runs (25 topics)

We note that run apllOcel (bilingual English to

Arabic) achieved 94.4% of the monolingual baseline

observed in apllOcal. As yet, we are unable to

ascertain whether this is do in part to our particular

approach to retrieval, or is more a factor of the

quality of the machine translation software we relied

on.

Since the conference workshop in November, we
have found better bilingual performance using n-

grams of length four instead of the longer six-grams.

This yielded an improvement in average precision

from 0.2891 {apllOcel) to 0.3350. But our

monolingual baseline also improved when 4-grams

were used, from 0.3064 {apllOcal) to 0.3588. Thus,

the relative hilineiifll pp.rfnrmflnrp Hrnp":

insignificantly to 93.4%.

TREC-2001 Official Arabic Results

1.00 1

0.90

0.0 0 1 0.2 0.3 0 4 0.5 0 6 0 7 0.8 0.9 10

Recall Level

' dpi lOcBl (0 3064) aptl0ce1(0 2B91) ^ BpllOcM (02415)

'ap(lOco2 (0 2250) ap(l0ce3 (0 1914)

Figure 1. Recall-precision graph for APL's

official Arabic track automatic submissions

We do observe that the use of n-grams accounted for

a 17% relative improvement over words in mean

average precision (0.2250 vs. 0.1914) as seen in the

results for runs apllOcel and apllOceS..

We are still examining the data from all of our many
base runs, and do not report on those runs. However,

our preliminary analysis finds that character

elimination was helpful, but the effect was not

extremely large.

Web Retrieval

All of our work for this task was done in essentially

one day using an index file previously created for the

wtlOg collection and used by APL during TREC-9.

We submitted four content-only based runs for the ad

hoc task, and produced two submissions for the

homepage finding task. Our site finding runs were

based entirely on query content; we did not use site

popularity (backlink frequency) or any graph-

theoretic analysis of the hyperlink structure. Our

purpose was to see how well a pitifully under-

informed approach would compare to the more

sophisticated methods we anticipated others would

apply to the problem.

We indexed documents using unstemmed words; the

resulting dictionary contained over three million

entries and the index files consumed roughly 3GB of

disk space. Each document was processed in the

following rasnion. Firsi, we ignored hllJVLL tags and

used them only to delimit portions of text. Thus no

special treatment was given for sectional tags such as

<TITLE> or <H1> and both tags and their attribute

values were eliminated from the token stream. The
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text was lowercased, punctuation was removed, and

diacritical marks were retained. Tokens containing

digits were preserved; however only the first two of a

sequence of digits were retained (e.g., 1920 became

19##). The result is a stream of blank-separated

words. Queries were parsed in the same fashion as

document, except that tried to remove stop structure

from the description and narrative sections of the

queries using a list of about 1000 phrases constructed

from previous TREC topic statements.

After the query is parsed each term is weighted by

the query term frequency and an initial retrieval is

performed followed by a single round of relevance

feedback. In performing blind relevance feedback we
first retrieve the top 1000 documents. We use the top

20 documents for positive feedback and the bottom

75 documents for negative feedback; however

duplicate or near-duplicate documents are removed

from these sets. We then select 60 terms for the

expanded query.

For the most part we ignored the web-nature of the

documents and relied on textual content alone to rank

documents.

Informational Task

We submitted four runs for this subtask, three runs

that simply used the short (Title) portion of the topic

statement, and one run that used all parts of the topic

(TDN). The four runs were:

• apllOwa: title only, no blind relevance

feedback

• apllOwb: title only, no blind relevance

feedback, all query terms must be present in

a document

• apllOwc: title only, with pseudo relevance

feedback, all query terms must be present in

the document

• apllOwd: TDN, with psuedo relevance

feedback, no constraints on query term

presence

P@5 P@10 MAP Recall

(3363)

Bests /

Median

apllOwa 0.1600 0.1460 .0805 1702 1 /II

apllOwb 0.2400 0.1900 0.0671 599 1/9
apllOwc 0.2520 0.2380 0.1567 2105 2/28
apllOwd 0.3720 0.3380 0.2035 2525 2/30
Table 9. Performance of APL Official TREC-2001
Web submissions (Ad hoc)

Results for our official submissions are shown in

Table 9. The submissions that used pseudo relevance

feedback (RF) had much higher precision at 10 docs,

mean average precision, and recall at 1000 docs. The
run using all parts of the topic statement {apllOwd)

had the highest performance across the board,

including precision at 5 documents. Runs apllOwb

and apllOwc, both of which required all query terms

(only terms from the topic titles) to be present in

returned documents, had about a 50 percent

improvement in precision at 5 documents over

apllOwa. This is important, because it suggests that

when high precision is desirable, not all documents
containing any query term need be examined, a

practice common to many web search engines today

(instead, the smaller set of documents that contain all

of the query terms could be scored). Also, while

apllOwc had high performance at higher recall levels

than did apllOwb, this was not really true at high

precision. This lends support for the practice of not

using relevance feedback when only few relevant

documents are needed to satisfy a user's need.

Navigational Task

We submitted just two runs for this subtask, and

decided to see how well a purely content-based

ranking would perform. As in the informational task,

we compared performance between runs where all of

the query terms were required to be present in

relevant documents. We simply ordered our ranked

list of hyperlinks using the similarity scores from the

retrieval process. As was mentioned earlier, no use of

document popularity or hyperlink structure was

attempted. The two runs we submitted were:

• apllOha: all terms required, no relevance

feedback

• apllOhb: all terms not compulsory, no blind

relevance feedback used

MRR % top 10 % failure

apllOha 0.238 44.8% 22.1%

apllOhb 0.220 42.8% 21.4%

Table 10. Performance of APL Official TREC-2001
Web submissions (site finding task)

On the officially reported measures, mean reciprocal

rank, percent of topics with a correct entry page

found in the top 10 documents, and the failure

percentage (when none was found in the top 100

docs), these two runs were virtually identical. The

mean reciprocal rank is just slightly higher for

apllOha, in which all query terms were required to be

on the given page.

Conclusions
This year we participated in three tracks that each

presented new challenges: filtering, video, and

Arabic.

We investigated the use of Support Vector Machines

(SVMs) for batch text classification and noticed a

large aonaitivitj'- to parameter aettinga foi tlieae

classifiers. We also found that we were able to

choose reasonable score thresholds for the routing

task when using a language model for estimating

document relevance.
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Due to a lack of experience with multimedia retrieval

(e.g., we had never previously participated in the

TREC Spoken Document Retrieval task), the video

track was a significant challenge for us. We placed an

emphasis on simple techniques to quickly create a

retrieval system while planning to add more

advanced components such as speech recognition in

the future. From our initial analysis, there was a

correlation between how we parsed queries and our

performance on different types of queries

Arabic retrieval was especially interesting for our

team, which had no personnel who could read

Arabic. The lack of available translation resources

left us with little alternative but to use weak machine

translation systems; yet, we found bilingual

performance rivaled a good monolingual baseline in

terms of mean average precision (94%), had equal

performance at high precision levels (such as

measured in precision at 5 or 10 documents), and

even achieved higher recall at 1000. Our results

emphasizing language-neutral techniques indicate

that excellent performance is attainable without

sophisticated linguistic processing.

While we did not put significant effort into the Web
track this year, we did attempt to improve our

retrieval performance at high precision levels (in

contrast to our previous work attempting to maximize

mean average precision). We found support for

several techniques currently used in the commercial

sector that improve query processing efficiency

without impacting high precision performance.
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ABSTRACT
The TREC-2001 Web track evaluation experiments at the

Justsystem site are described with a focus on the "aboutness"

based approach in text retrieval.

In the web ad hoc task, our TREC-9 approach is adopted again,

combining both pseudo-relevance feedback and reference

database feedback but the setting is calibrated for an early

precision preferred search.

For the entry page finding task, we combined techniques such as

search against partitioned collection with result fusion, and

attribute-value basis re-ranking.

As post-submission experiments, distributed retrieval against

WTIOG is examined and two different database partitioning and

three database selection algorithms are combined and evaluated.

Keywords

Aboutness, pseudo-relevance feedback, reference database,

fusion, attribute-value basis re-ranking, distributed

retrieval, collection partitioning, database selection.

1. INTRODUCTION
When a web page gives information to readers, readers

have already understood what the information is about.

Information can be about anything, but should be about

something in order to be "information".

A subject concept comprehended by explicit/implicit pacts

between authors and readers is the main instance of the

objective position of such "about" phrases.

In the case of artistic writings, they do not necessarily

give any information but give some emotional feelings.

Even an informative document does not necessarily regard

a subject concept. A curriculum vitae, for example, gives

some information about someone but does not regard any

subject concept. Such functional documents work as

information carriers according to the complex
social/institutional protocols. A curriculum vitae gives

information about the professional history of someone.

The problem of information access here is split into 1)

whose curriculum vitae it is and 2) if it is a curriculum

vitae or not. A curriculum vitae of someone can be

compared with that of someone else's but also with the

medical examination report of this person. Thus

information is located in the lattice of sj-ntagmatic and

paradigmatic relations of semantics.

Information access problems against entity topics are in

general the identification of the type and the entity in

question, given the source of information as well as

information needs.

In the topic relevance search, aboutness is comprehended

as representation of subject concepts, while in the entry

page finding task, aboutness is split into "entriness"(entry

page or not) and entity correctness (which entity it is

about?). Neither "entriness" nor entity correctness can be

processed as the bag of word representation.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
For the TREC-2001 Web track experiments, we utilized

the engine of Justsystem ConceptBase Search™ version

2.0 as the base system.

A dual Pentium III™ server (670MHz) running Windows
NT™ server 4.0 with 1024MB memory and 136GB hard

disk was used for experiments.

The document collections are indexed wholly

automatically, and converted to inverted index files of

terms.

2.1 Term Extraction

In order to compose possible noun phrases, queries and

documents in target databases are analyzed by the same

module that decomposes an input text stream into a word

stream and parses it using simple linguistic rules.

Extracted units are single word nouns as well as simple

linguistic noun phrases that consist of a sequence of nouns

or nouns preceded by adjectives.

2.2 Vector Space Retrieval
Each document ia rcprc3cntcd as a N-cctor of v.-cightod

terms by tf*idf in inverted index files and the query is

converted in similar ways.

Similarity between vectors representing a query and

documents are computed using the dot-product measure,

and documents are ranked according to decreasing order

ofRSV.
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OKAPI BM25 function is utilized as the TF part of

weighting function [7] so that the retrieval process can be

considered as probabilistic ranking.

2.3 Passage Retrieval

Since some pages are extremely long in the wt2g data set,

we became aware that using passages rather than whole

pages as the indexing unit is appropriate for the sake of

retrieval effectiveness.

Passage delimiting is done such that each passage

becomes a similar length rather than looking for

thematic/discourse boundaries.

2.4 Phrasal Indexing and Weighting
Our approach consists of utilizing noun phrases extracted

by linguistic processing as supplementary indexing terms

in addition to single word terms contained in phrases.

Phrases and constituent single terms are treated in the

same way, both as independent terms, where the

frequency of each term is counted independently based on

its occurrence.

2.5 Pseudo-Relevance Feedback and

Reference Database Feedback
Automatic feedback strategy using pseudo-relevant

documents was adopted for automatic query expansion.

The system submits the first query generated

automatically from topic descriptions against the target or

reference databases, and considers the top n documents

from the ranked list as relevant.

The term selection module extracts salient terms from

these pseudo-relevant documents and adds them to the

query vector.

Then the expanded query vector is submitted against the

target databases again and the final relevance ranking is

obtained.

The whole retrieval procediu-e is as follows:

1) Automatic initial query construction from the topic

description

2) r' pilot search submitted against the reference

database

3) Term extraction from pseudo-relevant documents and

feedback

4) Q"** pilot search cubmitted agninct the target database

5) Term extraction from pseudo-relevant documents and

feedback

6) Final search to obtain the final results

2.6 Term Selection

Each term in the example documents is scored by some

term frequency and document frequency based heuristics

measures described in [4].

The terms thus scored are sorted in decreasing order of

each score and cut off at a threshold determined

empirically.

In effect, the following parameters in feedback procedures

should be decided:

1) How many documents to be used for feedback?

2) Where to cut off ranked terms?

3) How to weight these additional terms?

These parameters are carefully adjusted using TREC-9
queries (topic 451-500), w^lOg data set and the relevance

judgement file provided by NIST. Parameter sets for

official runs are calibrated so that the early precision

rather than average precision is maximized.

2.7 Spell Variation

When the system finds non stop-word terms from the

"title" field text of topic description, it is clear that no

document is returned. In such a case, the initial queries

are expanded automatically by generated spell variations.

The procedure consists of looking for similar words in the

word lists extracted from the database. Spelling similarity

is measured by a combination of uni-gram, bi-gram and

tri-gram matching scores.

This query expansion was adopted originally for the

TREC-9 Web track runs where the "title" field contained

some spell errors.

2.8 Another source of "aboutness": Anchor
Text of Hyperlinks
When we are asking what a page is talking about,

sometimes anchor texts ( or link texts, the texts on which

a hyperlink is set ) indicate an exact and very short

answer.

The anchor text is typically an explanation or denotation

of the page that it is linked to. Some commercial-based

search engines utilize such information for advanced

searches [1][2]. We treat anchor texts literally as the part

of the linked document.

In total, 6,077,878 anchor texts are added to 1,173,189

linked pages out of 1,692,096 pages in the wtlOg data set.

So 69% of document pages in the data set are attributed

to anchor text information on top of the original page

information.
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2.9 Link Structure Analysis

There seems to be a misunderstanding about the usage of

pagerank[2] like popularity-based ranking that utilizes

indirect-link information propagating rank values through

hyper-link networks.

Such a ranking would not help the information seeking

activities of individuals unless the individuals'

information needs are strongly correlated with the

popularity or the collection is heavily polluted by spam

pages. The situation in navigation-oriented search seems

to be the same as in the subject-oriented search. In order

to show the effectiveness of popularity based ranking,

information needs should be arranged according to the

popularity.

Instead of the popularity-based ranking, we apply

adequate link analysis according to the nature of the

information seeking tasks behind the evaluation model.

2.10 Attribute-Value Basis Re-ranking

Our approach to the entry page finding task consists of

combining the scoring results from different analysis

procedures of pages. This is intended to rank the pages

according to the following aspects:

"Entriness": the likelihood that the page is the entry point

of a site.

Entity correctness: the likelihood that the page is about

the entity indicated by the information need.

The following four types of analyses are processed:

-Bag ofwords analysis

This is mainly intended to gather candidate

pages to be examined precisely hereafter.

Run tag Index RefTerms Avg. Free R-Prec

jscbtawtll N Strong 0.1890 0.2020

jscbtawtl2 N Weak 0.1954 0.2150

jscbtawtB NVA Strong 0.2003 0.2226

jscbtawtI4 NVA Weak 0.2060 0.2308

Table 1: Performance of ofTicial runs

Through the experiments, we confirmed our expectation

that only a small portion of each page is enough to be

indexed for the entry page finding task. In fact, only 500

bytes of plain text including the title, the URL, anchor

texts and beginning part of the page are indexed in view

of the bag of word analysis.

3. WEB AD HOC EXPERIMENTS
We submitted four title-only automatic runs as follows:

jscbtawtll: title only, link run with noun phrase indexing,

more weight on reference terms

jscbtawtl2: title only, link run with noun phrase indexing,

less weight on reference terms

jscbtawtB: title only, link run with noun phrase, adjective

and verb indexing, more weight on reference terms

jscbtawtl4: title only, link run with noun phrase, adjective

The following three analyses are intended for

rating both "entriness" and entity correctness.

-Link analysis

This examines the number of inter-server

linked, inner-server linked and inner

—

server linker to rate "entriness" of the page.

-URL analysis

This examines URL form, length and names

to rate both "entriness" and entity

correctness.

-Toxt analysis

This examines title, inter/inner-server

anchor texts and other page extracts to rate

mainly entity correctness but also "entriness"

by scored pattern matching.

Run tag words

avg.

words

min

words

max

phrase

avg.

phrase

min

phrase

max

jscbt9wcsl

Initial

2.1 0 5 0.7 0 3

jscbt9wcsl

Final

44.1 0 138 31.0 0 176

jscbtawtll -2

Initial

2.38 0 5 0.56 0 2

jscbtawtll -2

Final

80.4 0 184 34.86 0 114

jscbtawtl3-4

Initial

2.72 0 5 0.60 0 3

jscbtawtl3-4

Final

84.86 0 160 37.76 0 114

Table 2: Length of queries measured by number of single word
terms and phrasal terms ( without spell variation expansion )

li
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and verb indexing, less weight on reference terms

As for the link usage, we adopted the "anchor text" of the

hyperlink information as we did in TREC-9 [5].

Table 1 shows the performance of official runs and Table

2 shows the length of the queries utilized in each run.

Initial queries are very short ( in average, 2.38-2.72 single

word terms and 0.56-0.60 phrasal terms, maximum 5

single word terms and 3 phrasal terms , minimum 0

single word terms and 0 phrasal terms ) and they do not

contain enough terms.

Table 3 shows the performance comparison combining

pseudo-relevance feedback and reference database

feedback as well as with/without phrasal terms on the

basis ofjscbtawtl2 and jscbtawtl4 settings.

The automatic feedback procedure contributes to 16.1% to

18.3 % of consistent improvements in average precision

in all cases.

The final queries contain 80.4-84.86 single word terms

and 34.86-37.76 phrasal terms in average (maximum 184

single word terms and 114 phrasal terms, minimum 0

single word terms and 0 phrasal terms). Note that we

added many more terms in the final queries than we did in

TREC-9.

The improvement gained by the combination of pseudo-

relevance feedback and reference database feedback is

21.4% for N index run and 20.9% for NAV index run. It

is natural that N index runs where initial queries are

shorter gained more from the feedback process. The

improvement gain from combined feedback is larger than

our TREC-9 experiments( 17% in link runs ). This is

mainly caused by our approach to have taken more terms

from feedback and promote some terms to the foreground.

In TREC-9, we explained our approach utilizing

"foreground vs background" metaphor. In other words,

foreground terms denote directly the subject concept of the

information need while background terms connote the

subject topic. If the weighting balance is changed in the

query, the information need is also shifted.

In order to promote some terms to the foreground, we

adopted a simple voting from two sources of feedback; one

is the target collection and the other is the reference

collection.

Doing such calibration, wc intended to make the runs be

early precision preferred rather than MAP preferred as

our TREC-9 runs. Despite this, the official result showed

that our system was still MAP and recall preferred in

comparison with other systems.

Supplemental phrasal indexing runs perform better in

average precision as well as in R-precision both

Run description Ref PFB AvgPrec R-Prec

N index / SW + phrases

(jscbtawtl2)

Yes Yes 0.1954 0.2150

N index / SW + phrases Yes No 0.1730 0.2013

N inHpx / ^AA/ + nhrji'jpQ No Yes 0 lomV. 1 yyj^ fl "7074

N index / SW + phrases No No 0.1609 0.1898

N index / Single words

only

Yes Yes 0.1854 0.2051

N index / Single words

only

Yes No 0.1685 0.1915

N index / Single words

only

No Yes 0.1837 0.2078

N index / Single words

only

No No 0.1537 0.1841

NVA index / SW +

phrases (jscbtawtl4)

Yes Yes 0.2060 0.2308

NVA index / SW +

phrases

Yes No 0.1824 0.2106

NVA index / SW +

phrases

No Yes 0.1979 0.2417

NVA index / SW +

phrases

No No 0.1704 0.2149

NVA index / Single

words only

Yes Yes 0.1997 0.2357

NVA index / Single

words only

Yes No 0.1745 0.2083

NVA index / Single

words only

No Yes 0.1894 0.2217

NVA index / Single

words only

No No 0.1641 0.2062

Table 3: Performance comparison ( Title only,

jscbtawtI2-4 parameter set

)

with/without pseudo-relevance feedback and with/without

reference database feedback. The situation observed here

is consistent with our experience in TREC-9 web track

experiments, but in this case, the effectiveness of phrasal

indexing seems to be more stable.

4. ENTRY PAGE FIIVDING

EXPERIMENTS
As table 4 shows, wc submitted four enti jr pogc- seoich

runs: jscbtawepl, jscbtawep2, jscbtawep3 and jscbtawep4.

These four runs adopt essentially the same configuration

but differ in two parameters of final scoring.

The full phrase match bonus weights and the bag of word

analysis weights are changed as shown in table 4.
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Run tag full-

match

bow

wght

MRR Top 10

%
NF%

jscbtawepl moder low 0.754 83.4 9.0

jscbtawep2 moder med 0.769 83.4 9.0

jscbtawep3 high med 0.752 83.4 9.0

jscbtawep4 moder high 0.746 83.4 8.3

Table 4: Performance of official runs of the Entry

Page Finding Task

4.1 The Server Database and the Whole

Database

The server database contains 11680 server pages in the

wtlOg collection.

In fact, this covers 78% of 100 pre-test queries, i.e., this

database contains at least one answer page against each of

78 queries out of 100 queries. It also covers 66.2% of 145

test queries.

Ten pages from the server database and 1000 pages from

the whole database are merged in the manner that the 10

pages from the server database come to the top of the rank.

Thus far, we applied normal retrieval processing, utilizing

bag of word queries.

MRR of the 10 page ranked lists against the server

database accounts for 0.6409 and that of the 1000 page

ranked lists against the whole database accounts for

0.4176.

Merging them together makes MRR of 0.6462.

4.2 Attribute-value Basis Re-ranking
Thus obtained ranked page lists of 1010 pages are cut off

at the top 200 pages and re-ranked by the attribute-value

basis analysis modules.

4.3 Basic Text Matching and Scoring in view

of '^Entity Correctness"
Text fields are scored by the matching procedure that

accumulates each word matching point and adjacency

point.

Such analysis is much more powerful than bag of word

analysis and is equivalent to the full sub-phrase indexing

against all long phrases.

4.4 Augmented Text Matching and Scoring

in view of "Entity Correctness"
It is likely that the URL text contains the entity name as

the part of the server name or the directory names.

But it is sometimes the case that the constituent words are

agglutinated. The matching is augmented in order to treat

such agglutinated names.

4.5 Supplemented Text Matching and

Scoring in view of "Entriness"

Some field are matched against pre-coded patterns as

follows:

The "InterServerAnchorText" field is intended to be

matched with anchor texts like "go to the homepage of

XXX".

The "InnerServerAnchorText" field is expected to be

matched with "back to the home( of XXX)".

The "Title" field is something like "Welcome to the

homepage of XXX".

4.6 Link Analysis

The number of interserver linked, normalized by

maximum number of interserver linked, among the

candidate pages simply indicates the "entriness" of the

page.

The entry page is also very likely to have at least one

linker to the inner server pages unless his/her/their/its

web site consists of only one page.

4.7 Score Composition
The final score is computed as the sum of the weighted

scores from each analysis. Each analysis weight is

calibrated by the 100 pre-test topics.

PageScore= wiS(BOW)+ wiS(URLTypeh- WiS(URLText)

+ wtSdnterServerAnchorH- v/ sS(InnerServerAnchor^ W(,S(Title)

+ v/iS(LaTgeFonls)+ v/sS(FultMaldi)+ vjiSilnlerServerLinked)

+ wioS(lnnerServerLinkeT ) (1)

The full phrase match bonus is added only when all the

constituent words of the entity name matches and prevents

inclining to partial matching in many fields rather than

full matching in one field.

After such re-ranking processes, the final results of MRR
0.746 to 0.769 are obtained.

5. DISTRIBUTED RETRIEVAL AGAINST
WTlOg
In view of the trade-offs between efficiency and

effectiveness, there might be two possibilities for large

collection retrieval.

1 )Centralized Multi-stage Search

All the units are indexed in a system and first some
important parts of each document like title and large font

text parts are searched. If the user is not satisfied with the

first results or he/she requests an exhaustive search

through the collection, the second search looks through all

the text part of the documents.
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2)Distributed Selective Search

The collection is partitioned by some criteria like

publication date order, author's name order, original

document location or content basis classification, etc., and

stored into separate databases. The search process consists

of 1) selecting databases to be searched, 2) distributed

search in all the databases selected, 3)fusion of the result

lists from the selected databases, and 4) if the user

requests it, the search result lists from all the databases

are presented.

Many studies on distributed retrieval have been done by

researchers of the IR society, but so far, web commercial

search engines tend to be implemented as centralized

search systems. The problem in distributed ER is the

database selection; failing to properly select the target

databases causes severe degradation in effectiveness.

However, some studies claim that the effectiveness of a

distributed search is even better than a centralized search

when an adequate selection algorithm is applied[6].

5.1 Collection Partitioning

WTIOG collection is partitioned in two ways.

5. 1. 1 104 Pre-defined directory Partitioning

Each of 104 directories( WTXOOl - WTX104 ) of

distribution CD-R is utilized as a single database.

Each database is almost the same size. Each database

contains about 10,000 to 20,000 pages and these sizes

account for 60 to 80MB in text file.

5. 1.2 326 Category Partitioning

Content basis classification has been done using 326

categories derived from the Yahoo US categories.

The highest two level categories of Yahoo US[8]

Average

Standard Error

Median

Standard deviation

Distribution

Kurt

Skew

Range

Min

Max

Sum

Number of Samples

categories

5190.479

836.2663

492

15099.18

2.28E+08

49.18961

6.136924

162594

1

162595

1692096

326

Table 5: Basic Statistics of number of pages

in each database of 326 category

partitioning

directories were adopted and Web pages linked from them

were downloaded in March 2001. These pages (142MB,

19048pages) are stored in the classifier database and each

page in WTIOG is submitted as a query against this

classifier database. Scores of the best 15 ranked (Yahoo

linked) pages are voted for the category from which the

(yahoo linked) page is linked. Thus, for each page in

WTIOG, the category is decided and the WTIOG pages

are stored in partitioned databases.

In this case, the database size is diverse, ranging from as

small as only one page to the maximum 162595 pages

(9.6% of the whole collection). Basic statistics measures

of the number of pages in each database are shown in

table 5.

5.2 Database Selection

The following three algorithms for selecting databases are

examined.

5.2.1 com
The formula proposed in [3] is adopted.

T = d_t + (l-d_t)

K = k((l-b) + b

df

df + K
cw

mean(cw)

(2.1)

(2.2)

/

'og(
'

)
CF

(2.3)MCI +1.0)

p(t|c) = d_b + (l-d_b)*T*I (2.4)

d_t,d_b:0.4

cw : number of words in a database

df : document frequency of the term tin the collecdon c

CF : number of collecUons where the term t appears

I C I : niunber of collections

p(t|c) is the weight of the term t against the collection c

and the each database is ranked by the sum of this weight

over all query terms. We utilized the setting of k=200 and

b=0.8.

5.2.2 Simple DF*ICF
This is simplest version of DF*ICF, an essential part of

the CORI method.

DF=d_t + (l-d_t)

ICF = log(!—!)

CF

df

MAX_df

(3.2)

(3.1)

p(t|c) = DF*ICF (3.3)

d_t : 0.5

df : document frequency of the term tin the collecdon c

MAX rff : maximum df nf the term through collections

CF : number of collections where the term t appears

I C I : number of collecdons

5.2.3 DF*AVG-IDF
DF*AVG-IDF is similar to DF*ICF but instead of ICF,

average IDF of the term over all the databases is utilized.
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5.3 Experiments
We compared two collection partitioning and three

database selection methods. Figure 1 in Appendix A.

shows a comparison of the combination of two

partitioning and three database selection methods by using

MAP, R-precision, precision at 20 docs (PREC@20) and

the number of relevant documents retrieved (REL_RET).

For each of the six combinations, we examined 10 runs,

decreasing the number of databases to be searched from

i 100% down to 10% by 10% of the whole collection. For

each of topic 501 to 550, the databases were selected from

I

the top n % of the ranked database list utilizing one out of

three methods. No feedback is applied in these

experiments. Once the databases to be searched are

decided, statistics from each database selected are

! gathered so that a centralized search against the whole

i
selected database is simulated. Consequently, the problem

of result fusion is excluded in these experiments.

'j Because of the essential similarity of the method, CORI

j

and simple DF*ICF perform very similarly even though

I CORI seems to perform better in MAP and REL_RET.

I

After examining each database selected, we noticed that

CORI tends to select larger databases than other methods.

j

In fact, when selecting 10% databases, CORI searched

j

j
39% of the pages while TF*ICF searched 20% of pages

j

! (See Figure 2 in Appendix A.).

I' Content basis partitioned databases perform clearly better,

I
I

especially when the portion of the collection to be

j' searched is reduced. The most notable thing is that using

! a combination of content basis partitioned databases and

CORI or DF*ICF, the early precision(PREC@20) is even

j

getting better when reducing the number of databases.

P DF*ICF especially marked the best PREC@20 when

1 1 searching only 41% of pages out of the whole

I
i

collection(20% by database numbers).

I
I 6. CONCLUSIONS

! TREC-2001 Web track evaluation experiments at

i !

Justsystem group are described.

ji
The following conclusions are drawn from these

1

1 experiments:

I

l)We modified our TREC-9 approach, i.e., longer vectors

with background down-weighting and promoting some

1; terms to the foreground, seem to perform well.

I

' 2)A three stage approach, i.e., bag of word analyses, result

fiision and attribute-value basis re-ranking, is successfully

j

applied to the entry page finding task.

' 3)A distributed selective search performs better than a

centralized search in early precision when an adequate

database selection method and collection partitioning are

applied.

4)A simple DF*1CF database selection method performs

as well as the CORI method.

5)A distributed selective search performs better with

content basis category partitioning of the collection than

(near) random partitioning.

6)Distributed selective search is possibly a good option in

early precision preferred retrieval tasks against very large

collections.

In future work, we will examine better partitioning

methods by equalizing the number of pages in each

database of content basis category partitioning.
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Appendix A. Database Selection Experiments
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Abstract

We use WORMS, our experimental text retrieval en-

gine, in our TREC-10 experiments this year. The Okapi

weighting scheme is used to index and test in both web

ad hoc and homepage finding tasks. In web ad hoc task,

we propose a novel approach to improve the retrieval

performance using text categorization. Our approach

is based on an assumption that "Most relevant docu-

ments are in the same categories as their query" . This

retrieval approach has a great effectiveness in reducing

the number of searching documents and the searching

time. In addition, it can be used to improve precision of

retrieval. In homepage finding task, we use a query ex-

pansion based method and the Google search engine to

find more useful words to be added to the topics. Before

using with homepage finding task, we test the query ex-

pansion method with the homepage finding training set

to get the best type of expanded query.

1 Introduction

In our TREC-9 experiments last year [11], we modified

the Cornell's SMART version 11.0, in addition with the

notable pivoted unique normalization weighting scheme

[3], to run smoothly on our Linux machine. However, we

confronted with intrinsic operating system problem. We
could not index the whole web track collection in one-

shot. We therefore decided to split the web track col-

lection into sub-collections. We indexed and tested all

sub-collections separately and merged all subsequence

results to get the final top-1000 scores to send to NIST.

In the TREC-10 experiments this year, we use

WORMS [15], our own text retrieval engine, to index

and experiment instead of using the Cornell's SMART
version 11.0. WORMS can eliminate the intrinsic Linux
operatmg system problem because it does not create

inverted file image that is larger than 2 GB, as it can

split the inverted file image into several smaller ones.

We also implement the notable Okapi weighting scheme

[13, 14] in WORMS and use it to index and test both

web ad hoc and homepage finding tasks. In the web

ad hoc task, we propose a novel approach to improve

the retrieval performance using text categorization. We
formulate an assumption and set the experiments to

test that assumption. We study the relation between

the relevant documents for a query and its categories

using TRECIO as the test collection and Google Web
Directory as the knowledge base for the SVM classifier

[5, 8, 12]. This retrieval approach provides a great eflfec-

tiveness in reducing the number of searching documents

and the searching time. In addition, it can be used to

improve precision of retrieval by re-ranking method. In

homepage finding task, we use a query expansion tech-

nique to add more useful words to topics. Before we use

it with homepage finding task, we tested the method

with homepage finding training set to get the best type

of expanded query.

This paper is organized in following way. Section 2 in-

troduces shortly our information retrieval engine. Sec-

tion 3 gives more detail what we do in web ad hoc task

and about the experimental results. Section 4 describes

the query expansion method we use in homepage finding

task and the experimental results we obtain. Section 5

concludes this paper.

2 Information Retrieval Engine

An experimental information retrieval engine, WORMS
[15] is a high-performance text retrieval system imple-

mented using the PVM message-passing library, and

running on the cluster of low-cost PC based machines.

WORMS is based on the vector space indexing model

and the inverted file structure for effective and fast re-

trieval. There are actually 3 prototypes of WORMS.
The first one is the sequential WORM prototype that

we use in this I'RECIU experiments. The two oth-

ers are the parallel WORMS and the high performance

WORMS that will not be mentioned here. The 4 main

components of the sequential WORM are Stop&Stem,

Indexer, Invfile, and Retriever, respectively. WORM's
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indexer can read user's input parameter and create sev-

eral chunks of document vector images and its corre-

sponding inverted files, of which each file's size is less

than 2 GB barriers of the Linux x86 operating system.

Okapi Weighting Scheme

We found during our TRECIO experiments that the piv-

oted normalized weighting scheme [3] we used in TREC-
9 experiments last year are not as good as we expect. In

case of the TREC-9 data, weighting it with Okapi's byte

length normahzation gives better retrieval effectiveness.

Therefore, we use the Okapi's byte length normaliza-

tion which is base on the 2-Possion distribution model

[13, 14] in TREC-10 this year. The following weighting

scheme is implemented in WORMS.
The 0 weight implemented in WORMS:

2 x(0.25 + 0.75 x^) + /„,

The p weight implemented in WORMS:

log^ (2)
dfi

where dl is the document length, avg-dl is the average

document length, fni is the raw tf-factor, N is the total

number of documents in the collection and dfi is the

number of documents which a term i appears.

3 Web Ad Hoc Task

We perform 2 experiments for this task. First, we index

and test the small web track collection (WTlOg) using

WORM and Okapi weighting scheme. Second, we use

text categorization technique to increase the retrieval

effectiveness. The rest of this section gives more detail

of our propose text categorization technique.

3.1 Using Text Categorization

Owing to the incessant growth of the Internet and the

abundant availabiUty of text data in the World Wide
Web, text classification is acquiring more popularity

with the growing interest. Many search engines, such as

Google[l], Yahoo[6] and AltaVista[7], provide data that

has been grouped into categories or directories. In ad-

dition to managing data, text categorization is a great

benefit in our research. We use text categorization to

improve retrieval performance of web ad hoc task. Our
method bases on the assumption that "Most relevant

documents are in the same categories as their query".

To evaluating our assumption, we have to study the re-

lation between the relevant documents for a query and

its categories.

The problem of this experiment is how we classify

WTlOg documents and queries into hierarchical struc-

ture. To solve this problem, the machine learning tech-

nique called "Support Vector Machine" (SVM) [5, 12] is

used to automatically construct classifier by using the

existing web directory of the Google, designed for hu-

man Web browsing, as the source of knowledge base for

training and testing process. After training step, we
obtain the top and the second level classifiers, one clas-

sifier for one category, trained by the Google Web doc-

uments. Following that classifiers, we classify WTlOg
collection and the topics number 501-550 into categories

by following the Google Web Directory structure. Then
we study the relation between the relevant documents

for a topic and its corresponding category to test our

assumption and use it to improve retrieval effectiveness.

Support Vector Machine

Support Vector Machines (SVM) [5, 12] is a relatively

new learning approach, introduced by Vapnik in 1995,

for solving the two-class pattern recognition problems.

It is based on the Structural Risk Minimization prin-

ciple for which error-bound analysis has been theo-

retically motivated. The method is defined over the

vector space. The decision surface separates the data

points into two classes. In this research, we employ the

Joachim's implementation, SVM'*^'*' [8, 9], owing to its

accuracy and effectiveness.

Google Web Directory

Google Web directory integrates search technology

with Open Directory pages to create the most use-

ful tool for finding information on the Internet. The

Open Directory Project[2] is claimed to be the largest,

most comprehensive human-edited directory of the Web
database. It is constructed and maintained by a vast,

global community of volunteer editors. The Google di-

rectory contains over 1.5 millions URLs. These URLs
are organized in Google Web documents which con-

nected together. The more general the category, the

closer to the root of the tree it is. The connection of

Google documents are quite complex. . There are some

category names linked to other Google categories, clas-

sified under a different path of the Google hierarchy.

Pre-processing Phase

For TRECIO, we paxse all html tags, images, all messy
data and the others, out of the WTlOg collection. We
also remove stop-word and stem the rest [4] from the

WTlOg collection. In case of web ad hoc topics, we also

remove stop-word and stem the rest to build queries.

After that, WTlOg documents axe weighted with nno
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I weighting scheme and queries are weighted with npn

I
I

weighting scheme.

I

For Google collection, we create the local copy of

||i Google Web directory by using Wget ^
, a GNU network

l
! utility for retrieving files from the WWW. The docu-

ment is stored in a hierarchy structure by Wget itself.

From documents which contains hyperlink information

I between them, we build the same hierarchical structure

I £LS the Google Web directory. We have 2 methods for

managing documents into categories. First, we choose

only documents that are not cross-linked to other cat-

egories. Second, we choose all documents under the

category, including those in their cross-links. In this

paper, we choose the first method because most of the

||
documents in Google hierarchy belong to many cross-

j

linked categories. For this reason, each category content

I

has not been obviously separated. When we classify

queries into categories, most of the queries belong to

many categories as well. There are 15 top-level and 431

I

second-level categories we choose to experiment. We
do not include World top-level categories because most

I

web pages in this category is not written in English.

! Then we remove all HTML tags from documents and

j

extracted "entry title", the title of a categorized entry

I indexed in a category, and "entry summary", the brief

' textual description of an entry [10]. We also reduce the

number of features by removing words contained in the

' stop word list and stemming the rest [4].

The feature selection methods we used to reduce a

high dimensional feature space in Google Web Directory

! is Document frequency thresholding (DF) [17]. Because

'{ of its simplicity, effectiveness, and low cost in compu-

! tation, DF was choosen. Document frequency is the

1 number of documents in which a term occurs. We com-

pute the document frequency for each unique term in

the Google documents and remove the term with DF
' below a threshold (DF = 5) from the feature space.

I

Building Classifier

We build a classifier for each category in both levels. In

each category, a training set and a testing set are chosen

by applying the systematic random selection to the doc-

i

uments. For the top-level category, we select the same

number of documents in each of the top sub-categories

by choosing every n documents, where n calculated

from dividing the number of documents in each sub-

category by the number of documents we want. With

this method, we obtain sample documents throughout

Sub-categories in the hierarchy. In the second-level, we

i use the same method but the trainine and testing ex-

1
amples only come from documents in the same top-level

' category. These sets are positive examples of the cate-

i
i gory. The negative examples are selected from the other

^ http://www.lns.cornell.edu/public/COMP/info/wget

Category Name lotal Training iesting
r>r IVT

IN
T~> ,

-NT

Arts OA /I OQO onnoooyyoz 77436 yoy 12

Business 1 A/I o^^n c Tn c o5 /UOZ dd7d5

Computers iU4o (

i

00 A C Aoo404 7/? ICC yiii /

Games A ono A4zyo4 io9oy 79255 066UU

nealtn 01 1d4 OO 1 1 76716 0 70110 Ml 1

Home O O C TOOOOlO 24163 77822 0 700 187221

Kids and Teens lz79(J 12790 78790 79091

News xi O O 1 1 A OO 0^4o3o7 •7/? 11/?76116 76182

Recreation yyiou 45136 75715 77 Q96^0
Keierence on c 1 ooUolo 4o9b7 73782 73532

Regional D044D I 91zi QC\C\C\Aouyu4 y(J2o4

Science loloZ / yDuD y22Ul

oiiupping 1 nonfi?lUZUD

/

73385 72101 y4UDD

Society 183309 77882 45146 104355

Sports 74341 17092 79314 89360

Table 1: The number of Training and Testing Web doc-

uments in the top-level. (P=Positive, N=Negative)

Category Name Total Training Testing

P+NP N
Arts.Animation 16068 717 5962 138

Business.Accounting 1243 767 13854 105

Computers.Graphics 1568 1523 5621 138

Games.Gambling 3048 1797 1905 109

Health.Fitness 1118 963 4630 108

Home.Gardens 3178 2124 2927 120

News.Media 685 633 5945 83

Table 2: Training and Testing Samples in the second-

level. (P=Positive, N=Negative)

categories. After the selection process, we obtain train-

ing and testing document sets for every category. The

number of training and testing Google Web documents

in the top-level and the second-level are shown in Table

1 and Table 2, respectively.

Then, Google training data were weighted by nno

weighting schemes and Google testing data were

weighted by npn weighting schemes. Finally, we cre-

ate top-level classifiers and second-level classifiers from

training sets we provided.

Level miR miP miFi maFi error

lop

second 0.752

o.T^y

0.730 0.741

u.riu

0.672 0.117

Table 3: Performance of classifiers in the top-level and

the second-level using SVM classifiers.
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{^at.pPTorv NanriP Topic number
Arts 505, 510, 527, 534, 545

502 514 538 542

^01

VjrcHllca

rxt:ctibXi ^04 '^ns ^fiQ '^^ i "124 "1^2vWi, Ov/Oj <JUI7, tj X 1
f ^^'^j UO^,

537 53Q 540 542 543 544tjtj t
J
vOi?^ xj^Kjj xj^'T.^

54Q

507 514 548

1H Q on ri nnppn ^ 512 515 51Q 525 527 53Q

549

IVpwqi 1 cw o 541

Rp/-»rpofinn 503 507 519 521 529 535

547, 549
"R pTPrpn /^P 502 547

^ripnrp 501 502 504 513 519 522
'^^'^ ^28 'I'^O "142 Pi4Q 550O^xJ^ 0^0^ 00\J^ O^^j O^i/j 00\J

^ n r^nT^i n o" 507 508 50Q 511 517 51

Q

520, 522, 530, 532, 537, 539,

548 549

Society 509, 510, 516, 517, 519, 520,

529, 534, 544, 545

Sports 506, 509, 548

Table 4: The categories of Topics.

Evaluating classifiers

After building the classifier in the training process, we

obtain 15 top-level classifiers and 431 second-level clas-

sifiers. Then we test both levels classifiers with provided

testing sets. To evaluate the performance of classifiers,

we use the standard precision (P), recall (R) and Fi

measures. Precision is the ratio of correct assignments

by the system to the total number of the system's as-

signments. Recall is defined to be the ratio of correct as-

signments by the system to the total number of correct

assignments. The F\ measures equally weights between

precision and recall in the following form :

Fi{R,P) =
2RP
R + P (3)

This measure can be computed in 2 ways, micro-

averaging and macro-averaging. Micro-averaging can

be calculated from global average in all categories.

Macro-average can be calculated from individual cal-

culation in each category first, and then average over

categories. Table 3 shows the accuracy of our both top

and second level classifiers.

Applying the classifiers with TRECIO

We use the top-level classifiers to classify the WTlOg
collection and its 50 queries into 15 top-level cate-

gories: Arts, Business, Computers, Games, Health,

Topic number Category of topic

507 Home.ConsumerJnformation
Home .Homeowners
Recreation.Autos

Recreation .Climbing
Shopping. Office-Products

Shopping.Tobacco

Shopping.Vehicles

Table 5: The second-level category of topic 507
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Figure 1: The number of documents in the top-level

category.

Home, Kids_and_Teens, News, Recreation, Reference,

Regional, Science, Shopping, Society and Sports. Some
documents and topics cannot be classified in any

category, while some can be classified in one or more

categories. Categories of topics are sunomarized in

Table 4. There are 7 topics that cannot be contained in

any category i.e. 518, 523, 526, 531, 533, 536 and 546.

Then we pass the result to the second-level classifier

to classify them into 431 second-level categories. The

documents that pass the top-level classifier in each

category are classified by the second-level classifiers of

that category. Table 5 shows an example of the result.

Topic number 507 is in category Home, Recreation, and

Shopping within the top-level. After being classified

by the second-level classifier, topic 507 resides in

Home&CustomerJnformation , Home&Homeowners

,

Recreation&:Autos, Recreation&Climbing, Shop-

ping&OflSce-Products, Shopping&Tobacco, and

Shopping^Vehicles, which are still in the sub-category

of Home, Recreation, and Shopping. We show the

fcuuuuiit uf ducuiiitiiiLs ill Llie Lup cuiU the seuuml level

category in Figure 1 and 2 respectively. The X axis in

figure 1 represents the 15 top-level categories ranging

from Arts to Sports, while the X axis in figure 2

represents all 431 sub-categories in the second-level.
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Figure 2: The number of documents in the second-level

category.
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Figure 3: Comparison between relevant documents in

the whole collection and the top-level topic category

collection.
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Figure 4: Percentage of relevant documents and number
of documents in the top-level topic category collection.

lection. Figure 4 shows the percentage of relevant doc-

uments and the percentage of the number of documents

for each topic in the top-level topic category collection.

For example, for the topic number 540, there are 100%
of the total relevant documents and 6.93% of the whole

documents being categorized in the top-level topic cate-

gory collection. Figure 5 shows the comparison between

the number of relevant documents for each topic in the

top-level topic category collection and the second-level

topic category collection, while figure 6 shows the com-

parison of the number of documents being categorized

in both levels.

3.2 Experimental Setup and Results

We set the experiments into 3 phases: evaluating the

assumption, searching in topic category collection and

re-ranking score.

Phase I: Evaluating the assumption

In this sub-section we evaluate our assumption that

"Most relevant documents are in the same categories

as their query", by examining the number of relevant

documents in topic category collection. Topic category

collection of each query is defined as a set of documents

that is in the same categories as its query.

Figure 3 provides the comparison between the total

amount of relevant documents that can be retrieved

from the whole collection and those from the top-level

topic category oolloction. TKo X ojao lo tKo topic num-
ber. The Y axis is the number of relevant documents.

For example, for the topic number 541, there are totally

372 relevant documents in the whole collection, and 347

releveuit documents in the top-level topic category col-

As we can see from figure 3 and 4, most relevant

documents are categorized in their corresponding topic

category collection. There are 12 topics that have the

number of relevant documents in the topic category col-

lection less than 80 percents. Moreover, the size of the

topic category collection for each topic is less than 50

percents of the whole collection. This shows that our as-

sumption is correct for most of the relevant documents

and their corresponding topics. From figure 5 and 6,

relevant documents in the top-level topic category col-

lection are also found in the second-level topic cate-

gory collection, while the number of documents in the

second-level topic category collection decrease about 30

percents on average. This shows that our assumption

in the second-level is still correct.

However, there are some topics in both levels that do
not follow tKic aooumptinn TVio fancfi may Kp mmP
from the inefficiency of the classifier we use. There are

some topics and documents that are classified to the

wrong category. For this reason the result does not as

good as it should be.
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Experiment Relevant Average per Query Average
PrecisionDoc Ret Searched

Documents

Searching

time (sec)

Retrieve from whole documents 3363 2247 1692096

(100%)

20.5067 0.2088

Retrieve from top-level topic cat-

egory collection

3363 2132 530332

(31.34%)

7.7179

(37.63%)

0.2032

(-2.7%)

Retrieve from second-level topic

category collection

3363 2030 450912

(26.65%)

6.8697

(33.50%)

0.1997

(-4.4%)

Score Re-ranking 3363 2300 1692096

(100%)

0.2163

(+3.6%)

Table 6: Average precision concluded from the experiments (50 Queries).
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Figure 5: Comparison between relevant documents in

the top-level and the second-level topic category collec-

tion.

Figure 6: Comparison between the number of docu-

ments in the top-level and the second-level topic cate-

gory collection.

Phase II: Searching in topic category collection

In this phase, we study the average precision of search-

ing in both levels of topic category collection. We re-

trieve top 1000 documents for each query. Table 6 show

the result of this phase comparing with the searching

result from the whole collection. From Table 6, the

average precision (0.2032) from searching only in the

top-level topic category collection is almost the same

as the average precision obtaining from searching in the

whole collection (0.2088), while the number of searching

documents and the searching time axe only 31.34% and

37.63% of the whole. In case of the second-level, the

average precision (0.1997) decreases a little bit, while

the number of searching documents and the searching

time axe only 26.65% and 33.50% of the whole.

of each retrieved document depending on its prediction

value using the re-ranking equation(5) below and then

we keep top 1000 documents for evaluation. The pa-

rameters of the equation are the prediction value, the

constants, and the original score. In current experi-

ments we can increase the precision a little bit. The

result shows that our re-ranking equation does not take

much effect so we must still look for better parame-

ters of equation. For this experiment we consider only

the top-level topic category documents. The re-ranking

equation is:

Newscore = origscore + 0.5 x orig^core x i (4)

predict.value
I =

2.75
S(i>l)->(i = l) (5)

Phase 111: He-ranking Score

The experiments from re-ranking phase use the pre-

diction value from the SVM classifiers. We retrieve

5000 documents for each query and re-rank the score

TKc prediction value io co-lculctted cud tKe following.

For example, query number 1 is in category A and B
with prediction value 0.1 and 0.3. Document 1 is in

category A, B, and C. Document 2 is in category A
and C. Document 3 is in category C. The prediction
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Experiment Relevant document Relevant retrieved Average precision

HomePage Finding Task

with Query Expansion

252 120 0.1902

Table 7: Final result of HomePage Finding Task with Query Expansion.

value in query 1 of document 1 is 0.4, document 2 is

0.1 and document 3 is 0. The number of 0.5 and 2.75

in equation (4) and (5) are concluded from the exper-

iments, 0.5 controls the max increasing score, 2.75 is

the reference value. If our prediction value exceeds the

reference value, the total point (half of original score)

will be increased.

Table 6 shows that re-ranking method can increase

the fraction of precision from 0.2088 to 0.2163 (+3.6%).

However, this re-ranking method is in preliminary step,

we are looking for better re-ranking equation to get

more retrieval accuracy.

4 Homepage Finding Task

Since topics in homepage finding taisk have very few

words, we then apply an query expansion technique [16]

to add some more useful words to them. We first remove

stop words and stem the rest of the homepage finding

topics and use them as our unexpanded queries. Our

query expansion method has been divided into 3 steps

described in the next paragraph. After these steps, we

obtain 5 types of queries: I, II, III, IV and V, respec-

tively. The query expansion type which gives the best

result for homepage finding training set is chosen to ex-

pand the homepage finding topics.

Step I, we send the unexpanded queries to the Google

search engine and keep the top 20 search results. If the

query length is more than 10 words, we break that query

into multiple word-segments (each segment has at lea^t

9 words), send every word-segment to the Google search

engine and keep the top 20 search results of all word-

segments. We then intersect each search result of the

word-segments to obtain the final 20 search results.

Step II, we remove stop words and stem the rest of the

search results from step I and find document frequency

of all words. If document frequency of any word is more

than 5, we will use that words to expand the query to

be searched in the homepage finding collection. This

query is called Type I query. For those words whose

document frequency are less than or equal to 5, they

will be sorted by their document frequency, the first

highest document frequency is used to build the Type
II query, fclic occoiad KigKcot docui^iicnt frcqucncj' io used

to build the Type III query, and so on.

Step III, for the Type II query, we add the first high-

est document frequency word that we obtain from step

II above to the unexpanded query and resend that query

to the Google search engine to get the top 20 search re-

sults. For these 20 search results, we repeat the step

II, i.e. remove stop words and stem the rest and keep

only words whose document frequency are more than 5

to add to the unexpanded query to build the Type II

query. For the Type III to Type V query we repeat the

same process as we do for the Type II query described

in the beginning of this paragraph.

After we tested 5 Types of the expanded queries with

homepage finding training set, we have found that the

Type IV query provided the best result. We then apply

the Type IV query to expand all the homepage finding

queries, and use those expanded queries to search in the

homepage finding collection. Table 7 concludes the final

results.

5 Conclusion

In our Kasetsart TREC-10 experiments this year, we

change indexing and testing tool from SMART version

11.0 to WORMS, our own retrieval engine, and use the

Okapi weighting scheme in both web ad hoc and home-

page finding tasks instead of the pivoted length nor-

malized weighting scheme that we used in TREC-9 ex-

periments last year. We also propose a novel retrieval

approach using text categorization to improve retrieval

effectiveness of the TREC-10 web ad hoc task. After

we re-rank the resulting score, we get a little bit of pre-

cision increased. By searching relevant documents only

in the top-level topic category collection, we obtain as

good average precision as searching in the whole doc-

ument collection, while the number of searching doc-

uments and the searching time reduce to 31.34% and

37.63% of the whole.

In the homepage finding task, we apply a query ex-

pansion method and using the Google search engine to

find more words to be added into the homepage finding

topics. We found that the result is quite promising.
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1. Introduction

In TREC-10, we participated in two tasks: batch filtering task in the filtering task, and

question answering task. In question answering task, we participated in three sub-tasks

(main task, list task, and context task).

In batching filtering task, we experimented a filtering technique, which unifies the results

of support vector machines for subtopics subdivided by incremental clustering. For a topic,

we generated subtopics by detecting similar documents in training relevant documents, and

unified the results of SVM classifier for subtopics by OR set operation.

In question answering task, we submitted two runs for main task (KAISTQAMAIN 1

,

KAISTQAMAIN2), two runs for list task (KAISTQALISTl, KAISTQALIST2), and one

run for context task (KAISTQACTX).

2. Batch Filtering track

2.1 Experimental Procedure

We experimented a filtering technique, which unifies the results of support vector

machines (Vapnick, 1995) for subtopics subdivided by incremental clustering. For a topic,

we generated subtopics by grouping similar documents in training relevant documents, and

unified the results of SVM classifiers for subtopics by OR set operation.

2.1.1 Subdividing a topic into several subtopics by incremental clustering

For each topic, we generated subtopics by incremental clustering. In incremental clustering,

thp inpiif Hnmimpnts rnncist r>f rplfvant Hnnimfntc amr>no training Hnnim/='ntc fnr n tnpir

Incremental clustering sequentially processes the input documents and grows clusters

incrementally. The first input document itself becomes one cluster. A new document is
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assigned to a member of all the clusters if the similarity between the document and the pre-

generated cluster is above threshold. (A document could be a member of several clusters.)

Otherwise, the document becomes a new cluster.

In our experiment, we set a cluster threshold to 0.1. It is a random selection. The

comparative experiment was not conducted according to various cluster thresholds. Each

cluster has a centroid vector which represents all the documents included in the cluster. We

used cosine coefficient as a measure to calculate similarity between a document vector and

a centroid vector. For 84 topics of Reuters test collection, we generated 275 clusters. For a

topic, a cluster represents a subtopic. Therefore, we generated 275 subtopics. Training

relevant documents of a subtopic are the subset of those of a topic.

2.1.2 Filtering based on SVM for each subtopic

Support vector machines are based on the Structural Risk Minimization principle (Vapnik,

1995) from computational learning theory. We tested RBF (radial basis function) models

offered by SVM''^'" system (Joachims, 1998), which is an implementation of Vapnik's

Support Vector Machine for the problem of pattern recognition. SV learning is based on

sub-relevant documents subdivided by incremental clustering and all non-relevant

documents for each topic. For each subtopic, we filtered the test documents by using SVM

classifier.

2.1.3 Unifying the results of subtopics

We unified the results generated from SVM classifiers by OR set operation. If the binary

decision of SVM classifier has true (+1) for at least one subtopic, we decided the document

to be relevant for the user's interest.

2.2 Results

We submitted two runs, KAISTlObfol and KAIST10bfo2, for the batch filtering track. The

TREC-10 filtering track used the Reuters test collection. In batch filtering, the number of

training documents is 23,208 and the number of test documents is 822,805. We didn't use

any other data. The number of features is 51 ,265. The weights of terms are calculated by Itc

weighting scheme in SMART (Salton, 1983). The KAISTlObfOl run was generated by

SVM, and the KAIST]0bf02 run was generated by our method.

The batch filtering task was evaluated according to a utility measure (TIOSU), a version

of the F measure (beta=0.5), precision, and recall. We also evaluated the results according

to macro averaged Fl and micro averaged Fl. Table 4.1 shows the results. The result of

KAISTlObfol differ little from KAIST10bfo2.

We expected that the unified results of SVM for subtopics might perform much better than

SVM for a topic. However, the result is negative.
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^~"^^-,„^^ Topic

set

Measure

KAISTlObfol KAIST10bfo2

MeanTlOSU 0.295 0.298

F-beta 0.496 0.498

Set Precision 0.788 0.785

Set Recall 0.288 0.292

Macro averaged Fl 0.379 0.384

Micro averaged Fl 0.578 0.585

Table 1. TREC-10 Batch Filtering Results

3.Question and Answering Track

We participate in main task, list task, and context task in TREC-10. Our QA system

operates on a set of documents retrieved by information retrieval system. For convenience,

we worked with the top-ranked document set generated by NIST. First, 'Question

Analyzer' analyzes the given question. It generates question types and extracts keywords of

the given question. Then top documents retrieved by the information retrieval system are

analyzed for extracting relevant answer. POS tagger and Named entity tagger are used for

the purpose. Finally, 'Answer Extractor' generates relevant answers from named entity

tagged documents using question type and keywords of the question.

3.1 Main Task

3.1.1 Question Analyzer

A question analyzer parses the given question to identify question types and extract

keywords. We define seven kinds of question type for the expected answer as following:

<Person>, <Location>, <Organization>, <Time>, <Currency>, <Measure>, <OTHERS>

They are detected by various patterns (Lee, et.al, 2000) and WordNet (Miller, et.al, 1991)

synsets. <OTHERS> question type is assigned to a question, when there is no pattern for

the question.

For extracting keywords, POS tagger (Brill, 1992) and WordNet are used. Noun, adjective.
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countable numeric and verb except "be (is, are, was, were)" and "do (do, does, did)" are

extracted as keywords. Noun phrases in the question are also considered and are extracted

with a CFG-styled grammar rule.

NP = ( DT (JJ
I

JJR
I
JJS

) ) { NN
I

NNS
|
NNP

|
NNPS }*

If there is an acronym, its expanded form is added to keyword lists. For example, 'Cable

News Network', which is expanded form of CNN, is added into keyword list for the

question containing word 'CNN'. A query expansion technique is used for a noun phrase

and a keyword, which is the only keyword for the given question. They are expanded with

noun phrases in the WordNet definition. In the question "What is autism'?", for example,

'abnormal absorption', 'communication disorders' and 'short attention span' is added to

keyword lists

3.1 .2 Answer Extractor

Our answer extractor generates top-5 ranked SObyte phrases. Its inputs are keyword,

question type of the given question and top-50 retrieved texts. The top-50 texts are tagged

with a POS tagger and a named entity tagger. There are two steps in answer extractor. First,

a candidate sentence group is selected. Since, we believe that the context is very important

for selecting relevant sentences, we group the previous two sentences, the current sentence

and the next two sentences. Among these groups, top-50 sentence groups are selected with

a keyword and a question type. Second, selected sentence groups are partitioned into

phrases with fixed length. In this step, we use a WordNet definition for detecting relevant

answers for the question type <PERSON>, and <LOCATION>. If there is terms with

<PERSON> or <LOCATION> tag in the partitioned phrase and a question type of the

question is <PERSON> or <LOCATION>, the number of keywords, which appear in

WordNet definition of the term^ is used as a feature for extracting answer. Scoring formula

for is as follow:

Scoreis. ) = 0.5 x S(s. ,k.) + 0.25 x 5(5,. , ekj ) + 0.25 x (Sid- , ek.) + S{d. , k- ))
•

where, S(A,B) represents scoring function for sentence group A and keyword B, s-

represents the /''' sentence group, kj and ekj represent keywords and expanded

' Its definition in WordNet is "autism — r^psychiatry'l an abnormal absorption with the self-

marked by communication disorders and short attention span and inability to treat others as

people)"
^ We call the terni as a boosting term
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keywords for the 7" question, and d. represents WordNet definition for a boosting term

in the sentence group.

If the Score(Si) of the top ranked phrase is below T (T is threshold), it is determined that

there is no answer for the question in the text.

We expected that the results of this year might perform much better than that of last year

(Lee, et.al, 2000). However, the result is negative. Since, list task and context task use the

module of main task, the result of those is not really good.

3.2 List Task

List task requires the given number of answers. In TREC-10 list task, each question has

information of required answer number. Question analyzer should give a question type and

the number of the answer. Answer extractor should give the proper number of answers.

For example, "Question Number 1 : Name 20 countries that produce coffee.", the question

requires twenty answers. Question analyzer just finds number sequence and passes it to the

answer extractor. ' *

'

Answer extraction processes of list task are similar to those of main task except for the

limitation of number of the answer. We extended the passage search algorithm for giving

the right number of answer.

Answer extractor consists of two phases.

1 ) Candidate answer listing

2) Finding the right number of answers

First, 'Candidate answer listing' finds the passages and candidate answer set of the

passages. We sort the candidate answer by the frequency. Candidate answers are marked

with named entity tagger and if a question type and a named-entity type are equal, the

entity is added to an answer list. The answer list is sorted by the frequency of the each

candidate.

Second, 'Finding the right number of answers' explores the passages for making the

answer set. Answer set select by the rules as follow.

1 ) Answers in the same passages are selected all or nothing.

2) Answers that are on the previous answer passages are deleted from the list.

3) Answers that are included at the highly ranked passages but not in the list are

excluded from the output.

4) If the numbers of the candidate answer list are smaller than the needed answer

number, we uses the same methods for main task and stop when reached the right
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number of the output.

Answers are weighted by normalized frequency of answers and passage weight. The

passage-weighting scheme is the same as that of main task. Frequencies are normalized by

total frequency and scaled up for balancing passage weights. Frequencies of answer sets

are just added to each answer's frequency. It makes the passages to contain more

candidates in top-rank.

We combine the frequency and the passage weight using the geometric mean.

If passages have no candidate answer, the weight is zero; it is similar to context that

contains no support information.

3.3 Context Task

In this TREC-10, the context task is introduced for the QA system to exploit context when

answering questions. Each individual question in this task has short, fact-based answers as

in the main task, and each question has an answer in the collection. However, the

interpretation of the question depends on the meaning of and answers to one or more

earlier questions in a series. Interpreting a question correctly often involve resolution of

referential links within and across sentences (TREC, 2001).

The QA system for the main task did not prepare any solution for this referential link

;
problem. An anaphora resolution module and a keyword expansion module were made up

for this weak point of the main task QA system. The system architecture is shown at figure

1. The anaphora resolution module recognizes the anaphora and finds its referent. This

,
resolved referent could be added to the question keyword list.

Weight
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Passage Extractor

Answer Extractor
|
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Fig 1 System Description for context task

The anaphora resolution module is composed of NP extractor, anaphora finder, and referent

finder. For extracting noun phrase from previous questions and answers, NP extractor has

some CFG-styled grammar rules. All found NPs are added to a referent candidate list.

Some of the rules are shown as following:

NP = ( DT ( JJ
I
JJR

I
JJS ) ) { NN

I
NNS

|
NNP

|
NNPS )*

NP=
{
WP| WP$

} ( { JJ }* NP)

These rules were implemented as FSN (Finite State Network). And, after some rules are

exchanged, this FSN is also used to find the anaphora from the question. For all extracted

NP, keyword type was given as 'PERSON', 'LOCATION', 'Other'.

When it finds the anaphora for the given question, the anaphora resolution module does its

duty, looking up the referent candidate list as following sequences.

1) It tries to match the keyword type and agreement between anaphora and referent

candidates of the previous question.

2) If the referent was not found, it considers others of the given question series.

3) If the decided referent is WH-pronoun, It selects the real referent from the answer

list.

The resolved referent could be added to the question keyword list, and real QA process is

working on the top 50 documents of the first one of question list.
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Abstract

I This paper presents the zirchitecture of the Question-

I

Answering Server (QAS) developed at the Language
i Computer Corporation (LCC) and used in the TREC-

10 eveiluations. LCC's QAS^*^ extracts answers for

(a) factual questions of vairable degree of difficulty;

(b) questions that expect lists of answers; and (c) ques-

tions posed in the context of previous questions and
answers. One of the major novelties is the implemen-

tation of bridging inference mechanisms that guide the

search for answers to complex questions. Additioneilly,

LCC's QAS^^ encodes an efficient way of modehng
context via reference resolution. In TREC-10, this

system generated cin RAR of 0.58 on the meiin task

and 0.78 on the context task.

Introduction

Systems providing question-answering services need to

process questions of variable degrees of complexity,

ranging from inquiries about definitions of concepts,

e.g. "What is semolina?" to details about attributes

of events or entities, e.g. "For how long is an elephant

II
pregnant?". Finding the answer to questions often in-

volves various degrees of bridging inference, depending

on the formulation of the question and the actual ex-

pression of the answer extracted from the underlying

.j
collection of documents. For example, the question

I "How do you measure earthquakes?" is answered by

the following text snippet extracted from the TREC
collection: " Richter scale that measures earthquakes"

\\ because the required inference is very simple: a mea-

j|
suring scalar, i.e. Richer scale, has a relative adjunct

introduced by the Scime verb as in the question, having

the Seime object of mecisurement. Yet a different, more

I'l

complex form of inference is imposed by questions like

"What is done with worn and outdated flags?".

The Question-Answering Server (QAS-^^) devel-

I
oped at the Language Computer Corporation (LCC)

j
encodes methods of performing several different bridg-

,, ing inferences that recognize the answer to questions

I
of variable degree of complexity. The pragmatic

knowledge required by different forms of inference is

distributed along the three main modules of LCC's

QAS-^^: the Question Processing module, the Doc-

ument Processing module and the Answer Process-

ing module. Some of the inference forms enabled by

LCC's QAS'^^ determine the answer fusion mecha-

nisms that assemble list-answers expected by questions

like "Name 20 countries that produce coffee.

"

Rarely questions are asked in isolation. When sat-

isfied by the answer, a user may have follow-up ques-

tions, requiring additional information. If the answer is

not satisfactory, a new question may clcirify the user's

intentions, thus enabling a better disambiguation of

the question. LCC's QAS^^ is capable of answer-

ing questions in context, thus exploiting the common
ground generated between the answer of questions like

"Which museum in Florence was damaged by a ma-

jor bomb explosion in 1993?" and its follow-up ques-

tions "On what day did this happen?" or "Which gal-

leries were involved?". These new capabilities of (a)

answering more complex questions than those evailu-

ated in TREC-8 and TREC-9; (b) detecting when a

question does not have an cinswer in the collection; (c)

fusing several answers that provide partial information

for questions expecting list-answers; and (d) answering

questions in context - stem from a new architecture,

that enhances the three-module streamlined operation

used in the previous TREC Q/A evaluations^.

The architecture of LCC's QAS^^
The architecture of LCC's QAS^^ used in the TREC-
10 evaluations is illustrated in Figure L Three dif-

^In TREC-8, the Q/A evaluations showed that the best

performing systems exploited the combination of Nzuned
Entity semcintics with the semantic of question stems. In

TREC-9, two trends could be observed: (1) systems that

used advanced pragmatic and semcintic knowledge in the

processing of questions and answers, and (2) systems that

improved on new ways of indexing and retrieving the peira-

graphs were the answers may lie.
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Processing of Complex Questions

AnMwmT(m)

Figure 1: Architecture of LCC's QASTM

ferent kinds of questions were evcduated: (1) complex

questions, that expect an answer from the text col-

lections without knowing if such an answer exists; (2)

list questions, requiring a list of answers; and (3) con-

text questions, in which the question was considered

in the context of the previous questions and answers

processed by the system. Three distinct evaluations

were conducted, but a single question-answering archi-

tecture hzindled all three cases.

The Question Processing is different for each of the

three kinds of questions that were evaluated. For com-

plex, factual questions like "Q1147: What is the Statue

of Liberty made of?", the processing involves at first

the recognition of the expected answer type from an

off-line taxonomy of semantic types. In TREC-10, the

factual questions were fax more complex thein those

evaluated in TREC-9 and TREC-8 because frequently

the expected answer type could not be easily identi-

fied. For example, in the Ccise of the question Q1147

virtually amything could be a criterion. To help narrow

down the search for the expected answer type and to

generate robust processing at the same time, a set of

bridging inference procedures were encoded. For ex-

ample, in the Ccise of the question Q1147, the bridging

inference between the question and the expected an-

swer type encode several meronymy relations between

different materials and the Statue of Liberty. Instead

of searching for the expected einswer type in each re-

trieved paragraph LCC's QAS-^^ looks for meronymy
relations involving any of the keywords used in the

query.

For questions expecting a list of answers, the quan-

tification scalar, defining the size of the list, is iden-

tified at the time of question processing and used

when the answers are extracted and fused together.

For example, in the case of question "Name 15 reli-

gious cults. " the expected answer type is Organiza-
tion of the type religious cult and the quantifier is 15.

Sometimes, the expected amswer type have multiple at-

tributes, e.g. "Name 4 people from Massachusetts who

were candidates for vice-president. " Such attributes

are treinslated into keywords that retrieve the relevant

document p£issages or paragraphs.

If the question needs to be processed in the context

of the previous questions and answers, a coreference

resolution process takes place prior to the recognition

of the expected Jinswer type. For example, the pro-

noun this from the question "On what day did this

happen?" is resolved as the event mentioned in its

preceding question, i.e. "Which museum in Florence

was damaged by a major bomb explosion in 1993?".

The reference resolution enteiils the usage of the key-

words defining the antecedent along with the keywords

extracted from the current question.

The Document Processing module uses a paragraph

index to retrieve document passages that (a) contain

the keywords from the query, and (b) contain either a

concept of the expected answer type or a relation indi-

cated by the bridging inference mechanisms. However,

if insufficient evidence of the paragraph relevance ex-

ists, pragmatic information is peissed back to the feed-

back loop that reformulates the query seeurching for the
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complex answer. When the most relevant paragraphs

are retrieved, the answers are processed.

When answers to complex, factual questions are ex-

tracted, their validity is granted by semantic unifica-

tions with the question. If the question was asked in

context, the unifications of previous questions and an-

swers are also used to grant the validity of the an-

swer of the current question. When unifications are

not possible, several expansions that use the gloss def-

initions of the WordNet concepts are considered. The

question is ruled not to have an answer when none of

the expansions generate unifications. The processing

of list answers is performed differently because LCC's

QAS-^^ extracts for each question all N best candi-

date answers, where A'^ is the quantifier scalar. Addi-

tional answers are sought only if we could not find all

A'^ answers and if variations of the keywords defining

the same answer type are possible.

Processing questions from the main
task

Two main trends have characterized the main task in

TREC-10. First, the percentage of questions that ask

for definitions of concepts, e.g. "What are capers?" or

"What is an antigen?" represented 25% of the ques-

tions from the main t£isk, an increase from a mere 9%
in TREC-9 and 1% in TREC-8 respectively. The defi-

nition questions normaly require an increase in the so-

phistication of the question-answering system. Second,

in general, the questions had an increased level of diffi-

culty. Questions like What is the esophagus used for?"

or "Why is the sun yellow?" are diflBcult to process

because the ajiswer relies on expert knowledge, from

medicine in the former example, and from physics in

the latter one. Nevertheless, if a lexical dictionary that

explains the definitions of concepts is available, some

supporting knowledge can be mined. For example, by

inspecting WordNet (Miller 1995), in the case of esoph-

agus we can find that it is "the passage between the

pharynx and the stomach". Moreover, WordNet en-

codes several relations, like meronymy, showing that

the esophagus is part of the digestive tube or gastroin-

testinal tract. The glossed definition of the digestive

tube shows that one of its function is the digestion.

The information mined from WordNet guides sev-

eral processes of bridging inference between the ques-

tion and the expected answer. First the definition

of the concept defined by the WordNet synonym set

{esophagus, gorge, gullet} indicates its usage as a

passage between two other body parts: the pharynx

and the stomach. Thus the query " esophagus AND
pharynx AND stomach" retrieves all paragraphs con-

taining relevant connections between the three con-

cepts, including other possible functions of the esoph-

agus. When the query does not retrieve relevant

paragraphs, new queries combining esophagus and its

holonyms (i.e. gastrointestinal tract) or functions of

the holonyms (i.e. digestion) retrieve the paragraphs

that may contain the answer. To extract the correct

answer, the question and the answer need to be seman-

tically unified.

Q912: What is epilepsy?

Q1273. What is an annuity?

Q1022. What is Wimbledon?
Q1152: What is Mardi Gras?

Q1160: What is dianetics?

Q1280: What is Muscular Distrophy?

Table 1: Examples of definition questions.

The difficulty stands in resolving the level of pre-

cision required by the unification. Currently, LCC's

QAS^^ considers an acceptable unification when (a)

a textual relation can be established between the ele-

ments of the query matched in the answer (e.g. esoph-

agus and gastrointestinal tract); and (b) the textual

relation is either a syntactic dependency generated by

a parser, a reference relation or it is induced by match-

ing against a predefined pattern. For example, the

pattern "X, particularly Y" accounts for such a rela-

tion, granting the validity of the answer "the upper gas-

trointestinal tract, particularly the esophagus". How-

ever, we are aware that such patterns generate multiple

false positive results, degrading the performance of the

question-answering system.

Definition

pattern

Phrase to be

defined (QP)
Candidate answer

phrase (AP)

<AP> such

as <QP>
What is

autism?

developmental

disorders

such as autism

<AP> (also

called <QP>)
What is

bipolaj

disorder?

manic-dipressive

illness (also called

bipolar disorder
)

< QP> is

an <AP>
What is

caffeine?

CcifFeine is an

alkaloid

Table 2: Identifying candidate answers with pattern

matching.

Predefined patterns are also important for process-

ing definition questions, similar to those listed in Ta-

ble 1. Table 2 lists several patterns and their compo-

nents: the question phrase (QP) that requires a defi-

nition, and the candidate answer phrase (AP) provid-

ing the definition. To process definition questions in

a more robust manner, the search space is enlarged,

allowing the substitution of the phrase to be defined

QP with the immediate hypernym of its head. Table 3
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illustrates several examples of definition questions that

are resolved by the substitution of the QP with its hy-

pernym. The usage of WordNet hypernyms builds on

the conjecture that any concept encoded in a dictio-

nary like WordNet is defined by a genus and a dif-

ferentia. Thus when asking about the definition of a

concept, retrieving the genus is sufficient evidence of

the explanation of the definition, especially when the

genus is identical with the hypernym.

Phrase to be

defined (QP)
Hypernym from

WordNet
Candidate answer

phrase (AP)

What is a

shaman?
{priest, non-

Christian priest}

Mathews is the

priest or shaman

What is a

nematode?
{worm} nematodes, tiny

worms in soil.

What is

anise?

{herb, herbaceous

plant}

aloe, anise, rhubcirb

and other herbs

Table 3: WordNet information employed for detecting

answers of defintion questions.

In WordNet only one third of the glosses use a hy-

pernym of the concept being defined as the genus of

the gloss. Therefore, the genus, processes as the head

of the first NP from the gloss, can also be used to sub-

stitute the QP of the definition question. For example,

the processing of question Q1273 from Table 1 relies on

the substitution of annuity with income the genus of

its WordNet gloss, rather than its hypernym, the con-

cept regular payment. The availability of the genus or

hypernym helps also the processing of definition ques-

tions in which the QP is a named entity, as it is in

the case of questions Q1022 and Q1152 from Table 1.

In this way Wimbledon is replaced with a suburb of

London and Mardi Gras with holiday. The process-

ing of definition question is however hindered by the

absence of the QP head from the WordNet database.

For example, both diametics from Q1160 and Muscular

Distrophy from Q1280 are not encoded in WordNet.

Processing list questions

Unlike complex, factual questions, list questions expect

a list of answers. The length of the list is specified by

a quantification scalar that has to be identified in the

natural language question. All the elements of the list

must be valid answers to the question and, in addition,

the list cannot have duplicate items.

The extraction of the answers depends in large mea-

sure on the recognition of the expected answer type. 21

out of 25 test questions (84%) a^ked about categories

that are easily matched by Named Entity recognizers,

e.g. countries, cities, people, organizations and curren-

cies. LCC's QAS^^ uses a robust answer extraction

technology that enables it to extract candidate answers

even when the expected answer is unknown. A com-

bination for the keyword features (e.g. the distance

between the keywords in the paragraph) enables the

server to pinpoint possible answers. However, for pro-

cessing list answers two additional enhancements had

to be encoded.

First we had to allow the extraction of multiple can-

didate answers from each paragraph. Table 4 illus-

trates two different paragraphs containing multiple ele-

ments of the answer list expected by two distinct ques-

tions. The first paragraph contains two elements of

the answer list whereas the second paragraph contains

three elements of the answer list. Each paragraph has

a relevance score associated with it, enabling an order-

ing of the answers based on the relevance score of its

original paragraph. The answer list is assembled by

collecting the first A'^ ranked answers, where N is the

quantification scalar identified in the question.

Question: Name 20 countries that produce coffee.

FT944-7920: It would also co-ordinate assistance

for countries such as Angola and Rwanda , whose

coffee sectors have been badly damaged by wax or

climatic diseisters.

Question: Name 10 countries that banned beef

imports from Britain in the 1990s.

AP900601-0140: West Germany and Luxembourg

joined Prance on Friday in banning British beef

imports because of "mad cow" disease.

Table 4: Paragraphs containing multiple candidate an-

swers.

Second, we had to discard duplicate candidate an-

swers from the answer list. This operation improves

the recall of the answer lists. To this end we imple-

mented an answer normalization procedure, encoding

two functions: (1) name alias recognition, identifying

United States of America, USA, U.S. and US as the

same entity; and (2) distinguish separate entities bear-

ing the same name, e.g. Paris, France and Paris, TX.

Table 5 illustrates several text snippets that contain

duplicate candidate answers for the same question.

Context questions

Processing a sequence of questions posed in the same

context requires the resolution of several forms of ref-

erence. A question may use:

1. demonstrative pronouns, like this, these or there;

(e.g. "On what day did this happen?", or "Where

were these people located?" or "Name a company

that flies there?")

2. third person pronouns, like he or it; (e.g. "What

California winery does he own?" or "In what facility

was it constructed?")
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Question: Name 20 countries that produce coffee.

First instance non-duplicate (FT944-2823):

in Brazil. Mr. Jorge Cardenas, head of the

Duplicate (FT933-1482):

Brazil, intends to cover exporters' costs

Duplicate (WSJ911203-0140):

in Brazil, said producers told her there has

Duplicate (AP900718-0272):

notably Brazil, the world's Icirgest producer

Duplicate (WSJ870602-0079):
said Brazil, the world's largest coffee

Table 5: 50-byte text snippets containing duplicate

candidate answers.

3. possessive pronouns, like his or its; (e.g. "What was

his first radio song?"

)

4. definite nominals, in which the definite article or

the demonstrative pronoun indicate that the con-

cept was already introduced by a previous question

or answer; (e.g. "What executive from the company

was a member of the Supreme Council in 1994?" or
"This city 's name was later changed to what?")

5. nominalizations of verbs used in previous questions;

(e.g. "When was construction begun?" following

"In what facility was it constructed?")

6. elliptical reference, in which the expected cinswer

type is inherited from the previous question; (e.g.

"How many are poisonous to humans?" following

"How many species of spiders are there?"

)

7. causal-effect reference; e.g. explosive from "How
much explosive was used?" is the cause of explosion

from its preceding question "Which museum in Flo-

rence w£is damaged by a major bomb explosion in

1993?"

8. meronymic reference, e.g. galleries from "Which gal-

leries were involved?" are referenced as a part of the

museum from the preceding question "Which mu-

seum in Florence was damaged by a major bomb
explosion in 1993?".

The resolution of all the forms of reference is performed

by identifying the antecedent of the anaphora in (1)

a previous question; or (2) the answer to a previous

question; or (3) an anaphor used in a previous question.

Before applying the reference resolution algorithm, the

pleonastic usage of pronouns is identified, ruling out

the resolution of pronouns like there in "How many
species of spiders are there?"

The reference resolution cdgorithm employed by

LCC's QAS^''^ is different from reference resolution al-

gorithms used in discourse or dialog processing because

the goal is not to resolve the reference, but to identify

the question that either contains the antecedent of the

reference or expects an answer that contains the an-

tecedent. Consequently, when processing the question

Qi that contains a reference, by knowing which pre-

ceding question Qo generates the antecedent, we can

combine the keywords of Qi with the keywords of Qo
to retrieve relevant paragraphs. Moreover, since ques-

tion keywords are extracted in a predefined order in

QAS^^, when keywords from two different questions

are combined, the keywords from the previous ques-

tion always preceded the keywords from the current

question. This keyword ordering is important for the

feedback loops implemented in LCC's QAS-^^, illus-

trated in Figure 1. For example Table 6 illustrates the

combination of keywords resulting from the reference

resolution within context questions.

Example 1

Question CTXld: How many people were killed?

Keywords from CTXld: (A;i=killed)

Reference of question CTXld = question CTXla:
Which museum in Florence weis damaged by a major
bomb explosion in 1993?

Keywords from CTXla: (/c2=Florence, /:3=bomb,
fc4=explosion)

Keywords used to process CTXld: (A:2=Florence,

/:3=bomb, fc4==explosion, fci==killed)

Example 2

Question CTX7g: How wide?
.

Keywords from CTX7g: (fci^wide)

Reference of question CTX7g = question CTXla:
What type of vessel was the modern Vciryag?

Keywords from CTX7a: (fc2=Varyag)

Keywords used to process CTX7g: (/c2=Vciryag,

A;i=wide)

Table 6: Keyword extraction for context questions.

The algorithm that performs reference resolution for

context questions is:

Algorithm Reference Context Resolution(Q)

Input: LQ = precedence- ordered list of previous

questions asked in the same context + wq,

where wq = the reference word from Q
when we have an ellipsis wq = 4>

if {wq repeats in a question Q' from LQ)
return Q' if it does not contain a reference

else return Reference Context Resolution(Q')

if {wq is a pronoun)

CASE {wq G {he, his, she, her, they, their})

return Q', the closest question from LQ that has

the expected answer type=PERSON or has a

PERSON mentioned

CASE {wq G {it, its})

if Wq is the subject of one of

the verbs {happen, occur} return Q' the first

question that mentions an event

return Q', the closest question from LQ that has
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the expected answer type different than PERSON
or mentions some non-PERSON entity

CASE {WQ =there)

return Q\ the closest question from LQ that has

the expected answer type=LOCATION or has a

LOCATION mentioned

CASE {wq =this or wq = (/>)

return Q', the first question from LQ
if it does not contain a reference

else return Reference Context Resolution(Q')

if {wq morphological-root {wq) =
morphological-root {wq-))

-where wq> is a word from a question Q 'e LQ
return Q'

if (there is a WordNet semantic relation

(e.g. meronymy) between wq and wq')

-where wq- is a word from a question Q'G LQ
return Q'

An interesting by-product of this reference resolu-

tion algorithm was the way it allowed the modeling

of context through the parsing of keywords from the

antecedent question to the follow-up question. It is

interesting to be noted that each time when a follow-

up question would be processed, LCC's QAS^^ would

operate on the same relevant paragraphs as for the

antecedent question in 85% of the cases. However, it

would extract different answers, since the expected an-

swer type would be different.

Performance evaluation

Table 7 summarizes the scores provided by NIST for

our system. At the time of this writing we did not have

the results for the list questions.

NIST score

lenient

NIST score

strict

M£iin Task 58.7% 57.0%

Context Questions 77.8% 77.0%

Table 7: Accuracy performance

The reading of the results from Table 7 may be mis-

leading - one could conclude that it is easier to pro-

cess questions in context rather than processing them

in isolation. There is a quantitative and a qualitative

aspect to this conclusion, first, in TREC-10 there

were only 31 questions that were processed in the con-

text of another question whereas in the main task,

where questions were processed in isolation, we evalu-

ated close to 500 questions. Second, the first questions

in each context were much easier to process then most

of the questions from the main task (e.g. definition

questions). However, the way context was modeled in

LCC's QAS^^ was quite felicitous.

Lessons learned

In TREC-10 we learned again that open-domain re-

sources such as WordNet can be fully exploited to pro-

cess more and more complex definition questions or for

processing questions in context. We also learned that

such resources are not exhaustive, thus Q/A systems

need to robustly process questions even when lexico-

semantic information is not available. We also learned f

that when questions are classified by very broad, prac-

tical criteria, e.g. questions asked in isolation vs. ques-

tions asked in context, we need to operate changes in
j

the architecture of the Q/A system, using novel ways
j

of solving reference - by customizing its resolution for
j

the Q/A task rather than using methods of resolving

the linguistic phonemenon of reference.

For TREC-10 we introduced new modules at the

level of question processing to guide the search and ex-

traction of answers based on several forms of bridging

inference, mostly determined by lexico-semantic cues.

As context questions will probably become more com-

plex, we hope to enhance our bridging inference pro-

cedures by relying more on the semantics of follow-up

questions.
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Finding an answer based on the recognition of the question focus

O. Ferret, B. Grau, M. Hurault-Plantet, G. Illouz, L. Monceaux, I. Robba, A. Vilnat

LIR Group

LIMSI - CNRS (France)

1. Introduction

In this report we describe how the QALC system (the Question-Answering program of the LIR group

at LIMSI-CNRS, already involved in the QA-track evaluation at TREC9), was improved in order to

better extract the very answer in selected sentences. The purpose of the main Question-Answering

track in TRECIO was to find text sequences no longer than 50 characters or to produce a "no answer"

response in case of a lack of answer in the TREC corpus.

As QALC first retrieves relevant sentences within the document corpus, our main question was: how to

find the answer in a sentence? This question involves two kinds of answer: a) it is better to know what

you look for and b) you have to know the location of what you look for. The first case is solved by

applying a question analysis process. This process determines the type of the expected answer in term

of named entity. This named entity is searched for in the sentences. However, all answers cannot be

expressed in term of a named entity. Definition questions or explanation questions for example demand
phrases (noun phrases or verb phrases) as answers. So, after having studied the structure of subpart of

sentences that contained answers, we defined criteria to be able to locate the precise answer within a

sentence. These criteria consist in defining triplets composed of a question category, the question focus

and an associated list of templates allowing the location of the answer according to the focus place in

the candidate sentence.

In the following sections, we will detail this novel aspect in our system by presenting the question

analysis module, the different processes involved in the answer module and the results we obtained.

Before, we give a brief overall presentation of QALC.

2. The overall architecture ofQALC

The basic architecture of QALC is composed of different modules, one dedicated to the questions, one

to the corpora, and a last module in charge of producing the answer. Each of these main modules is

decomposed in several processes (see Figure 1 ).

The system is based on the following modules:

• Question module. This module regroups a question analysis process and a term extractor. The

analysis of the questions relies on a shallow parser (Ait-Mokhtar 1997) in order to extract several

pieces of information from the questions:

an answer type that corresponds to the types of entities which are likely to constitute the

answer to this question.

a question focus: a noun phrase that is likely to be present in the answer

a question category that gives clues to locate the answer
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The term extractor is based on syntactic patterns that describe compound nouns. The maximal

extension of these compounds is produced along with the plausible sub-phrases. All the noun

phrases belonging to this maximal extension are also produced.

Questions Corpus

Question module:
- question analysis

- term extractor

Search engine

Type & category

Focus

Candidate

terms

Retrieved

documents

Document module:

Re-indexing and selection of

documents (FASTR)

Subset of ranked documents

Named entity recognition

Tagged sentences: named entity Vocabulary &
tags and term indexation frequencies

Answer module:
• focus recognition

- sentence selection

- answer extraction

Ordered sequences of 50 characters

Figure 1 : QALC architecture

• Document module. We use the outputs provided by NIST, resulting from the application of the

ATT search engine. The 200 best documents are re-indexed by Fastr (Jacquemin 1999), a shallow

transformational natural language analyzer that recognizes the occurrences and the variants of the

terms produced by the term extraction process. Each occurrence or variant constitutes an index to

the document that is ultimately used in the process of document ranking and in the process of

question/document pairing. These indexes allow QALC to reorder the documents and entail the

selection of a subpart of them (Ferret & al. 2001). A named entity recognition process is then

applied on the resulting sets of documents.

• Answer module. This module relies on two main operations: the sentence selection and the answer

extraction. All the data extracted from the questions and the documents by the preceding modules

are used by a pairing module to evaluate the degree of similarity between a document sentence and

a question. The answers are then extracted from the more relevant sentences according to several

criteria:

a) the presence of the expected answer type or not,

b) the focus recognition in the sentence

c) the category of the question and its associated patterns.
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3. Natural Language Question Analysis

Question analysis is performed in order to assign the questions some features that will be used in the

answer module. In view of a better search for the response, question analysis has to give as much
information as possible. In our Trec9 system, this analysis allowed the prediction of an answer type,

when it was a named entity (for instance, ORGANIZATION). In our Tree 10 system, question analysis

still allows the prediction of a named entity answer type but also the prediction of a more general

answer type. Moreover, question analysis provides new information: the question focus and the

question category.

3.1 Answer Type

The question analysis module tries to assign to each question an answer type, which may be a named
entity or a more general type. In the first case, the module tries to find if the answer type corresponds

to one or several named entity tags sorted by importance order. The named entity tags are

hierarchically organized within 1 7 semantic classes (Ferret and al. 2000). For example:

Question: Who developed the Macintosh Computer?

Named Entity List = PERSON ORGANIZATION

In addition, question analysis tries to deduce a more general type. It means to find a noun or a noun

phrase that corresponds to an entry in the WordNet lexical base. For example,

Question: What metal has the highest melting point?

General Type = metal

Question: What is the name of the chocolate company in San Francisco?

Named Entity List = ORGANIZATION
General Type = company

3.2 Focus

Next, question analysis tries to deduce the question focus, which corresponds to a noun or a noun

phrase that is likely to be present in the answer. For each question, we will determine a focus, a focus

head (the main noun) and the "modifiers" of the focus head (adjective, complement...). For example:

Question: Who was the first governor of Alaska?

FOCUS = the first governor of Alaska

FOCUS-HEAD = governor

MODIFIERS-FOCUS-HEAD = ADJ first, COMP Alaska

3.3 Question Category

The detection of question category gives us a clue to find the location of the answer in a candidate

sentence. Each question category corresponds to a syntactic pattern. The question category is the

"syntactic form" of question. For example:
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Question: What does a defibrillator do?

Category = WhatDoNP

Question: When was Rosa Park bom?
Category = WhenBePNbom

After studying the questions of TREC8 and TREC9 along with the sentences containing an answer, we
found more than 80 question categories. This repartition of questions in categories enables the

definition of rules to find the focus and answer type information.

3.4 Criteriafor question analysis

To find all these different items of information, we used syntactic and semantic criteria. Syntactic

information is provided by a shallow parser (Ait-Mokhtar 1997) applied to all questions. Thus, QALC
obtains a segmentation of each question into chunks and a set of syntactic relations between them. But

often, the shallow parser is not appropriate for analyzing question, so we had to recapture parse

mistakes.

Rules to find the focus, the category and the answer type were written from the syntactic representation

of the question. Semantic criteria are extracted from the WordNet lexical base to improve the named

entities glossary, and to find a more general answer type.

For the TRECIO questions, our question module finds 85 % of the correct focus, 87 % of correct

general answer type and 90.5 % of correct named entity type.

4. Focus recognition

The focus of a question is structured as follows: (a) the head of the focus, (b) a list of modifiers. QALC
tries to locate this focus in the sentences of the selected documents. It first detects the head of the

focus, and then identifies the noun phrase in which the head is enclosed. To determine the frontiers of

this noun phrase, we define a local grammar for the NP in English. This grammar relies on the tagging

made by the Tree-Tagger (Smidt&Stein 99). For example, for the question 827:

"Who is the creator of the Muppets ?
",

the focus is "the creator of the Muppets", with the head : "creator".

In a document, we found the following NP:

late Muppets creator Jim Henson,

which fits the expression:

Adjective + Plural Noun + Noun + Proper Noun + Proper Noun

We also look for NPs containing synonyms of the question focus head. These synonyms are

determined by FASTR. When the recognition of a focus in the question failed, QALC looks for the

proper nouns in the question, and it tries to recognize NPs containing these proper nouns.

When these NPs are delimited, we associate them a score. This score takes into account the origin of

the NP and the modifiers found in the question: when the NP contains the modifiers present in the

question, its score is increased. The best score is obtained when all of them are present.

In the example on question 827, the score is maximal: the NP has been obtained directly from the focus

of the question, all the significant words of the focus are present: "creator" and "Muppets".
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When the NP is obtained with a synonym of the focus head, the score is only shghtly decreased, and a

httle more when it is obtained via a proper noun. However the scoring algorithm always takes into

account the ratio between the number of words present in the question phrase and in the document

noun phrase.

For example the score assigned to the NP:

"their copy of the 13th century Magna Carta" obtained for the question 801 :

"Which king signed the Magna Carta" , has a lower score because it has not been obtained from the

focus ("king"), but from the proper noun "Carta", even if it contains all the words of this proper noun

phrase: "Magna" and "Carta".

For each sentence of the selected document, QALC tags all the relevant NPs following the preceding

algorithm, with the associated scores. It only keeps the NPs obtaining the best scores, which in turn

provides an evaluation of the relevance of the sentence, which will be used in the pairing module in

charge of the sentence selection.

5. Sentence selection

In our system for TREC 10, the pairing module achieving the selection of a set of sentences that

possibly contain the answer to a question is based on the same principle as the pairing module used in

our TREC 8 and TREC 9 systems: it compares each sentence from the selected documents for a

question to this question and constantly keeps in a buffer the sentences that are the most similar to

the question. This comparison relies on a set of features that have been extracted both from the

questions and the sentences of the selected documents:

terms;

focus;

named entities;

scattering of terms in the sentence.

A specific similarity score is computed for each of these features. The last feature enables the module

to decide between two sentences having the same score for the first three features.

We tried different weighting schemes for terms (Ferret & al 2000). The one we choose here was to sum
the weights of the terms of the question that are in the document sentence. A term weight integrates its

normalized information with regards to a part of the QA corpus (vocabulary frequencies in figure 1)

and the fact that it is or not a proper noun.

The term score is combined with the focus score and the resulting score constitutes the first criterion

for comparing two document sentences SI and 52: if SJ has a combined score much higher than S2^,

S] is ranked on top of S2. Otherwise, the named entity score is used in the same way. It evaluates to

what extent a named entity in a document sentence can fit the target of a question when the expected

answer is a named entity. This measure takes into account the distance of their two types in.our named
entity hierarchy.

When the two preceding criteria are not decisive, the first criterion is used once again but with a

smaller threshold for the difference of scores between two sentences. Finally, if there is still an

uncertainty, the module ranks first the sentence that has the shortest matching interval with the

question. This interval corresponds to the shortest part of the sentence that gathers all the terms of the

question that were recognized in it.

N is at least equal to 5. The selected sentences are ranked according to their similarity to the question.

« Much higher » means that the difference of scores for 57 and S2 is higher than a fixed threshold.
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6. Answer extraction

The extraction process depends on whether the expected answer type is, or is not, a named entity.

Indeed, when the answer type is a named entity, the extraction consists of the location of the named
entity within the sentence. Thus, it mainly relies on the results of the named entity recognition module.

On the other hand, when the answer type is not a named entity, the extraction process mainly relies on

the recognition of the question focus, as it consists of the recognition of focus-based syntactic answer

patterns within the sentence.

6.1. Named entity extraction

When the question allows the system to predict the kind of expected answer in term of a named entity

type, the extraction of the answer is based on this information. This process looks for all the

expressions tagged with the searched type. If several such expressions exist, we choose the closest to

the focus, if it was recognized in the sentence, otherwise the first one. When there is no named entity

of the type desired, QALC generalized the searched type using our own hierarchy. By this way, when
looking for a person, QALC will look for a proper name, or look for a number instead of a length, etc.

6.2. Answers of type "common noun or verb phrase"

When the expected answer type is not a named entity, the QALC system locates the very answer

within the candidate sentence through syntactic patterns. Syntactic patterns of answer include the focus

noun phrase and the answer noun phrase, which can be connected by other elements such as comma,
quotation marks, a preposition or even a verb. Thus, a syntactic pattern of an answer always includes

the focus of the question. As a result, the focus has to be determined by the question analysis module in

order to enable the QALC system to find a common noun or verb phrase as answer.

If we consider the following question (n°671 ):

" What do Knight Ridder publish?
"

The focus of the question, determined by the rules of the question analysis module, is "Knight Ridder".

This question pertains to the question type What-do-NP-VB, with "Knight Ridder" as NP and the verb

"publish" as VB.

One answer pattern applying to this category is called FocusBeforeAnswerVB and consists of the

following syntactic sequence:

NPfocus Connecting-elements NPanswer

The NPfocus is the noun phrase corresponding to the question focus within the sentence-answer. It is

followed by the connecting elements, then by a noun phrase that is supposed to contain the very

answer. The connecting elements mainly consist of the question verb (VB in the question type).

The following answer, which was found in the documents corpus, fits with the FocusBeforeAnswerVB
pattern:

" Knight Ridder publishes 30 daily newspapers ... ",

This answer was extracted from the following sentence:
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" Knight Ridder publishes 30 daily newspapers, including the Miami Herald and the

Philadelphia Inquirer, owns and operates eight television stations and is a join venture partner

in cable television and newsprint manufacturing operations. ".

We saw, in section 3.3, that about 80 question categories were determined from the corpus. Among
them, about 45 do not expect a named entity as answer, and thus need syntactic patterns. For each of

those question types, we built syntactic patterns. The different patterns, as well as the different

question types, were empirically determined from corpus analysis. The corpus consisted of the

questions and answers provided after the TREC8 and TREC9 conferences. We considered 24 patterns.

The number of patterns for each question type varies from 2 to 20, with an average of 10 patterns for

each question category. Thus, several question types share the same pattern.

The difficulty in finding syntactic patterns varies according to the question type. This difficulty is

partly due to the small number of some question types within the corpus, and, for the most part, to the

grammatical diversity of the answers. For example, there is few " Why " questions (4) and few " How
verb " questions (4), such as " Why can't ostriches fly? " (n° 315) and " How did Socrates die? " (n°

198). Moreover, answers to those questions can hardly be reduced to a pattern. We also hardly found

grammatical regularities in the answers to the " What-GN-be-GN " questions, such as " What format

was VHS's main competition? " (n° 426) or " What nationality was Jackson Pollock ? " (n° 402) for

instance. Indeed, depending on the situation, it is the first NP (" format " or " nationality ") or the

second NP (" VHS " or " Jackson Pollock "), which plays the main role in the pattern.

7. Results and Analysis

The three runs that we sent to TRECIO come from the same selection of the top ten more relevant

sentences. Those runs are the result of three different weighting schemes for the top ten answers,

weighting that thus ranked them differently.

7.1 Top five answer selection

For each question, the pairing module presented section 5 selects ten sentences. Hence, the final

problem is to choose five ranked answers among them. Three strategies were implemented:

selecting the first five answers according to the order given by the pairing module. This is

more precisely the order of the selected sentences from which the answers were extracted;

selecting the first five answers according to the order given by the answer extraction

module. This module ranks its answers according to the patterns that were applied for

extracting them. The answer score is the highest when the pattern applied is the most typical

for the question category;

a mixed strategy that merges the two previous list's : following the order of the two

preceding lists, one answer is alternately taken from one list and the following from the

other list until having five answers.

strict evaluation

lenient evaluation

run QALIRl
0.181

0.192

run QALIR2
0.176

0.188

run QALIR3
0.167

0.179
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No specific processing was done for detecting that an answer cannot be found in the QA corpus: a « no

answer » answer is provided when the pairing module cannot select at least one sentence or when the

answer extraction module cannot apply a syntactic pattern in the selected sentences.

For providing a « final answer », we only worked on detecting when the answers to a question are

globally not sure. Otherwise, we considered that the first answer of our list (rank 1) was the final

answer. Comparing the lists given by the two first strategies of answer selection did the detection of

the unsure cases: if the two lists were too different according to a similarity measure, the question was

marked as unsure. This measure takes into account the differences concerning both the presence of an

answer and the rank in the lists.

7.2 QALCperformances according to the expected answer type ofthe question

We previously distinguished questions that expect a named entity as answer, from questions that

expect a noun or verb phrase. Indeed, when the answer is a named entity, the location of the answer

within the sentence is facilitated by the presence of the named entities tags within the documents. In

fact, QALC obtains better results regarding the named entity questions than other questions. Actually,

while 46.5% of the TRECIO questions expect a named entity as answer, 56% of the correct answers

respond to a named entity question. The named entity questions are questions that have been

recognized as such by the question analysis module. On the other hand, QALC achieves not so good

performances regarding the named entity questions in TRECIO (31.4% of correct answers) than in

TREC9 (39.3% of correct answers).

Anyway, the QALC system performs better than its previous version concerning the questions that

expect a noun or verb phrase. Indeed, 21.3% of those questions have correct answers in TRECIO
evaluation, for only 10% in TREC9.

8. Conclusion

In this article, we focused on the extraction of the precise answer. As we described above, the QALC
system first selects the sentences that respond to the question, and then, extracts the precise answer

from them. This principle is efficient when the selected sentences have weights very different from

each other. In this case, the answer has a high probability to be in one of the top ten sentences. But,

when many sentences have close weights, the answer may be just as well in the fiftieth sentence as in

the first one. To face up this situation, another strategy has to be carried out.

Another problem we met with is the setting-up of the syntactic patterns of answer. Those patterns are

drawn from question-answer corpora, and thus require large corpora to be efficient. This is not the only

difficulty: answers to some categories of question can hardly be reduced to patterns. We have to find

another solutions concerning those categories. One solution we tested uses WordNet. Indeed, we
noticed that knowing the expected answer type (when it does exist) facilitates the recognition of the

answer within the sentence. At present, QALC recognizes named entities such as persons, cities, states,

organizations, and numbers such as financial amounts and physical magnitudes. However, the QALC
question analyzer is able to recognize more answer types than those that are now tagged by the named
entity recognition module. For instance, the question n° 380 "What language is mostly spoken in

Brazil " expects a language name as answer. As this type is not tagged within the documents, QALC is

not able to locate it directly within the sentences. Thus, we tested the use of WordNet so as to validate

the answer. " Portuguese ", which is the answer in our example, is a member of the hyponym hierarchy

for « language » in WordNet. This gives us a way to validate the answer: if one of the answers found
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by QALC has as hypemym the answer type recognized by QALC within the question, thus QALC
would select this answer.
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Abstract

Tfie video tracic is added info TREC-IO, composed of two task's, automatic shot boundary detection and video retrieval. In

this year, we (MSR-Asia) participated in tfie video tracic, focusing on shot boundary detection task. Our work is to find out

all of boundaries the shot changes by a fast algorithm based on uncompressed domain. In our algorithm, all of non-cut

transitions are considered as gradual transition, including dissolve, fade-in, fade-out, and all kinds of wipes. Experimental

results indicate that the accuracy and processing speed of our algorithm are all very satisfactory.

1. Introduction

Shot is tfie basic unit of video sequence, fience, is important for digital video processing. Shot boundary detection is the

first step for video content analysis. Since there are usually many shots in a video sequence, tfie automatic algorithm for

shot boundary detection is indispensable.

The sHot transition can be classified into two types: abrupt transition (cut) and gradual transition. Gradual transition usually

includes dissolve, fade-in, fade-out and all kinds of wipes. Cuts are generated by camera operations, such as starting or

stopping recording, or editing operations, while gradual transitions are generated only by editing operations

There are so many literatures addressing the algorithms of shot boundary detection [1-7]. Two fundamental approaches are

used: I) Compressed domain based methods [3,4,5], and 2) Uncompressed domain based methods [2,6,7]. The former

usually is much faster than the latter, but its accuracy is difficult to be improved. Additionally, the former must be adaptive

to different compression formats or decoders. Comparing with the former, much more methods could be used for the

uncompressed domain based methods. Moreover, with the enhancement of hardware and compression standards, the

decoding speed is never a drawback.

In this paper, we propose an uncompressed domain based approach for fast sfiot boundary detection. We employ a block-

wise comparison based algorithm for cut detection and a run-lengtfi based algorithm for gradual transition detection. They

are integrated seamlessly under tfie framework of Finite State Automata. In addition, tfie self-adaptive thresholds are used

for robustness purpose. The experiments were carried out on large amount video sequences. The test set is provided by

NIST (National Institute of Standard and Technology). The results are also evaluated by NTS T.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first introduce the system framework. The details of our

algorithms will be described in section 3. Then the experimental results are presented in section 4. Section 5 draws some

conclusions.

2. Framework

Our approach consists of four functional modules which are decoding, feature extraction, inter-frame comparison, and

decision, as sfiown in Fig. I. Since our algorithm is based on uncompressed data, the video sequences would be decoded in

tfie decoding module first, if it is in a compressed format, such as mpeg. Then, the visual features are extracted from each

decoded firames and compared in the feature extraction module and the Inter-frame comparison module respectively. In our

* * This work was done while these authors were visiting Microsoft Research, Asia.
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algorithm, block-based average color and color liistograms are used as visual features. With a Finite State Automata, the

shot boundaries are detected by self-adaptive threshold in the decision module.

Decoding Modale

Decoding

Feature Extraction

Modale

Feature

Extraction

Inter-frame

Comparison

Modale

inter-Frame

Comparison

Decision Modale

Final Decision

Fig.I: Framework

3 Algorithms Description

In our algorithms, we assume that If there is an apparent deviation in the visual feature between two frames, a shot

transition will occur there. So the difference between two successive frames is used as a measure of variation of video

sequence. The key issues here are I) what visual features are extracted from frames, ands 2) what similarity measure is

adopted. We used different methods to deal with cut and gradual transition.

3.1 Cot Detection

The pixel-wise difference between two successive frames could be used as dissimilarity measure. However, it is very

sensitive to the motion, including camera movement and object motion. To reduce the disturbance of motion, we employ a

block based comparison. In RGB color space, let cjp = {^Ip , ,b\j^ ) denote the color of the pixel at the pixel (i, j)

in the Mh frame. Then we divide each frame into mXn blocks and comparisons are carried out on blocks instead of

pixels. The average color of block (p, q) in the t-\h frame could be defined as follows:

PI mxn mxn
(1)

where ci'^ is the pixel color within a block field. Then the block-wise difference between / and (t-l)-tii frame is defined:

J.(0 ^ AO _ (/-I)
I

. (») _ (M)
I + I

p(0 _ (M)
I

.

I

L(') _ L('-I)
I" P9 ^pq ^pq ' =1 'p? '^pq ' + ' 8 pq 8 pq ' + ' ''pq "pq
"

(0

(2)

Finally, we count the number of blocks in frame / whose difference i/'^^ exceeds a threshold I'h. The inter-frame

difference value D^' ^is thus decided by the proportion of the blocks which are sufficiently different between each other.

Dl" =n^,.>^,Amxn) (3)

If tlie D^.' ^ is larger tliaii aiiotlier tlireshold Tc, wc will declare the current frame as a cut boundary. Experiment results

show that this block-wise comparison based method lessens the influence of global and local motion effectively.

After we got the differences between every consecutive frame pair, we can put them along the time axis to observe the

temporal distribution of the frame difference values. Fig.2. shows the inter-frame pixel-wise difference values of a video

sequence, which includes two cut transitions. The cut position can be clearly observed.
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Fig.2. Frame-to-frame DilTerent based on Block-wise Comparison

Two cut transitions occur at about frame #70 and frame #155 and the "jump up" is easy to figure out.

Since it is difficult for a global threshold to be suitable for any type of videos, even for different segments in one sequence,

we adopt a sliding widow scheme for getting a self-adaptive threshold locally. It could be decided by (4) considering the

local first several maximum values during previous m frames.

I— X: 2] LMax (4)

where TMax denotes the first «o maximum values during that sliding window, JLxV IMax tHe average difference

no
^

and w/ is the weight factor. By self-adaptive threshold, our method could adapt to the variation of motion intensity in video.

When the motion is intense, the threshold will become higher; and when the motion slows down, the threshold will also

drop.

3.2 Gradual Transition Detection

Due to the complexity of gradual transition, we extract color histogram from each frame as visual feature. Let Hw*"
denotes the color histogram of the /-th frame in RGB color space. Then we define a dissimilarity measure of successive

frames based on histogram intersection as (5):

D'-=l- 1=1

mxn
(5)

where His^'\i] denotes the number of pixels falling into /-th bin, and m X n is the total number of pixels in one frame.

By observing the dissimilarity sequence in Fig. 3, we can see that the difference between the frames during the dissolve are

higher, although only slightly, than those in the preceding and following frames. Moreover, it is a continuous region. Our

tasR is to find the boundary of this region viz. the start and the end frame numbers. We propose a run-length based method

to detect this land of regions. First, we still need a self-adaptive threshold much lower than cut's threshold to detect the

variation during gradual transition. If the dissimilarity of two successive frames is higher than this threshold, we count the

frame number until this criterion is not met. We call this number as run-length. If the run-length reaches sufficient length, a

gradual transition is declared. Otherwise, no gradual transition occurs. Unlike cut detection, we take into account the all of

values in the previous sUding window except for those very high or very low values to decide threshold this time. It could

be defined as (6)

T< =w^x—x^ LMedian (6)

where TMedian are the median values in the sliding window, — X TMedian is the average value and W2 is the

weight factor.
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Fig. 3. Frame-to-frame Difference based on Histogram Intersection.

A graduate transition occurs from #1040 to #1060.

3.3 Integration

In the final decision module, the two detection algorithms above are integrated by finite state automata (FSA), shown as Fig.

4. There are 4 states in this PSA for each frame: State 0 is normal state, namely, no cut or gradual transition occurs in

current frame; State 1 denotes a cut occurred in current frame; State 2 is a state during a suspect gradual transition; and

State 3 denotes a gradual transition occurred from the frame enters State 2 to that enters State 3.

Boundaries marked^ return

Dg<Tgvand length >= L

Dg>=Tg, and Dc<Tc

Boundaries markedxetum Dc>=Tc

Dc: Inter-frame difference based on Block Pair-wise Comparison

Dg: Inter-frame difference based on Histogram Intersection

Tc: Cut threshold

Tg: Graduate transition threshold

L: Graduate transition minimum length

Fig. 4: Integration in Finite State Automata

When a detection process is started, the frame is assumed in State 0 by default. If D^kT^, FS'A will keep in State 0.

Otherwise we consider Dc. If Dc >=Tc, FSA will transfer to State 1, a cut is declared and FSA will go back to State 0. When
Dg>=Tg and Dc<Tc, FSA will transfer to State 2, entering a potential gradual transition, and the run-length detection process

will be started. In this state, if the condition Dg>=Tg and Dc<Tc is satisfied, the state will be kept. When Dg<Tg, the run-

length detection will finish. If the duration of run-length process is long enough, such as length>=L, FSA will jump to State

3, a gradual transition is declared, then FAS go back to State 0. When FAS is in State 2, there is another path to jump. If

Dc>=Tc, FSA will jump to State 1, a cut will be declared, then FAS go back to State 0. The FSA will resume a new
detection process, if only it goes back to Sate 0.
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4. Experiments

Experiments are carried out on the test video sequences provided by NIST, and the results are also evaluated by NIST.

NIST provided participants of video track' about 1 1 hours video data. Among them, more than 5 hours' data are used as

final test set including 42 video sequences. In this section, we pick out 16 video sequences with the bigger size from the

NIST evaluation results to analysis the performance of our algorithms. As we can see. Table. I lists the general evaluation

results considering cut and gradual transition as a whole. Table. 2 and Table. 3 list the evaluation results of cut and gradual

transition detection respectively. Besides, we also test processing speed of our algorithm on PC with the configuration of

Pin 450MHz, 256MB. The results are listed in Table. 4.

Table. 1 Evaluation Results: as a wHoIe

Name Frame

Number

Reference

Transition

Count

Deletion

rate

Insertion

rate

Recall Precision Correction

probability

ahf1 .mpg 15679 107 0.102 0.168 0.897 0.842 0.948

anniO05.mpg 11364 65 0.153 0.107 0.846 0.887 0.922

aimi009.mpg 12307 103 0.368 0.155 0.631 0.802 0.814

bor03.mpg 48451 237 0.067 0.139 0.932 0.870 0.965

borOS.mpg 50569 528 0.094 0.140 0.905 0.865 0.951

borI2.mpg 24550 135 0.340 0.140 0.659 0.824 0.829

borl7.mpg 49801 246 0.337 0.150 0.662 0.815 0.830

eall.mpg 16048 81 0.271 0.370 0.728 0.662 0.863

nad28.mpg 52927 298 0.I6I 0.177 0.838 0.825 0.918

nadSI.mpg 52405 239 0.175 0.213 0.824 0.794 0.911

nadSS.mpg 49768 214 0.046 0.168 0.953 0.85 0.976

nad53.mpg 25783 158 0.107 0.183 0.892 0.829 0.945

nad57.mpg I278I 67 0.208 0.208 0.791 0.791 0.894

pfml.mpg 14686 82 0.134 0.231 0.865 0.788 0.932

senses 111.mpg 86789 308 0.090 0.142 0.909 0.864 0.954

ydHI.mpg 22276 119 0.168 0.252 0.831 0.767 0.915

Sverage 34136 187 0.176 0.184 0.823 0.817 0.910

Table. 2 Evaluation Results: Cut

Name Frame

Number
Reference

Transition

Deletion

rate

Insertion

rate

Recall Precision Correction

probability

Count

ahfI .mpg 15679 62 0.080 0.I6I 0.919 0.850 0.959

anni005.mpg 11364 38 0.026 0.052 0.973 0.948 0.986

anni009.mpg 12307 38 0.157 0.105 0.842 0.888 0.920

bor03.mpg 48451 226 0.061 0.044 0.938 0.954 0.968

bor08.mpg 50569 375 0.034 0.128 0.965 0.882 0.982

borI7.mpg 49801 126 0.087 0.015 0.912 0.982 0.956

eall.mpg 16048 61 0.I3I 0.0 0.868 I.O 0.934

nad28.mpg 52927 181 0.160 0.077 0.839 0.915 0.919

nad31.mpg 52405 183 0.087 0.060 0.912 0.938 0.956

nad33.mpg 49768 188 0.010 0.037 0.989 0.963 0.994

nad53.mpg 25783 81 0.024 0.024 0.975 0.975 0.987

nad57.mpg 12781 44 0.227 0.022 0.772 0.971 U.886

pfml.mpg 14686 61 0.098 0.081 0.901 0.916 0.950

senses I II.mpg 86789 292 0.061 0.006 0.938 0.992 0.969

ydhl.mpg 22276 67 0.014 0.194 0.985 0.835 0.992

Sverage 34776 135 0.084 0.067 0.915 0.934 0.957
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Table. 3 Evalaation Results: Gradaal Transition

Name Frame Reference Deletion Insertion Recall Precision Correction

Number Transition rate rate probability

Count

afif I .mpg 15679 45 0.133 0.177 0.866 0.829 0.933

anniOOS.mpg 11364 27 0.333 0.185 0.666 0.782 0.833

anni009.mpg 12307 65 0.492 0.184 0.507 0.733 0.753

bor03.mpg 48451 11 0.181 2.090 0.818 0.281 0.908

borOS.mpg 50569 153 0.241 0.169 0.758 0.816 0.878

borI2.mpg 24550 135 0.340 0.140 0.659 0.824 0.829

borl7.mpg 49801 120 0.6 0.291 0.4 0.578 0.699

eall.mpg 16048 20 0.7 1.5 0.3 0.166 0.649

nad28.mpg 52927 117 0.162 0.333 0.837 0.715 0.918

nad31.mpg 52405 56 0.464 0.714 0.535 0.428 0.767

nad33.mpg 49768 26 0.307 1.115 0.692 0.382 0.845

nad53.mpg 25783 77 0.194 0.350 0.805 0.696 0.902

nad57.mpg 12781 23 0.173 0.565 0.826 0.593 0.912

pfml.mpg 14686 21 0.238 0.666 0.761 0.533 0.880

senses 1 1 1.mpg 86789 16 0.625 2.625 0.375 0.125 0.687

ydHl.mpg 22276 52 0.365 0.326 0.634 0.66 0.816

Average 34136 60 0.346 0.714 0.652 0.571 0.826

Table. 4 Processing Speed Comparison

Name Frame Number Test time (s) Normal time (s) Speed up

ahfI .mpg 15679 367 540 1.47

anni005.mpg 11364 254 379 1.49

anni009.mpg 12307 287 410 1.43

bor03.mpg 48451 1115 1616 1.45

bor08.mpg 50569 1171 1687 1.44

borl2.mpg 24550 565 819 1.45

borI7.mpg 49801 1189 1661 1.40

eall.mpg 16048 378 540 1.43

nad28.mpg 52927 1177 1766 1.50

nad31.mpg 52405 1250 1748 1.40

nad33.mpg 49768 1152 1660 1.44

nad53.mpg 25783 605 860 1.42

nad57.mpg 12781 297 426 1.43

pfml.mpg 14686 342 495 1.45

senseslll.mpg 86789 1998 2986 1.45

ydHl.mpg 22276 518 743 1.43

Average 34136 792 1146 1.44

By observing the evaluation results, it is concluded that:

1) The average probability of correct cut detection is more than 95% with more than 90% average recall and precision.

This result indicates that our cut detection algorithm is very effective.

2) The average probability of correct gradual transition detection is more than 80% with about 60% average recall and

precision. This result is satisfying considering the complexity of gradual transition. Because gradual transition consists

of all Kinds of non-cut transitions.

3) The average correction probability of all of transitions is more than 90% with more than 80% average recall and

precision. It proves that integration method with finite state automata is much effective and efficient.
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4) Comparing with the video playback time, tHe processing speed of our algorithm is much faster. Without any

optimization, the processing speed could approach about 1 .5 times of real-time on the Pill 450MHz 256MB personal

computer.

On the other hand, we also find some mismatching between our ground truth and those provided by the organizer in the

case of graduate transition. These mismatching affect our evaluation results to a certain degree. Some examples are listed in

Table.5.

Ta6le. 5. Some MismatcHed Samples

Video Sequences Mismatching in ground truth

borOS.mpg #49326 to #49349

borI2.mpg #16497 to #16520

borI7.mpg #9679 to #9686; #9745 to #9752

nad28.mpg #327 to #339, #2035 to #2057, #26591 to #26609,

#37696 to #37709, #52197 to #522 II

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we described our work in TREC-IO video track shot boundary detection task. We also reported and analyzed

the evaluation results by NIS T. The experimental results indicate that our shot boundary detection algorithm based on

uncompressed domain is effective and much faster than real-time. By some optimizations, the speed of processing can be

further improved.

However, there still is much room to improve our algorithm, especially for gradual transition. For example, some tolerances

should be added info run-length based method. Because if the potential gradual transition state ends when only one inter-

frarae difference drops below the threshold Tg, some gradual transitions would be truncated. Another shortcoming is that

the spans of gradual transition we detected are much longer than the real transitions sometime. Besides, how to integrate

two detection algorithms also can still lead to additional improvements.
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Microsoft Cambridge at TREC-10: Filtering and web tracks

S E Robertson* S Walkert H Zaragoza^

1 Summary

This report is concerned with the Adaptive Filtering and

Web tracks. There are separate reports in this volume

[1, 2] on the Microsoft Research Redmond participation

in QA track and the Microsoft Research Beijing partici-

pation in the Web track..

Two runs were submitted for the Adaptive Filtering

track, on the adaptive filtering task only (two optimisa-

tion measures), and several runs for the Web track, both

tasks (adhoc and home page finding). The filtering sys-

tem is somewhat similar to the one used for TREC-9;
the web system is a simple Okapi system without blind

feedback, but the document indexing includes anchor text

from incoming links.

2 Okapi at TRECs 1-9

A summary of the contributions to TRECs 1-7 by the

Okapi team, first at City University London and then at

Microsoft, is presented in [5]. In TRECs 7-9 we took part

in the adaptive filtering track, initially concentrating on

the thresholding problem, but by TREC-9 we had a full

adaptive filtering system with query expansion as well as

adaptive thresholding. This adaptation could be used to

optimise performance on a number of effectiveness mea-

sures, although with one limitation discussed below, and

produced good results on both the TREC-9 measures,

linear utility and the 'precision-oriented' measure. In ear-

lier TRECs on various adhoc tasks we had concentrated

on the weighting schemes and pseudo relevance feedback

(blind feedback), and had developed the successful BM25
weighting function but had had only limited success with

blind feedback.

3 The system

At the Microsoft Research laboratory in Cambridge, we

are developing an evaluation environment for a wide range

of information retrieval experiments. This environment is

'Microsoft Research Ltd, 7 J.J.Thomson Avenue, Cam-
bridge CB3 OFB, UK, and City University, London, UK. email

serfflmicrosof t . com

t Microsoft Research Ltd, 7 J.J.Thomson Avenue, Cambridge
CBS OFB, UK. email swCmicrosof t . com

••^Microsoft Research Ltd, 7 J.J.Thomson Avenue, Cambridge
CB3 OFB, UK. email hugozSmicrosof t . com

called Keenbow. The Okapi ESS is seen as a component

of Keenbow. Many aspects of the system, including the

weighting scheme and the query expansion methods used,

reflect the various components of the probabilistic model

of retrieval discussed at length in [7]

.

The Okapi Basic Search System (BSS), which has been

used in all Okapi and Okapi/Keenbow TREC experi-

ments, is a set-oriented ranked output system designed

primarily for probabilistic-type retrieval of textual mate-

rial using inverted indexes. There is a family of built-in

weighting functions collectively known as BM25, as de-

scribed in [6, Section 3] and subsequent TREC papers.

In addition to weighting and ranking facilities it has the

usual boolean and quasi-boolean (positional) operations

and a number of non-standard set operations. Indexes are

of a fairly conventional inverted type. There have been

no major changes to the BSS during TREC-10.

Query expansion or modification methods using known

or assumed relevant documents are generally built as

scripts on top of the BSS. The range of methods used

is described in our TREC-9 report [3]. A characteristic

of the methods is that terms are selected for the modified

query by a 'term selection value'.

The filtering system is again built as scripts on top

of the BSS and lower-level scripts such as for query ex-

pansion. The incoming 'stream' of documents is divided

fairly arbitrarily into batches. For each topic a current

state is maintained, including query formulation, thresh-

old etc., what happened at the last batch, and some his-

tory, including docids for any documents judged relevant

up to now. As a new batch of documents is processed,

the current query formulation of each topic is searched

against it; cumulative databases are created, and each

topic goes through the adaptation process in preparation

for the next batch. Adaptation includes threshold adap-

tation as well as query modification.

3.1 Hardware

All the TREC-10 processing was done at Microsoft Re-

search, Cambridge. Most of the work was done on a

550MHz Xeon (512KB Cache) with 2Gb RAM and a

Dell with two 400 MHz Pentium processors and 512 Mb.

Both machines were running Solaris 7. The network was

100Mbps ethernet.
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4 Web track

4.1 Methods

We wanted to investigate the base performance of the

Okapi BSS system when used with documents and queries

originating from the WWW as opposed to other more

homogenous collections. For the ad-hoc task, we exper-

imented with word phrases (adjacent word pairs) and

query expansion from blind feedback. For the Home-

Page finding task we experimented with anchor text as

well word phrases.

The methods used to select and weight phrases is the

same one introduced in [8]. All adjacent word pairs are

given a plausibility score and sorted, retaining word pairs

above a certain threshold. This threshold was set to its

usual value of 10. Word pairs were weighted by the weighs

of its individual terms plus a small value constant across

all terms (using a term-dependant weight yields similar

results [8]).

The query expansion method used is also the same as

in [8]. It was only used in one run, ad-hoc retrieval using

all query fields (wtndl). The top 15 documents were con-

sidered relevant for query expansion, and 20 terms were

retained (forcing original query terms to be selected), the

constant k3 in the BM25 formula, set to 0 for all runs, is

increased after query expansion.

No HTML information was used, except for the extrac-

tion of anchor text. This was done using several heuristics

to speed up the pre-processing of the data and reduce the

size of the resulting index. First of all, the outlink records

were used to index the relevant anchor text contained in

every document of the collection. Then, using the inlink

records, each document was augmented with the anchor

text found in the links of other documents pointing to

it. We limited the number of inlinks for each document,

allowing at most 5 (chosen randomly when there were

more available). Furthermore, a matching heuristic was

used to parse relative addresses; full URL resolution was

carried out only on potential links, greatly decreasing the

pre-processing time (this also introduced some errors, es-

timated at less than 0.1%).

4.2 Web track results

Table 1 summarises the results obtained for the ad-hoc

retrieval task. The use of 2-word phrases improved aver-

age precision slightly, while query expansion was clearly

beneficial.

Table 2 summarises the results obtained for the home
page finding task. The use of 2 word phrases lead to a

shght mcrease m performance. The use of anchor text

yielded more significant gains of performance, while de-

creasing the number of home pages not found by 2%.

However, overall results are not impressive; using the

Okapi system off-the-shelf for the task of home page find-

ing is not ideal (in [2] different techniques are used to

adapt the Okapi system to this task).

5 Adaptive Filtering

5.1 System and parameters

Last year's report [3] contains a fairly detailed account of

the filtering system and the adaptation methods used, in

particular the relation between the optimisation measure

and the threshold. This year's system is very similar to

last year's; Table 3 is an attempt to summarise the large

number of parameters used.

5.2 Optimising Fbeta

The new Fbeta measure measure presents an interesting

problem for optimisation. For last year's target-based

measure, we used a fairly general optimising method,

which involved estimating the value of the measure at

different cut-off points in the collection-so-far, and then

extrapolating to the estimated size of the final collection.

In one respect this procedure is simpler for Fbeta, but in

another it is more complex.

The simplicity arises from the fact that Fbeta is inde-

pendent of absolute numbers of documents, in the sense

that if every quantity (document count, such as total

retrieved or total relevant) is doubled, Fbeta does not

change. Thus the simplest estimate of Fbeta at a given

score cutoff in the whole final collection is just the ac-

tual or estimated Fbeta at that score in the collection-so-

far. This estimate assumes that the proportion of relevant

documents does not change - in general this is the kind of

assumption that is made in adaptive systems, although it

might be possible for example to take account of a trend

to get a better estimate.

The complexity arises from the fact that Fbeta depends

on recall, which in turn depends on the total number of

relevant documents in the collection. Unfortunately we

do not usually know this even for the collection-so-far, let

alone for the full final collection.

The methods that we have used in setting thresholds

do give us some kind of handle on this question. As dis-

cussed in previous TREC reports and in [4], we calibrate

the score to give an explicit probability-of-relevance esti-

mate for each document. If this calibration is accurate,

then (given a query and a collection) the total number of

relevant documents in the collection is:

Pdoc
all docs

where pdoc is the calibrated probability of relevance of the

document. While this would be quite a heavy calculation,

we can select those documents with highest probabilities
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Table 1: Ad-hoc task (WEB track).

Run Avg. Precision Run Description Used for evaluation pool

oklOwtl 0.1908 title only Yes

okl0wt3 0.1952 title only, word-pairs Yes

0.2028 title only, query expansion

oklOwtndO 0.2512 title and description No
0.2612 title and description, word-pairs

oklOwtndl 0.2831 title and description, query expansion No

Table 2: Home page finding task (WEB track).

Run Avg. Reciprocal Rank Top 10 Not Found Run Description

oklOwhdO 0.312 58.6% 15.2% plain

oklOwhdl 0.340 60.7 % 15.9% word-pairs

oklOwahdO 0.362 62.1% 13.1% anchor text

oklOwahdl 0.387 64.1% 13.1% word-pairs -1- anchor text

of relevance by simply retrieving the top-scoring docu-

ments in the usual fashion, and then assume that the

remainder will contribute little to the total. Given that

we know that many of the Reuters topics have substantial

numbers of relevant documents, it is appropriate never-

theless to retrieve a substantial number for this purpose.

The number chosen for the present experiments was 10%
of the collection. The results below contain some com-

ments on this limit.

It should be noted that the calibration of the score is

intended primarily to provide accurate estimates of the

probability of relevance of documents scoring around the

chosen threshold. It is very likely that those much further

down the ranking are very much less accurate. (More

specifically, the calibration assumes a linear model on the

log-odds scale, and adapts the intercept but not the slope,

to fit the documents of known relevance, which are those

that have already been retrieved and are therefore high

up the ranking. It is likely that the slope is critical for

accurate estimation of the probabilities lower down the

ranking.) Thus we should not expect the estimated total

relevant to be very accurate either. Some experiments to

determine the accuracy of these estimates are described

below.

Given an estimate of the total number of relevant docu-

ments, we can estimate Fbeta for any score threshold by

discovering the number retrieved at that threshold and

estimating the number relevant. We can then choose the

score threshold which maximises Fbeta. Because of the

assumed independence of Fbeta from the absolute num-
ber of documents, we perform this procedure for each

topic on the collection ao-far, and the rcoulting thrcohold

is a candidate for applying to the next batch.

As with the utility measure, we have to start the pro-

cess off. We do this (again as with utility) by starting

with a target based simply on the number of documents

to be retrieved over the period. Once we have retrieved a

few relevant documents, we can consider an Fbeta-based

threshold. However, there remains a danger that an early

and inaccurate Fbeta-based threshold will be too strin-

gent and will not retrieve any more documents. We there-

fore push up the target-based threshold gradually, using

the ladder method discussed in previous TREC reports,

until it is higher than the Fbeta-based threshold.

5.3 The accumulated collection

As in previous years, we assume that we accumulate the

documents as they come into the system, so that we al-

ways have a cumulated collection of everything received

up to now. Such a collection is needed for some of the

forms of adaptation discussed; in TREC-10 (as in TREC-
9), we actually need two such collections, respectively in-

cluding and excluding the training set.

5.4 Overview of the filtering procedure

At a particular iteration of the process, any query modi-

fication needs to take place before any threshold setting.

It may also be necessary, after query reformulation but

before threshold setting, to recalculate the scores of the

previously-retrieved documents, for the adaptation of

The Reuters collection is batched by day (as it comes

on the CD), with batch 0 as the training set. However,

for efficiency reasons several days' documents may be I

searched without the adaptive procedures being initiated.

The adaptive procedures were initiated every day for the

first 10 days, every three days up to 40 days, and every

10 days thereafter. !

For similar reasons, query modification is done after

any batch in which a new checkpoint is reached for the

particular topic. In these experiments, the checkpoints

are defined in terms of the number of relevant documents
^
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Table 3: Parameters for adaptive filtering

See notes below and [3] for explanations of these parameters
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Threshold adaptation:

Initicil target no. of documents lUU

Query modification:

Reldocs used for modification 100

Maximum terms 25

Minimum terms 3

Absolute term selection value threshold 5

Azotes

For both the Utility and Fbeta measures, the initial threshold is set to retrieve a specified target

number of documents over the whole period of the test set.

For Utility, the threshold calibrated as a log-odds probability is raised by one ladder-step for each

relevant document retrieved, until it reaches the level defined by the utility function.

For Fbeta, again the threshold is raised by one ladder-step for each relevant document. However,

after 4 relevant documents have been retrieved, the ladder threshold is compared with the estimated

optimum Fbeta threshold, and the lower of the two is chosen.

Query modification is based on the original text query, the training sample and the reldocs retrieved

so far. If there are more reldocs than the limit, only the most recent are taken.

Terms are ranked by absolute term selection value (new offer weight). All those exceeding the

threshold are chosen, subject to both a minimum and a maximum number of terms.

retrieved so far, and are set at 1,2,4,8,16. . . relevant doc-

uments.

So the basic procedure is as follows: for each batch

(day) i of incoming documents

1. Run current profiles against batch i

2. Update both cumulative databases (batches 0-z and

batches l-i)

3. If adapt today, then for each topic:

(a) if new checkpoint has been reached,

• reformulate query

• recalculate scores of previously retrieved docu-

ments and re-estimate /3 (needed for score cal-

ibration)

(b) set threshold (using methods described above)

5.5 Filtering results

As with the official track results, the measures reported

are TIOSU (scaled utility), TIOF (van Rijsbergen's Fbeta

measure with beta=0.5), set precision and set recall.

Submitted runs

Just two runs were submitted, one optimised for each of

the two main measures, TIOSU and TIOF. The results

are shown in Table 4.

These results are somewhat disappointing. The most

obvious problem is that the run optimised for TIOF ac-

tually does better on TIOSU than the run optimised for

TIOSU. Some examination of the results suggests that

in quite a number of topics, the profile, having retrieved

a small number of poor documents initially, gets locked

into a state with a high threshold, and fails to retrieve

any other documents. Although this is exactly one of the

conditions that the procedures were designed to avoid,

it seems that they have failed on several occasions. The
problem is exacerbated by the fact that many of these

topics actually have very large numbers of relevant docu-

ments - thus once out of this trap, the optimisation could

be expected to do very well.

The TIOF optimisation appears to fall into this trap

less often. A pragmatic response might be to start the

utility runs off with an Fbeta target rather than a docu-

ment number target, and only switch to the utility target
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Table 4: Official results for submitted runs

Run
Optimisation

measure TIOSU TIOF
Set

Precision

Set

Recall

oklOf2br

okl0f2ur

TIOF
TIOSU

0.137

0.104

0.330

0.254

0.427

0.368

0.273

0.214

when a reasonable number have been retrieved. However,

it is clear that some rethinking is required.

Estimating the number of relevant documents

Some experiments were done with the TREC-9 filtering

collection (baised on OHSUMED) and the Fbeta measure

in order to assess the estimation of the total number of

relevant documents in the collection. We first look at

the estimate given towards the end of the process, that

is for the next-to-last batch. Note that the system at-

tempts to estimate the total relevant only when it has

retrieved some relevant documents; initially, when it is

using the target method or the ladder, no estimate is re-

quired or made. In the OHSUMED collection with the

OHSU queries, a number of topics never reach that stage.

Table 5 shows the estimates from the next-to-last batch

and the first ten topics, compared with the actual total

number of relevant in the collection, for a typical run (one

of many trial runs).

Table 5: Estimating total relevant - OHSU

Topic Estimated R Actual R
1 46.6 44

2 23.2 44

3 168.9 165

4 (no estimate) 12

5 139.8 44

6 (no estimate) 27

7 7.9 19

8 (no estimate) 11

9 50.1 44

10 (no estimate) 19

These estimates were moderately promising but not

wonderful - most are in the right ball-park, but topics

5 and 7 are fairly poor. The corresponding estimates for

the TREC-10 Reuters data, the official okl0f2br run, are

as in Table 6

Here the obvious problem topic is number 2, where the

estimate is out by a factor of approximately 200. This is

an instance of the problem mentioned above, where the

piufile, afler retrieving a very small number of documents

at the beginning, got stuck with a too-high threshold and

failed to retrieve anything else. The others, while being

within an order of magnitude of the correct figure, nev-

ertheless may diverge from it by a factor of up to 4.

Table 6: Estimating total relevant - Reuters

Topic Estimated R Actual R
1 10,342 23,651

2 59 11,563

3 9,041 36,463

4 12,109 7,250

5 26,973 22,813

6 3,316 1,871

7 18,388 17,876

8 27,871 11,202

9 9,180 2,560

10 17,165 5,625

If we look at the progress of the estimates over the

time-period of the simulation, it is clear that they may
be more wildly out near the beginning. Visual inspection

of the OHSU data suggested that the early estimates were

often (not always) much too high. However, they tended

to move into the right order of magnitude fairly quickly.

There are a number of variables whose effects on the
|

estimates have not been investigated. One of these is the

cut-off number of documents used for the estimate (see

section 5.2 above. It appears (impression only) that we

may get better estimates by limiting this number further.

This does suggest that the linear calibration model, with

fixed slope, is not working very well further down the

ranking.
|

This observation is interesting, because it gives us an- !:

other way of testing the calibration. It seems clear that,

for this purpose at least, we need to adjust the slope as

well as the intercept. However, it is not at all clear how

this may be done.

5.6 Computational load

We commented last year that with about 5000 MeSH
topics the OHSU filtering task was computationally very

heavy. Even with less than 100 topics, the same comment

can be made about the Reuters filtering task. Partly this

is because many of the Reuters topics have very large

numbers of relevant documents, and therefore retrieved

sets tend also to get large. But the general point re-

mains: adaptive filtering is computationally very much
more demanding than adhoc searching.
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6 Conclusions

The web track presents some interesting challenges. The

use of anchor text of incoming links as a way of providing

additional information about a page clearly has potential,

but we have only scratched the surface in the present

experiments. The tiny benefit from phrases (word pairs)

and the somewhat greater benefit from blind feedback are

both consistent with previous experiments.

The adaptive filtering task continues to be an inter-

esting and fruitful one to investigate. The new Fbeta

optimisation measure has been interesting, particularly

because of the need to estimate the total number of rel-

evant documents in the collection. Clearly further work

in this area is required. Also, despite our attempts of

the last three years to devise a robust system for setting

and adapting thresholds, the Reuters collection has pre-

sented conditions which under some circumstances cause

our methods to fail.
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Abstract

In TREC-10, Microsoft Research Asia (MSRA) participated in the Web track (ad hoc

retrieval task and homepage finding task). The latest version of the Okapi system (Windows
2000 version) was used. We focused on the developing of content-based retrieval and link-

based retrieval, and investigated the suitable combination of the two.

For content-based retrieval, we examined the problems of weighting scheme, re-weighting

and pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF). Then we developed a method called collection

refinement (CE) for QE.

We investigated the use of two kinds of link information, link anchor and link structure. We
used anchor descriptions instead of content text to build index. Furthermore, different

search strategies, such as spreading activation and PageRank, have been tested.

Experimental results show: (1) Okapi system is robust and effective for web retrieval. (2) In

ad hoc task, content-based retrieval achieved much better performance, and the impact of

anchor text can be neglected; while for homepage finding task, both anchor text and content

text provide useful information contributing more on precision and recall respectively. (3)

Although query expansion does not show any improvement in our web retrieval

experiments, we believe that there are still potential for CE.

1. Introduction

Microsoft Research Asia (MSRA) participated in the Web track (ad hoc retrieval task and page finding task)

at TREC-10. We used, for the first time, the new version of the Okapi system (which is running on

Windows-2000) developed at Microsoft Research Cambridge. We focused our researches on: (1) the use of

traditional IR techniques (content-based retrieval) for web retrieval, (2) the use of query expansion (QE) for

web retrieval, and (3) the use of link information.

In this paper, we will explore the following issues:

(1) Testing the Windows version of the Okapi system using 10GB web collection.

(2) The impact of query expansion on web retrieval. The expansion terms are chosen from the top-

ranked documents retrieved using the initial queries. We used two types of collections for initial

retrieval: the lOG web collection and an external collection, i.e. the MS-Encarta collection.

(3) The relative contribution of content information and link information to web retrieval. We exploit

methods of combining both kinds of information to improve the effectiveness of web retrieval.

(4) The impact of link information on web retrieval. We investigate the use of two kinds of link

information: link anchor text and link connection.

In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss in turn each problem together with our approaches and

results of TREC experiments. The results include official runs wc submitted eutd additional luns dial we
designed to help us explore the issues. Finally, we give our conclusions and present our future work.
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2. The System

We used the Okapi system Windows-2000 version for our runs. The system was developed in October

2000. A detailed summary of the contributions to TRECl-9 by the Okapi system is presented in (Roberson

and Walker, 2000; Roberson and Walker, 1999). In this section, we give a very brief introduction to the

system.

The search engine in Okapi is called the Basic Search System (BSS). It is a set-oriented ranked output

system designed primarily for probabilistic-type retrieval of textual material using inverted indexes. There

is a family of built-in weighting scheme functions known as BM25 and its variants. In addition to

weighting and ranking facilities, it has the usual Boolean and quasi-boolean (positional) operations and a

number of non-standard set operations. Indexes are of a fairly conventional inverted type. BSS also

provides functions for blind feedback.

All the TREC-10 processing was done at Microsoft Research China. Most of the experiments were run on

two DELL severs. Both machines have four 500MHz Pentinum processors with 2GB RAM, and were

running on Windows-2000. The network was 100Mbps Ethernet.

3. Data Processing

The collection we used in Web track is a set of web pages downloaded from the World Wide Web. The size

of the original collection is more than 10GB. It is a good challenge for the new version of the Okapi system.

Four query sets were used in our experiments:

(1) TREC-9 ad hoc query set of 50 queries (denoted by T9),

(2) TREC-10 ad hoc query set of 50 queries (denoted by TIO),

(3) TREC-10 page finding query set of 145 queries (denoted by PIO), and

(4) A page finding training set, which includes 100 queries (the query set is denoted by P9) and the

relevance judgment.

3.1 Pre-processing

i

Our data pre-processing includes data cleaning and information extraction.

We first removed junk from the collection. The junk includes mismatched tags, and files which contain

non-text material (i.e. compressed data, etc). All lines starting with "Sever:" and "Content-type" etc. were

also removed. The resulting collection is of size 6GB.

We then used an HTML parser developed at Microsoft to extract logical fields, including Title <T>,

Subtitle <H1>, <H2> and <H3>, and Passage delimited by tags <P> and </P>. We also, from the collection,

established two tables. One table contains the link connection information; each entry of the table is a page-

pair connected by a link. The other contains link anchor text information; each entry includes an anchor

text, the page containing the anchor text, and the page pointed by the anchor text. Title, Subtitle and

Passage were used for content-based retrieval while the link connection and link anchor text were used for

link-based retrieval. We will describe both retrieval methods in detail later.

3.2 Indexing/Query processing

For query processing, we first performed stemming using the Okapi stemmer. Stop words were then

removed. We used a stop word list of 222 words (Roberson and Walker, 1999). For four query sets, we
used title-only queries in our experiments.

For each web page, before indexing, all words were stemmed, and stop words were removed. The term

weight is BM2500. It is a variant of BM25 and has more parameters that we can tune. BM2500 is of the

form:
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^ (1,
(k, + \)tf (k, + Dqtf (1)

h^Q (K + tf ){k, + qtf )

where g is a query containing key terms T, tf is the frequency of occurrence of the term within a specific

document, qtf is the frequency of the term within the topic from which Q was derived, and w^'^ is the

Robertson/Spark Jones weight of Tin Q. It is calculated by Equation (2):

(r + 0.5)/(/?-r + 0.5) (2)

°^
(« - r + 0.5)/(N-n-R + r + 0.5)

where N is the number of documents in the collection, n is the number of documents containing the term,

R is the number of documents relevant to a specific topic, and r is the number of relevant documents

containing the term. In Equation (1), K is calculated by Equation (3):

ki((I-b)+bxdl/avdl) (3)

where dl and avdl denote the document length and the average document length measured in some suitable

unit, such as word or a sequence of words.

Parameters ki, k^, b, and avdl are tuned by experiments to optimize the performance. In our experiments,

we set k,=l.2, A:i=1000, b=0J5, and avd=6l200.

4. Basic Content-based Retrieval

For basic content-based retrieval, only initial retrievals (i.e. without QE) were performed. Only those words

in fie;lds of Title/Subtitle/Passage were indexed. The initial retrieval results are sununarized in Table 1 and

2. We can see that the ad hoc retrieval results for TREC-9 query set are very promising. It is favorably

comparable to the best effectiveness achieved in the previous web track experiments. This indicates the

robustness and effectiveness of our new version of the Okapi system. The results in Table 1 and 2 will also

serve as the baseline in all experiments described below. The evaluation metric of ad hoc task is non-

interpolated average precision. The evaluation metrics of page finding task includes average reciprocal rank,

top-10 precision, and not-found rate.

Query set Avg. P.

T9 22.08%

TIO 19.42%

Table 1: Baseline results of ad hoc task

Query set Average reciprocal rank Top-10 precision Not-found rate

P9 19.68% 34.00% 25.00%

PIO 22.46% 44.10% 25.52%

Table 2: Baseline results of page finding task

5. Query Expansion

The average length of title-only queries is less than 3 words (non stop word). It seems that query expansion

is needed to deal with word mismatching problem for web retrieval. We performed query expansion

experiments on ad hoc retrieval. The procedure works as follows:

(1) For each query, retrieve 10 top ranked documents by an initial retrieval;
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(2) Choose 10 expansion terms from the top ranked documents. First, stop words were discarded.

Then expansion terms were ranked in decreasing order of a term selection value (TSV) of the form

TSV = w^^^*r/R (4)

where w''\ R, and r are same elements described in Equation (1) and (2). The top- 10 terms were

added to the initial query.

As shown in Table 3, the conventional query expansion (i.e. pseudo-relevance feedback (PFB)) result is not

good. We think that there might be two reasons. First, the topics of web pages are diverse. Although the

expansion terms were chosen from top ranked documents, the ranking of these terms was based on the

statistics over the whole collection as indicated by Equation (4). Second, the quality of documents in the

web collection is highly mixed.

We adopted two methods to solve the abovementioned two problems..

First, we introduced the local context analysis (LCA) technique as proposed in (Xu and Croft, 1996). We
used statistics of documents and terms from local collection (i.e. top-10 ranked document collection

retrieved by an initial retrieval) to estimate the TSV for each expansion terms. That is, we set R=10, and r is

the number of relevant documents containing the term in the local collection (/<10). As shown in Table 3,

although the result is a little better than PRE, it is still worse than the initial retrieval.

Second, we introduced the idea of collection enhancement (CE), which was successfully applied for TREC
cross language information retrieval experiments (Kwok et al., 2000). The basic idea is: if we can refine

web queries by QE using documents from an external high-quality and well-organized collection, we may
able to improve the web retrieval. We used MS-Encarta collection as the external collection. That is, in our

experiments, the initial retrieval was performed using MS-Encarta collection. The expansion terms were

chosen from the top-1 Encarta document. Notice that we did not use top-10 documents because the MS-
Encarta collection is relatively small (i.e. less than 200MB). More importantly, MS-Encarta is a well-

written encyclopedia with each document discussing one specific topic. So terms from multiple documents

are likely of different topics and not relevant. Documents in MS-Encarta are categorized by a set of pre-

define keywords and are well-organized under a domain hierarchy structure. We think that such

information will be helpful for navigating the web collection, but we have not found an effective way to

make use of them.

The preliminary result shown in Table 3 is not encouraging. We found that it is largely due to the

difference between the Encarta collection and the web data. But we do believe it has potential if we can

make good use of rich information imbedded in MS-Encarta collection (i.e. pre-defined keywords, domain

hierarchy, etc.) or figure out an effective way to fuse the web collection with MS-Encarta collection.

Initial retrieval FRF LCA CE

22.08% 20.89% 21.55% 18.24%

Table 3: QE results of TREC-9 ad hoc retrieval

6. Link-based Retrieval and Content-based Retrieval

Recently, the research of web retrieval has focused on link-based ranking methods. However, none had

achieved better results than content-based methods in TREC experiments. We investigated the use of two

kinds of link information: link anchor and link connection. Our focus was on finding the effective ways for

combining link-based retrieval with content-based retrieval.

6.1 Using anchor text

We assumed that the anchor text of a link describes its target web page (Craswell et al., 2001). We then, for

cdcli web ya^c, buili <tii aui^liui dc&uiipiiuii Uucuuiciii cuiuaiiiiii^ all ilic aiicliui icau> uf a pagc'^ iiicuuiiiig

links.
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We observed that plenty of anchor texts are names of home pages (i.e. URL, or URL-like terms), which are

reasonable. Therefore intuitively, they could be very effective for page finding task, in which most queries

are also a bunch of URLs or URL-like terms. Our results on TREC-10 page finding tasks confirmed the

intuition. In Table 4, row I and row 2 show that anchor-text-based retrieval achieved much better

performance than content-based retrieval, i.e. more than 96% improvements on average reciprocal rank and

48% improvements on top- 10 precision.

Average reciprocal rank Top 10 precision Not found Method

1 22.46% 44.10% 25.52% Content-based retrieval

2 44.06% 65.50% 25.52% Anchor-text-based retrieval

3 42.40% 65.50% 13.10% Content -i- anchor text (Comb-1)

4 50.50% 69.00% 15.20% Content + anchor text (Comb-3)

Table 4: Page finding results of TREC-10 query set (PIO)

We then performed experiments on ad hoc retrieval using anchor description only for indexing. The results

are much worse than content-based retrieval as shown in Table 5 (row 1-3). This is due to the data

sparseness problem. As indicated in Figure 1, statistics showed that about 28% web pages in the web

collection have no anchor description at all. Totally 75% web pages have anchor description documents

with less than 10 words. Therefore, the information (in terms of keywords) that anchor text provided for ad

hoc retrieval is very limited. It is most unlikely that the title-only queries have chances to match words

contained in such a short description. So even with query expansion (e.g. chose 30 terms from top-5 ranked

documents), anchor-text-based retrieval was still much worse than content based retrieval although it was

much better than the result without query expansion as shown in row 1-3 of Table 5.

Avg. P using T9 Avg. P. using TIO Method

1 20.08% 19.42% Content-based retrieval

2 3.12% Anchor-text-based retrieval

3 4.85% 2 -1- query expansion

4 22.23% 19.13% Content -i- anchor text (Comb-1)

5 23.27% 18.64% Content -i- anchor text (Comb-3)

Table 5: Ad hoc retrieval results using anchor text
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Figure 1: Anchor text description length vs. number of documents
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In what follows, we examine three different ways to make use of anchor text and content text.

First, we simply combined the content text and anchor text for indexing (denoted by Comb-1 in Table 4 and

Table 5).

Second, we merged the two ranking lists obtained by content-based retrieval and anchor-text-based

retrieval respectively. The new score, s, of a retrieved page is estimated by Equation (5).

s = A * sc + (1-A)*sa (5)

where sc and sa are, respectively, the scores of content-based retrieval and anchor-text-based retrieval, and

/I (0 < /I < 1) is the interpolation weight tuned on a test set.

The last method we used is to re-rank the results of content-based retrieval according to the results of

anchor-text-based retrieval (denoted by Comb-3 in Table 4 and 5). For each retrieved page in the ranking

list of content-based retrieval, if it is also included in the ranking list of anchor-text-based retrieval, we set a

new score by Equation (6), where A>1.

s = A * sc (6)

The page finding results are summarized in Table 5. The ad hoc retrieval results are summarized in Table 6.

Let us discuss the frustrating ad hoc retrieval results first.

As we expected, since the addition indexing words provided by anchor text are very limited, the impact of

combination is neglectable, as shown in row 4 of Table 5. Similarly, in the second method, we found that

the best result is obtained when A;=l. This indicates again the neglectable impact of anchor text information

on ad hoc retrieval. For Comb-3, we still found that the best results are obtained when A approached 1.

The reason that anchor text is not helpful to ad hoc retrieval is largely due to the sparseness problem we
discussed above. The following Figure 2 shows the results of query by query analyses on TREC-10 ad hoc

retrieval task. Because most of the anchor texts are too short, they are submerged in the content data. At the

same time, what most commonly happens is that the query and the anchor text are mismatched for both of

them are extremely short. Since no good result can be achieved by using anchor description of the

document only, no improvement may be obtained by combining anchor text retrieval result and content text

retrieval results.
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Figure 2: Average precision on TREC-10 ad hoc task (using anchor text v.s. source data)

Now let's look at the good results achieved in page finding task by using both content text and anchor text.

We applied Comb-1 and Comb-3. Unlike the ad hoc retrieval, experimental results on page finding task are

iiiubli iiiuic- ciii^uuiagiiig as aliowii in Tablt 4. Ruw 3 sliuws dial when uaiiig Cuiiib-l, <tllliuu^Il wc (Jill llUl
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get any improvements on average reciprocal rank and top-10 precision, the not found rate dropped

dramatically by more than 48%. As shown in row 4, by using Comb-3, we obtained even better

performance. We achieved approximately 15% improvement on average reciprocal rank, and 56%
improvement on top-10 precision. The not found rate also dropped substantially by more than 40%.

We give the similar query by query analyses for TREC-10 homepage finding task, the first 50 queries of

which are shown in Figure 3. That is to say, we evaluate the retrieval result by non-interpolated 11 points

average precision metric, which shows the performance in terms of both precision and recall. For the

remaining queries, the results are most similarly. On a whole, there are 90 queries that can get better

performance by using anchor description than using source data for indexing; only 38 queries are worse

than source data retrieval; and for the remaining 17 queries, both anchor description retrieval and source

date retrieval get the same results. Since anchor text takes limited but precise information of a homepage,

especially the URL feature of the page, it can get better performance. Then it is reasonable to make
improvements while combining two different ranked lists of retrieval results.
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Figure 3: Average precision on TREC-10 homepage finding task (using anchor text v.s. source data)

The results indicate that (1) anchor text containing less but URL-like terms which contributed more to the

precision of page finding; (2) content text with more terms might contribute more to the recall; and (3)

when we combined anchor text and content text for indexing, both kinds of information really

complemented each other, and achieved a better tradeoff between precision and recall.

6.2 Using link connection

We assumed that links between web pages indicate useful semantic relationships between related web

pages. Especially, we tried spreading activation (SA) approach (Crestani and Lee, 2000; Savoy and

Rasolofo, 2000) for ad hoc task using TREC-9 query set. In SA method, the degree of match between a

web page D, and a query Q, as initially computed by the IR system (denoted SIM(Di,Q)), is propagated to

the linked documents through a certain number of cycles using a propagation factor. Savoy and Rasolofo

(2000) used a simplified version with only one cycle and a fixed propagation factor X for k-best incoming

links and k-best outgoing links. Our experiments showed that considering outgoing links negatively affects

the retrieval results. Therefore only the top-1 similar incoming link is considered in our methods. In this

case, the final retrieval value of a document D, with m incoming linked documents is computed as:

SAscore(£>, ) = SIM (D, ,Q) + A- max{5/M {Dj ,Q)\j = l,...m} (7)

Unfortunately, we found that the best result could be obtained only when A approached 0.
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In addition to SA, different search strategies, such as PageRank etc have been tested. However, none was

able to improve the retrieval effectiveness. This result confirmed the previous results in TREC using link

connections.

7. Summary of Official Retrieval Results

In TREC-10, we submitted 5 official runs for ad hoc task, and 4 runs for page finding task. In both tasks,

title-only query sets were used. Table 6 and 7 show the results as well as methods we used for our

submitted runs.

Run# Avg. P Method

Msrcnl 19.42% Content-based retrieval

Msrcn2 19.13% Content + anchor text (Comb-1)

Msrcn3 18.64% Content + anchor text (Comb-3)

Msrcn4 17.79% Content + anchor text (Comb-3) -i-LCA

Msrcn5 18.80% Content + anchor text (Comb-1) -i- PRF

Table 6: Ad hoc official results of submitted runs

Run# Average reciprocal rank Top 10 precision Not found Method

Msrcnpl 22.46% 44.10% 25.52% Content-based retrieval

Msrcnp2 42.40% 65.50% 13.10% Content + anchor text (Comb-1)

Msrcnp3 44.06% 65.50% 25.52% Anchor-text-based retrieval

Msrcnp4 50.50% 69.00% 15.20% Content -i- anchor text (Comb-3)

Table 7: Page finding official results of submitted runs

8. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we described our work in the Web track (ad hoc retrieval task and page finding task)

evaluated at TREC- 10. We used the latest version of the Okapi system (Windows 2000 version), and focused our

researches on: (1) the use of traditional IR techniques (content-based retrieval) for web retrieval, (2) the use

of query expansion, and (3) the use of link information.

Several conclusions are suggested by our experiments.

(1) The new version of the Okapi system was shown to be very robust and effective for web retrieval.

(2) In ad hoc task, content-based retrieval achieved much better performance than link-based retrieval.

This confirmed again the previous Web track results at TREC.

(3) In ad hoc task, the impact of anchor text could be neglected. This might be due to the problem of

the nature of the TREC web collection, such as the sparseness problem mentioned in Section 6.

Other groups have reported that similar methods can achieve improvements on other web
collection than TREC collection (Dumais and Jin, 2001).

(4) In page finding task, anchor-text-based retrieval achieved much better results than content-based

retrieval in spite of much less terms contained in the anchor description. This is perhaps because
terms in page finding queries and anchor text are very similar (i.e. URL, or URL-like terms).
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(5) Both anchor text and content text provided useful information for page finding. In particular,

anchor text contributed more to the precision of page finding, while content text contributed more

to the recall. Both kinds of information complemented each other. The combination thus achieved

a better tradeoff between precision and recall.

(6) Although query expansion did not show any improvement in our web retrieval experiments, we
think that there are still potential for CE if we can make good use of other rich information

imbedded in the well-organized high-quality external collection (MS-Encarta) or figure out an

effective way to combine the web collection with the external collection.

Our future work includes

(1) Study the nature of the web collection, and exploit the use of link information on a more

'complete' web collection.

(2) Enrich the anchor description by using context information of the anchor. The context information

can be a sentence or a passage that contains the anchor text. The context information may enhance

the anchor description from two aspects: (1) providing clues to evaluate the relevance between the

anchor text and its target web page; (2) providing richer description of the target web page.

(3) Exploit the use of the external collection for QE including the use of information of domain

hierarchy, pre-defined keywords, and topics etc, and the effective combination of external

collection with web collection, etc.
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1 Introduction

Microsoft Research Redmond participated for the first time in TREC this year, focusing on the

question answering track. There is a separate report in this volume on the Microsoft Research

Cambridge submissions for the filtering and Web tracks (Robertson et al., 2002). We have been

exploring data-driven techniques for Web question answering, and modified our system

somewhat for participation in TREC QA. We submitted two runs for the main QA track

(AskMSR and AskMSR2).

Data-driven methods have proven to be powerful techniques for natural language processing. It

is still unclear to what extent this success can be attributed to specific techniques, versus simply

the data itself. For example, Banko and Brill (2001) demonstrated that for confusion set

disambiguation, a prototypical disambiguadon-in-string-context problem, the amount of data used

far dominates the learning method employed in improving labeling accuracy. The more training

data that is used, the greater the chance that a new sample being processed can be trivially related

to samples appearing in the training data, thereby lessening the need for any complex reasoning

that may be beneficial in cases of sparse training data.

The idea of allowing the data, instead of the methods, do most of the work is what motivated our

particular approach to the TREC Question Answering task. One of the biggest challenges in

TREC-style QA is overcoming the surface string mismatch between the question formulation and

the string containing its answer. For some Question/Answer pairs, deep reasoning is needed to

relate the two. The larger the data set from which we can draw answers, the greater the chance

we can find an answer that holds a simple, easily discovered relationship to the query string.

Our approach to question answering is to take advantage of the vast amount of text data that is

now available online. In contrast to many question answering systems that begin with rich

linguistic resources (e.g., parsers, dictionaries, WordNet), we begin with data and use that to drive

the design of our system. To do this, we first use simple techniques to look for answers to

questions on the Web. Since the Web has orders of magnitude more data than the TREC QA
document collection, simple techniques are likely to work here. After we have found suitable

answer strings from online text, we project them onto the TREC corpus in search of supporting

documents.

2 Answer Redundancy and Question Answering
Answer redundancy (multiple, differently phrased, answer occurrences) serves two purposes for

our task of question answering. First, the occurrence of multiple linguistic formulations of the

same answer increases the chances of being able to find an answer that occurs within the context

of a simple pattern matching the query. For instance, it is not difficult to match the question

"Who killed Abraham Lincoln" with the text "John Wilkes Booth killed Abraham Lincoln," but it

is more challenging to find the answer to this question in the text "John Wilkes Booth is perhaps

America's most infamous assassin. He is best known for having fired the bullet that ended

Abraham Lincoln's life."
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The TREC corpus has considerably less answer redundancy than the Web - the TREC QA
database consists of fewer than 1 million documents, whereas Web search engines are now
indexing more than 2 billion pages. By analyzing the set of documents returned by the union of

all groups, we see that only 37 of the TREC 2001 queries have 25 or more documents with a

correct answer, and only 138 have 10 or more documents. Given a source, such as the TREC
corpus, that contains only a relatively small number of formulations of answers to a query, we
may be faced with the difficult task of mapping questions to answers by way of uncovering

complex lexical, syntactic, or semantic relationships between question string and answer string.

The need for anaphor resolution and synonymy, the presence of alternate syntactic formulations

and indirect answers all make answer finding a potentially challenging task. However, the greater

the answer redundancy in the source, the more likely it is that we can find an answer that occurs

in a simple relation to the question, and therefore, the less likely it is that we will need to resort to

solving the aforementioned difficulties facing natural language processing systems.

The second use of answer redundancy is to facilitate answer extraction. Even if we find a simple

relationship between the question and the proposed answer, the answer might be incorrect. It is

possible that the source made a mistake, or that the seemingly correct answer string appears in a

context that identifies it as possibly incorrect (e.g. "John thinks that Andrew Jackson killed

Abraham Lincoln"). Additionally, even with a highly redundant information source, there will be

questions for which no simple-relationship answer can be found. To lessen these challenges, we
can use answer redundancy to combine a number of uncertain guesses into a single, much more

reliable guess. This is the kind of redundancy explored in Abney et al. (2000), Clarke et al.

(2001 ) and Kwok et al. (2001 ).

3 System Overview
Our system utilizes a search engine' to find answers on the Web, an approach similar to that

described in Kwok et al. (2001). Given a question, we formulate multiple queries to send to the

search engine, we ask for the 100 best matching pages for each, and then harvest the returned

summaries for further processing. A set of potential answers is extracted from the summary text,

with each potential answer string weighted by a number of factors, including how well it matches

the expected answer type and how often it occurred in the retrieved page summaries.

Given a set of possible answers, we then perform answer projection, searching for supporting

documents in the TREC QA document collection. The system returns the four best <answer,

document ID> pairs. We made no attempt to determine when an answer did not exist in the

TREC corpus; instead we always returned "NIL" in the fifth position. A flow diagram of our

system is shown in Figure 1 . Below we discuss each component in detail.

3.1 Query Reformulation

Given a query Q, we would like to search our document collection for possible answer strings S.

To give a simple example, from the question "When was Abraham Lincoln bom?" we know that

a likely answer formulation takes the form "Abraham Lincoln was bom on <DATE>".
Therefore, we can look through the data, searching for such a pattern. While it may be possible

to learn query-to-answer reformulations (e.g., Agichtein et al., 2001; Radev et al., 2001), we

created these manually. We did not use a parser or part-of-speech tagger for query reformulation,

but did use a lexicon in order to determine the possible parts-of-speech of a word as well as its

morphological variants.

We first classify the question into one of seven categories, each of which is mapped to a

particular set of rewrite mies. Rewrite rule sets ranged in size from one to five rewrite types.

The output of the rewrite module ia a act of 3 tuplco of the form [otring, L/IV ,
weight], whoro

"string" is the reformulated search query, "L/R/-" indicates the position in the text where we
expect to find the answer with respect to the query string (to the left, right or anywhere) and

For the experiments reported here, we used Google as the backend Web search engine.
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"weight" reflects how much we prefer answers found with this particular query. The idea behind

using a weight is that answers found using a high precision query (e.g. "Abraham Lincoln was

bom on") are more likely to be correct than those found using a lower precision query (e.g.

"Abraham" "Lincoln" "bom").
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Figure 1. AskMSR System Architecture

The rewrites generated by our system were simple string-based manipulations. For instance,

some question types involve query rewrites with possible verb movement; the verb "z^" in the

question "Who is the world's richest man married to?" should be moved in formulating the

desired rewrite to "The world's richest man is married to". While we might be able to determine

where to move a verb by analyzing the sentence syntactically, we took a much simpler approach.

Given a query such as "Who is W| W2 ... Wp", where each of the Wj is a word, we generate a

rewrite for each possible position the verb could be moved to (e.g. "W| is W2 ... Wn", "W| W2 is ...

Wn", etc). While such an approach results in many nonsensical rewrites (e.g. "the world's is

richest man married to"), these very rarely result in the retrieval of bad pages, and the proper

movement position is guaranteed to be found via exhaustive search. If we instead relied on a

parser, we would require fewer query rewrites, but a misparse would result in the proper rewrite

not being found. We currently use only simple string matching, but could enhance our rewrites to

include richer pattems as Soubbotin and Soubbotin (2002) have done.

The rewrites for the query ""What is relative humidity?'' are:

["+is relative humidity", LEFT, 5]

["relative +is humidity", RIGHT, 5]

["relative humidity +is", RIGHT, 5]

["relative humidity", NULL, 2]

["relative" AND "humidity", NULL, 1]

3.2 N-Gram Harvesiing

Once we have obtained the set of rewrites, we submit each reformulated query to the search

engine. For efficiency reasons, we worked only with the summaries returned for each hit rather

than retrieving the full-text of pages (as was done by Kwok et al. (2001) and Clarke et al. (2002)).
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The returned summaries contain the query terms, usually with a few words of surrounding

context. The summary text is then processed to retrieve only strings to the left or right of the

query string, as specified in the rewrite triple. In some cases, this surrounding context has

truncated the answer string, which may negatively impact our results.

We obtain 1-gram, 2-grams and 3-grams from the short summaries. We score each n-gram

according to the weight of the query that retrieved that it and sum these weights across all

summaries containing the n-gram. So, the weight for each candidate n-gram is given by:

There are a couple of important things to note about this weighting scheme. First, we count an n-

gram only once within each summary, so there is no //component. Second, the more summaries

an n-gram occurs in the higher weight it gets, which is the opposite of the usual «i/ approaches to

term weighting. Shorter n-grams will occur more often, but we use tiling to increase the counts

for longer n-grams, as described below. Because we do not use any global term weights, we do

not need to index the documents directly nor maintain a local database of term weights.

When searching for candidate answers, we enforce the constraint that stop words are not

permitted to appear in any potential n-gram answers. In retrospect, this was too stringent a

requirement.

3.3 Answer Typing
Next, we use type filters to increment/decrement each n-gram count based on expected type

(gleaned from the question) and a guess as to the type of the n-gram. The system uses filtering in

the following manner. First, the query is analyzed and assigned one of seven question types, such

as who-question, what-question, or how-many-question. Based on the query type that has been

assigned, the system determines what collection of filters to apply to the set of potential answers

found during n-gram harvesting. The answers are analyzed for features relevant to the filters, and

then rescored according to the presence of such information.

A collection of approximately 15 filters were developed based on human knowledge about

question types and the domain from which their answers can be drawn. Most filters used surface

string features, such as capitalization or the presence of digits, and consisted of hand-crafted

regular expression patterns. Some filters were driven by more sophisticated properties such as

semantic features or part-of-speech assignments, and used natural language analysis (Jensen et

al., 1993) capable of associating such characteristics with strings. For example, these filters

indicate that the strings "Pope Julius", "Julius 11", and "David" refer to people, whereas

"Vatican" refers to a location, which will be helpful for correctly answering who- or where-

questions.

The selected filters are applied to each candidate string and used to adjust the initial score of the

string. In most cases, filters are used to boost the score of a potential answer when it has been

determined to possess the features relevant to the query type. In other cases, filters are used to

remove strings from the candidate list altogether. This type of exclusion was only performed

when the set of correct answers was determined to be a closed set (e.g. "Which continent....?")

or definable by a set of closed properties (e.g. "How many...?").

The filters were determined to yield 26.4% relative improvement in MRR on a held-out subset of

TREC9 queries, compared to using no type filter re-weighting.

3.4 Answer Tiling
hmally, we applied an answer tiling algorithm, which both merges similar answers and assembles

longer answers out of answer fragments. Tiling constructs longer n-grams from sequences of

overlapping shorter n-grams. For example, "A B C" and "B C D" is tiled into "A B C D." The
weight of the new n-gram is the maximum of the constituent n-gram weights. The algorithm

proceeds greedily from the top-scoring candidate - all subsequent candidates (up to a certain

ngram _ weight -
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cutoff) are checked to see if they can be tiled with the current candidate answer. If so, the higher

scoring candidate is replaced with the longer tiled n-gram, and the lower scoring candidate is

removed. The algorithm stops only when no n-grams can be further tiled.

4 System Combination
We had developed two semi -independent versions of the system, differing in the set of rewrite

rules, tiling algorithm and type filters. It has been demonstrated in many settings that, given

several algorithms for a prediction problem, combining their results via a voting scheme can

frequently result in performance better than that of any of the individual algorithms, since

different systems can reinforce each other's strengths and also help correct each other's wrong

answers. Towards realizing such. gains for our system, we learned an automatic method for

combining the results from the two systems (AskMSR-A and AskMSR-B).

The first step in combining the answers was to run through AskMSR-A and AskMSR-B's lists of

outputs to determine when two of their answers can be deemed equivalent and hence should be

merged. This is a step that can frequently be omitted by most voting schemes that have to deal

with only a small set of possible output values (rather than the large set of all possible strings in

our setting), and we note that determining whether two answers match is a more subtle task than

might appear at first blush. For instance, exact string matching will fail to recognize that

'Redwood trees" and ' redwoods" are almost certainly the same thing; simple substring matching

also fails on this example.

In our system, we tested whether two answers A and B matched by checking if either every stem

of every word in A matches a stem of some word in B, or vice versa. Armed with this test, we
then merge AskMSR-A and AskMSR-B's lists of answers into a single, combined list, as follows:

We initialize the "combined list" to the empty list, and then repeatedly test pairs of answers (one

from AskMSR-A, one from AskMSR-B) to see if they match; upon finding a match, both

answers are deleted from their respective lists, and the (lexicographically) longer answer is added

to the combined list. When no more pairs of matches are to be found, we then add the answers

still remaining in the AskMSR-A and the AskMSR-B lists to the combined list.

Having formed a combined list of answers, we then learn a way for ranking them. For almost any

learning method, the choice of features critically impacts performance. In our specific

application, we desire features that can be used to characterize how "confident" we are about

each answer's correctness, so that we can rank the answers we are confident about higher. While

AskMSR-A and AskMSR-B both output their own confidence scores, the absolute values of these

scores were only very weakly predictive of confidence. On the other hand, the rankings of the

answers output by each of the two methods were far more predictive of confidence; this can also

be thought of as using the relative, rather than absolute, values of these scores.

We therefore learned a function that took as input the rankings of an answer output by either or

both algorithms, and whose task it was then to output a "score" determining how confident we
are that this answer is correct. Here, these "scores" have no intrinsic meaning (such as the

probability of being correct), and our goal is only that when the results are sorted according to the

scores, that the resulting expected MRR be high.

Using TREC-9 QA queries 201-400 as our training data, the parameters of our function

approximator were automatically tuned to maximize the empirical MRR on the training set. On
holdout test data, we estimated that this method improved our overall MRR by 11% over the

better of AskMSR-A and AskMSR-B.

5 Answer Projection
At this point the system has produced a list of the n-best answers for a question. These answers

were determined using web data. The next task was to find supporting documents in the TREC
document collection for each answer candidate. In the projection phrase, five possible supporting

documents are found for each of the five candidate answers. The Okapi IR system was used for
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finding the supporting documents for each candidate answer (Robertson et al., 1995). The query

submitted to Okapi was just the list of query words along with the candidate answer. Documents

were ranked using the standard best match ranking function, bm25. We did not use any phrase or

proximity operators to increase precision nor any pseudo relevance feedback to increase

coverage. We did not use Boolean operators to ensure that the candidate answer be matched.

To generate the final answers, the first supporting document for each candidate answer was

chosen, unless there existed a supporting document for the candidate answer that was also

retrieved as the supporting document for another candidate answer, in which case the duplicate

supporting document is returned. For example, if a candidate answer had supporting documents

dl, d2, etc., d2 is returned if another candidate answer is supported by d2. The reasoning behind

this strategy is that candidate answers tend to be related to the correct answer, and multiple

occurrences of a document suggested that the document contain either the answer or terms related

to the answer. In practice, however, this mechanism was rarely used - almost all supporting

documents returned were the first one.

Although we designed the answer projection component to work for the TREC QA track, we
believe it is more generally applicable. For example, if one had a small reliable source like an

encyclopedia, newspaper, or help documentation, one could use the same idea - first find possible

answers using our simple system in a large noisy collection like the Web and then project the

answers to the reliable sources for verification.

6 Results and Analysis
We present the official TREC 2001 results for our two submitted runs, AskMSR and AskMSR2,
in the table below. We used exactly the system described above for the AskMSR run. For

AskMSR2, we used a somewhat different projection algorithm than described above, which

improved performance on our TREC9 hold-out set but had little impact on the actual test data, as

shown in the table. The average answer length was 14.6 bytes for both systems, well below the

50 byte limit. Since we had no training data to calibrate the system scores, we did nothing to

handle NIL queries, and simply placed a NIL response in position 5 for every query.

System Strict Lenient

AskMSR
MRR 0.347 0.434

% no answers 49.2 40.0

AskMSR2
MRR 0.347 0.437

% no answers 49.6 39.6

Table 1. TREC 2001 results

We were quite pleased with the results of our very simple system in our first participation in the

TREC QA track. Although we had been working on Web QA for a few months, our entire TREC
QA endeavor was done, from scratch, in two weeks. There is still a great deal that can be done to

improve the system. One of the biggest weaknesses of our system was the simple strategy we
used to map an answer onto a supporting document, as seen in our .09 drop in MRR from finding

an answer to finding a supporting document for that answer. Clarke et al. (2002) and Buchholz

(2002) also report lower TREC performance compared to Web performance. A number of

projection errors came from the temporal differences in the Web and TREC collections. E.g., for

query ]202: Who is the governor of Alaska?, we return Tony Knowles, who is the governor in

2001, L'ut not Gti^vv., Cuwpi..i wliu waa tlit guvciiiui in 1909.

There were several other bugs and sub-optimal design decisions in our initial TREC QA system.

One problem was our decision not to include stop words in the n-gram strings (e.g.. For query

]358: In which state would you find the Catskill Mountains?, our top answer was 'Regional York
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State', but we omitted 'New' because it was a stop word. We have removed this constraint in our

current system and it improves performance considerably. Other problems occurred in answer

tiling (e.g., For query 1288: What is nepotism?, our top answers were: 'favoritism shown';

'relatives'; and 'employment' which we did not tile correctly because 'to' and 'in' were linking

stop words that we removed. Other areas for improvement are: handling of quantities, answer

typing, and question reformulation, which are useful more broadly than the TREC question-

answering task.

There are several examples where our simple approach does quite well compared to other

systems. Typically these are cases where simple rewrites work well with the large Web
collection but much more complex processing is required to find answers within the small TREC
document collection. Consider the following query-document pairs. (These are the only relevant

documents for these queries within the TREC collection.)

1083: What is the birthstonefor June? <answer: pearl>

<DOC> . . . For anyone fascinated by pearls who wants to learn more about them, a tiny but

magical London jewellery shop, Manguette, is having a festival ofpearls (faux and real) for two

weeks during June (the pearl is the birth-stone for those born in that month)... Only three groups

find this document. There are two difficulties in finding this document in the TREC collection ~

pronominal reference must be used to know that 'that month' refers to June, and the query term

birthstone needs to be rewritten as birth-stone which occurs in the document. With the wealth of

data available on the Web, we can find the answer without solving either of these problems.

1340: What is the rainiest place on Earth? <answer: Mount Waialeale>

<DOC> ...In misty Seattle, Wash., last year, 32 inches of rain fell. Hong Kong gets about 80

inches a year, and even Pago Pago, notedfor its prodigious showers, gets only about 196 inches

annually. ... (The titleholder, according to the National Geographic Society, is Mount Waialeale

in Hawaii, where about 460 inches of rain falls each year.)... Again, only three groups find this

document. This is a much more interesting case. Some fairly sophisticated processing needs to

be done to know that titleholder means rainiest.

After submitting our TREC run, we continued to improve the system for general web QA
capabilities. After receiving the TREC relevance judgments, we tried the new system on the

TREC queries, and were pleased to see some sizable improvements. We analyzed our new
system on the 30 "worst" questions for our system - that is, the questions with the greatest

difference between mean score across groups and our score for a question. On these 30

questions, our official submission attained an MRR of 0. The improved system attained an MRR
of 0.390 on these 30 questions. There would be improvements on other queries as well although

we have not scored the full set by hand.

We believe that data redundancy is a readily available and valuable resource that should be

exploited for question answering in much the same way as linguistic resources often are. The

performance of our system shows promise for approaches to question answering which make use

of very large text databases, even with minimal natural language processing.
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Introduction to Qanda and Catalyst

Qanda is MITRE's entry into the question-answering (QA)

track of the TREC conference(Voorhees & Harman 2002).

This year, Qanda was re-engineered to use a new architec-

ture for human language technology called Catalyst, devel-

oped at MITRE for the DARPA TIDES program.

The Catalyst architecture was chosen because it was

specifically designed for fast processing and for combin-

ing the strengths of Information Retrieval (IR) and Natural

Language Processing (NLP) into a single framework. These

technology fields are critical to the development of QA sys-

tems.

The current Qanda implementation serves as a prototype

for developing QA systems in the Catalyst architecture. This

paper serves as an introduction to Catalyst and the Qanda

implementation.

What is Catalyst?

Catalyst is a framework for creating and experimenting with

Human Language Technology (HLT) systems. It attempts

to address several problems typical of current approaches to

component-based HLT systems. The principal problems that

Catalyst is designed to ameliorate are these:

• Systems do not scale easily to handle today's information

processing needs. Systems are needed to process human
language very quickly or in very large amounts.

• Experimenting with a variety of potential system config-

urations is difficult because each pair-wise component in-

teraction typically requires specialized integration code

for smooth operation.

The approach that we are using in the Catalyst framework

to address these problems is to combine standoffannotation

and dataflow.

Standoff Annotation

The Catalyst data model, like those of both the TIPSTER
and GATE architectures(Cunningham, Wilks, & Gaizauskas

1996; Grishman 1996), is annotation based. A signal (text,

audio, etc.) is augmented with annotations that mark up por-

tions of the signal with supplemental or derived information.

*john@mitre.org
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Catalyst annotations are standoff (versus inline) which

means that the underlying signal is unmodified and anno-

tations are maintained and communicated separate from the

signal. By separating the signal from the annotations and an-

notations of different types from each other, Catalyst is able

to automatically construct customized streams of annotation

for each component in a system. The set of annotations,

attributes and their names can all be transparently modified

between each language processing component without mod-
ifying any component code or inserting additional scripts.

Every standoff annotation has an annotation type identi-

fier, a start position, an end position, and zero or more at-

tributes. The attributes are named fields that provide infor-

mation derived from or associated with the annotated text.

For example, a tokenizer might emit word annotations, with

text, stem and part-of-speech attributes. The start and end

of each such annotation would indicate where in the text the

tokenizer found the words.

Dataflow Processing

In order to support distributed, scalable systems. Catalyst is

based on a dataflow model of language processing compo-

nents. We refer to these components as language processors

(LPs). The dataflow model allows us to describe an HLT
system directly in terms of the data dependencies between

LPs. Furthermore, we are able to use the natural ordering

properties of the standoff annotation indices to synchronize

the operation of the various components.

Each LP in a Catalyst system is connected to others by an-

notation streams consisting of a flow of standoff annotations

serialized according to the following predicate.

i4i. start < ^2 Start

. I V ((Ai.start = >l2.start) A (>li.end > >l2.end))
Ai<A2it< ^ ((^j start = Az.start) A {Ai.end = A2.end)

A (>li.annotation-type < >l2.annotation-type))

As a node in a dataflow network, each LP has a declara-

tion that defines its annotation input requirements and anno-

tation outputs. A system declaration identifies the required

language processors and the desired annotation stream con-
n/*r»tir\nc KAtw/AAn tViAm (^r*nn<a^t-ior»c thot coticfj' Aooh I_P*c

input requirements). From these declarations Catalyst can

arrange to deliver to each component only the annotations

that are expected. Thus, components do not need to forward
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annotations unrelated to their specific function. For exam-

ple, a sentence tagger may consume the bf word annotations

produced by the tokenizer described above, and emit anno-

tations indicating the boundaries of sentences. The sentence

tagger need not copy the words to its output—if a third com-

ponent requires both sentences and words. Catalyst will ar-

range to deliver the outputs of the tokenizer and the sentence

tagger, suitably merged.

Catalyst's dataflow approach to building HLT system has

a number of advantages.

• Error dependencies between components are limited to

the precisely specified data dependencies.

• By using dedicated peer-to-peer channels Catalyst elimi-

nates the cost of parsing and generating generic annota-

tion interchange formats (such as XML) between inde-

pendently constructed components.

• Component developers may work directly with an anno-

tation model, rather that with particular data interchange

formats. (Catalyst will support the exchange of data in

XML for system I/O and for use with components not pre-

pared for direct use in a Catalyst system.)

• A system can be run on a single machine or distributed

across many. Individual components can be replicated to

increase throughput.

• Component code can be simplified because the data pre-

sented is always consistent with the LP specification.

Distributability

Catalyst annotation streams are transported over sockets and

can be connected between processes on many machines, per-

mitting a wide range of processing strategies for optimizing

system performance without having to rewrite component

code. Once properly working on a single host, distributing a

system across many machines requires only starting a server

on each machine and editing a few lines in the system con-

figuration file.

Control

A network of Catalyst servers exchange information for the

purpose of creating and maintaining Catalyst-based systems.

Connections are negotiated by servers and then handed-off

to component processes. A single script, compiled from a

static dataflow description of the system, works in concert

with the servers to create each system. Servers also route

and deliver control commands to each language processor.

Logging and Monitoring

A multi-process, distributed system can be difficult to debug

and maintain. To assist component and system developers

in this regard. Catalyst has both distributed logging and dis-

tributed monitoring capabilities.

The Catalyst log capability allows logger processes to col-

lect information from some or all of the processes in a Cat-

alv.st sy.stem. Logging information includes events such as

when language processors are stopped or started, user log

messages, command events, errors, etc. Logs may be cre-

ated at the same time the system is instantiated or may be

added later as needed. Multiple loggers can be created si- '

multaneously to record several views of the log at different

levels of detail and can be used to create logs at multiple
\

destinations.

The Catalyst monitor is used to examine the configuration

and state of a Catalyst system. Using the monitor, a compo-
nent or system developer can obtain snapshots of the current

system configuration and track the flow of data through a

system. The monitor provides information such as the list

of current running components, the connecting annotation

streams, the amount of information buffered with the sys-

tem, the current indices for the various streams, etc. Debug-
;

ging multicomponent systems such as Qanda requires a fa-

cility to examine the global system state easily. The monitor
i

is an important tool for quickly diagnosing component inter- j'

action problems and identifying performance bottlenecks. '

Information Retrieval in Catalyst

In addition to addressing some of the general problems of

HLT system construction. Catalyst is also an experiment in
|

developing a framework for combining NLP and IR in a sin- i

gle system. Standoff token annotations, grouped by term,

form the basis of an inverted index for terms in a large cor-

pus, similar to those used by traditional IR engines. By ex-

tending this usage to all other types of annotation. Catalyst

permits the development of fast information retrieval tech-

niques that query over NLP-generated products (see exam-

ples below).

Catalyst's dataflow model, combined with flexible in-

verted index streams, makes it possible to develop systems

that can utilize both pre- and post-index NLP to improve

the speed of query responses. Also, retrieval engines can

be built that directly answer complex queries as needed for
j

question answering (e.g., retrieve all paragraphs containing
j

a person and one of terms A or B).
\

Implementing Qanda using Catalyst

Our previous TREC efforts have used inline-XML pipeline

architectures, where all components monotonically added
i

XML markup to retrieved documents. This approach had

a number of problems:

• Components downstream had to understand (or at least !

parse) all upstream annotations, in order to ensure that

these earlier annotations were properly replicated on out- ^

put. '

• This led to an inflation of the markup on documents: Of-

ten the final documents comprised 99% markup and 1%
underlying character data.

'

• Some components' only purpose was to rewrite markup
j

to make it more palatable to downstream components.
j

• It is difficult to parallelize such an architecture. '

t

Our current Catalvst-based architecture suffers from none "

of these problems. Every component is delivered only the

annotations that it requires to do its job. If a component '

is producing annotations that no other component currently
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Figure 1: Qanda as a Catalyst System—Wide arcs indicate file system 10, narrow arcs are lightweight Catalyst annotation

streams.

requires, Catalyst quietly drops them on the floor.' If nec-

essary, we can instruct Catalyst to map between different

annotation types in order to accommodate differences in the

natural representations of different components.

Catalyst also allows us to lay the system out in a more

natural manner than a single pipeline. Figure 1 shows our

TREC system, which is naturally expressed as a directed

graph. Note that many components do not need to commu-
nicate with each other, even indirectly, and can thus run in

parallel, e.g., most of the entity taggers. Although we have

not yet taken advantage of it. Catalyst will allow us to run

language processors on different machines, even replicating

slower components in order to increase throughput.

Using Catalyst

Working with Catalyst entails developing Catalyst-enabled

components and assembling them into a system. Catalyst is

designed to simplify this second task. First we describe the

general way in which Catalyst systems are constructed; next

we show two possible paths for integrating existing technol-

ogy with Catalyst.

'Of course, the preferred behavior would be for the component

to neglect computing such annotations in the first place, but at least

they are not further processed.

Building a System in Catalyst

Figure 2 shows how the major components of Catalyst (the

library, the server and the configuration compilers) are used

in creating a running system. A configuration file is written

for each language processing component (LP). It specifies

which annotation streams it is able to process and which it

generates. A component compiler transforms the configura-

tion file into header files and other static information that are

used to create each Catalyst-enabled executable. A system

configuration file, referring to LP configuration files, defines

which LPs are needed in a system and the stream connec-

tions that are required between the LPs. The system com-

piler transforms the system configuration file into a start-

up script that is used to instantiate the system. The script

(presently a PERL 5.0 script) communicates only with Cat-

alyst servers, whose function is to create the operating sys-

tem processes that will contain the LPs, establish connec-

tions between them, and forward configuration and control

information from the script to each process.

The Catalyst library (linked into each component pro-

cesst handles annotation communication between compo-
nents and passes control information to and from the servers.

The library can merge annotations from many different com-

ponents and produce a single annotation stream specialized
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A running system
f

Figure 2: How Catalyst Builds a System—Configuration compilers transform configuration files into header, data, and script

files that are used to create language processors[LPs] and systems. A compiled start-up script uses the network of Catalyst

servers to create a running system. The system, once started, passes annotations via peer-to-peer communication managed by

the Catalyst library.

to each component's input declaration. Similarly, a single

stream of output from a component can be broken down
into its constituent annotations and attributes and delivered

piece-meal to many destinations. In this way. Catalyst de-

livers to each component, the precise set of annotations re-

quired by the component's declaration.

Integrating with Catalyst

There are two basic ways of integrating existing components

with Catalyst: writing a Catalyst wrapper process and using

the Catalyst API. The purpose of a Catalyst wrapper process

is to convert the Catalyst annotations streams to and from

a data format that an existing black box component uses.

The Catalyst API, of course, provides direct access to all of

Catalyst's features and provides maximum benefit.

A wrapper process allows one to connect existing technol-

ogy into Catalyst without having to modify the component

code. This is the only choice for components for which the

code is unavailable. It would provide the advantage of deliv-

ering a precise set of annotations to the wrapped component

but it would suffer from the cost of transformation to and

from the appropriate interchange format. Also, transforming

annotations from standoff to inline formats and back again

(as most component technologies would require) can be dif-

ficult. The Catalyst oroiect is, however, planning direct sup-
port for inline annotations in XML to facilitate integration

via wrapper processes.

The Catalyst API defines a standoff annotation model and

provides methods for sharing data via annotation streams.

Standoff annotations allow for overlap in ways that cannot

be constructed in an inline format such as XML, permitting,

for example, components to output many possibly overlap-

ping noun phrase bracketings or answer candidates. Addi-

tionally, a component can receive an annotation stream that

contains the combined outputs of several components that

all share the same task (e.g., it is simple to develop a com-

ponent that looks at A'^ different tagger outputs and selects

the best tags by combining the results).

Future Directions for Qanda within Catalyst

Currently, work is proceeding within the Catalyst project on

two important technologies: Persistent annotation archives

and annotation indexes. The goal of archiving annotations is

to store and then later reuse a stream of annotations. For in-

stance, the tokenization and entity tagging in Qanda could be

done on the entire TREC corpus ahead of time, then pulled

from an archive at question-answering time. Consumer lan-

guage processors will not be aware that their input annota-

tions are being read from disk rather than being created by a

"live" producer.

The goal of annotation indexing is to invert arbitrary text

"containers", not just documents or paragraphs. Thus, one

mieht auerv for archived Location entities containing the

term Berlin, to answer a question such as V^hen did the

Berlin wall come down?. In addition, we want to index all

annotations not just on the terms they contain, but on all of
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their other contained annotations as well. This is similar to

the work of (Prager a/. 2000; Kim a/. 2001) but in-

tended to be more general and comprehensive. With both of

these capabilities in place, we imagine that complex queries

might be formulated, such as:

Retrieve Sentences containing Dates and also contain-

ing the term wall and also containing Location annota-

tions containing the term Berlin.

We believe that such targeted queries will allow for very

fast and accurate question answering systems. Optimizing

such queries is admittedly complex, however, as is deter-

mining appropriate scoring mechanisms. Deciding how best

to use archived coreference information is also an issue.

Nonetheless, we believe that Catalyst provides a valuable

framework for such sophisticated language processing sys-

tems.
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1. Introduction

In the past years, we attended the 250-bytes group. Our main strategy was to

measure the similarity score (or the informative score) of each candidate sentence to

the question sentence. The similarity score was computed by sums of weights of co-

occurred question keywords.

To meet the requirement of shorter answering texts proposed in this year, we

adapt our system, and experiment on a new strategy that is focused on named entities

only. The similarity score is now measured in terms of the distances to the question

keywords in the same document. The MRR score is 0.145. Section 2 will deal

with our work in the main task.

We also attended the list task and the context task this year. In the list task, the

algorithm is almost the same as the one in the main task except that we have to avoid

duplicate answers and find the new answers at the same time. Positions of the

candidates in the answering texts should be considered. We will talk about this in

Section 3.

In the context task, how to keep the context, and what the answers of the

previous questions can help are the main issues. In our strategy, the answers of the

first question are kept when answering the subsequent questions, but the answers of

the other ones (denoted by question /) are kept only if question i has a co-referential

relationship to its previous one. Section 4 will describe this strategy in more detail.

2. Main Task

In the previous 250-bytes task, we measured the similarity of the question sentence

and each sentence in the relevant documents, and reported the top 5 sentences with

the highest scores and with the question focus words. In our experiment, the real

answer sometimes lies in the sentence that is not so "similar" to the question. It

becomes harder to extract text shorter than 50 bytes and containing the answer in this
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manner. Therefore, we experiment on another strategy, which is "candidate-

focused" rather than "sentence-focused".

After reading a question, the system first decides its question type and keywords

as usual. Now every named entity in the relevant documents becomes our answer

candidate. For each candidate, we find out its distances to the question keywords in

the same document, and sum up the reciprocals of these distances. One question

keyword only contributes once, i.e., if a keyword occurs more than once, only the one

nearest to the candidate contributes the score. Moreover, we assign higher weights

to the keywords that are named entities. After scoring all the candidates, the highest

top five are proposed, together with the texts surrounding the candidates within 50

bytes. The texts are extracted in such a way that the candidates can be placed in the

middle.

In our experiment, we found that if there is a question keyword right preceding

or following the candidate, it will dominate the score despite of the other question

keywords. To solve this problem, we divide the distance by three, i.e., we consider

three words as a unit to measure the distance. The scoring function is shown as

follows:

where x is an answer candidate, Q is the question sentence, D is the document

currently examined, t is a term occurring in both Q and D, and posoit) is one of the

occurrence positions of t in D.

The algorithms of deciding question type and extracting named entities are the

same as those in last year, which was proposed in Lin and Chen (2000). If we

cannot tell which question type a question belongs to, or the question type is not

concerned with a named entity, we consider every kind of entities as candidates. To

extract different answers as more as possible, we ignore those answering texts whose

named entity answers have appeared in the previous answering texts.

Two runs were submitted this year. When question keywords were prepared in

the first run qntuaml, variants of ordinary words (inflections of verbs, plural forms of

nouns, etc.) and named entities (adjective forms of country names, abbreviations of

organization names, etc.) are added into the keyword bag. Stems of keywords are

also added with a lower weight. Note that no matter how many variants or stems of

select the one that can contribute the highest score.

In the second run qntuaml, the synonyms and explanations provided by

WordNet (Fellbaum Ed., 1998) are also added, with lower weight to reduce the noise.

(1)
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Moreover, if there are m words in an explanation text, and n words occur in the

document, the matching score of this explanation is defined as ^n/m x weight (e),

where weight(e) is the weight of this explanation.

MRRs of these two runs are 0.145 and 0.101 under strict strategy, respectively.

3. List Task

List task is a new task beginning in this year. A question does not only ask for its

information need but also a specified number of answers. Therefore, the system has

to offer different answers to the specified number. An example is Question 1:

Question 1: Name 20 countries that produce coffee.

In this case, the system is asked to provide 20 names of different countries. Besides

deciding which country produces coffee, the system also has to decide if the answer is

duplicated, or if two answers are identical to each other.

The main algorithm to this task is almost the same as the main task. The only

difference is that we extract the answering text in the manner that the candidates will

be located at the beginning. By this way, if more than one answer appears in the

same sentence, the previously proposed candidates will not appear again in the

subsequent answering texts. The algorithm of the main task has already ignored the

same answers (which is lexically identical), so we do not do other things to check

answer identity.

Two runs were submitted as the same as those in the main task. Scores of the

average accuracy are 0.18 and 0.14, respectively.

4. Context Task

There is another new task this year. A series of questions are submitted, which are

somewhat relative to the previous questions. For example, in Question CTXl:

a. Which museum in Florence was damaged by a major bomb
explosion in 1993?

b. On what day did this happen?

c. Which galleries were involved?

d. How many people were killed?

e. Where were these people located?

f. How much explosive was used?

Question CTXl a asks the name of the museum. Question CTXlb continues to ask

the date of the event mentioned in Question CTXl a, so this question and its answer

are important keys to Question CTXlb. Question CTXlc asks more details of
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Question CTXla, but irrelevant to Question CTXlb. So is Question CTXld. But

Question CTXle refers to both Question CTXla and CTXld. We can draw a

dependency graph of this series of questions as below:

If a question is dependent on one of its previous question, it is obvious that the

information relative to this previous question is also important to the present question.

Thus the system has to decide the question dependency.

We proposed a simple strategy to judge the dependency. Because the first

question is the base question of this series, every subsequent question is dependent to

the first one. After reading a question, if there is an anaphor or a definite noun

phrase whose head noun also appears in the previous question, we postulate that this

question is dependent on its previous question.

Next issue is that how we can use the dependency information in finding answers

as well as its context information. After answering a single question, the system has

located some answering candidates together with documents and segments of texts in

which these candidates appear. Such information can be used to answer its

subsequent dependent questions, as well as the keywords of the question itself Note

that context information can be transitive. In the above example. Question CTXle

consults the information that Question CTXld itself owns, and Question CTXld

refers to, i.e.. Question CTXla.

In our experiment, we only consider the keywords and their weights as the

context information. Furthermore, we assign lower weights to the keywords in the

context information so that the importance of recent keywords cannot be

underestimated. The answers to the previous question remain their weights because

they are new information. The question type is decided by the present question.

The accompanying issue is that how confident an answer is included in the

context information. This is because we may find the wrong answers in the

preceding questions and those errors may be propagated to the subsequent questions.

Moreover, do these five answers have the same weight? Or we trust the answers of

the higher ranks than those of the lower ones, or only the top one is considered?

These issues are worthy of investigating, but not yet implemented in the

experiment of this year. We assign weights to the previous answers according to the

following equation:

weight(x) = weight_NE{x) x ^(6 - rank(x))/5 x weight_PreAns{x) (2)

CTXla CTXlb
CTXle
CTXld
CTXlf

CTXle
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where weight_NE(x) assigns higher weight if jc is a named entity; rank(x) is the rank

of JC, and weight_PreAns{x) is a discount to the previous answers because they may be

wrong. The square root part tries to assign higher weights to the higher-ranked

answers.

Because only relevant documents to the first questions are provided, and we do

not implement an IR system on TREC data, we cannot do a new search when

answering the subsequent questions. Our solution is to search the same relevant set

of the first question.

We submitted one run this year. Its main algorithm followed the first run of the

main task.

There is still no formal evaluation of this task. The MRR of all 42 question of

our result is 0.139. 4 of the first questions are correctly answered. Answers of at

least one of the subsequent questions can also be found in each of these 4 series.

Only one of the series is fully answered.

5. Discussion

Comparing the results of two runs of the main task and the two runs of the hst task,

we can find that synonyms and explanations introduce too much noise, so that the

performance is worse. However, paraphrase is an important problem in question

answering. Explanation provides only one of the paraphrases, thus we have to do

more researches on paraphrases.

After investigation of the results of the list task, we found that there is a small

bug when reporting answers. Although duplicate answers were neglected,

equivalent answers were not. In other words, adjective forms of country names were

regarded as different answers to their original names, which produced redundancy and

lowered the performance.

In this year, the question types of many questions are not named entities. Many

of them in the main task are "definition" questions. For example,

Question 896: Who was Galileo?

Question 897: What is an atom?

In our system, we only take named entities as answer candidates, so we cannot answer

such type of questions, and the performance is rather worse than that of last year.

Tliv^ ^aiiiw pujblv^iii lia^|j\./iiv^U in (.lit t\jjilcyvt la:)K, Ik>\j. Tli&ifcfuic, il ia nut

obvious that our proposed model to the context task is good or bad. Further

investigation and experiment are needed to verify this point.
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The NexTrieve Search System in TREC 2001
Gordon Clare and Kim Hendrikse

The NexTrieve Search System used in TREC

The NexTrieve search system is a combination fuzzy and exact search engine.

All document words are indexed. The exact (word) index comprises approximate document
position information, along with "type" information indicating if the word is part of specially

tagged text (such as a title or heading). At the time of the TREC runs, word presence (including

type) at the document level was also recorded, but word frequency within a document was not.

The fuzzy index comprises text n-grams including "type" and originating word information, and
their approximate document positions.

An "exact" search uses only the exact-word indexed information (namely word position and type

information, and word-presence in document).

A "fuzzy" search uses the fuzzy-indexed information, and is assisted by a simultaneous exact

word search. The "fuzziness" of a fuzzy search arises from the fact that not all query n-grams

need be present in a hit for it to generate a good or winning score.

A score of a hit during searching was comprised of two parts ~ a "document level" score and a

"proximity" score.

The document level score is most important but simply collected word-presence-in-document

information and, as such, does not vary on documents that contain the same set of search words

with the same types.

The proximity level score of a document is the score given to the highest scoring region of the

document containing the most search words (with most valuable types) in the smallest area. The
position of this highest-scoring area is later used on winning documents to simplify preview

generation.

Both levels of scoring had small multipliers in effect that increased as more search words were

found in a particular document or region. Both levels also made use of the same scores applied

to the originating words. These word level scores are generated from inverse frequency values in

the database, augmented with word "type" information (giving an increase or decrease of the

basic value). A "derived" penalty is also present, on words that have been automatically

stemmed from an original query word.

Parameterization of TREC runs

A few technical details of the parameterization of the NexTrieve search engine for the TREC
runs follows.

Four runs were submitted. Two were exact searches, and two were fuzzy.

• All runs were title-only, with stop words removed.

• All runs made use of a very simple stemming procedure (basically adding or removing a

trailing 's' where necessary, and marking the modified word as "derived").

• rtii runs excepi mvenxz usee a asvo increase in wore score Tor woras rouna in titles.

Ntvenx2 used a 100% increase in word score, but this was only applied at the proximity

level, not at the document level.
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ntvenxV.

An exact search with a 45% increase in word score for words found in titles.

ntvenx2:

An exact search with a 100% increase in word score for words found in titles. This word score

increase was only applied at the proximity level, not at the document level. Recalling that the

document level score is the more important score, this has the effect of removing any "type" bias

at the document level, but still presen/ing it at the proximity level where it is nominally more
important.

ntvfnx3:

A fuzzy search with a setting of "minimal fuzzy". A 45% increase in word score for words found

in titles was in effect. "Minimal fuzzy" has the effect of reducing the permitted word variation

that can occur, and increasing the score degradation that is applied on the variation that does
occur, le, same-letter trigrams from words who are more different from original query words get

a correspondingly lower score.

ntvfnx4:

A fuzzy search with a setting of "maximal fuzzy". A 45% increase in word score for words found

in titles was in effect. "Maximal fuzzy" has the effect of increasing the permitted word variation

that can occur, and decreasing the variation-difference score degradation that is applied.

CONCLUSIONS

The NexTrieve TREC results were not as good as expected. The best-scoring run of the four

runs submitted was ntvenx2, with an average precision of 0.13. After some analysis of the

NexTrieve search system results for TREC 2001 several points became readily apparent.

• The lack of word frequency information at the document level and the lack of a

document length component in the scoring significantly harmed the results. Simply by
adding a suitable document length metric, and adding the word frequency information,

the mean average precision was increased by around 50%, to a current best of 0.19 for

an exact word search.

• The presence or absence of a title-text-scoring-improvement makes very little difference

to the TREC scores of NexTrieve. This is possibly due to the fact that there is, in fact,

not a lot of information in titles.

• Having local ("proximity") information take part in the scoring doesn' t seem to

significantly change the TREC results either. Also, the "small multipliers" affecting

scores as more words were present has been removed.

• Pure fuzzy searching has several problems getting good TREC results. This is possibly

due to the fact that, by its very nature, a fuzzy search uses less document-level

information than is used by an exact-word search.

In short, for TREC the NexTrieve search engine must focus on document-level information in

order to obtain good results. That being said, however, the other aspects of the NexTrieve
search engine (fuzzy search, title text weighting, good proximity scoring) while not achieving high

TREC scores are nevertheless valuable for other reasons.

Having a local (or "proximity") score take oart in the overall score increases the "iiser-

fhendliness" of the system by having nicer previews arrive at the top of the result list, le,

previews containing more of the search words appear first. This feature doesn' t improve TREC
retrieval scores, but doesn' t harm them either.
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Indexing title information is still valuable -- using NexTrieve it is possible to perform a search

restricted to only title text (or subject text or whatever the type happens to be), resulting in

significantly quicker searches. This feature doesn' t improve TREC retrieval scores, but doesn' t

harm them either.

Fuzzy searching, although not providing good TREC results, still allows the user to perform

searches that find information not otherwise obtainable by exact search methods. It should be

noted that NexTrieve does not use any (language-dependant) stemming operations, and that the

fuzzy search method employed by NexTrieve is language-independant.
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Abstract

In this report, we describe our question-answering system SAIQA-e (System for Advanced

Interactive Question Answering in English) which ran the main task of TREC-lO's QA-track.

Our system has two characteristics (1) named entity recognition based on support vector ma-

chines and (2) heuristic apposition detection. The MPR score of the main task is 0.228 and

experimental results indicate the effectiveness of the above two steps in terms of answer ex-

traction accuracy.

1 Introduction

To design a QA system, there are several choices to make. One is about vi^hat kind of technology

the system should be based on. To date, some research works have attempted the Information

Retrieval (IR) approach, assuming that the most relevant passages include the answers of questions.

Generally speaking, this IR approach is fast and robust, but is unable to specify the 'exact answer',

i.e., what paxt of the passage is really the answer. Another approach is the Information Extraction

(IE) approach, where the system extracts candidate strings from documents and evaluates the

validity of the candidates. This approach has the advantage of being able to specify the locations

of exact answers although it is usually slow and often fails because of complicated natural language

processing.

For TREC-lO's QA track, we adopted the IE approach because we think that knowing the exact

locations of answers is one of the important goals of QA. It also seems easier to reach the goal

with the IE approach. To avoid 'deep' natural language processing, we decided to use only shallow

linguistic analysis, i.e., part-of-speech tagging and base noun phrase (NP) chunking. To proceed

with this decision, we mainly focused on the following problems.

1. Learning extraction rules

Shallow linguistic analysis only gives 'low level' information and writing extraction rules man-

ually with this information is quite a complicated job. Additionally, the written rules often

lack readability and are hard to maintain. Therefore, we applied a machine leeirning method,

support vector machines (SVM), to learn some extraction rules. SVM has shown a high

performance in many pattern recognition and natural language processing tasks.

2. Detecting apposition

To answer a certain kind of question, detecting an appositive relation is very important. As
we looked further into this issue, however, we found that such detection is not easy because

apposition is often determined by long-range constraints in sentences and cannot be identified

only by neighborhood information. We therefore created a simple but effective heuristics to

detect appositive relations.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly describe the overall structure of our

QA system SAIQA-e (System for Advanced Interactive Question Answering in English). Then, we
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Figure 1: SAIQA-e overview

explain the approaches to our main problems, i.e., learning extraction rules and detecting apposition,

in detail in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, in Section 5, we analyze results of SAIQA-e on the main task

of TREC-lO's QA track.

2 System overview

SAIQA-e first classifies a question into several categories (Figure 1). Then, it passes each question

to an answer extraction subsystem, one that is specific to the question's category. Each extraction

subsystem extracts candidate answers from a document set and scores them by heuristic measures.

Finally, these candidate answers are merged when multiple candidates are located within a 50-byte

length. If a question is categorized as 'unknown' or a specific solver does not extract five candidates,

the system evokes a passage retrieval system, which extracts 50-byte passages. These passages are

added to the candidates.

In the following, we describe the details of each component.

2.1 Question analysis

In the question analysis stage, each question is classified into one of the categories shown in Figure

2. The category is determined by a manually created decision tree and the following features of the

question: question words (who, what, when,...), positions of the question words (start/middle/end

of the question), first verb, head word of the first NP, head word of the second NP, and the word

between the first and the second NPs.

Here, we explain the question categories.

• Name
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Figure 2: Question categories

This category has four subcategories: Person (including entities treated like person, such as

gods and comic characters), Location, Organization, and Others (including class names hke

animal species).

• Description This category has two subcategories. Person and Others.

The distinction between Name-Person and Description-Person might be a Uttle confusing, so

let us present examples. "Who is the U.S. president?" is a Name-Person question because it

asks about the name of a person who is the U.S. president. On the other hand, "Who is George

W. Bush?" is a Description-Person question because it requires descriptive information about

a person whose name is George W. Bush.

• Quantity This category has nine subcategories: Count, Age, Duration, Length, Money,

Ratio, Size, Speed, and Others. As you can see, this category is rather broad and contains

few related concepts. However, the expressions of these concepts are usually associated with

numerical words and accordingly their extraction steps axe expected to be similar. Based on

this, we grouped these subcategories into one Quantity category.

• Date This category has four subcategories: Day, Day of the week. Year, and Others.

• Paraphrase This category has three subcategories: Abbreviation, FuUname, and Nickname.

The category is created because these expressions are often related to the original expressions

in unique ways (for example, an abbreviation follows an original expression in parentheses)

and can be identified in a unified fashion.

The questions that are not classified into any above categories are labelled as 'Unknown' ques-

tions.

2.2 Answer extraction and evaluation

After the question is categorized, the answers are extracted from a document set and evaluated by

heuristic measures. We have several extraction subsystems, each of which is intended to deal with
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only restricted types of questions. Each question is passed to the corresponding subsystem, while

'Unknown' questions skip this extraction step and are passed directly to the next answer integration

step. Here, we describe the subsystems.

Principal Name Solver

This subsystem deals with Name-Person, Name-Location, and Name-Organization questions.

It was separated from the other Name solver because detecting names of person/location/organization

in documents is harder than other name detection and we wanted to focus our resources on

this problem.

The subsystem first retrieves articles ranked by the fequency of keywords and their proximity.

Then, an SVM-trained named entity detection module extracts person/location/organization

names from these articles. These names are evaluated by heuristic measures such as the

proximity to the keywords.

The issue of SVM learning of named entity detection is discussed in Section 3.

Auxiliary Name Solver

This subsystem deals with Name-Others questions. The extraction and evaluation are similar

to Principal Name Solver's, but the name detection rules are manually created. Additionally,

the evaluation heuristics are less accurate because Name-Others questions cover such diverse

kinds of entities that it is hard to develop accurate category-specific measures such as those

used in Principal Name Solver.

Description Solver

This subsystem accepts Description-Person and Description-Others questions. The extraction

and evaluation are quite different from the name solvers'.

The subsytem first retrieves all articles including the name of the requested entity. (It is easy

to identify the name in the question.) Then, the NPs appositively connected to the name are

extracted as the descriptive answers. The answers with the same head are grouped as variant

expressions of the same description. Finally, the most specific expressions of the groups are

scored by the number of group members. (That is, a more frequent description is considered

to be more trustable.)

Apposition detection plays the main role in Description Solver. We discuss this in Section 4.

Quantity/Date Solver

These subsystems deal with Quantity and Date questions. They are almost the same as

Auxiliary Name Solver and the differences are in the extraction rules.

Paraphrase Solver

This solver deals with Paraphrase questions and the subsystem is quite different from other

solvers.

For example, for Paraphrase-Abbreviation questions (for example, "What is the abbreviation

for the United Nations"), it retrieves all articles in which the fullname (United Nations)

appears. Then, a regular expression is used to extract all abbreviations from the articles.

Finally, a sequence of upper characters in the fullname (UN) is compared to a sequence of

upper characters in the abbreviations. This comparison is done approximately so that some

missing characters are tolerated and the matching degree is translated into the score of the

abbreviation.
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2.3 Answer integration

After the answer extraction and evaluation stage, the answers are extended to 50 bytes and merged

when the 50-byte passages contain multiple answers. Then, we add 'no answer' in the following

manner.

1. If a question is classified into a category other than 'unknown' and the specific solver does

not return sis many as five answers, then 'no answer' (i.e., 'NIL') is added to the candidates.

After that, the output of the passage retrieval system is added.

2. If a question is classified into the 'unknown' category and the passage retrieval system does

not return as many as five answers, then 'no answer' (i.e., 'NIL') is added to the candidates.

We set all 'final answers' as '1', because SAIQA-e's outputs have already been sorted according

to their relevance and we consider the first-ranked answer as the most trustable one.

3 Named Entity Recognition based on Support Vector Ma-
chines

Named entity (NE) recognition systems are useful for determining whether a certain pronoun des-

ignates a person or an organization or location. Although we have had our own Japanese NE
systems, we did not have any experience on developing English NE systems. Therefore, we decided

to develop one by using a corpus-based approach. Since we did not have any training data for

English NE tasks, we prepared our own training data.

We employed support vector machines (SVM) for the English NE system. Such a system was

proposed by Yamada et al. [YKMOl] for Japanese NE recognition. His system is a simple appfication

of Kudo's chunking system [KMOl] that shows the best performance for the CoNLL-2000 shared

task. We also implemented an SVM-based NE system for Japanese. This SVM-based NE system

employs a different approach, but according to our experiments, this system is better than the other

Japanese NE systems we have (a C4.5-based rule generation system [IsoOl] and a system based on

maximum entropy (ME) modelling). In the following sections, we describe our Engfish NE systems.

3.1 Support Vector Machines

First, we introduce SVM briefly. The non-Unear SVM classifier [SBS99] uses a decision function for

an input vector x given by

/(f) = sign(p(f))

where sign(t/) = — 1 for y < 0 and sign(y) = 1 for y > 0, and

I

g{x) — Wik{x, + b.

i=l

k{x, z) is called a kernel function. Several kernel functions are known. By considering Japanese NE
results, we decided to use a second-order polynomial kernel function k{x, z) = {\ -\- x z)^ , The iiS

are called support vectors that are representatives of training examples. lOiS and 6 are constants

determined by the training examples.

3.2 The first NE system

The first English NE system we implemented was a simple variation of ME-based NE systems pro-

posed by Borthwick [Bor99] and Uchimoto [UMM+00]. In this sytem, each word is classified into 21

classes: {PERSON,ORGANIZATION,LOCATION,FACILITY,ARTIFACT} X {SINGLE,BEGIN,MIDDLE,END}
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U {other}. Here, (PERSON,single) is a label for a one-word person name like "George." (per-

son,BEGIN) is the first word of a certain multi-word expression for a person's name (e.g., "George"

in "George Bush"), (person,MIDDLE) indicates an internal word (e.g., "Walker" in "George Walker

Bush"), (person,end) is the last word (e.g., "Bush" in "George Bush"). When a word does not

belong to any of the named entities defined above, it is labeled as OTHER.

In ME-based NE systems, the Viterbi algorithm is employed to get the best combination of

labels. Since the ME model gives conditional probabilities, this is easy.

However, SVM does not tell us such probabihties. In addition, ordinary SVM can only solve

two-class problems. Therefore, we built 21 SVM classifiers, i.e., one SVM for each class. For the

apphcation of the Viterbi algorithm, we used the sum of g{x) instead of the sum of logarithms of

probabilities. We used Kudo's TinySVM because of its faster speed over the well-known SVM hght

[SBS99] for this kind of task.

Since this first NE system classifies every word in a given document, the training data for each

class has 10^-10^ examples. As a result, its training.took a very long time.

In our case, we applied the NE system to the TREC data after the training. It turned out that

it was also too slow in the apphcation phase. Because of this slowness, we could not try various

combinations of possible features. In addition, we could not improve the QA system, which depends

on the NE system. Therefore, we abandoned the first NE system.

3.3 The second NE system

We implemented another NE system in which hand-crafted rules were designed to detect NE candi-

dates (roughly, noun phrases containing capitalized words) and then SVMs classified them into four

classes: C = {PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, OTHER}. For efficiency, we removed two classes,

i.e., FACILITY and ARTIFACT, because they had only small numbers of positive training examples

and their results were not very good.

In the second NE system, the features for classification include word strings, their memberships

in word lists, their part-of-speech tags, word counts, neighbor words, appositive information, in-

formation about preceding occurrences in the same documents, and other surface features usually

used in other NE systems. Since SVM allows only numerical values in the input, we have to convert

features into a set of numerical vector components.

One example is represented by one numerical vector. Suppose an NE candidate's head word is

Washington. Then, we introduce an axis for the feature head.wordJs.Washington, and its value is

1. At the same time, the vector's incompatible axes fike head-word-is-University have 0 as their

values. In TinySVM, we have only to enumerate non-zero components.

For each candidate, the outputs of four functions, ^PERSON) ^ORGANIZATION) ^LOCATION.

MOTHER) 'ire compared and the function that gives the largest value is chosen as class {a.Tgmax^^Qgc{x)).

The second NE system was found to be much faster than the first NE system, but it was still

too slow for application to all THEC documents. Instead, we embedded the second NE system into

the QA system and to be called on demand.

4 Description solver and Apposition detection

To determine which parts of documents contain descriptions of entities is difficult even for humans,

but we provisionally adopted the following assumption.

• The description of an entity is expressed as the appositive modifier of the entity.

For example, in the sentence "George W. Bush, the U.S. president, said...", 'George W. Bush'

is appositively modified by 'the U.S. president'. Therefore, 'the U.S. president' should be some
description of 'George W. Bush'. This £issumption makes the detection of an appositive relation

the principal task in answering a description question.
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Table 1: Results of TRECIO QA track (main task)

In detecting appositive relations, punctuation disambiguation plays an important role. By
'punctuation disambiguation', we mean distinguishing the syntactic roles of commas. For exam-

ple, in the sentence "When I was a kid, things were simple.", the comma is used as a marker of

syntactic movement. On the contrary, in the sentence "George, the son of the former president,

is a popular man.", the comma shows an appositive relation between 'George' and 'the son of the

former president'. Note that in both examples, the commas are placed between noun phrases. This

indicates that we cannot disambiguate this kind of comma usage only from neighbor information

and punctuation disambiguation requires 'long-range' information.

We first used some off-the-shelf parsers to detect apposition. Unfortunately, we found that

these parsers often failed around commas. We then created several heuristics to disambiguate

punctuations and then to identify appositive relations. These heuristics classify punctuations into

appositive markers, movement markers, and coordination markers (such as in "cats, dogs and

birds").

Here are examples of the heuristics.

1. If a sentence starts with a subordinating conjunction, the leftmost comma in the sentence is

a movement marker. (For example, "When I was a kid, TV was not popular.")

2. If a sentence contains the sequence of '(NP ,)+ NP CO NP', these commas are coordination

markers.

5 Main task results

Table 1 shows the evaluation returned by NIST for each question category. These categorizations

were manually done after the result was submitted.

Name-Person/Location/Organization result in the highest score (0.349) among all categories.

This provides moderate but convincing evidence that our machine learning approach in NE recog-

nition improves the answer extraction accuracy. The second highest is Description. Actually, this

result was a little surprising for us because the extraction of the description was based on only a

simple assumption (See Section 4).
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Abstract:

Oracle's objective in TREC- 1 0 was to study the behavior of Oracle information retrieval in previously unex-

plored application areas. The software used was Oracle9i Text[l], Oracle's full-text retrieval engine inte-

grated with the Oracle relational database management system, and the Oracle PL/SQL procedural

programming language. Runs were submitted in filtering and Q/A tracks. For the filtering track we submit-

ted three runs, in adaptive filtering, batch filtering and routing. By comparing the TREC results, we found

that the concepts (themes) extracted by Oracle Text can be used to aggregate document information content

to simplify statistical processing. Oracle's Q/A system integrated information retrieval (IR) and information

extraction (IE). The Q/A system relied on a combination of document and sentence ranking in IR, named

entity tagging in IE and shallow parsing based classification of questions into pre-defined categories.

1. Filtering based on Theme Signature

As a first time filtering track participant, Oracle submitted runs for adaptive filtering, batch filtering and

routing this year. Only linear-utility optimized runs were submitted for adaptive filtering and batch filtering.

The filtering system is built based on the Oracle 9i database with PL/SQL - an Oracle supported database

access language. Since the routing sub-task outputs the top 1000 ranked documents per category, and the

training process and similarity score calculation algorithm are the same for batch filtering and routing, we

will focus our discussion on batch filtering and adaptive filtering.

The filtering system can be divided into three parts based on functionality:

a. Theme Vector Generation

b. Training

c. Classification

Theme Vector Generation

Theme vector generation generates a theme vector for each document. It is built-in functionality of Oracle

Text, the information retrieval component of the Oracle database[2]. A theme vector containing a list of

themes (concepts) and associated weights carries all information of a document used in classification.

Themes are normalized words having meanings individually and extracted based on the Oracle Text knowl-

edge base. The knowledge base is built in-house and contains about 425 thousand concepts classified into

2000 major categories. These categories are organized hierarchically under six top terms: business and eco-

nomics, science and technology, geography, government and military, social environment, and abstract

ideas and concepts. This knowledge base is built to support concept search and retrieval. For this TREC
work, the ConText knowledge base was employed in our filtering system to preprocess documents and gen-

erate concept terms. Although the Oracle Text user extensible knowledge base functionality allows users to

modify the built-in knowledge base using user specified thesaurus, we used the knowledge base without any

modification. We believe augmenting the knowledge base using domain specific information could improve
filtering performance. In the theme generation, known phrases are recognized using a greedy algorithm,

unknown words and proper name phrases are recognized and treated as themes. Words and phrases are nor-

malized to their canonical forms. Every normalized term is a potential theme for a document.
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Theme weights are used to rank the semantic significance of themes to the aggregate document content.

Themes are assigned initial weights based on their lexical flags in the knowledge base. Next, several factors

derived from the structure of a document and the frequency of the theme in the document are employed to

modify the initial weights of the themes. For example, the first few terms inside a sentence have higher

weights than the terms at the end of sentences to account for "fronting" and sentence focus.

Generated theme vectors are normalized to have unity length before being sent to the training or classifica-

tion process. This normalization can be written as :

where wjn and wj are the j-th component (j-th theme term) weight of theme vector w after and before unity

normalization respectively.

Our prior experience demonstrates that themes are superior to text tokens in representing text documents of

medium to large size for classification purposes. Oracle Text first tokenizes documents and then processes

these tokens using a greedy maximal match algorithm to generate themes. A brief description of the process

to generate themes from tokens may shed some lights on the reason why themes are superior to tokens in

classification. After finding a token, Oracle Text gets the part of speech information from the knowledge

base or finds phrases based on the greedy algorithm and lexical knowledge base. If the token is a noun, a

canonical form is used as a normalized form for this token, such as "tastefulness" with canonical form of

"tasting" and "dull-headedness" with canonical form of "stupidity". If the token is a non-noun, a base form

is found based on the knowledge base or morphology if the token does not exist in knowledge base. After

that, a normalized noun form is used as the theme form for the non-noun base form. For example, "steadied"

has a base form of "steady" which corresponds to a normalized form of "steadiness". The following differ-

ences between themes and tokens may contribute to the different behaviors in classification:

1. Themes can handle phrases while tokens can not without a lexicon.

2. Themes are represented with normalized forms of concepts, while tokens are forms with or

without stemming. Word normalization is mostly based on lexical knowledge, while stemming

of a token is mostly based on morphology.

3. The weight of a theme expresses the lexical information of a term, locations in a document,

and term frequency. The weight of a token typically only includes the information of term fre-

quency.

For the classification task no parent themes (broader terms) were used. Whether or not the parent themes

improve the learning quality is actually an open question. One side says a specific word should be more

important for representing a document and a parent theme may act as a common word. On the other hand,

one of the parent themes may tell exactly what a document is about. However, that might depend on the

level of parent theme and depend on whether or not the hierarchy of the knowledge base represents the same

knowledge hierarchy in the classification application. We intend to investigate this issue thoroughly in the

future.

Training
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The training process calculates the summation of all relevant theme vectors for each category. The summa-

tion result serves as the original theme vector for one category. Because of accumulation, the number of

themes in the category theme vector can be large. Experiments show that reducing some common themes

and less frequent themes for the category theme vector can improve classification accuracy. Theme reduc-

tion can also reduce the resource usage and improve classification performance. We adopt a two-step theme

reduction. The first step is to choose the top 400 themes with highest theme weights in the category theme

vector. As mentioned earlier, the theme weight obtained from Oracle Text combines information about the

lexical significance, word position inside one sentence, and occurrence frequency inside the document.

Those top 400 themes in the category theme vector are the most frequently occurring and significant words

to the category. Another rationale for choosing the theme by weights is that words with little meaning have

lower weights and therefore can be removed.

The first step of theme selection based on the theme weight may choose some themes which are common in

lot of categories. These common themes are not specific to one category and may produce extra noise to the

classification process. The second step of theme reduction is to choose themes which are more specific to

one category. We use a chi-square test for theme selection [3]. In specific, we choose a theme if the null

hypothesis that this theme is independent of the considered category can be proved not true. The themes

will be chosen if:

N(Nr,-n,R)^
'

' >3.84
Rnj(N-R)(N-nj)

where N is the total number of training documents

R is the number of training documents in this category

n, is the number of training documents containing this word

r, is the number of training documents in this category and containing this word.

value 3.84 is chosen because the confidence of chi-square test is 0.95.

By chi-square test, the average theme vector size can be reduced to 280. In the original category theme vec-

tor, the weight is the summation of each document's theme weights; those weights help us to choose the top

400 themes for the category. However, during the classification process, we use Robertson-Sparck Jones

weights [4] as term weights in category theme vectors. The weights are calculated based on the statistical

characteristics of the training set and relevant category:

(r, -t-0.5)(N-R-nj-f-rj-)-0.5)

(n.-r^-f 0.5)(R-rj + 0.5)

This formula is obtained from the Bayesian statistical model. The Robertson-Sparck Jones weight is the

component weight for one term to estimate the log-odds of an given document belonging to the considered

category in the assumption that terms are independent [5].
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Classification

Before classification, category theme vectors are normalized to have unity length. In classification, the sim-

ilarity scores S between the incoming document and each category are calculated as a dot product between

the document theme vector vd and category theme vector vc, that is S = vd.vc. The document is classified to

the categories in which the similarity scores are larger than the corresponding category thresholds. The pre-

defined thresholds are determined from the relevance information either from the training set in batch filter-

ing or from feedback in adaptive filtering.

Threshold Determination

Batch filtering

Each category has its own threshold to determine if a document can be classified to it based on the similarity

score. In order to determine the threshold for one category, we use the classification module to calculate the

similarity score between all training documents and the considered category. For any given threshold x, we

can get the following contingency table as we know the actual categories of each training document.

Relevant Not Relevant

Retrieved R+

Not Retrieved R. N.

We can define a utility (goal) function of the about 4 numbers, say f(R+,N^.,R.,N.,x). x appears explicitly in

the function because R+,R-,N-h and N- are all functions of the threshold x. The threshold is chosen to maxi-

mize the function f.

Threshold = x: max f(R+,N+,R.,N ,x)

X

In TREC-10, we submit the batch filtering run based on optimization function of linear-utility, which is

f(R+,N+)=TI0U=2R+ - N+.

In implementation, one can generate a sorted array of training documents ordered by similarity scores to the

given category with a decreasing sequence. The relevance information of documents in the sorted array

before any given document can determine R+, N^. at the threshold value equal to the similarity score of this

document. For each document in the sorted array, one then can calculate the TlOU function value at the

threshold value equal to the similarity score of this document based on calculated R+, N+. Because the array

is sorted such that the similarity scores are decreasing, one therefore can draw a curve of TlOU vs threshold.

As threshold decreases from the largest value, the TlOU values first increase because more relevant docu-

ments are located at the positions having larger similarity scores, and decrease after reaching a peak. The

peak position corresponds to a similarity score , whose value is the optimized threshold value to maximize

TlOU function. This calculation makes the assumption that the training set similarity score distribution and

TlOU quantity is similar to that of the test set.

Adaptive training

In adaptive filtering, we first built initial category theme vectors from training process of an initial training

set, which contains two relevant documents per category. The training process is the same as we discussed

above. The initial category threshold is set to be 40% of the minimum similarity score of the two relevant

documents with the considered category. We then classify the test documents in a batch mode with each
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batch containing 2000 documents coming from the test set stream. After classification of each batch, feed-

back information including the relevance judgments and the similarity scores is sent to adaptive training, see

Fig.l.

Adaptive training includes updating category theme vectors and category thresholds. In order to update the

category theme vector, we have to maintain the original category theme vectors which are the theme vectors

before any theme selections and has the theme weights from summation of Oracle Text theme weights. To

keep the number of themes in the category theme vector from becoming too large, we limit the size of each

original category theme vector to a maximum of 2000. The extra feedback training document theme vectors

are added to the original category theme vectors using Widrow-Hoff algorithm [6].

w" = Wj-2z(w»Xi-yi)Xj
j

where wj, w"j are the weights for j-th component of the category theme vector before and after adaptive

training, respectively. Xj is the theme vector of i-th feedback document, yj the relevance judgment of the i-th

feedback document with the considered category with yj =0 denoting not relevant, yj=l denoting relevant.

w.Xj denotes the dot product between the theme vector w and Xj. z>0 is learning rate and is set to 0.2.

The Widrow-Hoff algorithm generates a list of updated themes and weights. We maintain only the top 2000

highest weight themes for each category. The weights here are calculated quantities from Oracle Text theme

weights. We apply theme selections and employ Robertson-Sparck Jones weights as category theme vector

weights for classification as discussed in the above training section.

Widrow-Hoff
Training

Original Category

Theme Vectors

I
Theme Selection

I
Robertson-Sparck

Jones Weight

Ihreshold

Modification

Category

Thresholds

Category
Theme Vectors

Feedback Info.

^
^Cl assification^

Theme
Vectors

Theme Vector

Generation

t
Suggested

Categories

Incoming
Documents

Figure 1. Adaptive filtering diagram

Thresholds can be calculated based on the relevance information and similarity scores of all previous feed-
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back documents in the way we discussed in the threshold determination section. However, that calculation

may take unacceptably long time. Instead we adopt a simple method to adjust the existing thresholds only

based solely on current feedback information.

Thresholds can be adjusted by calculating the optimal threshold for the extra feedback training set as dis-

cussed in threshold determination section. We denote the optimal threshold as

optimal_threshold_extra_training, then the updated threshold is :

updated_threshold = old_threshold + C (optimaLthreshold_extra_training - old_threshold)

where C is a learning parameter and is set to 0.3. We note that the feedback batch size and the learning

parameter C are relevant parameters, if the feedback batch size is small, the optimal threshold for the extra

feedback documents may vary a lot, one then choose a smaller C. C has to be chosen such that the updated

thresholds change with the feedback process in a systematic and stable way.

Submission Result and Discussions

Oracle submitted three runs. They are listed in the Table I, and Table 2, with adaptive, batch runs in table 1

and routing in table2, respectively. The numbers in the parenthesis are the median value of all participants.

The median values are the (N/2-I-] )-th value in sorted decreaseing list if the number of participants N is even.

Except the precision for batch filter, all numbers in our submitted runs are above median.

We note that the routing behaves better than batch filtering. The fact that batch filtering system has only one

more component: thresholding, than routing implies that our threshold determination is not quite good for

batch filtering. In batch filtering, the threshold can not be adjusted. Once a threshold is determined, it is used

to classify the whole test set without any adjustment. So the initial threshold determination is critical. How-

ever, it is interesting to note that the same simple method of determining threshold behaves quite well in

adaptive filtering when comparing our adaptive filtering result with others.

Our training, classifying, and thresholding methods are all well-known methods, but our system behaves

better than medians, especially in adaptive filtering. One explanation for this might be the linguistic suite in

Oracle Text and knowledge base we used to process documents. The theme vector we get from Oracle Text

contains more information than just text token and occurrence frequency in the document. Theme vector

have a list of normalized terms. This term normalization could reduce the size of collection thesaurus, and

make it easier to match different terms with the same concept. The weight of the theme contains not only the

occurrence frequency information, but lexical information. In conclusion, the combination of these linguistic

functionalities and appropriately engineering some well-known learning methods are believed to make our

system successful.

Table 1 : Adaptive and batch filtering result with TlOU optimization. The numbers in the

parathesis are the median value for all participants.

Run label Run type
Optimi-

zation

Precision

(median)

Recall

(median)

TIOSU
(median)

F-beta

(median)

oraAU082201 adaptive TlOU 0.538

(0.462)

0.495

(0.213)

0.291

(0.137)

0.519

(0.273)

oraBU082701 batch TlOU 0.556

(0.618)

0.353

(0.293)

0.249

(0.247)

0.450

(0.448)
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Table 2: Routing result. The number in the parathesis is the

median value for all participants.

Run label Run type
Mean average precision

(median)

oraRO08280] Routing 0.104

(0.082)

2. Question Answering based on Information Retrieval and Information Extraction

Questions can be classified into pre-defined categories. Typical categories are: person nannes, organization

names, dates, locations (cities, countries, states, provinces, continents), numbers, times, meaning of

acronyms and abbreviations, weights, lengths, temperatures, speed, manner, duration, products, reasons

etc.[7][8]

Information extraction (IE) techniques allow us to extract lists of semantic categories from text

automatically[9], such as person names, organization names, dates, locations, duration, etc., which are

subsets of the whole pre-defined question categories. If a question category is covered by IE, finding the

locations of answer candidates becomes easier: the task remains is to rank the list of answer candidates

extracted by IE. Otherwise, a number of heuristics are employed to locate the answer candidates and rank

them.

Overview of Oracle Q/A system:

Our Q/A system consists of three major components shown in figure2: (1) question processor (2) sentence

ranking (3) answer extraction.

Question Processor:

Its role is to: (a) classify a question into a list of pre-defined semantic categories (b) extract content words

from a question and send them to Oracle to retrieve relevant documents.

To classify a question, the first step is to determine its question type. The following wh-words are used to

determine the question types: who, why, where, whom, what, when, how much money, how much, how
many, how (rich, long, big, tall, hot, far, fast, large, old, wide, etc.).

A list of heuristics will help to map the question types to the pre-defined semantic categories:

(1) who is (was) "person name" => occupation

(2) other "who" types => personal name

(3) how rich, how much money, how much -i- VBD(VBP, VBZ, MD) => money expression

(4) other "how much" types => number

(5) how hot (cold) => temperature

(6) how fast => speed

(7) how old => age

(8) how long => period of time or length

(9) how big => length or square-measure or cubic-measure

(10) how tall (wide, far) => length
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Figure 2; Architecture of the Oracle Q/A System

A complicated problem is to map the question type "what" to its semantic category. Here, a part-of-speech

(POS) tagger is used to assign the most appropriate part-of-speech for each word in a question based on the

contextual information [10]. The head noun of the first noun phrase in a question is used to decide its

semantic category. For example, "What costume designer decided that Michael Jackson should only wear

one glove?" The head noun of the first noun phrase is "designer". Using WordNet's lexicon [1 1], one finds

that "designer" is a person, so, the semantic category of this question is "person name". If the head noun of

the first noun phrase in a question is a stop word, then, the head noun of the second noun phrase is used to

decide the semantic category. For example, "What was the name of the first Russian astronaut to do a

spacewalk?" The head noun of the first noun phrase is "name" (a stop word), so, the head noun of the

second noun phrase "astronaut" is used to decide the semantic category. Similarly, WordNet's API can tell

that its semantic category is "person name".

When extracting a list of keywords from a question, our principle is to extract all content words, but ignore

all non-content words. The distinction between these two types of words is that content words should

appear in the relevant documents, but non-content words should not appear in the relevant documents. At

lease, stop words and stop phrase (such as: how much, what time, what country) belong to non-content

words. Furthermore, a list of heuristics is helpful to distinguish content words from non-content words. For

example, "What is the length of coastline of the state of Alaska?", and "What is the Illinois state flower?"

Word "state" is a non-content word in the first question, but a content word in the second question.

Removing non-content words as many as possible makes retrieved documents more focusing on the subject

topic of the question and is very helpful for extracting right answers from retrieved documents.
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Sentence Ranking:

After the query processor extracts a number of content words from a question, two queries are formulated:

one uses proximity operator "near" with maximum span size 25 to connect these words, the other uses

"accum" operator to connect them. Near opearator find all query terms within specified span. Documents

are ranked based on the frequencies and proximity of query terms in the document. Accum (accumulate)

operator finds documents matching one or more query terms. Documents are ranked based on the sum of

weights of the terms matched and frequency of the terms in the document. The first query has higher

priority than the second one, because "near" operator always retrieves more relevant documents, but

usually, the number of documents retrieved by "near" is not big enough, so, "accum" query is used to

supplement it. Oracle Text retrieves a list of relevant documents (60 documents in tree 10) based on the two

queries. Then, the relevant documents are broken into paragraphs, the paragraphs are segmented into

sentences. According to our experiments, it is suitable to extract long answers (250 bytes) from ranked

paragraphs, but to extract short answers (50 bytes), the paragraphs must be further segmented into

sentences.

Ranking the segmented sentences is based on the following information: (1) the number of unique content

words in a sentence (2) tf and idf of each content word (3) total number of content words in a query (4) the

smallest window size which contains all the unique content words in the sentence.

Our information extractor (IE) has two modules: one used for sentence filtering, the other used for answer

extraction (IE-based answer extractor). If the semantic category of a question is covered by the IE, the IE is

used for sentence filtering. Only selected sentences which satisfy the IE, are the candidates of the sentence

ranking. For example, if the semantic category of a question is "person name", only the sentences which

include at least one person name will participate the sentence ranking, all the rest of sentences are filtered

out from answer extraction, because they do not include answers of the question. The IE was also

integrated with sentence segmentation algorithm. The standard sentence delimiters are "?!.", followed by

one or more spaces, then followed by a word whose first letter is a capital letter. There are many

exceptional cases, such as Mr. Steve, St. Louis. The IE could recognize these exceptional cases, and

guarantee the success of the sentence segmentation.

Answer Extraction:

After the sentences are ranked, top five of them are used to extract the answers. From previous description,

our IE only covers a subset of the whole semantic categories. If the answer type of a question belongs to the

subset, it is easy to extract answers using the IE. Otherwise, we concluded a number of heuristics, which

help to extract answers. The sentence ranking algorithm can find the smallest window in a sentence, which

contains all the content words in the sentence. This window divides the sentence into three parts: (1) the

words in front of the window, (2) the words after the window and (3) the words inside of the window.

According to our observation, the priorities of the three parts are (1) (3) (2). We further observed that in (1)

and (3), the words closer to the windows have higher priority than others. Based on these observations, we

picked up certain percent of words from each part of the sentence according to their priorities to form the

final answers.

Other Linguistic Processing:

(1) acronyms and abbreviations: like other advanced search engines, our system also does limited

automatic query expansion, mainly for queries with acronyms, abbreviations, etc. It expanded (a) acronyms

of geographical terms, such as "U.S. = United States", "N.C. - North Carolina" (b) abbreviations of

organization names, such as "YMCA = young mens christian association", "NBS - national bureau of

standards"

(2) stemming: Oracle's search engine does not use Porter's stemmer. Our stemmer is more conservative,

which obtains good precision, may hurt recall a little bit. To remedy this problem, extra stemming was
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added in rare situations. For example, "When did Hawaii become a state?", the main verb was stemmed as

"$become".

(3) Information Extractor (IE): an information extractor was created over the last few months to recognize

(a) person names (b) organization names (c) dates (d) number (e) locations (f) money expression (g) time

(h) temperature (I) speed (j) weight (k) length (1) square measure (m) cubic measure (n) age, etc.

Performance Evaluation:

A question answering system was created based on information retrieval and information extraction. Our

study shows that traditional IR technique are not only useful to rank documents, but also to rank paragraphs

and sentences. Finding the smallest window from a sentence which contains all the content words in it, is

very helpful to extract answers when its semantic category is not covered by the IE, the window size is also

an important factor to decide the sentence rank.

The following table shows the evaluation result provided by NIST for our system

NIST score

% of correct answers

% of correct first answers

The current (Oracle 9i) knowledge base is designed for information retrieval; for Q/A track, we found it nec-

essary to expand the lexicon to cover wh-focus ontological facets.

3. Web Track

As preparation, we investigated the TREC-10 web task using TREC-9 web track documents and queries. We
also attempted to productize lessons learnt from our participation in Trec8 adhoc manual task. A set of dif-

ferent collections including TREC Web and Adhoc collections helped us in our effort to formulate generic

techniques applicable across domain. Due to resource constraints, we were unable to work on Tree 10 web

track. Here we summarize our findings based on older collections.

Our experiments in link analysis using Oracle intranet data indicate that link analysis adds little value to

intranet search. Link analysis is a technique that helps bring order to an unorganized collection lacking cen-

tral authority (such as web) by using popularity measure. A organized intranet will have clearly defined

authorities for different subject matters.

IDF weighting used in tf-idf scoring is not very effective when the collection is pretty large (a couple of mil-

lion documents) and number of terms in the queries is pretty high. If the queries are free-text queries, IDF

weighting fails to distinguish between important and unimportant terms. Weighting techniques which weight

terms inversely proportional to a factor of the frequency ratios (x times as rare terms get y times as much

weight) seem to perform better in this situation. We saw significant improvement in R-precision by adopting

this technique.

As the number of documents increases, the number of distinct score values supported by a system becomes

important. Until recently Oracle Text used 100 distinct integers in the range of 1 to 100 for scoring. We
found that allowing a million distinct values improves system IR quality computed in average precision by

improving tie splitting. Even though number of relevant documents retrieved did not increase very signifi-

cantly (about 3-4%), average precision increased by 10-15% (for example, Trec9 web track average preci-

sion improved from 0.1 1 to 0.125).

strict lenient

0.477 0.491

60.77% 62.60%

40.04% 40.85%
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Using Trec8 and Trec9 collections, we identified a few simple flaws in our system which have been

removed. On average, recall has increased by about 25% and precision at 10 has improved by more than

50%. We ran this out-of-box automatic system against TREC-8 adhoc task. Oracle TREC-8 manual task

submission received an average precision score of 0.42. Out of 50 benchmark queries, performance (number

of relevant retrieved) is tied for 10 queries, 20 won by manual and 20 won by automatic.
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Abstract

The goal of the TREC 2001 Interactive TracK was to carry out observational experiments of

Web-based searching to develop hypotheses for experiments in subsequent years. Each

participating group was asked to undertake exploratory experiments based on a general protocol.

For the OHSU Interactive Track experiments this year, we chose to perform a pure observational

study of watching searchers carry out tasks on the Web. We found users were able to complete

almost all the tasks within the time limits of the protocol. Future experimental studies aiming to

discern differences among systems may need to provide more challenging tasks to detect such

differences.

Background

At the SIGIR 2000 workshop, Interactive Retrieval at TREC and Beyond, the Interactive Track

decided on a number of new directions for TREC 2001 and beyond [I]. One of these decisions

was to move the track to a two-year cycle, which would provide time to refine the track protocol

and collect adequate amounts of data. In addition, it was agreed upon that the TREC 2001 track

activities would consist of observational studies aiming to view searchers in realistic searcEng

situations and to generate hypotheses that could assessed when the track returned to experimental

studies in the following year.

For TREC 2001, participants in the Interactive Track carried out observational studies that aimed

to maximize the realism of the searching by allowing the use of data and search systems/tools

publicly accessible via the Internet. Within the framework of a broad protocol, groups were

encouraged to allow their searchers to choose tasks and systems/tools for accomplishing those

tasks. Groups were also asked, however, to maximize the likelihood they would find in their

observations a hypothesis they could test for TREC 2002.

Ilie OHSU group chose to undertake a purely observational study for TREC 2001, watching

searchers carry out the assigned tasks with Web tools they desired to use. Users were allowed to

choose whatever tools they desired for each questions, with their actions logged via the browser

history files. They were also administered a short questionnaire after each question about their

knowledge of the topic, ease of searching, and perceived success of searching.
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Methods

The OHSU Interactive Track group performed an observational study that adhered to the

guidelines of the track protocol. Each subject was asked to perform a search for each of four

domains:

1 . Finding consumer medical information on a given subject

2. Buying a given item

3. Planning travel to a given place

4. Collecting material for a project on a given subject

Per the track protocol, two of the questions would be fully- specified (i.e., user given the

complete task) and the other two would be partially- specified (i.e., the user would decide part of

the task). As the protocol had four domains, two search types (fully- specified and partially-

specified), and two questions for each domain and type, a total of 16 questions were available

(see Table I). For data analysis, a three letter/number identifier was developed to identify each

question based on the domain, type, and question number. 'I"he questions and their order were

permuted for each searcher to insure each searcher would have one each from the four domains

that varied in terms of type, question number, and the order administered.

Searchers were asked to search on each question as they would nomially search on the Web,

using the search engines, catalogs, etc. that they would typically use. ITiey were instructed to

provide a pertinent answer to each question along with the URL(s) to justify it. After they

finished searching, they were asked to answer five questions on a Likert scale of 1 (not at all) to

5 (extremely). These statements were:

1 . Are you familiar with this topic ?

2. Was it easy to get started on this search?

3. Was it easy to do the search on this topic?

4. Are you satisfied with your search results?

5. Did you have enough time to do an effective search?

The searches were given up to 20 minutes to complete each question but were asked to stop if

they completed it sooner, with the elapsed time recorded. Each Web page they viewed was

tracked by the Netscape History file, which we cleared before the searcher arrived and saved

when the session was over.

For each question, we obtained a number of variables. We first determined whether the task was

completed successfijlly. We did not check whether the user answered the question "correctly,"

but rather determined whether he or she listed an appropriate answer (or number of answers)

pertinent to the task. We also measured the time taken for the question, the number of pages

viewed, and the number of pages listed as justifying tiie answer.

Similar to previous track years, we recruited experienced searchers who were librarians or

information professionals in the Pacific Northwest or medical informatics graduate students at

OHSU. The experiments took place in computer training rooms at OHSU where searchers could

choose to use either a Windows or Macintosh computer connected to the Intemet running

Netscape Navigator. Searchers were given a ten-minute orientation describing the nature of the

experiment and the plan for the two-hour session. ITiey also performed a practice search which

asked them, "Find universities that offer a graduate degree in computer science in Oregon."
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Because our experiment was exploratory in nature, we Had no a priori hypotheses and thus

performed no statistical analyses.

Results

A total of 24 searchers were recraited. AH were highly experienced Web searchers, either as

information professionals or graduate students. All subjects completed with experiments without

difficulty. Four questions were discarded due to incomplete data collection, so a total of 92

questions were analyzed. A wide variety of topics were chosen for the partially- specified

questions, as shown in Table 2.

Table 3 shows the overall results at the per-question level and two levels of aggregation. As seen

in the first section of Table 3, virtually all subjects completed the tasks correctly. The average

time taken was well under the 20 minutes allowed. The lower sections of Table 3 show

aggregation of the results by domain-search type and further by domain. The differences across

domains are small, but the buying task did take the most time and required the most page views.

Table 4 shows flie results of the post- searching questions. While searchers were equivocal about

their prior knowledge of the topic, they were consistent in their ffigh belief that the search was

easy to do and provided satisfactory results within an adequate amount of time.

We also looked at the use of search engines. A total of 68 questions (74%) employed the use of

one search engine. Sixteen questions (17%) used no search engines, while seven (7%) employed

two different ones and one (1%) used four. Table 5 shows the search engines used. Google was

the most commonly used search engine, with Yahoo being the only other one used more than

five times.

Further analysis planned after the TREC meeting for the final proceedings paper will focus on

analyzing the search engines and catalogs used along with the queries posed to them.

Conclusions

Our study demonstrates that experienced Web users are able to perform relatively challenging

tasks successftilly using the search engines and catalogs that are avmlable. Iliis result is not

new, but does demonstrate that such information tasks can be performed by a wide cross-

segment of experienced and educated users.

This study does not provide any major new insights into user searching, but it clearly does

indicate that experiments aiming to discem differences among systems will need to employ tasks

that are more difficult. Otherwise users will be able to complete tasks no matter what systems

they use, and any differences among systems will not be detected. Itds study also shows that

users employ a variety of high-quality, widely-available tools in their searching. Experiments

that focus on single systems or user interfaces may not provide the diversity of approaches that

would accommodate all searchers.
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Table I - Searcliing questions with domain (medical, buying, travel, or project), search type

(fully-specified or partially-specified), number, and text. Blank line indicated area for user

choice in partially-specifled questions.

Domain Search

Type

Question

Number
Question Text

M F I Ten me three categories of people who should or should not

get a flu shot and why.

M F 2 Find a website BRely to contain reliable information on the

effect of second-hand smoke.

M P I List two of the generally recommended treatments for

M P 2 Identify two pros or cons of taking large doses of

B F 1 Get two price quotes for a new digital camera (3 or more

megapixels and 2x or more zoom).

B F 2 Find two websites that allow people to buy soy milk online.

B P 1 Name three features to consider in buying a(n)

B P 2 Find two websites that wfll let me buy a(n) online.

T F I I want to visit Antarctica. Find a website with information on

organized tours/trips there.

T F 2 Identify three interesting things to do during a weekend in

Kyoto, Japan.

T P I Identify three interesting places to visit in

T P 2 I'd like to go on a sailing vacation in , but I don't know

how to sail. Tell me where can I get some information about

organized sailing cruises in that area.

P F 1 Find three articles that a high school student could use in

writing a report on the Titanic.

P F 2 Ten me the name of a website where I can find material on

global warming.

P P I Find three different information sources that may be useful to a

ffigh school student in writing a biography of

P P 2 Locate a site with lots of information for a high school report

on the historv of
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Table 2 - Topic designations for partially-specified question.

Searcher ID Question II) Partial Topic Text

4 BPI TV
5 BP I SUV
12 BPI DVD Player

13 BPI bicycle

20 BPI House

21 BPI hybrid car

3 BP2 Laptop computer

7 BP2 book

II BP2 airplane

15 BP2 bassinet

19 BP2 set of dishes

23 BP2 (4 door) car-compact

3 MPI Heart Disease/Atrial fibrillation

8 MPI Achalasia

11 MPI eczema

16 MPI breast cancer

19 MPI sunburn

24 MPI scabies

2 MP2 Steroids

10 MP2 pseudoephedrine HCI

14 MP2 aspirin

18 MP2 Vitamin C
22 MP2 vitamin C
2 PPI Shakespeare

7 PPl Abraham Lincoln

10 PPI Virginia Woolf

15 PPI Amelia Earhart

18 PPI Ayn Rand

23 PPI Mark Twain

I PP2 Turkey

4 PP2 cat worship

5 PP2 the Great wall of China

9 PP2 Mesopotamia

13 PP2 computers

17 PP2 Eleanor Roosevelt

21 PP2 WWII
I TPI Santa Fe, NM
9 TPI Greece

14 TPI Burma

17 TPI Berlin

22 TPI Oregon

4 TP2 Tahiti

8 TP2 wales

12 TP2 Hawaii

16 TP2 The Galapagos

20 TP2 the Bahamas

24 TP2 San Juan Islands
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Table 3 - Overall results by individual question and averaged by full-partial status and

domain.

Question Number of Number Percent Time Pages Pages

ID Searcliers Correct Correct (minutes) Viewed Listed

By Individual Question

Br 1 4 oUvo 1 l.UU 1 J.ZU Z.UU

Brz O O 1 c\c\cnlUUvo Z9.o3 L. 1 /

DDI O 0 1 nncK,lUUyo /.uu 1 ^ 1 "7
1 J. 1 /

orZ 0 0 6.0 / 1 J.DU Z.D /

Mr I 0 0 lUUvc o.jU Z.UU

JVLrz 0 0 lUUvo J.OJ lU.UU Z.

MPI 6 5 o3% o.OO 11.17 1.50

MP2 5 4 80% 11.80 12.60 2.00

PFI 5 5 100% 5.80 12.40 2.80

PF2 5 5 100% 3.80 5.80 2.40

PFI 6 6 100% 8.17 12.17 3.17

PP2 7 7 100% 7.14 13.29 2.29

TFI 6 6 100% 6.00 13.83 1.17

TF2 6 5 83% 7.50 15.00 1.67

TPI 5 5 100% 6.80 14.20 2.80

TP2 6 6 100% 7.83 12.00 3.00

By Full-Partial Question

BF 5.5 5 91% 10.25 22.52 2.08

BP 6 6 100% 7.83 15.33 2.92

MF 6 6 100% 7.17 9.75 2.17

MP 5.5 4.5 82% 8.90 11.88 1.75

PF 5 5 100% 4.80 9.10 2.60

PP 6.5 6.5 100% 7.65 12.73 2.73

TF 6 5.5 92% 6.75 14.42 1.42

TP 5.5 5.5 100% 7.32 13.10 2.90

By Domain

B 5.75 5.5 96% 9.04 18.93 2.50

M 5.75 5.25 91% 8.03 10.82 1.96

P 5.75 5.75 100% 6.23 10.91 2.66

T 5.75 5.5 96% 7.03 13.76 2.16
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Table 4 - Questionnaire results by individual question and averaged by full-partial status

and domain.

Question

ID

FamiDar witti

topic

Easy to get

started

Easy to do

search

Satisfled witii

results

Enougli time

to searcii

By Individual Question

BFl 2.80 5.00 4.80 3.80 4.80

BF2 2.17 4.33 3.67 4.33 4.83

BPl 2.33 4.50 4.50 4.67 4.83

BP2 3.17 4.67 4.50 4.33 4.83

MFl 2.67 4.83 4.33 4.83 5.00

MF2 2.67 4.33 4.17 4.67 4.83

MP I 3.33 3.83 3.83 4.17 4.00

MP2 3.20 4.20 3.80 3.40 4.00

PFI 2.80 4.60 4.60 4.40 4.80

PF2 2.60 4.40 4.80 4.20 4.80

PPI 3.17 4.83 5.00 4.67 4.67

PP2 3.00 4.71 4.43 4.43 4.71

TFI 1. 17 3.83 3.83 3.83 4.67

TF2 1.67 4.67 4.33 4.33 4.67

TPI 3.00 4.60 4.80 4.80 5.00

TP2 1.67 4.33 4.33 4.33 4.67

By Full-Partial Question

BF 2.48 4.67 4.23 4.07 4.82

BP 2.75 4.58 4.50 4.50 4.83

MF 2.67 4.58 4.25 4.75 4.92

MP 3.27 4.02 3.82 3.78 4.00

PF 2.70 4.50 4.70 4.30 4.80

PP 3.08 4.77 4.71 4.55 4.69

TF 1.42 4.25 4.08 4.08 4.67

TP 2.33 4.47 4.57 4.57 4.83

By Domain

B 2.62 4.63 4.37 4.28 4.83

M 2.97 4.30 4.03 4.27 4.46

P 2.89 4.64 4.71 4.42 4.75

T 1.88 4.36 4.33 4.33 4.75
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Table 5 - Frequency of use of search engines.

Search Engine Times used

Google 45

Yahoo 20

Ask Jeeves 5

Alta Vista 4

Ask 4

Metacrawler 4

Netscape 3

Excite 2

Eycos 2

AOL 1

EookSmart 1
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iO&stracts

In TREC-io, we participated in tHe web track (only ad-fioc task) and tHe QA track (only main task).

In tlie QA track, our QA system (SiteQ) Has general architecture with three processing steps: question

processing, passage selection and answer processing. THe key technique is ESP's (Eexico-Semantic

Patterns) that are composed of linguistic entries and semantic types. ESP grammars constructed from
various resources are used for answer type determination and answer matching. We also adapt AAD
(Abbreviation-Appositive-Definition) processing for the queries that answer type cannot be determined or

expected, encyclopedia search for increasing the matching coverage between query terms and passages,

and pivot defection for the distance calculation v^dth answer candidates.

We used two-level answer types consisted of i8 upper-level types and 47 lower-level types. Semantic

category dictionary, WordNet, POS combined with lexicography and a stemmer were all applied to

construct the ESP knowledge base. CSMT (Category Sense-code Mapping Table) tried to find answer types

using the matching between semantic categories and sense-codes from WordNet. Evaluation shows that

MRR for 492 questions is 0.320 (strict), which is considerably higher than the average MRR of other 67
runs.

In the Web track, we focused on the effectiveness of both noun phrase extraction and our new PRE
(Pseudo Relevance Feedback). We confirmed that our query expansion using PRE with TSV function

adapting TE factor contributed to better performance, but noun phrases did not contribute much. It needs

more observations for us to make elaborate rules of tag patterns for the construction of better noun
phrases.

1. Introduction
The goal of the QA track is to foster research on

systems that retrieve answers rather than

documents in response to a question [11] [12]. The
focus is on systems that can function in

unrestricted open domains [11].

The web track features ad hoc search tasks on a

document collection that is a snapshot of the

World Wide Web. The main focus of this track is

to form a Web test collection using pooled

relevance judgments. We will describe our systems

and experiences for both QA and Web tracks in

this paper.

2. Q& track: Systems and Experiences
In TREC-IO, the QA track consisted of three

separate tasks: the main task, the list task and the

context task. We participated in only the main task.

The main task is similar to the task in previous

QA tracks (TREC-8, TREC-9). NIST provided 500
questions that seek short, fact-based answers.

Some questions may not have a known answer in

the document collection. In that case, the response

string "NIE" is judged correct. This differs from
the previous QA tracks and makes the task

somewhat more difficult. The answer-string

should contain no more than 50 bytes; 250-byte

runs were abandoned this year. Participants must
return at least one and no more than five

responses per question ranked by preferences.

The document collecfion consists of the

follovdng six data sets: AP newswire, Wall Street

Journal, San Jose Mercury News, Financial Times,

Eos Angeles Times, and Foreign Broadcast

Information Service. The documents are SOME
tagged, and each document in this collection has a
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unique identifier in ffie field.

DistinguisEed from an information retiieval, a

QA system must retrieve answers ratfier tfian

documents as responses to a question. As an

ordinary course of step, we focused on wfiat can be

a possible answer, How our system can determine

tfie answer type of a question, and How our system

can detect instances of eacH answer type in a

document. We classified possible answers and

designed a metHod for determining tfie answer

type of eacK question and detecting instances of it

in a document. We Bave not constructed tfie index

of document collection tfiis time and instead used

tfie ranked document list provided by NIST for

eacfi question.

Our QA system, SiteQ, consists of tfiree

important steps; question processing, passage

selection and answer processing, wfiicfi will be

explained in detail.

2.1 Question Processing
In general, a question answering system

analyzes an input question at first step. It is

important to understand wfiat a user wants to

find; wfietfier it is person's name, location,

organization, or any otfier types. To do so, we first

classified tfie types of possible answers [i][2][3][6]

and used E«dco-Semantic Paffems (ESP) to

determine tfie answer type of a question.

important factor but it is not enougfi to determine

tfie answer type. EASSO first determined tfie

question class and tfie question focus, and tfien

determined tfie answer type by using ffiem [6].

Tfie question class is defined as an interrogative

and tfie question focus is defined as tfie main
information required by tfie interrogation.

We used Lexico-Semantic Patterns (ESP) to

determine tfie type of answer expected. Usually in

addition to an interrogative in a question, its

surrounding words or tfieir senses are expressed

in ESP, wfiicfi substitutes tfie question class and
focus word.

ESP grammar is composed of condition part and
conclusion part. Tfie conclusion part is tfie type of

answer expected if ffie ESP in condition part is

mafcRed. ESP is composed of lexical entries, POS
tag, semantic category and tfieir sequence, and is

expressed in regular expression. For example, a

grammar "C%wlio)(%beX@person) PERSON"
can be constructed from a question "Who was
President Cleveland's wife?". '%who' and '%6e' is

lexical entries and '@person' is a semantic

category for representing tfie position of a person.

We fiave manually constructed ESP grammar from
tfie questions used in tfie previous QA tracks and
tfie questions gatfiered from ffie Web by ourselves.

Among ffiem 361 entry ESP granunar was used for

tfiis year's QA track.

2.1.1 Answerl^e
We classified ffie type of answers to fact-seeEng

questions [12]. Referring to ffie types used in

FALCON [3], we analyzed tfie questions used in

tfie previous QA fracfo and ffieir answers judged

correct and constructed 2-level fiierarcfiy of

answer types. HierarcBical structure of answer

types is useful since only YEAR is available for

'wfiat year' question, but YEAR, MONTH, DAY, or

TIME is available for 'wBen' question. Our answer

type fias 18 types at top level as sfiown in tfie box.

QUANTITY DATE TIME PROPERTY
EANGUSGE.UNIT ESNGUAGE
SYMBOnC_REP ACTION ACTIVITY
LIFE.FORM NATURAL_OBJECT
LOCATION SUBSTANCE ARTIFACT
GROUP PHENOMENON STATUS
BODY_ESRT

2.1.2 Eexico-Semantic Patterns
Usually an interrogative in a question is an

question

Taooer

Query
Formaffer

NP Chunker
|

Answer Type
Deferminer

Normalizer
|

RE Matcher |

query i

answer type

Figure i Question processing

2.1.3 Determining TEe AnswerT^e
Figure i explains tfie procedures to determine

tfie expected answer type of an input question. At
first, an input question is POS-fagged using

POSTAG/E Englisfi tagger and, at tfie second step,
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noun phrases are defecfed by NP chunker.

Scanning ffie fagged question from rigHf fo left,

ffiis module defects ffie boundary of noun pfirase

and its fiead noun. To do ffiis, we collected ffie

POS patterns for noun pfirases from ffie questions.

A noun pfirase almost always ends wiffi a noun,

usually starts witfi a pre-deferminer, a determiner,

an adjective, a possessive pronoun, or a noun. Tfie

rigfitmosf noun in a noun pfirase is selected as a

fiead noun. Two noun pfirases can be combined
into a larger noun pfirase by connecting tfiem

using a preposition 'o/ or a possessive ending. In

case of a preposition 'of, ffie fiead of its left-side

noun pfirase is selected as a fiead of tfie combined

noun pfirase, but in case of a possessive ending ffie

fiead of its rigfif-side noun pfirase is selected.

If is important ffiat defecting a fiead in a noun
pfirase since tfie sense of ffie fiead noun plays an

important role in determining ffie expected

answer type but its modifiers are useful for

justifying final answers. In tfie above question,

"President Cleveland's wife" is detected as a noun
pfirase, and 'wife' is its Read and clarifies tfie

answer type of tfie question is PERSON. In

contrast fo ffiis question, ffie expected answer type

of a question "Who is Cleveland?" will be

POSITION, wfiicfi means tfie position of Cleveland

(i.e., president) will be an answer.

At tfie ffiird step, based on normalization

dictionary (Qnorm die) and WordNet, eacfi word
in a question is converted info ESP code fo be

matcfied wiffi ffie condition part of ESP grammar
by regular expression. "President Cleveland's

wife" is converted info '@person' since it is a noun
pfirase and its fiead is 'wife', of wfiicfi semantic

category is '©person'.

Tfie following box sfiows Kow ffie answer type of

a question "Who was President Cleveland's wife?"

is determined as PERSON.

Who v«s Preadert Qewelancrs vwfe?

i Teooer

Wtq/V\PbeNED Re3clert/hP,aevelanct^NP 's/POS \M\e/m ?/S&4r

\MioMP beNED [[Readent/Mj' d&jdiarci/W] 's/PCB VMfe^ ?/SBJr

j FE^M^iGr(REaJarBqT6BsicnrTEiciier)

(%\ho)(%3e)(@Derson) PB^SCN

2.2 Passage Selection
We fiave not constructed an index database

from ffie document collection since we fiad no
enougfi time and computing resources ffiis year.

Tfierefore we couldn't Relp using only ffie

document list provided by NIST and selecting

relevant passages from tfiem by scanning ffie

wfiole documents and matcRing tfie Keywords. Tfie

documents were ranked by document similarity

because tfiey were retrieved by tfie PRISE [7], a

document retrieval system ratfier ffian a passage

retrieval system. Generally, fiowever, a document
does not fit for detecting candidate answers witfiin

itself since it is too large and contains too mucfi

extra information. By analyzing ffie previous

questions and tfieir answers, we can assume ffiat

answers fo a question usually occur comparatively

near fo ffie matcfied keywords in a document. Tfiis

means ffiat ffie answer can occur in any ranked

documents and we fiad better select passages from
eacfi document and rank tfiem by passage

similarity. Tfien we can use fop passages fo find

candidate answers. To do so, we first must define

passage and keywords to be used in selecting

relevant passages.

2.2.1 Keywords
We define keywords fo be used in selecting

passages from tfie retrieved documents. We first

remove useless words in a question and tfien use

ffie remained words as ffiree types of keywords
considering lexical normalization and semantic

similarity. Finally we assign weigfits to eacfi

keyword.

- Removing stop words
Tfie useless words in a question are removed

first by POS tag and stop word list, wfiicfi fias 568
entries. Tfien ffie following five fieuristics are

applied fo tfie remaining words.

a. Wfien a word like 'Knd', 'sort', 'one',

'most', etc. occurs in tfie left side of a

preposition 'of, it is removed; eg) Wfiat

Icind of dog ...? Name one of tfie Seven
Wonders ...?

b. Wfien a word like 'name', 'nickname', etc.

occurs in ffie rigfit side of a possessive

ending, it is removed; eg) Wfiat was tfie

man's name wfio was killed ...? Wfiaf is

Sfiakespeare's nickname?
c. Wfien a question is expressed in

imperative sentence, ffie imperative verb

is removed; eg) Tell me wfiat city ...?

d. Wfien a verb needs a fo-infinitive, ffie

verb is removed; eg) Wfiere do lobsters
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like to live?

e. WHen an adjective or an adverb follows

an interrogative 'How', tHe adjective or

adverb is removed; eg) How wide is flie

Atiantic Ocean?

- TEe type ofkeyword
After removing all stop words, tHe remaining

words are considered as question keywords. We
define foHovdng tHree types of Kej^ord to solve

tHe mismatcHing problem of keywords caused by
lexical variants and synonyms.

a. Lemmaform
THe lemma form of a word is used as a

keyword except tHe superlative a^ective or

adverb, in wHicH case tHe word itself is used as

a keyword; eg) invented -> invent, inventers

inventer, smallest -> smallest

b. Stemmedform
TEougH tHe lemma form solves somewHat of

tHe mismatcHing problem, it is not enougH to

solve tfie mismatcfi between 'inventer' and
'invented'. THis can be resolved by using a

stemmer like tHe Porter's stemmer [8].

c. WordNet sense (in case of noun or noun
phrase)

To matcH a word 'sHip' in a question witfi a

word 'steamsHip' in a document, we must
compute semantic similarity between a

question keyword and a document word.

Using tfie WordNet [5], tHe synonym or

fiyponym of a question keyword occurring in

documents is matcHed witH tHe question

keyword.

- TEe weigEt oftEe Keyword
THe lemma form is weigHted by its part of

speecH. A proper noun, a common noun starting

witH a capital letter, and a superlative Has HigHer

weigHt tfian a verb, an adjective and an adverb.

THe stemmed form Has some of tfie weigHts its

lemma form Has. THe keyword (noun or noun
pHrase) matcHed by WordNet sense Has tHe lowest

weigHt relative to tfie number of its component
words.

2.2.2 Passages
A passage is composed of more tHan one

sentence segmented by punctuation. We make
adjacent two sentences into a passage if tHey Have
a lexical cfiain, wHicH indicates tHaf a sentence Has

a noun and tHe otHer sentence Has its anapHora.

We However limited a passage to maximum tHree

sentences since tfie more sentences fiave tfie more
extra information, wfiicfi may increase incorrect

candidate answers.

Eacfi sentence from a document gets scored by
mafcHing its terms witfi query terms (Scorei) and
by considering tfie distance and number of ffie

matcfied terms (Socre2). Scorci consists of sum of

tfie weigfits of matcfied terms. Eacfi query term is

tried to be matcfied witfi document terms in tfie

order of lemma form, WordNet sense and
stemmed form, and gets assigned tfie weigfit of ffie

first matcfied term type. Passages are ranked by
sum of ffieir sentence scores.

Score = Score
,
+ Score

^

Score, =Y^wgt{qw-;)

Score 2
=

if qw. appears in a stentence

^ wgt (dw- ) + wgt (dw.^, )

^ axdist{j,j + lf

(I)

(2)

(3)
k-l

X matched _cnt

wgt {qw^ ) : weight of query word i

wgt{dw-j ) : weigfit of query word /,

witfi wfiicfi document w ord j was matcfied

dist ( y , y + 1) : distance between

document w ord j and j + 1

matched _ cnt : number of query word s

matcfied in a sentence

a : constant

Our system selected 1000 passages from 1000
retrieved documents per question.

2.3 J^nswer Processing
Answer processing selects answer candidates

mafcHing tfie answer type firom eacfi passage and
ranks tfiem. It uses stemmer[8], tfiesaurus

(WordNet) [5], encyclopedia for its performance

elevation. Answer processing is composed of four

steps: Answer MatcHing, Pivot Detection, AAD
Processing and Answer RanMng.

2.3.1 System ArcEitecture
Figure 2 sHows components of answer

processing system. Answer matcfiing (detection)

finds answer candidates in POS-tagged passages

selected by passage selection using tfie answer
type determined by question processing. A query
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term, wHicE sEows up in varioiis forms in fEe

passage, is called "pivof". Answer ranldng uses

tEese pivots in scoring answer candidates. WBen
tEe answer type of a question is

"EANGUAGE.UNTT", AAD processing finds

context-based answer candidates tHat are in

abbreviated, appositive and definitive relation

witB tEe pivots. Answer ranldng calculates tEe

score of eacE answer candidate witE various

parameters, filters tEem according to tEe range

and tEe type of answer, and finally sorts tEem.

5
I
Answer detection jj'

;,Stpp-Wafl .^jX-^U
[

Noun-pfaase chunKing
|

7 epH'fflt
""" ^H^—

M

^^M^^—
>{ Pivot creadon~|*

Stemming (Porter's)

1
AAD processing

Answe^^teriny'*

singJl^

Answe^cwin^

Figure 2 Answer processing

Aimer ryprt —
Tatijied ptuxa^t.'' Resource initialization I W CSKfTtoading

|

[
Stfudure constniction

|
^

—

i
Mofpbological aoalysis |^""^^""^1

[ CaLtgoty dictionary searchjj

I

LSP nutcbing & tcoiing~h ^

I
XD with heuristics^'

Figure 3 Ajoswer matcEing

2.3.2 Answer MatcEing (detection)

Figure 3 sEows tEe procedures of answer
matcEing. Answer matcEing assigns semantic

categories to eacE answer candidate by matcEing
between ESP grammar and tEe normalized answer
form from tEe following procedure. TEe procedure

first searcEes semantic category dictionary. In case

of its failure, it tries tEesaurus matcEing between
tEe sense-code from WordNet and tEe semantic

categories in tEe CSMT (Category to Sense code
Mapping Table), and tEen uses POS combined
witE lexicograpBy.

- SearcHing semantic category dictionary
Semantic category dictionary Eas about

80,000 entries including sin^e word and
compound one. EacE entry is assigned a

semantic category among 65 ones wBicE are

components of ESP abstraction.

- Trying tEesaurus matcEing
Sense code retrieved from WordNet [5] is

mapped to eacE category among 65 semantic

categories if if Eas a similarity greater tEan a

tEresEoId value.

- POS combined witE lexicograpEy
In case of failure of searcEing semantic

category dictionary, POS combined witE

lexicograpEy is used to build normalized form. If

"Newton" Eas "np" (proper noun) POS tag, "Np"

is used for normalization. It is because

capitalization is important for detecting

candidate answers, especially named entities.

WEen a normalized form matcEed wifE a ESP of

tEe answer type, its terms are cEosen as an answer
candidate. TEe foUowings sEow some examples of

ESP and its actual instances.

cd@unit_lengthcd@unit_length lengt1i\j \4\4

10 feet 5 incEes

cd@unit_length%per@unit_time spee'd\i \4\4

3 Km per Eour

2.3.3 Pivot Detection
Pivots corresponding witE query terms emerge

in tEe passage in various way: full matcEing terms,

partial matcEing ones for multi-words, stem

matcEing ones for inflections and semantic

synonyms using WordNet. WEen answer ranldng

scores answer candidates, pivots are weigEted

according to tEese normalized representations of

query terms in a passage. WBen an answer

candidate itself is a pivot, it is excluded from
answer candidate set.

2.3.4AAD Processing
In tEe case tEat no answer type can be
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defermined in question processing due to sHort

of information ("EANGDAGE_UNIT" answer

type), AAD processing finds context-based answer

candidates ffiat are in abbreviated, appositive and
definitive relation witH tHe pivots. It uses

lexicograpfiic patterns for abbreviation, and noun
pfirase cliunldng and clue words sucfi as "so-

called" and "stand for" for apposition and
definition. Tfie follovdngs are examples of

questions, of wfiicfi answer type is

ESNGDSGE_DNIT.

Why does the moon turn orange?

What is epilepsy?

What imaginary line is halfway between the

North and South Poles?

What is done with worn or outdatedflags?

For more improvement of performance, AAD
processing uses encyclopedia information

extracted from WordNet glossary [5]. We gatHered

descriptions of about 110,000 words from

WordNet glossary and removed stop words from

tHe descriptions. Answer ranking reweigHs eacfi

answer candidate tlirougH its semantic similarity

witE remaining temas in tlie descriptions.

2.3.5 J^nswer Ranldng
Score of each answer candidate is mainly

calculated by distance between pivots vdtliin some
window in eacfi selected passage. In addition to

basic distance measure, tfie type and ratio

matcEing eacfi pivot vdtfi query terms, mean
distance between pivots, and semantic type of

answer candidate (especially in case of AAD
processing) are all used for scoring eacfi answer

candidate:

5corf=i? (I-
distavg.pimt I

disL^pi^ot AADfactorN^

distj

)

Rpvoi: ratio of matcfied pivots

distavg.pivot'- average distance between pivots

diStmcDcpivot' maximum of distance between pivots

Si', intermediate score of itfi Answer Candidate

AADfactor:
if question type is language-unit,

ifNE type is AAD, I

otfierwise 4
otfierwise i

Scorer, final score of iffi Answer Candidate

Npi number of Pivots

r,: weigfit factor of matcH type ofjfH Pivot

distj-. distance between jtfi Pivot and itfi Answer
Candidate

distmax- max value of distj

Tfiis formula (Eq. 4) reflects some of tHe

follov^ng assumptions: (i) Reliable answer
candidates would appear near query terms, so

called pivots, in a passage. (2) Reliable answer
candidates would sfiow up around pivots wfiicfi

matcfied witfi query terms more exactly. (3) In tfie

case of "EANGDAGE_DNIT" answer type, answer
candidates extracted from AAD processing are

more reliable tfian tfie otfiers. (4) Tfie smaller

mean distance between pivots is, tfie more reliable

an answer candidate around ffiem would be. (5) If

most of query terms appear in a passage, an
answer candidate around tfieir pivots is more
reliable. (6) Finally, reliable answer candidates

sfiow up in some limited distance between pivots.

After scoring all answer candidates, answer
ranldng filters less reliable answer candidates

according to tfie range and type of tfie answer,

sorts remaining answer candidates by tfieir scores

and presentsN most reliable answer candidates.

2.4 Experiments in TREC-IO
We participated in tfie main task" of QA track.

500 questions were given to eacfi participant to

evaluate tfieir QA systems. After all evaluation, it

was known tfiat 49 questions among tfiem fiave no
known correct answers in tfie document collection.

Eigfit questions were excluded from tfie evaluation

due to various problems witfi tfiose questions.

Table 2 sfiows tfiat, unlike tfie questions used in

tfie previous QA tracks, questions like "wfiat is X?"
were remarkably increased. So, tfie task became
more difficult since tfie answer types of sucfi

questions are often not specified definitely.

For eacfi question, SiteQ used tfie top 1000
documents provided by NIST (PRISE searcfi

engine [7]), selected top 1000 passages from tfiose

documents, detected top five candidate answers

fi-om tfiose passages and picked out 50-byte string

including tfie candidate answer as an answer
string. Wfien tfie score of a candidate answer was
lower tfian a tfiresfiold value or less tfian five

candidates were detected, we added "NIL" string

in tfie appropriate rank, wfiicfi means tfiat tfiere

migfit be no answer.

We submitted only one run (posqaioa) and it
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was evaluated by mean reciprocal rank (MRR) like

fHe previous QA tracks [13]. Tfie unsupported

ansv^ers were judged incorrect in strict judgment
but correct in lenient judgment. Table i sfiows tfie

number of questions judged correct in eacH

judgment and tfie mean reciprocal rank of 492
questions. Comparing with tfie average MRR of

tfie 67 otfier runs submitted tfiis year, our system

located correct answers at rank i for relatively

many questions. Tfie difference between tfie strict

and tfie lenient MRR arises because a word of tfie

same answer type was added to 50-byte string

wfien we picked out tfie answer string including a

candidate answer.

Rank
#ofQs
(strict)

#ofQs
(lenient)

Avg, of 67
runs

I 121 124 88.58

2 45 49 28.24

3 24 29 20.46

4 15 16 12.57

5 II 14 12.46

No 276 260 329.7

MRR 0.320 0.335 0.234

Table i TEe number of questions judged
correct andMRR

Q-fype freq
MRR MRR

(strict) (lenient)

fiow + adj/adv 31 0.316 0.332

how do 2 0.250 0.250

what do 0,050 0.050
wHat is 242 0.308 0.320

what/which noun 88 0.289

wEen 26 0.362 0.362

where 27 0-5I5 _0.5I5_

wHo 4(5 0.464 0-47 V
why 4 0.125 0'125

name a 2 0.500 0.500

Total 492

Table 2 TEe frequency and MRR in

eacE type ofquestion

Table 2 sfiows tfie MRR for eacfi type of

question. For tfie questions like "Wfiat is X?", our
system sfiows relatively good performance. Tfiis

means tfiat AM) processing was effective for tfiose

questions.

According to table 3, we know tfiat tfie systems

in TREC-io sfiow sligfitly fiigfier performance tfian

tfie systems in TREC-9. But tfiis does not

necessarily refer to tfie improvement of tfie

systems.

TREC-IO
67runs

TREC-9
35nms

Avg. MRR 0.234 0.22

Median MRR 0.121 0.115

# of Qs witfi no
answer(%)

67.01 % 68.54 %

Table 3 TEe comparison between TREC-io
and TREC-9

3. Web track: Systems and Experiences
Tfiis is our first participation in tfie Web track of

TREC. Our system is based on POSNIR/K, Korean
natural language information retrieval system [4].

For TREC-IO, we focused on effectiveness in botfi

noun pfirase extraction and PRF (Pseudo

Relevance Feedback). WKile query expansion

using PRF turned out to contribute to tfie

performance significantly, tfie noun pfirases were
used witfi single terms actually didn't contribute

mucfi.

3.1 Keyword Extraction
For keyword extraction, we tagged tfie

document collection, wtiog, and queries using

POSTAG/E, tfie Englisfi POS (Part-Of-Speecfi)

tagger based on HMM. Tfie output of POSTAG/E
is composed of lexis, POS tag, and lemma. From
tfie result of tfie tagger, we selected keywords

using two-pfiase extraction. If tfie lemmas were

registered in tfie dictionary, tfiey were selected. On
tfie otfier fiand, lexes were stemmed by Porter's

stemmer[8] and tfien tfie stemmed lexes were
selected as keywords. Stop words were eliminated

using two kinds of stop list: common stop list

containing 569 words, and query-specific stop list

containing 28 words wfiicfi must be removed fi*om

tfie query.

For constructing noun pfirases, we made lexico-

syntactic rules based on tfie POS-tag patterns.

Some of tfie rules are described below.

Termi/{JVN"
|
NP} Term2/{iV2V

|
NP}

-> Termi_Term2
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Tenai/iNN
\

NP} {'s/POS
|
of/lN) Termz/iNN

\

Npy
-> Termi_Term2

Tenni/j:/Tenn2/{iV2V
|
NP} Terms/{NN

\
NP}

-> Termi_Term2_Term3

3.2 Initial Retrieval

Our retrieval system uses 2-poisson model

based on tfie probabilistic term distribution. THe
system retrieves top-raked documents after giving

scores to eacfi document of a target data collection

with eacfi query term list made from tfie keyword
extraction process. For scoring, a rank' system uses

Okapi BM25 formula [9] as sfiown below.

w^^^ = log
f N -n + 0.5)

n + 0.5

(

(5)

Score(d,q) =^
k,xai-b) +bx-^) + tf, (6)

aval

X w*" X
(^3 +1)^,(^,0

, wfiere N is tfie number of documents in tfie

collection, n is tfie number of documents
containing tfie term, tfi is tfie term frequency of

term t in a document d, din is tfie document lengtfi,

audi is tfie average document lengtfi, tfq(q,t) is tfie

term frequency of query term t in tfie query q, and
b, lc3 are tunable constant parameters.

3.3 Query Expansion
Query expansion is acfiieved tfirougfi PRF

(Pseudo Relevance Feedback^. In tfie process of

PRF, top-ranked documents are regarded as

relevant and TSV (Term Selection Value) is given

to all single terms except stop words in tfiem. Tfien,

top-ranked single terms are expanded and added
to tfie original query term list. In tfiis process, tfie

weigfits of botfi original and expanded query terms

are reweigfited by Eq.(7) reflecting relevance and
non-relevance information [10].

k,+4R N-n k,+4R R-r+0.5 (7)

r--log )- ( 7=log )

lc,+^^S N-n L+4S 5-5+0.5

, wfiere N, n is the same as in tfie Eq.(5), R is fHe

number of documents known to be relevant to a

specific topic, r is tfie number of relevant

documents containing tfie term, S is tfie number of

documents knovm to be non-relevant, s is tfie

number of non-relevant documents containing the

term, and ^5, fce are tunable constant parameters.

For TSV function, we developed and compared
some TSV formulas adapting diverse TF (Term
Frequency) factors.

TSV =

TSV =

^ 0.5 + 0.5 X

\d€R

(
avgdl

did,

X w

(I)

(I)

TSV = tft,d

,de-Rki{{l-b) + b
dL

avgdl
) + tft,d

X w (I)

(8)

(9)

(10)

, wfiere w(^> is Eq. (7).

same as tfie initial one

3.4 Final Retrieval

Final retrieval process is tfie

except that, this time, each query term has the new
weights given by Eq. (7) and the expanded query term

list is used.

3.5 Experiments in TREC-io
Table 4 summarizes tfie TREC-io results. Tfie

results indicate tfiat wKen a query was expanded
using PRF, tfie performance was better, but noun
pfirases didn't give mucfi contribution to tfie

performance. As for TSV function in using PRF,
Eq. (10) wfiicfi is adapting TF factor of tfie weigfit

formula of Okapi was better tfian any otfiers.

In order to furtfier validate tfie results, tfie t-test

was performed on tfie data (Table 5). Tfie table

sfiows tfie mean difference, tfie standard deviation

difference, tfie t-statistics and tfie probability of

average precision and recall-precision for no-PRF
(baseline) versus PRF (using Eq. (10)) case.

Tfiougfi tfiere are no significant differences for

average precision in TREC-9 topics, tfie table

sfiows tfie rest of tfie performance are all

significantly improved wfien PRF was used.
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No query expansion Query expansion

fifle only fifle+desc title only

no pHrases pfirases pHrases pfirases

baseline Eq. (7) Eq. (8) Eq. (9) Eq. (10)

TREC-9

Precision 0.1740 0.1747 0.2188 0.1758 0.1740 O.1781 0.1837

R-Precision 0.1962 0.1967 0.2399 0.1954 0.1940 0.2049 0.2082

TREC-io

Precision 0.1535* 0.1521" 0.1877"* 0.1771—

R-Precision 0.1853 0.1760 0.2240 0.2081

Table 4 Average precision & R-Predsion for TREC topics (* : posnireoist **: posnireoipt
***: posnireoiptd ****: posnireoirpt)

Mean
difference

STD
difference

T Prob > |T|

TREC-9
Precision

R-Precision

0.0091

0.0116

0.0393

0.0430

1.6279

1.9071

O.IIOO

0.0624

TREC-IO
I*recision

R-Precision

0.0356
0.0480

0.0939
0.0836

2.6841

4.0577

0.0099
0.0002

Table 5 T-test: Avg. Precision & R-Precision - no-PRF (baseline) vs. PRF (Eq. (10))

4. Conclusion
In TREC-IO, we participated in tfie QS track and

tfie Web track.

We submitted a run for tfie main task of tHe QA
track and it was judged and evaluated by tfie

reciprocal rank. Tfie MRR for 492 questions is

0.320 (strict), wfiicK is considerably fiigfier tfian

tfie average MRR of otfier 67 runs.

In tfie Web track, we confirmed tfiat our new
query expansion using PRF witfi TSV function

adapting TF factor contributed to better

performance.
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TREC2001 Question-Answer, Web and Cross Language Experiments

using PIRCS

K.L. Kwok, L. Grunfeld, N. Dinstl and M. Chan

Computer Science Department, Queens College, CUNY
Flushing, NY 11367

1 Introduction

We applied our PIRCS system for the Question-

Answer, ad-hoc Web retrieval using the 10-GB

collection, and the English-Arabic cross language

tracks. These are described in Sections 2,3,4

respectively. We also attempted to complete the

adaptive filtering experiments with our upgraded

programs but found that we did not have sufficient

time to do so.

2 Question-Answering (QA) Track

The QA Track requires obtaining 50-byte answer

strings to 500 questions (later truncated to 492).

The answers are to be retrieved from documents

made up from the TREC collections: APl-3,

WSJ 1-2, SJMN-3, FT-4, LA-5 and FBIS-5.

2.1 Approach

Our QA system is constructed using methods of

classical IR, enhanced with simple heuristics. It

does not have natural language understanding

capabilities, but employs simple pattern matching

and statistics. We view QA as a three-step

process: 1) retrieving a set of documents that are

highly related to the topic of the question; 2)

weighing sentences in this document set that are

most likely to answer the question according to the

query type and its description; and 3) selecting

words from the top-scoring sentences to form the

answer string. This approach was quite successful

for the 250-byte answer task at TREC-9 [I]. This

year we added more heuristics, better pattern

recognition and entity recognition.

2.2 Methodology

For the first step, retrieving a set of documents

related to the question under focus, we employ

both the NIST supplied document list as well as

one generated by our PIRCS system. We also use

a combination of these two lists that prove to be

the best.

For the second step, weighting prospective

sentences in the top ranked list of documents, we
continue to employ the methods introduced in

TREC-9, which are summarized below:

1) Coordinate Matching: counting words in

common between the question and a

document sentence.

2) Stemming: counting stems as opposed to

words in 1). We use Porter's algorithm for

stemming.

3) Synonyms: matching based on a manually

created dictionary of common synonyms. Its

size has increased to 420 terms from 300. It

also contains unusual word forms, which are

not handled well by stemming. Most of the

entries were taken directly from Wordnet

4) RSV: use of the retrieval score of a document

from PIRCS to resolve ties for sentences that

have the same weight based on word or stem

matching.

5) ICTF: use of Inverse Collection Term
Frequency to give more credit to less

frequently occurring words. For practical

reasons, the collection used to obtain the

frequencies is the N top retrieved documents.

6) Exact: giving extra credit for matching certain

important words which must occur in the

answer. At present, these are the superlatives:

first, last, best, highest etc. However, one must

be careful: 'best' is good but 'seventh best' is

not.

7) Proximity: giving extra credit for query words

in close proximity in a sentence. They are

likely to refer to the same concept as the

query. This is done only if all query content

words are matched.

8) Heading: giving credit for query words in the

headline tag even if they do not occur in a

sentence.
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9) Phrases: giving extra credit if consecutive

words in the query occur in consecutive order

in a sentence.

10) Caps: giving extra credit to matching of

capitalized query words, assuming they are

more important.

11) Quoted: giving extra credit to matching of

quoted query words, assuming they are more

important.

The query analyzer recognizes a number of

specialized query types. 'Who', 'Where' and

'What name' queries are processed by the

capitalized answer module, while 'When', 'How

many', 'How much' and 'What number' are

processed by the numerical answer module.

For 'Name' answers, heuristics were included to

identify the following:

a) Persons: capitalized word not preceded by

'the'.

b) Places: capitalized words preceded by 'on',

'in', 'at'. Place names are also recognized by

cue words such as 'located', 'next to', 'east

of, neighboring, 'borders', etc.

c) Capitalized words: when no other clues are

available.

d) Date entities, such as days, months and

currency are screened out as incorrect

answers.

For 'Numeric' answers, heuristics were included

to identify the following:

a) Units: there are classes of queries, which

require units. Our system recognizes

common units of: length, area, time, speed,

currency, temperature and population.

b) Date: there are some queries that have a date

or year in the question. We require this date to

occur in the sentence or within the Date Tag

of a document.

c) Other entities are recognized such as time,

address, telephone number, zip codes and

percent.

d) Numbers: when no other clues are available.

Selecting a 50-byte answer from the top sentences

is quite a challenge as the third step. We used the

proximity to query words criterion in most cases,

which misses many answers.

We also compiled several lists for countries, states,

continents and oceans. We felt it may be useful for

the list retrieval task.

2.3 Results and Discussions

Three runs named pirlQqa{ 1,2,3} were submitted:

pirlQqal utilized the 50 top documents of the

PRISE system; pirlQqa2 used the top 400

subdocuments retrieved by our PIRCS system;

pirlQqaS combines the two retrievals. PIRCS
preprocesses the original documents and returns

subdocuments of about 500 words long.

Historically, tag information such as heading and

(some) date were not captured in our system,

which may result in some small degradation in the

final score. Table 2.1 compares the submitted runs

to the TREC overall median.

As shown in Table 2.1, our best entry pirlQqaS

scored 0.326, 39% above the TREC median. It

also demonstrates that combining retrievals is

useful and improves over the results from

individual retrievals pirlQqal or pirIQqa2. A
new feature of TREC2001 is that a system might

mark as NIL for a query that has no definite

answer [2]. Since most correct answers occur at

the top positions, a promising strategy is to mark

all position 5 answers as NIL. We contemplated

doing this but did not do so. The bottom 3 lines of

the table show the improvement gained by this

NIL strategy.

All

Queries

Compare to

TREC
not

NIL
Queries

NIL
Queries

TREC2001 0.234 +0% 0.239 0.193

Official:

pirlQqal 0.300 +28% 0.333 0.000

pirlQqa2 0.314 +34% 0.348 0.000

pirlQqa3 0.326 +39% 0.362 0.000

NIL
Strategy;

pirlQqal 0.317 +36% 0.330 0.200

pirlQqa2 0.328 +40% 0.342 0.200

pirlQqa3 0.340 +45% 0.355 0.200

Table 2.1 QA Results: MRR Values and

Comparison with Median

PirlQqaB has 126 questions with rank 1 answers

correct, 39 with rank 2, 22 rank 3,14 rank 4, and 5

rank 5 correct. Since there are 49 questions for

which the correct answer is NIL, the aggressive

strategy of making every rank 2 answer NIL would

do even better!
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Question

type

Number Tree pirlQqal pirlQqa2 pirlQqa3 pirQqa3
rTimrxQrpH

to Tree

what 117 0.26 0.36 0.35 0.38 50%

what long 201 0,21 0.28 0.30 0.31 47%

stands for 4 0.42 0.88 0.63 0.75 77%

who 44 0.23 0.27 0.31 0.32 40%

who short 2 0.33 0.00 0.25 0.00 -100%

date 42 0.25 0.32 0.35 0.32 26%

where 26 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.25 7%

population 5 0.15 0.25 0.24 0.25 62%

why 4 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.21 -16%

what unit 29 0.24 0.21 0.24 0.26 7%

unknown 18 0.26 0.28 0.27 0.32 24%

Table 2.2 MRR Performance by question type.

Table 2.2 shows we did well for 'what' questions,

both the definition and the longer types, and 'who'

questions. The results are not as good for date

('when'), 'what unit' and 'where' type of

questions.

The queries may be ranked by the overall

performance by all the participants. It is

instructive to look at some easy queries that we

missed. It happens, that in many cases we

retrieved the correct sentences but did not select

the correct string. In many cases the correct answer

is within the selected answer string, but the other

words added (such us names and numbers) make

the answer ambiguous.

2.4 Context and List Tasks

A week before the deadline we decided to try the

context and list tracks by making minor changes.

For the context track, we submitted two runs,

pirlQctx2 and pirlQctx3. They are essentially the

same as our main QA system. pirlQctxl (un-

submitted) used the PRISE retrieval, pirlQctx2

used PIRCS retrieval and pirlQctx3 is a

combination as before. The PIRCS retrieval is

MRR
Score

Compare to

TREC Med
TREC2001 average 0.298 0%
pirlQctxl (unofficial) 0.310 +4%
pirlQctx2 0.314 +5%
pirlQctx3 0.329 + 10%

Table 2.3: Context Task Results

different in that it combines the series of questions

into one query, aiming to retrieve documents that

have all or many of the words in the series.

Considering all questions to be independent and

evaluate as in main QA, we get the results shown

in Fig. 2. 3. It seems retrieving on all query words

for pirQctx2 did not substantially improve the

results. Combination of retrievals again proved its

usefulness as pirlQctx3 outperformed its

individual retrievals. The context task is an

interesting and important task and more

intelligence must be crafted into a system to take

advantage of the knowledge gained from a

succession of previous questions (which we did

not do).

We made two changes in the QA system with an

eye towards improving performance in the list

task. We added a list of countries, states and

oceans, and we improved our duplicate answer

detection, so that similar forms will be considered

equivalent and suppressed. We submitted two

runs, pirlQlil based on PRISE retrieval and

pirlQli2 based on PIRCS retrieval. There was a

bug in the second run output routine that truncated

all results to the first word.

> med = med < med

pirlQlil 14[2] 10(1) 1

pirlQH2 7[1] 11(6) 7(7)

Table 2.4: List Task:. Comparison 'with Median

Table 2.4 shows the performance of the submitted

runs compared with the median of all runs. The

un-bracketed values are the actual number better,

worse or same as the median; the numbers in

square brackets denote best, and the numbers in

parenthesis denote worst scores.

3 Web Track

The target collection for the Web track is the

WlOg disks used last year. We submitted three

runs: two for title only queries pirlWtl and

pirlWt2, and one for all-section query pirlWa,

which is a long query. Last year [1], we noticed

that several queries returned no documents

because the query words are common words and

screened out by our Zipf threshold. Returning a

random set of documents usually is fruitless. This
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year, for these 'zero' queries, we did special

processing to bring

Query Type

Title:

pirlWtl

Title:

pirlWt2

All sections:

pirlWa

Relv.Ret

(at most)

2263 0 2275 2 2284 6

(. J jOJ )

Avg.Prec .1660 0 .1742 5 .1715 12

P@10 .2220 0 .2160 3 .2780 11

P@20 .2070 0 .2110 4 .2370 15

P@30 .2013 0 .2040 8 .2220 18

R.Prec .1700 0 .1894 5 .1968 9

Table 3.1: Automatic Web Results for 50

Queries

Query Type

Title:

pirlWtl

Title:

pirlWt2

All sections:

pirlWa

> = < > = < > = <

Avg.Prec 24,4 1 25,5 25,4 1 24,5 13,3 2 26,7

prec at 10 13,3 17 20,13 14,4 18 18,14 10,2 17 23,13

prec at 20 22,5 10 17,10 23,6 12 15,11 14,4 10 26,14

prec at 30 21,5 10 19,9 23,7 9 18,10 16,5 1021,11

Table 3.2: Web Results - Comparison with

Median

back words that were screened out due to high

frequency, hoping that we might restore some

precision value. Documents having these terms

within a distance of 5 words in a sentence are

considered. For ranking, the minimum distance

and the number of such repeats are used, and no

second stage retrieval was performed on these

queries. This year, there were only 3 such queries

(509, 518, 521), but the process was unsuccessful.

This is pirlWt2. For pirlWtl, we additionally do

this process for queries left with one term below

threshold. This turns out to depress effectiveness

rather than help. Also, we had no spell-check nor

punctuation processing, so that queries like #509

("steroids;what does it do to your body") was not

corrected. Query #531 ("Who and whom")

contains all stop words and also returns zero

precision. Results of our runs are tabulated in

Table 3.1 and 2.

The result for pirlWt2 is about median. Using ail

sections of a query pirlWa does not perform better

- we suspect there may be some parameters set

wrong in our processing. With respect to high

precision. Table 3.2, it appears our system perform

better at precision 20 & 30 compared to median.

4 Cross Language Track

For Arabic utf-8 coding, the most prevalent two-

byte coding is similar to Chinese GB. We think

that our Chinese processing can support Arabic

with few changes. A student who knows Arabic

expressed interest to help us in forming a stopword

list and try to find stemming algorithms from the

web. A number of such programs were examined,

and we eventually discovered that none can

process large volumes in reasonable time without

drastic re-programming. We also tried to locate an

Arabic-English dictionary without success.

However, the website for English to Arabic

translation (http://tarjin.ajeeb.com) seems useful

and good. We had the given English queries

translated by using this site. To meet the deadline,

we finally decided to use a mixture of n-grams for

indexing so that we do not have to rely on

linguistic processing. Our representation is to mix

4-gram, 5-gram and single words without

stemming or stopword removal.

We submitted four runs two for monolingual

Arabic: pirXAtdn and pirXAtd using all sections,

and title with description section respectively. The
corresponding runs for English-Arabic cross

language runs are: pirXEtdn and pirXEtd. Results

are tabulated in Table 4.1.

Query Type

Mono Cross Mono Cross

tdn tdn td Td

Relv.Ret 1254 899 974 802

(at most) (4122) (4122) (4122) (4122)

Avg.Prec .1036 .0440 .0852 .0360

P@10 .2440 .1280 .1720 .1040

P@20 .2120 .1220 .1540 .0920

P@30 .2000 .1200 .1520 .0867

R.Prec .1602 .0768 .1405 .0647

Table 4.1: Automatic Mono andCross

Language Results for 25 Queries
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The results are way below median. Apparently, Retrieval Conference (TREC-9). NIST SP 500-

there was an error in the retrieval in that no year 249, pp.7 1-79, 2001.

2000 documents were returned in our retrieval list.

We corrected the error but result still does not

materially change. It also seems that we may have

some system problem related to LINUX v7 where

we ran this experiment. We did not pursue this

cross language track further.

5 Conclusion

We continued experimenting with our QA system

based on classical ER methods enhanced with

simple heuristics for locating good sentences. It

achieved above average results. This year we used

better pattern and entity recognition. In the future,

more heuristics, increased use of knowledge bases,

exploring part-of-speech information and more

careful query analysis will be needed for further

progress. The context and list tasks were also

prepared using the same methodology. They also

give respectable average. It may be because the

average is low, or it may perhaps show that an IR-

based system is quite robust although it may be

less intelligent.

Our web and cross language results are not up to

expectation. For the web track, we did not employ

more advanced processing such as collection

enrichment, tenn variety, etc. because of time

constraints. This year we transferred these two

tasks to work on a Linux-PC platform instead of

Solaris-SUN. It is possible that some system error

may creep in during processing of the Arabic

coding.
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1 Introduction

This year we participated in the Web track and submitted four title-only runs {ricMM,

ricAP, ricMS, ricST} which were automatically produced for ad-hoc task. This is

our third participation in TREC. Last year in the TREC-9 main web track, our sys-

tem achieved the best performance in automatic results. However the following problems

could be pointed out at the same time.

• Our system uses many parameters in term-weighting and document-scoring. The

value of each parameter should be tuned to improve retrieval effectiveness using

test collections. However we cannot use enough relevance information in most of

practical situations.

• Automatic query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback occasionally produces

a negative effect. For example in TREC-9, the performance for title-only query was

hurt by query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback.

In TREC-10, we tackled the above problems in addition to taking account of practical

retrieval efficiency.

2 System description

Before describing our approach, we give the system description as background. For the

TREC-10 experiments, we revised query processing although the framework is the same

cLS that of TREC-9 [4]. The basic features of the system are as follows :

• Effective document ranking based on Okapi's approach [10] with some modifications.

• Scalable and efficient indexing and search based on the inverted file system which

can be used for both Japanese and English text [6]

• Originally developed English tokenizer and stemmer for word indexing and query

processing.

In what follows, we describe the full automatic process of document ranking retrieval for

the TREC-10 web track ad-hoc task.
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2.1 Query term extraction

We used only the "title" field of each topic. Input topic string is transformed into a

sequence of stemmed tokens using the English tokenizer and stemmer. Query terms are

extracted by matching some patterns against the sequence. We can flexibly control term

extraction using the patterns which are described in regular expression on each token's

string or tag assigned by the tokenizer. The tag indicates the character type (alphabetical,

numeral, and so on) of the token string. Stop words are eliminated using the Fox's [3]

word list.

For initial retrieval, both "single term" and "phrasal term" are used. A phrasal term

consists of two adjacent terms and represented by a proximity operator to match only

adjacent occurrences in target documents.

In order to moderate the effect of the phrasal term, a "combination value" is assigned to

each phrasal term and multiplied by the weight in the process of term weighting. The

value is estimated hy ip/h, where V' is a tuning parameter and b is the number of extracted

phrasal terms.

2.2 Initial retrieval

Each query term is submitted one by one to the ranking search system, which assigns a

weight to the term and scores documents including it. Retrieved documents are merged

and sorted on the score in descent order. The specification of term weighting and document

scoring is explained in the section 3.1.

2.3 Seed document selection

Top ranked documents are assumed to be pseudo-relevant to the topic and selected as a

"seed" of query expansion. The maximum number of seed documents is ten.

To avoid duplication in the seed documents, the document which has the same length and

score as that of the document previously selected is skipped [4].

We also skipped any document the length of which exceeds the average in the collec-

tion, since the lengthy document may include many heterogeneous topics and may not be

effective as a seed.

2.4 Query expansion

Candidates of expansion terms are extracted from the seed documents by pattern matching

as in query term extraction mentioned above. Each candidate is pooled with its seed

document frequency and term frequency in each seed document.

We do not use phrasal terms for query expansion because phrasal terms may be less

effective to improve recall and risky in case of pseudo-relevance feedback.
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The weight of initial query term is re-calculated with the Robertson/Spark-Jones formula

[7] if the term is found in the candidate pool.

Before selecting expansion terms among the candidates, we assign to each candidate the

Robertson's Selection Value [8] and Robertson/Spark-Jones relevance weight. In this step,

candidates the document frequency of which is less than one thousand are eliminated

because these term may be less effective for query expansion.

We did not mix the weight based on the seed documents with the prior weight based on

the document collection as in [10] [4]. Instead, the rank of a document is mixed between

two document rankings in the data fusion manner (see the section 4).

The candidates are ranked on the RSV and top-ranked terms are selected as expansion

terms. In consideration of practical retrieval time, we used only ten expansion terms.

As in the case of phrasal query terms, a "combination value" is assigned to each expansion

term. The value is estimated by ^/e, where ^ is a tuning parameter and e is the number

of expansion terms.

2.5 Final retrieval

Each query and expansion term is submitted one by one to the ranking search system as

in initial retrieval. Since the submitted term is already weighted in the previous phase,

the system simply multiplies the weight by the document score to give a final score to the

document including the term.

3 Automatic parameter estimation

Many parameters have been used in our retrieval process and the system performance

heavily depends on whether the set of the values fits with the target query and document

collection. Therefore parameter tuning is inevitable to maintain retrieval eflFectiveness.

However in most practical settings such as in commercial use, we cannot use enough infor-

mation for the parameter tuning. In the TREC-10 experiments, we tried to automatically

adapt some parameter values to any given query and document collection.

3.1 Term weighting

The ranking system uses the following term-weighting formula (1).

where Wt is the weight of the term t, A'^ is the number of documents in the collection, n<

is the number of the documents in which t occurs and k'^ is the parameter of the formula.

The formula (1) is based on the Robertson/Spark-Jones formula (2).

(1)
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Pt 1 - qt)
Wt = log —jz r 2

Qt (1 -Pt)

where Pi = P(t occurs I relevant document) and qt = P{t occurs I non-relevant document).

While qt is estimated by nt/N as usual, pt is estimated in our formula (1) as follows:

Pt = pO + {1 - pO)qt (3)

where pO is an unknown constant called a "base probability" in this report ^
. Using the

formulas (1), (2) and (3), we get the relation between k'^ and pO as :

Instead of conventional parameter k'^ , we adapt the base probability pO to a given query

using following the heuristics :

The average of pt may monotonically decrease as the number of query terms

u increases. Especially, if u equals 1 then the pt nearly equals to 1.

To implement this heuristics, we give the following estimation :

pOi = - (5)
Ui

where pO^ is a base probability for topic i, Ui is the number of single terms in topic i and

p is a constant the value of which nearly equals to 1 (the actual value is 0.9). As a result,

we estimate the weight for term t in topic i with the following formula (6)

wt,i = log(—^ • - + 1) (6)
p-Ui nt

Fig. 1 shows the relation between the average of pt and the number of query terms in test

collections of the TREC-7, TREC-8 and TREC-9 ad-hoc retrieval task. For each "desc"

field which includes n terms, we got the average of pt of the term set using relevance data.

We think the data has supported the heuristics mentioned above because in most desc

fields (about 87%), the number of query terms is less than eight.

3.2 Document scoring

We also tried to adapt parameters used for document scoring. Because the effect was

negative in the result of the official run (ricST), we describe the method briefly.

^If 0 < pO < 1 then the weight never gets negative. It enables us to treat term-weights simply and

consistently in any case [4].
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number ot query terms

Figure 1: Average of p and number of query terms

In the process of conventional document ranking, each document d is given the score Sd^t

for the term t with the following formula (7) :

Sd,t =
fd,t

Ut + ^{{i-\) + y-i)

(7)

where fd^t is within-document frequency of t in d, Id is the length of d, L is the average

length of documents, k, and A are tuning parameters for document scoring and the actual

values used in the official runs (ricMM, ricMS, ricAP) are 0.5 and 0.2 respectively.

For a query term t, the value of A is estimated using the median rrit and the variance vt

of the lengths of retrieved documents as follows :

mt

mt + Vt

In addition to the above estimation, we used mt instead of L in the formula (7).

(8)

The value of k is fixed (the actual value is 1) and we apphed the following non-linear score

transformation :

newscore{d,t) =
Wt

{score{d, tY - min^) + e

where e is a constant with a very small value. The value of n is given by

min + ave= ^

(9)

(10)

where max, ave and min are those of document scores given by the formula (7). Using

the transformation and fixing the value of «, we tried to normalize the document score

distribution.
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4 Rank merging

Automatic query expansion using pseudo-relevance feedback occasionally produces a neg-

ative effect [12] [2]. In Fig. 2 we draw a comparison of the average precision between initial

retrieval (unexpanded) and final retrieval (expanded) on the TREC-9 title-only ad-hoc

retrieval data. Each dot represents one of the 50 topics. If the dot is above (below) the

bisecting line, then the performance is improved (hurt) by query expansion.

In case of a short query, the information need is often under-specified and the effect of

pseudo-relevance feedback becomes very unstable.

TREC-9 TITLE

OB

06

I
0.4

0.2

0
0 02 04 oe oe i

unexpanded

Figure 2: Inconsistency of query expansion

To remedy the inconsistent effect of pseudo-relevance feedback, we construct a final rank-

ing by merging first ranking with query terms and second ranking with both query and

expansion terms. We call the method "rank merging" in this report. This is a kind of the

data fusion problem [1][11].

Specifically we give scores in a final ranking by the following formula :

sccyr&i^dj) — ' (H)
(1 — /3) • first-rank{d) + (3 secondjrank{d)

where /? is a tuning parameter with the actual value 0.6. firstjrank{d) (second-rank)

is the rank of the document d in first (second) ranking. The target of this merging is

restricted to only documents the rank of which in first ranking is smaller than a threshold

maxRank. The actual value of the threshold is 20.

5 Results

Results of om: submitted runs are summarized in Table 1. These runs were automatically

produced using only title field. No link information in a HTML document was used. Query
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expansion by pseudo-relevance feedback was applied to all runs.

Three results {ricMS, ricMM, ricAP} are in the the third-ranked group among all of

automatic title-only official runs. In our analysis of the results, however, we got the

following findings.

• Skipping duplications in seed documents (section 2.3) produced a slightly positive

effect.

• Skipping lengthy seed documents (section 2.3) clearly produced a negative effect.

• Eliminating an expansion term the document frequency of which is small (section

2.4) slightly hurt the performance.

• The loss expected from dropping the collection-wide weight (section 2.4) could not

be compensated for by the rank merging.

We found that if the problematic procedures mentioned above had not been taken, the

average precision in the almost same setting as ricMS would have been 0.2247.

Rank merging slightly improved the average precision in comparison with the baseline.

Since the threshold maxRank is 20, the rank merging influences only the top part of the

ranking. However it improved P@10 which is crucial to ad-hoc retrieval users.

The automatic estimation of parameter p exerted a little but positive influence on retrieval

performance. We think this is due to the narrow range of the number of query terms in a

title topic. RETIOO of this run is the best one among all official runs. This partially comes

from the effectiveness of our stemmer and the scalability of the system which enable us to

index all documents in WTIOG.

The score transformation clearly hurt the retrieval performance. Since parameters k and

lambda influence on retrieval performance more than the other parameters, automatic

tuning of these parameters is very attractive. After the submission, we continued to

develop a more effective and theoretically grounded method for the automatic tuning,

taking account of Robertson's approximations to the two-Poisson model [9]. However, it

has still been under way.

RUN AveP P@10 RETIOO Experiment (what was different from baseline)

ricMS 0.2068 0.3360 16.84 baseline

ricMM 0.2084 0.3420 16.84 rank merging

ricAP 0.2077 0.3380 17.62 automatic estimation of parameter p
ricST 0.1933 0.3260 16.20 non-linear score transformation

Table 1: Results of Web track ad-hoc task official runs
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Abstract

Our focus this year was to investigate methods for increasing query length in interactive information searching in the

Web context, and to see if these methods led to changes in task performance and/or interaction. Thirty-four subjects

each searched on four of the Interactive Track topics, in one oftwo conditions; a "box" query input mode; and a

"line" query input mode. One-half of the subjects were instructed to enter their queries as complete sentences or

questions; the other half as lists of words or phrases. Results are that: queries entered as questions or statements

were significantly longer than those entered as words or phrases (twice as long); that there was no difference in

query length between the box and line modes (except for medical topics, where keyword mode led to significantly

more unique terms per search); and, that longer queries led to better performance. Other results of note are that

satisfaction with the search was negatively correlated with length of time searching and other measures of

interaction effort, and that the "buying" topics were significantly more difficult than the other three types.

1 Introduction

The goal of the TREC 2001 Interactive Track was that the participants in the Track carry out exploratory studies

which could lead to testable hypotheses (or firm research questions) to be investigated in the course of the TREC
2002 Interactive Track. These exploratory studies were to be carried out by having subjects search on a variety of

predetermined topics on the "live" Web. At Rutgers, we decided to focus primarily on the issue of query length in

interactive searching, with secondary interests in subject use of a feedback device, and in the effect of highlighting

of query terms in search results.

We were interested in query length for three reasons. The first of these is the well-known finding that, for best-

match retrieval engines, the longer the query, the better the retrieval results. Since it is also well-known that users of

Web search engines typically enter rather short queries, we were interested in methods that might increase query

length. The second reason is that our work was also connected with the NSF-ftjnded MONGREL project in which

we are collaborating with colleagues at the University of Massachusetts, Amherst (MONGREL). This project is

concerned with using language-modeling methods (e.g. Ponte & Croft, 1998) for developing topic and user models;

for this purpose, it is important to have fairly long queries. The third reason for considering query length was that

the Interactive Track topics were designed to be of four different "types": medical; travel; buying; and project, and

that the topics associated with these types were often couched (or could be couched) as questions. We hypothesized

that differences between these types might show up in either length of query for each, or in framing of question for

each. In either case, longer queries should enhance the chances of discovering any such differences.

We considered two different methods for increasing query length. The first was to vary the size and format of the

query input mode. Karlgren & Franzen (1997) found that subjects who were asked to input queries in a box-like

query input window (one in which the input query was wrapped for multiple lines) had significantly longer queries

than subjects who entered queries in a standard Web-browser query input line. We decided to test this result in our

study, which had more subjects than they did, and which also had a greater variety of search topic types. Our

hypothesis was that the box mode would lead to longer queries than the line mode, for two reasons. The first is that

the perceived space for query entry is larger in the box mode; the second is that the entire query, no matter how long

(within some reasonable limits) would be visible in the box mode, and therefore people would be encouraged to

continue quer>' entry. The second method of increasing query length was to vary the form of query. We did this by

instructing subjects either to enter their queries as complete questions or sentences, or to enter their queries as a list

of words or phrases. Our hypothesis was that the former would lead to longer queries than the latter.

We were also secondarily interested in studying use of feedback facilities in Web searching, following up on our

previous TREC Interactive Track studies (cf Belkin, Cool, et al. 2001). This was implemented in our system this

time as a "copy-and-paste" facility for moving text from displayed pages directly into the query. Finally, we decided

to consider the perceived usefulness of highlighting of query terms.
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2 System

Searching was conducted through a proxy server and our own interface, using the Netscape browser, to the Excite

search engine. Our initial interface consisted of a query input window, which was either a standard 50-character line,

or a scrollable 40-character by five line box, in which input text was automatically wrapped, and a "search" button.

The query was displayed at the top and bottom of each retrieved Web page (result or linked), along with a query

modification window, into which text from the page could be copied, and then copied into the query and run as a

modified query. All query terms were highlighted in query result lists and in viewed pages. All displayed, visited

and printed pages were logged, as were all queries and query modifications. Screen shots of the interface are

available at http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/mongrel/trec.html.

3 Methods

3. 1 Design

The Interactive Track specification provided sixteen search topics, four topics for each of four different topic

"types": medical; travel; buying; project. Within each type, there were two "fully-specified" topics, and two

"partially-specified" topics. Our study was designed with one within-subjects factor (line vs. box query input mode),

and one between-subjects factor (complete question/sentence vs. list of words/phrases). In order to obtain adequate

representation on all topic types and on the specified-partially specified dimension, we needed to have 32 subjects

(in fact, we ran 34 subjects, duplicating the first two subject conditions), sixteen in the group instructed to search

using a complete question/sentence; sixteen in the group instructed to search using a list of words or phrases. Each

of the subjects searched on four topics, the first two fully-specified, the second two partially-specified. This order

was determined on the basis that it would be easier for the subjects to do the fully-specified topics. Each subject

performed one specified and one partially-specified search using the box input mode, and one specified and one

partially-specified search using the line input mode. Search time was limited to a maximum of fifteen minutes. The

query input modes were alternated, and the order in which they were performed was systematically varied for the

entire group of subjects. The design of the study is shown in Table 1, where Snn is the subject number, column one

defines the combination of type of query and order of input mode, and each cell represents the topics and the order

in which they were searched by each subject. The order in which subjects were run is indicated by highlighting in

Table 1, with the diagonal pattern continued, first recurrence beginning with S03.

Condition SOI S02 S03 S04 SOS S06 S07 808

Q Medical 1 Medical 2 Buying 3 Buying 4 Travel 5 Travel 6 Project 7 Project 8

Order Buying 3 Travel 6 Travel 5 Project 8 Project 7 Medical 2 Medical 1 Buying 4

LB Project 15 Project 16 Medical 9 Travel 14 Buying 12 Buying 1

1

Travel 13 Medical 10

Travel 14 Buying 1

1

Project 15 Medical 10 Medical 9 Project 16 Buying 12 Travel 13

Condition 809 SIO Sll S12 S13 S14 S15 816

Q Medical 1 Medical 2 Buying 3 Buying 4 Travel 5 Travel 6 Project 7 Project 8

Order Buying 3 Travel 6 Travel 5 Project 8 Project 7 Medical 2 Medical 1 Buying 4

BL Project 1

5

Project 16 Medical 9 Travel 14 Buying 12 Buying 1

1

Travel 13 Medical 10

Travel 14 Buying 1

1

Project 15 Medical 10 Medical 9 Project 16 Buying 12 Travel 13

Condition S17 S18 S19 S20 S21 S22 S23 824

T Medical 1 Medical 2 Buying 3 Buying 4 Travel 5 Travel 6 Project 7 Project 8

Order Buying 3 Travel 6 Travel 5 Project 8 Project 7 Medical 2 Medical 1 Buying 4

LB Project 1

5

Project 16 Medical 9 Travel 14 Buying 12 Buying 1

1

Travel 13 Medical 10

Travel 14 Buying 1

1

Project 15 Medical 10 Medical 9 Project 16 Buying 1

2

Travel 13

Condition S25 S26 S27 S28 S29 S30 S31 832

T Medical 1 Medical 2 Buying 3 Buying 4 Travel 5 Travel 6 Project 7 Project 8

Order Buying 3 Travel 6 Travel 5 Project 8 Project 7 Medical 2 Medical 1 Buying 4

BL Project 15 Project 16 Medical 9 Travel 14 Buying 1

2

Buying 1

1

Travel 13 Medical 10

Travel 14 Buying 1

1

Project 15 Medical 10 Medical 9 Project 16 Buying 12 Travel 13

I able 1 . Subject assignment form. Q = question/sentence T = word/phrase L = line input B = box input. Specified

topics are numbers 1-8; partially specified topics are numbers 9-16.
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3.2 Procedure

Volunteer subjects were recruited primarily from the population of students at the School of Communication,

Information and Library Studies (SCILS) at Rutgers University. The recruitment notice specified that the single

session for which they were volunteering would last about two hours. The search sessions were held at the

Information Interaction Laboratory at SCILS, which allows unobtrusive video and audio recording of searching

behavior. Upon arrival, subjects completed first an Informed Consent form, and then a brief demographic

questionnaire eliciting age, gender, educational background, and a variety of measures of previous searching

experience and searching attitudes. They were then given a general description of the tasks that they would be asked

to perform during the experimental session. Then they were handed a specification of the first search topic, on a

form which asked them to indicate whether they knew the answer to the search topic, or where to find an answer,

and their confidence in that judgment. Then they went to the search station, and began their search on the first topic.

Subjects were instructed to "think aloud" as they searched, and their thinking aloud, as well as the monitor while

searching were recorded on videotape. Subjects were instructed to print out all pages which helped them to answer

the search topic. They were told that they could search for up to fifteen minutes, but could quit searching as soon as

they felt they were done. On completion of the search, they answered a brief questionnaire about that search

experience, and then explained to the experimenter present why they printed out each page that they did (i.e., what it

was about that page that helped them to answer the search question/topic). This procedure was continued for all four

search topics. After the fourth topic cycle, subjects were administered an exit interview, which was recorded on

audio tape, eliciting their opinions about the different query input modes, about the query type that they were asked

to use, about the query modification and highlighting features, and about the general characteristics of the systems

that they used, as compared to those they ordinarily use. Examples of the data collection instruments are available at

http://www.scils.rutgers.edu/mongrel/trec.htmI

3.3 Subjects

The subjects for this study were primarily students in the Masters of Library and Information Science program at

SCILS, but also included some undergraduate students in communication courses. Of the 34 subjects, 5 were male,

29 female. The age distribution 44% between 20 and 29 years, 30% between 30 and 39 years, 12% between 40 and

49 years, and 14% over 50 years.

4 Results

4.1 Query and interaction characteristics

Queries were characterized according to the following measures: number of queries per search; average query length

(in words) per search; number of unique query terms per search. Interaction was characterized according to the

number of unique pages seen (i.e. urls displayed) and the number of unique pages viewed (i.e. opened by following

a link). The data for these measures, for all searches, are displayed in Table 2.

Descriptive Statistics

N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

unique seen 133 10 83 23.28 16.21

unique viewed 133 0 16 3.65 2.61

number of queries 134 1 8 2.13 1.70

number of unique

tenms in search
133 1 28 7.23 4.72

AVLENGTH 134 1 17 5.54 3.29

Valid N (listwise) 132

Table 2. Query and interaction measures for all searches

When the data were analyzed to see if the query type (i.e. question/sentence vs. list of words/phrases) affected query

characteristics or interaction characteristics, we found that the two measures of query length, number of unique

terms in the search, and average query length, were significantly greater for the question/sentence type, using the t

test (unique terms in search, t (131) = 9.14, £<.01; average query length, t(132) = 1 1.94, g<.01). The data for all

searches on all topics are displayed in Table 3. This relationship held for all different topic types, when analyzed

separately, and also for both specified and unspecified queries (with the exception of the medical topics, see below).
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Group Statistics

Std. Error

condition N Mean Std. Deviation Mean
unique seen 0 71 23.31 16.04 1.90

1 62 23.24 16.53 2.10

unique viewed 0 71 3.70 2.28 .27

1 62 3.58 2.97 .38

number of queries 0 71 2.30 1.84 .22

1 63 1.94 1.51 .19

number of unique 0 71 9.97 4.48 .53

terms in search 1 62 4.10 2.53 .32

AVLENGTH 0 71 7.76 2.90 .34

1 63 3.02 1.31 .17

Table 3. Query and interaction characteristics for question/sentence (0) and list of words/phrases (1) query types.

There was no significant difference in query length, or any other query or interaction characteristic between the box

and line query input mode when all searches for all topics are considered. However, when each type of topic was

considered separately, an interesting difference became apparent. For the medical topic type, the number of unique

terms per search, and the number of queries per search, were significantly greater in the line mode than in the box

mode (unique terms in search, t(31) = 2.41, p<.05; number of queries, t(31) = 2.82, e<.01). The data for the various

measures for box vs. line mode are displayed in Table 4. It is interesting to note that the number of queries in the

line condition, and the number of unique terms in the line condition, are both about double those in the box

condition. Although the average query length for the line condition is somewhat longer than for the box condition,

this difference is not statistically significant. But when considering specified vs. partially-specified medical topics,

average query length is significantly longer (mean specified = 6.34; mean partially-specified = 4.32, t(31)=2.06,

E<.05).

Group Statistics

Std. Error

size of search box N Mean Std. Deviation Mean
number of queries Line 16 3.19 2.56 .64

Box 17 1.53 1.18 .29

number of unique Line 16 10.19 6.67 1.67

temris in search Box
17 5.29 2.57 .62

AVLENGTH Line 16 6.28 3.19 .80

Box 17 4.50 2.49 .60

unique seen Line 16 27.63 18.65 4.66

Box 16 17.19 9.70 2.42

unique viewed Line 16 4.31 2.70 .68

Box 16 2.56 2.19 .55

Table 4. Query and interaction characteristics for medical topics in line and box modes.

4.2 Performance oftask

Performance, that is, correct and complete answering of the topic, was measured by the experimenters on the basis

of the pages printed out by each subject. We did this by deciding whether the pages which were printed out either:

did not respond to the topic/question at all; partially answered the topic/question; or completely answered the

topic/question. Although we also had a measure of performance based on the subjects' assessment after each search,

we used our measure in preference because we sometimes found what appeared to be misunderstandings of the tasks
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on the part of the subjects. Using this measure, we found some interesting results. Figure 1 displays the average

length of the query against performance on the task, for all searches. Here we see that as the query gets longer,

performance regularly becomes better, although this is a descriptive finding, only.

60

not answered Incomplete Complete

Completeness of Answer

Figure 1 . Task performance versus average query length.

Performance was not significantly related to either input mode or query type, nor, in general, to any other query or

interaction characteristics. However, when analyzing performance by topic type, the buying topics turned out to be

significantly more difficult than the others. These data are displayed in Table 5; the chi-squared test gives (6) =

14.89, E<-05.

TASKTYPE * completeness of answer/objective Crosstabulation

Count

completeness of answer/objective

not answered

partially

answered

completely

answered Total

TASKTYPE medical 15 16 31

travel 13 17 30

Project 12 19 31

buying 3 20 9 32

Total 3 60 61 124

Table 5. Performance versus topic type.

4.3 Satis/action with search

After each search, subjects were asked to indicate their degree of satisfaction with that search on a five-point Likert

scale, with 1 indicating unsatisfied, and 5 completely satisfied. Using similar scales, they were also asked to indicate

their familiarity with the task (i.e. topic) and whether previous knowledge of the topic had helped them in their

search. These measures were correlated with the query and interaction measures indicated before, and with one

another. The most interesting results from this analysis are that the major interaction measures, number of queries,

unique seen and unique viewed are moderately, but significantly negatively correlated with satisfaction (using the

Pearson correlation, these correlations are: number of queries -.350**; unique seen -.314**; unique viewed -.1 82*;
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where **= significance at .01, *=significance at .05). A further interesting relationship is that previous knowledge of

the topic is significantly correlated with satisfaction (.380*)

4.4 Query modification and highlighting

There was very little use of the query modification feature by our subjects. Overall, only 9 subjects (26%) used this

feature at all. Five of them used it two or more searches, and the feature was used in only 16 (12%) of all of the

searches. We asked about the usefulness of the query modification feature in the exit interview, and about the

subjects' familiarity with this type of feature. The narrative data are still being analyzed, but we have some
preliminary results. Almost all subjects were unfamiliar with this feature (rating of 1 or 2 on a 5-point Likert scale

where 1 is completely unfamiliar and 5 is completely familiar, M = 1.72), and almost all rated it as not useful (1 or 2

on a 5-point Likert scale where 1 is useless and 5 very useful, M = 2.03). In general, those who who gave the feature

low usefulness scores were also unfamiliar with the feature. The few subjects who gave a high usefulness rating also

claimed to have high (4,5) familiarity with this type of feature. When asked to explain the reasons for their

usefulness ratings, those who gave negative ratings had three types of reasons, as follows. (1 ) They didn't see a need

for the feature, since it was just as easy to type directly; (2) they were used to doing things differently; and (3) they

were unfamiliar with the feature.

We investigated the usefulness of highlighting also by asking about it in the exit interview. As with the query

modification feature, the narrative data are still being analyzed, but we present preliminary results. The mean
usefulness rating was 4.21, on the same 5-point scale as for usefulness of the query modification feature. This high

rating was consistent across all topic categories and subject conditions. Reasons given for high ratings (4,5) were

that highlighting made it easier to and quicker to tell when something was relevant, and also to tell when something

was not relevant. Reasons give for low ratings (1,2) were that a lot of irrelevant words were highlighted, and that

there was confusion between highlighted query terms and links to other pages.

5 Discussion

On the basis of our results, it appears that encouraging people to enter their queries as questions or complete

statements will lead to longer queries, which in turn will lead to greater satisfaction with the search, and to better

search performance. The strongest result that we obtained with respect to query length was that question/sentence

queries were significantly longer than keyword queries. This is certainly at least in part due to the inclusion in the

former of words and phrases which are traditionally found on stop lists, and are discouraged or not used in keyword

queries (cf Toms et al., this volume). However, given that the general task that was required of all of the topics was

very close to a complex question-answering task, we believe that the inclusion of such words in a query will lead to

better performance in systems which are explicitly designed to support this type of task. For instance, all of the

systems in the TREC Question and Answer Track make some use of such words (e.g. when, where, what, how) in

order to classify the type of question and thereby increase performance. Although the system used in our study,

Excite, does not directly support this task, we find it noteworthy that performance did nevertheless increase with

query length.

We were unable to replicate Karlgren and Franzen's (1997) results with respect to obtaining longer queries using the

box input mode than the line input mode. Our initial hypothesis regarding query input mode, that the box input mode
would lead to longer queries than the line input mode, was not directly supported by our results. This failure

deserves further analysis of our qualitative data, where subjects were asked to explain their attitudes toward, and

preferences for the different query types and input modes. However, we did notice that overall our queries, for both

input modes, were slightly longer than what has been reported in the web searching literature. Jansen, Spink and

Saracevic (2000) analyzed 51,473 Excite queries and found that on average, the queries contained 2.21 terms.

Silverstein, Henzinger, Marais and Moricz (1999) studied over one billion queries from Altavista and found that

72.4% of the queries contained 2 or fewer terms. But our line mode queries were 3.02 words long. In looking for an

explanation for these longer queries, we noticed that our line input mode was 50 characters long. This was 32

characters longer than the line input mode in Karlren and Franzen's (1997) study! We conducted a follow-up

survey' of seven web search services' query input boxes, including Excite and Altavista, in order to better

understand the relationship between the size of query input facilities and query length. The size of each search

services' query box, measured in characters, was as follows: Altavista, 30; Excite, 37; Google, 35; InfoSeek, 30;

NorthernLight, 30; WebCrawler, 33; Yahoo, 30. In only three of these query boxes (Altavista, Google and InfoSeek)

could one enter a query that exceeded the number of displayed cliaiaclcis. Thus, wc conclude thai both our line input

mode, and our box input mode encouraged longer queries. This may, perhaps, provide some support for our initial

' Survey conducted on 28 January 2002.
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ideas about query length and query input size, and at least in part explain why our results did not replicate those of

Karlgren and Franzen (1997).

The results for the medical topics with respect to numbers of queries and unique query terms per search in line

versus box mode are quite strange, and we have not yet come up with a convincing explanation. Since the average

length of each query is about the same in the two conditions, it appears that the increase in the unique number of

search terms is due to the increase in the number of queries in the line condition. But we have no reasonable

explanation of why this should increase for the line mode only in the medical topics. We considered the possible

influence of long words being associated with medical topics, but found no difference in average word length

between medical topics and the other topic types.

Performance needs to be better studied. The positive relationship between average query length and performance

was encouraging, but how this happens, and in particular how it relates to measures of satisfaction and measures of

interaction needs to be clarified. Also, it appears that the actual tasks that the subjects engage in need to be better

defined, so that misunderstanding is less likely to happen. Examples of obvious misunderstanding of the task led us

to determine performance not according to the subjects' own evaluation with respect to the task, but rather by our

own understanding of the task, and of their answers. This is clearly not ideal, and needs to be addressed in future

studies of this sort.

The negative correlations between interaction measures and satisfaction could be explained either because the

subjects had to do a lot of interaction to get the answer, or because they did a lot of interaction, and still didn't get

the answer. The relationship between familiarity (prior knowledge) of the topic and satisfaction is of some interest

as well, since neither of these factors appears to have had an effect on performance. This, of course, may be due to

our particular performance measure.

The lack of use of the query modification feature has several possible explanations. It was somewhat cumbersome to

use, it was not very easy to fmd, and the idea was not very familiar to the subjects. It is also the case that it might not

have been well-suited to the task at hand, especially given its time constraints. Despite these caveats, we think that

these results confirm what others, ourselves included, have found; that explicit feedback mechanisms are in general

too peripheral to searching tasks to be taken up in a major way by end users.

6 Conclusions

A goal of the TREC 2001 Interactive Track was that the studies conducted in it should lead to hypotheses which

could be tested (or research questions which could be investigated) in the TREC 2002 Interactive Track. Our results

in this year's Interactive Track raise a good number of issues which should be further investigated, in particular

those having to do, on the one hand, with the negative relationship of our measures of degree of interaction with

subject satisfaction, and on the other hand, with the relationship of query length to task performance. To address

these two general problem areas, we will need to: develop new interaction measures and/or design our study to

better measure interaction; develop techniques which we believe will lead to reduced interaction; investigate new

methods for increasing query length; study the effect of "non-content-bearing" words in queries on task

performance; and, develop some better measure(s) of performance, or at least design the new studies to better allow

measurement of task performance.

In our TREC-9 study (Belkin, Keller et al., 2001), we developed and tested an interface which displayed, in two

rows of six scrollable panes, the texts of the retrieved documents, beginning at the "best passage" in that document

(our MDD interface). We believe that a large part of the interaction that we observed in TREC 2001 searches had to

do going back and forth between search result lists and the actual pages to which the results pointed, and that

searching through those pages also increased interaction effort. This leads us to our

Hypothesis 1: Displaying search results as in our TREC-9 MDD system will increase user satisfaction over

displaying search results as lists of references or links to the full texts of the retrieved documents.

Although we observed a consistent trend of increase in task performance with increased query length, this result is

somewhat clouded by the measure of performance that was used, and by uncertainty regarding what aspects of query

length led to this result. Thus, we will study methods of increasing query length, and design our TREC 2002

Interactive Track study to investigate the effects of different query types and features on performance, and will test

our

Hypothesis 2: Increased queiy length leads to better task pei foiniaiice.
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Introduction

SER Technology Deutschland GmbH is the technological arm of SER Systems

Inc, Herndon, Virginia. Our company focuses on knowledge-enabled software

products, mostly related to document management. At the core of many of our

products is a knowledge management engine called SERbrainware, which is being

developed by our group in Oldenburg since 1999. This engine contains, among
others, a text classifier and an associative access module. Both were used in

preparing our entries.

This is our first TREC. In order to get acquainted with the usual procedures,

evaluation criteria, etc., we decided to participate first in the filtering track. Due

to the fact that we had a rather restricted amount of time - two weeks - at our

disposition, we used the commercially available engine version 2.40 without any

special add-ons.

Data analysis and system characteristics

As always when facing a new problem, one must first analyze the data. As noted

also other participants, the 'new' REUTERS data - although rather well prepared

in comparison with other data we dealt with in commercial applications - had

some problems related to missing text and identical or almost identical texts

being classified differently. In general, the documents belong to more than one

class, with the classification scheme used for the filtering track being mostly flat

with a few exceptions. Although permitted, we did not take advantage of the

hierarchy. In our experience, news companies tend to define their own categories

through a complete list of boolean expressions whose presence triggers then the

class label. The problem with this approach is that it might be strongly biased

and actually imply a 'higher order' clarification scheme, masked by the primary

statistics of the text. As an example, consider an example set where in one

class one has mostly English, on the other class mostly Herman newswire items.

Any statistics based classifier will learn to distinguish the two classes based on

this primary statistics about different languages. However, the task was actually
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to distinguish between America football vs. Europe soccer items. We are only

beginning to work on text classifiers able to deal with such subtle situations.

Using the visualization tools provided by the engine, we could establish that in

many cases the subclass structure did indeed correspond to the main clusters seen

in three-dimensional projections. We did not use the 'cleaning' tools to improve

the learning sets, hence we used all provided training examples. In addition, we

did use exclusively the text, no titles or dateline entries of the news items were

included. In retrospective, this was a mistake: some other groups at TREC 10 did

very well using exactly those informations. Our software did not take advantage

of any extra dictionaries, thesauri, or any external information other than the

training sets. The runs were made in our usual work environment: PC's with

Athlon 800 MHz processors running under Linux OS.

Understanding the tasks

We considered the routing/batch task to be basically a text classification task

and used the standard tools of machine learning to do so. Our classifier was run

on multiclass mode, not in the one class against the rest mode (which we call one-

from-all OFA mode). In multiclass mode our classifier constructs a maximal

margin Voronoi tiling in the space of classes, which has class-error-correcting

abilities. Although this approach works in general very well in text categorization

tasks, it turned out to be difficult to tune for optimizing the linear and F-ratio

utility functions. This fact will be taken into account for our next software

generation. Another possibility - which in our interpretation was excluded by

the TREC rules - is to use not only the given set of training documents but also

statistics gathered from the full Reuters database. Such an optimization for a

given data set is called transduction and profits from the extra information

gathered about the statistics of unlabeled documents. A simple approximation

of the transduction protocol implies that we add to the learning set documents

classified with a high degree of precision to belong into one or more classes,

followed by a relearning step. In our case this is mostly due to the extension of

the document vector space by related class terms not contained in the original

training set.

The adaptive filtering track seems particularly challenging also from a theo-

retical point of view. Consider a situation where there are K classes there and

there are a possibly large number of items whose class is 'NOT in this set of

classes'. Given some initial class information (or none!), a chronologically sorted

stream of news items must be processed according to the following 'card playing'

rules. Given an actual item, one can read the text but not its label(s). The actual

item is like a card placed face-down.

1. Decide to 'turn-up' an item or not. If an item is missed, recall is diminished

hyd.
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2. To turn a card face up, one must guess first one or more labels.

3. If a label is correct, one gets a reward r. If it is not, one gets a penalty p.

4. All information contained on turned-up cards can be used afterwards.

5. There is a limit of the maximal penalty P one can accumulate (per class).

Below it this class is 'lost' completely.

What should be the optimal strategy to win at this game? Assume we have a

trainable classifier algorithm, for simplicity let us assume that we use on for each

class (OFA-structure). From previous experiments we might know the classi-

fier's learning curve, that is how the average generalization error depends on the

number of training examples.

This game is quite interesting, because it is similar to the typical problems

a company would face in the market place. You must invest in research Let us

now enumerate what kind of information would be desirable:

• The size-horizon: it is necessary to estimate how many items one will have

to process. Let denote this number by S.

• The priors: from a total of S items, how many k items belong to class

keK?

• The time-correlations, if any, between occurrences of documents belonging

to class k, k e K.

There are three aspects which has to be taken into account in order to make a

rational (or almost Bayesian) decision about whether to turn up a new item or not.

First, we must get some probability estimate from the classifiers concerning the

probabilities that this item belongs to one of the classes of interest. A similar kind

of information could be obtained from a prediction based on the time-series of

successful hits for each class. There two distinct reasons to turn up a card: either

the estimated risk 1—Pc for the suggested label c is smaller than r/p, or pc = 0.5

in which case we could get a very good candidate for a new training document
- but must pay accordingly some extra price. The situation is made complex by

the existence of a maximal penalty, the fact that the priors of different classes are

unequal and because in the beginning there is an additional risk associated with

a small amount of available data. It is hoped a full theory will emerge before

the submission of TREC 2002 runs. It is perhaps interesting to remark that the

filtering track could be seen also as a nice model for a commercial firm, where the

costs of research and development are restricted to certain maximal losses and

the profit generated by it should in the long run be optimized.
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Methods

We used basically two methods: the classifier (serCLSTlO* runs) and an addi-

tional 'experimental' run using the associative access module in a nearest neigh-

bor setting (serASSATlO* runs). The classifier requires disjoint classes. There-

fore, some training examples are automatically discarded by the engine when the

normalized overlap between two items belonging to different classes was bigger

than 0.9. When an unknown document is processed, the classifier returns the

confidences that the document belongs to every one of the learned classes. The

confidences are real numbers between zero and one. With an appropriate normal-

ization they can be transformed into estimated probabilities. The search engine

also returns a score between 0 and 1 for ranking the documents by the similarity

to a given query. Therefore, the handling of the two modules was quite similar

but used different values for the thresholds.

The associative access module is basically tuned for precision: it has a more

sophisticated and precise text representation than the classifier. For performance

reasons we restricted the queries to be maximally IK long (after filtering). This

seems not to be a very important restriction for the REUTERS news, since by

internal company rules the beginning of each item functions also as a kind of

summary of the whole document. The actual learning items (their text content)

were stored in the associative cache together with their class and ID information.

Each unknown document was posed as a query to the search engine, which then

returned a list of the best 100 hits. In general, the class of the best hit was

accepted if the score was larger than a certain threshold. In special cases to be

described later also the second and third class were accepted (the average number

of classes per document is about 1.7). This method has absolutely no problems

with overlapping classes: however, its classification capabilities are limited when

compared to the classifier.

The batch and routing tracks

It is easy to show that the linear utility function whose optimization has been

proposed does not scale correctly with size (or time). Therefore, we used default

settings of our software, derived from many practical situations we solved before.

This means that for the classifier the threshold was set at 0.8 confidence for

the best class and at 0.9 for the second best class when the gap to the next

(third best class) was greater than 0.05. Note that all learned documents have

confidence 1.0. Classes R42 and R57 were ignored, because they overlapped with

R40 and R65, respectively. For the search-engine/nearest neighbor classification

we used a threshold of 0.4, which is the default score for our Internet application

SERglobalBrain. Here we accepted the second and third best class only if they

had practically the same score as the best hit. Note that in principle we could have
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many good hits belonging to the same class, because we compute the similarity

to each training item and not to a class 'center'.

Obviously, the classifier performed much better here than the search-method.

Since all our decisions were based on scores (confidences) the routing was just

a special case of the batch track. We found these two tracks being a test on

classification performance, which in turn, depends crucially on the document

representation. We do not know how REUTERS defined its classes: it would

be an interesting task to try to find this out from the provided data. Anyway -

at least at the time of processing - we can be sure that REUTERS did not used

advanced software letting employees immediately know how a certain actual news

item was classified by another colleague. We guess that some kind of full text

engine with boolean SQL expressions might have been used for guidance.

The adaptive track

The adaptive track seems much more interesting from both a theoretical and

practical point of view. Due to the time constraints, however, we have directed

our efforts to two experiments: we used the classifier for a very 'precise' run, not

allowing for negative utility scores at all. In retrospect, this was a poor decision.

The search engine run was directed towards recall. Here are the two algorithms

we used:

Run serCLSTlOaf
We start with two documents per class, number of classes is constant. At each

iteration there are maximally 10 documents per class in the training-queues.

1. Initialize queues, learn training set (2 documents per class)

2. For each new document perform classification and get list of confidences

• if best confidence < 0.8 ignore

• else: ask for confirmation. If class is OK and confidence < 0.85

add to best class. If class is false —> add to worst class

3. Add to best class consists of the following procedure:

Put the new document with label good at the bottom of the queue. If the

queue is full, remove the top document. If a 'bad' marked document exist,

remove this instead. Relearn the training set.

4. Add to worst class is similar, except that the new document is marked as

bad.

Run serASSATlOad
We start with two documents per class, number of classes is not constant.

As explained below, for each class we might build an additional anti-class. The
number of documents per class is not controlled.
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1. Initialize and learn training set (2 documents per class)

2. For each new document: use document as query, get ranked list of training

examples. Let score be one of the best three scores.

• If score < 0.4 —> ignore.

• If the best score > 0.4 and the corresponding class is an anti-class,

ignore.

• If 0.4 < score < 0.55 AND class is correct, add document to class if

not already done so. If the class is not correct, count one error but do

nothing.

• If score > 0.55 AND class is incorrect, add document to anti-class set.

If class is correct, count a good hit but otherwise do nothing.

3. After each day reload the actual set of training documents into associative

cache.

Our results in both the routing and adaptive track were on the low-middle

range of the spectrum. We did learn a lot from this competition and we are

looking forward hope to perform much better next time!
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1 Introduction

I

Our submission to TREC this year is based on a combination of systems. The first is the conceptual indexing

I and retrieval system that was developed at Sun Microsystems Laboratories (Woods et al., 2000a; Woods et

I
alv 2000b). The second is the MultiText system developed at the University of Waterloo (Clarke et al., 2000;

' Cormack et al., 2000).

The conceptual indexing system was designed to help people find specific answers to specific questions

! in unrestricted text. It uses a combination of syntactic, semantic, and morphological knowledge, together

with taxonomic subsumption techniques, to address differences in terminology between a user's queries

I

and the material that may answer them. At indexing time, the system builds a conceptual taxonomy of all

I

the words and phrases in the indexed material. This taxonomy is based on the morphological structure of

words, the syntactic structure of phrases, and semantic relations between meanings of words that it knows
in its lexicon.

It was not, however, designed as a question answering system. Our results from last year, while encour-

aging, showed that we needed more work in the area of question analysis (i.e., "What would constitute an

I answer to this question?") and answer determination (i.e., "Does this retrieved passage actually answer the

question?") to support our relaxation ranking passage retrieval algorithm.

After conversatior\s with the researchers at the University of Waterloo, we decided to submit a run where

1 we would provide front-end processing consisting of query formulation and query expansion using our

j

automatically derived taxonomy and Waterloo would provide the back-end processing via their MultiText

passage retrieval system and their answer selection component. The result is a direct comparison of two

question answering systems that differ only in the query formulation component.

!

' 2 The Conceptual Taxonomy

As we said earlier. Sun's conceptual indexing system builds a taxonomy of all the words (and possibly

phrases) that are encountered during indexing. This taxonomy is bmlt around the generality relationships

between terms. More general terms are said to subsume more specific terms. There are three sources of

j

knowledge that are used to build the taxonomy for a set of documents: syntactic structure of phrases, se-

' mantic subsumption relationships between words and word senses, and morphological structure and rela-

tionships between words. For this experiment, we used only the latter two sources of knowledge to expand

i terms in the input questions:
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1. Semantic subsumption axioms. These are encoded in the lexicon used by the indexing system. The
largest base lexicon currently used by the system system contains semantic subsumption information

for something in excess of 15,000 words. This information consists of basic "kind of" and "instance

of" information such as the fact that book is a kind of document and washing is a kind of cleaning.

2. Morphological rules. The current morphology component consists of approximately 1200 knowledge-

based morphological rules. These rules cover prefixes, suffixes, lexical compounds, as well as some
special cases (e.g., phone numbers).

The conceptual taxonomy for this experiment is coi\structed automatically as a byproduct of indexing

the TREC material with the conceptual indexing system. As each word is encountered during the indexing

process, it is looked up in the system's lexicon and if not found, it is given an entry whose content is deter-

mined by the morphological analysis component. This entry is used for any subsequent occurrences of the

same term. The rules in the morphological analysis system can infer syntactic parts-of-speech for the word,

morphological relationships to other words, and sometimes even semantic relationships to other words.

After the conceptual indexer has assured that the word has a lexical entry, the word is entered into the

conceptual taxonomy if it is not already there. Then all of its root words and any more general concepts

that are listed in this lexical entry are also entered into the conceptual taxonomy in the same way, and this

word is recorded as being subsumed by those words. This process is carried on recursively so that a word's

parents' parents are recorded and so on, until there are no more indirect parents that are not already in the

taxonomy.

Thus the conceptual taxonomy includes all of the terms found in the indexed material, plus all of the

more general terms that are known in its lexicon or inferred by morphological rules. Furthermore, the

conceptual taxonomy contains only words that were induced by this process.

2.1 Aggressive Morphology

The morphological analysis component of this system makes use of a large set of morphological rules that

can recognize and analyze words that are derived and inflected forms of known words, as well as words

that appear to be derived or inflected forms of unknown words. They can also make plausible inferences

about the syntactic categories of unknown words that do not appear to be derived from other words.

The morphological analysis system considers both prefixes and suffixes and their interaction, and it also

recognizes and analyzes lexical compounds formed from concatenating known words. For example, in the

TREC-10 collection, "pointy," "repoint," "repointing," and "standpoint" were analyzed as forms of point."

The morphological analysis system makes use of different kinds of morphological rules, applied in a

preferred order to words that are not already in the lexicon. Generally, the rules are ordered in decreasing

order of specificity, confidence and likelihood. Very specific tests are applied in Step 1 to identify and deal

with "words" that are not ordinary sequences of alphabetic characters. These include numbers, alphanu-

meric sequences, and expressions involving special characters. Failing this, an ordered sequence of suffix

rules is applied in Step 2 in a first pass that wOl allow a match only if the proposed root word is "known."

The same list of rules wiU be applied later in a second pass without this known-root condition if an earlier

analysis does not succeed.

If no phase-one suffix rules apply, prefix rules are tried in Step 3 to see if an interpretation of this word
as a prefix combined with some other "known" word is possible. Failing this, a set of lexical compound
rules is tried, in Step 4, to see if the word is interpretable as a compound of two or more words, and failing

that, lists of first and last names of people and names of cities are checked in Step 5. AU of steps 3-5 are

considered more reliable if they succeed than a phase-two pass of the suffix rules without any restriction to
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known roots that comes in Step 6. This ordering allows prefixes and compounding to be tried before less

confident suffix analyses are attempted, and avoids applying weak suffix analyses to known names.

Lexical compound rules are called by a specialized interpreter that looks for places to divide a word
into two pieces of sufficient size. The points of potential decomposition are searched from right to left, and

the first such point that has an interpretation is taken, with the following exception: The morph compound
analyzer checks for special cases where, for example, the first word is plural and ends in an s, but there is

an alternative segmentation in which the singular of the first word is followed by a word starting with the

s. In such cases, the decomposition using the singular first word is preferred over the one using the plural.

For example, the word minesweeper wiU be analyzed as mine+sweeper rather than mines+weeper.

2.1.1 Interaction of rules with semantic axioms

It is useful to do fuU morphology on unknown words and to know morphological relationships for words

in the lexicon in order to make connectioris between derived forms of words and semantic subsumption

facts that may be known about their roots. For example, destruction may link morphologically to destroy,

which then links semanticaUy to damage. A simple stemming technique would not be able to find such

coimections (unless all the semantic axioms were similarly stemmed, a process that would result in many
false subsumption paths in the taxonomy, due to the kinds of noise and errors that result from stemming

algorithms).

3 Query Formulation and Term Expansion

Because the taxonomies that the conceptual indexing system builds are specific to a particular document

collection, the first step of our query processing was to re-index the TREC Question Answering collection

using the latest revision of the conceptual indexer. We then ran the queries through a modified version of

the query formulation component of the system we used for TREC-9. The reformulated queries were then

passed to the term expansion system.

The query formulation component is based on the pilot version of our conceptual indexing system. The

query formulator interprets the question words and the format of the question to determine the desired

answer tj^pe. It also either replaces the question word in the query with the desired ar\swer type or simply

removes it from the request. In addition, the query formulation component will generalize some terms (e.g.,

high for tall), substitute base forms for inflected forms (e.g., principle for principles), and drop some "noise"

terms.

The query formulation component that we used this year differs from the one used for TREC-9 in small

ways. First, we did not hmit the number of terms in the reformulated query as we did last year. This

limitation was due to a limitation of our passage retrieval system which is not a problem for the MultiText

system. Second, we fixed a limitation to allow a query term to be expanded from each of its roots when
there was more than one root for that term (e.g., saw from root see as well as root saw). Finally, we fixed a

bug that generated incorrect answer types for certain question forms.

During a typical query run with the relaxation ranking passage retrieval system, a query term is ex-

panded to include aU terms that are subsumed by that term. In some cases the expansion can be quite

dramatic. For example, in the AP sub-collection of the TREC QA collection, the query term person expands
lo more llian 17,000 oQier leruis. Tliese temis include uiorphological varidlioiis sudi people and pernurii) ds

well as semantic variations such as blacksmith and lawyer. This set of terms reaches 25 levels deep into the

conceptual taxonomy.
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Although such a wide-ranging expansion may seem counter-intuitive, there doesn't seem to be any a

priori way to determine a reasonable cutoff level. We can decide on using a small integer, say 2, but this

may preclude useful expansions such as counterrevolutionary, which may be crucial in finding just the right

document.

In the end, we decided that we would cut the expansion off after the first level of expansion, since this

would get most of the morphological expansions for the term and many of the semantic expansions. Even

with this stringent criterion, the query term person still expands to more than 8,000 terms.

We originally intended to integrate the answer types from our query formulation stage with the answer

types from the MultiText system, but that proved not to be possible in the time available, so we ended up

providing orUy the selected query terms and their expansions to the MultiText back end.

The reformulated, expanded queries were passed to the MultiText system as a conjunction of disjunc-

tions of each of the expanded terms.

4 Results

The results for our two submitted runs as well as the corresponding MultiText runs are shown in table 1. The

MultiText system seems to have done better on its own than with the Sun query formulation and expansion

engine as the front end. In part, this may be due to the lack of full integration between our front end and

the MultiText back end, and in part is may be due to the selection of query terms from the original question

that was done by the query formulation stage. It is interesting to note that there are a significant number

of questions that each system answered that the other didn't. It is interesting to look at the cases where the

combined Sun/MultiText system found answers to questions that were not found by the MultiText system

alone, and vice versa.

NIST Judgment
Run Strict Lenient

Sun baseline (mtsunal) 0.307 0.322

Sun with Web reinforcement (mtsunaO) 0.405 0.418

MultiText baseline (uwmta2) 0.346 0.365

MultiText with Web reinforcement (uwmtal) 0.434 0.457

Table 1: Results for the main QA task.

Run Sim only MultiText only Sun and MultiText Neither

Baseline 38 61 193 200

Web reinforcement 47 55 225 165

Intersection 26 32

Table 2: Differences in ariswers found

Table 2 shows the number of questions for which answers were found by only one of the systems, the

number of questions for which answers were found by both systems, and the number of questions for which

neither system found an answer. The row labeled "Intersection" shows the number of questions that were

found in both of the Sun runs and neither of the MultiText runs, and vice versa. For the rest of the discussion,

we wiU focus on the 26 questioris that were found in both of the Sun runs, and neither of the MultiText runs.
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There are two ways that the query expansions can affect whether an answer is found or not. First, the

expanded query may give the passage retrieval component enough information to retrieve a passage that

would not be found with the unexpanded query. Second, the expanded query may give the answer selection

component better information about what words would make up a useful answer to the query.

A variation of the second type appears to have occurred for question 910, "What metal has the highest

melting point?" In both runs, the top passage retrieved by the MultiText system contained the correct

answer, but it appears that the answer selection component determined only for the Sun runs that this

document held an answer.

In this case, the Sun query formulation stage transformed the original question to the sequence of terms:

(METAL HIGHEST MELT POINT), which expanded to:

(metal aluminium bimetal chrome copper coppers dimetal gunmetal

immetal intermetal lead leads lithium metal's metaled metaler metalic

metalist metalled metallic metallist metallize metallized metallizing

metallurgy metalor metals metalware nickel nickeled nickeling nickels

nonmetal nonmetals palladium polymetal rust rusts silver silvers

sliver slivered slivers tin tins)

(highest top)

(melt melted melter melting melts melty molten re-melt remelt smelt

smelted smelting smelts)

(point barb barbs breaikpoint brealcpoints checkpoint checkpoints

crosspoint cusp cusps depoint endpoint endpoints gtmpoint interpoint

isopoint middle middles midpoint midpoints multipoint nib nibs

nonpoint outpoint outpointing outpoints point's pointed pointer

pointers pointeur pointful pointing pointless points pointy repoint

repointing standpoint steindpoints subpoint tip tips viewpoint

viewpoints wellpoint)

This example also illustrates a potential negative interaction between our expansions and the MultiText

ai\swer selection strategy, since in this case the answer could well be one of the query expansion terms, and

could then be rejected by the heuristic of looking for ar\swers that are non-query terms.

Question 922, "Where is John Wayne airport", shows both effects. The sets of passages that were re-

trieved are completely disjoint. This query was only slightly expanded, and even though the answer was
in passages in both sets, for the MultiText runs, the answer selection component seems to have focussed on

other proper names than those in the query. We suspect that this is an effect of the removal of all query

words before candidate selection. The query formulation stage transforms this to (JOHN WAYNE AIR-

PORT), which expands to:

(John dejohn demijohn John's johner johni johnie johny saint-John)

(wayne dewayne wayne's wayner waynes)

(airport airport's airporter airports multiairport)

With respect to questions that MultiText gets ariswers for that the joint Sun/MultiText system doesn't,

a comparison of the two sets suggests that the joint system does better on questions with more complex
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descriptions (e.g., 1231 "What fruit is Melba sauce made from?") while the MultiText system does better

aloiie on short direct questions (e.g., 1266 "What are pathogens?"). Another noticable pattern is that many of

the questioris for which MultiText does better alone contain plurals that the Sun question formulation stage

generalizes to singulars (e.g., "Great Lakes" and "x-rays") where the plural is probably a better retrieval

clue. These comparisons suggest that there is still a lot of tuning to be done to match the query formulation

stage to the retrieval stage and answer selection stage, and that a switch between the two techniques based

on the question type would do better than either one alone.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We've only done a preliminary analysis of the results at this point. The results show that for some queries,

the morphological and semantic expansions help, while for others (unfortunately somewhat more others)

they degrade the results. This is typical of the impact of this kind of expansion on many retrieval techniques,

with the notable exception of the penalty-based passage retrieval technique used in Sun's conceptual index-

ing system.

We haven't yet developed a fuU picture of how this aggressive expansion might be degrading the re-

trieved passages of the MultiText system. We have some hope that the MultiText system's passage retrieval

method is fairly resistant to degradation, but we wiU have to further analyze the data to find out if that is

the case, and if not, what can be done about it.

So far, the results above suggest a possible refinement to our front-end/back-end strategy. Since it seems

clear that there are instances where the expanded queries aided more in the answer selection than in the

passage selection, it would be interesting to try a run where the unexpanded queries are used for passage

retrieval and the expanded queries are used during answer selection. Another obvious thing to try is a

conditional system that uses the expansion technique for the longer more complex question types and avoids

expansion for direct short questions, especially those that look like they are asking for the definition of a

term.
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Abstract

This paper describes the retrieval experiments for the main task and list task of the TREC-10 question-

answering track. The question answering system described automatically finds answers to questions in a

large document collection. The system uses a two-stage retrieval approach to answer finding based on

matching of named entities, linguistic patterns, and keywords. In answering a question, the system carries

out a detailed query analysis that produces a logical query representation, an indication of the question

focus, and answer clue words.

1. Introduction

Question-answering systems retrieve answers rather than documents in response to a user's question. In the

TREC question-answering track a number of question-answering systems attempt to answer a predefined

list of questions by using a previously determined set of documents. The research is carried out in an

unrestricted domain.

The CNLP question answering system uses a two-stage retrieval approach to answer-finding based on

matching of named entities, linguistic patterns, and keywords. In answering a question, the system carries

out a detailed query analysis that produces a logical query representation, an indication of the question

focus, and answer clue words. Then the information is passed on to answer finding modules, which take the

documents, retrieved in the first stage, for further processing and answer finding. The answer finding

module uses three separate strategies to determine the correct answer. Two strategies are based on question

focus, and the third strategy, based on keywords, is used when the question focus is not found or when the

first two strategies fail to identify potential answers. A detailed system overview can be found in section 3.

2. Problem description

CNLP participated in two of the three QA track tasks: the main task and the list task. The main task is a

continuation of last year's QA track in that systems are required to answer 500 short, fact-based questions.

Two new aspects were introduced this year: unanswerable questions (with no answer present in the

collection), and the notion of an answer confidence level. Systems needed to identify unanswerable

questions as such, in order for them to be counted as correct. For the confidence level systems needed to

state the rank of their final answer or state that they were unsure about their answer. For each question, up

to five ranked answer responses were permitted, with the most likely answer ranked first. The maximum
length of the answer string for a submitted run was 50 bytes. A response to a question consisted of the

question number, the document ID of the document containing the answer, rank, run name, and the answer

string itself.

The list task questions are similar to those of the main task but include an indication as to how many

answer instances needed to be provided for an answer to be considered complete. A response to a list task

question consisted of an unordered list with each line containing the question number, the document ID of

the document containmg an answer mstance, and the answer stnng itself. 1 he length of the list or the

number of answer instances for each question is specified in the question. As in the main task, the

maximum length of each answer string is 50 bytes. The different answer instances could be found within
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single documents or across multiple documents or a combination of both. There was no guarantee that all

requested answer instances could indeed be found in the collection.

Answers to both main task and list task questions had to be retrieved automatically from approximately 3

gigabytes of data. Sources of the data were: AP newswire 1988-1990 (728 Mb), Wall Street Journal 1987-

1992 (509 Mb), San Jose Mercury News 1991 (287 Mb), Financial Times 1991-1994 (564 Mb), Los

Angeles Times 1989, 1990 (475 Mb), and Foreign Broadcast Information Service 1996 (470 Mb). The

submitted answer strings for all tasks were evaluated by NIST's human assessors for correctness. [10]

Examples of questions for both the main task and list task can be found in table 1

.

TREC-IOQA questions

Main task questions:

How much does the human adult female brain weigh? , Who was the first governor of Alaska? ,

When was Rosa Parks born? , Where is the Mason/Dixon line? , Why is a ladybug helpful? , Where is

Milan? , In which state would you Find the Catskill Mountains? , What are invertebrates?

List task questions:

Name 2 U.S. dams that have fish ladders. , What are 6 names of navigational satellites? , Who are 6

actors who have played Tevye in "Fiddler on the Roof? , Name 20 countries that produce coffee.

Table 1. Examples of TREC-10 questions.

3. System overview

The CNLP question-answering system consists of four different processes: question processing, document

processing, paragraph finding, and answer finding. Each of the processes is described below.

3.1 Question processing

Question processing has two major parts - conversion of questions into a logical query representation and

question focus recognition. Our L2L (Language-to-Logic) module was used this year to convert the query

into a logical representation suitable for keyword matching and weighting in our answer finder module (see

section 3.3. and section 3.4). Last year we used our L2L module for first-stage retrieval but this year we

relied solely on the ranked list of documents retrieved and provided by NIST. L2L was modified this year

to also include query expansion for nouns and verbs found in WordNet 1 .6 [8]. Based on the parts-of-

speech of the question words, the system added all related synonyms of the first, most frequently used

sense (see example at the end of this section ) to the L2L representation.

Question focus recognition is performed in order to identify the type of answer expected. Expected

answers fall into two broad groups - those based on lexical categories, and those based on answer patterns.

Expected answers based on lexical categories can be identified from the terms used in the question. For

example, in the question "What river flows between Fargo, North Dakota and Moorhead, Minnesota?", we
identify that the questioner is looking for the name of a river. The expected answer type, and therefore the

question focus, is river. Expected answers based on answer patterns are predicted by the recognition of

certain question types. If the question is recognized as a definition question, then the answer sentence is

likely to include one of several patterns, such as apposition, presence of a form of the verb be, etc.

The question focus recognition routine extracted four elements - the question focus, the lexical answer

clue, the number of answers required (used for the list task only), and the confidence level (not fully

implemented). In an effort to improve question focus recognition this year, we trained the Brill part-of-

speech tagger [2] on questions from TREC 8, TREC 9 and HowStuffWorks. [7] The resulting rules were

used to tag the TREC 10 questions. The tagged questions were then run through the Collins parser [3] [4]

for a full parse.

There are three steps to question focus assignment. In the first step, the question type is determined using

predefined search patterns based on regular expressions. There are 7 special question types (acronym,

counterpart, definition, famous, standfor, synonym, why) and 7 standard question types (name-a, name-of,

where, when, what/which, how). If a special question type is recognized, then the question type becomes

the question focus. Second, the parsed question is examined to extract the lexical answer clue (word or
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phrase) using the predefined search patterns. In the third step, which applies only to standard question

types, the lexical answer clue is used to assign the question focus based on lexical categories where

possible. Table 2 is a review of the questions types. Predefined search patterns were developed for these

question types:

Question

type

#of
search

patterns

Example question

Standard

question

types

Name-a 3 Name a food high in zinc. (TREC 10, question 1268)

Name-of 2 What is the name of Neil Armstrong's wife? (TREC 10,

question 1007)

Where 10 Where is John Wayne airport? (TREC 10, question 922)

When 9 When is the official first day of summer? (TREC 10, question

1331)

What/Which 14 What is the capital of Mongolia? (TREC 10, question 1050)

Who 9 Who lived in the Neuschwanstein castle? (TREC 10, question

1281)

How 12 How tall is the Gateway Arch in St. Louis, MO? (TREC 10,

question 971)

Special

question

types

Acronym 4 What is the abbreviation for Texas? (TREC 10, question

1172)

Counterpart 2 What is the Islamic counterpart to the Red Cross? (TREC 9,

question 454)

Definition 7 What is autism? (TREC 10, question 903)

Famous 5 Why is Jane Goodall famous? (TREC 9, question 748)

Standfor 4 What does the technical term ISDN mean? (TREC 10,

question 1219)

Synonym 3 What is the colorful Korean traditional dress called? (TREC
10, question 1151)

Why 1 Why does the moon turn orange? (TREC 10, question 902)

Table 2. Question types

Additional processing performed by the question focus assignment routine includes the extraction of the

number of answers required (used for the list task only), and assignment of a confidence level. The number

of answers required was extracted based on the predefined search patterns for each question type. The

confidence level assigned ranged from 0 to 5, with 5 being the highest level of confidence in the question

focus. If the question focus could not be determined, the confidence level was 0. Otherwise, the confidence

level was set at a value ranging up to 5 depending on the certainty of the question focus. Due to the short

time available for development, confidence level assignment was only partially implemented for TREC 10

and therefore not used in the experiments.

The output resulting from the L2L module and the Question Focus recognition module is passed on to the

paragraph finding module, the answer candidate recognition module, and the answer formatting module. A
standard question type (in this case what/which), will produce the following output for the question "What

is the deepest lake in the US?":

Logical representation: deep* lake* +US ( "United States" "United States of America" America

U.S. USA U.S.A.)

Query focus: lake#deepest lake#2#5

Tagged: <sentence sid="sO"> what|WP be|VBZ the|DT <CN> deep|JJS lake|NN

</CN> in|IN the|DT <NP cat="cntry" id="0"> US|NP </NP> ?|.

•c/sentpnre^

A special question type (in this case definition), will produce the following output for the question "Who is

Duke Ellington?":
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Logical representation: +Duke* +Ellington*

Query focus: def#Duke Eliington#2#5

Tagged: <sentence sid="sO"> who|WP be|VBZ <NP cat="per" id="0">

Duke|NP Ellinglon|NP </NP> ?|. </sentence>

As can be seen in the examples above, expansions from WordNet are enclosed in parentheses, and the four

elements in the question focus are separated by '#'.

3.2 Document processing

For document retrieval, we used the ranked document list as provided by NIST. The top 200 documents

from the list for each question were extracted from the TREC collection as the source documents for

paragraph finding.

3.3 Paragraph finding

In the paragraph finding stage, we aim to select the most relevant paragraphs from the top 200 retrieved

documents from the first stage retrieval step. Paragraph selection was based on keyword occurrences in the

paragraphs. Although we used the same strategy as last year to identify the paragraphs, we decided to

experiment with the selection process itself. For one set of runs we took the original document and divided

it up into paragraphs, based on textual clues. After selecting the top 300 most relevant paragraphs we tag

only those paragraphs. This approach is identical to our TREC9 approach and these runs are labeled "PAR"
(paragraph tagging). For the other set of runs we tagged the original document first, then divided it up into

paragraphs from which the top 300 paragraphs were selected. These runs are labeled "DOC" (document

tagging). Paragraph detection is no longer based on orthographic clues (i.e. indentations) for the "DOC"
runs because this information is removed during the tagging process. The tagged document is divided into

several sentence groups based on a pre assigned value that specifies the approximate number of words in

each sentence group.

We hypothesized that tagging the whole document versus isolated paragraphs should provide better named

entity identification. Named entities are often referred to in their full form early in a document, only to be

reduced to a shorter form later on. When an isolated paragraph is presented to our system for tagging, the

context information of the preceding paragraphs is not available for entity categorization, thus hindering

tagging performance. The complete documents as well as the individual paragraphs were part-of-speech

tagged and categorized by <!nietaMarker>™ using CNLP's categorization rules.[l] The quality of selected

paragraphs and the system's categorization capabilities directly impact later processing such as answer

finding.

3.4 Answer finding

The answer finding process (see sections below) takes the tagged paragraphs from the paragraph finding

stage (for "DOC" as well as "PAR" runs) and identifies different paragraph windows within each

paragraph. A weighting scheme was used to identify the most promising paragraph window for each

paragraph. These paragraph windows were then used to find answer candidates based on the question focus

or additional clue words. All answer candidates were weighted and the top 5 (main task) or top n (list task)

were selected. The answer finding process expanded answer finding strategies without making major

changes to the weighting strategy.

3.4.1 Paragraph-window identification and selection

Paragraph windows were selected by examining each occurrence of a question keyword in a paragraph.

Each occurrence of a keyword in relation to the other question keywords was considered to be a paragraph

window. A keyword that occurred multiple times thus resulted in multiple paragraph windows, one for each

occurrence. A weight for each window was determined by the position of the keywords in the window and

the distance between them. An alternative weighting formula was used for singlc-woid qucsiiuiis. The
window with the highest score was selected to represent that paragraph. The process was repeated for all

300 paragraphs resulting in an ordered list of paragraph windows - all potentially containing the answer to

the question.
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3.4.2 Answer candidate identification

This year we focused on expanding the answer candidate identification ability of the system by changing

the answer finding strategies and adjusting our weighting schemes based on the TREC9 question set.

Answer candidate identification involves three separate strategies. Two strategies are based on question

focus, and the third strategy, based on keywords, is used when the question focus is not found or when the

first two strategies fail to identify potential answers. The two question focus strategies include search for a

specific lexical category in the case of standard question types and search for a specific answer pattern in

the case of special question types (see section 3.1). Which strategy is initially employed for a particular

question is based on the value found in the question focus element in the question focus line. If the question

focus value matches one of the special question types, then the specific answer pattern strategy is used. If

the question focus has a value of "unknown", the third strategy involving keywords is invoked as a

fallback. For all other values of the question focus element, the specific lexical category strategy is

employed. For a discussion of the specific lexical category strategy and the keyword strategy see our TREC
9 paper. [5] For each special question type (acronym, counterpart, definition, famous, standfor, synonym,

why), one or more answer patterns have been identified and defined in the answer candidate identification

routine.

3.4.3 Answer-candidate scoring and answer selection

The system used a weighting scheme to assign a weight to each answer candidate. Although we intended to

change the weighting scheme to accommodate the new answer finding strategies we ran out of time. The

weight was based on the keywords (presence, order, and distance), whether the answer candidate matched

the question focus, and punctuation near the answer candidate.

This resulted in a pool of at least 300 candidates for each question. A new unique-answer-identifier module

removed duplicate answers from the answer-candidate list. The top 5 highest scoring answer candidates

were selected as the final answers for each question for the main task. The required number Of answers,

identified during question processing, determined the number of answers for the list task questions. The

answer strings were formatted according to NIST specifications.

4. Results

We submitted four runs for the TREC 10 QA track: two runs for the main task and two runs for the list task.

Each run name can be parsed into four components: I ) organization name, 2) tree, 3) tagging approach (see

section 3.3), and 4) task.'

4.1 Main task results

Averages over 492 questions SUTIODOCMT SUTIOPARMT
(strict evaluation):

Mean reciprocal rank 0.148 0.218

Questions with no correct answer found 381 (77.4 %) 332 (67.5 %)
Questions with rank above the median 80(16.3 %) 117 (23.8 %)
Questions with rank on the median 345 (70.1 %) 329 (66.9 %)
Questions with rank below the "median. 67 (13.6 %) 46 (9.3 %)
Correctly Answered NIL questions 0 (out of 3) O(out of 3)

Table 3. Question answering results for the main task.

The evaluation measure for the main task (see Table 3) is the mean reciprocal answer rank. For each

question, a reciprocal answer rank is determined by evaluating the top five ranked answers starting with

one. The reciprocal answer rank is the reciprocal of the rank of the first correct answer. If there is no

' SU = Syracuse University, TIO = TREC 10, DOC = tag entire document / PAR = tag individual

paragraphs, MT = main task / LT = list task

The initial question set of 500 questions was reduced to 492 questions after 8 questions were discarded by

the National Institute for Standards and Technology.
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correct answer among the top five, the reciprocal rank is zero. Since there are only five possible ranks, the

mean reciprocal answer ranks can be 1 , 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, 0.2, or 0. The mean reciprocal answer ranks for all

the questions are summed together and divided by the total number of questions to get the mean reciprocal

rank for each system run.

4.2 List task results

Averages over 25 questions SUTIODOCLT SUTIOPARLT
Average Accuracy 0.25 0.33

Questions with no correct answer found 4(16%) 5 (20 %)
Questions above the median 1 3 (52 %) 15(60%)
Questions on the median 9 (36 % 7 (28 %)
Questions below the median 3 (12 %) 3 (12 %)

Table 4. Question answering results for the list task.

The evaluation measure for the list task (see Table 4) is average accuracy. For each question accuracy is

determined by the number of distinct correct answers over the target number of instances to retrieve.

Accuracy for all the questions is summed together and divided by the total number of questions to get the

average accuracy.

5. Analysis

The main task analysis examines: (5.1) retrieval performance of first stage retrieval based on the ranked list

provided by NIST, (5.2) the Language-to-Logic module, (5.3) question focus assignment, (5.4) query

expansion, and (5.5) the difference between the tagged document and tagged paragraph run performance.

The list task analysis (5.6) examines list task performance, instance assignment, and the difference between

the tagged document and tagged paragraph run performance.

5.1 First stage retrieval

As mentioned previously, we used the ranked document list as provided by NIST for first stage retrieval.

The retrieved lists were created using the PRISE system [6]. For TREC9 NIST used the SMART [9]

information retrieval system (see Table 5).

Top 200 results TREC9 TRECIO
Questions without any retrieved documents 0 0

Questions without any relevant retrieved documents 48 32

Questions for which there are no relevance judgments 20 48

Questions with relevant retrieved documents 625 420

Total number of questions 693 500

Total number of documents retrieved 1 34,600 90,400

Number of known relevant documents 7,963 4,465

Total number of relevant documents retrieved 6,014 2,966

Average precision 0.29 0.23

Table 5. First stage retrieval performance.

Compared to last year's retrieval results, both the number of known relevant documents as well as the

average number of retrieved relevant documents for each question decreased. The TRECIO retrieval results

might have increased the difficulty of finding correct answers.

5.2 Question representation

A logical representation of the question is created in the question processing stage (see section 3.1). The

question representation analysis of this year is based on the main task tagged "PAR" run (SUTIOPARMT).
We noticeH that there were much more short questions this year than the previous two years. Even after

query expansion, our system still produced 45 (9 %) single word queries and 64 (12.8 %) two-word

queries. Many of these questions are "WhatAVho is/are/was/were" questions which asked for a definition of

a person or a thing. Short queries, although represented correctly, may lead to failure in answer finding
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because the current weighting strategy has not been adapted to them. After excluding short queries, 73

(14.6 %) questions had various representation problems. The major query representation problems include

keyword selection problems; part-of-speech errors; and misplaced wildcards (see Table 6).

Problem count Problems with description

30 Keyword selection problems

Content words such as numbers were erroneously filtered out or truncated, or

inappropriate words were selected

16 Part-of-speech tagging errors

Wrong tags led to incorrect morphological processing and query expansion error

Misplaced wildcards

13 Wildcards placed in the wrong place of single words created bad stems

Table 6. Question representation problems.

Compared with the query representation of last year, the system has improved the part-of-speech tagging,

but did worse on keyword selection. Some important numbers, such as the number in question "What city

has the zip code of 35824? " were filtered out by the system, which had a negative impact on answer

finding.

Our conclusion of last year held true - query representation problems only accounted for part of the failure

of answer finding. The "PAR" run contained 160 questions that did find the correct answer: 53 (33 %) were

short queries, and 19(12%) had various query representation problems. The procedure we developed for

answer candidate identification helped finding answers for short queries. However, the system did not find

the correct answers for most of the questions even when the query representations were correct. Further

analysis is needed to identify why this is the case.

5.3 Question focus

As described in section 3. 1 , we determined the question focus based on special question patterns and

lexical answer clues. The question focus analysis is based on the main task "PAR" run (SUTIOPARMT).
Out of 492 answerable questions, our system determined a question focus for 365 (74.17%) of the

questions, more than 10 percent better than TREC-9 (see Table 7). [5] Our efforts to improve focus

recognition aided in this increase. Out of these 365 questions, 322 questions (88.2 %) had a correct focus,

and 43 quesfions (1 1 .8 %) had an incorrect focus. Not only did we find a question focus for a greater

percentage of questions this year, we also found the correct focus for a greater percentage of questions as

well. For 127 (25.8 %) questions, our system could not determine a focus.

Correct question focus Incorrect question focus No determinable question

Focus

Rank 1 68 (21.1 %) 7 (16.3%) 3 (2.4 %)

Rank 2 27 (8.4 %) 2 (4.7 %) 2 (1.6%)

Rank 3 15 (4.7%) 1 (2.3 %) 2 (1.6%)

Rank 4 12 (3.7%) 2 (4.7 %) 5 (3.9 %)
Rank 5 12 (3.7%) 1 (2.3 %) 1 (0.8 %)
RankO 188 (58.4 %) 30 (69.8 %) 114 (89.8 %)
Total 322 43 127

Table 7. Answer rank distribution of question focus status.

An analysis of the special question types (see Table 8) shows that some of the special question routines

(definition, standfor) aided in finding the answer. Our ability to find the answers for definition type

questions in particular is improved over last year. But since the majority of special question types still

failed to find a correct answer, more work is needed.
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Acronym Deflnition Standfor Synonym Why
Rank 1 19(19.4%) 4 (40.0 %)

Rank 2 7 (7.1 %)

Rank 3 9 (9.2%)

Rank 4 3 (3.1 %)

Rank 5 5 (5.1 %)
Rank 0 1 (100 %) 55 (56.1 %) 6 (60.0 %) 5(100%) 4(100.0%)

Total 1 98 10 5 4

Table 8. Analysis of Special question types

An analysis of lexical answer clues (see Table 9) shows that having the correct lexical answer clue aids in

finding the correct question focus.

Correct question Incorrect question No determinable

focus focus question focus

Correct Lexical Answer 295 (91.6 %) 70 (64.8 %) 55 (88.7 %)
Clue

Incorrect Lexical 27 (8.4 %) 38 (35.2 %) 7 (11.3%)

Answer Clue

Total = 492 322 108 62

Table 9. Lexical Answer Clue vs. Question Focus

In summary, our efforts to improve focus recognition led to a greater percentage of both identified question

focus and correctly identified question focus. Having a question focus is clearly important for finding the

answer, as 89.8 % (1 14/127) of the questions with no determinable focus failed to find an answer. Finding

the correct lexical answer clues aids in finding the correct question focus. Special question processing

helps, but needs improvement.

Since the majority of the questions with a correct focus (1 88/322 = 58.4 %) did not retrieve an answer, we
need to examine this finding in more detail.

5.4 Effects of query expansion

As discussed in section 3. 1 , we used WordNet 1 .6 to expand nouns and verbs in the questions this year.

Experiments using the TREC9 questions showed that the expansion helped find more relevant paragraphs,

but whether it helped in locating the final answer within those paragraphs was not investigated. Query

terms added from WordNet were found in 109 out of 160 (68 %) questions with correct answers in our

paragraph run SUTIOPARMT.

Query expansion had an additional, positive, impact. It actually provided correct answers for some short

queries. For the question ''What does the acronym NASA standfor? ", the phrase "National Aeronautics and

Space Administration", was added to the L2L representation. This feature has been used in our procedure

for identifying answer candidates for some question types.

5.5 Document tagging versus paragraph tagging

Contrary to our expectation, the "DOC" run (see section 3.3) did not achieve better performance, but did

worse than the "PAR" run (see Table 3). This held true for both the main task and the list task. Following is

the comparison of the two runs for main task (see Table 10).

^ This analysis is based solely on the special question types identified as such; there were a total of 151

special questions.
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RunID # of correct

answer

Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5

Document tagging

(SUTIODOCMT)
1 1

1

51 22 20 8 10

Paragraph tagging

(SUTIOPARMT)
160 78 31 18 19 14

Table 10. Comparison of correct answers found by document run and paragraph run.

We hypothesized that the low performance of the document run might be caused by a lack of system testing

due to time constraints. The analysis provided a good opportunity to find system bugs as well as evaluate

our approach. We noticed that in most cases where the two runs got the right answers at the same rank, they

found the answers in different documents or different paragraphs. A careful examination of the results for

the first 103 questions (questions 894 to 996) demonstrated that the following sources contributed to the

poor performance of the "DOC" run and the difference between the two runs:

1. A bug in the paragraph finding program truncated some documents when they were split into

paragraphs (see section 3.3). The impact of this bug was minor.

2. The keyword weighting strategy used for paragraph finding inadvertently differed slightly

between runs, which led to different scores even when the same answer strings were found. The

influence of this difference was minor because it did not cause a change in rank.

3. The sentence alignment procedure truncated part of the texts for some documents. The word

alignment procedure occasionally failed to record some of the keywords in the paragraph window,

which threw out some paragraphs with the correct answers and dramatically changed the

weighting score for some answer candidates. The alignment problems were the major cause of the

low performance of the document run and the difference between the two runs.

4. The size of the paragraphs also played a role in making the two runs different. In the "PAR" run,

we identified paragraphs according to text indentation while the "DOC" run uses a predefined

value (400 bytes) to group sentences into paragraphs. Normally the sentence groups are longer

than the natural paragraphs. The difference in leng(?h changed the position of paragraph windows

and led to different scores for the same candidates.

After fixing the bugs and adjusting the alignment procedures (sources 1 and 3), we ran the "DOC" run

again and achieved comparable results between the two runs. For the first 103 questions, both runs found

correct answers for 30 questions out of which 23 were identical.

We also compared the tagging and categorization between complete documents and individual paragraphs.

No difference between the two was found in this analysis. It might be that the TRECIO questions did not

bring out the need for context information in tagging. This issue will need further investigation. Ultimately

we need to decide between these two approaches.

5.6 List task evaluation

Both list task runs (SUTIOPARLT and SUTIODOCLT) are based on the same question processing output.

The list task analysis examines the performance of the answer instance identification as well as the reasons

for the large performance difference between main and list tasks.

A special feature was added to our question processing module this year to handle the extraction of the

number of desired instances from the list questions. Analysis revealed that for 22 (88%) of the questions,

the number of instances was determined correctly. For three questions the program could not determine the

correct number of instances so it defaulted to 2 instances (enough instances to make up a list). Out of the 22

questions that provided the right number of instances none of the questions managed to get all of the

desired answers correct.

The system seemed to perform better on the list task than on the main task (see Tables 3 and 4). For the

SUTIOPARLT run only 20% of the questions could not be answered versus 67.5% in the main task

counterpart run (SUTIOPARMT). In observing the questions themselves it appears that the list task
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questions are more straightforward compared to the more comphcated main tasi< questions where 151

questions required more advanced linguistic pattern searches. The fact that the questions seem to be easier

is reflected in the performance of the focus assignment module for the list task. Out of 25 list questions, 1 ?>

questions had a correct focus assignment, 3 questions had a wrong focus assignment, and for 9 questions

the system correctly indicated that the focus was unknown. For the list task 88 % of the questions had a

correct focus assignment versus 78% questions in the main task. Two out of the three questions with the

wrong focus assignment were of identical form (Name n people who/from ...) and both indicated the

answer should be a number instead of a person. The error is due to a clue in the focus program dealing with

how many people questions.

6. Conclusions and future research

The expansion of our question processing module clearly improved the accuracy of our focus assignment

although there are still a large number of questions for which the system did not provide the correct answer.

It appears that tagging the entire document before splitting it into paragraphs versus splitting it into

paragraphs before tagging does not make a lot of difference. The decision on what tagging approach to take

will depend on processing speed.

After the TRECIO experiments it is clear that a lot of work remains to be done. Our analysis shows that a

one-size-fits-all approach to answer-fmding does not work well. The system needs alternative answer-

finding strategies for different question types and the means to differentiate between these question types.

These different strategies also imply more advanced weighting schemes than are currently implemented.

Our work on answer confidence level assignment needs to be completed and refined. The confidence level

work will also include the ability to decide whether an answer can indeed by provided. In addition the

system also needs to be adapted to deal with the context specific task (the third TREC Q&A track task)

where each answer provides contextual information to help answering the next (related) question.
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Abstract

In this paper we present the prototype based text matching methodology used in the Routing Sub-Task

of TREC 2001 Filtering Track. The methodology examines texts on word and sentence levels. On the

word level the methodology is based on word coding and transforming the codes into histograms by the

means of Weibull distribution. On the sentence level the word coding is done in a similar manner as on

the word level. But instead ofmaking histograms we use a more simple method. After the word coding,

we transform the sentence vectors to sentencefeature vectors using Slant transform. The paper includes

also description of the TREC runs and some discussion about the results.

1 Introduction

A common approach to topic detection and tracking is the usage of keywords, especially, in context

of Dewey Decimal Classification [3, 2] that is used in United States to classify books. The approach is

based on assumption that keywords given by authors or indexers characterize the text well. This may be

true, but then one neglects the accuracy. There are also many automatic indexing approaches. A more

accurate method is to use all the words of a document and the frequency distribution of words, but the

comparison of frequency distributions is a complicated task. Some theories say that the rare words in the

word frequency histograms distinguish documents [6]. Traditionally, information retrieval has roughly

been based on a fixed list of index terms [6, 5], or vector space models [10, 9]. The latter ones miss

the information of co-occurrences of words. There are techniques that are capable of considering the

co-occurrences of words, as latent semantic analysis [7] but they are computationally heavy.

In this paper, we present our methodology and concentrate on tests of content based topic classifi-

cation, which is highly attractive in text mining. The evolution of the methodology has been earlier

This research is supported hy TRKRS. the National Technology Agency of Finland (grant nnmher 40Q4'^/QQ) The

support is gratefully acknowledged.
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discussed in several publications [11, 12, 13]. In the second chapter the applied methodology is de-

scribed. In the third chapter the experiments with the Reuters database are described. The execution

times are presented in chapter four. Finally, the methodology and the results are discussed.

2 Methodology

The methodology we applied to the TREC 2001 Routing runs is a multilevel one. It examines the

contents of text documents on word and sentence levels.

The process starts with preprocessing of the training set text. This includes omitting extra spaces

and carriage returns, and separating single words with single spaces. With the Reuters database, the

preprocessing also includes the removal of the XML tags. The filtered text is next translated into a

suitable form for encoding purposes. The encoding of words is a wide subject and there are several

approaches for doing it. The word can be recognized and replaced with a code. This approach is

sensitive to new words. The succeeding words can be replaced with a code. This method is language

sensitive. Or, each word can be analyzed character by character and based on the characters a key entry

to a code table is calculated. This approach is sensitive to capital letters and conjugation if the code table

is not arranged in a special way.

We selected the last alternative, because it is accurate and suitable for statistical analysis. A word w
is transformed into a number in the following manner:

L-l

y=Y.k'*CL-i (1)

where L is the length of the character string (the word), Ci is the ASCII value of a character within a

word w, and A; is a constant.

Example: if the word is "c a t", then

y = * ascii{c) + k * ascii{a) + ascii{t) (2)

The encoding algorithm produces a unique code number for each different word. After each word has

been converted to a code number, we consider the distribution of these numbers and try to estimate

their statistical distribution. Many distributions, e.g. Gamma distribution, are suitable for this purpose.

However, it would be advantageous, if the selected distribution had only few parameters and it matched

the observed distribution as well as possible. Based on tests with different types of text databases, we

selected the Weibull distribution to estimate the distribution of the code numbers.

In the training phase the range from the logarithm of the minimum value to the logarithm of the

maximum value of code numbers is examined. This range is divided to N^^ equal bins. Next, the

frequency count of words belonging to each bin is calculated. The bins' counts are normalized with

the number of all words. Then the best Weibull distribution corresponding to the data is determined.

Weibull distribution is compared with empirical distribution by examining both distributions' cumulative

distributions. WeibuH's Cumulative Distribution Function is calculated by:

CDF = 1 — e(((~2.6*/og(3//2/mai))'')*a)

There are two parameters that can be varied in WeibuH's CDF formula: a and b. A set of Weibull

distributions are calculated with all the possible combinations of a's and 6's using a selected precision.
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In the beginning God created the heaven and the earth

; i I I I I i I I ;

1814 848 231 1377 1965 848 1396 169 848 326

SIGNAL

12.l4f67K9IU
Number of word in sentence

Figure 1 . The transform from a sentence to a signal.

The possible values for the coefficients are restricted between realistic minimum and maximum values.

The empirical cumulative distribution and Weibull's cumulative distribution are compared in the least

square sum sense.

The best Weibull distribution is divided into A'^ equal probable bins. Every word belongs now to a

bin that can be found using the word code number and the best fitting Weibull distribution. Using this

type of quantization the word can now be presented as the bin number, i.e. the number of the bin that

it belongs to. Due to the selected coding method the resolution will be the best where the words are

most typical to text (usually words with 2-5 characters). Rare words (usually long words) are not so

accurately separated from each other.

Similarly at the sentence level every sentence has to be converted to numbers. Every word in a

sentence is now replaced with a bin number. The bin number is generated with the method described

earlier. Example of encoding a sentence :

I have a cat

brio brii 677.2 6^3 671,4

where hui = bin number of the word i. Note, that in the encoding also the punctuation marks are

encoded. When the sentence is encoded, it can be considered as a sampled signal. To illustrate this way

of thinking, an example sentence and it's encoded form are presented in figure 1.

We use Slant transform matrix for transforming the sentence signals. Slant transform coding is com-

monly used in image processing. In detail Slant transform is explained e.g. in publications [1,4, 8]. The

size of the Slant matrix is, based on experiments, selected to be 32*32. If the sentences length is over 32

words, the rest of the sentence after 32 words is not considered. If the sentence is shorter than 32 words,

then the missing words get zero as value.

First row of Slant matrix is multiplied with sentence vector and the result is stored to Sq. Second row
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Figure 2. Process of comparing and analyzing documents based on extracted histograms and feature

vectors.

multiplication with sentence vector is stored to Si. I.e.

[Slant matrix] * [Sentence vector]^ (4)

creates the result vector of the sentence [Sq, 5i, 52.. .531]. Now there are 32 real numbers in a vector that

describe the sentence. The numbers can be negative or positive.

This method have to go through all the sentence vectors of the text and the result is summed up with

previous result. After every sentence of the text is transformed with Slant transform and then normalized,

then we have 32-dimensional feature vector that describes the text.

When examining the test set documents on the word level, we create histograms of the relevant and

test set documents' word code numbers. The filtered text from a single document is encoded word by

word. Each word number is quantized using word quantization created with all the words of the training

set. The quantization value is determined, an accumulator corresponding to the value is increased, and

thus a word histogram is created. The histogram consisting of Ny^ bins is finally normalized by

the length of the histogram vector. On the sentence level the relevant and test documents are encoded to

straight to feature vectors as described earlier.

With the histograms and feature vectors derived from all the relevant and test documents in the

database it is possible to compare and analyze the test documents' text on the word and sentence levels

against the relevant texts. The histogram and vector creation and comparison processes are illustrated in

Figure 2. Note, that it is not necessary to have any prior knowledge of the actual text documents to use

this methodology. The training set words define the distribution formula that is used with the quantiza-

tion of words. This information is transferred to the sentence level, where the relations and order of the

words are taken into account. No linguistic methods are used in the process.

3 Runs with Reuters database

Foi TREC 2001 we did two runs, one on the woid level (VisaWoidTlO) and one on tlic sentence level

(VisaSentTlO). This is our first time in the TREC conference, so we were left with very little time for

doing the actual runs. This led to simplifying the training and testing processes.
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In the runs for TREC, 2080 was selected for bin number Nyj. The amount of bins was selected on

the grounds of earlier experiments with English text databases. On the word level run, every test word

histogram is compared with randomly chosen 969 relevant document histograms. The number of rele-

vant documents is reduced from 15261 to 969 because it speeds up the test comparison time. Otherwise,

the computing time would have risen unreasonable high. To all 84 topics 1 3 relevant documents have

been chosen by random. If a topic has less than 13 relevant documents the number of chosen rele-

vant documents is the amount that exist in that topic. Euclidean distance metric is used in comparing

word histograms. The topic of the test document becomes the topic of the relevant document which

have the smallest Euclidean distance with the test document. Only the best match relevant document is

considered.

On the sentence level run, feature vector of every sentence is compared with all 15261 feature vectors

of relevant documents. Since the sentence feature vector is only 32-dimensional, the comparisons are

very fast. Comparison was done using Euclidean distance between the sentence vectors. Distances to

every topic are calculated for each test document. On the sentence level, all the distances between the

test document and the relevant documents are taken into consideration.

On both runs, top thousand test documents are chosen from every topic as the final result. The actual

value of the distances are not take into consideration, there are no thresholds for belonging to a topic.

4 Execution times

The applied methodology is very fast even with a database as large as the Reuters database. In table 1

we present the execution times we calculated for the two runs. Making histograms (word level) execution

time include finding the best Weibull distribution and creating the word histograms for test documents.

Making feature vectors (sentence level) execution time consists of the encoding of the sentences and

creation of the 32-dimensional feature vectors. The comparing execution times are the times that it took

to compare the test histograms and vectors with the relevant documents' histograms and vectors. The

Table 1. Execution times rounded up to tlie nearest hour.

Making histograms/

feature vectors Comparing Altogether

Word level 3 h 30 h 33 h

Sentence level 4h 26 h 30 h

computer used in the runs was a PC with a Intel® 550 MHz Pentium® III processor and 128 Mb of

memory. The operating system was Linux.
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5 Conclusions

There were some general difficulties when using the methodology on the Reuters database. The se-

lection of documents for the given training set turned out to be disadvantageous. Firstly, it seemed that

the set was too unevenly distributed in topics for our methodology. When some topics have under ten

relevant documents and some hundreds, statistical methods are in trouble. There is not enough infor-

mation in just few short relevant documents for this type of methods to be successful. Uneven division

in topics also lead to give more weight to topics that have more relevant documents. Secondly, because

the training set was from few days period of a single month, the vocabulary in the relevant documents

seemed not to vary enough. The type of methodology we used requires a good set of representative word

and sentence samples from the whole database. The training set vocabulary was restricted in the sense

of yearly cycle, to one month in autumn of 1996. This type of difficulties are, on the other hand, very

common in real life tasks.

More precise problematic issues using the methodology include the selection of quantization method

and distance metrics. Using the word quantization method the way presented here has also some disad-

vantages. Some accuracy is lost when the word codes are quantized with the Weibull distribution. Words

that are quite different may get the same value in the quantization, since strict division of the distribution

is used to quantize the codes. Perhaps this could be prevented by using a quantization method that would

use the code number values to create a more natural classification. Such a method would be very simple

and would perhaps create a more precise and truthful quantization of words. Selection of distance met-

rics is perhaps even more problematic area. Euclidean distance, which was used here, seems not to be

taking into account the shape of the histograms and feature vectors. Euclidean distance compares just

the values that are in the same place in two vectors. A distance metric that would allow more variation

in the position of values in the histograms would perhaps be more suitable. This kind of metrics are for

example Levenshtein metrics or some metrics utilizing the angle between vectors.

Our methodology seemed to work well only in few topics. However, the methodology was competitive

with other competitors on some topics. The runs were designed so that only a very basic form of the

methodology was used. The methods used are very fast and it seems that the speed in these runs was

gained at the cost of accuracy. It should be noted, that the methodology uses no external aids in the

process. Dictionaries, stemming algorithms, transformation to base form, or linguistic information were

not used. The methodology does not depend on the language. The comparisons can be performed as

long as the training data and the test data are written in the same language.

Future improvements in the methodology include finding a way to balance the effects of different

amounts of relevant documents in topics. One of our future aims is to more efficiently take into account

the advantage from the given relevancy information. This would hopefully help to create a specific view

of the topic, i.e. the knowledge of the words and sentences that separate the topics. Also the size of the

word histograms and the sentence feature vectors should be more properly optimized for the amount and

type of the text in the database.
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Abstract

This year, we participated for the first time in TREC, and entered two runs for the main

task of the TREC 2001 question answering track. Both runs use a simple baseline component
implemented especially for TREC, and a high-level NLP component (called Shapaqa) that

uses various NLP tools developed earlier by our group. Shapaqa imposes many linguistic

constraints on potential answers strings which results in not so many answers being found

but those that are found have a reasonably high precision. The difference between the two

runs is that the first applies Shapaqa to the TREC document collection only, whereas the

second one also uses it on the World Wide Web (WWW). Answers found there are then

mapped back to the TREC collection. The first run achieved a MRR of 0.122 under the

strict evaluation (and 0.128 lenient), the second one 0.210 (0.234). We argue that the better

performance is due to the much larger number of documents that Shapaqa-WWW's answers

are based on.

1 Introduction

For the TREC-2001 question answering (QA) main track, systems automatically had to answer

500^ open-domain fact-based questions on the basis of nearly one million news articles from the

TREC collection. Up to five ranked 50-byte answer strings could be returned for each question.

Unlike in previous years, there was no guarantee that an answer was contained in the collection

and indeed, 49 questions have no known correct answer in this collection. Systems could return

"NIL" as one of the five answer strings if they "thought" that there was no answer. Human
assessors judged each answer string. For each question, a system received a score that is reciprocal

to the rank at which the first correct answer was found. The final score is then the mean of all

question scores (mean reciprocal rank, MRR).
This paper presents the system that we used for the main task of the TREC-2001 question

answering (QA) track. It differs from most of the other systems used in the QA track in the

past years in three aspects. Firstly, it does not use a Named Entity recognition component. For

example, it does not make a difference between persons, organizations and other Named Entities.

Instead, the answer finding approach is centered on the main verb of the question. It relies

on analyzing grammatical relations between this verb and the other parts of the question and

answer. Secondly, it does not use complicated document, paragraph, sentence or string weights.

The baseline component only counts the number of keywords in a sentence, and the Shapaqa

component counts the frequency with which a given answer occurs. Thirdly and most importantly,

it uses the World Wide Web as an additional resource.

'This research was done in the context of the "Induction of Linguistic Knowledge" research programme, which

is funded by the Dutch Organization for Scientific Research (NWO).
^ Eight questions were later removed from the evaluation.
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The next section describes the baseline and the TREC and WWW versions of the Shapaqa

component in detail. Section 3 shows how these components were combined in the two submitted

runs. Section 4 analyses the system's errors and Section 5 gives a short summary.

2 System description

Our system does not have its own Information Retrieval engine. It uses the top ranked 1000

documents per question from the list provided by NIST.

There are two components: One high-level NLP component called Shapaqa^ that has reason-

able precision on the answer strings it returns but that often does not return any answer string,

and one simple keyword matching component that has low precision but nearly always returns

some (possibly incorrect) answer string. The latter provides us with a baseline performance. The
Shapaqa component and the baseline component are integrated as follows: If Shapaqa returns

at least one answer string, its top answer string is taken as the top ranked answer string of the

combined system. All the remaining ranks are filled by the top answer strings returned by the

baseline system. We describe the two components separately in the following two sections.

2.1 Baseline

For the baseline component, the question is tokenized and then part-of-speech tagged (Daelemans

et al., 1996). Then all those words are extracted as keywords that the POS tagger did not know
(regardless of what tag it assigned) or that it tagged as noun, non-modal verb, adjective, particle

number or foreign word except the words "much", "many", "name" and forms of "be", "have"

and "do" . A special caise are non-subject questions with a form of the auxiliary do and following

infinitive, e.g. "When did Elvis Presley die?". English grammar tells us that in a declarative

sentence (i.e. the answer) it will be the main verb that carries the inflection: "Elvis Presley died in

1977" . Therefore if the question contains "did" or "does" , all following infinitival verb keywords

are replaced by their past tense or third person singular present tense form, respectively. This

rule applied to 22 and 14 questions, respectively, and uses the CELEX lexical database (Baayen,

Piepenbrock, and van Rijn, 1993).

After keywords have been extracted, all top 1000 documents for each question (according to

the list provided by NIST) are tokenized, and all sentences are extracted which contain at least

one keyword for that question. Multiple occurrences of the same keyword are only counted once.

The document ID and the number and position of the keywords are stored together with each

extracted sentence. This yields 1,233,692 sentences. For two questions no sentences could be

extracted.^ The sentences for each question are then sorted according to the number of keywords

in them.

The top sentences of the sorted list are taken as the baseline component's answers. To trim

them to 50 bytes we compute that byte position in the sentence that is at the center of all the

keyword positions, and then take 50 bytes around it (possibly shifting the 50 byte window as far

as necessary to the right or left for it not to extend beyond the sentence boudary).

As an example, consider the question "When was President Kennedy shot?". Keywords are

President Kennedy and shot. 5928 sentences are extracted. The topmost chosen answer sentence

and its 50-byte string are "In 1963, he was riding in the motorcade with President Kennedy when
Kennedy was fatally shot by Lee Harvey Oswald in Dallas.", in which the answer falls outside the

chosen 50 bytes.

On the non-variant questions of the TREC-9 data, taking the full top five sentences of the sorted

list as answers yielded an MRR of 0.321 using the automatic evaluation. After the sentences were

trimmed to 50 bytes with the above method, MRR dropped to 0.125. This is hardly surprising,

given that the method is completely insensitive to the type of answer the question is asking for (it

^see also (Buchholz and Daelemans, 2001a), (Buchholz and Daelemans, 2001b)
^"What is pilates?" and "What is dianetics?". Keyword matching is sensitive to capitalization and both terms

appear in the documents only with capital letters.
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returns the same 50 byte window, whether the question word is "who", "where", or "when" etc.)

and that the complete answer sentences were on average 293 bytes long.

2.2 Shapaqa

2.2.1 Question Analysis

For the Shapaqa component, the POS tagged question is further chunked and grammatical rela-

tions between verb chunks and other chunks are determined (Buchholz, Veenstra, and Daelemans,

1999). Possible relations are subject (SB J), object (OBJ), logical subject of passive verbs (LGS),

locative adjunct (LOG), temporal adjunct (TMP), adjunct of purpose and reason (PRP), manner
adjunct (MNR), and an unspecified relation between a verb and a prepositional chunk (OTH).^

In the latter case, the preposition is stored as additional information. The relation finder does not

work well on questions, especially in the first part, which shows the characteristic question syntax.

This is probably due to the small number of direct questions in the training material. Therefore

a set of hand-made regular expressions and substitutions (developed on the TREC-9 data) are

applied to the question after parsing to fix the most common errors. For our previous example,

the result would be '^[advp-tmp-i When ] was [np-sbj-i President Kennedy
] [yp-i shot ]

?".

Next, the parsed question is transformed into Shapaqa's internal format. Prepositions stranded

at the end of the question are rejoined with their NP. Passive is converted to active. The head

(i.e. the last word) of the first verb chunk is the central verb (auxiliaries in inverted questions

should not be a verb chunk of their own). All the chunks that are directly dependent on it are

stored together with their relation. Chunks that are not directly dependent on the central verb are

concatenated to the next chunk to the left that is, because they are probably dependent on that

chunk and thus, as relations seldom cross, belong to the same phrase. In this way the question is

split up into phrases that all have some relation to the central verb. The phrase that contains the

wh-word is replaced by a special marker ("?"). Our example would then look like: VERB="shot"
OBJ=" President Kennedy" TMP="?"

Questions asking for "Which/What X" are mapped as if they were simple "Who/What" ques-

tions. The phrase "In which state" was mapped as a simple "Where" because the relation finder

assigned it a locative relation. In total, 60 "Which/What X" questions could be mapped. Ques-

tions starting with "Name a X" where mapped as if they read "What is a X?" (which is an ad-hoc

solution which did not work: both questions were incorrectly answered). Some other minor sim-

plifications are also performed during mapping.

In total, 416 questions could be converted to Shapaqa's internal format.

2.2.2 Answer extraction

Once the central verb and all its related phrases are in Shapaqa's internal format, they can be

matched against parsed sentences extracted from the documents. As parsing is time-consuming,

and Shapaqa phrases normally include all keywords (see Section 2.1), only those sentences are

POS tagged, chunked and assigned relations that contain all the question's keywords (in total

44,753 sentences).

A parsed sentence matches the information in Shapaqa's internal format if the central verb

matches with a verb chunk's head in the sentence, if all the phrases match Uterally somewhere

in the sentence (the special marker "?" matches any chunk) and if each phrase's relation in the

internal format matches the relation assigned to the chunk that contains the beginning of this

phrase in the sentence (recall that a phrase's relation in the question is also determined by its first

chunk's relation). Two relations match if they are identical, or if they form a special pair with

special conditions . Special pairs are SBJ/OBJ where the former occurs in a passive question or

sentence and the latter in an active one, LGS/SBJ under the same condition, and SBJ/OBJ if the

verb is a form of "to be" (to match: "Who is X?" with "X is the president of Y")

''The relations are based on the functional tags in the Wall Street Journal corpus of the Penn Treebank II

(Marcus et al., 1994) on which the tagger, chunker and relation finder are trained.
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If a sentence matches the internal format, we extract the chunk that matched the special

marker "?" as an answer unless it is any of a fixed number of semantically empty answers like

"he/who/somebody" etc.^

We isolate the head word of the answer chunk, i.e. its last word, and update a frequency

counter for it. After all answer chunks have been extracted, they are sorted according to the

frequency with which their head word was found as head of an answer .

2.3 Shapaqa-TREC versus Shapaqa-WWW

We used two versions of Shapaqa in our system. Shapaqa-TREC extracts answers directly from

the TREC document collection in the way described above. One of the answer chunks whose head

has the highest frequency is taken as the answer of the Shapaqa component. If necessary the

answer is trimmed to 50 bytes by cutting off the end. For our example, the answer was extracted

from the sentence: "President Kennedy was shot on Nov. 22, 1963." The head word was found

three times as head of an answer.

WheresLS Shapaqa-TREC extracts answers directly from the TREC document collection, Sha-

paqa-WWW first extracts answers from the World Wide Web. The central verb and the phrases of

the question in Shapaqa's internal format are used as search terms for Google.^ Google returned

results for 380 of the 416 questions that could be converted to Shapaqa's internal format. Shapaqa-

WWW then searches for answers in Google's top 1000 text snippets. There, it found answers for

283 questions (7936 answers in total). For some questions, the only answers found are semantically

empty ones like "he/who/somebody" etc., which are discarded. This leaves us with answers for

265 questions, which is slighty more than half of all TREC-10 questions. As explained above,

answers are sorted according to the frequency of their head word. The most frequent head word

is taken to be the preliminary answer. For our example, the head word 1963 was found twelve

times.

To turn a preliminary answer from the WWW into a valid TREC answer string, we have to

find a document in the TREC collection that contains the head word. To increase the chance that

the document actually supports the answer (as is necessary to be judged correct under the strict

evaluation), we look for the head word in the sorted sentences extracted for the question, starting

with the ones that contain most of the question keywords. Head words could be found in these

sentences for 226 questions. After a sentence is found, a 50 byte piece of it centered around the

head word (unless shifted to meet sentence boundaries) is extracted as Shapaqa-WWW 's answer

string. For our example, answer sentence and string are: "Ruby shot Oswald to death with the

.38-caliber Colt Cobra revolver in the basement of Dallas City Jail on Nov. 24, 1963, two days

after President Kennedy was assassinated." which unfortunately makes the answer invalid.

3 Runs: TilburglLKs and TilburgILK

We submitted two runs for the TREC QA track main task. Run TilburglLKs uses Shapaqa-

WWW's answer (if present) on the first rank, Shapaqa-TREC 's answer (if present) on the next

highest rank, and the baseline component's answer on all other ranks. If not enough answers can

be found to fill the five ranks, NIL (meaning that no answer exists in the document collection) is

added. ^ We did not use the option to specify a "final answer" other than rank one.

TilburglLKs received a MRR of 0.210 (0.234 lenient). Run TilburgILK uses only Shapaqa-

TREC (for the first rank) and the baseline component. Its MRR is 0.122 (0.128 lenient).

^Obviously this does not work for questions whose answer is not a chunk but a clause (in that case only the

complementizer chunk would be extracted).

®http://www.google.com. A prototype of Shapaqa-WWW without the question parser functionality is online at

http://ilk.kub.nl/shapaqa/. Unfortunately, the version that was used for the experiments described in this paper,

which was based on the search engine Google, is not operable anymore. Instead a version is implemented that uses
the search engine AltaVista (http://www.altavista.com/). This variant is much slower because AltaVista does not

return text snippets containing the keywords, so Shapaqa has to retrieve and search the full documents.
^Due to a bug, the NIL answer was not added at the lowest rank, as intended, but at the highest.
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rank of first correct 1 2 3 4 5 none

TilburgILK 43 15 15 7 14 398

TilburglLKs 87 19 9 7 11 359

Table 1: Distribution of rank of first correct answer in both submitted runs (strict evaluation)

components used TilburglLKs after bug fix

none (only answer NIL given) 3 3

only baseline 267 263

Shapaqa-TREC and baseline 4 8

Shapaqa-WWW and baseline 195 159

Shapaqa-WWW, Shapaqa-TREC and baseline 31 67

Table 2: Number of questions for which different components contributed to the five answer strings.

When writing this paper, we unfortunately noticed a serious bug in Shapaqa-TREC. The
SBJ/OBJ special pair (see Section 2.2.2) was omitted in this implementation.^ This means that

for example for the frequent question type "What is a Y?" which asks for a definition or description,

only sentences matched which read "X is a Y" and not those that read "A Y is X" (which is the

way to formulate a definition). This led to many erroneous answers like "What is a prism?" -

"Serbian agression" , extracted from a sentence that reads "Serbian aggression is a prism through

which we can see all sides of Europe."

As 254 of the questions that could be mapped to Shapaqa's internal format have a form where

the special pair could have been applied, the omission might have influenced Shapaqa-TREC 's

performance significantly. To find out how serious this effect is, we reran the TilburgILK run after

fixing the bug and studied the differences. It turned out that only 50 questions were affected by

the bug fix, so we compared these manually. In most of the cases, the new answer was as bad

as the old one, so the score did not change. We estimate that the new version's MRR would be

about .004 higher than the original one's, which seems neglectable.

Table 1 displays the distribution of the rank of the first correct answer in both runs and shows

that TilburglLKs has twice as many correct answers at the first rank than TilburgILK.

Table 2 shows how often each of the three components contributed to the five answers for the

TilburglLKs run before and after the bug fix. We see that even after the bug fix, Shapaqa-WWW
v/as applied nearly three times as often as Shapaqa-TREC. This is probably due to the much
larger document collection that Shapaqa-WWW works on.

Table 3 shows how the assessors judged each component's answer strings. We compute the

precision of a component as the percentage of correct answers among all the answers it contributed.

We see that Shapaqa-WWW has a higher precision than Shapaqa-TREC, especially after the bug

fix. Both versions of Shapaqa have a much higher precision than the simple baseline component.

Precision of the baseline component's answer is slightly higher for its top ranked answer than for the

lower ones, but in general there does not seem to be a clear correlation between its answers' ranks

and their reliability. Shapaqa-WWW has more unsupported answers than the other components.

This is clearly due to the mapping from WWW-answers to TREC documents.

Table 4 gives a breakdown of Shapaqa-WWW's precision on different types of questions. The

first column shows the question type according to the module that maps questions to Shapaqa's

internal format. The second column indicates how many questions of this type could successfully

be converted to Shapaqa's internal format. The third columns shows for how many questions

Shapaqa-WWW returned an answer string. The fourth and fifth columns gives the precision on

these strings (strict and lenient). "When" -questions do best, followed by those with the wh-word

inside a prepositional phrase.

®Shapaqa-WWW is implented in PHP and runs on our webserver, whereas Shapaqa-TREC is in Perl and runs

on a mcichine whose hard disk can hold all the TREC documents for the QA track. However, both systems access

the same tagger, chunker and relation finder through socket connections.
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judgement baseline 1st 2nd 3rd S-TREC S-TREC* S-WWW
incorrect 462 473 469 27 63 144

correct 34 22 26 8 12 71

unsupported 1 1 1 0 0 11

prec. strict 6.8 4.4 5.2 22.9 16.0 31.4

prec lenient 7.0 4.6 5.4 22.9 16.0 36.3

Table 3: Judgements (under strict evaluation) and precision of answers (strict and lenient) of each

component. Baseline 1st, 2nd and 3rd means the basehne's first, second and third answer. S-TREC
is Shapaqa-TREC, S-TREC* is Shapaqa-TREC after the bug fix, S-WWW is Shapaqa-WWW.

Wh-type # of questions # of q. answered prec. strict prec. lenient

who 44 21 57.1 57.1

what 237 136 25 30.1

which X 5 2 0 0

what X 55 27 18.5 25.9

where 24 12 25 25

when 24 18 66.7 72.2

why 2 0 0 0

how 7 1 0 0

PP 16 9 55.6 66.7

Name a 2 0 0 0

Table 4: Precision of Shapaqa-WWW on different wh-types.

Shapaqa rehes on high-level NLP (chunking, grammatical relations) for finding answers. If

it finds more than one answer however, it uses the frequencies of the answers' head words to

chose among the answers. The idea is that frequency correlates roughly with reliability of the

answer. However, this can only work if the document collection from which answers are extracted

is large enough. On average, Shapaqa-TREC (after the bug fix) finds 2.55 different answers (where

"different" means having a different head word) for the questions it finds answers for at all. The
average frequency of the most frequent answer for each question is 1.44, but the distribution is

highly skewed in that most top answers have only frequency one, and only one top answer has a

frequency higher than ten. By contrast, Shapaqa-WWW finds 17.0 different preliminary answers

per question, and the average frequency of the most frequent answers is 26.7.

To further study the correlation between frequency and reliability, we divided the 265 questions

for which Shapaqa-WWW found an preliminary answer into a high-frequency and a low-frequency

group according to the frequency of the top answer (greater, or less or equal than 7). The precision

of Shapaqa-www's answers for questions in the high-frequency group is 36.1% (39.3%) wherea^s

it is only 26.0% (32.7%) for the low-frequency ones.

This shows that answers which we find often are more reliable than those with little evidence.

As Shapaqa-WWW searches on a much larger document collection than Shapaqa-TREC, it can

take advantage of this fact. This effect even holds despite the very simplistic way of mapping the

WWW answers back to the TREC collection in order to comply with the TREC guidelines.

4 Error analysis

In this section, we study the effect of several design decisions we made about the document
selection, the transformation from natural language questions to Shapaqa's internal format and
the mapping from WWW preliminary answers back tu the TREC cullecLioii.

Our system does not search the whole document collection for answers but only the top 1000

documents per question (as provided by NIST). For 14 questions, some other systems found an
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answer in documents not in the top 1000, so some minor improvement should be possible through

a better IR component.

Several things can go wrong during the transformation from natural language questions to

Shapaqa's internal format. First, if no central verb can be found, the transformation is not

possible. This happened with 14 questions. In three of these cases there really was no verb (e.g.

"How many liters in a gallon?"), so the system would have needed a special rule to insert the verb

"are". In one case the main verb "was" was not analyzed as a verb chunk. In the other ten cases,

the main verb is analyzed as a noun. This problem is probably due to too few questions in the

training material of the tagger.

Second, two chunks are assigned the same relation and there is no coordinating conjunction

between them. This happened with 22 questions. Sometimes the chunks really have the same
relation (e.g. "In Poland, where do most people live?"), sometimes the analysis is due to the

relation finder's failure to distinguish between different object relations {''What do you call a

newborn kangaroo?"), but most of the time the analysis is just plain wrong. Again, more questions

in the training data could improve performance.

Third, some chunk has a direct relation to the central verb that does not fit any of the predefined

categories (28 cases). These are mostly nouns mistagged as adverbs which then give rise to

adverbial chunks being neither locative nor temporal, manner or purpose/reason. In some cases

they are adjectival complements of "to be". The system needs to be extended to deal with these

categories.

Fourth, questions with "How many/How much" or "How X" where X is some adjective cannot

be converted (12 cases). Finally, there are some rare cases, like no relation between the iti/i-phrase

and the central verb or failure to recognize the question phrase as such.

Shapaqa treats "which/what X" questions like simple "who/what" questions. To see in how far

this influences performance, we manually checked the top frequency answers found on the WWW
for 10 of these questions. In three cases the topmost answer looks okay. In two other cases at

least the second answer is correct (e.g. "What river in the US is known as the Big Muddy?" -

"The river"; "The Missouri"). For the remaining five questions, the missing constraint leads to

wrong results ("Which president was unmarried?" - "The mother"). So ideally, we would want

to use the extra information. However, we would then need a component that can e.g. decide

whether something is a "mountain range in North America". Until that time, our solution is an

approximation.

We conducted a similar survey to find out how harmful our approach of ignoring the difference

between who and what is. A manual check on Shapaqa-WWW's answers for five questions of each

type suggests that this simplification does not introduce many errors. This makes sense, given that

questions like "Who/What discovered radium?" are very unlikely to have any "what" answers,

and questions like "Who/What is Australia's national flower?" are unlikely to have any "who"

answers. The only counterexample is "Who developed the Macintosh computer?" , for which the

assessors did not accept "Apple Computer Inc." or similar.

Clearly, the forced mapping from preliminary WWW answers to TREC documents is far from

ideal. Sometimes Shapaqa-WWW finds the correct answer on the WWW but cannot map it. One
reason is that no answer exists in the collection. This happened with "What is Australia's national

flower?" - "The Golden Wattle" . Alternatively, the answer that came up highest from the WWW
does not exist in the collection but others do. This happened with "What is a shaman?" and the

answer "a healer" (other systems found answers like "tribal magician" or "a kind of priest").

A problem for both versions of Shapaqa are question-answer-pairs like "What is mold?" -

"Mold is a problem". This answers the question in letter but not in spirit. There is probably a

limited number of abstract nouns that can occur in this contruction (another one is "solution" ) and

explicitly excluding the most common ones might be an opportunistic solution. A more principled

approach would probably need semantic knowledge.

"What is a panic disorder?" - "A panic disorder is a type of generalized anxiety disorder."

Although this answer as a whole is okay, Shapaqa identifies "type" as the head of the (predicative)

object, so it is this word that gets looked for in the TREC document sentences, which might or

might not work. As in the previous case, there axe probably only a limited number of nouns that
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cause this problem but a general solution needs semantic knowledge.

"What is epilepsy?" - "Epilepsy is a common neurological disorder." This answer is correct

and the head is correctly identified, too. However, as the head is rather unspecific, the answer

string that is finally extracted from the TREC documents ( "from an inner-ear disorder that causes

vertigo") makes the answer invalid. In contrast to the previous cases, this problem is entirely due

to the forced mapping from WWW answers to TREC documents, so its solution is not of general

interest. One might try to find a match not only for the head word but also for the other words

in the chunk.

5 Summary

We described our approach to QA which combines a basic keyword matching component with a

high-level NLP component that uses chunking and grammtical relations to impose many linguis-

tically motivated constraints on what it extracts as an answer. This results in a much higher

precision but less answers. We tackle the problem by searching for answers not only in the TREC
document collection but also on the WWW. This results in answers to more questions and more

reliability of the answers through the use of answer frequencies. Many aspects of the system can

still be improved, but the achieved MRR of 0.210 (0.234) is certainly encouraging.
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Abstract

This paper describes the architecture, operation and results obtained with the Question Answering

prototype developed in the Department of Language Processing and Information Systems at the

University of Alicante. Our system is based on our TREC-9 approach where different

improvements have been introduced. Essentially these modifications are twofold: the introduction

of a passage retrieval module at first stage retrieval and the redefinition of our semantic approach

for paragraph selection and answer extraction.

1. Introduction

Open domain QA systems are defined as tools capable of extracting the answer to user queries

directly from unrestricted domain documents. Question answering systems performance is

continuously increasing since recent Text REtrieval Conferences [9] [10] included a special task for

evaluating and comparing this kind of systems. The analysis of current best systems [1] [3] [4] [7]

allows identifying main QA sub-components:

• Question analysis

• Document / passage retrieval

• Paragraph selection

• Answer extraction

The system presented to TREC-10 QA task is based on the described structure. It departs from

the system presented in last TREC conference [1 1] where new tools have been added and existing

ones have been updated. Modifications introduced rely on several aspects. First, document retrieval

stage has been changed. Instead of using first fifty documents supplied by TREC organisation, we
have implemented a passage retrieval module that allows a more successful retrieval. Second, our

semantic-based paragraph selection approach has been redefined in order to increase selection

process performance. Finally, question analysis and answer extraction modules have been updated

by including special modules for managing with definition questions.

This year, question answering task has been significantly modified. The organisation has

designed three different tasks: main task, list task and context task. Main task is similar to previous

years' tasks but only permitting a maximum of 50 bytes as answer length. Besides, there is no

guarantee that an answer will actually occur in the document collection and participants have to

measure the degree of correctness of its answers. The list task consists of answering questions that

will specify a number of instances to be retrieved. In this case, it is guaranteed that the collection

contains at least as many instances as the question asks for. Finally, the context task consist of
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answering a set of related questions in such a way that the interpretation of a question will depend

on the meaning of and Answers to one or more earlier questions in a series.

Our participation has been restricted to the main task although we did not face up all the

restrictions. In fact, no effort was accomplished to measure which of the returned answers is more

likely to be the correct one or to detect questions without correct answers in the document

collection.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the structure and operation of our

system. Afterwards, we present and analyse the results obtained for TREC-10 task we participated

in. Finally, initial conclusions are extracted and directions for future work are discussed.

2. System Overview

Our QA system is structured into the four main modules outlined before: question analysis,

document/passage retrieval, paragraph selection and answer extraction. First module processes

questions expressed in open-domain natural language in order to analyse the information requested

in the queries. This information is used as input by remaining modules. Document retrieval module

accomplishes a first selection of relevant passages by using a new passage retrieval approach.

Afterwards, the paragraph selection module analyses these passages in order to select smaller text

fragments that are more likely to contain the correct answer. Finally, the answer selection module

processes these fragments in order to locate and extract the final answer. Figure 1 shows system

architecture.
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Figure 1 . System architecture
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Several standard natural language processing techniques have been applied to both questions

and documents. These tools compose the Slot Unification Parser for Anaphora Resolution

(SUPAR).

2.1. SUPAR NLP tools

In this section, the NLP Slot Unification Parser for Anaphora Resolution (SUPAR) is briefly

described [2] [12]. SUPAR's architecture consists of three independent modules that interact with

one other. These modules are lexical analysis, syntactic analysis, and a resolution module for

Natural Language Processing problems.

Lexical analysis module. This module each document sentence or question to parse as input,

along with a tool that provides the system with all the lexical information for each word of the

sentence. This tool may be either a dictionary or a part-of-speech tagger. In addition, this module
returns a list with all the necessary information for the remaining modules as output. SUPAR works

sentence by sentence from the input text, but stores information from previous sentences, which it

uses in other modules, (e.g. the list of antecedents of previous sentences for anaphora resolution).

Syntactic analysis module. This module takes as input the output of lexical analysis module
and the syntactic information represented by means of grammatical formalism Slot Unification

Grammar (SUG). It returns what is called slot structure, which stores all necessary information for

following modules. One of the main advantages of this system is that it allows carrying out either

partial or full parsing of the text.

NLP problems resolution module. In this module, NLP problems (e.g. anaphora, extra-

position, ellipsis or PP-attachment) are dealt with, it takes the slot structure (SS) that corresponds to

the parsed sentence as input. The output is an SS in which all the anaphors have been solved. In this

paper, only the resolution of third person pronouns has been applied.

2.2. Question Analysis

Question processing module accomplishes several tasks. First, SUPAR system accomplishes

part-of-speech tagging and parsing of the question. Afterwards, this module determines question

type, classifies non-Wh terms into two categories {keywords or definition terms) and finally,

concepts referred into the question are detected and processed to obtain the semantic representation

of the concepts appearing in the question.

Question type is detected by analysing Wh-terms (e.g. What, Which, How, etc). This process

maps Wh-terms into one or several of the categories listed in figure 2. Each of these categories is

related to WordNet top concepts [6]. This module has been updated by including the definition

questions as new question type. When no category can be detected by Wh-term analysis, NONE is

used (e.g. "What" questions). This analysis gives the system the following information: (1) lexical

restrictions that expected answer should validate (e.g. proper noun), (2) how to detect definition

terms (if they exist), and (3) top WordNet concepts and related synsets that are compatible with the

expected answer. Definition questions are detected by applying a pattern matching process. As
example, questions such as "Who was Galileo?", "What are amphibians?" or "What does USPS

PERSON GROUP LOCATION TIME
QUANTITY DEFINITION REASON MANNER NONE

Figure 2. Question type categories
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stands for?" are correctly analysed.

Once question type has been obtained, the system selects the definition terms. A term in a query

is considered a definition term if it expresses semantic characteristics of the expected answer.

Definition terms do not help the system to locate the correct answer into the document collection

but they usually describe the kind of information requested by a query. Depending on question type,

different patterns are used to detect definition terms. For "What", "Which", "How" and similar

questions, this terms are detected by selecting noun phrases located next to the Wh-term. When
questions such as "Find the number of whales. .." or "Name a flying mammal ..." are analysed, noun

phrases following the verb are considered definition terms.

Question type and definition terms are used to generate the expected answer semantic context

(EASC). This context defines the lexical characteristics that the expected answer should validate to

be considered a probable answer (e.g. proper noun) and the semantic context that the expected

answer has to be compatible with. This context is made up by the set of synsets that are

semantically related to definition terms and question type. These synsets are obtained by extracting

from WordNet all hyperonyms of each definition term (its path to top concepts). These synsets are

weighted depending on its level into the WordNet hierarchy and the frequency of its appearance

into the path towards top concepts. Intuitively, this set of synsets defines the semantic context that

has to be compatible with the expected answer semantic context. Finally, remaining question terms

are classified as keywords.

Last question processing stage builds the semantic representation of the concepts expressed into

the query {Semantic Content of a Question - QSC). This process consists of obtaining a general

semantic representation of the concepts that appear in the questions and its main aim is to achieve

concept representation in such a way that make possible to overcome term-based approach limits

into the paragraph selection stage. To obtain this representation we have to deal with two basic

requirements:

a) Concepts appearing in questions need to be correctly detected and extracted.

b) The different ways of expressing a concept have to be obtained and represented.

First requirement is accomplished by parsing questions. This process obtains all the syntactic

structures that made up each question. Structures containing definition terms are discarded. Then,

each syntactic structure (noun and verbal phrases) that contains one or more keywords defines a

concept. The head of each syntactic structure represents the basic element or idea the concept refers

to. Remaining terms pertaining to this structure modify this basic concept by refining the meaning

represented by its head.

Accomplishing the second requirement involves obtaining and representing the different ways

of expressing each of the concepts detected in a query. This process starts by associating each term

pertaining to a concept, with its synonyms and one level search hyponyms and hyperonyms. These

relations are extracted from WordNet lexical database. We define the semantic content of a term t

(SC/) as a set of terms made up by the term t and all the terms related with it through the synonym

and one level search hyponym and hyperonym relations. The SC of a term is represented using a

weighted term vector. The weight assigned to each term pertaining to the SC of a term t is the 80%,
50% and 50% of the idf [8] value of term t for synonyms, hyponyms and hyperonyms respectively.

As a concept is made up by the terms included into the same syntactic structure, we define the

semantic content of a concept (SCC) as the set of weighted vectors (HSC, MSC) were HSC is the a

vector obtained by adding the SC of the terms that made up the head of the concept and MSC is the

vector resulting from adding the SC of terms that modify that head into the same syntactic structure.
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The set of SCCs that stand for the concepts appearing in a question builds the semantic content of a

question (QSC). This way, the QSC represent all the concepts referenced into the question and the

different ways of expressing each of them. This process is widely explained in [13].

Figure 3 shows the semantic content of an example question First, the system identifies the

concepts "manufactures" and "American Girl doll collection" by detecting syntactic structures that

contain keywords. Afterwards, the semantic content of each concept is generated.

Whal is the name oi the company that

manufactures the American Girl doll collection?

^
,

\
Concept 1 : Concept 2:

manufactures American Girl doll collection

7 \
1"^ V~

MSG HSC MSC HSC

(no modifiers) manufacture

invent

make

create

American

Girl

doll

dolly

toy

plaything

collection

aggregation

accumulation

group

compendium

Figure 3. Example of QSC

Question keywords are used for first stage passage retrieval while QSC information will help

paragraph selection module to detect the paragraphs that are more likely to contain the answer.

2.3. Passage retrieval module

First stage retrieval applies the passage retrieval approach described in [5]. This passage

retrieval can be applied over all the document collection, but it has only been applied for the 1000

relevant documents supplied by TREC organisation. Therefore, keywords detected at question

processing stage are used for retrieving the 200 most relevant passages from the documents

included in this initial list. This process is intended to reduce the amount of text that has to be

processed by costly NLP modules since these passages are made up by text snippets of 1 5 sentences

length.

2.4. Paragraph selection

This module processes 200 first ranked passages selected at passage retrieval stage in order to

extract smaller text fragments that are more likely to contain the answer to the query. As all this

process is widely described in [13] we extract here the basic algorithm:
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a) Documents are split into sentences.

b) Overlapping paragraphs of three sentences length are obtained.

c) Each paragraph is scored. This value measures the similarity between each paragraph and

the question.

d) Paragraphs are ranked according to this score.

The score assigned to each paragraph (paragraph-score) is computed as follovk's:

a) Each SCC appearing in the question is compared with all the syntactic structures of the

same type (noun or verbal phrases) appearing into each relevant paragraph. Each

comparison generates a value. As result, each SCC is scored with the maximum value

obtained for all the comparisons accomplished through the paragraph.

b) The paragraph-score assigned to each paragraph is obtained by adding the values obtained

for all SCCs of the question as defined in previous step.

c) The value that measures similarity between a SCC and a syntactic structure of the same

type is obtained by adding the weights of terms appearing into SCC vectors and the

syntactic structure that is being analysed. If the head of this syntactic structure does not

appear into the vector representing the SCC head (HSC), this value will be 0 (even if there

are matching terms into MSC vector).

At this stage, only best 100 ranked paragraphs are selected to continue with the remaining

processes.

2.5. Answer extraction

This process consists on analysing selected paragraphs in order to extract and rank the text

snippets of the desired length that are considered to contain the correct answer. For this purpose, the

system selects a window for each probable answer by taking as centre the term considered a

probable answer. Each window is assigned a score (window-score) that is computed as follows:

Window-score = paragraph-score*(J+cos(EASC,PASC))

where EASC is the vector representing the semantic context of the expected answer and PASC
stands for the vector representing the semantic context of the possible answer. PASC is computed as

done for EASC but using the terms contained into the syntactic structures the probable answer

appear into, as well as surrounding syntactic structures.

Intuitively, the window-score combines (1) the semantic compatibility between the probable

answer and the expected answer (cos(EASC,PASC)) and (2) the degree of similarity between

question and paragraphs (paragraph-score).

Finally, windows are ranked on window-score and the system returns the first five as answer.

Answer extraction manages differently with definition questions. This questions look for

answers that define or explain the concept expressed in the question. From the analysis of definition

questions in TREC-9 question set we derived a set of heuristics for detecting answers to definition

questions. Each of these heuristics refers to a different way of expressing definition answers. The
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following list shows the main ways in which answers to definition questions are more probably

expressed and several examples (the answer is italicised):

• Noun phrases including the answer ("Italian archbishop Filippo Cune ...")

• Explanatory appositions (" Filippo Cune, the Italian archbishop, .

.

.").

• Explanatory conjunctions {"'Italian archbishops Federico Pane, Filippo Cune and ...").

• Definition phrases (" Filippo Cune was the Italian archbishop ...").

• Coreference resolution ("Filippo Cune travelled to Pisa. The Italian archbishop desired

to renew the ...").

•

These heuristics were ordered depending on the probability of obtaining a correct answer to a

question {heuristic probability) by applying each of them on TREC-9 definition question set. This

order determines the sequence of application of each heuristic over relevant paragraphs. The

following algorithm shows how these heuristics are applied:

a) Heuristics are applied over each relevant paragraph in an ordered way until one of them

(or none) succeeds,

if.; ' b) Answers detected by successful heuristics are extracted.

5 c) These answers are scored (a/75-wer-5Core) as follows:

Answer-score = paragraph-score * heuristic probability

d) For duplicated answers, only the highest ranked is maintained,

e) First five ranked answers are returned as final answers.

3. Results

This year we submitted two runs for main task. This task allowed five answers for each

question and a maximum answer string length of 50 bytes. Figure 4 shows the results obtained.

Applying the whole system described above has produced ALIC01M2 run. ALICOIMI files

contain results obtained applying the same strategy but without solving pronominal anaphora in

relevant passages. These results were computed after the organisation decided to get rid of eight

questions. Therefore, 492 questions were evaluated.

' Although a detailed results analysis is a very complex task, several conclusions can be

extracted.

Run Mean reciprocal rank % Answers found

strict lenient strict lenient

ALICOIMI 0,2% 0,302 39,2% 40,0%

ALIC0IM2 0,300 0,306 39,6% 40,4%

Figure 4. TREC-10 main task results

Comparison with TREC-9 results.

Our system has achieved a significant improvement since TREC-9 participation. Comparison

between strict best results for 50 bytes answer length at TREC-9 (see figure 5) and TREC-10 (figure
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4) shows that the mean reciprocal rank has increased 0.7 points (from 0.23 to 0.30) and besides, the

percentage of correct answers found has increased 5.7 points (from 33.9% to 39.6%).

Run Mean reciprocal rank % Answers found

strict lenient strict lenient

ALI9C50 23,0% 24,5% 33,9% 36,1%

ALI9A50 22,7% 24,0% 33,9% 35,8%

Figure 5. TREC-9 50 bytes answer length resuUs

Retrieving relevant documents.

Correct answer was not included into the top ranked documents supplied by TREC for 61 questions.

If we discard the 49 questions with no correct answer in the collection this number falls to 12

questions. Figure 6 compares the percentage of questions that could be correctly answered between

the two possible approaches: (1) processing a number of top documents and (2) selecting a number

of passages.

Top Pa ssages Top Documents

500 questions 100 200 50 100 200 350 500 750 1.000

Answer included 200 424 393 407 420 430 432 435 439

Answer Not included 300 76 107 93 80 70 68 65 61

% Answer Included 40,0% 84,8% 78,6% 81,4% 84,0% 86,0% 86,4% 87,0% 87,8%

Figure 6. Passage and document retrieval comparison

As we can notice processing 200 passages produces best results than processing 200 complete

documents and besides it dramatically reduces later NLP processing costs.

Paragraph selection.

Our main objective was to inspect if our new paragraph selection method was more effective than

last year proposal. As we expected, this model has achieved a better performance. Strict MRR
increased 0.7 points from past results, which corroborates that precision achieved at this process has

improved significantly.

Pronominal anaphora resolution

The small benefit obtained last year from applying pronominal anaphora resolution has been

corroborated with TREC-10 results. This fact is mainly due to the same reasons described last year

[11]. Nevertheless, although Ave have not participated into the context task thise kind of questions

will surely take more profit form coreference resolution techniques.

4. Future Work

Several areas of future work have appeared while analysing results. First, passage retrieval has

to be tested over the whole collection to investigate the level of benefit it can produce over current

results. Besides, although our paragraph selection module has revealed to be very efficient, several

aspects can be improved, especially by incorporating a validation module that could measure the

inexistence of the answer. Third, it seems essential to incorporate a Name-Entity tagger to our
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answer extraction module since we missed several answers that could have easily been detected.

And fourth, the system needs to be adapted to manage with list and context questions.
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Abstract: We describe our participation in the

TREC-10 Question Answering track. All our runs

used the Tequesta system; we provide a detailed

account of the natural language processing and in-

ferencing techniques that are part of Tequesta. We
also summarize and discuss our results, which con-

cern both the main task and the list task.

1 Introduction

Current information retrieval systems allow us to locate doc-

uments that might contain the pertinent information, but most

of them leave it to the user to extract the useful information

from a ranked list. However, users want not whole documents

but brief answers to specific questions. Question answering

is meant to be a step closer to real information retrieval in that

it attempts to facilitate just that

For researchers (such as ourselves) who are interested in

bringing natural language processing (NLP) and inferencing

to bear on real-world tasks, question answering (QA) pro-

vides an ideal setting. Many years of experimental research

have shown that advanced NLP techniques hurt more than

they help for traditional document retrieval [1]. For any sys-

tem that aims to address the QA task, however, issues such

as question classification, partial parsing, and named entity

recognition appear to be essential components. In addition,

the best performing systems at the TREC-8 and TREC-9 QA
tracks have demonstrated that various forms of inferencing

(ranging from the use of semantic relations in WordNet to ac-

tually abducing answers from questions) make a significant

positive contribution towards the effectiveness of QA sys-

tems [20, 19]. The recently released (and deliberately am-

bitious) vision statement that aims to guide future research in

QA calls for approaches that are even more knowledge inten-

sive than the current ones [8].

This paper describes our submissions for the question an-

swering track at TREC-10; we submitted runs for the main

task and for the list task. This is the first time that we par-

ticipated in the QA track (and in TREC, for that matter), and

our main focus was on evaluting a basic question answering

system that exploits shallow NLP techiques in combination

with standard retrieval techniques.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-

tion 2 describes the Tequesta system that we developed for

the QA track. We outline the underlying retrieval engine, the

kind of document analysis that we perform (partial parsing

and named entity recognition), as well as our question anal-

ysis and answer selection modules. Then, in Section 3 we

describe the runs that we submitted to the main QA task, and

discuss the outcomes. In Section 4 we do the same for the

runs submitted to the list task. Section 5 contains our conclu-

sions and plans for future work.

2 System Description

2.1 System Architecture

The system architecture of Tequesta is fairly standard; its

overall architecture is displayed in Figure 1 . Like most cur-

rent QA systems, Tequesta is built on top of a retrieval sys-

tem. The first step is to build an index for the document col-

lection, in this case the TREC-10 collection. Then the ques-

tion is translated into a retrieval query which is posed to the

retrieval system. For retrieval we use FlexIR [13], a vector-

space based retrieval system, described in Section 2.1.

The retrieval system is used to identify a set of documents

that are likely to contain the answer to a question posed

to the system. The top 100 documents returned by FlexIR

are processed by a partial parser described in Section 2.2.

Then, named entities are annotated with the appropriate type.

Named entity recognition is discussed in Section 2.3.

Just like the top 100 documents, the question is also parsed.

The parsed output is used to determine the focus of the ques-

tion, i.e., what it is looking for. Question analysis is explained

in Section 2.4.

The document analysis and question analysis are mostly

done independently from each other, but in order to generate

a top 5 list of answers, document information and question in-

formation are combined in the answer selection process, de-

scribed in Section 2.5.
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Figure 1: Tequesta system architecture.
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2.2 Document Retrieval

For pre-fetching relevant documents that are likely to contain

the answer, Tequesta uses FlexIR, an information retrieval

system developed at the University of Amsterdam. The main

goal underlying FlexIR's design is to facilitate flexible ex-

perimentation with a wide variety of retrieval components

and techniques. FlexIR is implemented in Perl; it is built

around the standard UNIX pipeline architecture, and supports

many types of pre-processing, scoring, indexing, and retrieval

methods.

The retrieval model underlying FlexIR is the standard vec-

tor space model. All our official runs for TREC-10 used the

Lnu.ltc weighting scheme [4] to compute the similarity be-

tween a question and a document. For the experiments on

which we report in this article, we fixed slope at 0.2; the pivot

was set to the average number of unique words occurring in

the collection.

To increase precision, we decided to use a lexical-based

stemmer, or lemmatizer, because it tends to be less aggressive

than rule-based stemmers such as Porter's [14] or Lovins' [9]

stemmer. The lemmatizer is part of the TreeTagger part-of-

speech tagger [17]. Each word is assigned its syntactic root

through lexical look-up. Mainly number, case, and tense in-

formation is removed, leaving other morphological processes

such as nominalization intact.

23 Document Analysis

2.3.1 Partial Parsing

At present, full parsing is still computationally rather expen-

sive, and building a grammar that is able to cope with a large

number of phenomena is very laborious. For these reasons we

decided to use a partial parser which can at least identify sim-

ple phrases of various kinds. Our partial parser is based on

finite-state technology and is therefore able to process large

amounts of data efficiently.

We focused on identifying noun phrases (NPs), preposi-

tional phrases (PPs) and verb groups (VGs). A verb group

is the verbal complex containing the semantic head of a verb

phrase (VP) and its auxiliaries (have, be) and modal modifiers

(can, would, should, etc.).

For each noun phrase, its semantic head is marked. If the

noun phrase is complex, the right most noun is identified as

the head [21], which holds for almost all noun phrases in En-

glish.' Similarly, the semantic head of a prepositional phrase

is the head of its noun phrase and the syntactic head is the

preposition.

NPs, PPs, and VGs form the basic constituents of a depen-

dency structure. A dependency structure is headed by a VG
and the NPs and PPs in its vicinity are arguments or modifiers

of the verb. We did not exploit subcategorization information

derived from the verb in order to deal with ambiguities arising

from more complex verb-argument relations such as control-

ling verbs (e.g., promise, persuade), and anaphoric relations.

A disadvantage of this approach is that it is harder to dis-

tinguish between arguments and modifiers of a verb. On the

other hand, using a flat and underspecified representation, one

does not have to cope with these ambiguities. Since we did

not try to resolve anaphoric relations, this approach has the

additional advantage that noun phrases serving as antecedents

to intra-sentential pronouns are considered to be part of the

dependency structure. Consider, for instance, the sentence in

(1), taken from document AP900416-0132.

( 1 ) Teachers in Oklahoma City and some other districts said

they feared reprisals if they took part in the strike.

Neglecting any context possibly preceding (1), there are four

potential antecedents of the plural pronoun they:

(2) a. Teachers

b. Teachers in Oklahoma City

c. some other districts

d. Teachers in Oklahoma City and some other dis-

tricts

The correct antecedent of they, and therefore the subject of

fear and take part is (2.d). Since resolving anaphora, and

plural anaphora in particular, can be rather complex, we re-

frained from this task and relaxed our notion of dependency

structure instead.

There are three dependency structures that can be identified

in (1). An abstract representation is given in (3):

(3) a. head: say

argd, 1) : teacher

arg (1, 2) : in Oklahoma City

argd, 3): some other district

'Exceptions of the Right-hand Head Rule (RHR) include some hyphen-

ated noun phrases, such as passer-by and mniher-in-law.
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b. head: fear

argd, 1) : teacher

arg ( 1 , 2 ) : in Oklahoma City

arg ( 1 , 3 ) : some other district

arg (r, A ) : reprisal

c. head: take-part

arg (1, 1) : teacher

arg (1,2): in Oiclahoma City

arg ( 1 , 3 ) : some other district

arg (r, 4) : reprisal

arg (r, 5) : in the strike

The two parameters of arg indicate the direction of the argu-

ment with respect to the heading verb and the distance.

In the actual system, syntactic annotation is done in XML
format. Below we show the dependency structure for (3.b).

<C CAT=NP SEMHEAD=teacher TYPE=SMTH ID=217-217>

<C CAT=NNS ID=217 LEM=teacher>Teachers</C>

</C>

<C CAT=PP SEMHEAD=City SYNHEAD=in ID=218-220>

<C CAT=IN ID=218 LEM=in>in</C>

<C CAT=NP SEMHEAD=City TYPE=CITY_3 ID=>

<C CAT=NNP ID=219 LEM=Oklahoma>Oklahoma</C>

<C CAT=NNP ID=220 LEM=City>City</C>

</C>

</C>

<C CAT=CC ID=221 LEM=and>and</C>

<C CAT=NP SEMHEAD=district TYPE=SMTH ID=222-224>

<C CAT=DT ID=222 LEM=some>some</C>

<C CAT=JJ ID=223 LEM=other>other</C>

<C CAT=NNS ID=224 LEM=district>districts</C>

</C>

<C CAT=NP SEMHEAD=they TYPE=SMTH ID=226-226>

<C CAT=PRP ID=226 LEM=they>they</C>

</C>

<C CAT=VG SEMHEAD=fear PART= VC=act

DEP=1_217-217 (teacher) , l_218-220 (City)

,

l_222-224 (district) , r_228-228 (reprisal)

ID=227-227>

<C CAT=VBD ID=227 LEM=fear >feared</C>

</C>

<C CAT=NP SEMHEAD=reprisal TYPE=SMTH ID=228-228>

<C CAT=NNS ID=228 LEM=reprisal>reprisals</C>

</C>

A number of things require further explanation, and we will

briefly discuss most of the features present in the XML struc-

ture above. The CAT feature represents the syntactic category

of a word or a phrase. The word categories are based on the

Penn Treebank tag set, cf. [16]. The morphologically normal-

ized form of a word, its lemma, is given by the LEM feature.

The SEMHEAD feature marks the semantic head of a phrase,

and in case of a PP the SYNHEAD feature marks the preposi-

tion as the syntactic head. Each occurrence of a word in a

document has a unique identifier, indicated by the ID feature.

Similarly, each top-level phrase has a unique identifier indi-

cating its scope. The TYPE feature assigns a semantic type

to named entities, SMTH (something) being the default value.

Named entity annotation is discussed in more detail in the

next subsection. Whether a verb is in active or passive voice

is marked by the vc feature.

Returning to the representation of dependency structures,

this information is contained in the annotation of the VG
phrase. The feature DEP has as its value a list of strings, sep-

arated by a comma. For instance, l_222-224 (district)

says that the phrase 222-224 is within the scope to the left

of the verb group and that its semantic head is district.

Anaphoric phrases, such as 226-226, are not mentioned in

the dependency list.

In addition to VG phrases some noun phrases can also have

dependency relations. Nominalizations, such as (4), behave

very much like the verbs from which they are derived.

(4) Mr Paul Volcker, the former chairman of the US Fed-

eral Reserve Board, is considering an offer to serve as

an adviser to the Russian government on economic and

banking reform.

In (4), taken from document FT 92 1-10181, adviser, or its

underlying verb advise, takes Mr Paul Volcker as subject and

Russian government as object. To identify nominalizations,

we used CELEX [2] and NOMLEX [10] as lexical resources.

As we will see in Section 2.5, dependency structures are

the basic constituents in the answer selection process for sev-

eral types of questions. Especially questions of the form Who
VP? make use of dependency structures to match the question

with dependency structures within the document.

23.2 Named Entity Annotation

In addition to the syntactic annotation described in the pre-

vious subsection, we also annotate some named entities with

their semantic types. The set of semantic types that we have

used is shown in Table 1 . Some of the semantic types, such

as PERS and LOC, are further divided into subtypes.

Table 1 : Types for named entity annotation.

COMP companies and organizations

NUMERIC MONEY monetary expressions

NUM-RATIO percentages

DATE explicit dates

TIME time periods

LOC COUNTRY countries

STATES U.S. states

PROVINCE provinces

CITY cities

PORT harbors

ISLAND islands

PERS MALE male persons

FEMALE female persons

SMTH other NPs

Type recognition is accomplished by fairly simple techniques

such as pattern matching, gazetteer look-up, or a combination

of both.
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To identify companies, organizations, associations, etc. we
compiled a list of names and extracted 20 features that occur

frequently. For instance, &, Inc., and International are likely

to indicate the name of a company, if a company or organiza-

tion name was followed by an expression between parenthe-

ses, adhering to some pattern, we took it to be the company's

abbreviation and added this information to the annotation in

order to allow for aliases. For instance, the annotation for

the Asia Pacific Economic Co-operation Group (APEC) is as

follows:

<C CAT=NP SEMHEAD= TyPE=COMP ABBR=APEC ID=356-364>

<C CAT=DT ID=356 LEM=the>the</C>

<C CAT=NNP ID=357 LEM=Asia>Asia</C>

<C CAT=NNP ID=358 LEM=PacifiOPacif ic</C>
<C CAT=NNP ID=359 LEM=Econon\ic>Economic</C>

<C CAT=NN ID=360 LEM=cooperation>Co-operation</C>

<C CAT=NNP ID=361 LEM=Group>Group</C>

<C CAT=( ID=362 LEM=(>(</C>

<C CAT=NNP ID=363 LEM=APEC>APEC</C>

<C CAT=) ID=364 LEM=)>)</C>

</C>

Keeping track of abbreviations does not only allow one

to match a name with its abbreviation when a question is

matched with a dependency structure, it can also be used for

questions concerning abbreviations directly; e.g., questions

of the form What does X standfor?.

Phrases of type NUMERIC, DATE, and TIME, are recognized

by pattern matching. The TIPSTER gazetteer, containing a

list of more than 240,(KX) locations, is used to find names of

cities, provinces, etc.

The identification of person names uses the U.S. census list

of the 80,000 most frequent last names, 4275 most frequent

female first names, and 1219 most frequent male first names

in the U.S. as a gazetteer, in addition we look for particular

indicators for a person name, including titles, such as Mrs.,

President, Dr., and relative clauses following an NP with cap-

italized nouns. If a name was identified by pattern matching,

it was dynamically added to the list of known names. When-
ever it was possible to identify the gender of a person by look-

ing at the first name or title, the more specific subtype infor-

mation was recorded. Although we did not yet exploit this

distinction in the current version of our system, we plan to do

so in the future in order to facilitate anaphora resolution.

If an NP cannot not be recognized by the techniques above,

it receives the default semantic type SMTH.

Obviously, these techniques are rather simple and error

prone. In particular, the use of gazetteers has the disad-

vantages of being inherently incomplete and causing false

alarms; see e.g., [1 1] for a discussion of the use of gazetteers

in the area of Information Extraction. More sophisticated sys-

tems such as IdentiFinder™ [3] therefore use feature learning

techniques for named entity annotation. On the other hand,

the use of gazetteers has the advantage of being rather simple

to implement, which was the main reason we opted for this

solution.

In the current version of system, false alarms account for

the majority of errors made by the name entity recognizer.

This is caused mainly by the interference of location names

and person names. As we do not allow for multiple typing,

this has the effect that once a named entity is falsely recog-

nized as being of type A, it cannot be identified as being of

type B. Since it is rather unlikely that we will replace the

gazetteer look-up by a feature-learning component in the near

future— for the aforementioned reasons— we at least intend

to allow for multiple typing. As a consequence, false alarms

will continue to have a negative impact on precision, but re-

call should increase.

Our final remark on the named entity annotation compo-

nent concerns the interaction between annotation and docu-

ment retrieval. Currently, the named entity recognizer is ap-

plied to the top 100 documents returned by our retrieval sys-

tem FlexIR. We did not apply the recognizer to the collection

as a whole. Pre-processing the whole collection would have

two advantages: First, it results in a more efficient system

(although efficiency was not one of our major concerns at the

current stage), and second, it is possible to index the collec-

tion with respect to the semantic types attached to named en-

tities and exploit this additional information during retrieval,

cf., e.g., [15]. The main reason for not doing so was that

we developed the named entity recognizer in tandem with the

other components. Since applying it to the whole collection

is rather time consuming, it would have increased the dura-

tion of each development cycle in a significant way. We are

hopeful that once we have enabled multiple typing, we will

have a stable and reliable version of the recognizer which can

used to assist the retrieval process.

2.4 Question Analysis

Just like the top 100 documents, the questions themselves

were also part-of-speech tagged, morphologically normal-

ized, and partially parsed. Since there is a significant differ-

ence between word order in questions and in declarative sen-

tences, we needed to adjust the tagger for questions. To this

end, TreeTagger was trained on a set of 500 questions with

part-of-speech tags annotated. We used 300 questions taken

from the Penn Treebank II data set together with the 200

TREC-8 questions, which we annotated semi-automatically.

We used 1 8 categories to classify the focus or target of a

question; the first 16 of these are listed in Figure 2. The two

missing categories (what : X and unknown) will shortly be dis-

cussed.

To identify the target of a question, pattern matching is ap-

plied to assign one of the 18 categories to the question. In

total, a set of 67 patterns is used to accomplish this. Some of

the patterns used are shown in Table 2.

If more than one pattern matches the question, it was as-

signed multiple targets. The patterns are ordered so that more

specific patterns match first. Also, the answer selection com-

ponent described in the next subsection obeys the order in

which questions were categorized to find answers for more

specific targets first.

Questions of type what :X form a special category. Here
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Table 2: TypeS for question classification.

name
,
/(W|w)hat( wa| i|\')s the name/

pers-def /[Ww]ho( wal i|\')s [A-Z][a-z]+/

thing-def /[Ww]hat( wa| i|\')s an? /, / (was | is | are | were) a kind of what/

pers-ident /[Ww]ho( wal i|\' )s the/

thing-ident / [Ww] (hat Ihich) ( wa
|
i|\')s the /

number /[Hh]ow (much (many) /

expand-abbr /stand(s)? f or ( what) ?\s*?/, /is (anithe) acronym/

find-abbr /[Ww]hat( i|\')s (the) an) (acronym
I
abbreviation) for

agent /[Ww]ho /, / by whom[\.\?]/

object /[Wwjhat (did Idol does) /

known-f or /[Ww]hy .+ famous/ / [Ww] hat made .+ famous/

also-known-as /[Ww]hat( i|\')s (another
1
different) name /

name-instance /Name (a | one
I
some | an) /

location /[Ww]here(\'s)? /, / is near what /

date /([Aajbout )?(W|w)hen /, /([Aa]bout )? (W|w) (hat Ihich) year /

reason /[Ww]hy /

what :X

unknown

we use partial parsing to identify the appropriate target, sym-

bolized by X in the type. Usually, whatrX questions are of

the form Whai NP VP? or What NP PP VP?. After parsing

the question, we use the head of the NP following what as

the target, potentially modified by further constituents from

the NP or PP modifying the head. For instance, question 934

from the TREC-10 question set, shown in (5), is assigned

what:plant, and question 1339, shown in (6), is assigned

what : breed : of dog as question target.

(5) Material called linen is made from what plant?

(6) What breed of hunting dog did the Beverly Hillbillies

own?

If none of the matching strategies described so far is able

to assign a target to a question, the question is categorized

as unknown. As a consequence, none of the answer selec-

tion strategies which are particularly suited for the respective

question targets can be applied, and a general fall back strat-

egy is used.

2.5 Answer Selection

Given the parsed and annotated top documents returned by

FlexlR and given the parsed and classified questions, the ac-

tual process of identifying the answer starts. Although the top

100 documents are analyzed, earlier experiments on TREC-9
questions have shown that in some cases focusing on the top

25 or top 50 documents in the answer selection process results

in a better performance. Therefore, we restricted ourselves to

analyzing the top 100 documents and varied the parameter of

documents analyzed during selection over the submitted runs.

While answer selection strongly depends on the question

target, a basic strategy common to all question types is to

match the dependency structure(s) present in the question

with dependency structures in the top documents. More pre-

cisely, we try to find a maximally matching segment; in our

implementation such a segment can be a sentence or a pair

of adjacent sentences. Once such a segment has been found,

we check whether it contains constituents that fit the appro-

priate question target. If this is the case, these constituents

are marked as potential answers, and the next best matching

segment is analyzed, etc.

For this strategy to work, it is important to have a proper

matching algorithm that allows for partial matching and also

assigns a weight or score to a match that allows to compare

and rank different matches.

Matching dependency structures involves three steps: First

it has to be checked whether the two heads, i.e., verbs, match,

and then the overlap between the arguments of the two struc-

tures has to be determined. Since the arguments themselves

can be complex phrases, it is necessary to also apply phrase

matching on this lower level so as to determine to which ex-

tent two arguments match.

There is a number of ways to devise a phrase matching al-

gorithm, although the literature on phrase matching is rather

sparse. To our knowledge, there is only one algorithm de-

scribed in the literature, viz. [7]. Note that phrase matching

is different from phrase weighting, cf., e.g., [5, 1 8], which as-

signs a weight to a whole phrase but does not deal with partial

matches between phrases, which is essential in this context.

Here, we will briefly describe one of our implementations

of a phrase matching algorithm which was used for all sub-

mitted runs. Given two phrases pi and p2, the function

phrase_match returns a real between 0 and 1 as the matching

score. Stop words, such as a, the, some, all, etc., are removed

before the phrases are passed as arguments to phrase_match.

A pseudo algorithm for phrase_match is given in Figure 3.

First, the if-than-else statement in lines 2-6 checks
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Figure 2: Question targets, plus examples from the TREC-9

and TREC-10 questions.

name the name of a person or an entity in general.

(Q-1094): What is the name of the satellite that the

Soviet Union sent into space in 1957?

pers -def the function or role of a person

(Q-959): Who was Abraham Lincoln ?

thing-def further explanation or definition of some

entity

(Q-903): What is autism?

pers-ident a person fitting some description ex-

pressed in the question

(Q-973): Who was the first governor ofAlaska?

thing- ident thing fitting some description expressed

in the question

(Q-988): What is the oldest university in the US?

number some kind of numerical expression. Actu-

ally, the number target is subdivided into different

subtypes such as number-money, number-height,

number-distance, etc.

(Q-1 156): How many Admirals are there in the U.S.

Navy?

expand-abbr the full meaning of an abbreviation

(Q- 1 1 76): What does I. V. standfor?

find-abbr the abbreviation for some name

(Q-540): What's the abbreviation for limited part-

nership?

agent name or description of an animate entity

(Q-1 239): Who painted the ceiling of the Sistine

Chapel?

object object questions are near-reverses of the

agent questions. Here, the object of an action de-

scribed in the question is sought.

(Q- 1 354): What did Jesse Jackson organize?

known -for distinguishing feature of some entity

{Q-207): What is Francis Scott Key best knownfor?

also-known-as alternative name for some entity

(Q- 1 044): What is another namefor vitamin Bl ?

name- Instance an instance of some description ex-

pressed in the question

(Q-1 268): Name a food high in zinc.

location location of some entity

(Q-1 351): Where was the first golf course in the

United States?

date date of an event

(Q-1 302): When was the Boston tea party?

reason reason for an event or fact

(Q-1 220): Why is the sun yellow?

whether the semantic heads of the two phrases are identical.

If this is the case, the initial score is set to 0.5, otherwise,

phrase_match returns with a matching score of 0. This re-

flects our strong emphasis on the head of a phrase. Of course

Figure 3: Phrase matching algorithm.

1 float phrase_match (phrase pi, phrase p2) 1

2 if (head (pi) = head(p2) ) (

3 score = 0.5;

4 ) else (

5 return 0;

6 1;

7

8 if (length (pi) > length (p2)) (

9 max_length = length (pi) - 1;

10 1 else (

11 max_length = length (p2) - 1;

12 );

13

14 if (max_length = 0) {

15 return score;

16 );

17

18 foreach const € (pi Up2)\head (pi ) |

19 if (const € (pinp2)\head(pl) ) {

20 score += 0 . 5/max_length;

21 };

22 } ;

23 return score;

24 )

this leaves room for other options, such as choosing a dif-

ferent value or not returning immediately if the heads do not

match.

Lines 8-12 compare the lengths of the two phrases, initial-

izing max_length. Since the heads were already compared,

they can be neglected and max_length is decremented by

1 in line 9 and 11. max-length is the maximal number of

constituents that the two phrases can have in common. Later

on it is used for normalization. If max_length equals 0, this

means that no constituents other than the heads are to be com-

pared and phrase_match returns with the value 0.5, see lines

14-16.

Then, for each constituent occurring in either one of

the phrases we check whether it occurs in bodi phrases

(lines 18-22). If this is the case, score is incremented by

0 . 5/max_length. Finally, line 23 returns the final matching

score.

A couple of remarks are in order. First, except for the iden-

tification of the head, we do not consider word order; i.e.,

matching phrases of the form ABC and BAC get a score of

1 although they differ in word order. A side effect is that the

distance of a constituent to the head of its phrase is not con-

sidered, although one might argue that the closer a constituent

is to the head, the more important it is.

Another simplification is the fact that we neglect term im-

portance such as tf.idf weighting. Each constituent or term

occurring in both phrases contributes equally to the computa-

tion of the matching score, even though some terms are obvi-
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ously more content bearing than others.

Finally, in the algorithm as it was described above, two

constituents are compared with respect to identity. This is a

very strict constraint which was softened in the actual imple-

mentation of Tequesta. We used WordNet [6] relations, such

as synonomy and hyponomy, thus allowing for a match be-

tween two constituents if they are in linked by chain of these

WordNet relations.

Phrase matching is used in the process of matching depen-

dency structures, which, in turn, helps us to rank matching

text segments taken from the top documents. Starting with

the highest ranked segment, we apply strategies that depend

on the question target to extract the answer string from these

segments. In the remainder of the subsection we briefly dis-

cuss some of our strategies.

When selecting the answer to a question, we distinguish

between the focus, or target, of a question and its topic. The

focus is the element the question is asking for, or put differ-

ently, the element lacking. The focus, on the other hand, is

the information providing some description or context, the

answer should fit into.

Questions of type pers-def or thing-def ask for the

function or role of person and some further explanation or

definition of a thing, respectively. Often, this kind of infor-

mation is contained in an apposition (as illustrated by (8.a))

or a relative clause following the occurrence of this person's

name or thing's name (as illustrated by (8.b)).

(7) Who is Desmond Tutu?

(8) a. Tutu, winner of the 1984 Nobel Peace Prize

b. Desmond Tutu, who is a member of Harvard Uni-

versity's governing board

In order to make sure that the apposition or relative clause

forming the potential answer contains descriptive information

rather than some other information we apply further heuris-

tics. For instance, a potential answer is preferred if it con-

tains superlative adjectives, such as first, highest, most, etc.,

or nouns ending in -er which are likely to describe some role,

e.g., winner, member, etc.

Questions of type agent ask for an animate entity, such as

a person or organization, being the logical agent of an event

described in the question. If the dependency structure from

the question matches a dependency structure from a docu-

ment and there is an animate NP in subject position (positive

sentence) or within a PP headed by the preposition by, we
take this to be the logical agent Of course, such an NP is dis-

regarded if it already occurs in the question itself. Questions

of type object are dealt with analogously.

Questions of type what : X are particularly interesting be-

cause they are very frequent (at least in the TREC data) and

explicitly require some lexical knowledge base. Questions of

type what :X ask for something that is a kind of X and that

fits the further description expressed in the remainder of the

question. For example, question 429, given in (9), asks for

something which is a university.

Figure 4: Tequesta's user interface.

Tequesta. Mam e e«

Vourquntton: |What year did OHahoma bscome a ttate?

'retrtevfeig dacumenb... 100 documenb retrieved

analyzjng top documents

'satectfeig hibwuis ...

question type:

Asii Tequesta!

data|«»liat:year|uniaMnm

Tequesta: Answers

\Miat year dM OMahoma become a state?

between 1330

in1907

Apr*

i9es

ln194S

settlement President Benjaain Harrison used the
' 'Land

Run' ' approach apparently because he vas faBiliar vith
smaller runs used in Illinois and Indiana. Hoig says.
Homesteaders made t±e run on foot, on horseback, by vagon
and even bicycle Although it vas used four more times to

settle Olclahana land, Boig says it vas a poor system

"1 would say there vas very little fair about it, '' Hoig
says ''It vas an exercise in American enterprise Ever^ody
had his ovn vay of beating the game. '' Often, settlers votild

sneak into the area to be claimed hours or days in advance
to scout out desirable land. Shen the run started, these
''Sooners'' vould emerge from the brush to stake their
claims before legitimate racers "Sooners" became the
nickname for Oklahomans. Olclahana's territory days ended in

H, <^en it became the 46th state

ModHy IMS quesUon Ask a new quesUon <Mt Tequesta

(9) What university was Woodrow Wilson President of?

In (9) university is the focus of the question and the further

constraint was Woodrow Wilson President of? is the topic of

the question.. In order to establish the relationship between

an entity found in a matching dependency structure and the

predicate university it is necessary to access a lexical knowl-

edge base. Tequesta exploits WordNet for this purpose. In

particular, WordNet's hyponym relations are used.

While extracting potential answers, we also keep track of

the number of steps that had to been taken while traversing

WordNet, and the matching scores that were involved. The

higher the matching scores and the smaller the number of lex-

ical relations that had to be used from WordNet, the higher

the overall answer score of a potential answer. Finally, the

extracted answer strings are ordered and the top five are se-

lected as the final set of answers.

Tequesta also provides a graphical user interface which we

use for evaluation and demonstration purposes. Figure 4

shows the two windows that are used to interact with the user.

The top window in Figure 4 is the main window; it allows the

user to enter a question and provides information on the sta-

tus of the subtasks involved in answering the question. The

bottom window presents the results; in the upper part the

extracted answer strings (at most 50 bytes long) are listed
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and by clicking on them the answer document is displayed.

Words occurring in the answer are high-lightened by revers-

ing foreground and background color, and words occurring in

the question are displayed in bold face; this is done to facili-

tate the search for justifications of the extracted answer.

3 Main Task

The main QA task in TREC-10 is similar to the main tasks in

TREC-8 and TREC-9. The document set consists of data sets

taken from Disks 1-5 of the TIPSTER/TREC document CDs.

A total of 500 questions is provided that seek short, fact-based

answers. Some questions are not known to have an answer in

the document collection. At least one and no more than five

ranked responses per question ranked were to be returned for

each question, where the first response is to be preferred over

the other responses. A response is either a [answer-string,

docid] pair or the string "NIL," where the answer-string may
contain no more than 50 bytes and the docid must be the id of

a document in the collection that supports the answer-string

as an answer.

An [answer-string, docid] pair is judged correct if the

answer-string contains an answer to the question, the answer-

string is responsive to the question, and the document sup-

ports the answer. If the answer-string is responsive and con-

tains a correct answer, but the document does not support that

answer, the pair will be judged "unsupported" and the pair

will only contribute towards the "lenient" score, not to the

"strict" score. Otherwise, the pair is judged incorrect.

As with TREC-8 and TREC-9, the score assigned to each

question is the reciprocal of the rank for the first response to

be judged correct, or 0 if no response is judged correct. The

total score for a run is the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) over

all questions.

3,1

We submitted three runs for the main task (UAmsTlOqaMl,

M2, and M3). Each of our runs employed the Tequesta system,

which was given a total of 979,678 documents to index. The

runs differed along 2 dimensions: the number of documents

used as input for the answer selection process (either 25 or

50 documents), and the size of the text segments that were

used to match the question during the answer selection pro-

cess (either a single sentence or 2 consecutive sentences); see

Table 3.

3.2 Results and Discussion

Of the 500 questions that were originally released, eight ques-

tions were removed from the evaluation due to various prob-

lems with those questions. Table 3 summarizes the statistics

for each of our three submitted runs (UAmsTlOqaMl, M2, and

M3) over the (remaining) 492 questions.

Table 3rSummary of the results for the main tasKj

Top documents used

# Sentences in segments

MRR strict

MRR lenient

25

1

0.185

0.197

50

1

0.183

0.196

25

2

0.190

0.203

As Table 3 indicates, it is unlikely that there are significant

differences between the MRRs for the three runs that we sub-

mitted for the main task. Despite this, we took a closer look

at the difference between UAmsT10qaM2 and UAmsT10qaM3.

We first ordered the questions with respect to the individ-

ual reciprocal ranks from run UAmsT10qaM2 and, in case they

were identical, with respect to the question's id. Then, we
marked the extent to which run UAmsTlOqaMB differs from

run UAinsT10qaM2 for each question. Figure 5 shows the dif-

ferences for the first 164 ordered questions.

Although the overall effectiveness of run UAmsTlOqaMB in-

creased by only 3.86% in comparison to run UAmsT10qaM2,

it is by no means consistently spread over the questions. For

many questions there is a severe decrease in effectiveness.

What causes this decrease for some questions is not clear to

us at the moment, but we hope to gain further insights by an-

alyzing the results more carefully.

Table 4: Analysis of the scores for UAmsT10qaM3.

'4^^
name 9 0.111 -41.5% 0.002

pers-def • 3 -100% 0

thing-def no 0.254 +33.8% 0.057

pers-ident 22 0.167 -12.3% 0.007

thing-ident 107 0.196 -t-3.30% 0.043

number 35 0.267 +40.4% 0.019

expand-abbr 4 0.125 -34.2% 0.001

find-abbr 0 N/A Wh N/A
agent 21 0.071 -blA% 0.003

object 18 0.069 -63.5% 0.003

known-for 0 N/A N/A N/A

also-known-as 11 0.273 +43.5% 0.006

name-instance 2 0 -100% 0

location : 27 0.272 +43.0% 0.015

date 41 0.250 +31.6%- 0.021

reason 4 0 -100% 0

what:X 71 0.093 -50.8% 0.013

unknown 7 0 -100% 0

Table 4 provides a closer look at our best run for the main

task, UAmsTlOqaMB, and a breakdown in terms of the indi-

vidual question types. Column 1 lists the question classes as

discussed in Section 2.4; column 2 lists how many of the 492

questions belonged to a particular class. According to our

question classifier two classes did not have any questions in

this year's set of questions: find-abbr and known-for. Col-

umn 3 lists the mean reciprocal rank for each class of ques-
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Figure 5: Run OAms-T10qaM2 vs: run UAmsT10qaM3.:

tions. Column 4 ("Diff.") records the relative difference be-

tween the MRR for the class and the overall MRR for the run,

while column 5 ("Rel. Con") indicates the relative contribu-

tion of the question class.

The relative contribution of a question class is the MRR for

the class multiplied by the proportion of the questions in that

class. For example, if a class has an MRR of 0.25, and 10%

of all the questions were in that class, the relative contribution

would be 0.25 x 0.10 = 0.025. For development purposes it

can be especially helpful to record differences in MRR and/or

relative contribution. Differences in MRR give an indication

of how well a question class was handled. Changes in rela-

tive contribution give an indication of how much this matters,

and therefore where efforts should be focussed to alter the

system's performance.

It is clear from Table 4 that our overall score for

UAmsT10qaM3 is strongly positively influenced by our

scores on the following classes: thing-def, thing-ident,

number, location, and date, while our performance on

pers-ident, agent, object, and, especially, what:X, con-

tributed negatively towards our overall score.

that answers are collected from several documents. When
compiling the list of answers we checked for duplicates and

near duplicates by using simple techniques such as word

overlap while ignoring stop words.

In the list task, the answers returned are not ranked. Per-

formance is measured in terms of accuracy, which is com-

puted as the number of distinct correct instances divided by

the number of instances requested in the question. Table 5

summarizes the results for the two submitted runs.

Table 5: Summary of the results for the ist task.

UAmsTlOqaLl 0.12

UAmsT10qaL2 0.13

The strategies for run UAmsTlOqaLl and UAmsT10qaL2 only

differ minimally from each other. Run UAmsTlOqaLl uses

the top 50 documents to compile the ansvi^er list whereas run

UAmsT10qaL2 uses the top 25 documents. This similarity be-

tween the runs probably also explains the small difference in

performance (+8.33%).

4 List Task

TREC-IO featured a new task, the QA iist task, where an-

swers are to be collected from multiple documents. The list

task consisted of 25 questions in the same format as the main

task. Each list question specifies a number of instances to be

retrieved; e.g., 10 flavors of ice cream in question 1 1, shown

in (10).

(10) Name 10 different flavors of Ben and Jerry's ice cream.

Participants were not allowed to return more instances than

specified in the question.

We modified Tequesta only minimally for this task. Since

questions in the list task are typically looking for instances

of some description, all questions were classified as what :X

type questions. The major difference with the main task is

5 Conclusions

in this paper we presented our question answering system

Tequesta and evaluated its performance in the TREC-10 QA
task. Clearly, Tequesta is still in its early stages and our par-

ticipation in the TREC-10 QA task was very helpful in re-

vealing aspects that need additional attention in future devel-

opments of the system. Most of the shortcomings were al-

ready discussed in more detail throughout the paper and we
will just summarize some of them here.

First, the underlying information retrieval system FlexIR

that was used for pre-fetching is not tuned for the overall task

of question answering. Integrating further constraints into

the retrieval process, such as phrase-indexing, locality, and

Boolean operators, might help in formulating more structured

queries that will increase the density of documents containing
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an answer in the set of top documents.

One of the main problems of the named entity recognizer

was that it does not allow for multiple semantic types, which

results in a high error rate when using gazetteers to assign

certain semantic types, such as locations and person names.

In addition, we plan to include the annotated semantic types

into the index which is used for retrieval.

Of course, improving the answer selection component re-

mains the main challenge. Table 4 shows that there are signif-

icant differences in performance between the question types.

Especially the performance for questions of type agent,

object, and what:X is far below the average performance

of the system.

In this year's participation, we did not spend much time or

effort on customizing Tequesta for the list task, but we plan to

further develop this aspect of our question answering system,

as the problem of fusing information from different sources

— in QA as well as in related areas such as multi-document

fusion [12]— strikes us as an interesting challenge.
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1 Introduction

In TREC-10 the Berkeley group participated only in the English-Arabic cross-language retrieval (CLIR)

track. One Arabic monolingual run and four English-Arabic cross-language runs were submitted. Our

approach to the cross-language retrieval was to translate the English topics into Arabic using online English-

Arabic bilingual dictionaries and machine translation software. The five official runs are named as BKYAAAl,
BKYEAAl, BKYEAA2, BKYEAA3, and BKYEAA4. The BKYAAAl is the Arabic monolingual run, and

the rest are English-to-Arabic cross-language runs. The same logistic regression based document ranking

algorithm without pseudo relevance feedback was applied in all five runs. We refer the readers to the paper

in [I] for details.

2 Test Collection

The document collection used in TREC-10 cross-language track consists of 383,872 Arabic articles from

the Agence France Press (AFP) Arabic Newswire during the period from 13 May, 1994 to 20 December,

2000. There are 25 English topics with Arabic and French translations. A topic has three tagged fields,

title, description, and narrative. The newswire articles are encoded in UTF-8 format, while the topics are

encoded in ASMO 708. The cross-language retrieval task is to search the English topics against the Arabic

documents and present the retrieved documents in ranked order.

3 Preprocessing

Because the texts in the documents and topics are encoded in dilferent schemes, we converted the doc-

uments and topics to Windows 1256 code. We created a stoplist of 1,131 words using two sources. First,

we translated our English stopword list to Arabic using the Ajeeb online English-Arabic dictionary. Sec-

ond, we garnered some of the stopwords from the Arabic-English glossary published in Elementary Modem
Standard Arabic.

A consecutive sequence of Arabic letters, except for the punctuation marks, was recognized as a word.

The words that are stopwords were removed when the documents and topics were indexed. The tokens were

normalized by removing the initial letter the final letter 5, and the initial letters Jl. In addition, the letters

I and I were changed to the letter I. The marks above or underneath the letter I in I, I, 1, I, i, ], , I, if present,

were also removed.
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Arabic has a definite article, but no indefinite articles. The definite article 'al-' is sometimes attached to

a word as a prefix. In addition to the singular and plural forms, Arabic also has a form called dual which

is formed by adding the suffix -an. The plurals have regular (also called sound) and irregular (also called

broken) forms. However, the irregular forms are very common, and it is difficult to predict execept that

there exist several commonly occurring patterns. The regular plural is formed by adding the suffix -un for

the masculine and —at for the feminine form. In Arabic, the adjectives modifying plural nouns also have

to be in plural form. Arabic has only two genders, masculine and feminine. The feminine is formed from

masculine nouns and adjectives by adding the suffix -a.

Since neither of the authors really knows Arabic, it is difficult to write a linguistically motivated Arabic

stemmer. One of us learned a little Arabic during the course of participating in this English-Arabic cross-

language track and wrote a simple stemmer to remove the definite article al— from the definite nouns, the

suffix an from nouns in dual form, —un from masculine plural nouns, —at from feminine plural nouns,

and suffix —a from feminine noun. Here we assumed that the categories (i.e. part of speech) of words are

known. Unfortunately we do not have the part of speech for each word in the collection, nor do we have

a part of speech tagger to tag the words. So we cannot simply apply the rules described here. We took a

data-driven (i.e, corpus-based) approach to stemming. First we collected all the words in their original form

from the document collection. Then we applied each of the rules to the list of Arabic words. For example,

to remove the suffix —un from masculine plural nouns, we remove the suffix —un from a word if both the

word with the suffix —un and the word without the suffix —un occur in the document collection. Because a

word ends with the letters -un is not necessary a masculine plural noun, it is possible to remove the suffix

—un from a word incorrectly. The same mistake may also be committed in applying other stemming rules.

Our stemming, despite being simple and imperfect, brought an improvement of 9.4% in overall precision

for the Arabic monolingual retrieval over the baseline run without stemming.

4 Query Translation

Our approach to cross-language retrieval is to translate the English topics into Arabic, and then search

the translated Arabic topics against the Arabic documents.

4.1 IVanslation Resources

Two online English-Arabic bilingual dictionaries and one online machine translation system were uti-

lized in translating the English topics into Arabic in our cross-language retrieval experiments. The first

online English-Arabic dictionary is publicly accessible at http://dictionary.ajeeb.com/en.htm. We will refer

to this dictionary as the Ajeeb dictionary. The English-Arabic machine translation system is also avail-

able from http://dictionary.ajeeb.com/en.htm. The second one is the Ectaco dictionary publicly available at

http://www.get-together.net/.

4.2 Translation Term Selection

Each word in the English topics was submitted to both English-Arabic online dictionaries. The transla-

tions from both dictionaries were merged to form the translation for the English word. To use the Ectaco

Arabic-English dictionary, one has to enter nouns in the singular form, verbs in the infinitive form, and

adjectives in their positive form. Before we submitted each word as a query to the Ectaco online dictionary,

we normalized the English words using an English morphological analyzer [2]. The Ajeeb Arabic-English

dictionary can take un-normalized words as input. All the Arabic translations for an English word were

sorted and ranked by their occurrence frequency in the Arabic document collection. The top-ranked Arabic

translations, but not more than five, an English word were retained as the translation of the English word.
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4.3 Translation Term Weighting

After term selection, the term frequency of a source English word in the original query was distributed

among the Arabic translations of the English word according to their occurrence frequency in the Arabic

collection. The weight assigned to an Arabic translation is proportional to its occurrence frequency in the

document collection. That is,

qtfai = qtfe * ^n^'^'.r (1)

where qtfe is the within-query term frequency of the English word e, ctfi is the within-collection term

frequency of the ith Arabic translation, qtfai is the weight assigned to the ith Arabic translation, and n is

the number of translations retained for the source English word. For the word education, the five translations

Arabic Translation Frequency in Collection Translation Weight

1 15,183 0.35

2 11,185 0.25

3 6,484 0.15

4 5,527 0.13

5 5,500 0.13

Table 1. The top-ranked five Arabic translations for education.

that occur most frequently in the document collection are shown in the second column in table 1 . Column 3

in the table shows the number of times each Arabic translation is found in the Arabic collection, and the last

column the weight assigned to each of the Arabic translations of education, assuming education occurs only

once in the original English topics. Otherwise, the translation weight is multiplied by the term frequency of

education in the original query.

5 Experimental Results

The official runs we submitted are summarized in table 2. The BKYAAAl is our only Arabic monolingual

run in which all three topic fields were indexed, stopwords removed from both topics and documents, and

remaining words stemmed. The BKYEAA2 run used only the machine translation to translate the English

topics to Arabic, while the BKYEAA3 used the online dictionaries only to translate the English topics into

Arabic. For the other two runs, BKYEAAl and BKYEAA4, the English topics were separately translated

into Arabic using the machine translation system and the bilingual dictionaries first, then their translations

were merged before being searched against the Arabic document collection. The only difference between

BKYEAA4 and BKYEAAl is that the former indexed only the title and description fields, where as the

latter indexed all three topic fields.

Table 3 shows the overall precision for the five runs. There are a total of 4,122 relevant documents for

all 25 topics. As mentioned above, all five runs were performed without pseudo relevance feedback. Our

best cross-language performance is 85.68% of the monolingual performance. The queries translated from

the combined online dictionaries substantially outperformed those translated from the machine translation

system. We believe that the superior performance of the combined dictionaries could be attributed in part

to the fact that up to five translation terms from the online dictionaries were retained for the source words

while the machine translation system retained only one translation for each source word.
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T> T"l-\Run ID Type Topic Fields Translation Resources

BKYAAAl Arabic Monolingual Title,Descnption,Narrative

nVVC A A 1His. I E-AAl English-to-Arabic Title,Descnption,Narrative Dictionaries and MT
BKYEAA2 English-to-Arabic Title,Description,Narrative MT
BKYEAA3 English-to-Arabic Title,Description,Narrative Dictionaries

BKYEAA4 English-to-Arabic Title,Description Dictionaries and MT

Table 2. Summary of official runs.

recall BRKAAAl BRKEAAl BRKEAA2 BRKEAA3 BKYEAA4
level (MONO) (CLIR) (CLIR) (CLIR) (CLIR)

at 0.0 0.8432 0.7803 0.7133 0.7052 0.7372

at 0.1 0.6174 0.5250 0.4374 0.5119 0.4901

at 0.2 0.4582 0.3970 0.3229 0.4418 0.3807

at 0.3 0.3716 0.3241 0.2752 0.3463 0.2967

at 0.4 0.3021 0.2627 0.2265 0.2870 0.2493

at 0.5 0.2487 0.1967 0.1780 0.2257 0.2026

at 0.6 0.1959 0.1309 0.1290 0.1490 0.1437

at 0.7 0.1604 0.0945 0.0861 0.1206 0.1134

at 0.8 0.1200 0.0620 0.0588 0.0915 0.0874

at 0.9 0.0701 0.0121 0.0170 0.0240 0.0200

at 1.0 0.0141 0.0014 0.0015 0.0141 0.0200

average

precision 0.2877 0.2337 0.2006 0.2465 0.2316

relevant

retrieved 2,393 2,579 2,485 2,490 2,300

%of
mono 81.23% 69.73% 85.68% 80.50%

Table 3. Evaluation results for one Arabic monolingual run and three English to Arabic cross-

language retrieval runs.

A number of additional experimental runs were performed and evaluated locally to show the effect of

various aspect of preprocessing on the retrieval performance. We broke down the preprocessing of the texts

into three steps: stopwords removal, word normalization, and word stemming. Table 4 presents tlie overall

precision and recall by incrementally adding more featiu-es into the preprocessing of the Arabic texts. The

overall precision was .1581 when no preprocessing was performed at all. That is, no words were removed

from indexing, words were not normalized and stemmed. When stopwords were removed from indexing,

the overall precision increased to .2046, and when words were normalized as described above the overall

precision was substantially improved. Further improvement was shown by stemming the words even though

our stemmer was rather simple. Many more possible word form changes were not considered at all in our

stenmier. The very simple normalization of words brought 28.54% improvement in overall precision over

the run without word normalization. The results presented in table 4 leads us to believe that further gain

in overall precision could be achieved by using a more sophisticated Arabic stenmier or morphological

analyzer. All three topic fields were indexed in the runs shown in table 4. Our official monolingual run,

BKYAAAl, included all three steps in preprocessing. The overall recall for our official monolingual run
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was only 58.05%. Besides applying a more sophisticated Arabic stemmer, we believe that pseudo relevance

feedback should also improve both overall recall and overall precision.

recall stoplist normalization stemming precision recall

baseline 0.1581 1594/4122

monol + 0.2046 1930/4122

mono2 + + 0.2630 2333/4122

BKYAAAl + + + 0.2877 2393/4122

Table 4. Arabic monolingual retrieval performance.

For the runs, BKYEAAl and BKYEAA4, the separately translated topics using online dictionaries and

online machine translation system were merged before being searched against the Arabic collection. We
also experimented with linearly combining the ranked lists produced in searching the translated topics sepa-

rately against the Arabic documents. That is, we first ran the dictionary-translated topics against the Arabic

documents, and the machine translation system-translated topics against the Arabic documents. Then we

merged the two ranked lists by averaging the probabilities of relevance. The overall precision for the long

queries increased from .2337 of BKYEAAl to .2552, a 9.20% improvement.

6 Conclusions

In summary, we performed four English-Arabic cross-language retrieval runs and one Arabic monolin-

gual run, all being automatic. We took the approach of translating queries into document language using

two online dictionaries and one machine translation system. Our best cross-language retrieval run achieved

85.68% of the monolingual run. Furthermore, our cross-language run using online bilingual dictionaries

substantially outperformed the run using an online machine translation system. All of our runs had low

overall recall, which we believe could be in part attributed to our failure to conflate the various forms of

the words to their stems. Even though the preprocessing was quite simple, it substantially improved the

overall precision and recall over the baseline run without any preprocessing at all. We believe that further

improvement could be achieved by applying a more sophisticated Arabic stemmer and pseudo relevance

feedback.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we examine the extent to which implicit feedback (where the system

attempts to estimate what the user may be interested in) can act as a substitute for explicit

feedback (where searchers explicitly mark documents relevant). Therefore, we attempt to

side-step the problem of getting users to explicitly mark documents relevant by making

predictions on relevance through analysing the user's interaction with the system.

Specifically, we hypothesised that implicit and explicit feedback were interchangeable as

sources of relevance information for relevance feedback. Through developing a system

that utilised each type of feedback we were able to compare the two approaches in terms

of search effectiveness.

2. Systems
Our basic experimental system is a generic interface that can connect to any web search

engine. In our experiments we use the interface to cormect to the Google search engine.

The interface is based on a summarisation interface developed for investigating web
search behaviour, [WJROl, WRJOl]. The system we developed for the experiments in

this paper also incorporates a component that displays sentences from the retrieved set of

web pages. These sentences are ones that have a high degree of match with the user's

query. The set of sentences and the ranking of the sentences automatically updates in the

presence of relevance information fi-om the user (relevance feedback). That is the content

of the summary is used to form a new query which is used to create a new list of

important sentences for display to the user.

Two interfaces were developed; one which uses explicit feedback and one which uses

implicit feedback. The explicit feedback interface had checkboxes to allow users to

explicitly mark documents relevant; the implicit interface assumed that any document for

which a summary was requested was of interest to the user. Our experimental hypothesis

was the degree to which the implicit interaction could substitute for the explicit relevance

assessments. Details of the systems can be foimd in [WRJ02].
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3. Experimental details

In total, 16 subjects participated in our experiments. All subjects were educated to

graduate level in a non-computing, non-LIS discipline, with three exceptions, all our

subjects were recruited from the Information Technology course at the University of

Glasgow. All users, with one exception, used the Internet on a regular basis.

The average age of the subjects was 24.75 with a range of 1 1 years. Most users used

computers and the Internet frequently - the average time spent online per week was 14

hours. With three exceptions, all users cited Google as amongst their favourite search

engines.

Figure 1 shows the tasks we used in the experiments.

Medical

Find a website likely to contain reliable information on the effect of second-hand smoke.

" Tell me three categories ofpeople who should or should not get a flu shot and why.

List two of the generally recommended treatments for stomach ulcers.

Identify two pros or cons of taking large doses of Vitamin A.

Buying

Get two price quotes for a new digital camera (3 or more megapixels and 2x or more zoom).

Find two websites that allow people to buy soy milk online.

Name three features to consider in buying a new yacht.

Find two websites that will let me buy a personal CD player online.

Travel

I want to visit Antarctica. Find a website with information on organized tours/trips there.

Identify three interesting things to do during a weekend in Kyoto, Japan.

Identify three interesting places to visit in Thailand.

I'd like to go on a sailing vacation in Australia, but I don't know how to sail. Tell me where can I get

some information about organized sailing cruises in that area.

Project

Find three articles that a high school student could use in writing a report on the Titanic.

Tell me the name of a website where I can find material on global warming.

Find three different information sources that may be useful to a high school student in writing a

biography ofJohn F. Kennedy.

Locate a site with lots of information for a high school report on the history of the Napoleonic wars.

Figure 1 : Tasks used in TREC-10 interactive track experiments

Users were allowed a maximum of 10 minutes for each task. They were asked to use the

system presented to them (either implicit or explicit, depending on the particular Greco-
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Latin square allocation) to search the Internet and attempt to find an answer to the task

set. Users were allowed to browse away from the result list to any degree.

4. Results & Analysis

Most of the data used to assess search effectiveness came from the logs generated by the

system during the experiments.

4.1 Number of Results Pages Viewed
The total number of result pages viewed and queries submitted during all the experiments

was recorded. Table 1 shows the average results per user obtained.

Variation Number of result pages Number of query iterations

Implicit

ExpFiclt

3.375
*

2.5*

3.5625

2.625

* users occasionally refined query before result page appeared, so result pages ^ query iterations

Table 1: Average result page views and query iterations per user

These differences are not significant using a Mann-Whitney Test at p < 0.05 (p = 0.234).

Our system gave access to the first 30 documents retrieved by the underlying search

engine, and in many cases this was sufficient to complete the tasks. This meant that there

was no real need for users to browse to the next 30 results (i.e. results 30 to 60 in

standard search engines). The lack of a significant difference between the 'implicit' and

'explicit' systems shows that the type of system used does not affect the number of result

pages viewed or query iterations needed.

4.2 Task Completion

As part of the post-task questionnaire users were asked whether they felt they had

successfully completed the task just attempted, it is these results that are presented in

Table 2, The choice of whether a task was complete was left up to the user. It was

thought that this best reflected real-world retrieval situations. However, the experimenter

was occasionally asked to verify the correctness of the results obtained. Table 2 shows

these results (out of 64).

Again these results are not significant using a Mann-Whitney Test at p < 0.05 (p
=

0.361). There is no significant difference between the number of tasks that users

completed on the 'implicit' and the 'explicit' systems.
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Variation
Number of tasks completed

Implicit
61

Explicit
57

Table 2: Number of tasks completed

4.3 Task Times

The time taken to complete tasks on both systems was measured. When a task was

incomplete, a figure of 600 seconds (10 minutes) would be recorded by the system. This

was the time limit imposed on each task and users were not allowed to work past this. In

Table 3 we can see these results.

Variation
Average time per task (sees)

implicit

Explicit

372.29

437.43

Table 3: Average time per task

Again these are not significant using a Mann-Whitney Test at p < 0.05 (p = 0.228).

From an analysis of the log files we were able to establish that no significant difference

existed between the two variations. This appears to add a little weight to our claim that

perhaps the 'implicit' and 'expUcit' feedback are at least to some degree substitutable,

although factors such as the similarity of the interface design may be important too. If

the results obtained were significant we could suggest that one type of system promotes

search effectiveness more than the other. In this case, there is no significant difference,

and it is safe to assume that some degree of substitutability does indeed exist.

Further results and analysis are reported in [WRJ02].
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Abstract

We describe a machine learning approach to the development of several key components in

a question answering system and the way they were used in the UIUC QA system.

A unified learning approach is used to develop a part-of-speech tagger, a shallow parser, a

named entity recognizer and a module for identifying a question's target. These components

are used in analyzing questions, as well as in the analysis of selected passages that may contain

the sought after answer.

The performance of the learned modules seems to be very high, (e.g., mid 90% for identifying

noun phrases in sentences)
,
though evaluating those on a large number of passages proved to be

time consuming. Other components of the system, a passage retrieval module and an answer

selection module, were put together in an ad-hoc fashion and significantly affected the overall

performance. We ran the system only over about 60% of questions, answering a third of them

correctly.

1 Introduction

The QA system described in this paper is developed as a platform for studying and experimenting

with a unified method for learning, knowledge representation and inference, required to perform

knowledge intensive natural language based inferences.

Our working assumption is that a robust and accurate question answering system will depend

on a large number of predictors. These will be used at many levels of the process and will support a

variety of functions, from knowledge acquisition to decision making and integration of information

sources. Along with these, there needs to be a knowledge representation support that allows, for

example, to keep track of predictions as input to higher level predictors and maintain a coherent

representation of a question or a story; and, there needs to be an ability to use the outcomes of

lower level predictions to make inferences that use of several of these predictors along with some
constraints, e.g., those that are implied by the questions.

The system developed here makes some preliminary steps in these directions by putting forward

a suggestion for a few of the learning components and placing them, for evaluation purposes, within
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a question answering system. We describe several key components in a question answering system,

developed within a unified learning approach that makes use of a relational representation language.

Some of the components presented also incorporate domain and task specific constraints as part

of a general scheme for inference with outcomes of classifiers that, we believe, could have a more

general use.

The learning components used here include a POS tagger, a shallow parser and a named entity

recognition module (which is essentially the same module, only trained differently) and a module

for identifying a question's target. These components were used in analyzing questions, as well as

in the analysis of selected passages that may contain the sought after answer.

This project started as a summer project in early June, 2001. The reliance on learning methods

allowed us to put together a system for this task in about six weeks. Needless to say, there are

several important components that are still missing. The main part missing from our current

approach, due to lack of time, is a learned module for selecting an appropriate answer given a

candidate passage and the constraints identified in the question analysis. During the work on this

task we realized that, given the vast amount of text available, there is almost always a "simply

structured" correct answer among the large number of correct answers that exist in a corpus. This

makes the task very different from the story comprehension task [5] because simple heuristics that

rely on the existence of a simply structured answer can already give reasonable results; due to

lack of time, we resorted to these in the current system. A second significant component that

is missing is an information retrieval module, which was not in the focus of our study. We used

the documents retrieved by TREC and a simple-minded approach to focus on candidate passages

within those documents.

This report describes the main learning components (Sec. 2), how these are used in our system

(Sec. 3), and some preliminary evaluation of the learning components and the system (sec. 4). We
conclude with some questions that pertain to our approach and comments on future plans.

2 Learning Components for a QA system

A robust and accurate question answering system depends on a large number of classifiers that will

be used at different levels of the process and will support a variety of functions, from knowledge

acquisition to decision making and the integration of information sources to yield robust decisions.

In this project, we used a unified methodology to develop and study a few learning components

that we believe are necessary. Each of our learning modules consists of a stage of generating

expressive relational features (that could rely on previously learned predictors or knowledge acquired

otherwise), learning using a network of linear clcissifiers over these, and an inference process that

makes use of the outcome of the classifiers to make decisions that relate some domain and task

specific constraints.

This report describes four learning components that are used in the current QA system. All

components make use of the same learning approach and tools. Although several of the components

are built on the results of previously learned predictors, learning is always done one stage at a time.

Learning is done using the SNoW learning architecture. SNoW [1, 11] is a multi-cleiss classifier

that is specifically tailored for learning in domains in which the potential number of information

sources (features) taking part in decisions is very large, of which NLP is a principal example. It

works by learning a sparse network of linear functions over a pre-defined or incrementally learned

feature space. Typically, SNoW is used as a classifier, and predicts using a winner-take-all mech-

anism over the activation value of the target classes. However, in addition to the prediction, it

provides a reliable confidence level in the prediction, which enables its use in an inference al-
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gorithm that combines predictors to produce a coherent inference. (See the descriptions of the

components for pointers to the details on how SNoW is being used in each Ccise.)

The input to SNoW is provided by a feature extraction stage. In this stage we use a knowl-

edge representation language [2, 12] to generate expressive relational features over a collection of

predicates. These predicates can be computed directly from the input data (e.g., words in a given

sentence), previously learned predicates (e.g., pos tags) or predicates that are acquired in other

ways (e.g., a semantic class of a word). Predicates of all these types are used in the learning

components described below. A programmer needs only to define a small number of feature types

(RGFs, in [2, 12]) believed to be necessary for representing the classifier, and many features of this

type will be generated in a data driven manner, as input sentences are observed. In all problems

discussed below, the number of potential features generated will be very large, but the learning

approach is capable of learning in the presence of a large number of potential features.

Several of the components described below already include ways of interaction among classifiers.

These include the sequential model [3], used for the pos tagger, as well as the question classifier

and the CSCL shallow parser [10], used for shallow parsing and name entity recognition.

2.1 Part-Of-Speech tagger

The POS tagger used here is the one developed in [3]. This is a SNoW based pos tagger that makes

use of a sequential model of classification to restrict the number of competing classes (pos tags)

while maintaining, with high probability, the presence of the true outcome in the candidate set. The

same method is used to give pos tags to both known and unknown words. Overall, as shown in [3],

it achieves state-of-the-art results on this task and is significantly more efficient than other part-of-

speech taggers. The tagger and a demo of it are available at http://L2R.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp

2.2 Sentence Analysis

Our sentence analysis makes use of an inference with classifiers paradigm as one general method

for identification of phrases in sentences. The same method, a SNoW-based CSCL parser [10, 9],

is used by both the shallow parser and the name entity analyzer.

In CSCL (constraint satisfaction with classifiers), SNoW is used to learn several different word

level classifiers - each detects the beginning or end of a phrase of some type (noun phrase, verb

phicLse, a location phrase, etc.). These classifiers are learned as a function of the words and pos

tags in the context of the target word. The outcomes of these classifiers are then combined to a

sentence level decision in a way that satisfies some constraints - non-overlapping constraints in this

case - using an efiicient constraint satisfaction mechanism that makes use of the confidence in the

classifier's outcomes. This method can be used to identify the phrases of one type (as in [10, 9])

or of several different types at the same time [8]. We use two instantiations of this method below,

with different training data.

2.2.1 Shallow parsing

Shallow parsing, also known as text chunking, is the task of identifying phrases, possibly of several

types, in natural language sentences. It is simpler, conceptually and computationally, than full

parsing, but still provides fundamental sentence structure information such as noun phrases and

verb phrases. An additional advantage from a learning perspective is that limited training data

can still be used to induce a shallow parser for the type of information available.
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The shallow parser used here is based on [10]. As mentioned above, for each type of phrase,

two learned classifiers are used, one learns to identify the beginning of the phrase, and the other

its end. The final prediction is made using a constraint satisfaction based inference, which takes

into account constraints such as "Phrases do not overlap".

In Question Analysis, we use this module to identify three types of phrases: noun-phrases,

verb-phrases and prepositional-phrases. The definitions of these phrases follow those in the text

chunking shared task in CoNLL-2000 [7]. When analyzing retrieved passages, in order to save

processing time, only noun-phrases and verb-phrases are identified. Below are some examples to

the type of processing provided by this module.

Question: What was the name of the first Russian astronaut to do a space walk?

[NP What] [VP was] [NP the name] [PP of] [NP the first Russian astronaut]

[VP to do] [NP a spacewalk]

Sentence: The broad-shouldered but paunchy Leonov, who in 1965 became the first man to walk in

space, signed autographs.

[NP The broad-shouldered but paunchy Leonov]
,
[NP who] in [NP 1965] [VP became]

[NP the first man] [VP to walk] in [NP space]
,
[VP signed] [NP autographs] .

The shallow parser and a demo of it are available at http://L2R.cs.uiuc.edu/~cogcomp.html

2.2.2 Recognizing named entity phrases

The named entity recognizer annotates various types of named entities. Unlike other common
named entity recognition systems which only annotate proper nouns, dates, time, and other nu-

merical values, our named entity recognizer attempts to further extend the scope of annotated

categories and the definition of a "named entity"

.

In addition to annotating typical categories such as person, organization, location, time, money,

date, and percentage, we add several more categories that are typically not proper nouns. Some of

the additional categories are title, profession, event, holiday & festival, animal, plant, sport, medical,

unit, etc. These extra categories provide more information than a typical entity recognition system

and can be viewed more as a step toward semantic categorization. When relevant, we further

sub-divide categories into more detailed subclasses (e.g. Location-City, Location-Country).

To achieve this named entity recognition task, we have combined machine learning techniques

with a manually based knowledge acquisition process that we used to acquire categorized lists, as

well as some specific rules that are used to integrate these. Our plan was to use the categorized

list as additional annotation for training but, in the current system, we had enough data to train

only of a few of the large categories.

For three major categories, those of person, location, and organization, the SNoW based CSCL
approach [10] described above. Phrases of these types were annotated using the categorized lists we

generated, and CSCL was used to learn a phrase recognizer for these types of phrases. In evaluation,

the list-based process first annotates the data as suggested named entities, and then the classifier

uses this suggestion, along with the context in the sentence, to provide a more accurate annotation

of the data. Other, smaller categories, are tagged using the lists and some rules that incorporate

special keywords and stop lists. By processing the data through several large categorized lists,

we are able to annotate the remaining categories. A few of the categories are exhausted by a

combination of lists and rules.
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It is important to mention that, although we find CSCL a promising approach to this problem,

there are several interesting problems that we still need to address here. The most important

axe the training data problem and that of defining categories (and perhaps hierarchies of) in a

satisfactory manner.

2.3 Question Classification

Inspired by many questions answering systems in previous TREC Q/A tracks [4, 6, 13], we believe

identifying the target of a question is an important step in an attempt to answer it correctly. When
a system is aware of being asked a who-question, it can focus on names or titles as potential answers.

However, our working assumption is that it is better to classify questions into finer categories and

not rely solely on the head of the question (e.g. what, who, or when). This will enhanced the

performance of the system, by allowing it to look for more specific and accurate potential answers,

it may also allow for the development of different strategies for answer selection that depend on

the fine classification of the question class.

We developed a learning approach to this problem that utilizes the sequential model idea [3]

in learning a hierarchy of question classes. The question classes were organized into a two-layered

hierarchy, that also allows us to tradeoflf the accuracy of the classification with the concreteness

of question classes. In particular, classes in the first layer are easier to predict, whereas classes

in the second layer provide a more concrete specification of the target answers. We defined eight

top classes and about fifty final classes in this hierarchy. The top classes we use are Abbreviation,

Abstract Entity, Concrete Entity, Description, Human, Location, Number, Other Entity. The final

classes include color, language, animal, sport, definition, reason, city, country, age, date, speed, and

so on.

The question classifier is trained using Sequential Model and the SNoW learning architecture.

The training set includes about 6,000 questions, consisting of TREC-8 and TREC-9 questions, and

other questions that we generated - all manually annotated. Features for the question classifier

were generated using the FEX feature extractor [2] and used predicates that include information in

the sentence (words and sentence length), previously learned predicates (pos tags, shallow parsing,

named entity) and some semantic categorization information acquired using WordNet.

3 System Description

As shown in Fig.l, our QA system consists of three main modules, supported by the learning

components described in last section. Using all the learning components, Question Analyzer ex-

tracts semantic and syntactic information from a question and stores it in question analysis records.

Passage Retriever uses this information to extract relevant passages from the corresponding doc-

uments that are retrieved by the search engine. Given the question analysis record and relevant

passages. Answer Selector analyzes the documents with the help of POS tagger, NE recognizer,

shallow parser, and then finds answers.

3.1 Question Analysis

The goal of Question Analyzer is to transform questions into new representations, which provide

further information to the other modules. Tasks that Question Analyzer performs include:

• Question Classification: deciding the types of potential answers by classifying question types,

(supported by Question Classifier)
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Figure 1: Top level system architecture

• Key Phrase Retrieval: finding keywords in the question.

• Semantic Representation: representing the semantic information from questions. Different

types of questions may have different representations.

We describe the last two tasks as follows.

3.1.1 Key Phrase Retrieval

Key phrases are the query terms used in searching relevant documents and passages. In our system,

there are seven types of key phrases extracted, including Quotation, Named Entity, Noun, Verb,

Extreme Adjective, Capitalized Word, and Unknown Word.

Key phrases are extracted sequentially according to the same order. For instance, if a word in

the question has been identified as part of a quotation, then it won't be taken into account as other

key phrase types.

3.1.2 Semantic Representation

The purpose of acquiring some form of representation for a question is to locate and verify candidate

answers. A search engine is used to obtain candidate documents containing search terms. However,

the constraints of the semantic relation between those terms haven't been expressed in this process.

Thus, we need a semantic representation to represent the real 'meaning' of a question so that we can

locate the exact answer in a document and verify its correctness by comparing the representations

of the question and an answer candidate.

Syntactic analysis is the underlying step for acquiring semantic representation. We apply POS
tagging and shallow parsing to questions. Syntactic analysis can be somewhat easy and can achieve

a high accuracy. The Name Entity recognizer is then used to get semantic tags for words and phrases

in the question sentence.
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It's not clear so far which form of representation is appropriate for this task and easy to acquire

at the same time. But it's somewhat clear that we don't need very complicated logic representation,

since the major application of it is matching rather than reasoning. As a beginning, we predefined a

simple template to represent the knowledge in questions and use simple heuristics to get information

defined in the template from questions and answers. Although it is relatively easy to convert a

question to a simple format of semantic representation, it seems not enough.

Some fields in the template are: Answer Entity Type, Action, Action Subject, Direct Object,

Indirect Object, Target Description, Target Modifier, Action Modifier, Location, Time, Extreme

Case, and Unit.

3.2 Passage Retriever

To reduce the search scope of Answer Selector, Passage Retriever picks relevant passages from the

1000 documents that TREC provides for each question. Based on the key phrases extracted

by Question Analyzer, Passage Retriever first filters out some documents, then retrieves relevant

passages from the preserved documents. Key phrases are not directly used as query terms. Instead,

they are expanded by selectively adding synonyms or related words according to the information

in WordNet.

Criteria for relevant documents and relevant passages are described as follows.

Document Retrieval A document that is classified as relevant must have all the key phrases or

their expansions in it.

Passage Extraction A passage is defined as a short paragraph which contains no more than

five consecutive sentences. If all the key phrases or their expansions can be found in these five

sentences, then the passage is considered as relevant and returned by Passage Retriever. However,

if a key phrase is a full name of a person, then the last name or the first name are both treated as

valid synonyms. This is because a document could mention a person's full name in the beginning,

and then only use his first name or last name later.

3.3 Answer Selector

Given question analysis records. Answer Selector finds answers from extracted passages. It con-

sists of the following three steps. Sentences in these passages axe first analyzed syntactically and

semantically by POS tagger, shallow parser, and name entity recognizer. Candidate answers are

then located in these processed passages. Finally, each candidate answer is evaluated and ranked.

The top five answers are extended or shrunk to satisfy the 50-byte length constraint and returned

as final answers.

Although we believe that the robust inference procedure based on learning is the right way for

choosing and verifying answers, the current version of our QA system uses only heuristic-based,

ad-hoc procedure instead because of limited development time.

Decisions on locating candidate answers strongly rely on the results of the question classifier,

name entity recognizer and shallow parser. For example, if a question asks for a person, a location,

or some number, then only the phrases belonging to these name entity types will be treated as

candidates. For other question classes, a noun-phrase or even a whole sentence will be picked as

potential answers.

To rank all the candidate answers, we evaluate the confidence scores based on some heuristic

rules. These rules generally test how closely candidate answers match the question in terms of
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keywords and phrases in different semantic fields. For instance, a candidate answer will get higher

confidence if many of the nearby phrases contain or overlap Target Modifier, Extreme Case, or other

semantic fields identified from the question.

4 Evaluation

4.1 Evaluation of Learning Components

We first present results on the performance of the learning components as stand alone modules.

4.1.1 POS

The test corpus for our POS tagger is taken from the Penn Treebank WSJ and Brown corpora.

It consists of 280,000 words, of which 5,412 are unknown words (words that do not appear in the

training corpus). For the known words, the accuracy of our POS tagger is 96.86%, which is slightly

better than Brill's POS tagger (96.49%), but the speed is 3000 times faster. For the unknown

words, we still have reasonably high accuracy (73.0%). More details of the evaluation can be found

in [3].

4.1.2 Shallow Parsing

The evaluation of our shallow parser consists of two parts. The first is to compare it with other

shallow parsers, and the second is to compare it with a full sentence parser.

To compare our shallow parser with others, we chose the data used in the chunking competition

in CoNLL-2000 [7]. In this competition, a full parse tree is represented in a flat form. The goal in

this case is to accurately predict a collection of 11 different types of phrases. The chunk types are

based on the syntactic category part of the bracket label in the Treebank. Using exactly the same

training and testing data, our shallow parser ranks among the top ones.

Additionally, we also demonstrate that by focusing only on the most significant syntactic infor-

mation, shallow parsing is not only much faster, but can also achieve more accurate results than

the full parser. We design several experiments and compare our shallow parser to Michael Collins'

full parser, which is one of the most accurate full parsers. For tasks of phrase identification on both

WSJ data and Switchboard data, our parser outperforms Collins' full parser in every experiment.

The overall experimental results in terms of F^ value are shown in Table 1. For more details, please

refer to [8].

Table 1: Precision & Recall for phrase identification (chunking) for the full and the shallow

parser on the WSJ data. Results are shown for an average of 10 types of phrases as well as for two

of the most common phrases, NP and VP.

Pull Parser Shallow Parser

P R P R
Avrg 91.71 92.21 91.96 93.85 95.45 94.64

NP 93.10 92.05 92.57 93.83 95.92 94.87

VP 86.00 90.42 88.15 95.50 95.05 95.28
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4.1.3 Named Entity

Although our named entity recognizer is designed to tag many detailed sub-classes, to make a fair

comparison, we test it on the benchmark dataset from MUC-7, which contains only three tags:

Person, Location, and Organization. 2000 sentences are used as training data and 430 sentences

are used as testing data. The recall-precision results are shown in Tab. 2.

Table 2: Precision & Recall for named entity recognition

Recall Precision F/3=l

Overall 75.97 92.64 83.48

Person 68.50 93.98 79.24

Location 85.75 91.49 88.53

Organization 70.22 93.12 80.06

4.1.4 Question Clsissifier

We manually label all the 500 questions in TREC-10, and use them eis testing data for our question

classifier. The classifier performs better on the top-level classes. It achieves 87% when it makes

prediction on all questions. Due to the inherent ambiguity of this problem, about 5%-10% ques-

tions are difficult to classify in one single class. Therefore, to distinguish hard questions and easy

questions, the classifier is restricted to make a prediction only when it has high enough confidence.

In this setting, it doesn't make a prediction on 15% to 20% of the questions, but the accuracy of

the prediction is enhanced to 93%.

4.2 System Evaluation

Unfortunately, we didn't manage to process all the questions in TREC-10. The main reason is that

we were too optimistic about the processing time given a huge set of data. Although the learning

components we used, such as the POS tagger and shallow parser, are quite efficient, it still took

a lot of time to finish all processing work. In addition, when there were many passages that were

considered to be relevant, both Passage Retriever and Answer Selector took a long time to process.

Prom the 324 processed questions, we answered 108 correctly. In particular, 54 are in rank 1;

23 are in rank 2; 17 are in rank 3; 8 are in rank 4; 8 are in rank 5.

5 Conclusion

TREC-like question answering requires generating some abstract representation of the question,

extracting (for efficiency reasons) a small portion of relevant text and analyzing it to a level that

allows matching it with the constraint imposed by the question. This process necessitates, we

believe, learning a large number of classifiers that need to interact in various ways and be used as

part of a reasoning process to yield the desired answer.

This report summarizes some preliminary steps we took in this direction. We built several

learning components to facilitate question answering. These components work pretty well indepen-

dently but still fail short of the supporting a robust overall approach. Some of om: future research

directions include developing our unified approach further in several directions. These include using
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it to learn better representations for questions, more efficient syntactic and semantic building blocks

and developing robust approaches for unification or reasoning when selecting answers to questions.
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Abstract
The University of Maryland Researchers participated in both the Arabic-English Cross Language

Information Retrieval (CLIR) and Video tracks of TREC-10. In the CLIR track, our goal was to explore

effective monolingual Arabic IR techniques and effective query translation from English to Arabic for cross

language IR. For the monolingual part, the use of the different index terms including words, stems, roots, and

character n-grams were explored. For the English-Arabic CLIR, the use of MT, wordlist based translation,

and non-dictionary words transliteration was explored. In the video track, we participated in the shot

boundary detection, and known item search with the primary goals being to evaluate existing technology for

shot detection and a new approach to extending simple visual image queries to video sequences. We present a

general overview of the approaches, summarize the results in discuss how the algorithms are being extended.

1 CLIR Track

1.1 Introduction
For the CLIR track, we were interested in testing the effects of the choice of Arabic index terms, the

use of morphology, and transliteration of words that are not in the dictionary. To test the effects before the

ad-hoc TREC runs, we used a small Arabic collection called Zad. In the ad-hoc experiments we relied on

insight gained from the small Arabic collection. In post-hoc TREC experiments, we examined the effects of

different index terms on the Arabic monolingual and English to Arabic cross language retrieval results.

1.2 Methodology
Many new techniques were employed for ad-hoc TREC runs. The ideas were initially tested on a

small side collection to verify the effectiveness of the proposed techniques. The collection is called Zad

which was provided by Al-Areeb Electronic Publishers, LLC [2]. The collection contains 4,000 documents.

The documents were extracted from writings of the thirteenth century scholar Ibn AI-Qayim and cover issues

of history, jurisprudence, spirituality, and mannerisms. Also, there are 25 queries with their relevance

judgments associated with the collection. The queries are typically 3-6 words long and are available in

Arabic and English. The author developed the queries in Arabic, generated the relevance judgments by

exhaustively examining the documents in the collection, and translated them to English.

The techniques addressed the choice of Arabic index terms, the use of morphology, and transliteration of

words that are not in the dictionary.

To ease work in Arabic, Arabic letters were transliterated to English letters. Also, some letters

normalizations were applied and all diacritics were removed. Table 1 shows the mappings between the Arabic

letters and their transliterated representations.

' Authors are listed in alphabetical order

^ Visiting from the Media Team, University of Oulu Finland
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Table 1: English transliteration of Arabic characters

Notice that some letters such as i/} and { \ J, * ' j 'lS} were normalized to "y" and "A"

respectively. For the case of [lS, ts}, they are often used interchangeably for each other because of different

orthographic conventions or common spelling errors. For the case of
{ \ \ j, ' j 'lS}, they represent

different forms of the letter hamza.

As for a stop-word list, we used the list that is distributed with Sebawai which includes 130 particles and

pronouns [6]. Finally we used the default settings of InQuery with stemming disabled and case sensitivity

using the -nostem and -case switches respectively.

For query translation, we used an online machine translation (MT) system developed by Sakhr called

Tarjim and a bilingual dictionary [9]. The dictionary was built by extracting unique terms from a 200-

megabyte collection of news articles sending them to Tarjim for translation [8]. When our wordlist was sent

to Tarjim, Tarjim produced single word translations of the words without regard for context.

1.2.1 Arabic index terms

Several papers were published comparing the use of words, stems, and roots as index terms for purposes

of retrieval. All of the studies showed that stems outperformed words and roots outperformed stems [1][3].

We tested the claim using the Zad Arabic document collection. By testing on Zad, we noticed no statistical

significance in mean average precision between words, stems, and roots. We thus tried using a combination

of words and roots as index terms and the performance was significantly better than using any of them alone.

This is a case when using a combination of evidence outperforms using any single evidence alone. For

significance testing, we used a paired two-tailed r-test. If the p-value of the test was below 0.05, we assumed

the difference to be significant.

We investigated other index terms which were character n-grams for both words and roots. We used a

combination of character n-grams of different length. For words we used a combination of 3-5 grams and for

roots we used 2-4 grams. In combining the n-grams, all the n-gram tuples replace the existing word. For

example, the word "Arabic" would be replaced by { Ara, rab, abi, bic}, {Arab, rabi, abic}, and { Arabi, rabic}.

Although character n-grams did not outperform words or roots, using the combination of words, roots, and

character n-grams of words and roots together was significantly better than any pervious run. Table 2

summarizes the results of using different Arabic index terms on the side collection.
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Index term
Mean Avg.

Precision

Words

Stems
A /I 1 CO

Roots 0.4486

Word & Roots 0.4979

Word character n-grams 0.4885

Word and root character n-

grams
0.5717

Table 2: Summary of results on side collection of choosing different index terms.

1.2.2 Arabic morphology

Since previous research indicated that using roots as index terms improved mean average precision, two

morphology engines capable of generating roots were compared. The frrst is ALPNET [4][5]. ALPNET has an

inventory of 4,500 roots and for any given word, it generates possible roots in random order. The second is Sebawai,

which was developed by the first author. Sebawai has an inventory of 10,500 roots and uses a heuristic that guesses

which of the roots is most likely.

On the Zad collection, we conducted 4 experiments in which we examined indexing using roots only. The first two

experiments involved indexing one root and two roots from ALPNET. For the other two, the experiments involved

indexing using the top root and the top two roots from Sebawai. Using Sebawai's guess of the most likely root resulted

in a higher mean average precision than when using one root from ALPNET. Further, using the first two roots from

ALPNET slightly improved mean average precision, but the improvement was not statistically significant. Using the top

two roots of Sebawai significantly harmed retrieval. A likely reason for the fall in mean average precision when the

second root was introduced is that the second root amounted to noise. Table 3 summarizes the results of using roots

from the two analyzers.

Index term
Mean Avg.

Precision

ALPNET - 1 root 0.34

ALPNET - 2 root 0.36

Sebawai - 1 root 0.45

Sebawai - 1 root 0.29

Table 3: summary of results on side collection of using different morphological analyzers

1.2.3 Transliteration and matching of words that are not in the dictionary

For cross-language (CL) runs, we used an MT system in addition to a bilingual English to Arabic dictionary. Each

English query was replaced with the full MT suggested translation and the word-by-word translation of query using the

bilingual dictionary.

The MT system automatically transliterated words that did not appear in its internal dictionary. However, the

suggested MT transliterations were often crude and incorrect. Detecting which words were in the MT lexicon and which

ones were transliterations was beyond the scope of the work.

For the word-by-word dictionary based translation, we employed a transliteration technique for words that were not

found in the dicfionary. We assumed that the words that were not in the dictionary were mostly named entities and

required transliteration. The goal of the transliteration technique is to find possible Arabic words that correspond to the

given English word. The process involved transliteration, matching, and clustering.

Transliteration: All the English letters are mapped to the closest Arabic sounding letters. For example,

the letter "r" is mapped to " j". Letter combinations such as "ch" and "sh" are recognized and mapped to

Arabic. Some letters such "j" and "g" are normalized to one letter. Table 4 lists the English to Arabic

Transliteration mappings.
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Table 4: English to Arabic transliteration mappings (* initial letter(s) in the word, ** # represents nothing)

Matching: For the matching the transliterated words to the words in the collection to be searched, the

prefixes {w,wAl,Al,wb,[wlbfk]} were removed from all the words; all the vowels are dropped; and some

Arabic letters were normalized. Table 5 lists all the normalizations of Arabic letters.

\Ss] s [Zz] z [xkl k TAEl A
[Hh] h rxti t E #

Table 5: Arabic letter normalizations (* # represents nothing)

Clustering: after the possible Arabic transliterations are found, all are used together in the Arabic queries

using InQuery's #syn operator which sets all of them as synonyms to each other.

The effect of this technique is not completely clear given that most of the words in the queries for the side

collection and TREC were in the bilingual dictionary.

1.3 Experiment Design

1.3.1 Arabic Monolingual Run

Automatic Arabic Run: Based on our experiments on Zad collection, we used words, stems, roots,

character n-grams for words, and character n-grams for roots to index the TREC collection. To obtain stems

and roots, we used the top suggestions of Sebawai. For n-grams, we used 2-4 character n-grams for roots and

3-5 character n-grams for words.

Manual Arabic Run: For the manual runs, the title, description, and narratives were used along with

words that were manual introduced by the authors. We removed stop structures from queries such as " i^VHall

AllaHJl" (the articles relating to) and examples of what is not relevant. The final queries were run in exactly

the same way as the automatic Arabic setup.

Post-hoc experiments: After the relevance judgments were available we explored the use of different

index terms on our retrieval effectiveness. We examined indexing using words only, stems only, roots only,

word character trigrams, root character bigrams, and words, stems, and roots together. The queries were

automatically formulated using the full text of the title and descriptions of the queries.

1.3.2 EngUsh-Arabic CLIR Runs

For the CLIR runs, we tested three different configurations as follows:
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Basic Configuration: All the queries were translated using Tarjim only. The output of the MT system

was fed to the automatic Arabic IR configuration described above. It is noteworthy that Tarjim transliterates

the words that do not appear its dictionary.

Full Configuration: In this configuration, the English queries were translated using Tarjim and the

bilingual dictionary. If a word is not found in the dictionary, the word is transhterated, matched to Arabic

words in the TREC collection, and the matches were clustered in the manner described above. The outputs of

the MT system, the dictionary based translation, and the transliteration are combined and fed to the automatic

Arabic IR configuration.

Expansion Configuration: The expansion configuration is identical to the full configuration but with

expansion using blind relevance feedback on the English and the Arabic sides. For expansion on the English

side, we used Associated Press articles from 1994-1998. They were part of the North American News Text

Corpus (Supplement) and AP World Stream English Collection from the Linguistic Data Consortium [7].

The expansion collection was searched using the English queries without modification and the top 10 returned

documents for every query were used to expand the query. For the expansion on the Arabic side, the TREC
collection was used for expansion. The AFP collection was searched using the Arabic queries, which include

the roots and n-grams, and the top 10 retrieved documents for ever query were used to expand the queries.

Post-hoc experiments: We examined indexing using words only, stems only, roots only, word character

trigrams, root character bigrams, and words, stems, and roots together. The titles and descriptions of the

queries were automatically translated using Tarjim alone.

1.4 Results

Official cross language runs (Ad hoc)

Run Mean Avg. Precision

be - Basic configuration 0.19

fc - Full configuration 0.20

xp - Expanded

configuration
0.23

Post hoc runs (all basic configuration)

w - words only 0.12

r - roots only 0.20

s - stems only 0.21

wsr - words, stems, and

roots
0.23

rg2 - root bigram 0.05

wg3 - word trigram 0.24

CLIR Results

0.25 Basic configuration

Full configuration

Expanded

configuration

words only

El roots only

stems only

words, stems, and

roots

root bi-gram only

words tri-grams only
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Official monolingual runs (Ad hoc)

Run Mean Avg. Precision

aa - Automatic Arabic 0.22

ma - Manual Arabic 0.29

Post hoc runs (all automatic)

w - words only 0.22

r - roots only 0,28

s - stems only 0.29

wsr - words, stems, and

roots
0.28

rg2 - root bigram 0.15

wg3 - word trigram 0.31

Monotingual Results

Automatic Arabic

Manual Arabic

words only

roots only

stems only

words, stems,

and roots
roots bi-gram only

I word tri-gram only

Runs

1.5 Discussion

The results point to a few important conclusions:

1. The translation technique used was effective. In fact, for the official results the mean average

precision of the non-expanded CLIR run was 89% relative to the mean average precision of the automatic

Arabic run. Also, none of the CLIR runs were significantly better or worse than any of the Arabic run.

2. For the official runs, the results of individual queries were better than the median in 10 queries and 18

queries for the automatic non-expanded monolingual and cross language runs respectively.

3. Perhaps the use of n-grams for roots may have hurt the monolingual result.. When we tried using

roots only as the index terms in later monolingual experiments, the resulting mean average precision was

significantly better than any of our official results. However, the CLIR results were slightly hurt, but not

significantly by the use of n-grams. Also using bigrams for roots seems to be a bad idea especially for CLIR
runs.

4. The use of word character trigrams and stems produced the best results among the post-hoc

experiments. Perhaps other experiments examining the effect of indexing using other n-grams, terms

produced by morphological analysis, or combinations of both are warranted.

1.6 CLIR References

[1] Abu-Salem, Hani, Mahmoud Al-Omari, and Martha Evens, "Stemming Methodologies Over

Individual Query Words for Arabic Information Retrieval." JASIS. 50 (6): 524-529, 1999.

[2] Al-Areeb Electronic Publishers, LLC. 16013 Malcolm Dr., Laurel, MD 20707, USA
[3] AI-Kharashi, Ibrahim and Martha Evens, "Comparing Words, Stems, and Roots as Index Terms in an

Arabic Information Retrieval." JASIS. 45 (8): 548-560, 1994.

[4] Beesley, Kermeth, "Arabic Finite-State Morphological Analysis and Generation." COLING-96, 1996.

[5] Beesley, Kenneth, Tim Buckwalter, and Stuart Nev^on, 'Two-Level Finite-State Analysis of Arabic

Morphology." Proceedings of the Seminar on Bilingual Computing in Arabic and English,

Cambridge, England, 1989.

[6] Darwish, Kareem, "Building a Shallow Morphological Analyzer in One Day",

www, glue.umd.edu/~kareem/hamlet/arabic/sebawai . tar, gz
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2 Video Track

2.1 Introduction
Our primary focus in this track was to get exposure to the process, test existing algorithms and determine the

types of queries our current approaches was suited for. As previously stated, we participated in both the shot

boundary detection and known item search.

2.2 Shot Boundary Detection

2.2.1 Overview

There has been a tremendous amount of work done on problem of "shot" detection in video. Our system was

originally developed and extended in 1995 to process large quantities of MPEG-compressed video and

provide a visual summary. In order to provide such a summary, we originally defined a shot change not only

as a cut or gradual change, but also as the point where a significant amount of new content was introduced in

the scene, either by new subjects appearing, or the camera panning to a new view of the current environment.

The system runs at about 3x real-time and relies on a consistent and predictable coding of the video.

2.2.2 Approach

MERIT [21] detects cut shot changes by examining the MPEG macroblocks and DCT coefficients. If

macroblocks of a frame rely very little on the proceeding or succeeding frames for encoding, the likelihood is

high that there is shot change since same shot frames use the same information. Shot changes are determined

by calculating the faction of macroblocks using information from other frames' macroblock to the total

number of macroblocks. If this faction is below a threshold then is the potential for a shot change. All self-

encoded frames are considered a potential for further processing the validation phase if it comes directly after

a previous potential frame. In the validation phase DCT values of potential shot changes frames are decoded.

If there is sufficient change in the DCT values, then the shot change is kept in the results. A shot change is

validated by determining the difference between the DCT values of the frames before and after the potential

frame. If the difference is above a threshold then it is considered a shot change. The thresholds for the system

were determined by separately testing 12 minutes of video data of various genres (animations, commercials,

movies, news, sports, and surveillance) that minimized the number of false and undetected transitions. No
training was done with TREC collection. Details of the algorithm can be found in [21]. The MERIT system

is available upon request to research organizations.

Gradual scene change detections are detected by projecting the DCT coefficient feature vector into a low

dimensional space using a linear time reduction algorithm know as FastMap. The layout of these low

dimensional points are tracked and if they do not cluster, a gradual change is detected. Details can be found

in [22].

2.2.3 Experiments

Overall the system performed worse than the weighted median in all performance categories (Figure la).

Incorrect cut transition had a severe impact on the overall results (Figure lb). In gradual shot scene detection,

the system performed better but missed more than the median performance system (Figure Ic). The system

achieves its best results with database videos (ahfl, eall, pfml) with a bit-rate of 1.4MB/sec. Although some
videos (ann. i005, anni009) had higher bit-rates, the grainy quality of the video degraded the accuracy of the

macroblocks and DCT coefficients. Database clips with lower bit rates had lower performance rates.
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Figure 1: Overall Performance

2.2.4 Discussion

An examination of the undetected transitions indicates that reliance of DCT values for validation of shot

changes makes it difficult to detect certain shot change situations. Cut transitions in which the two scenes

were very similar in color or very dark were problematic. For example, in BOROS.mpg, there where many
shot changes involving transition between old photographs that were prominently gold in color. Since the

difference in the DCT would be minimal the difference did not produce a value above the threshold to

indicate a shot change. This problem also occurred with gradual transitions that involved fades to black, fades

from black, similar color or were dark in nature. The difference between frames did not produce a value

greater than the threshold since the DCT values of the dark areas dominated varied very little from each other.

Our system often found transitions in clips where there were none.. The situations in which this error

occurred were typically either camera jitter, when the camera made a sudden movement in a new direction,

when a background object moved into a prominent position in the foreground, or when the camera zoomed in

on a object. The macroblocks indicate a large change and was confirmed in the validation process since was a

substantial change in color.

Although working with in the MPEG compressed domain is a quick way to analyze video it can produce

errors. The reliance on DCT values makes it difficult to detect transitions that involve scenes that are dark or

have similar prominent color scheme. In these cases the probability is high that the changes will not register

above a threshold. In the future an adaptive threshold is needed to detect the presence of these situations

during the validation phase.

2.3 Known Item and General Search

2.3.1 Overview

Content-based retrieval has been subject to active research since the early 1990' s [3] and a large number of

experimental image retrieval systems have been introduced, such as BlobWorld [4], Chabot [5], Mars [6],

NeTra [7], Photobook [8], QBIC [9], Surfimage [10] and VisualSEEK [11]. These systems retrieve images

based on cues such as color, texture, and shape, of which color remains as the most powerful and most useful

feature for general purpose retrieval. Color-based retrieval first evolved from simple statistical measures such
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as average color to color histograms [9,5,8], but histograms alone suffer for large collections since different

configurations can produce the same histogram.

2.3.2 Approach

The spatial correlation of colors as a function of spatial distance is an image feature introduced by Huang et

al. [12] known as a correlogram. Our approach extends this method and uses a novel color content method,

the Temporal Color Correlogram (TCC), to capture the spatio-temporal relationship of colors in a video shot

using co-occurrence statistics. TCC is an extension of HSV Color Correlogram (CC), which is found very

effective in content-based image retrieval [1]. Temporal Color Correlogram computes autocorrelation of the

quantized HSV color values from a set of frame samples taken from a video shot. In this paper, the

efficiencies of TCC and HSV Color Correlogram (CC) are evaluated against other retrieval systems

participating VideoTREC track evaluation. Tests are executed using our retrieval system, CMRS, which is

specifically developed for multimedia information retrieval purposes.

2.3.2.1 Correlogram extension in temporal domain

In digital video, color and intensity information change temporally over a shot, creating the illusion of object

or observer movement. This knowledge is also used in modern video compression algorithms, where motion

is estimated by moving rectangular blocks of quantized illumination and colors towards the expected direction

of motion (MPEG) [19]. In order to create a content-based descriptor for a video shot, such structural

information should be trasferred into computable features.

The temporal changes of video shot contents can be described using the temporal correlogram. The benefits

over more traditional approaches, such as color histograms, derive from its ability to encapsulate the temporal

changes in small spatial color environments. Figure 2 depicts a temporal color change in a small spatial

environment. Whereas the color histogram would only portray the proportional amount of color in these

frames, temporal correlogram will capture information about the spatial changes of these colors occurring

over time.

Figure 2: Temporal color change illustrated by frame sequence. Temporal correlogram captures the dispersion of

the color element whereas histogram does not.

Let be the amount of sample frames f taken from a shot S. Values of n vary from 1 to N indicating the

index in the sample frame sequence. The temporal correlogram is calculated as

Vc'^iS)^ Pr \p^^Il\\p,-p,\ = d (3)

which gives the probability that given any pixel p, of color c„ a pixel p2 at a distance d from the given pixel p,

is of color Cj among the shot's sample frames f.

For computational benefits [1], the Temporal Color Correlogram (noted here as TCC) used for this study is

computed as an autocorrelogram, which is obtained from Eq. 3. by replacing c, with c,. The quantization of

HSV color space for TCC follows the quantization of CC.
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2.3.3 Experiments

To evaluate the temporal correlogram efficiency, we used 11 hours database ofMPEG 1 videos available for

VideoTREC track participants [2]. First, the video material was segmented to create shots using VideoLogger

video editing software from Virage [20] and our own system (above) but the Virage results were used. For the

1 1 hours of video, 7375 shot segments were created with the average shot length of approximately 5 seconds.

From the shot frames, the beginning frame was selected as a representative key frame, from which the static

image feature, CC, was obtained. In order to calculate TCC non-exhaustively and to keep the number of

samples in equal for varying shot lengths, each shot was sampled evenly with a respective sampling delay so

that the number of sample frames did not exceed 40. After segmentation, shot features were fed into our

CMRS retrieval system and queries were defined using either example videos or example images depending

on the respective VideoTREC topic specification [2].

VideoTREC result submission contained retrieval results of two system configurations. First configuration

was obtained using TCC for the retrieval topics that contained video examples in the topic definition. Second

configuration used CC for topics that contained example images in their definition. Table 6 shows the average

precisions of General Search results for the TCC feature in different topic categories. As the results show,

TCC as a purely automatic method did worse in Interactive and Automatic+Interactive topics, since no other

cues than this color structure feature were used in a query (meaning there was no human involvement to prune

the results). The General Search overall results were not impressive in contrast to other participating systems

as can be seen from the Figure 3 that depicts all system precisions ranked into evolving curve starting from

worst system on the left. However, the average precision in Automatic topics ranks TCC higher, just below

the median of all systems.

Topic Type (# of topics) Average

Precision

Interactive (3) 0.08

Automatic+Interactive (8) 0.13

Automatic (17) 0.24

Overall Average (28) 0.19

Table 6:.General Search Results for TCC with different topic categories.

General Search Precisions

All systems

Figure 3: TCC General Search performance against other systems. The curve indicates ranked list of system

precisions, worst being in the left and best in the right end of the curve.
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Table 7 shows the Known Item Search results with different match parameters. The parameters define when a

retrieved item is a successful match to a known item. The loosest criteria (0.333/0.333) for the match expects

the retrieved shot to be overlapping with known item at least one third of the shot duration having the same

rule for the known item sequence. The tightest criteria require two thirds of the shot durations to overlap. It

can be seen that the results for the CC configuration are dismal whereas TCC is doing better. In Figure 4 one

can see that the TCC recall is ranked in the median (ll"^ out of 21) of all systems for Known Item Searches.

RECALL
Parameters 0.333/0.333 0.333/0.666 0.666/0.333 0.666/0.666

TCC 0,181 0,117 0,07 0,02

CC 0,014 0,002 0,014 0,001

PRECISION

Parameters 0333/0.333 0.333/0.666 0.666/0.333 0.666/0.666

TCC 0,011 0,005 0,005 0,001

Table 7: Recall and Precision averages for TCC and CC configurations with different match parameters.

Recall for all systems with (0.333/0.333) parameter

TCC J

(0.181) /

CC
(0.014)

Precision for all systems with (0.333/0.333)

parameter
0,75

0,6

0,45

0,3

0,15
CC (0.002) TCC (0.011)

Figure 4: TCC and CC recall and precision against respective values of other systems. The curve indicates ranked

list of system precisions/recalls, worst being in the left and best in the right end of the curve.

Table 8 shows the top 5 topics for the Known Item Searches. Topic 3 was the most successful. It considered

finding video segments that depict a lunar vehicle traveling on the moon. Other topics in the list considered

problems of finding a yellow boat, snow capped mountains or a student from classroom footage.

Precision Recall
1^^ Topic 3 Topic 3
2nd

Topic 35 Topic 6
3rd

Topic 36 Topic 35
4th

Topic 4 Topic 36
3th

ToDic 6 Topic 4

Table 8: Top 5 topic results by precision and recall
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2.3.4 Discussion

The semantic gap is too large for video analysis features like TCC and CC in search problenis such as in the

General Search topics and the topics containing an example image. In other words, the structural,

'mechanical', content of example images and video shots doesn't convey the meaning of the semantic request

that the person defining a query actually pursues. This can be improved by combining other cues such as

audio and text to focus the search towards more meaningful locations in a video.

Better results were obtained in the topics that seek Known Items with similar structural shot properties.

Topics that tried to locate footage from the same target with different camera angles or object positions gave

the most successful results. The evaluation criteria for a search hit was rather strict. It leaves many questions

whether people searching video databases want the exact locations of the known items returned, or rather, just

a pointer inside a video where one can start to examine the video by himself. Is it more beneficial to provide

the user with accurate segments together with very low retrieval ranks, rather than giving less accurate results

with higher ranks? Surely users will rather watch a couple of longer segments from the top ranks than to wade

through tens of useless clips in order to find the exact match with low rank. What makes the problem worse is

that no automatic system will be accurate enough to successfully encapsulate the varieties in semantic

definitions that people will use in their queries into heterogeneous video databases. In the retrieval results

there will always exist loads of useless segments among the really significant ones.
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1. Introduction

The University of Massachusetts took on the TRECIO cross-language track with no prior experience with

Arabic, and no Arabic speakers among any of our researchers or students. We intended to implement

some standard approaches, and to extend a language modeling approach to handle co-occurrences. Given

the lack of resources - training data, electronic bilingual dictionaries, and stemmers, and our unfamiliarity

with Arabic, we had our hands full carrying out some standard approaches to monolingual and cross-lan-

guage Arabic retrieval, and did not submit any runs based on novel approaches.

We submitted three monolingual runs and one cross-language run. We first describe the models, tech-

niques, and resources we used, then we describe each run in detail. Our official runs performed moder-

ately well, in the second tier (3"^ or 4"^ place). Since submitting these results, we have improved normali-

zation and stemming, improved dictionary construction, expanded Arabic queries, improved estimation

and smoothing in language models, and added combination of evidence, increasing performance by a sub-

stantial amount.

2. Information Retrieval Engines

We used INQUERY [2] for two of our three monolingual runs and our cross-language run, and language

modeling (LM) for one monolingual run. The processing was carried out using in-house software which

implemented both engines, to insure that the stop lists, tokenization, and other details were identical. The

same tokenization was used in indexing the Arabic corpus and processing Arabic queries. In fact, except

for one minor difference in tokenization, Arabic strings were treated exactly like English strings - as a

simple string of bytes, regardless of how they would be rendered on the screen. For both English and

Arabic, text was broken up into words at any white space or punctuation characters. The minor difference

in Arabic tokenization consisted of five additional Arabic punctuation characters included in the defini-

tion of punctuation. Words of one-byte length (in CPl 256 encoding) were not indexed.

2.1.Inquery

Two of the three monolingual runs and the cross-language run used a version of INQUERY as the search

engine. This version computes the belief function reported in UMass' s TREC9 report [1]. The main

difference between this version and "real" INQUERY is that proximity information is not stored in the

index, so that INQUERY operators requiring proximity information are not implemented.

2.2. Language Modelling (LM)

2.2.1. Monolingual

In language modeling, documents are represented as probability distributions over a vocabulary. Docu-

ments arc ranked by the probability of generating the query by randomly sampling the document model.

The language models here are simple unigram models, similar to those of [7] and [9]. Unigram
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probabilities in our official run were estimated as a mixture of maximum likelihood probability estimates

from the document and the corpus, as follows:

P{Q
I

Doc) =n {AP(q
I

Doc) + (l - A)P{q
|

BG))

where P(Q/Doc) is the probability of generating the query from the document model, q are the words in

the query, X is a mixture parameter, P(q/BG) is the probability of the query word m the background

model, and P(q/DOC) is the probability of the query word in the document. Normally, the maximum
likelihood probabilities are estimated as:

P(q\Doc) =
tfq.Doc

\Doc\

where tfq^ooc is the number of occurrences of term q in document, and \Doc\ is the length of document, that

is, the number of total term occurrences in the document. In an analogous manner, the background prob-

abilities are estimated from a collection C which may or may not be the collection in which the document

resides, as:

P{q\BG) =^
where r/,,c is the number of occurrences of term q in the collection C, and |C| is the number of total oc-

currences of all terms in C.

For our official run, we estimated background probabilities as above, and we estimated X via the Witten

Bell method [10], in which

\Doc\
A = -j

j where Ndoc is the number of different terms in the document.

Posthoc work on Arabic and other data has shown improvements in monolingual LM retrieval by modi-

fying how X, the mixture parameter, is calculated. For long (expanded) queries, we set X to a constant

value of .4. For short (unexpanded) queries we use Dirichlet smoothing [11], that is,

\Doc\
A = —r-^ where k = 800.

\Doc\ + k

We have also found better LM performance on Arabic and other data if we use document frequencies

rather than term frequencies for background models, as in [3], that is:

P(q \BG)= where df,,c is the number of documents in C containing term q, and the

summation is over all the terms in the collection.

3. The Arabic Corpus

The AFP ARB corpus of 383,872 documents in Arabic was converted to CP! 256 encoding and normal-

ized in the manner described above. The corpus was indexed in two different ways. For the non-

stemmed conditions (UMass4), the corpus was normalized, tokenized using the Arabic tokenizer, and

every token longer than one byte in length was indexed. For the stemmed conditions (UMassl, UMass2,
and UMass3), stemmed tokens longer than one byte in length were indexed.
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4. Arabic Resources and Techniques

4.1. Normalization of Arabic

In order to handle the variations in the way text can be represented in Arabic, we performed several kinds

of normalization on text in the corpus and in the queries. The normalized form of the corpus was used for

indexing (in the non-stemmed conditions), and queries were normalized before they were submitted to the

search engine. Dictionaries were also normalized, so that their output would match the forms found in the

queries and the corpus.

In our official runs, normalization consisted of the following steps:

• Convert to Windows Arabic encoding (CPl 256), if necessary

• Remove punctuation

• Remove diacritics (mainly weak vowels) Most of the corpus did not contain weak vowels.

Some of the dictionary entries contained weak vowels. This made everything consistent.

• Remove non letters

• Replace initial | or I with bare alif I.

• Replace I with I

• Replace the sequence ci-S with iS

• Replace final lS with

• Replace final 6 with 6

The definitions of punctuation, diacritics, and non-letters came from the Khoja stemmer, below.

We later improved normalization substantially via two minor changes - replacing j or I with bare alif I

regardless of position in the word, and removing tatweel. The label norm refers to the original normaliza-

tion. Norm! refers to the modified normalization, and includes stop word removal.

4.2. Stemming

We obtained a stemmer from Shereen Khoja of the Computing Department at Lancaster University [4],

which we modified to suit our needs. The stemmer included several useful data files such as a list of all

diacritic characters, punctuation characters, definite articles, and 168 stop words, etc. We used some of

these files in our normalization algorithm above. This stemmer attempts to find roots for Arabic words,

which are far more abstract than stems. It first removes definite articles, prefixes, and suffixes, then at-

tempts to find the root for the stripped form. If no root is found, then the word is left intact. The stemmer

also removes stop words. We know both that roots are too abstract for effective information retrieval, and

that the overall approach of not stripping any affixes at all is faulty. Although this stemmer made many
mistakes, it improved performance immensely, nevertheless.

The changes we made to the Khoja stemmer were (1 ) If a root were not found, the normalized form was

returned, rather than returning the original unmodified word. (2) We added the list of place names des-

cribed in section 4.3.4 as "unbreakable" words exempt from stemming.

In addition to the Arabic stop word list included in the Khoja stemmer, we applied a script to remove stop

phrases, which were translations of the stop phrases we had in our English stop-phrase removal script.

After TREC we developed a light stemmer which strips definite articles (Jls <JIS .JU .Jl3 .Jl) and 3
{and) from the beginnings of normalized words and strips 10 suffixes from the ends of words ( <ol .ol .Ia

sS lO lO ,tK)_ i^j .03 ) [6]. With stop word removal this stemmer yielded higher performance than the

khoja stemmer. In the Results sections below, khoja refers to the original Khoja stemmer, khoja-u refers

to the version where words on city and country list are considered unbreakable and exempt from stem-

ming. Light refers to the light stemmer.
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4.3. Dictionaries

Our structural approach to query translation for cross-language retrieval required that we look up each

individual English word in each query (including words added by query expansion), and get all available

translations into Arabic words or phrases. We put together several different sources of translations for

English words into Arabic, using free resources from the web as much as possible.

4.3.1. The Ectaco dictionary

The Ectaco dictionary is available online, at http: / /www. ectaco . com/online. We could not query

this dictionary under program control, so we collected entries manually from the web site. For each Eng-

lish query term and expanded query term, we collected entries by cutting and pasting all the Arabic

translations that were available. If an English word were not found, we searched for the word as stemmed

by the kstem stemmer.

4.3.2. Tlie Sakhr multilingual dictionary

The Sakhr multilingual dictionary is found at http://dictionary.ajeeb.com/en.htm. We were

able to harvest entries from this dictionary under the control of a Java program which repeatedly queried

the English to Arabic page with English words. We collected all available definitions for query words

and expansion words. In addition, we collected Arabic-English entries for all available Arabic words in

the AFP_ARB corpus.

4.3.3. Sakhr SET machine translation

The Sakhr SET machine translation engine was made available to TREC participants by Mark Meinke at

http : 1 1211 . 52 . 128 . 36/set/English/. This was not used to translate queries. We used it only to

look up individual words that we did not find in either of the two dictionaries. This MT engine has a

transliteration component, which converts the English word into Arabic characters if a translation is not

found. We used this as a substitute for a transliteration algorithm, which we did not yet have available.

4.3.4. Place name lexicon

A small bilingual lexicon of country and city names was derived from a list of world cities we found on

the web at http://www.fourmilab.ch/earthview/cities.html. This list had 489 entries, and

listed the names of most countries of the world, their capitals, and a few other major cities. To get the

Arabic translations, we used the Sakhr SET engine, which performed machine translation from English to

Arabic. Many of these translations were transliterations. This list of place names (and only this list,

which was made independently of the queries) was hand corrected by an Arabic speaking consultant.

4.3.5. Small and large lexicons

Two bilingual lexicons were built. The first (small) consisted of the place names plus all the English-

Arabic translations found for all of the English query words, including the additional query words added

via expansion of the English query for the cross-language run. The second (large) lexicon consisted of all

the entries from the small lexicon, plus the all the inverted Arabic-English entries. For convenience, we
built stemmed versions of the lexicons for each stemmer that we tested. The small normalized English to

Arabic lexicon contained 28,868 English words, 269,526 different Arabic translations, for an average of

9.3 different translations per word. The large normalized lexicon contained 50,358 English words,

1 ,692,408 translations, for an average of 33.6 different translations per word.
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5. Other Resources and Techniques

5.1. Stop words and phrases

English stop words (used only for cross-language retrieval) are from INQUERY's standard list of 418

stop words. English stop phrases are defined by regular expressions in a script we have used before in

TREC (in English). We built a list of Arabic stop phrases from this by translating the phrases. Arabic

stop words are from the Khoja stemmer's list of 168 stop words.

5.2. Query Expansion

We expanded English queries in our official cross-language run, using the AP news articles from 1994

through 1998 in the Linguistic Data Consortium's NA News corpus. This corpus was indexed without

stemming, but normalized to lower case. We retrieved the top 20 documents for each query, and ranked

the terms from these documents using the ratio method described in Ponte's thesis, chapter 5 [8]. The

five top ranked new English terms were then added to the query. Each term in the query received a final

weight of 2w„ + where w„ is the original weight in the unexpanded query, and We is the score the term

received by the ratio method expansion.

After submitting the official runs, we changed the expansion method. Terms from the top 10 documents

received an expansion score which was the sum across the ten documents of the Inquery belief score for

the term in the document. The 5 terms with the highest expansion score were added to the query. Final

weights were set to 2w„ + hv where w„ is the original weight in the unexpanded query and w^=\.

Due to technical problems involving the interaction of Arabic stemming with query expansion, and lack

of time we did not submit any official runs in which the Arabic queries (monolingual, or translated for

cross-language) had been expanded.

After TREC, we added Arabic query expansion, performed as follows: retrieve the top 10 documents for

the Arabic query, using LM retrieval if the expanded query would be run in an LM condition, and using

Inquery retrieval if the expanded query would run in an Inquery condition. Terms from the top ten docu-

ments were ranked using the same expansion score used in the post-hoc English expansion. The top 50

terms that were not already part of the original query were added. For Inquery conditions, the added

terms were added to the original query as additional terms under the top level #wsum operator. For both

Inquery and LM conditions, the weights on original terms were doubled, and the new terms received a

weight of 1.

6. Monolingual Runs

6.1. Description of Runs

We entered three monolingual runs, which differed in stemming and in retrieval algorithms:

1 . Inquery Baseline. (UMass4) : normalized but not stemmed

2. Inquery Stemmed (UMassl): stemmed using Khoja-u stemmer

3. LM Stemmed (UMass2): stemmed using Khoja-u stemmer. LM as described in section

2.2.1.

The following steps were carried out in processing all monolingual runs.

1. Convert queries to CP1256 encoding.

2. Remove all but the title and description fields.

3. Remove stop phrases from Arabic queries.
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4. Normalize or stem the query, depending on the condition.

5. Rank the documents using either INQUERY or LM, depending on condition.

6.2. Results

Without stemming our system performed very poorly. With stemming it performed quite well, as sum-

marized in Table 1. The table shows average precision for each run, and summarizes a query-by-query

comparison with the median performance over 20 monolingual manual and automatic runs, with respect

to average precision and the number of relevant documents returned in the top 1000.

As the table shows, stemming improves the results immensely. With stemming, average precision im-

proved 49% over the EVQUERY baseline. The LM stemmed condition was not as good as the Inquery

stemmed condition. A striking pattern apparent in the table is a recall bias due to stemming. In both

stemmed conditions the number of queries above the median in relevant documents returned in the top

1000 is larger than the number of queries above the median in average precision.

Table 1: Monolingual Results • official runs with normalization and khoja-u stemmer

CONDITION Name of Run Average Precision Number of Queries at or Above Median
Average Precision Re! Ret in top 1000

Inquery baseline UMass4 .2104 10/25 10/25

Inquery stemmed UMassl .3129 18/25 24/25

LM baseline not submitted .1858

LM stemmed UMass2 .2597 16/25 20/25

6.3. Posthoc Monolingual Experiments

We compare the official results with runs using improved normalization, stemming, and with query ex-

pansion, and better language modeling. Table 1 shows the old and new conditions including the official

runs, which are asterisked. Raw means that no stemming or stop word removal was applied. Norm,

norm!, khoja-u, khoja, and light are defined in section 4.2 above. Since roots and lightly stemmed words

are quite different representations of Arabic words, we reasoned that they could be productively com-

bined. Light+khoja is a combination of evidence run, where the ranked lists from the light and khoja runs

were averaged without any normalization of scores. Shaded cells were conditions that were not run.

Table 2: Monolingual results with improved normalization, stemming, and language modeling, with and

without query expansion

Raw Norm Norm2 Khoja-u Khoja Light Light+

Khoja

Inquery .1935 .2104* .2408 .3129* .3410 .3894 .4088

Inquery + Query Expansion .2709 .3002 .3303 .3595 .3778 .4274 .4408

LM .1858 .2597*

LMnew .1879 .2020 .2431 .3189 .3479 .3736 .3981

LMnew+Query Expansion .2629 .2990 .3335 .3490 .3772 .4130 .4465

* official runs

It is apparent from these runs that the light stemmer is superior to the khoja stemmer. Although it seemed

like a good idea to have the list of unbreakable place names as part of the Khoja stemmer, performance
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was better without it. These results also show that the changes in background model estimation and

smoothing bring language model performance to a level comparable to that of Inquery.

7. Cross Language Retrieval

7.1. Description

Our official cross language run (UMass3) used the INQUERY search engine, the Khoja stemmer (with

unbreakables) for Arabic, the kstem stemmer for English [5], and query expansion of the English query,

dictionary lookup of query terms in the small dictionary. The steps were as follows:

1 . Remove stop phrases from English queries.

2. Remove stop words from English queries

3. Expand the English query

4. For each English word:

a. Look for a set of translations in all of the English to Arabic lexicons described above

b. If not found, stem the English word using the kstem stemmer and look it up again. Use
all translations found in the dictionary.

c. Stem the Arabic translations

d. If any of the translations consist of an Arabic phrase rather than a single word, enclose

the phrase in a #filreq operator. #filreq is like a Boolean and. If this version of

INQUERY had proximity information, we would have used phrase or ordered window
operators instead, but these were not available.

e. If a set of translations was found, enclose all the alternatives in a #syn (synonym)

operator

5. Build a weighted sum query out of all the stemmed translations of the query terms by subsumimg

all the synonym sets under a #ws\iin (weighted sum) operator. Each synonym set was given the

weight described above in the query expansion section.

6. Submit the weighted sum query to Inquery to retrieve Arabic documents.

7.2. Results

Table 3: Cross Language Results - official run - Inquery, expanded English, unexpended Arabic

CONDITION Name of Run Average Precision Number of Queries at or Above Median
Average Precision Rel Ret in top 1000

Inquery baseline not submitted .1691

Inquery stemmed UMass3 .2795 20/25 20/25

Table 3 shows the results for the Cross Language run in the same format as the Table 1 . In this case,

query-by-query performance is compared with the median of 28 cross language runs, which include 2

French to Arabic, and 1 manual run. In 20 out of 25 queries, we performed at or above the median in

both average precision and in the number of relevant documents returned in the top 1000.
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Subsequent experiments showed improved results using the same general approach, but with the light

stemmer, the large dictionary, and Arabic query expansion as well as English.

We compared the small and large dictionaries, described in Section 4.3.5.

Table 4: Comparison of small and large English-to-Arabic lexicons.

Unexpanded cross-language retrieval

norm khoja-u lights

Small iexicon .1660 .2069 .3655

Large lexicon .2624 .2514 .3794

Table 4 shows that the large dictionary performed substantially better than the smaller dictionary, in spite

of the large number of translations for each word in the large dictionary.

The final set of experiments, summarized in Table 5, show that expanding both English and Arabic quer-

ies with the large dictionary and the lightS stemmer give the most effective cross-language retrieval. Raw
means that no normalization or stemming were applied, norm, khoja-u, khoja, and light conditions refer to

normalization only, Khoja stemmer with unbreakables, Khoja stemmer without unbreakables, and light

stemming, respectively. Light+khoja is a combination of evidence run, in which scores from the light and

khoja runs were averaged. Combination of evidence improves performance, but only slightly.

Table 5: Cross-language retrieval using large lexicon, different stemmers, and query expansion

raw norm khoja-u khoja light light-i-khoja

No query expansion .1128 .2624 .2514 .2598 .3794 .3830

Expanded English .1389 .3056 .2934 .3077 .4222 .4348

Expanded Arabic .1544 .3371 .2917 .2931 .4106 .4189

Expanded English and Arabic .1690 .3480 .3516 .3589 .4502 .4629
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ABSTRACT
Many users have acquired a sophisticated understanding of

searching the Web in specific domains. For example, we

often hear of users who can get amazing deals for electronic

products on the Web. What knowledge do such users have,

and how does it affect their search behavior? To address

this question, we observed information retrieval experts in

the domains of healthcare and online shopping, while they

performed tasks within and outside their domains of

expertise. When performing tasks within their domains of

expertise, experts used declarative and procedural

components of domain-specific search knowledge that

enabled them to perform effective searches. In contrast,

when they performed tasks outside their domains of

expertise, they used a range of general-purpose search

methods leading to comparatively less effective search

results. The study demonstrates the role of domain-specific

search knowledge, and pinpoints its cognitive components.

The paper concludes by suggesting approaches that should

make the components of domain-specific search knowledge

explicit and available to many users.

Keywords
Domain-specific search knowledge, information retrieval.

INTRODUCTION
Despite huge advances in making information accessible to

vast numbers of users, the effective retrieval of relevant

information remains a challenge. Numerous user studies of

different information retrieval (IR) systems repeatedly show

that despite knowledge of basic search techniques, many

users do not acquire strategic knowledge to find relevant

information effectively [8, 9, 11].

To address this problem, several studies have attempted to

identify effective IR strategies [1, 2, 5, 14], in addition to

understanding the complex processes involved in search

[4]. For example, early studies identified the Building Block

strategy that specifies to break searches into smaller queries

and then build it back to a larger one. More recent work

attempts to predict browsing behavior such as when users

continue to search within a site, and when they move on to

another site [4].

The focus of such studies is on understanding domain-

general knowledge, which is useful to perform tasks in

many domains, whether one is searching for prices of a

digital camera, or searching for health-related information.

However, while domain-general knowledge may be

important, is it sufficient for effective search?

Prior research has shown that searchers with subject

knowledge in a domain know how to select terms that make

them effective information searchers within specific

domains [18]. However, evidence from Internet surveys

[15], and from everyday experience suggest that some users

have acquired domain-specific search knowledge that goes

beyond knowing the subject-specific terms to enter in a

query. For example, many university students often buy

electronic gadgets at bargain prices on the Web because

they know which sites to visit for different products, and in

what order. This knowledge therefore appears to have

declarative and procedural components that need a closer

examination. What are the cognitive components of

domain-specific search knowledge that such users have, and

how does it affect their search behavior within their

domains of expertise?

This paper attempts to identify the components of domain-

specific search knowledge used by IR experts while they

perform searches on the Web. In an exploratory study, IR

experts in the domains of healthcare and online shopping

were observed while they performed tasks within and

outside their domains of experience. A fine-grained analysis

of their interactions (using problem behavior graphs) and

post-task interviews revealed declarative and procedural

components of domain-specific search knowledge that

enabled them to perform effective searches within their

domains of expertise. In contrast, when they performed

tasks outside their domain of expertise, they used a range of

general-purpose search methods leading to comparatively

less effective search results. The study therefore

demonstrates the critical importance of domain-specific

search knowledge, and identifies the specific components of

such knowledge.

The paper concludes by suggesting approaches that make

domain-specitlc search knowledge explicit and available to

users in order to assist them in performing effective

searches in unfamiliar domains.
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EXPLORATORY STUDY TO IDENTIFY DOMAIN-
SPECIFIC SEARCH KNOWLEDGE
The goal of our study was to identify the cognitive

components of domain-specific search knowledge and their

effects on search behavior. We therefore focused on

recruiting participants who were experienced searchers in

one of two domains (but not both), and observed them

perform tasks within and outside their domains of

experience.

Five healthcare search experts were recruited from three

medical libraries on the University of Michigan campus. All

healthcare search experts had six or more years experience

accessing medical information and used Web browsers on a

daily basis. Similarly, four online shopping experts were

recruited from the student and recently graduated student

community. All had three or more years of experience in

shopping on the Web.

The participants were asked to perform eight tasks in two

domains: four tasks related to healthcare, and four tasks

related to online shopping. The tasks were adopted from the

Text Retrieval Conference (TREC)', organized by the

National Institute of Standards and Technology. (The entire

set of TREC tasks is available from http://www.itl.nist.

gov/iaui/894.02/projects/tl0i/guidelines.html, and those

selected for detailed analysis in this paper are described in

the next section.)

The tasks were randomized within each domain, as was the

order between the domains. Participants were told to

perform the tasks, as they would normally do for

themselves. They were asked to think aloud while

performing the tasks and were reminded to keep talking if

they stopped. After each set of tasks within a domain, they

were asked questions in a structured interview regarding

how they performed the task. The protocols, interactions,

and interviews were recorded using screen capture tools.

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
Our analysis and results focus on the interactions of all nine

participants each performing the following two tasks:

/. Tell me three categories of people who should or

should not get a flu shot and why?

2. Get two price quotes for a new digital-camera (3 or

more megapixel and 2x zoom). Stop when you feel you

have found the lowest prices.

The above flu-shot task, and camera task were selected

based on the following criteria: (1) Tasks in which experts

in each domain had the most experience; (2) Tasks that

took the longest average time for the experts in each

domain. These criteria were designed to choose those tasks

that took a long time for experts to complete despite their

TRCC is a premier IR confci-cncc tliat spccificb laaks llial oic ic&caiclicO

by all participants of the conference. The goal is to set a baseline

comparison across different research groups. We piloted and adopted

the TREC tasks and guidelines for our research.

expertise. The flu-shot task was within the domain of

expertise for the healthcare search experts, but outside the

domain of expertise for the online shopping experts. The

opposite was true for the camera task.

Searching within and outside domains of expertise

Our initial observations revealed a difference in behaviors

between participants performing IR tasks within and outside

their domains of expertise. For example, when an IR expert

in healthcare performed the camera task, her overall

approach was to use a general-purpose search engine to find

websites for cameras and their prices. She began by using

the search engine alltheweb.com through which she found

the site megapixel.net. Here she found a camera meeting the

task criteria but found no prices. She therefore continued

searching for websites containing cameras and prices in

alltheweb, and after three more queries found CNET.com (a

price-comparison and product-review site). She then

returned to megapixel.net to retrieve the name and model of

the camera, and searched for its price m CNET.com, where

she found two prices for the camera. She ended the task by

picking the lower price ($619).

The above search method relies on general-purpose

knowledge or "weak methods" [12] such as entering and

modifying queries in a general search engines. While such

methods are useful to perform tasks in a wide range of

domains, they are not as powerful as methods that are

tailored to a specific domain.

In contrast to the above approach, an online shopping

expert performed the same task using less general but more

powerful methods that were specific to online shopping. His

overall plan consisted of: (1) identifying cameras and prices

from sites that provide reviews and prices such as

Epinions.com; (2) comparing prices across vendors through

mySimon.com that specializes in price comparisons; (3)

searching for coupons from techbargains.com that apply to

online stores such as STAPLES.com. He repeated the last

two steps until he found a low price for a camera ($389)

with features that exceeded the task requirements.

Throughout the task, he accessed websites by directly

typing their addresses or uniform resource locators (URLs)

in the browser address field, and never used search engines

such as Google.

The shopping expert's search behavior exhibits knowledge

components ranging from how to sequence stages of the

search, to knowledge of specific URLs. Such domain-

specific search knowledge allowed him to perform an

effective search with high-quality results. To understand

more precisely the nature of these domain-specific

components, we codified the interactions and developed

formal descriptions of the behavior.

Codification of Interactions

The interactions of nine experts each performing two tasks

were analyzed as working in a problem space [13]. A
problem space is defined by a set of states, a set of
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Operator Definition Example

Formal Description Informal Description

Find-websites Searches for one or more websites using

a search engine.

Find-websites

(Engine=Google

Ouery="Digitai Camera")

User accesses Google to enter the query "Digital

Camera".

Scan-websites Scans one or more websites with the

same goal(s).

Scan-websites

(Camera-models-?

Review=?

Feature>=2X, 3 MP
Price<$400

TU=Epinions.com, CNET.com)

User has the goal of finding camera models and

their reviews that meet the criteria of 2 limes

zoom, 3 megapixel, and a price less than S40()

by visiting Epinions.com and CNET.com. Both

sites are visited by typing in the URL(TU)

Compare Compares information within a website

or across websites.

Compare
(Price<526?

Vendor=?

Vendor-reputation=high

Camera-model=01ympus C-3030

TU=PRICEWATCH com

)

User has the goal of finding a camera price

lower than $526 sold by a vendor whose

reputation is high for the camera Olympus C-

3030. He visits PRICEWATCH.com by typing

in tt-t<> I IPIin ine ukl.

Verify Verifies information already found Verify

(Confirm=?

List=9 categories of people

CL=WYETH,com)

User has the goal of verifying 9 categories of

people [who should get a flu shot]. She does

this by clicking on a link to visit WYETH.com.

End-task FnH^ ta^k pithpr oiif nf fniQlrafinni_jiiuo luoix ^iiii^i wui \ji 1 1 Uoii all wi 1

,

satisficing, or complete satisfaction. In

some cases the experimenter informed

the user that the task was completed.

End-task

(Statemeni='That's the one to go

for...l know this is a reputable

site")

User has decided to buy a camera from a

reputable site and ends the task.

Figure 1. High-level operators identified from the interactions and think-aloud protocols. Question marks denote a goal, TU and
CL stand for Type URL, and Click Link [4]. The number and type of arguments for each of the above high-level operators vary

depending on the interaction.

from left to right, and then from top to bottom. The

information contained in the slates contains the same

arguments as those defined for the operators shown in

Figure 1

.

The PBG in Figure 2 describes the search behavior of an

online shopping expert (S-l) who regularly shops for

electronic gadgets on the Web. The PBG shows S-l's

interactions at three levels. At the highest level of

abstraction, his search had the following stages: Review,

Compare, Discount.

At the next level of detail, the PBG describes the states of

knowledge he passed through, in addition to the operators

he used to move from one state to another. For example,

within the Review stage, he scanned three sets of websites

each with different goals (as shown by the operators

between states 2, 3, and 4 in Figure 2).

Finally, the lowest level of detail is expressed by the

arguments of the operators. These arguments show the

user's goals, and the operator inputs. The states have the

same arguments and represent the outputs of the operators.

These arguments allow us to reconstruct the behavior of the

user. For example, the first four states show how S-l

identified highly reviewed cameras and their prices to get a

general understanding of the features available and their

price range. He began with the goal of finding the model

and price of a camera that has 2 times zoom, and 3 or more
megapixel resolution (J>tate-I). He then scanned

Epinions.com looking for reviews of a camera less than

$400 (based on prior knowledge of such gadgets) that meets

operators for moving between states, an initial state, a goal

state, and a current state.

Identification of Operators

Through the analysis of protocols and interactions, we
identified five operators that were sufficient to describe the

search behaviors of the participants. Figure 1 shows

definitions and examples for each of these operators.

Because our goal was to analyze the overall search

interaction, we defined operators at a higher level of

abstraction than those used by Card et al., [4], in their

development of similar graphs. We did, however, include

their low-level operators as arguments of our high-level

operators as different ways to visit websites. For example,

the operator Scan-websites uses Click Link (CL), and Type

URL (TU) to visit websites. Because the study by Card et

al. restricted users to a single window, we added the

argument Click Existing Window (CEW) to fully describe

the behavior of our users.

Development of Problem Behavior Graphs

The operators were used to create descriptions of the search

behaviors using problem behavior graphs (PBGs) [13].

Figures 2 shows an example of a PBG constructed from our

data. The nodes of the graph (shown as boxes) represent

knowledge states (knowledge that the user had acquired

regarding the search task at a particular stage of the search

process). The arcs of the graph (shown as arrows) represent

the operators used to reach a particular knowledge state.

Vertical lines represent backtracking to an earlier state

(such as returning to the page of results in a search engine

after following an unproductive link). Time therefore runs
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Figure 2. Problem behavior graph of S-1, an expert online shopper, performing the camera task. The graph shows his search

behavior at three levels: (1) overall stages of the search method (Review, Compare, Discount); (2) knowledge states (boxes) and

operators (arrows); (3) operator arguments specifying goals and interactions (text in boxes, and parentheses). The arguments

TU, CL, and CEW stand for Type URL, Click Link, and Click Existing Window respectively as described in Figure 1. The back

arrow represents the end of an abandoned search path, and the vertical lines represent a return to an earlier state.

those requirements but did not find any (State-2). Next, he

scanned CNET.com and ZDnet.com to find a model

meeting the same criteria and its price, and found 5

recommended models ranging in price from $400-$500

(State-3). Finally, he scanned ZDnet.com by clicking on an

existing window in order to read reviews of the 5 models

and found that all cameras had high ratings (State-4).

The PBG therefore makes salient, in a compact

representation, the overall structure of search, in addition to

the details of the interactions. Furthermore, the PBG
provides a more precise understanding of the knowledge

used during search. Such details are easily overlooked when

analysis is based solely on observations or transcripts.

Therefore, to identify the components of domain-specific

search knowledge across the 9 participants, we developed

and analyzed 18 PBGs in addition to analyzing transcripts

of the interviews.

COMPONENTS OF DOMAIN-SPECIFIC SEARCH
KNOWLEDGE
Analysis of 18 PBGs and transcripts of the interviews

provided evidence for the declarative and procedural

components of domain-specific search knowledge.

Declarative Components
Experts knew three types of declarative knowledge: (1)

Classification knowledge consisting of classes of websites

within a domain; (2) URL knowledge of specific websites;

(3) Content knowledge consisting of the nature and type of

information within a website.

Classification Knowledge

Search experts in both domains had well-formed

classifications of websites within their domains. For

example, the following quote is typical of a healthcare

expends classification of health-related websites:

"1 classify websites by the type of audience they are

designed for, so if they are designed for the general

population, consumers, and their families you know, that

certainly is one big category. ... And then sites like

MEDLINE, which bring you - which take you deep into the

journal literature and very specific."

Shopping experts similarly classified shopping sites into

review, comparison, discount, and product sites. However,

they had far less clarity in their classification of healthcare

sites:

"1 think there are two main [categories], one is just

providing general information, or answer to questions, or

stuff like that, and one is just about like hospitals - how you

can make appointments, and other stuff That's not

information about uh diseases, but how to get medical care,

how to schedule appointments and stuff like that. Other than

that, 1 have no experience on medical sites".

URL Knowledge

Experts knew specific URLs of collections and sources

when performing tasks within their domains. For example,

all the healthcare experts directly typed in the URL of

MEDLINEplus.gov, a collection that indexes a large

number of reliable healthcare sources for consumers.

Similarly, online shopping experts knew the URLs of

sources such as Epinions.com that contain reviews and

prices of mainly electronic products. Because experts knew

the URLs of most of the sites they visited, there were

relatively fewer sites visited by clicking on links. However,

the reverse was true when they performed tasks outside

their domain. Figure 3 shows this relationship by comparing

the occurrences of Type URLs (TUs) and Click Links (CLs)

for tasks within and outside their domains of expertise^.

Content Knowledge

Besides knowing the URLs of sites, experts also knew the

nature of information contained in the sites. For example,

TUs and CLs that were used to revisit a site were not counted. The count

is therefore a measure of the unique sites visited.
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healthcare experts performed the flu-shot task by visiting 14

dot-org and dot-gov sites, compared to 3 dot-com sites that

were commercial pharmaceutical websites that provided

detailed information about side effects from the flu shot.

The following exemplifies the healthcare experts'

distinction between reliable government sources, and not so

reliable sources that provide healthcare information:

"1 do not trust Adam.com. I would want other information to

confirm that information before I would trust it. And I would

be personally uncomfortable giving that information to a

patient."

In contrast, the shopping experts performed the flu-shot

task, by visiting 25 dot-com sites (out of a total of 29 total

unique sites). Only 4 of those visited were dot-org and dot-

gov sites.

Similarly online shopping experts knew which price

comparison engines indexed small vendors ("mom and pop

vendors") that typically had lower prices but were not that

reliable. On the other hand, they also knew which price

engines had more reputable vendors.

Procedural Components
While the declarative components provide critical concepts

within a domain, procedural components provide the

methods to use such concepts to perform effective searches.

Our analysis revealed that experts knew two types of

procedural knowledge: (1) Sequencing knowledge that

allowed them to order classes of websites in an overall

search plan; (2) Termination knowledge that specified when

to end a search.

Sequencing Knowledge

As shown earlier in Figure 2, the online shopping expert

S-1 performed the camera task by sequencing different

classes of websites (Review, Compare, Discount) to

perform an effective search. All the shopping experts used

variations of this sequence. Figure 4 shows two other online

shopping experts S-4 and S-3 who also used similar

sequencing for the camera task. S-4 first scanned websites

such as CNET.com to review cameras, then visited sites

such as PRICEWATCH.com to review cameras and

compare prices, and finally looked for coupons and

discounts at sites . like myCoupons.com. S-3 explicitly

demonstrated only two of the stages by going to review

sites like CNET.com, and comparison sites like

mySimon.com. An analysis of the post-task interview

revealed that S-3 had performed a quick mental calculation

about a discount from amazon.com (based on his prior

knowledge of discounts from Amazon), and decided that

the discount was not worth it as the base price from that site

was already too high. The Review-Compare-Discount

sequence therefore appears to be an important domain-

specific strategy for such online shopping tasks.

All the experts m healthcare also used sequencing

knowledge. As shown in Figure 4, H-1 demonstrated the

stages of first accessing a reliable collection like

Average Number of Unique Type-URL and
Click-Link operators for Tasks Within and

Outside the Domain of Expertise

Within Domain Outside Domain

Figure 3. Reversal in the average number of TU and CU
occurrences between search tasks within and outside

domain of expertise. The differences between TUs and CLs
are significant in both types of tasks (p<0.05 based on a

two tailed t-test).

MEDLINEplus, and then finding sources for information

within that collection. H-3 also followed these two stages

but, in addition, verified the information by visiting a

commercial pharmaceutical company that produces the flu

vaccine. There she found a comprehensive and detailed list

of people who should and who should not get a flu shot.

Such sequencing knowledge was absent in the search

behavior of these very same experts when they performed

tasks outside their domains. As shown by the solid black

arrows (which represent finding a website by typing a query

in a general-purpose search engine) in Figure 4, three

participants used general-purpose search engines to perform

tasks outside their domains. The healthcare expert H-1

aborted the task, as she could not find a price comparison

engine through Google; H-4, with similar expertise, used

the subject index in Yahoo to find digital cameras but

because she did not look anywhere else for a price, ended

up with an incorrect price due to an error in Yahoo's price

of the camera. Online shopping expert S-4 used three

general search engines (Google, AskJeeves, and YAHOO)
to perform the flu-shot task, and S-3 used Google with

many different queries to perform the same task. These

variations demonstrate a continuum ranging from general

and weak methods, to specific and strong methods as first

described by Newell [12].

The absence of sequencing strategies (and the associated

declarative knowledge) had a direct effect on the search

results. The shopping experts found cameras on average at

$60 less than the healthcare search experts. In addition,

although the healthcare search experts did not explicitly

search for more categories than required by the task, they

found a comprehensive list of 9 categories of people who
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should get a flu shot by going to an average of 3.7 reliable

sites in very few steps. In contrast, none of the shopping

experts found all the categories despite the fact that they

visited on average 1 2 sites^.

Experts, when performing tasks within their domains,

therefore used sequencing knowledge to perform effective

searches. However, these same experts used a range of

weak methods to perform searches outside their domains

leading to less effective search results.

Termination Knowledge

Experts in both domains demonstrated knowledge of when

to terminate a search based on coverage. For example the

shopping expert ended his search after checking three

search engines:

"So I had those prices to look at - three independent [price]

search engines... It seems like a pretty good deal"

In contrast, all inexperienced shoppers terminated searches

too early based on what appeared to be a perception of how

long it would take to continue the search. None of them

used more than one price comparison engine and were

satisfied after finding a low price for just one camera. For

example, after finding and comparing the price for a single

camera a novice shopper stated:

"Probably couldn't find anything lower... I wouldn't spend

any more time fooling around with this, even for my own

personal use".

DISCUSSION
The importance of domain-specific search knowledge

should be no surprise to psychologists who have known the

limited utility of domain-general knowledge or "weak

methods" [6, 12] when solving non-trivial tasks within

specific domains. These results should also be no surprise

to librarians who have taken many classes during their

education on sources and collections. However, we were

still surprised to see the powerful effect such knowledge has

on search behavior. One of the five reference librarians

aborted the camera task because she lacked online

shopping knowledge, while the other librarians performed

largely ineffective searches compared to their expert

counterparts. Similarly, the online shopping experts, who
reportedly spend hours each day surfing the Web had strong

skills in using browsers and search engines. However,

despite this knowledge they performed relatively ineffective

searches in a critical area such as healthcare. These results

are therefore at odds with the growing confidence of large

numbers of users who increasingly rely on general-purpose

engines like Google to perform searches in many domains.

Appropriate to the nature of studies that do fine-grained

analysis of interactions, our sample size is small. However
we have found corroborative evidence for our results from a

survey of Internet users [16]. This survey reports that most

To enable a fair comparison, data from two participants who did not

complete the entire task were not included in this calculation.

users, who search for health information on the Web, do so

by searching directly through general-purpose search

engines like Google. This is a critical problem given the

prevalence of inaccurate, out-of-date, and often wrong

information provided by a large number healthcare sites [3].

While this issue may not be as critical in online shopping,

unreliable information can have serious consequences in the

domain of healthcare. The identification and dissemination

of domain-specific search knowledge should therefore be an

important research effort in such domains.

There have been numerous attempts at organizing and

making domain-specific knowledge available to users [7].

For example, sites like lnvisibleWeb.com and

SearchEngineGuide.com index numerous domain-specific

search engines ranging from architecture to healthcare.

However, such sites typically ignore the procedural

components and the user is left to decipher first how to

navigate the hierarchies to reach an appropriate search

engine, and then how to sequence appropriate engines to

perform a task. For example, we were unable to find

reliable healthcare collections such as MEDLINEplus
through either of the above sites, making it difficult to

perform the flu-shot task effectively. Furthermore, even if

we did find the appropriate search engines, there is no

instruction on how to sequence them. Such tasks require

much more knowledge than a search engine's URL.

Besides the above attempts to organize search engines

across many domains, there are numerous portals at

universities and organizations that provide lists of "helpful"

links that are organized by expert librarians. For example,

HealthWeb.org provides links to many different healthcare

sources. Such sites provide the URL knowledge, but again

do not make the procedural knowledge explicit to enable

the selection and sequencing of sources and collections to

perform specific tasks. The components of domain-specific

search knowledge therefore help to pinpoint where such

designs are lacking. This should lead to approaches to make

the procedural components in addition to declarative

components explicitly available to users so that they can

make effective use of Web resources.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH
To understand the components and role of domain-specific

search knowledge in information retrieval, we observed IR

experts perform tasks within and outside their domain of

experience. We found that experts were more effective

when they used domain-specific search knowledge

compared to when they had to rely only on domain-general

knowledge. We also showed how this search behavior could

be modeled adequately using problem behavior graphs at

different levels of abstraction. Analysis of these problem

behavior graphs and interviews helped us identify the

Herlarative and procedural components of domain-specific

search knowledge used by the participants.

Because current general-purpose search engines and portals

do not provide all the components of domain-specific
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search knowledge, we are exploring approaches to make

such knowledge explicit and available to users. Our

identification of the components of domain-specific search

knowledge should help to facilitate the design of structured

interviews to elucidate the components in various domains.

For example, very little is known about when experts

decide to terminate a search, and structured interviews

could enable the rapid elicitation of such knowledge from

experts.

Once domain-specific search knowledge is made explicit,

this knowledge could be made available to users through

the design of classroom instruction. For example, there is

an increasing need for healthcare professionals to

understand how to retrieve accurate, reliable, objective,

current, and comprehensive information [10] to make

effective healthcare decisions. We are actively engaged in

including domain-specific and domain-general knowledge

in an IR course at the University of Michigan directed to

freshman students entering the healthcare professions.

The components of domain-specific search knowledge

could also be made available to users through new kinds of

websites. For example, we are exploring the design of a

new kind of site called a Strategy Portal. Such a portal will

be designed to provide users classes of tasks within specific

domains. For example, the online shopping domain would

contain task categories such as "Shopping for an electronic

gadget" and the healthcare domain would contain task

categories such as "Prognosis for a disease". When a user

selects a particular task category, the system will provide a

sequence of recommended search stages as an overall plan

for that task. For example, selecting "Shopping for an

electronic gadget" will produce the search stages; Review,

Compare, Discount. Each stage will provide links to

specific sites including tips on how to evaluate information,

and how to terminate tasks. The goal of such efforts is to

prevent what we saw all too often in our study: users typing

terms like "flu shot", and "digital camera" in Google and

getting thousands of hits, and then ending searches more

out of exhaustion rather than systematic coverage.

Our study has shown the importance of domain-specific

search knowledge and helped to identify its components.

Consequently, these results may help to design future

systems and training, which should take into account many

more components of search knowledge compared to what

general-purpose search engines and portals provide today.

This could lead users to become more effective when

searching for information in unfamiliar domains.
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Abstract

We participated to the TREC-X QA main task and list

task with a new system named QUANTUM, which ana-

lyzes questions with shallow parsing techniques and regu-

lar expressions. Instead of using a question classification

based on entity types, we classify the questions accord-

ing to generic mechanisms (which we call extraction func-

tions) for the extraction of candidate amswers. We take

advjintage of the Okapi information retrieval system for

one-paragraph-long passage retrieval. We make an ex-

tensive use of the Alembic named-entity tagger and the

WordNet semantic network to extract candidate answers

from those passages. We deal with the possibility of no-

answer questions (NIL) by looking for a significant score

drop between the extrzicted candidate answers.

1 Introduction

We shall describe here our new question answering

system called QUANTUM, which stands for QUestion

ANswering Technology of the University of Montreal.

QUANTUM was designed specifically for the TREC-
X QA-track based on our experience with XR^, which

we used last year at TREC-9 [LKLOO]. We shall in-

troduce the architecture and the performance of the

version used for the main task. Then, we explain how
it was adapted to the list task. We did not participate

to the context task.

•Work performed while at the University of Montreal.

2 Components of questions and
answers

Before we describe QUANTUM, let us consider ques-

tion # 302^ and its answer shown in Figure 1. The
question is divided in three parts: a question word,

a focus and a discriminant, and the answer has two

parts: a candidate and a variant of the question dis-

criminant.

The focus is the word or noun phrase that influ-

ences our mechanisms for the extraction of candidate

answers (whereas the discriminant, as we shall see in

section 3.3.2, influences only the scoring of candidate

answers once they are extracted). The identification

of the focus depends on the selected extraction mech-

anism; thus, we determine the focus with the syntac-

tic patterns we use during question analysis. Intu-

itively, the focus is what the question is about, but

we may not need to identify one in every question if

the chosen mechanism for answer extraction does not

require it.

The discriminant is the remaining part of a ques-

tion when we remove the question word and the fo-

cus. It contains the information needed to pick the

right candidate amongst all. It is less strongly bound
to the answer than the focus is: pieces of informa-

tion that make up the question discriminant could be

scattered over the entire paragraph in which the an-

swer appears, or even over the entire document. In

simple cases, the information is found as is; in other

cases, it must be inferred from the context or using

world knowledge.

'Whenever we cite a question from a TREC competition,

we indicate its number. Questions 1-200 are from TIlEC-8,

201-893 from TREC-9 and 894-1393 from TREC-X.
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question word focus

V ^ __ ,

discriminant

Answer: About 10 people die a year from snakebites in the United States.
^ V ^

candidate

" V '

variant of question discriminant

Figure 1: Example of question and answer decomposition. The question is from TREC-9 (# 302) and the answer is

from the TREC text collection (document LA082390-0001).

We shall use the term candidate to refer to a word

or a small group of words, from the text collection,

that the system considers as a potential answer to the

question. For the purpose of TREC-X, a candidate is

seldom longer than a noun phrase or a prepositional

phrase.

In this article, the term answer designates the

string that results from the expansion of a candidate

to a 50-character string.

3 System architecture for the

main task

The input for the QA main task is a question set and

a text collection. The system must output a ranked

list of five 50-character answers to each question. We
describe the 5 steps that QUANTUM follows when
performing this task.

3.1 Question analysis

To analyze the question, we use a tokenizer, a part-

of-speech tagger and a noun-phrase chimker. These

general purpose tools were developed at the RALI
laboratory for purposes other than the TREC QA-
track. A set of about 40 hand-made analysis pat-

terns based on lexical form, grammatical and noun

phrase tags are used to determine the most appro-

priate extraction functions to apply. Table 1 shows

the 11 function we have implemented. Each function

triggers a mechanism for the extraction of candidates

in a passage that can involve the passage's syntactic

structure or the semantic relations of its component

noun phrases with the question focus. More formally,

C = fip,^)

where / is the extraction function, p is a passage, if

is the question focus and C is the list of candidates

found in p. Each element of C is a tuple (cj, di, s,).

where c, is the candidate, di is the number of the

document containing Cj, and Sj is the score assigned

by the extraction function.

We observed that in most TREC-9 QA systems a

class fits a particular type of entity that the system

is able to identify: toponyms, proper nouns, animals,

weights, lengths, etc. In order to pair a question with

an expected type of entity, one needs to anticipate all

possible question forms that could focus on this type

of entity. This introduces a supplemental difficulty,

given the large number of possible reformulations of

a question.

However, a lexical and syntactic analysis of all pos-

sible forms of English questions — that are applica-

ble to TREC — showed that the number of required

seau-ch mechanisms is rather limited. By considering

these mechanisms (our 11 functions) as classes, we
facilitate the question classification task because the

nimiber of classes is small and because the classes

are closely related to the syntax of questions. Even

though the number of classes in such a function-based

classification is smaller than in an entity-based classi-

fication, we can achieve the same level of precision by

parameterizing our functions with the question focus

when needed. The automated process of parameter-

izing a generic mechanism can suit questions about

virtually any kind of entities, whereas an entity-based

classification is limited to the entities it contains. In

the worst cases, the chosen fimction / and parameter

(f could lead to a generic, non-optimal search. Yet

the correct answer can still be retrieved.

3.2 Passage retrieval and tagging

The extraction of Ccindidates is a time-consuming

task. Therefore, we look for the shortest, albeit most

relevant, passages of the text collection. We tried two
different techniques- variable-length paragraphs re-

trieved with Okapi and fixed-length passages retrieved

with our own algorithm based on last year's XR^ sys-

tem.
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Extraction function Example
definition{p

,
ip) (# 897) What is an atom?

specialisation{p
, <f) (# 910) What metal has the highest melting point?

cardinality {p, tp) ('# 933) How many Great Lakes are there?

measure{p, (p) (# 932) How much fiber should you have per day?

attribute{p, (f) (# 894) How far is it from Denver to Aspen?

person{p) (# 907) Who was the first woman to fly across the Pacific Ocean?

time{p) (# 898) When did Hawaii become a state?

location{p) (# 922) Where is John Wayne airport?

Tnanner{p) (# 996) How do you measure earthquakes?

reason{p) (# 902) Why does the moon turn orange?

object {p) Default function

Table 1: The anzilysis of a question determines which function to use for extracting candidates. An extraction

function is a generic search mechanism, sometimes parameterized by the question focus ip. Examples of classified

questions are provided with their focus in boldface.

Category Weight
Quoted strings 20

Years 10

Named entities 10

Noun phrases of more than one word 10

Capitalized nouns 2

Common nouns 1

Table 2: Question keywords axe fitted into one of these

categories and their weight is set accordingly.

3.2.1 Variable-length passages with Okapi

Okapi is an information retrieval engine that has the

ability to return relevant paragraphs instead of whole

documents [RW98]. We feed it with the question as

a query and we set it up so that it returns 30 one-

paragraph-long passages (the average length of a pas-

sage, or paragraph, is 350 characters).

3.2.2 Fixed-length passages

We also tried our own passage retrieval algorithm in

a different run. We first build a hst of keywords from

the question. Keywords are fitted into the categories

listed in Table 2 and a weight is attached accordingly

to each of them.

Then, the best 200 documents returned by the IR
engine PRISE (provided by NIST to all participants)

are scanned for the keywords. The 250-character-

long strings centered around every keyword occur-

rence constitute our fixed-length passages. The score

of a passage is the sum of the weights of all the key-

words it encloses. Passages from the same documents

that overlap by more than 125 characters cire dis-

carded if they both have the Scime score. The re-

maining passages are ranked according to their score

and the 50 best ones are kept.

3.2.3 Passage tagging

Once we have found the most relevant passages,

we run our tokenizer, our tagger and our noun-

phrase chunker on them because those information

are needed by the candidate extraction functions.

We also feed them into a named entity extractor.

Last year, we used hand-built regulcir expressions

for named-entity tagging, but this year, we used the

fireely available version of the Alembic Workbench sys-

tem^ developed at Mitre Corporation for the Mes-

sage Understanding Conferences (MUC) [ABD+95].

Table 3 lists the types of entities that Alembic can

identify and that we use.

3.3 Extraction and scoring of candi-

dates

3.3.1 Extraction

Given the extraction function / chosen after question

analysis, the question focus ^p and a set of tagged

passages pj, candidates Cj are extracted along with

their docimaent number di and their score Sj (see sec-

tion 3.1). During this phase, we seek the best recall

rate possible, no matter whether candidates are cited

in a context that matches the question discriminant.

Table 4 shows some examples of what extraction func-

tions look for.

^Downlocided from www.mitre.org/resources/centers/it/g063/

workbench.html
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Jcjiitity Example
<PERSON>
<ORGANIZATION>
<L0CATION>
<DATE>
<TIME>

Persons {G. Washington, Mr. George Washington), titles {the President)

Full name of organizations and acronyms {NATO, Congress)

Toponyms {Lake Ontario, North Africa)

Dates {Sep. 12, 1943), years {1983), months {February), days {Monday)

Times {23:03:12, 4 a.m., 8 o'clock)

Table 3: Named entities recognized by Alembic and used by QUANTUM. An exhaustive description of these categories

can be found in [ABD+95].

Extraction function Example of criteria

definition{p ,
tp) Hypernyms of (p

specialisation{p
, if) Hyponyms of <p

cardinality {p, ip) Pattern: NUMBER ip

measure{p
,

ip) Pattern: NUMBER UNIT ip

attribute{p
, p) Various patterns

person{p) <PERSON> entities

time{p) <TIME> entities

location{p) <LOCATION> entities

reason{p) Not implemented for TREC
manner{p) Not implemented for TREC
object{p) Any noun phrase

Table 4: Sample of extraction mechanisms for each ex-

traction function.

3.3.2 Scoring

The final score of a candidate is the sum of three

partial scores: the extraction score, the passage score

and the proximity score.

Extraction score The score s, awarded to a candi-

date by an extraction function is called the extraction

score. It depends on the technique used for extract-

ing a candidate. Typically, we award a higher score to

a candidate extracted by the named entity extractor

or by hand-made patterns; a candidate extracted be-

cause it satisfies some Word Net hypernym/hyponym
relation is given a lower score because of the higher

risk of introducing noise.

Passage score While the extraction score is con-

cerned only with the form and type of a candidate,

the passage score attempts to take into account the

supplemental information brought by the question

discriminant. This score is the one given to a pas-

sage during its retrieval by either Okapi or our fixed-

length passage retrieval algorithm. Since the question

discriminant is likely to appear in the text under a

slightly different form and to be scattered over sev-

eral sentences around the sought candidate, we be-

lieve that an IR engine is the best tool for measuring

the concentration of elements from the discriminant

in a given passage.

Proximity score The combination of the extrac-

tion score and passage score favours candidates that

have the type we looked for and that are related to

the question context. We also give a proximity score

to candidates contiguous to noun phrases that con-

tain a question keyword. By contiguous, we mean
that they are not separated by another noun phrase.

This way to measure proximity is rather crude and

its effectiveness is still to demonstrate; therefore, we
choose a relatively low proximity score to minimize

its influence. At least, this score is helpful to break a

tie between two candidates.

3.4 Candidate expansion to 50 char-

acters

We expand a candidate by taking the 50-character

document substring that is centered around it. Then,

we cut off truncated words at both ends, which al-

lows us to shift the substring to the right or to the

left so that the new 50-character string contains the

maximum number of complete words. The purpose

is to maximize the chances that the string contains

the correct candidate in the unfortunate case where

QUANTUM would have guessed wrong. The effect of

chance is not to be neglected since we measured a

MRR score improvement of 0.03 with our last year

system, XR^
,
only by expanding candidates.

Candidate expansion takes place in conjunction

with a redundancy elimination process. We begin

by expanding our best candidate. Then, the second

best candidate is expanded only if it does not appear

in the first answer. The third candidate is expanded

only if it does not appear in a previous answer, and

so on until we have the desired number of answers.

To keep a better diversity of candidates, we eliminate

duplicate candidates even if they do not come from

the same document, even at the risk of eliminating a
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supported occurrence of a candidate to the benefit of

an unsupported one. However, we find such a proba-

biUty to be very low since only 1.5 % of the TREC-9
question set had a correct but unsupported answer

found by the system we used last year.

3.5 No-answer questions

Until now, we have assumed that the answer of the

question could be found in the text collection. How-

ever, this might not be the case: a NIL answer may
thus be the correct answer indeed. To deal with this,

we examine our candidates to determine whether a

NIL answer should be amongst our 5 suggestions of

answers eoid, if so, at what rank.

Since score scaJes differ from question to question

(particularly when different extraction functions are

used), we cannot use a imique score threshold below

which we can say that a NIL answer is more likely

than a low-score answer. Instead, we have used a

threshold that depends on the score drop between

two candidates and we have normalized it so that it

can be applied to the candidates of any question.

Let Oj be the answer at rank i and 6^^-' be the

score difference between o; and its successor Oj+j

.

We compute the normedized score drop Aj between

Oj and Oj+i in the following manner:

A =^ = ^' ~ ^'+^

where Sj is the score of Oj. Our choice to normalize

over a 5-rank score difference 5]''"* is arbitrary, though

our experiments showed that the following observa-

tions still hold for normalization over different inter-

vals.

We ran QUANTUM on the TREC-9 questions and

kept all answers that were extracted (not only the 5

best). We then applied the official correction script

to spot the rank r of the first correct answer (when

found). We computed A^ to measure the normal-

ized score difference between a correct answer and its

successor, which was a wrong answer. We also com-

puted the average Aj for any pair of answers. We
foimd that the score drop between a correct answer

and its successor is slightly higher than the average

score drop between any answer pair. Table 5 shows

that this is true for different normalization intervals.

Having that in mind, we applied the following rea-

soning. Suppose we have two ranked, different an-

swers, fii and n^^-i For simplicity, suppose also that

their scores are different. Since Oj+i has a lower score

than Oj, we assume that Oj+i has a lower probability

than Oi to be correct. If the score drop Aj between

Normalization interval A^ A^

33% 29^
40 % 35 %

6^ I

56 %
I

50 %

Table 5: The normalized score drop Ar between a correct

answer and its successor is slightly higher than the aver-

age normcilized score drop Aj between aiiy zinswer and

its successor, regardless of the interval. Results were ob-

tained by running QUANTUM on the TREC-9 question

set.

the two is above average, we have an additional hint

that Oj+i is incorrect. When Aj reaches a threshold

At , we consider that a NIL answer is more likely than

aj+i (and than any other Oj+j, where j < 1). Thus,

we keep Oj at rank i but as a second choice, we would

rather say that there is no answer than submit Oj+i

and we insert a NIL between the two.

If the system finds less than 5 answers and no score

drop justifies the insertion of a NIL, we add a NIL
answer after the last answer found.

The Ar we computed previously between a correct

answer and its successor is a lower bound for a thresh-

old on Aj above which a NIL is inserted. We set this

threshold Aj experimentally by creating a set of 400

questions in which we knew that 5 % of questions

had no cinswer in the text collection (the remaining

questions were from TREC-9). We then chose the

threshold value At that maximized the overall MRR
score on this new question set. We obtained a maxi-

mum MRR score of 0.257 with At = 80 %. However,

we are aware that this threshold may not be optimal

if the proportion of no-answer questions in a set is

not 5 %.

Our technique based on score difference suffers a

major handicap: it does not allow for the insertion of

a NIL at rank 1 because Ao does not exist. The only

possibility for QUANTUM to put a NIL at rank 1 is

when no answers at all are extracted. We believe that

this situation arise far less often than no-answer ques-

tions axe encountered in a question set because since

our extraction functions were designed to achieve a

high recall rate, they are more permissive than re-

strictive.

3.6 Final answer

The final answer is defined as the rank of the answer

the system would give if it were allowed only one sug-

gestion. It can be a number fi-om 1 to 5 or the string

UNSURE. Since our most confident answer is always

put at rank 1, the final answer field is set to 1 for
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Run Confident Correct

UdeMmainOkSO

UdeMmain0k60

UdeMmainQtSO

456 (92 %)
456 (92 %)
456 (92 %)

56 (12 %)
51 (11 %)
39 (8 %)

Table 6: Number of questions QUANTUM was confident

for (out of 493 questions) and number of confident ques-

tions to which QUANTUM found a correct answer.

every question. However, when QUANTUM is unable

to analyze correctly a question and therefore relies on

the default function to find candidates, we set final

answer to UNSURE. Thus, in our system, the final

answer indicator is merely a binary flag to express

confidence. Table 6 shows QUANTUM confidence for

the TREC-X questions.

4 Results to the main task

We achieved a best-score of 0.191 to the main task by

using Okapi for passage retrieval and a NIL threshold

of 80 %. We submitted 3 runs:

UdeMmainOkSO: This run uses Okapi for passage re-

trieval (length = 1 paragraph) cuid a of 80%
for the insertion of NIL answers.

UdeHmain0k60: This run uses Okapi for passage re-

trieval (length = 1 paragraph) cind a At of 60%
for the insertion of NIL answers.

UdeMmainQtSO: This run uses our own fixed-length

passage retrieval algorithm and a A( of 80% for

the insertion of NIL answers.

Table 7 indicates the official scores for these runs.

The results confirm our first intuition: a NIL thresh-

old of 80 % is better than a threshold of 60 % (com-

pare runs UdeMmainOkSO and UdeMmainOkSO). Our
second intuition was also confirmed: Okapi is better

at retrieving relevant passages than our own fixed-

length passage retrieval algorithm is (compare runs

UdeMmainOkSO and UdeMmainQtSO).

5 System architecture for the

hst task

In the list task, the munber of answers to provide

is specified in the question. The QUANTUM archi-

tecture for the list task differs little firom the main

task. Question analysis patterns are adapted to ex-

tract the number of answers from the question (in

Run
MRR

Lenient Strict

UdeMmainOkSO 0.197 0.191

UdeMmainOkSO 0.189 0.183

UdeMmainQtSO 0.145 0.137

Table 7: Official results of our 3 runs for the main task.

The differences between the 3 runs reside in the passage

retrieval technique used and the threshold At for insertion

of NIL answers.

case our patterns would fail to identify that number,

we take the first number smaller than 50 to appear

in the question). Passage retrieval is performed us-

ing Okapi only. The extraction of candidates is done

by extraction functions described above. Candidate

scoring and candidate expansion are different than

for the main task. Of course, no NIL answers inser-

tion needs to be done. We shall describe below the

techniques we tried for the two runs we submitted:

UdeMlistP and UdeMlistB.

Run UdeMlistP

We use the same candidate scoring algorithm than

for the main task, that is:

ft — ^extraction Spassage ' ^proximity

However, candidates are not expanded by taking

extra characters to the left and to the right. Instead,

they are expanded to the right only. This is due to

the fact that an unsuspected correct candidate that

would appear before a known candidate in the 50-

character string might, at best, make no difference in

the overall accuracy and, at worst, interfere with the

redundant candidate elimination algorithm.

Candidates are expanded and added to the list of

answers as long as we have not reached the desired

number of answers and as long as candidates are not

redundant. For the purpose of the list task, a candi-

date is considered redundant when an identical candi-

date has already been expanded (note the difference

with the main task, where a candidate was consid-

ered redundant if it appeared anywhere in an already

expanded answer).

Run UdeMlistB

For this run, the ecoring of candidates has been mod-

ified. Let C be the list of all candidates found and J"

be the list of their frequencies / sorted in decreasing

order (with duplicate frequencies eliminated). The
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Run Accuracy
UdeMlistP

UdeMlistB

0.15

0.07

Table 8: Officicd results of our 2 runs for the list track.

The differences between the 2 runs reside in the scoring

of candidates.

score 5' of a candidate is given by

s' = * log
"passage

rank{f)
* n

where S is S^xtractton ~^ ^passage ^proximityi T~(lTlk[f)

is the rank, in T, of the candidate's frequency and

n is the number of camdidates contained in the same

document as the candidate currently scored.

Candidates are sorted again according to their new

score. They are expanded to the right and they are

eliminated when redundant, in the same mcuiner as

for the run UdeHlistP described above.

6 Results to the list task

As Table 8 shows, QUANTUM achieved its best score

with the nm UdeHlistP, which used the same scor-

ing algorithm than its best run for the medn task

(UdeMmainOkSO). The other run UdeMlistB reached

an accuracy of 0.07 with its particulcir scoring algo-

rithm.

7 Conclusion

Last year, we participated to TREC-9 for the first

time with an all hand-built QA system that relied

heavily on regular expressions. This year, we tried to

improve the system by incorporating speciedized re-

sources (Okapi, WordNet and Alembic) and by devel-

opping a new classification based on extraction func-

tions. These rely on semantic relations between terms

in the question and in the passages and on syntactic

analysis of the passages.

We did not yet evaluate the effects of each of

these modifications, especially our patterns for ques-

tion analysis and our function-based classification.

La^t year, we obtained a strict MRR of 0.179 and

0.149 for our SO-chciracter runs. Unfortunately, this

year's scores do not seem significantly higher thcin

last year's. However, last year, when we trained our

XR^ system with the TREC 8 corpus, wc obtained

0.386 and 0.331 and noticed a significant drop on the

TREC-9 corpus. A similar drop this year may not in-

dicate a decrease in performance of our system, but

an increase in difficulty of the task. This still remains

to be investigated.
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Summary

For our participation in TREC-10, we will focus on

the searching distributed collections and also on

designing and implementing a new search strategy to

find homepages. Presented in the first part of this paper

is a new merging strategy based on retrieved list

lengths, and in the second part a development of our

approach to creating retrieval models able to combine

both Web page and URL address information when

searching online service locations.

Introduction

The Web of today represents a new paradigm, one

that generates new challenges for the IR community.

Included among these are: managing huge amounts of

documents via distributed IR models, crawling through

the Web in order to find appropriate Web sites to in-

dex, accessing documents written in various languages,

measuring the quality or authority of available informa-

tion, providing answers to very short user requests often

expressed in ambiguous terms, satisfying a large range

of search types (ad hoc, question-answering, location of

online services, and interactive searches for specific

document types or Web pages in order to satisfy a par-

ticular geographical or time constraint).

For our participation in TREC-10, we are focusing

on two problems. One involves the presentation of a

new merging strategy (collection fusion problem.

Chapter 1) for the Web ad hoc track, and the other

developing a search strategy intended to resolve home-

page search problems (Chapter 2).

In order to evaluate our hypothesis when implemen-

ting the Okapi probabilistic model (Robertson et ai,

2000) we will use the SMART system as a test bed.

This year our experiments are fully automated.

1. Distributed collections

In order to evaluate the retrieval effectiveness of

various merging strategies, we formed four separate col-

lections from the WTlOg test collection (Savoy &
Rasolofo, 2001). The same indexing scheme and

retrieval procedure is used for each collection involved

in this study. This type of distributed context more
closely reflects digital libraries or search engines

available on the Internet than do meta search engines,

where different search engines may collaborate in

response to a given user request (Selberg, 1999;

Le Calve & Savoy, 2000).

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1

explains our indexing and search model. Section 1.2

describes related work on database merging strategies,

while Section 1.3 presents our merging procedure. Fi-

nally, in Section 1.4 we evaluate our search model.

1.1. Indexing and retrieval scheme

From the original Web pages, we retained only the

following logical sections: <TITLE>, <H1>,

<CENTER>, <BIG>, with the most common tags <P>
(together with </?>) being removed. Texts delimited

by <DOCHDR>, </DOCHDR> tags were also removed.

For longer requests, various insignificant keywords

were removed (such as "Pertinent documents should

include ..."). Moreover, search keywords appearing in

topic title sections were assigned a term frequency of 3

(a feature that should have no impact on short requests).

For the ad hoc Web track, we conducted different

experiments using the Okapi probabilistic model, in

which the weight w,j was assigned to a given term tj in

a document di and was computed according to the fol-

lowing formula:

(k,+l)- tfjj

= K + tf

.

with K = k] (1-b) + b
avdl

(1)

(2)

where tfy indicates the wi thin-document term frequency,

and b, kj are parameters. K represents the ratio between

the length of di measured by 1; (sum of tfij) and the

document mean length is denoted by advl.

To index each search keyword tj included in the re-

quest, the following formula was used:

Wqj = In (3)

where tf^j indicates the search term frequency, dfj the col-

lection-wide term frequency, N the number of docu-

ments in the collection, and kj is a parameter.
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To adjust the underlying Okapi search model pa-

rameters, we used the values suggested by Walker et al.

(1998): advl = 900, b = 0.75, k, = 1.2, and k, = 1000.

We did however believe that it might be more effective

to assign a lower value to the parameter b, and in order

to verify this assumption. We also evaluated the Okapi

model using b = 0.7 or b = 0.5, values, resulting in

interesting retrieval performances for TREC-9 topics.

Finally, for the request q containing m search terms

the retrieval status value (denoted RSV,) of a Web page

di was estimated as:

m
RSV(di,q) = RSVi = I wij • wqj (4)

j=l

In order to obtain a broader picture of our evalua-

tions, we considered two different query formulations:

(1) using only the Title section (T) or (2) all three logi-

cal sections (Title, Descriptive and Narrative, noted T-

D-N). Finally, we should mention that these queries

were "real topics" in the sense that they were taken from

a MSNSearch log.

1.2. Previous work on merging strategies

Various solutions have been suggested for merging

separate result lists obtained from distributed collec-

tions. As a first approach, and taking only the rank of

the retrieved items into account, we might interleave

results in a round-robin fashion. According to previous

studies (Voorhees et al., 1995; Callan et al., 1995;

Savoy & Rasolofo, 2001 ; Rasolofo et al., 2001), such

interleaving schemes have a retrieval effectiveness of

around 20% to 40% below that achieved from single

retrieval schemes, working with a single huge collec-

tion representing an entire set of documents.

In order to account for document scores computed

for each retrieved item (or its retrieval status value), we

might formulate the hypothesis that each collection is

searched by the same or very similar search engines and

that RSV values are therefore directly comparable (Voor-

hees era/., 1995; Savoy & Rasolofo, 2001; Rasolofo et

al., 2001). Such a strategy, called raw-score merging,

produces a final list sorted by the document score

computed by each collection. However, as indicated by

Dumais (1994), collection-dependent statistics con-

tained in document or query weights may vary widely

among collections, and therefore this phenomenon may
invalidate the raw-score merging hypothesis.

To deal with this fact, we could normalize docu-

luciii scores wiihin each collection through dividing

them by the maximum score (i.e., the document score

of the retrieved record found in the first position).

Callan et al. (1995) and Xu & Callan (1998) sug-

gested a merging strategy called CORl. one that incor-

porates scores achieved by both collection and docu-

ment. The collection score corresponds to the probabi-

lity that the related collection would respond appropri-

ately to the current request. In this scheme, each collec-

tion is viewed as a huge document and we might

therefore use an IR scheme to rank the various collec-

tions according to the submitted request, since IR sys-

tems rank these documents according to their retrieval

status values. In a second step, we simply multiply the

document scores by the corresponding collection scores

and then sort the result lists according to this value.

1.3. Our merging strategy

Our new merging strategy, denoted LMS for "using

result Length to calculate Merging Score", and as does

the CORI model, begins by estimating a score for each

collection. The underlying idea is to use these weights

to increase document scores from those collections

having scores greater than the average score, and to de-

crease those for any collections having scores less than

the average score. Our approach has the advantage of

being simple, since it only uses document scores and

result lengths as input. Also, since collection statistics

are not required, systems using our approach do not

need to store collection information. By contrast, when

collections statistics are required within a dynamic

environment such as the Web, they need to be updated

frequently, and this is not possible without establishing

some sort of cooperation between the main system and

collection servers. Thus, our approach is more

practical.

Our merging strategy consists of calculating a col-

lection score according to the proportion of documents

retrieved (result length) by each collection. This score

is based on our intuition that a collection would con-

tain more relevant documents for a given query if its

collection server were to find more documents. The

score for the Idh collection is determined by:

S]^ = In
I

1-1-

where

- K is a constant (set to 600 in our evaluations),

- U is the number of documents retrieved by the klh

(.:ullcL;tiuii, and

- ICI is the number of collections.

Our model uses a constant K in order to normalize

the collection score as well as the natural logarithm, an
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order-preserving transformation used in similar contexts

(Le Calve & Savoy, 2000). Based on this collection

score, our merging algorithm calculates the collection

weight denoted Wk for the Idh collection as follows:

Wk = 1 + [(sk -Sm)/Sm]

where

- Sk is the kth collection score, and

- Sm is the mean collection score.

As in the CORl approach, the final document score

is the product of w^ and the document .score RSVi com-

puted by the server for this document. The value of

this product is used as the key to sort the retrieved

items in the final single result list.

1 .4. Evaluation

To evaluate our propositions, we first used the

TREC-9 topics (50 queries, 2,617 relevant documents)

taken from the WTlOg test collection. Average preci-

sion comparisons (computed by the TREC-EVAL sys-

tem based on 1,000 retrieved items) achieved by the

raw-score merging approach are depicted in the second

column of Table la. On the other hand, average preci-

sion decreases with the use of round-robin merging

strategy (third column of Table la). As one can see,

considering result lengths in the merging process may

marginally improve average precision over this baseline

(last column of Table la).

After having considered different values for the pa-

rameter b, a smaller value (e.g., b = 0.5) seems to im-

prove average precision (from 20.04 to 20.64, meaning

an enhancement of +3% using raw-score merging or

+2.6% when using our result length merging scheme

(20.24 vs. 20.76)).

From studying the retrieval performance using

TREC-10 topics (Table lb), our previous findings were

confirmed: the round-robin strategy results in lower av-

erage precision. From an analysis of parameter b, one

can see that when setting b = 0.5, there is an improve-

ment of +3.4% (from 16.59 to 17.16 in average preci-

sion). This fact is not however confirmed by longer re-

quests, where the best value for the parameter b seems

to be 0.7.

The data in Table lb also indicates that by taking

more search terms into account we can increase retrieval

effectiveness substantially (around +30%). Finally,

Table 3 provides a detailed analysis of our official runs

applied to the Web ad hoc track, and Table lb lists

their retrieval performance in bold characters.

In order to analyze our merging strategy, we listed

the number and the percentage of relevant items pro-

vided by each collection in Table 4. As one can see.

Average precision {% change)

TREC-9 TREC-9 TREC-9

Query (Title only) 50 queries 50 queries 50 queries

Model / merging strategy Raw-score Round-robin Result lengths

Okapi (b=0.75) 20.04 17.66 (-11.9%) 20.24 (-1-0.9%)

Okapi (b=0.7) 20.34 17.96 (-11.7%) 20.60 (+1.3%)

Okapi (b=0.5) 20.64 17.66 (-14.4%) 20.76 (+0.6%)

Table la. Average precision of various retrieval schemes based on TREC-9 topics

Average precision (% change)

Query

Model / merging

TREC-10

Title only

Raw-score

TREC-10

Title only

Round-robin

TREC-10

Title only

Result lengths

TREC-10

Title-Desc-Narr

Raw-score

TREC-10

Title-Desc-Narr

Round-robin

Okapi (b=0.75)

Okapi (b=0.7)

Okapi (b=0.5)

16.59

16.73

17.16

16.43 (-1.0%)

16.24 (-2.9%)

16.03 (-6.6%)

17.15 (+3.4%)

16.99 (+1.6%)

17.50 (+2.0%)

22.12 (+33.3%)

22.42 (+34.0%)

21.68 (+26.3%)

20.39 (+22.9%)

20.76 (+24.1%)

19.87 (+15.8%)

Table lb. Average precision of various retrieval schemes ba,sed on TREC-10 topics

Run name Aver. pr. Query Parameter Merging

UniNEtd 16.59 T b = 0.75 raw-score merging

UniNEtdL 17.15 T b = 0.75 result-length merging

UniNEt7dL 16.99 T b =: 0.7 result-length merging

UniNEn7d 22.42 T-D-N b =: 0.7 raw-score merging

Table 3. Description of official Web ad hoc run
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the first collection (WTlOg.l) contains a larger number

of pertinent Web pages and the third collection

(WTlOg.3) a smaller number. From looking at the top

10, the top 100 and the first 1,000 retrieved pages, we

can see how the percentage of pages extracted from each

collection varies. More precisely, these numbers in-

crease for the first and fourth collection and decrease for

the other two.

Number of queries 50

Number of relevant doc. 3,363

Mean rel. doc. / request 67.26

Standard error 11.81

Median 39

Maximum 372 (q#: 541)

Minimum 2 (q#: 506, 538, 548)

Table 2. Relevance judgment statistics (TREC-10)

Percentage of retrieved items

WTlOg.l WTlOg.2 WTlOg.3 WTlOg.4

# rel. items

% of rel.

1007

29.94%

800

23.79%

640

19.03%

916

27.24%

Round-robin 25% 25% 25% 25%

Top 10

Top 100

Top 100

13.2%

19.54%

23.53%

28.8%

27.02%

25.16%

39.6%

30.62%

27.50%

18.4%

22.82%

23.82%

Table 4. Distribution of retrieved items

(UniNEtd, raw-.score merging, 50 topics)

2. Homepage searching

In the previous chapter, users sending a request to

our search engine would obtain a ranked list of Web
pages containing pertinent information about their

information need. In this chapter, our objective is to

design and implement a search strategy that would re-

trieve, at the limit, only one pertinent Web page that

corresponds to the entrypage or to the online service lo-

cation being sought by the user. For example, when
users submit a request for "Quantas", they will retrieve

the Quantas Airlines homepage, not several Web pages

about this airline company.

To achieve this objective, we will first search URL
addresses (Section 2.1). As a second search strategy,

we will implement a combined retrieval model (Sec-

tion 2.2) that searches the Web pages (Section 2.3) and

then reranks the retrieved list by URL address length

(Section 2.4). We will then examine any similarity

between the query and the corresponding URL addresses

(Section 2.5), and finally combine these three

approaches (Section 2.6). An evaluation of our official

runs is given in Section 2.7.

2.1 . Searching the URL address only

For each of the 1,692,096 Web pages included in

the WTlOg test collection, we know the corresponding

URL address. Thus as a first approach, we will build a

text collection from these URLs and then obtain a mean

number of distinct indexing terms (5.58 per URL
address, max = 28, min = 1). From the available re-

quests, we might then search this text database using

the various IR models described using SMART nota-

tions (Savoy & Picard, 2001).

In this first attempt, we considered using a classical

retrieval scheme to find the correct URL address (e.g.,

"www.cdsnet.net:80/vidiot/") when responding to the

query "Vidiot". From examining usability studies, it

was recommended that URL addresses contain informa-

tion about the owner's name (usually the company

name) and/or about content that might help users find

their way around the Web or within the site (Nielsen,

2000, p. 246). If this principle is applied, our approach

may work well.

Simple queries Extended queries

IR model MRR #top 10 MRR #top 10

Okapi 0.161 29 0.141 27

Lnu-ltc 0.077 15 0.091 17

atn-ntc 0.013 3 0.016 6

dtu-dtn 0.108 20 0.108 21

Itn-ntc 0.010 2 0.014 5

ntc-ntc 0.215 37 0.187 41

Itc-ltc 0.217 40 0.192 44

Inc-ltc 0.203 37 0.197 47

bnn-bnn 0.009 1 0.009 1

nnn-ntn 0.009 1 0.012 3

nnn-nnn 0.004 1 0.005 1

Mean 0.093 16.91 0.088 19.36

Table 5. Evaluation of URL searches

(TREC-10, 145 topics)

In this first experiment, we evaluated eleven IR

models, and as a retrieval performance measure, we cal-

culated the mean reciprocal rank (MRR) over 145 topics

(see Table 5, Column 2). As a second measure, we
noted the number of topics for which a correct entrypage

was found in the top 10 (see Table 5, Column 3).

Overall, this search strategy does not work well for the

problem of finding homepages. Moreover, although the

Okapi probabilistic model provides the best search en-

gine performance (Savoy & Picard, 2001), it is not best

in terms of retrieval performance. For this particular

retrieval task it seems that the vector-space model

"doc=ltc, query=ltc" represents the best IR scheme.
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being able to retrieve 40 correct entrypages in the top

10 (over a total of 145, or 27.6% of the cases).

This rather limited performance thus reflects the fact

that words found in an URL address are not necessarily

those one would place in a query. For example, URLs
often contain abbreviations (e.g., "www.iti.gov.sg" is

the URL for "Information Technology Institute").

Moreover, if a given query contains very frequently

occurring words (e.g., "of" "at", "in"), we add a second

form of acronym that ignores these terms (e.g., from the

request "Point of View Cafe", we form a first acronym

as "povc" and a second as "pvc").

Concatenation represents another form of URL con-

struction, with two (or more) words being joined (e.g.,

"www.dogzone.com" and "Dog Zone's dog clubs") or

only the first (of the first two) letter(s) of a word are

concatenated with the second word (e.g., "Digital

Realms" expressed as "www.drealms.co.uk"). In order

to deal with these various word formations, we de-

signed our system such that it considers various URL
construction possibilities. For example, for a simple

request such as "Worldnet Africa", our system would

construct the following expanded query: "Worldnet

Africa wa worldnetafrica worldneta aworldnet woafrica

worldnetaf '.

Evaluating these extended request forms does not

however result in appreciable performance enhance-

ments, as can be .seen in the last two columns in

Table 5. Although the number of correct entrypages

found in the top 10 seems to increase, the MRR measure

indicates degradation. Thus, using only URL texts

does not seem to be an adequate strategy, since esta-

blishing a link between query words and a URL
addresses is a difficult task (e.g., based on the query

"PiperlNFO" which finds the URL
"www.hamline.edu/" or "DaMOO" that finds the URL
"Irc.csun.edu").

2.2. Guidelines for our combined search model

In order to develop a better search strategy, we de-

cided to construct a two-stage retrieval strategy. In the

first stage we used the Okapi probabilistic model to

search Web page content for relevant homepages,

although we did not employ the exact same Okapi

search model used in the Web ad hoc track (see Sec-

tion 1.1). Rather, we adapted the search model

described in Section 2.3, and from the list of retrieved

Web pages we were able to generate a corresponding

list of URL addresses.

In the second siage of our reu^ieval strategy we
inspected the corresponding URL addresses in order to

verify whether or not they could be considered as

appropriate URL candidates. To do so, we considered

URL length, attributing more importance to short

addresses (Section 2.4). Thus, in order to appear

within the first positions in our final result list, a Web
page would contain the search's keywords within its

first 50 terms and its URL address would have to be

short. As an alternative, we believe that URL address

content should bear some similarity to the submitted

request (Section 2.5), meaning we would again rank our

retrieved list according to this similarity.

So far we have considered three types of retrieval

expertise. The first retrieves and ranks Web sites

according to page content, the second reranks these

results according to URL address length and the last

reranks the results according to URL address and

submitted request similarity. In order to account for the

results of these three approaches, we suggested

reranking the retrieved items according to these three

expert opinions (Section 2.6). Thus, with this search

strategy, an entrypage will be found within the first

positions if its Web page shares common words with

the request, if its URL address is short and if this

address contains some of the search keywords (or an

abbreviation, a concatenation of two search keywords,

or some URL construction as shown in Section 2.1).

2.3. Okapi model adaptation

In the first and most important stages of our com-

bined retrieval strategy, we employed the Okapi pro-

babilistic model to search Web page content for relevant

homepages, although we did not employ the exact same

Okapi search model as used in the Web ad hoc track

(see Section 1.1). In fact, we added a precision device

that considered only the first 50 words of each item

retrieved and ranked only those documents having at

least one query term within the first 50 words. This

precision device was based on our intuition that docu-

ment titles (or document headings) should provide an

adequate indication as to whether or not corresponding

Web pages are relevant to a given homepage search.

This feature works as follows. First, we form the

set of all search keywords pairs. For example, from the

query q = (tj, tj, tk), we may deduce the following six

terms pairs (t„ tj), (tj, ti), (ti, tk), (tk, ti), (tj, tk) and

(tk, tj). We then in.spect the document to .see if the cor-

responding couple of search terms appears within a

maximum distance of 5 (or with a maximum of four

terms between the pair of search words). For example,

supposing we are looking for the pair of search terms

(tj, tk), then if we find a word sequence (tj, ta, tb, tc, td,

tk), we search it for an occurrence of our pair of search

terms within a maximum distance of 5. The weight

assigned to the occurrence of this search keyword pair

(tj, tk) in the document dj is denoted as 5wjk and com-

puted as follows:
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5wjk =0.5 +
position(tj^

)

where position(tk) indicates the position (word number)

of the term h from the beginning of the Web page.

Thus, if the term Ik appears in the second position (in

this case, the first position occupied by tj), the function

position(tO returns 1 and 6wjk is 5.5. On the other

hand, if the distance is greater than 5, we ignore this

occurrence.

It is possible however that a pair of search keywords

(tj, tk) would appear more than once (within a maxi-

mum distance of 5) in the document d,. To account for

all occurrences of the search term pairs (tj, Ik), we com-

pute the following expression:

w;i(j,k)

(k]-Hl)- £ 5w
occ(j,k)

K + E 6wjk
occ(j,k)

jk

min(wqj;wqk)

where Wi ^j.k) represents the weight attached to the search

term phrase (tj, tk) in the document dj, the parameter ki

and K are evaluated as described in Equation 2 and Wty

and Wqk represent the weights of the search keyword tj

and tk in the request (as shown in Formula 3).

In order to consider all occurrences of all search

keywords pairs, we compute an additional weight ph(d,,q)

attached to the presence of these multiple search key-

words pair occurrences in document di as follows:

PNdi,q)
all O.k)

'i(j,k)

The presence of search keyword pairs within the be-

ginning of a given Web page dj would change the value

of its RSVi, and this would be done simply by adding

the phrase weight ph(d.q) to the previously computed

RSVj (see Equation 4), as follows:

RSVi' = RSVi + ph(di,q) (5)

However, we suggest a variation that assigns a

lower phrase weight ph(d|,q) if the document d, does not

appear in the top ranked retrieved documents. Thus an

alternative retrieval status value is assigned using the

following formula:

RSVi' = RSVi + (l -a) ph(di,q) (6)

with a =
RSV^,,-RSVi

RSV,max RSVmm
where RSV^ax and RSYm,,, arc the RSV values aaaigncd

by the first and the last retrieved items respectively

(computed according to Equation 4).

Run name MRR # in top 10 # not found

Okapi stem 0.261 65 (44.8%) 31 (21.4%)

Okapi noslem 0.274 72 (49.7%) 29 (20.0%)

Eq.5, stem 0.348 85 (58.6%) 26 (17.9%)

Eq.5, nostem 0.354 84 (57.9%) 26 (17.9%)

Eq.6, stem 0.343 83 (57.2%) 24 (16.6%)

Eq.6, nostem 0.367 86 (59.3%) 24 (16.6%)

Table 6. Evaluation of results using various Okapi

probabilistic models (TREC-10)

Table 6 lists the various results of our search

models, in which we reported the mean reciprocal rank

(MRR), the number of queries for which the correct

homepage was found within the first ten retrieved items,

and the number of queries for which the relevant entry-

page could not be found in our result list. Row two of

this table contains an evaluation of the cla.ssical Okapi

probabilistic model, as described in Section 1.1. As a

variation in this particular search problem, we decided

to analyze the impact of the stemming procedure, and as

seen in row three, we were able improve retrieval effec-

tiveness compared to the classical Okapi model, when
the stemming procedure was discarded.

In the fourth and fifth rows are listed our adapted

Okapi model's retrieval performance, based on the re-

trieval status values computed according to Equation 5.

Finally, the last two rows show the performance

achieved by using Equation 6 with our adaptation of the

Okapi model.

From analyzing this data we concluded that the

stemming procedure was not really appropriate for this

type of search. Moreover, our modified Okapi model

provides better results than does the classical Okapi

model, and computing retrieval status value using

Equation 6 exhibits the best retrieval performance.

2.4. Reranking based on URL length

Upon examining the result lists obtained using our

Okapi homepage search model, we can find correspon-

ding URL addresses using a look-up procedure and pass

this list to one of our reranking schemes. In this

second step, we first consider the URL address length,

its length being defined by the number of 7"s contained

within it. If however a URL address ends with a "/",

then this final slash is ignored. Also, for any URL
addresses ending with "index.html" or "index.htm",

these terms are removed before we compute the length.

Thus, the UKL www.ibm.com tias the same length as

"www.ibm.com/index.html" or "www.ibm.com/".
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URL length Number of observations

Number Percentage Cumul.

_ 1— 1 11,622 0.69% 11,622

— Z 253,250 14.97% 264,872
_ -J— J 458,356 27.09% 723,228
— A— t 451,255 26.67% 1,174,483
_ c— J 297,339 17.57% 1,471,822
—— D 119,035 7.03% 1,590,857

= 7 69,091 4.08% 1,659,948

= 8 19,612 1.16% 1,679,560

= 9 6,399 0.38% 1,685,959

= 10 1,235 0.07% 1,687,194

> 11 4,902 0.29% 1,692,096

Table 7a. URL length distribution

Table 7a shows the URL length distribution across

our test collection, while Table 7b depicts the same

distribution based on our two relevance sets (entry-

page 2000 and entrypage 2001 ). From the training data

(denoted "2000"), we found that correct answers usually

correspond to short URL addresses, those with lengths

of 1 (77 cases in Table 7b) or 2 (15 observations). Data

from the Entrypage 2001 test collection provided by

relevance assessments displays a similar pattern. Thus

it seems reasonable to assign more importance to short

URL addresses than to longer ones.

All relevant items One rel. item / query

URL length 2000 2001 2000 2001

= 1 79 138 77 93

= 2 19 56 15 32

= 3 8 33 7 9

= 4 2 16 1 6

= 5 0 7 0 4

= 6 0 0 0 0

= 7 0 2 0 1

Total 108 252 100 145

Table 7b. URL length distribution for a set of

relevant items

Based on these findings, we reranked the retrieved

URL addresses according to the inverse of their length,

with ties being broken by using retrieval status values

(RSV,) computed according to our Okapi model (Sec-

tion 2.3).

Table 8 shows the first five URLs retrieved after the

first query, according to our adaptation of the Okapi

model (top part) or according to our reranking scheme

based on URL length (second part). As one can see. the

Okapi model retrieved various Web pages from the

same Web site ("africa.cis.co.za"). The retrieval status

value computed according to this search model, as de-

picted in Column 4, does not vary greatly. When we

reranked this result list according to the inverse of URL
length, the relevant item ("africa.cis.co.za:81 ") appears

in the first position. However, the first five URLs have

the same length (1 in this case), and the second key

used is always the retrieval status value computed by

the Okapi system.

2.5. Reranking based on URL similarity

URL address length does not however account for

similarity between request and URL terms. Based on

the data depicted in Table 8, for the response to

"Worldnet Africa" we can see that the URL address

"www.kvvp.com" response is listed in second place.

Thus, it seems a good idea to rerank the result list pro-

vided by our Okapi model, based on a similarity

between the URL address and the request.

This type of scheme is advantageous because we can

account for any similarity between requests and Web
pages, as well as requests and URL addresses. To

compute this similarity between requests and URL
addresses, we must however take various phenomena

into consideration, including acronyms and concatena-

tions of two search keywords found in URL addresses,

etc. (see Section 2.1).

The basic principals underlying our similarity

measure are described in Table 9, where we distinguish

mainly between three cases. First, when a request is

one word only, our similarity function determines

whether this word appears in the URL head (defined as

the server name) or in the URL's last component

(defined as the tail of the URL). If it does and the

corresponding URL is short (with a length of 1 or 2),

we return the maximum value of 1.0. One the other

hand, if this search term appears within the URL, the

similarity is defined as the inverse of the URL's length.

Finally, we determine whether there might be a fuzzy

match between the search keyword and the URL. In

this "fuzzySimilarityO" function, we counted the

maximum length of the ordered sequence of letters

between the search word and each term appearing in the

URL. For example, for the search word "market" and

the word "markCie", the maximum ordered sequence is

"mark" which has a length of 4. This length is then

divided by the maximum length of the two

corresponding terms (7 in our case, giving a final fuzzy

similarity of 4/7).

As a second case, we computed the similarity be-

tween the request and a URL with a length of one. Here

we tried to establish a similarity between the request

and some variations of this short URL (its acronym, the

concatenation of adjacent word pairs, the concatenation

of a word with the two letters of the next term).
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Simi larity measurement

Query URL address Rank DC v. Okani URL request URL length

based on our adaptation of the Okapi model
1 africa.cis.co.za:81/nibs/postnet/ad.html 1 JZ4Z.Ol 0.25 0.25

1 africa.cis.co.za:8 1 /aboutynewprice.html 2 SI 40 ^4J 1 H\J.JH 0.333333 0.333333

1 africa.cis.co.za:81/buy/ad/kyalami/kyalannii.html 3 J 1 1 0.Uo 0.2 0.2

1 africa.cis.co.za:81/buy/ad/fasa/fbhs2.htm] 4 SI 10 SQ 0.2 0.2

africa.cis.co.za:81/cape/ctcc/business/taxation.html 5 S 1 0O 0.2 0.2

rerank based on URL length

1 africa.cis.co.za:81/ 1 4yo/.y3 0.9999 1.0

1 www.kvvp.coni:80/ 2 2A72 09 0.12 1.0

1 www.krok.com:80/ 3 ZD30.J 0.16 1.0

1 www.starhustler.com:80/ 4 9S^iO 1 1 0.18 1.0

' www.lcrtelecom.com:80/ 5 1Q87 41 "O / .*T 0.2 1.0

rerank based on the similarity URL - request

1 africa.cis.co.za:81/ 1 4^0 /.y3 0.9999 1.0

1 www.att.com:80/worldnet/ 2 2607.29 0.997 0.5

1 www.legnetwork.com:80/worldnet.htm 3 9408 4S 0.997 0.5

1 interknowledge.com:80/south-africa/index.html 4 0.997 0.5

www.biodiv.org:80/africa.htm 5 2143 38 0.997 0.5

Merged results from our three experts

africa.cis.co.za:81/ 1 9935 86 L9998 2.0

africa.cis.co.za:81 /facility.html 2 10086.1 0.778 1.0

africa.cis.co.za:81/fin&tegn/ 3 9887.3 0.778 1.0

africa.cis.co.za:81/cpyright.htmI 4 9850.68 0.778 1.0

africa.cis.co.za:8 1 /comp.html 5 9809.52 0.778 1.0

Table 8. Example of four ranking approaches for the request "Worldnet Africa" (relevant item depicted in bold)

For example as depicted in Table 9, the request

"Worldnet Africa" and the URL "africa.cis.co.zaiSl"

represents a similarity evaluated as 0.9999, and if no

match was found, we applied our fuzzy match function.

In the latter case, we computed the similarity be-

tween each search keyword and a given URL (function

inFuzzyO). To define the similarity measure, we took

the number of matches, the length of the URL, the value

of the match between the URL head and the URL tail

into account, as shown in the last lines of Table 9.

In order to evaluate this reranking scheme, we
ranked the URL address result list according to request

their similarity. An example of the results of this

reranking is shown in Table 8 (third part). For this

query one can see the relevant item "africa.cis.co.za:81/"

appears in the first position. The following four URL
addresses have the same similarity value (depicted in

fifth column of Table 8) and are ranked according to

their retrieval status values, computed from our adapta-

tion of the Okapi model (shown in the fourth column).

2.6. Evaluation and data mergers

So far, we have described two reranking schemes
that might hopefully improve the ranking obtained from

our adaptation of the Okapi model (for which the cor-

responding evaluation is shown in Table 6). Table 10a

lists an evaluation of these two reranking schemes under

the label "URL length" and "URL simil." The results

depicted in this table indicate that we can enhance the

mean reciprocal rank (MRR) and the number of queries

for which the correct homepage can be found within the

first ten retrieved items. Moreover, we may also

decrease the number of queries for which the relevant

entrypage cannot be found in our result list (having a

size of 100). Based on these results, the best scheme

seems to be that of reranking, based on URL length.

As shown in Table 8 however, each of our three

search systems seems to retrieve different URL
addresses. Thus, we have decided to combine these

three expert techniques. To do so, we selected the first

fifteen retrieved items from each of three result lists and

separately added the corresponding similarities achieved

by our three experts. This additive process was chosen

because in other data merging contexts, it also provided

the best results (Savoy et al., 1997). The result lists

are then sorted by URL length, with ties being broken

by using the sum of retrieval status values computed by

our Okapi model (Section 2.3). For example, the last

part of Table 8 shows the first five retrieved items,

listed according to this fusion scheme. For the first

item, RSV, = 9935.86 because it was found by both the

URL length expert (RSV'i = 4967.93) and the URL
similarity expert (RSV| = 4967.93). For the same rea-

son, the new URL length is set to two and the new
URL-request similarity is fixed at 1.9998

(= 2 • 0.9999).
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similarity (aQuery, anURL) : Real;

queryLength := queryLength (aQuery);

urlLength := urlLength (anURL);
urlHead := urlHead (anURL);
urlTail := urlTail (anURL);

if (queryLength = 1 ) {

if ( in(aQuery, urlHead) & (urlLength = 1 )) retum(l);

if ( in(aQuery, urlTail) & (urlLength <= 2)) return(l);

if (in(aQuery, anURL)) retuni(l/urlLength);

return (fuzzySimilarity (aQuery, anURL));

if (urlLength = 1) {

expandQuery := acronym (aQuery);

if (in (expandQuery, anURL) >= 2) retum(l);

if (in (expandQuery, anURL)) retum(0.9999);

expandQuery := concat (aQuery);

if (in (expandQuery, anURL)) retum(l);

expandQuery := concat2 (aQuery);

if (in (expandQuery, anURL)) retum(] );

return (fuzzySimilaritv (aQuery, anURL));

}

simHead := fuzzySimilarity (aQuery, urlHead);

simTail := fuzzySimilarity (aQuery, urlTail);

if (urlLength = 2) {

if (simTail >= 0.8) return (simTail);

if (simHead >= 0.8) return (0.456)

else return (0);

}

aSetMatchFuzzy := inFuzzy (aQuery, anURL);
nbMatch := sizeSet (aSetMatchFuzzy);

if (nbMatch = 0) return (0);

if (urlLength - nbMatch <= 1 ) {

if ((aSimHead >= 0.8) & (aSimTail >= 0.8))

return (aSimTail - 0.1 );

if (aSimHead >= 0.8)

return (aSimTail - 0.15);

else return (0.234);

}

return (max (0.2, nbMatch / urlLength));

John smith canada -> 3

www.ibm.com/uk/products/ -> 3

www.ibm.com/uk/products/ -> www.ibm.com
www.ibm.com/uk/products/ -> products

// market & www.market.com/
// market & www.iti.com/market/
// market & www.iti.com/data/market/

// market & www.marketCie.ch/prod/data/

Chicago science center + esc

Chicago science center esc & www.csc.science.com/
Chicago science center esc & www.csc.com/
John smith + johnsmith

John smith johnsmith & www.johnsmith.com/
advice corp + adviceco

advice corp adviceco & www.adviceco.com/
advice corp & www.advicorp.com/

sirius bar & www.store.com/sirius/

iris corp & www.iris.com/ca/

iris corp & www.irt.com/canada/

desk publ & www.publ.com/uk/desk/ -> (1, 0, 1)

(1, 0, 1) -> 2

when no fuzzy match can be found
numerous matches
if good match with the head and the tail

e.g., desk publ & www.publ.com/uk/desk -> 0.9

if good match with only the head

// if numerous match inside the url

// if some matches

Table 9. Outline of algorithm used to determine similarity between query and URL address

However, from considering only the top 15 items for

each of our three search models, a maximum of 45

retrieved items per query could be obtained. In order to

increase these results to 100 (and to help generate rele-

vance assessments), we expanded this list by adding

URL addresses found by our Okapi model.

Run name MRR # in top 10 # not found

Okapi only 0.367 86 (59.3%) 24 (16.6%)

URL length 0.653 112 (77.2%) 21 (14.5%)

URL simil. 0.470 95 (65.5%) 18 (12.4%)

Fusion 0.693 115 (79.3%) 10 (6.9%)

Table 10a. Evaluation of our three search models and

their combinations (corrected results)

The evaluation of our combined search model is de-

picted in the last row of Table 10a. The retrieval per-

formance seems to have increased when considering

MRR values or the number of queries for which the rele-

vant item appeared in the top ten records. Moreover,

the combination of our experts seems to have a clear

impact on the number of queries for which the retrieval

system cannot find corresponding relevant items (last

column of Table 10a). If our combined retrieval model

seems to perform well, it also has a drawback in that it

retrieves various items corresponding to the same Web
site, as shown in the last part of Table 8. Thus incor-

porating a pruning process in our fusion scheme may
hopefully enhance retrieval performance.

When we created our official results for the home-

page search problem, we selected the wrong Okapi re-

sults list before considering our two reranking schemes

and our combined approach. The evaluations based on

this incorrect result list are shown in Table 10b, and
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they reveal the same conclusions as do our unofficial

but corrected search schemes (Table 10a).

Run name MRR # in top 10 # not found

Okapi only 0.295 64 (44.1%) 38 (26.2%)

URL length 0.598 96 (66.2%) 21 (14.5%)

URL simil. 0.431 81 (55.9%) 31 (21.4%)

Fusion 0.637 100 (69.0%) 12 (8.3%)

Table 10b. Evaluation of our three search models and

their combinations (official results)

2.7. Description of our official runs

Table 1 1 shows our official homepage search runs.

The "UniNEepl" run corresponds to the search model

merges described in Section 2.6. To produce the

"UniNEep2" run in positions 45 to 50 we added the top

five URL addresses found by our simple search model,

as described in Section 2.1 (doc=nnn, query=ntn), if

the.se URLs were not found previously. As depicted in

Table 11, this feature does not have any significant

impact on retrieval performance.

Run name MRR # in top 10 # not found

UniNEepl 0.637 100 (69.0%) 12 (8.3%)

UniNEep2 0.637 100 (69.0%) 11 (7.6%)

UniNEepS 0.529 99 (68.3%) 10 (6.9%)

UniNEep4 0.477 99 (68.3%) 16 (11.0%)

Table 1 1 . Official run evaluation

The "UniNEep4" run represents a variation of our

search model, based on the normalized merging of the

URL address searches (more precisely the "doc=nnn,

query=ntn" model using our both our extended queries

(see Table 5)) and our adaptation of the Okapi model

(search Web page content, Section 2.3). The last run

labeled "UniNEep3" represents the combined .search

model based on the "UniNEep4" run (with reranking

based on URL length and URL similarity).

Conclusion

The various experiments carried out within the Web
track demonstrate that:

- our new merging strategy based on results list

length may improve average precision slightly;

- using a lower value for the parameter b when dea-

ling with short requests may improve retrieval per-

formance;

- our adaptation of the Okapi model for the homepage

search problem performs relatively well;

- reranking the URL addresses based on a combina-

tion of URL length and URL similarity with the re-

quest improves retrieval performance for our Okapi

model.
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Abstract

We develop further the S-D threshold optimization

method. Specifically, we deal with the bias problem

introduced by receiving relevance judgements only

for documents retrieved. The new approach esti-

mates the parameters of the exponential-Gaussian

score density model without using any relevance

judgements. The standard expectation maximiza-

tion (EM) method for resolving mixtures of distri-

butions is used. In order to hmit the number of doc-

uments that need to be buffered, we apply nonuni-

form document sampling, emphasizing the right tail

(high scores) of the total score distribution.

For learning filtering profiles, we present a ver-

sion of Rocchio's method which is suitable and ef-

ficient for adaptive filtering. Its main new features

are the initial query degradation and decay, while it

is fully incremental in query updates and in calcu-

lating document score statistics. Initial query degra-

dation eliminates gradually the contribution of the

initial query as the number of relevant training doc-

uments increases. Decay considers relevant instances

(documents and/or initial query) of the near past

more heavily than those of the eaxly past. This is

achieved by the use of half-life, i.e. the age that a

training instance must be before it is half as influ-

ential £18 a fresh one in training/updating a profile.

All these new enhancements are consistent with the

initial motivation of Rocchio's formula.

We, moreover, use a form of term selection for all

tasks (which in adaptive tasks is applied repeatedly),

and query zoning for batch filtering and routing.

1 Introduction

This paper describes the participation in the TREC-
10 Filtering Track by researchers from the Katholieke

Universiteit Nijmegen (KUN). We participated in all

three subtasks: adaptive filtering, batch filtering,

and routing. The description of the tasks and evalu-

ation measures can be found in [10]. We have mainly

used the FilterIt system for all but one routing run

which was made by the LCS system. Table 1 sum-

marizes the runs we submitted.

Task Optimized for System Run-tag

adaptive

adaptive

TIOSU
F05

FilterIt

FilterIt

KUNaU
KUNaF

batch

batch

TIOSU
F05

FilterIt

FilterIt

KUNbU
KUNbF

routing

routing

FilterIt

LCS

KUNrl
KUNr2

Table 1: TREC-10 filtering runs submitted by KUN.

FilterIt was developed for our TREC-9 partici-

pation [2]. It was initially designed as a pure adap-

tive filtering system, based on a variant of Rocchio's

relevance feedback formula which is more suitable

for adaptive tasks. It has recently been extended to

provide mechanisms for batch training, non-adaptive

filtering, and routing. LCS was developed in the

coiiLexl of Llie Esprit piujecL DOcuineiit ROuting

(DORO)^ [8]. It is based on the Winnow mistake-

http://www.es .kun.nl/doro
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driven learning algorithm [6]. Both systems are de-

scribed in length in [2]; here we will concentrate on

the changes made in FilterIt.

In the next section, the preprocessing applied to

documents and topics is described. Section 3 ex-

pands on incremental profile training. It is shown

how the initial query degradation and decay are in-

tegrated into Rocchio's method. Many technical de-

tails are given which may be proved useful for de-

veloping incremental and effective filtering systems.

Section 4 deals with optimizing filtering thresholds.

Finally, results are summarized in Section 5, and con-

clusions are drawn in Section 6.

2 Preprocessing

All tasks were performed using a keyword-based rep-

resentation of documents and queries, with tradi-

tional stemming and stoplisting. There was no spe-

cial treatment of proper names, all numbers were

eliminated, and we made no use of multi-word terms

such as phrases or word clusters. We did not use

any external resources such as online dictionaries

or thesauri. In summary, the pre-processing was

quick-and-dirty. It reduces dramatically the num-

ber of indexing terms, however, it worked out well

with the OHSUMED collection in the TREC-9 Fil-

tering Track where we obtained very good results.

This year, however, a programming bug in the pre-

processor introduced a serious disadvantage in per-

forming the adaptive tasks: all stems of the test

streaxn which did not occur in the training stream

were discarded. As a result, filtering profiles could

not be expanded with new terms during adaptations.

The impact of this error on the routing and batch fil-

tering effectiveness, however, Wcis negligible.

3 Incremental Profile Training

The query training of FilterIt is derived from Roc-

chio's method [11]. Our version of the formula

presents the following features:

1. It introduces initial query degradation. The ini-

tial query is considered as carrying a worth of

a certain numher of relpvant doriimpnts Asa
result, the contribution of an initial query in

training a classifier decreases with the number
of relevant training documents.

2. It incorporates the notion of the half life of a

training document, i.e. the age that a document
must be before it is half as influential as a fresh

one in training a classifier.

3. It allows accurate incremental training with-

out using any document buffers, resulting in

low memory and computational power require-

ments.

Table 2 shows all the quantities used for incre-

mental training. They are grouped (from top to

bottom) into user-suppUed parameters, document

stream variables, filter variables, and system-wide

parameters.

Qo the initial user query vector

a worth of Qo, in number of relevant docs

h half life of training docs

N total number of docs seen

DF^ diagonal K x K matrix of df 's @ N
Qn query vector after n training docs

Bn linear combination of relevant docs

Cn linear combination of irrelevant docs

an worth of Qo at time tn

bn accumulated worth of relevant docs

Cn accumulated worth of irrelevant docs

relevant to irrelevant feedback ratio

k term selection cutoff

Table 2: Parameters and variables.

The user-supplied parameters are three: the initial

query Qo, its assumed worth a measured in number

of relevant documents, and the half life h of train-

ing documents measured in actual time. This year,

we used a = 2, a low value in comparison to last

year's tasks where our formula behaved more like

a = 10. The main reason for this was that we did not

find the TREC-10 queries (consisting mainly of one

or two keywords) too informative. Furthermore, we

used a mild decay (despite the fast-changing nature

of a news stream) setting the half life /i to 6 months

for the adaptive tasks, and no decay for batch and
routing (diip tn tVip limitpH timpspan nf thp train-

ing data). More about document decay and half life,

and a discussion on convergence or responsiveness of

classifiers can be found in [3] and [1].
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Training documents D^, i — 1,2,... (relevant and

non-relevant) are the pre-classified documents given

at the time of bootstrapping, and all retrieved ones

during filtering since their relevance judgment is

given. The index i denotes the position of a train-

ing document in time sequence of all training docu-

ments, e.g. Di is the oldest. Qo and Dj are not idf

weighted, but only tf and length-normalized. The

precise weighting scheme we currently use for docu-

ments is the Lu [12].

Stream variables are the total number A'^ of doc-

uments seen by some point in time, and the K x K
diagonal matrix DFat = diag(d[/; , . .

. , dfK) of the

document frequencies of a total K terms contained

into the N documents. Each new document that ar-

rives increments A'^ by one, and updates DFn (i.e.

incremental df).

The filter variables are initialized as

Bo = Co = [0, 0, . .
. , 0] , 6o = Co = 0 , ao = a .

(1)

Now, let us assume that the system retrieves the nth

document Dn at time in, and that the user feedback

says that it is relevant. Then the filter variables are

updated as

Bn = 'nBn-1 + Dn >

Cn — ljiCn— 1 ,

^n^n— 1

>

bn = inbn-1 + 1 i

Cn ~ — 1 ; (2)

where is the decay factor calculated as

= 0.5(*"-'"-')/'^.
(3)

Similarly, if Dn is non-relevant, then it is added to

Cn instead of Bn and Cn is incremented instead of

bn-

The new filtering query Qn is then built in 3 steps.

1. The query zone is built, i.e. a trained query us-

ing only the relevant and discarding all the non-

relevant feedback:

Qz,„ = ( ^—r (flnQo + Bn)
)
idf(DF^)

.

\an+bn )
(4)

(We use the same formula in batch filtering and
routing to select which non-relevant documents

are going to be used for training: currently, the

top-500 non-relevant as ranked by Eq. 4.)

2. All terms in Qz,„ are ranked according to their

weight, and only the top-A; terms are selected.

All the rest of the terms are removed from vec-

tors Qz,niQo,Bn, and Cn. This year, we used

250 terms for routing and batch filtering, and

100 for adaptive filtering.

3. The new filtering query is calculated as

Qn = ^' Qz.n - -Cn idf(DFyv) • (5)
Cn

The function idf(.) returns the diagonal matrix of

the idf components. We should remind that Qo and

Dj are not idf weighted. The idf components are

currently calculated with the i formula [12].

Note that for h — -l-oo (no document decay),

/5' = 1, and a = 0 (no initial query), the procedure

we have just described calculates the original Roc-

chio formula. A relevance feedback setting with the

traditional parameters a, /5, and 7 can be simulated

using an = bnOc/P and — {a + /3)/^. In short, our

version of the formula can behave like most variants

seen in the literature. Additionally, it allows accu-

rate incrementality, it can consider the initial query

as being an equivalent of some number of relevant

training documents, and it incorporates the notion

of decaying over time training documents and initial

query. Moreover, it does not invalidate the initial

motivation of Rocchio's formula. For example,

where Dj is a non-relevant document, and

n

di= Yl
= 0.5(*"-*^)/\

(7)

is still the (weighted) average vector of non-relevant

documents.

3.1 Incremental Score Statistics

The incremental training we have just described al-

lows us to calculate (weighted) score statistics, e.g.

mean score and variance, incrementally without us-

ing any document buffers. Score statistics are neces-

sary for thresholding as we will see in Section 4.

If the dot-product * is used as a scoring function,

Llie iiieciii lelevdiiit documexil scoie ^trel,n ^n is sim-

ply:

^

Airel.n = T" (Bn * Qn) (8)
On
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The variance cr^g, „ can be calculated via

<^rel,n = ^lel.n " ^rel.n • (9)

(2)
The mean of the squared scores Mrei.n given by

/^IeU = ^((QnBdyad,n)* Qn) , (10)

where

Bdyad.n = ^ C?, D7 D, (11)

is 2-dimensional matrix. denotes the adjacent of

Dj. Bdyad.n can be updated incrementally as

Bdyad.n = Bdyad,n-1 + Dn Dn • (12)

The derivations of Formulae 8 and 10 can be found

in[l].

4 Threshold Optimization

Thresholds in FilterIt are empirically optimized

for batch filtering, and S-D (score-distributional) op-

timized for adaptive tasks.

4.2 The S-D Method

The S-D method [2, 4] eliminates the need for a doc-

ument buffer by using the statistical properties of

scores rather than their actual values. Statistical

properties like mean score and variance can be up-

dated incrementally, as we have shown in Section 3.1.

The idea behind the S-D threshold optimization

is the following. If rele\'ant and non-relevant docu-

ment scores are modelled separately using their prob-

ability densities, then the total score density is a

(weighted) mixture of the individual score densities.

Having determined the individual score densities cmd

the mixing parameter, all measures that satisfy the

probability thresholding principle (FTP) [5] can be

optimized. The optimization of non-PTP measures

requires moreover the knowledge of the number of

documents to be filtered, but this is usually an un-

known quantity. In such cases, the method can be

applied by optimizing the measure only for the near

future, e.g. for a certain assumed nimiber of incoming

documents.

The procedure has cls follows. Let M be an ef-

fectiveness measure, a function of the four variables

Rj^,N+,R-,N- (relevant retrieved, non-relevant re-

trieved, relevant not retrieved, etc.) of the tradi-

tional contingency table. The measure is calculated

at m levels z = 1, . .
.

, m, of decreasing score Si as

Af, = A/(i?_(sO,AV(sO--R-(si),.V_(s.)), (13)

4.1 The Empirical Method

The empirical technique for optimizing a threshold

on training documents consists of the following steps:

rank the documents according to their scores, cal-

culate the effectiveness measure of interest at every

position of the rank, find the position where the mea-

sure is optimal, and set the threshold somewhere be-

tween the score of the optimad position and the score

of the next lower position. The technique works out

weU given sufficient training data. Our batch filter-

ing runs, KUNbU and KUNbF, use this technique

for optimizing thresholds.

The main drawback of the empirical technique be-

comes apparent when adaptivity is required, namely,

it rannnt hp a.pplipH inrrprnpntally. A largp dnni-

ment buffer should be carried along during filtering,

and the scores of all its documents must be recalcu-

lated after every query update.

where, e.g., R+{si) gives the number of relevant doc-

uments that would have been retrieved for a thresh-

old equal to s;. That is

R+{S^) = r^°P,el(x)dx (14)

il+(Si_i) + r {Si-i - Si)Prel(Si) , (15)

where Prei is the probability density function of rel-

evant scores, r is the number of relevant documents,

and So is the maximum possible score. The other

three variables of the contingency table parameter-

ized by the score can be similarly calculated.

Having calculated the Mi at all levels, the proce-

diirp gnps nn a.s in thp pmpiriral mpthnd. Not,e> that

Eq. 15 calculates numerically and incrementally a se-

ries of integrals. The method is simple to implement

and efficient.
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4.3 Score Distributions

The S-D optimization requires modelUng of the

score distributions of relevant and non-relevant doc-

uments. In [4] we introduced a numerical method for

calculating the probability density of the score distri-

bution of an arbitrary set of documents. The method
needs as input the query and what we call term prob-

ability for each query term. The term probability of

a term is simply the fraction of the documents in the

set that it occurs in. Thus, the method has the desir-

able property of depending only on quantities which

can be updated incrementally, and it does not need

the actual documents. Nevertheless, it is computa-

tionally expensive.

In the aforementioned study, we also investigated

whether the score distributions can be approximated

with known distributions. Assuming that each score

is a linear combination of the query weights (e.g. a

dot-product), and that relevant documents cluster

around some point in the document space with some
hyper-ellipsoidal density (e.g. a hyper-Gaussian cen-

tered on the point), we proved that the relevant score

distribution has a Gaussian Central Limit in a large

number of dimensions (query terms). Moreover, we

showed that the Gaussian limit appears fast. How
fast depends also on the quality of a query; the better

the query, the fewer the terms necessary for a Gaus-

sian approximation. Practically, on the OHSUMED
collection and for the 63 OHSU queries (TREC-9's

data) trained with Rocchio on the 1st year of data,

the relevant score distributions can be very well fit-

ted with Gaussians at around 250 query terms.

In the case of the distribution of non-relevant doc-

ument scores, we have empirically found in [2, 4] that

the right tail (high scores) of the score density can

be well fitted with an exponential. Further empiri-

cal evidence for the proposed Gaussian-exponential

score modeling can also be found in [7].

4.4 The Bias Problem

Adaptive filtering presents a bias problem that arises

from the fact that relevance judgements become

available only for those documents retrieved. The
implication of this for thresholding^ is that calculat-

ing the mean score and variance or term probabilities

only on docuiiieiiLs leUieved can be vciy nii&leadiiig.

^Note that the bias problem in filtering does not show up
only in thresholding, but also in query training/updating.

An attempt to deal with the bias is seen in [13],

where each document score is considered together

with a sampling constraint, i.e. the current thresh-

old at the time of retrieval of the corresponding

document. Then the parameters of the Gaussian-

exponential model are estimated by maximum likeli-

hood. Although the method calculates unbiased S-D
thresholds, it introduces new complications in updat-

ing the query. When the query is updated all sam-

pling constraints change as well, nevertheless, there

is currently no way of updating the sampling con-

straints. Abandoning query updates in exchange for

a better threshold does not seem like a good solution

for adaptive filtering.

4.5 Unbiased S-D: An EM Approach

We have developed another approach which calcu-

lates unbiased thresholds while allowing query up-

dates. Since the problem arises from the fact that

the relevance judgements are biased, we fit to the

total score distribution a mixture model consisting

of an exponential and a Gaussian, without using any

relevance judgements. A standard approach to deter-

mining the mixing parameters and the parameters of

the component densities is to use Expectation Maxi-

mization (EM) [9]. Recovering the parameters of the

Gaussian-exponential score model with EM without

relevance judgements has recently been described in

[7] in the context of distributed retrieval.

Let P{x\l) and P{x\2) be the exponential and

Gaussian densities respectively. The total score den-

sity can written as

P{x) = J2Pij)Pi^\j), (16)

j

where P{j) are the mixing parameters satisfying

53P(;) = 1, 0<P{j)<l. (17)

j

The parameters to be estimated are four: the mean
// anrl varianrp nf thp Gaussian, tVip X of the ex-

ponential P{x\l) — Aexp(— Ax), and only the one of

the two mixing parameters since the other can be

determined from Eq. 17.
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EM is an iterative procedure. The update equa-

tions for the discussed mixture model are:

.(1)

Mnew —

E^-Pold(l|x^)

Ei Pold{2\x^)\x^ - Unewl'^Wj

where PoidOk) is given by Bayes' theorem

Po\d{x\j)Po\d{j)
Po\d{j\x) =

-Poid(a:)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

and Poid(3;) is given by Eq. 16.

In general, when all scores Xi have been obtained

unconditionally, Wi = 1, Vi For thresholding pur-

poses, however, we are interested in the right tail

(high scores) of the total density. Moreover, in adap-

tive tasks, more and more scores axe accumulated

over time. Consequently, in order to reduce the to-

tal number of documents the system has to retain

and to focus on the tail of the distribution, we ap-

ply nonuniform sampling of the documents accord-

ing to their score. If x the score of a document, the

document is sampled with probability Psix). Ps{x)

should be an increasing function, so that more high

than low scoring documents are collected. The sam-

pUng function we currently use is

P . , /loglOOO,
Ps {x) = exp I [x (23)

where Xmax is the maximum score. This sampling

function retains most documents with scores near to

a^max, and only 1 out of a 1,000 documents with zero

score.

The 20,000 (approximately) documents of the

training set are first sampled like that for every topic.

If after the sampHng more than 1,000 documents re-

main, the buffer is further thinned down to 1,000

documents by uniformly (this time) discarding doc-

uments. The initial threshold is calculated on the

scores of the remaining documents using EM, but

now the scores Xi must be weighted as

Ps{Xi
(24)

As new documents accumulate, every time the buffer

reaches the 2,000 documents, it is thinned down
to 1,000 documents by random (uniform) removal.

Note that if a profile update has taken place, all doc-

ument scores should be recalculated for a threshold

update. This can be computationally heavy for large

documents buffers.

EM converges locally, this means that finding a

global fit depends largely on the initial settings of

the parameters. Initial values for the parameters of

the Gaussian and exponential are selected randomly

as

/^init € [/irel,n/2, /Jrel.n ] , (25)

Ainit G [l/Z^half lowest l/^all

(26)

(27)

where /irei,n and cr^ , are the biased parameters cal-

culated using the formulae in Section 3.1. The initial

mixing parameter is selected as

P,n,t(l) G [0.5, 1 - 6n/iV] . (28)

To find a global fit, EM is run 10 times with initial

parameters selected randomly from the ranges above.

Then, the fit that has the least squared error with

the empirical data is selected.

5 Results

Table 3 summarizes the official results we achieved

in TREC-10. The rightmost column shows the final

rank of the runs, and the number in parentheses is

the total number of runs in the corresponding cate-

gory submitted by all groups.

Run TIOSU F05 Av.Prec. Rank

KUNaU 0.203 0.437 12 (30)

KUNaF 0.141 0.356 12 (30)

KUNbU 0.307 0.507 4(18)

KUNbF 0.264 0.489 8 (18)

KUNrl 0.136 4(18)

KUNr2 0.137 3 (18)

Table 3: TREC-10 results of KUN.

In the routing task, the LCS system has performed
vpry wpI] this ypar (K^TJNr9), confirming that its had

performance in TREC-9 was due to the large number
of Winnow-iterations that led to over-training. It

has achieved a slightly larger average precision than
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the FilterIt system (KUNrl). According to those

results our systems were ranked as the 2nd best.

The batch filtering runs (KUNbU and KUNbF)
were performed by FilterIt. We used exactly

the same parameter settings as for the routing run

KUNrl, except that we thresholded the final docu-

ment rankings using empirical thresholds estimated

on the training set. Ironically, KUNbU optimized

for TIOSU resulted in larger F05 than KUNbF op-

timized for F05. The adaptive runs (KUNaU and

KUNaF) were performed by FilterIt.

6 Concluding Remarks

Summarizing, we are satisfied with the profile train-

ing part of the FilterIt system. It is efficient since

it allows incremental training, and it has proved ef-

fective as well, lcs and FilterIt are radically dif-

ferent systems, with different learning methods (Roc-

chio vs. Winnow), and different term selection and

weighting schemes. Moreover, LCS did not use the

initial queries at all. The fact that two so different

systems have achieved similar results implies that

we have either reached the "ceiling" of effectiveness

for the current pre-processing and representation of

the document collection, or the top-1000 documents

used in the evaluation were not enough to distinguish

between the two systems.

Concerning the threshold optimization for adap-

tive filtering, we have made a considerable step to-

wards removing the bia^ introduced by the partial

relevance judgements. However, numerous other pa-

rameters have been introduced that seem to require

extensive tuning in order to achieve good end-results.

We have found EM especially "messy" and difficult

to tune. It seems sensitive to the choice of the initial

parameter values in converging to a global optimum
rather than a local one. The update equations for

EM which we have used, do not take into account the

relevance judgements available. The available judge-

ments have been used merely for determining usable

ranges for initializing the parameters. Note that it

may be possible to derive other update equations

that will take into account the partial judgements.

This may improve the quality of the fit.

Another source of inaccuracies lies onto the doc-

nmpnt sampling Thp rnrrpnt sampling fimrtinn is

certainly not the best that can be used, considering

the underlying total score distribution. The num-
ber of samples (1,000 to 2,000 max.) used did not

seem enough for some topics. However, increasing

the size of the document buffer introduces a serious

computational overhead in threshold updates since

all document scores must be recalculated after pro-

file updates. A reasonable trade-off between thresh-

old accuracy and efficiency has yet to be established.

Despite the "roughness" of these new methods we
integrated into thresholding, and the fact that the

"bug" in document preprocessing introduced a seri-

ous disadvantage into profile updates, our adaptive

results ranked FilterIt above the median system.
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TREC10 Notebook Paper

Challenges of Multi-Mode IR Software

Gregory B. Newby
UNC Chapel Hill

Abstract

Web track results are presented. A software project, IRTools, is described. IRTools is

intended to enable information retrieval (IR) experimentation by incorporating methods for

multiple modes of IR operation, such as the vector space model and latent semantic indexing

(LSI). Plans for the interactive track are described.

Introduction

For much of the past year, the author and his colleagues have been working towards

general-purpose large-scale software for information retrieval experimentation. For TREC
10, the goal was to demonstrate this software's functionality using a "standard" IR approach:

vector space retrieval. Functionality demonstrated in prior years' TRECs, notably the

information space technique (Newby, 2001 ) and other approaches related to LSI (described

in Rehder et al., 1998) was present but untested for TREC 10.

Submitted runs for the TREC 10 Web track were irtLnua and irtLnut:

irtLnua: Web track, all terms minus stopwords, Lnu.Ltc weighting

irtLnut: Web track, title only, minus stopwords, Lnu.Ltc weighting

We also did some work on cross language retrieval but did not submit runs. Our

work for the interactive track will not be completed in time for presentation at TRECIO, but

should be ready for the final proceedings.

Software Overview
We believe there is a lack of free, open source, high performance software for

information retrieval. We desire to create software with these qualities:

1 . Free and open source (e.g., licensed under the General Public License);

2. With implementations for multiple IR methods, including Boolean retrieval,

vector space, probabilistic and LSI, as well as variations;

3. Including documentation and examples to enable interested persons to perform

experiments, extend the software, or incorporate it with their own tools;

4. Suitable for medium ( 1 0GB to 1 00GB) to large (up to 1 000GB) collections of

documents; and

5. With a focus on semi-structured documents, including HTML and XML formats,

but also compatible with plain text.
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Software for IR experimentation that has seen great success includes SMART
(Buckley & Walsh, 2001) and Okapi (Robertson & Walker, 2000). However, past versions

of such systems have lacked one or more of the qualities above. INQUERY (Allan et al.,

2001 ), like some other successful systems, is not open source. Free search software such as

HT://DIG (http://www.htdig.org ) offer high performance and open source, but are not readily

adaptable for retrieval research.

In contrast to the systems that regularly appear at TREC conferences and other

venues, some of the most successful and widely used systems for IR - Web search engines -

are prohibitive of most forms of experimental IR research. Despite starting as open or

publicly funded projects, popular Web search engines including Lycos, Yahoo and Google

do not make their software or algorithms publicly accessible, and there are few opportunities

for the utilization of their techniques for TREC-style experimental research.

The above is not intended as criticism of the software or the people behind it. In fact,

the list above is indicative of the great success that IR has had in bringing people closer to the

information they seek. Nevertheless, there is certainly room for at least one project with the

goals above.

The software, which is called the Information Retrieval Toolkit (IRTools), is not

intended as a panacea, nor does it propose to supplant existing systems. Instead, as the name
implies, it is intended as one possible addition to the modern experimental IR researcher's

collection of software and algorithms. The source code for IRTools is available at

http://sourceforge.net/projects/irtools .

Web Track Results

Development of IRTools has been steady but slow. File structures, data structures

and algorithms have been under constant development and reassessment, and it seems that at

any time only part of the software works. To benchmark the software, we wanted to submit

runs with fairly standard and well-known approaches. The VSM with Lnu.Ltc weighting

was utilized for TREC 10. For the pivoted document weights, a constant of 0.25 was chosen

based on experiments with TREC9 qrels.

Two runs were submitted, irtLnua and irtLnut. IrtLnua included all non-stopworded

terms, and resulted in abysmal results with average precision well under 1%. These results

are worse than might be expected if randomly retrieved documents were submitted. There

appear to be one or more bugs in the Boolean recombination or term weighting subsystem

that resulted in documents with low-value terms being ranked highly. These are

disappointing results, but appear to be the outcome of one or more bugs.

IrtLnut is better, though not as good as we expected. As a benchmark run, we
anticipated performance similar to our work with post-hoc evaluation of TREC9 runs, in

which we typically gained average precision of .25 or so.

For this run, only terms from the <TITLE> section of each topic were used, minus

terms on the 622-term stop list (similar to the SMART list). Results are presented in Table 1

.
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Table 1: irtLnut (judged run) Result Summary

IrtLnut Overall statistics

Retrieved 46432

Relevant 3363

ReLret 838

Exact: 0.0321

Relevant at 1000 docs:

Runs >= Median 2

Runs < Median 48

Runs with 0 relevant docs 16

Average Precision:

Runs >= Median 3

Runs < Median 47

Runs with 0 ave_p 22

Generally, topics which other systems found "easy" (in terms of a high median

relevant documents at 1000) were found easy in the irtLnut run. Such topics included 509,

513,527, 530, 544 and 547.

Anomalous topics, in which irtLnut was very low but the median relevant documents

found across all participants was high, were 51 1 , 519, 541 and 549. These topics appear to

be victims of the same bug that impacted irtLnua - unimportant terms (such as "info" in topic

519) were given higher weights than important terms (such as "frogs").

The best runs for irtLnut included 509 ("steroids what does it do to your body"), 517

("titanic what went wrong"), 527 ("can you find info on booker t Washington") and 544

("estrogen why needed"). In all cases, our suspicion is that the initial pre-weighting Boolean

set of documents was of sufficiently high quality to offset bugs in term weights and ranking.

Interactive Track Plans

Our work on the interactive track is ongoing. The plan for the study is to test for

differences in search results and performance between two versions of the results display

interface. The control interface will display results in a traditional list format, whereas the

experimental interface will display results in a browseable category hierarchy, based on the

Yahoo categories.

Our intent is to produce testable hypotheses about the presentation of a fixed number

of results in text and several non-text formats.

There will be 24 participants in the study. Each participant will do two searches on

the control system (one fully specified, one partially specified) and two searches on the

experimental system (one fully specified, one partially specified). The four topics are

distributed evenly across the participants so that each participant is dealing with tasks from

only two of the four topics, one partially specified and one fully specified task from each

topic.
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Searches will be run on Google against the live Web as indexed there. Mapping

resulting hits to the Yahoo categories will occur via a proxy server on our local system, using

a combination of standard vector space algorithms and some categorization algorithms to

address granularity problems (e.g., to make sure we don't present dozens of low-level

categories that all share higher-level categories).

As the participants are searching, we will automatically record the URL of each

document they view via the proxy server. We will also ask the participants to record the

URL(s) of document(s) they believe satisfy the requirements of each task. In addition, we

will record the total amount of time each participant spends completing each task.

Each participant will complete a pre-search questionnaire that asks for basic

demographic information as well as prior experience with web searching in general and web

searching particularly related to the two domains (medical and travel) and two actions

(buying online and researching a topic for a project) specified in the tasks. Participants will

be given a post-search questionnaire to evaluate each system and express what they like or

dislike about each.

Conclusion

The Web track results support our plan to first implement relatively well-known IR

techniques in IRTools, in order to gain confidence in our system's performance. As has

happened in prior years to other TREC participants, last-minute bugs appear to have thwarted

our efforts at reasonable benchmarks.

Integrating well-known techniques into an integrated software package has proven to

be challenging. File structures have been particularly problematic, as different data points

are required for different IR schemes, yet we desire to minimize disk I/O while having

generalized data structures stored to disk. Scaling for sparse-matrix techniques (LSI) as well

as dense-matrix techniques (information space) has also been challenging.

Despite these challenges, we anticipate success in achieving our goals for IRTools.

We speculate being able to approximate results from best-of-breed IR systems within

IRTools, enabling controlled experiments comparing the impact of different manipulations.

We hope that these efforts, combined with the work of other research groups, will improve

retrieval and scaling for semi -structured textual data.
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0. Submitted Runs

uncvmss, uncvsmm, uncfsis, uncfsim' - WTIOg automatic topic relevance task runs

1. Introduction

Tfie cfiaracteristics of Web search" environment, namely tHe document cHaracteristics and the

searcher behavior on the Web, confound the problems of Information Retrieval (IR). The

massive, heterogeneous, dynamic, and distributed Web document collection as well as the

unpredictable and less than ideal querying behavior of a typical Web searcher exacerbate

conventional IR problems and diminish the effectiveness of retrieval approaches proven in the

laboratory conditions of traditional IR. At the same time, the Web is rich with various sources of

information that go beyond the contents of documents, such as document characteristics,

hyperlinks, Web directories (e.g. Yahoo), and user statistics.

Fusion IR studies have repeatedly shown that combining multiple sources of evidence

can improve retrieval performance. Furthermore, the nature of the Web search environment is

such that retrieval approaches based on single sources of evidence suffer from weaknesses that

can hurt the retrieval performance in certain situations. For example, content-based IR

approaches have difficulty dealing with the diversity in vocabulary and quahty of web

documents, while link-based approaches can suffer from incomplete or noisy link topology. The

inadequacies of singular Web IR approaches coupled with the fusion hypothesis (i.e. "fusion is

good for IR") make a strong argument for combining multiple sources of evidence as a

potentially advantageous retrieval strategy for Web IR.

Among the various source of evidence on the Web, we focused our TREC-IO efforts on

leveraging document text and hyperlinks, and examined the effects of combining result sets as

well as those of various evidence source parameters.

2. Text-based Method: VSM

The text-based retrieval component of the experiment was based on a Vector Space Model

(VSM) using the SMART length-normalized term weights as implemented in IRIS^ (Yang &
Maglaughlin, 2(X)0).

2.1 Text Processing

IRIS processed documents by first removing HTML tags and punctuation, and then excluding

Submitted runs along with the entire retrieval system were lost due to a machine crash. Results discussed
in thiB paper are baeed on post-Bubmicfiion data produced by a recreated cystem. the time of cubmiscion,

uncvsms and uncvsmm were vector space model (VSM) runs using short and medium length queries

respectively, and uncfsis and uncfsim were VSM and HITS fusion runs using short and medium queries.

^ IRIS (Interactive Retrieval Information System) is an experimental retrieval system developed in the

School of Information and Library Science at the University of North Carolina.
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390 High-frequency terms listed in tHe WAIS default stopwords list as well as "IRIS stopwords,^"

wHich were arrived at by examining the inverted index and identifying low frequency terms that

appeared to have little value.

After punctuation and stopword removal, IRIS conflated each word by applying the

simple plural remover (Frakes & Baeza-Yates, 1992). The simple plural remover was chosen to

speed up indexing time and to minimize the overstemming effect of more aggressive stemmers.

2.2 Term Indexes

In addition to body text terms (i.e. terms between <BODY> and </BODY> tags), IRIS extracted

header text terms from document titles, meta keyword and description texts, and heading texts

(i.e. texts between <Hn> and </Hn> tags). A combination of body and header text terms was also

created, where the header text terms were emphasized by multiplying the term frequencies by 10.

In each of the three term sources, adjacent noun phrases were identified to construct noun

phrase indexes as well as single term indexes. By using an online dictionary and the punctuation-

based phrase window recognition algorithm, IRIS defined an adjacent noun phrase as consisting

of up to three adjacent dictionary nouns or capitalized words within a phrase window.

2.3 Document Ranking and Pseudo-feedback

Documents were ranked in decreasing order of the inner product of document and query vectors,

q'd^^Y.q.d^,, (1)

' where qk is the weight of term k in the query, dik is the weight of term k in document i, and t is the

number of terms in the index. SMART Lnu weights with the slope of 0.3 were used for document

terms (Buckley et al., 1996; Buckley et al., 1997), and SMART Itc weights (Buckley et al., 1995)

were used for query terms. Lnu weights attempt to match the probability of retrieval given a

document length with the probability of relevance given that length (Singhal et al., 1996).

Top ten positive and top two negative weighted terms from the top three ranked

documents of the initial retrieval results were used to expand the initial query in a pseudo-

feedback retrieval process.

2.4 VSM systems

Table 1 enumerates the text-based method parameters for VSM systems, which are query length,

term source, use of phrase terms, and use of pseudo-feedback. Query length range from short

(topic title) and medium (topic title and description) to long (topic title, description, and narrative).

Term sources are body text, header text, and body plus header text. The combination of

parameters (3 query lengths, 3 term sources, 2 for phrase use, 2 for feedback use) resulted in 36

VSM systems.

^ IRIS stopwords for TREC-IO Web track experiment were defined as all non-alphabetical words

(exception: embedded hypKen), words consisting of more than 25 or less than 3 characters, and words that

contain 3 or more repeated characters.
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Table I. VSM system* parameters

Query length Term Source Noun Phrase Pseudo-feedback

short body text no no

medium header text yes yes

long body + header

*VSM system name = vsm$qform$index$phrase.$feedbaclc (e.g. vsmsbO.l)

where $qform = query length (s, m, I)

Sindex = term source (b, h, bh)

Sphrase = noun phrase (0, 1)

$feedback = pseudo-feedback (1,2)

3. Link-based Method: HITS

Among the several possible link-based retrieval methods, the authority scores of documents

computed by the HITS algorithm (Kleinberg, 1997) were used to generate a ranked list of

documents with respect to a given query. PageRank scores (Page et al., 1998) could be used to

rank documents as well, but effectiveness computation of PageRank scores is likely to require a

much larger set of linked documents than WTlOg corpus (Brin & Page, 1998). The Clever

algorithm that extends HITS by incorporating the text around links into the computation of hub

and authority scores has been shown to improve the performance of HITS (Chakrabarti et al.,

1998). However, Clever combines link- and text-based methods implicitly and thus makes it

difficult to isolate the contributions and behaviors of individual methods, which we wanted to

study to better understand the effect of combining retrieval result sets.

HITS defines "authority" as a page that is pointed to by many good hubs and defines

"hub" as a page that points to many good authorities. Mathematically, these circular definitions

can be expressed as follows:

a(p)=Y,hiq), (2)

<7-»P

h(p)='£a(q). (3)

The above equations define the authority weight a(p) and the hub weight h(p) for each page p,

where p—^q denote "page p has a hyperlink to page q".

HITS starts with a root set S of text-based search engine results in response to a query

about some topic, expands 5 to a base set T with the inlinks and outlinks of S, eliminates links

between pages with the same domain name in T to define the graph G, runs the iterative algorithm

(equations 2 and 3) on G until convergence, and returns a set of documents with high h(p)

weights (i.e. hubs) and another set with high a(p) weights (i.e. authorities). The iterative

algorithm works as follows: Starting with all weights initiahzed to I, each step of the iterative

algorithm computes h(p) and a(p) for every page p in T, normalizes each of them so that the sum
of the squares adds up to 1, and repeats until the weights stabilize. In fact it can be shown that the

authority weights at convergence correspond to the principal eigenvalues of A^A and hub weights

correspond to those of AA^, where A is the link matrix of the base set 7^. Typically, convergence

"^THe (/,;)* entry of A is 1 if there exists a link from page i to page j, and is 0 otherwise. In A', the

transpose of the link matrix A, the (ij)"' entry of A corresponds to the link from page ; to page The (z'j)*

entry of AA' gives the number of pages pointed to by both page i and page j (bibliometric coupling), while

the (/J)* entry of A'A gives the number of pages that point to both page i and page j (cocitation).
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occurs in 10 to 50 iterations for T consisting of about 5000 Web pages, expanded from the root

set S of 200 pages while being constrained by the expansion limit of 50 inlinks per page.

3.1 Modified HITS Algorithm

The original HITS algorithm was modified by adopting a couple of improvements from other

HITS-based approaches. As implemented in the ARC algorithm (Chakrabarti et al., 1998), the

root set was expanded by 2 Knks instead of I link (i.e. expand S by all pages that are 2 link

distance away from 5). Also, the edge weights by Bharat and Henzinger (1998), which

essentially normalize the contribution of authorship by dividing the contribution of each page by

the number of pages created by the same author, was used to modify the HITS formulas as

follows:

a(p)=Y^hiq)xauth_wt(q,p), (4)

h(p)=Y,^(q)xhub_wt{p,q). (5)

p-*q

In above equations, auth_wt(q,p) is l/m for page q, whose host has m documents pointing to p,

and hub_wt(p,q) is lln for page q, which is pointed by n documents from the host of p.

3.2 Host Definitions

To compute the edge weights of modified HITS algorithm, one must first establish a definition of

a host to identify the page authorship (i.e. documents belonging to a given host are created by the

same author). Though host identification heuristics employing link analysis might be ideal, we

opted for simplistic host definitions based on URL lengths. Short host form was arrived at by

truncating the document URL at the first occurrence of a slash mark (i.e. 7'), and long host form

from the last occurrence.

3.3 HITS systems

Among the 36 text-based system results, we chose the best performing system with all variations

of query lengths. The combination of host definition and seed set parameters, as seen in Table 2

below, resulted in 6 HITS systems.

Table 2. HITS system* parameters

Jiost Definition Seed Set

short

long

short query, body text, phrase, no feedback

medium query, body text, phrase, no feedback

long query, body text, phrase, no feedback

*HITS system name = hit$hform$seed (e.g. hitssbl.I)

where $hform = host definition (s, 1)

$seed = seed set (sbl.l, mbl.l, Ibl.l)

4. Fusion Method

Since it is not clear from literature how much can be gained by using one fusion method over

another, the Similarity Merge method (Fox & Shaw, 1993, 1994) was chosen for its simplicity
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and consideration of overlap, which is thought to be an important factor in fusion. Equation (6)

below describes the fusion formula used to merge and rank documents retrieved by different

systems;

FS = (I/V5,)*overlap, (6)

where: FS = fusion score of a document,

NSi = normalized score of a document by method i,

overlap = number of methods that retrieved a given document.

The normalized document score, NS„ is computed by Lee's min-max formula (1996, 1997),

where 5, is the retrieval score of a given document and S^ax ^nd S^jn are the maximum and

minimum document scores by method /.

NS/ — (Si — Spun) / (Sfnax ~ Sniin)i (7)

5. Results

Although various fusion combinations were tried, combining retrieval result sets did not improve

on the performance of the best text-based method. In fact, fusion in general seemed to decrease

retrieval performance, which is contrary to previous fusion research findings that suggest that

combining results of various retrieval methods is beneficial to retrieval performance.

Curiously enough, past TREC participants who tried fusion with WTIOg corpus also found

that combining text- and link-based methods did not improve retrieval performance (Singhal &
Kaszkiel, 2001; Gurrin & Smeaton, 2001; Savoy & Rasolofo, 2001). Whether this is simply an

artifact of the WTIOg test collection (i.e. link structure, relevance judgments, query

characteristics) or the reflection of real inadequacies present in link analysis and/or fusion

methods remains the main focus in our ongoing investigation.

5.1 Single System Results

The best performing VSM system, measured by average precision of 0.1406, was vsmlbl.l (long

query, body text, noun phrase, no feedback). The best HITS system was hitslbl.I (short host,

seed set system of vsmlbl.l) with average precision of 0.0399. The best text-based system not

only outperformed the best link-based system (3.5 times better in average precision), but also

outperformed all other systems, both single and fusion, as can be seen in subsequent sections.

Examination of single system results (Table 3) reveals some interesting phenomena

regarding the effects of individual system parameters on retrieval performance. According to

Table 3, the system parameters most influential to retrieval performance seem to be index source,

query length, and host definition. VSM systems using header terms only show markedly worse

performance than systems using body text terms, and longer query length systems generally

perform better than shorter query systems using the same index source terms. The shorter host

definition is obviously far superior to longer definition (over 13 times better in average precision)

for HirS systems.

In post analysis, we constructed optimum seed sets from known relevant documents to

ascertain the maximum performance level possible by HITS method for WTIOg corpus.

Although the HITS system with optimum seed set and short host definition resulted in an average

precision value eight times that ot the best Hll S system (0.3144 vs. 0.0399), it is somewhat

disappointing as a maximum performance threshold. One could even view this as the failing of

HITS algorithm, which reduces the seed system performance by one third at best.
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Table 3. Single System Results

VSM systems Average Precision Average Precision
TI T T

vsmlbl.l 0.1406 hitsopt 0.3144

vsmlbO.l 0.1387 hitlopt^ 0.0447

vsmlbO.2 0.1345 fiitslbl.I 0.0399

vsmlbl.2 0.1339 fiitsmbl.I 0.0382
I_ T Tvsmmb 1 .

1

0.1272 hitssbl.I 0.0314

vsmmb 1.2 0.1254 hitllbl.l 0.0029

vsmmbO.l 0.1247 hitlmbl.l 0.0026

vsmmbO.2 0.1233 hitlsbl.l 0.0008

vsmlbhl.l 0.1 148

vsmlbhO.l 0.1 1 14

vsmlbhO.2 O.I 103

vsmlbhl.2 0.1079

vsmsbl.l 0.1054

vsmsbO.l 0.1038

vsmsbl.2 0.1036

vsmsbO.2 0.1032

vsmmbhl.l 0.1017

vsmmbhO. 1 0.0998

vsmmbnl.2 0.0988

vsmmbnO.2 0.0973

vsmsbhl.l 0.0842

vsmsbhO. 1 0.0830

vsmsbfil.2 0.0819

vsmsbhO.2 0.0815

vsmmhO.l 0.0210

vsmmhl.l 0.0208

vsmlhO.2 0.0190

vsmlhO.l 0.0182

vsmmhO.2 0.0182
IT T T

vsmshl.l 0.0181

vsmshO. I
rv n T "70u.ui /y

vsmlhl.2 0.0176

vsmllil.l 0.0172

vsmmhl.2 0.0163

vsmsfiO.2 0.0I5I

vsmshl.2 0.0133

fiitsoptimum' = short host, optimum seed set

hitloptimum^ = long host, optimum seed set

The performance of the optimum HITS system in Table 3 may not necessarily reflect the

true potential of linK analysis approach. In addition to potential effects of incomplete relevance

judgments and truncated link structure with heavy concentration of spurious links in WTIOg
collection (Gurrin & Smeaton, 2001), we note that 42 out of 50 TREC-IO topics have less than

100 lEiiown relevant documents. In fact, 31 of tliose 42 topics Have less tHan 50 known relevant

documents. The topics with small number of relevant documents mean noisy seed sets, even

when the perfect results have been achieved by a seed retrieval system (i.e. over three quarters of

the seed set of size 200 will consist of irrelevant documents for 31 topics), which are likely to
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bring in more noise during linlc expansion and tfius result in expanded sets with dominant link

structures unrelated to the original topics.

Another point to consider about the HITS method is its tendency to rank documents in

relatively small clusters, where each cluster represents mutually reinforcing communities (i.e.

hubs and authorities) on sufficiently broad topics. This tendency could rank clusters of non-

relevant documents with dense link structure above sparsely linked relevant documents, which

win adversely affect average precision but may not affect high precision.

5.2 Fusion System Results

Table 4 and 5 show the fusion performances of combining various VSM and HITS system results.

It is interesting to note that the best VSM fusion result (0.1354 in Table 4) is worse than the best

VSM single system result (0.1406 in Table 3), while the best HITS fusion result (0.0540 in Table

5) is better than the best HITS single system result (0.0399 in Table 3). One possible explanation

for this phenomenon may be that the best VSM system dominates all other systems (i.e.

additional relevant documents introduced by other system are negligible), while the best HITS

system result is enhance by unique contributions from other HITS systems. In other words, HITS
systems may produce more diverse result sets than VMS systems and are thus helped by fusion.

Combining text- and link-based systems (Table 6) resulted in performance degradation of

text-based results, even when the best HITS and VSM systems were combined (O.I 012 in Table 6

vs. 0.1406 in Table 3). When the optimum HFl'S result was combined with the best VSM result

(0.3144 and 0.1406 in Table 3), however, the improvement by fusion was almost linear (0.4549).

Although such fusion system is unrealistic, it does suggest the fusion potential where optimum

performance level of one method can be raised by combining it with a reasonably effective

method of a different kind.

Table 4. VSM fusion systems

Systems Query Length Term Index Pseudo-feedback Average Precision

fvsmbO.I all body text, no phrase no 0.1331

fvsmbO.2 all body text, no phrase yes 0.1297

fvsmbl.I all body text, phrase no 0.1354

fvsmbl.2 all body text, phrase yes 0.1309

fvsmhO.I all header text, no phrase no 0.0193

fvsmhO.2 all header text, no phrase yes 0.0176

fvsmhl.l all header text, phrase no 0.0196

fvsmhl.2 all header text, phrase yes 0.0166

fvsmbhO. 1 all body+header, no phrase no 0.1046

fvsmbhO.2 all body-f-header, no phrase yes 0.1017

fvsmbhl.I all body-i-header, phrase no 0.1074

fvsmbhl.2 all body-i-header, phrase yes 0.1039

fvsms.I short all no 0.0729

fvsms.2 short all yes 0.0697

fvsmm. 1 medium all no 0.0886

fvsmm.2 medium all yes 0.0840

fvsml.I long all no 0.1055

tvsml.2 long all yes 0.0979

fvsm. 1 all all no 0.0956

fvsm.2 all all yes 0.0920

fvsm all all all 0.0947
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Table 5. HITS fusion systems

Systems Host Definition Seed Set Average Precision

fhitsbll all vsmsbl.l 0.0231

fhitmbll all vsmmbl.I 0.0303

ffiitlbll all vsmlbl.l 0.0304

fhits short all 0.0540

fliitl long all 0.0032

fhlt all all 0.0407

Table 6. HITS + VSM fusion systems

System

Name
HITS VSM Average

Precision

fhsopt optimal system (hitsopt) best system (vsmlb 1.1) 0.4549

fhsbest best system (mtslbl.l) best system (vsmlbl.l) 0.1012

fhsv.I all with short host all with no feedback 0.1017

fhsv.2 all with short host all with feedback' 0.1019

fhlv.l all with long host all with no feedback 0.0999

fhlv.2 all with long host all with feedback 0.1017

fhv.l all all with no feedback 0.0999

fhv.2 all all with feedback 0.1017

ffivs.l all all with short query, no feedback 0.0782

fhvs.2 all all with short query, feedback 0.0963

fhvm.l all all with medium query, no feedback 0.0879

fbvm.2 all all with medium query, feedback 0.0980

fhvl.I all all with long query, no feedback 0.0999

fhvl.2 all all with long query, feedback 0.0999

fhv.l all all without feedback 0.I0I8

fhv.2 all all with feedback 0.1018

fhv all all 0.1018

6. Conclusion

In WTlOg topic relevance task, we examined the effect of combining result sets as well as those

of various evidence source parameters for text- and link-based methods. Analysis of results

suggests that index source, query length, and host definition are the most influential system

parameters for retrieval performance. We found link-based systems, HITS in particular, to

perform significantly worse than text-bases systems, and combining results sets using the

similarity merge formula did not enhance retrieval performance in general. Performance

improvement by fusion occurred only on two occasions: once when HITS systems with short

host definition were combined, and another time when the optimum HITS result was combined

with the best VSM result.

The general failure of fusion evidenced in our results could be due to the characteristics of

WTIOg test collection, failings of link analysis, inadequacies of fusion formula, or combinations

of all or any of the above. The optimum fusion combination result suggests to us that fusion

potential exists despite possible shortcomings of the test collection and individual retrieval

methods. Consequently, we believe the future fusion efforts should focus on discovering the

fusion formula that can best realize the fusion potential of combining diverse retrieval methods.
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Abstract

The results, architecture and processing steps used by the University of

North Texas team in the 2001 TRECvid video retrieval trials are

described. Only a limited number of questions were selected by the team

due to resource limitations described in the paper. However, the average

precision of the team results over thirteen questions from the General

search category were reasonable at 0.59.

1 Background

The Brighton Image Searcher was constructed following the
3'^'' International

Conference on the Challenge of Image Retrieval sponsored by the Institute for Image

Data Research of the University of Northumbria in Brighton, United Kingdom (Rorvig et

al., 2000; Goodrum et al, 2001). Details of the system architecture and performance are

documented in two papers presented in 2001 at the lO"^ World Wide Web Conference in

Hong Kong, Special Administrative Region (Jeong et al., 2001). The system may be

used at <http://archive4.lis.unt.edu/tdt/www/> for a collection of still images from the

NASA Hubble Space Telescope Repair Mission.

This system is intended for use in the retrieval of still images. However, it was

adapted for the TRECvid task by sampling salient, or key frames from the video

segments comprising the NIST TRECvid test collection. The key frame extraction

algorithm was developed at NASA and is described in Rorvig (1993). This algorithm is

presently used to summarize International Space Station video downlink at the Johnson

Space Center in Houston, Texas, USA.

2 Procedures

TRECvid Test Collection files were processed at equal intervals of five seconds to

cAtiact key fiaiiie caiidiUaLes. The key frame candidaLes were Lhen processed lo exiraci a

number of measures corresponding to primitive image features first proposed in 1980 by

Marr in his posthumously published work Vision. These measures are typically rendered
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as histograms but are treated in our system as Lorenz Information Measures This

technique is more fully described in Jeong, et al. (2001). The image processing was

performed using the relatively new Java Image Processing Libraries.

QUERY INGEST PROCESS SOURCE INGEST PROCESS

FRAMES

PROCESS SMiOi:
TOIMAGE
PRMiriVES

EXTRACT SPEECH
TEXT SIDNALS

EXTRACT AMBEHT
SOUND SIGHAIS

CREATE HTML
WRAPPED REC ORD

SEARCH BY
EXTRACTED

MAGE PRIMITIVES

SEARCHBY
EKTRACTED

TESCT

SEARCHBY
EXTRACTED
SOUND

C
FRAMES
FROM )

FILES /

SAMPLE
FRAMES

PROCESS SAMLE
TOIMAGE
PRUitrrrvEs

EXTRACT SPEECH
TEXTSIGHALS

EXTRACT AMBIENT
SOUND SIGNALS

CREATEHTML
WRAPPER RECORD

Illustration 1: System layout of the components of the Brighton Image Searcher adapted for use for

the TRECvid trials. The dashed squares represent system functionality under construction and

unavailable at the time of the TRECvid submission.

In future versions of this system, a query preprocessor will be built using blocks

of this software to extract query representations from moving image clips. The extracted

key frame measurements would then be matched by city block metric to key frames in

the batch extracted collection. For this trial, however, only those test questions that

provided either a known item or a search example that had already been processed in the

key frame selection procedure were addressed. Further, use of the test question set even

from this subset was limited to those examples or known item segments for which a key

frame had been selected. (Salient or key frames are selected based on the frequency of the

appearance of their features in the moving image document, and some examples were

simply too short to have produced any frames in the prior batch process.)

Two of us (D.J. and S.O.) performed the searches by selecting a key frame from

the collection that appeared in the example or known item intervals and then using that

frame as a search exemplar for the Brighton Image Searcher. The key frame selection

was based on the searcher's assessment that it was coextensive with the question

semantics. In most cases the number of frames available for selection was limited.
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however, precision scores better than expected may have been due to this introduction of

human judgment into the search process lending the final results an "interactive" status.

tj* 'aim- >. '^i-yrr^.^

i
J. * • A >* Q

. > ESS;,

J

a

S', Source of. http://orchK«.lis.tntedj:5?08/html»older/SSGeG1 47 htm -Netscape

'{wart a htbp'oquiv—"Car-tout-Typo " o«>«it;ortt-''tojrt/hti»l; ohara«tT»<iiKioi«o-12S2 ">

<»et«t na»e«"3i;KERA10R" ctaiteiit-^"t!iccosott -Ftont'6aqe '4.,U">

•<jM*a' jJA*<>~"I*»cII>" <:oot<jiA-' 'Fr«:vt Dago . Edit* e. Do«umo-ilt

<»*ta; B«w»-"Had'^ ooi»twt-''0>Z0333n'>

<3«Bt« jiana-'^lue'' oontant-''0,19836a3">
iCmet* »«»e-"Grfty" «<mt«»t-''0. 23322 14 •*>

-Owit*-n«iiiie-'^3U£h trensfotm" oont«st-"0.2956020?>
•Caot-ai naMe-'Line lens-tli!' dontent-'C. 1934772';>

'<«iet*.i>«a«t-''Aa9les'* content:- '*0.3001100'<>

lOHifca ttaiw" "Right .Sic«) Distance frcm Ori{)in'"«cmtent->"0v3404462^
'<£»afc*,i>a>s-T'>p 3xd* 3>i.st;aiu:o friio Origin" .oOMt«|it^'^0.3S3IiC&0'T>
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<M«taiHMtt-^Bw>Lt.<JBl SxUe DliitMlLUU Icon OLlyitt" 'UUUUuil*-"!}. 1448736''>

<fi«ty>

^^^txljig l}or«le(r-*onsrc-"Jjttp: //archiv*. iis. unr. s4u; S206/stBSt61^';.s5fi85i47. jjbg'xi^^^

S56B5147<i»jt»

Ww-Uc OnLe) 06/03/S9
-'rU.l#-<br>
ass as 3»en during ray-:aroun<J<l>r>
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tndocKin^. A cloudy isarth rorms the i>ackgroundl 15186-7) , A jd««p blue iarth<l>r>
, fAetna t;h« bacfccroraiic ferr thic -ttf th* ISfi as darij^tg ;if2y-«ir*un<l<bi?>

<5X48).<*y>

Illustration 2: The three frames above record (a-upper left) a retrieval session page for the image

searching system, (b-upper right) a single image chosen by double clicking on an image from (a), and

(c-below) the metadata tags for the image represented by the twelve measures used in this system.

In response to an image selected as an exemplar for searching, the Brighton image
Searcher can poieniially reirieve all the iiimgcb in the eullcctiun laiikcd the uidci of

metric correspondence to the features of the candidate images. However, for this trial.
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only the images retrieved from the first twelve matches in the system were included in

the results.

3 Results

For the thirteen questions addressed by our team, the overall precision score was

0.59 with extremes ranging from 0.92 to 0.00. The table below records these scores from

the TRECvid evaluation sponsors.

TRECVID
QUESTION

UNT SYSTEM
DESIGNATION

RELEVANT
SEGMENTS

UNT
RLEVANT

UNT
SELECTED

PRECISION
SCORE

002 Sys21 7 4 9 0.78

024 Sys21 1 1 2 0.50

041 Sys21 9 8 12 0.75

043 Sys21 2 2 5 0.40

048 Sys21 3 0 4 0.75

049 Sys21 3 2 5 0.60

050 Sys21 11 9 12 0.92

051 Sys21 6 5 7 0.86

052 Sys21 0 0 2 0.00

055 Sys21 0 0 1 0.00

056 Sys21 I 1 2 0.50

057 Sys21 1 0 2 0.50

059 Sys21 1 1 4 0.25

061 Sys21 8 7 9 0.89

Table 1: Average precision over 13 questions for the UNT system was 0.59.
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October 28, 2001

1 Introduction

This is the second year that the University of Padova participates to the Text

Retrieval Conference (TREC). Last year we participated as well to this program

of experimentation in information retrieval with very large document databases.

In both years, we participated to the Web track, and specifically to the ad-hoc

task, which consists in testing retrieval performance by submitting 50 queries

extracted from 50 respective topics. This year we participated to the homepage

finding task as well. This year we could devote more time to experiments than

last year, yet some problems still arose because we indexed the full-text of

documents, while we indexed only a portion of documents only.

2 Approach and Experimental Objectives

This year we participated to the ad-hoc and the homepage finding tasks of the

Web track. Our objectives were to evaluate:

1. the effectiveness of passage retrieval in Web page retrieval and homepage

finding,

2. the effectiveness of combining classic vector space similarity measure and

PageRank measure using all links, and

3. the selection of links of some given types in the previous combination.

The baseline was given by document retrieval based on classic vector space

similarity, both for the ad-hoc and the homepage finding tasks. The baseline

results served as input to combine themselves with link information. Specifically,

the runs being reported in Tables 1 and 2 have been performed. To extract text

from Web documents, we employed a software agent that follows the Web links

to retrieve the Web pages. This robot has been developed within the National
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InterData research project [1]. For the purposes of the TREC experiments, a

different version of the robot has been designed and developed because the data

to be retrieved were locally stored, and not on the Web. Moreover, the data

are encoded in SGML also and then the tool has been modified to deal with

this additional format. To only extract the tagged text, our robot employed

a tool for HTML syntax analysis, called Tidy, that is reported in [2]. Tidy

allows for correcting HTML syntax by adding, for example, missing end tags.

Documents have been fully indexed, i.e. all the full-text of each document has

been processed to extract keywords and the individual positions at which each

keyword occur has been recorded. A stoplist including common Web words,

such as web, html, http, com, edu has been used to filter function words out.

Words have been stemmed using the Porter's algorithm, yet the original word

has been recorded as well. At retrieval time, both individual keywords and

keyword pairs have been used. All the performed runs employed a variation of

the classic i/ x idf weighting scheme, as expressed below:

A'' + 1

Wij = (1 + \0gtfij) (log —-—

)

rii

where Wij is the weight of keyword i in document or passage j, Uj is the fre-

quency of keyword i in document or passage j, rii is the number of documents

or passages including i, N is the total number of documents or passages.

A few notes about passage retrieval: In PR runs, a list of 10,000 passages

were retrieved in response to the query. The retrieved passage list was then

transformed into the corresponding 1,000 documents by summing the respective

scores. (The passage list was then transformed into the corresponding 100

documents in case of the homepage finding task.) The more the document

includes retrieved passages and the higher these passages axe ranked, the higher

the document is ranked. Passage size was fixed at 100 words. No formatting or

logical structure were used because of the nature of data that made hypotheses

on the quality of data a very hard task.

As regards the EP task, note that the same edgorithms used for the ad-hoc

task were employed. Then, the entry point topics were used as usual queries

without any sophisticated processing.

PageRank values were computed for every page by considering all the in-

coming links up to 10 steps and damping factor at 0.85. The linear function

used to combine PageRank values and classic VSM RSVs is ar -I- (1 — a)v where

a = 0.5, r is a PageRank value and u is a VSM RSV (a was set to 0.5 for the

TREC experiments.)

A more detailed illustration is necessaxy to describe the experiments that

tested the effectiveness of selecting links of some given type. Link semantics

can enhance link-based retrieval or focused retrieval design. From the one hand,

some link-based retrieval Eilgorithms have recently been proposed, e.g. HITS or

PageRank to simulate navigation being carried out by end users [3, 4]. Past

experiments at TREC have not shown significant effectiveness improvements

over the baselines. Probably, there are many noisy links and link filtering al-

gorithms can be enhanced to consider types and filter noisy links out. We use
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two link types differing on the subgraph topology which they belong to. Such

a link points to a given graph topology, independently on the node content.

These links are likely to represent organizations of topics accordingly to the

given structure, e.g. sequence or tree.

• A sequence link points to a sequence of pages. If the author(s) organize

topics in a page sequence then topics are likely to be organized sequentially.

We call {x,y) n-sequential link if points to a sequence of n pages. Note

that, if (po,Pi) is a n-sequential link pointing to (pi,...,Pn), then {po,pi)

is a 1-sequential link and {pi,P2) is a (n — l)-sequential link.

• A tree link points to page trees, i.e. page networks without cycles. We
call {x, y) n-tree link if it points to a tree being rooted at y with minimum
depth n from the root y. Note that, if {po,Pi) is a n-tree link, then {po,p\)

is a 1-tree link and there exists a (n — l)-tree link {pi,Pi),i ^ 1.

Figure 1 depicts an example of 2-tree link (left) and of non-tree link (right),

because of a cycle. Figure 2 depicts an example of sequence links. We report

2-tree f non-tree

c d e c d e

Figure 1: An example of tree and non-tree link.

some descriptive statistics on structure links. Test data consist of 1,692,096

full-text Web pages, 1,532,012 pages with in-going links, 1,295,841 pages with

out-going links, 5.27 in-going links per page, 6.22 out-going links per page. All

links are between pages that belong to the test collection; this means that no link

points to a page, nor are pages pointed to by links starting outside the collection.

Table 2 reports the distribution of sequence and tree links at different values

of n, where n is defined above. Note that the percentages of structure, or tree

links, out of the total number of in-going or out-going links vary. Most of the

out-going links (92.5%) are n-tree links (n < 10), and 89.2% of the out-going

links are 1-tree or 2-tree links. Only 7.1% out the out-going links are sequence

out-going links. A small part of out-going links are not sequence nor tree links;

for example, they may point to highly connected graphs. The large majority

of structure in-going links are sequence links, yet they are a minority of the
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n-sequence

link

Figure 2: An example of sequences link.

set of in-going links (42.8%). The most apparent result from this preliminary

experiment is that a link is likely to point to pages being entry points of small

trees of depth 1 or 2. This means that the employed test sample of the Web
is a sort of forest of many small trees. It is then likely that page contents are

organized accordingly hierarchical structures. Further investigation would be

needed to study the topology of these small trees and the relationship between

sequence ajid tree links on the computation of estimates of the popularity and

then the relevance of Web pages. The results that might be obtained can be

used to enhance link-based retrieval algorithms.

3 Official Results

Table 4 and 5 report the summary of the official results for the ad-hoc task. DR
performed better than any other run since 24 out of 50 topic resulted not below

the median, while the other runs are below the median for many topics. This

means that:

1 . pEissage retrieval performed badly,

2. the combination of PageRank and classic vector space model gave no im-

provements,

3. selecting tree links gave no improvements in combining PageRank and

classic vector space model.

4 Unofficial Results

PDWTAHSL and PDWTEPSL gave no significant variations with respect to

other content-link rims.
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Run Id. Run Type Description (Un)official

PDWTAHDR content-only standard vector space document

retrieval using: single words and

word pairs, no document nor-

malization; documents retrieved

against ad-hoc topics (501-550)

official

PDWTEPDR content-only standard vector space document

retrieval using: single words and

word pairs, no document nor-

malization ; documents retrieved

against entry-point topics (EPl-

EP145)

official

PDWTAHPR content-only standard vector space using: sin-

gle words and word pairs, no doc-

ument normalization, prior re-

trieval 100-words passages, se-

lection of 10000 top passages,

retrieval of the corresponding

documents; documents retrieved

against ad-hoc topics (501-550)

official

PDWTEPPR content-only standard vector space using: sin-

gle words and word pairs, no doc-

ument normalization, prior re-

trieval 100-words passages, se-

lection of 10000 top passages.

official

retrieval of the corresponding

documents; documents retrieved

against entry-point topics (EPl-

EP145)

Table 1: The summary of the performed runs. Legend: PD = Padova University,

WT = Web Track, AH = Ad-Hoc topics, EP=Entry Point topics (homepage

finding task), PR = Passage Retrieval, WL = Web In-Links: combination of

content and pageranks, TL = Tree In-Links: like WL but only tree in-links are

used, SL = Sequence In-Links: like WL but only sequence in-links are used
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Run Id. Run Type Description (Un)ofRcial

PDWTAHWL content-link PDWTAHDR is combined with

Google pageranks using a lin-

ear function; pageranks are com-

puted using the complete WT
link file

official

PDWTAHTL content-link PDWTAHDR is combined with

Google pageranks using a lin-

ear function; pageranks are com-

puted using the tree links only

discovered from the WT link file

official

PDWTAHSL content-link PDWTAHDR is combined with

Google pageranks using a lin-

ear function; pageranks are com-

puted using the sequence links

only discovered from the WT
link file

unofficial

PDWTEPWL content-link PDWTEPDR is combined with

Google pageranks using a lin-

ear function; pageranks are com-

puted using the complete WT
link file

official

PDWTEPTL content-link PDWTEPDR is combined with

Google pageranks using a lin-

ear function; pageranks are com-

puted using the tree links only

discovered from the WT link file

official

PDWTEPSL content-link PDWTEPDR is combined with

Google pageranks using a lin-

ear function; pageranks are com-

puted using the sequence links

only discovered from the WT
link file

unofficial

Table 2: The summary of the performed runs. Legend: PD = Padova University,

WT = Web Track, AH = Ad-Hoc topics, EP=Entry Point topics (homepage

finding task), PR = Passage Retrieval, WL = Web Links: combination of con-

tent and pageranks, TL = Tree Links: like WL but only tree links are used, SL
= Sequence Links: like WL but only sequence links are used
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n

sequence tree

IXi 1X1 1 f

1 2 1 OQ Q4fi 51 n 826 424 lOQ

2 1 4 Q^S 0,^4:4:,O / i7

3 128 442 1 5 700 "^1 487

4 22 581 6 551 U , X

5 32,552 6,625 1,473 1,284

6 8,315 146 542 322

7 2,716 48 196 103

8 1,038 11 101 43

9 632 0 79 16

10 471 0 60 5

> 10 1985 0 196 0

total 2,738,760 570,895 710,431 7,457,559

Table 3: The distribution of sequence and tree links at different values of n.

xopic la. TV Hoi oest TTX Li W Li X xv U XV.

501 62 18 7 4 13 3 14

502 81 18 6 0 8 5 6

503 33 12 6 2 1 1 1

504 18 13 8 1 9 5 9

505 24 17 11 2 8 0 8

506 2 2 1 0 1 0 1

507 17 11 5 0 1 0 1

508 47 16 7 5 4 2 4

509 140 25 18 3 10 5 10

510 39 25 18 1 9 9 14

511 165 21 16 6 10 7 10

512 14 7 4 0 3 1 3

513 58 13 6 6 3 4 3

514 79 17 8 6 8 5 9

515 41 11 6 5 6 7 7

516 30 9 3 1 3 5 4

517 60 15 3 0 2 3 2

518 84 16 2 1 8 3 7

519 149 20 6 3 4 8 5

520 18 6 3 1 2 0 3

521 57 16 1 0 2 0 2

522 6 5 3 0 3 1 3

523 79 19 3 2 2 11 2

524 35 12 2 2 0 1 0

525 41 11 4 0 3 2 3

Table 4: The summary of the official results (501-525).
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Topic Id. N.Rel. Best Median TL WL PR DR
526 49 9 3 5 2 5 5

527 93 23 15 1 20 15 22

528 6 4 3 0 3 2 3

529 39 21 12 4 11 9 12

530 124 25 19 5 14 9 15

531 22 12 0 0 0 0 0

532 34 12 9 4 9 10 8

533 77 21 13 0 8 1 8

534 8 2 0 0 0 0 0

535 46 9 2 1 5 4 4

536 19 11 5 0 2 2 3

537 25 13 1 0 0 0 0

538 2 2 2 0 2 2 2

539 29 7 2 1 3 1 3

540 12 3 1 1 1 0 1

541 372 23 13 9 16 6 15

542 38 1 0 0 0 0 0

543 24 9 0 0 0 0 0

544 324 30 24 21 27 28 26

545 32 11 2 3 5 1 5

546 36 11 2 2 1 2 1

547 144 17 7 2 5 4 4

548 2 2 2 0 2 2 2

549 367 22 9 9 19 17 20

550 60 12 5 0 1 1 3

Table 5: The summary of the official results (526-550).
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PiQASso: Pisa Question Answering System
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"Computers are useless: they can only give

answers " - Pablo Picasso -

Abstract

PiQASso is a Question Answering system based on a

combination of modem ER techniques and a series of

semantic filters for selecting paragraphs containing a

justifiable answer. Semantic filtering is based on several

NLP tools, including a dependency-based parser, a POS
tagger, a NE tagger and a lexical database. Semantic

analysis of questions is performed in order to extract

keywords used in retrieval queries and to detect the

expected answer type. Semantic analysis of retrieved

paragraphs includes checking the presence of entities of

the expected answer type and extracting logical relations

between words. A paragraph is considered to justify an

answer if similar relations are present in the question.

When no answer passes the filters, the process is

repeated applying further levels of query expansions in

order to increase recall. We discuss results and

limitations of the current implementation.

1. Architecture

The overall architecture of PiQASso is shown in Figure

1 and consists in two major components: a paragraph

indexing and retrieval subsystem and a question

answering subsystem.

The whole document collection is stored in the

paragraph search engine, through which single

paragraphs are retrieved, likely to contain an answer to a

question.

Processing a question involves the following steps:

• question analysis

• query formulation and paragraph search

• answer type filter

• relation matching filter

• popularity ranking

• query expansion.

Question analysis involves parsing the question,

identifying its expected answer type and extracting

relevant keywords to perform paragraph retrieval. The

initial query built with such keywords is targeted to high

precision and to retrieve a small number of sentences to

be evaluated as candidate answers through a series of

filters. This approach was inspired by the architecture of

the system FALCON [5]. PiQASso analyzes questions

and answer paragraphs by means of a natural language

dependency parser, Minipar [2].

The semantic type filter checks whether the

candidate answers contain entities of the expected

answer type and discards those that do not.

A semantic filter identifies relations in the question,

and looks for similar relations within candidate answers.

Relations are determined from the dependency tree

provided by Minipar. A matching distance between the

question and the answer is computed. Sentences whose

matching distance is above a certain threshold are

discarded. The remaining sentences are given a score

that takes into account the frequency of occurrence

among all answers. The highest ranking answers are

returned.

If no sentence passes all filters, query expansion is

performed to increase paragraph recall. The whole

process is iterated using up to five levels of

progressively wider expansions.

PiQASso is a completely vertical system, made by

linking several libraries into a single process, which

performs texmal analysis, keyword search and the

semantic filtering. Only document indexing is performed

offline by a separate program.

2. Paragraph Search Engme

PiQASso document indexing and retrieval subsystem is

based on IXE [1], a high-performance C+-i- class library

for building full-text search engines. Using the EXE
library, we built a paragraph search engine, which stores

the full documents in compressed form and retrieves

single paragraphs. However, we do not simply index

paragraphs instead of documents: this approach is not

suitable for question answering since relevant terms may
not all appear within a paragraph, but some may be

present in nearby sentences.

Our solution is to index full documents and to add

sentence boundary information to the index, i.e. for each

document, the offset to the start of each sentence. A
sentence splitting tool is applied to each document

before indexing.

The queries used in PiQASso consist of a proximity

query involving the most important terms in the question
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Figure 1. PiQASso Architecture.

combined in AND with the remaining terms. Such

queries select documents containing both relevant

context for the question and paragraphs where the

required words occur. The paragraph engine ranks each

paragraph individually and extracts them from the source

document exploiting sentence boundary information.

The sentence splitter is based on a maximum entropy

learning algorithm as described in [9].

Since sentence splitting is quite time consuming,

performing it at indexing time improves significantly

PiQASso performance. On a 1 MHz Pentium 3, a

paragraph search on the whole Tipster collection takes

less than 50 msec. Since documents are stored in

compressed form, accessing the individual paragraphs

requires an additional amount of time for performing

text decompression, which depends on the number of

results.

3. Text analysis tools

Our approach to Question Answering relies on Natural

Language Processing tools whose quality and accuracy

are critical and influence the overall architecture of the

system. We performed experiments with various tools

and we had to adapt or to extend some of them for

achieving our aims.

We briefly sketch the main NLP tools deployed in

PiQASso:

• the dependency parser Minipar

• WNSense: an interface to WordNet
• a Named Entity tagger.

3.1. Minipar

Sentences are parsed by means of Minipar [2], producing

a dependency tree which represents the dependency

relations between words in the sentence. A dependency

relationship is an asymmetric binary relationship

between a word called head, and another word called

modifier. A word in the sentence may have several

modifiers, but each word may modify at most one word.

Figure 2 shows an example of a dependency tree for the

sentence John found a solution to the problem. The links

in the diagram represent dependency relationships. The

direction of a link is from the head to the modifier in the

relationship. Labels associated with the links represent

types of dependency relations. Table 1 lists some of the

dependency relations.

/ pcomp V

John found a solution to the problem

Figure 2. Sample dependency tree.

The root node does not modity any word, and is given an

empty node type. Other empty nodes may be present in

the tree. For instance, in the parse tree for sentence "It's

the early bird that gets the worm", the word "thaf is

identified as the subject of the "gets the worm"

subordinate phrase, and an empty node is inserted to
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represent the subject of the verb "gets", including a

reference to the word ''bird". The parser identifies "that"

as the subject of "gets" and "the early bird" as an

additional one.

This is an instance of the problem of coreference

resolution: identifying the entity to which a pronoun

refers. From the dependency tree built by Minipar we
gather that "the early bird" is the subject of "gets the

worm", enabling us to answer a question like "who gets

the worm?", even if question and answer are stated in

slightly different syntactic forms.

Minipar has some drawbacks: its parsing accuracy is

not particularly high and the selection of dependency

relations is somewhat arbitrary, so that two similar

phrases may have quite different, although correct,

parses. We apply several heuristic rules to normalize the

dependency tree and to facilitate identifying the most

essential and relevant relations for comparing questions

and answers.

Ift Relation Description

main verb

subj, s subject of the verb

obj, objn object of the verb

pcomp-n prepositional complement

appo appositive noun

gen genitive

inside location specifier

nn nominal compound
lex-mod lexical modifier

det detemiiners

mod Modifiers (adjs, advs, preps)

pred Predicate

aux Auxiliary verb

neg negative particle

Table 1 : some relations in Minipar output

Minipar is also capable of identifying and classifying

named entities (NE). Using its own internal dictionary,

plus a few rules, it detects word sequences referring to a

person, a geographic location or an amount of money.

32. WNSense

We built WNSense (WordNetSense) as a tool for

classifying word senses, assigning a semantic type to a

word, and evaluating semantic distance between words

based on hyperonymy and synonymy relations.

WNSense exploits information fi-om WordNet [7], for

instance to compute the probability of a word sense.

32.1. Sense Probability

Senses are organized in WordNet in distinct taxonomies

(for instance, the word "crane" has senses in the

"animal" taxonomy as well as in the "artifact" one).

During sentence analysis PiQASso often needs to

determine whether a word belongs to a certain category:

e.g. it is of the expected answer type. This can be

estimated by computing the probability for the word

sense to belong to a WordNet category (e.g., the

probability of the sense of the word "cat" to fall within

the "animal" category).

WordNet orders word senses by frequency. Given

such ordered list of senses {so, ... , s„] for a word w, we
compute the probability that the sense for the word

belongs to category C as follows:

to n

where

[0 otherwise

and A: is a parameter of the heuristics, roughly the

probability that the first WordNet sense is the correct

one (currently, k is at 0.7).

3.2.2. Word Type

The type for a word w is computed as:

argmax P(w,C)
CeTLC

i.e. the category C among those in TLC, to which the

word belongs with die highest the probability. The TLC
categories used by PiQASso are the 23 top-level

categories fl-om WordNet corresponding to nouns, from

the total of 45 lexical files into which WordNet
organizes synsets.

3.2.3. Word Distance

A measure of word distance is used for estimating the

distance between two sentences, in particular an answer

paragraph and a question.

Word distance for hyperonyms is based on the

distance in depths of their senses in the WordNet
taxonomy. The depth differences are normalized

dividing them by the taxonomy depth, so that a depth

difference of 1 in a detailed taxonomy has less influence

than a difference of 1 in a coarser one. The depth

differences for all pairs of senses of two words are

weighted according to the probabilities of both senses

and added together.

Word distance for two sjTionyms is also computed

over all their senses, weighted according to their

probability.The distance between two words, denoted by

dist{wi, W2), is defined as either their synonym distance,

if they are synonyms, or else their hyperonym distance.
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3.2.4. Word Alternatives

Alternatives for a word are required during query

expansion. They are computed considering the union W
of all synsets containing the word w. The set of

alternatives for w is defined as:

{ s€ W\ distiw, s)<th
)

where th is a fixed ceiling, useful to avoids cases where

a synonym of w has meanings not typically related to w
(e.g. "machine" for "computer").

33. Named Entity Tagger

The NE tagger in Minipar can achieve high precision in

NE recognition, since it is dictionary-based, but it has

limitations (for instance it does not handle unknown

names). Therefore we integrated it with an external

tagger, based on a maximum entropy probabilistic

approach [3] that uses both a part-of-speech tagger

(TreeTagger [10]) and a gazetteer to determine word

features.

The Named Entity extractor identifies person names,

organizations, locations, quantities and dates, and

assigns to them one of the semantic types as defined in

MUC [4].

To maintain uniformity of treatment, the tags

produced by the NE tagger are integrated within the

same tree produced by Minipar as additional semantic

features for the corresponding words.

i

4. Question analysis

Question analysis extracts or identifies the following

information from the question:

• the keywords to be used in the paragraph search;

• the expected answer type;

• the location of the answering entity.

These pieces of information correspond to three

successive steps in the process of question answering:

keyword based retrieval, paragraph filtering based on the

expected answer type, and logical relation matching

between questions and answer paragraphs.

4.1. Keyword Extraction

The first step selects words fi-om the question for

generating a suitable paragraph query.

PiQASso considers the adjectives, adverbs, nouns

and verbs in the question, excluding words from a list,

determined experimentally, which includes:

• nouns such as "type", "sort", "kind", "name",

fi-equently occurring in questions but unlikely to

occur in answers;

• generic verbs like "be", rhetorical ones like "call",

auxiliary verbs;

• adjectives that qualify "how" (as in "how long",

"howfar", etc.).

Words to which the parser does not assign the part-of-

speech tag are discarded: including them did not have a

clear effect on performance, according to our

experiments.

4.2. Question Classification

The expected answer type is the semantic type of the

entity expected as the answer to the question. The

expected answer type is helpfiil for factual questions, but

not for questions that require complex explanations.

Irrelevant sentences can be often discarded simply by

checking whether they contain an entity of the expected

type. The TREC 2001 QA main task requires answers

shorter than 50 characters and this entails that only

factual questions are asked (no long explanations can be

returned as answers).

PiQASso uses a coarse-grained question taxonomy

consisting of five basic types corresponding to the entity

tags provided by Minipar (person, organization,
time, quantity and location) extended with the 23

WordNet top-level noun categories. The answer type can

be a combination of categories, like in the case of "Who
killed John Fitzgerald Kennedy?", where the answer

type is person or organization. Categories can

often be determined directly from a wh-word: "who",

"when", "where".

The category for "how <adjective>" is determined

from the adjective category: "many", "much" for

quantity, "long", "old" for time, etc.

The type for a "what <noun>" question is normally

the semantic type of the noun, as determined by

WNSense. For instance in "what king signed the Magna
ChartaT, the semantic type for "king" is person. When
feasible, the WordNet category for a word is mapped to

one of the basic question types. The other cases are

mapped to one of the top-level WordNet categories by

means of WNSense: "what metal has the highest melting

point" has the semantic type "substance"

.

For "what <verb>" questions the answer type is the

type of the object of the verb. "What is" questions,

which expect a definition as an answer {"what is

narcolepsy!" , "what is molybdenuml") are dealt

specially. The answer type is the answer itself (a disease,

a metal). However, it is often not possible to just look up

the semantic type of the word, because lack of context

does not allow identifying the right sense. Therefore, we
treat definition questions as type- less questions: entities

of any type are accepted as answers (skipping the

semantic type filter), provided they appear as subject in

an is-a sentence.
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43. Proper and Common Names

Questions whose expected answer type is person

require special treatment. A question like "who is Zsa

Zsa GaborT expects a definition, and therefore a

common noun as an answer, while a question like "who

is the king who signed the Magna ChartaT expects a

proper noun. Therefore the rule for the case of a person

answer type is: if the question contains a proper noun, a

common noun is expected and vice versa.

4.4. Relations between Words

Relations between words in the question are determined

from the dependency tree built by Minipar. In a question

like "who killed John F. Kennedy", Minipar identifies

the verb "killed" as having "Kennedy" as object, and a

missing subject (represented by an empty node - a node

with no corresponding word). In a possible answer

sentence the verb "kiir may appear with exactly

"Kennedy" as object. However the same relation could

also be stated in a quite different syntactic form, where

the dependencies are not so explicit, but require more

complex analysis of the tree, as discussed later.

4.4.1. Identifying the Answer Node

In the dependency tree of the question we must identify

the node that represents the object of the question. We
call this the answer node, since it can be considered as a

placeholder to be matched with the answer object in the

answer paragraph. The answer node wiU have the answer

type as determined above. Often this node exists and is

empty: it corresponds to the missing subject of a verb, as

in "who killed John F. Kennedy". In other cases the node

is not empty: for instance in "What instrument did Glenn

Miller play?", the answer node corresponds to the word

"instrument. The answer type of the question is

"artifact and the semantic type of the word

"instrumenf. In a direct answer like "Glenn Miller

played trombone" the answer entity ("trombone") occurs

in the place held by the word "instrumenf in the

question.

Head Relation Modifier

play obj instmment

play s Miller

play s Glenn

Miller lex-mod Glenn

Table 2: relations for the sentence "what instrument

did Glenn Millerplay?"

By experimenting with a number of questions and

analyzing Minipar ouqjut, we noticed tiiat the answer

node often corresponds to the first empty subject node in

the question. This is because the main verb in a question

is often the first one, and because an empty subject

means that the actual subject is missing.

An exception to this rule is when the required entity

does not participate in the action as a subject, as in

question "in what year did the Titanic sinkl" . In this

case, the answer is a complement, and the answer node

is still in relation with the verb, but as a complement
instead of as a subject In such cases, there is no such

node in the output of the parser, and a new one must be

created.

These simple heuristics are effective for simple

questions: dealing with more involved expressions will

require extending such heuristics, since determining the

answer node is a critical issue in our approach.

5. Query Formulation and Expansion

5.1. Query formulation

The first iteration in the question answering process

performs keyword extraction and query formulation.

A keyword search is performed for selecting

candidate answer sentences from the whole Tipster

document collection. Further iterations perform various

level of query expansion, each allowing larger recall in

the search.

PiQASso only addresses the problem of finding

answers that are fally justified within a single paragraph.

This simplifies textual analysis, as only one sentence at a

time needs to be analyzed.

Although sentence boundaries information is stored

in the index, search is performed document-wise, in

order to achieve better recall. Consider two sentences

like: "Neil Armstrong walked on the moon. Armstrong

was the first man to walk on Earth's satellite". A
question like "Who was the first man to walk on the

moon?" would yield the keywords "firsf, "walk",

"moon" and "man". However, while the two sentences

contain all those keywords, none of them does by itself.

Instead of looking for keywords within a each individual

sentence, PiQASso performs a proximity search, looking

for terms within a specified word position distance. For

the above example, the query could be:

proximity 100 ((first) & (walk*) & (moon))

which looks for the term "first", for the prefix "walk"

and for the word "moon" within a window of one

hundred words. Such window would spans across the

two sentences above, which would be both returned,

individually, as candidate answers.

Keyword expansion would hardly propose "satellite"

as an alternative to "moon", and therefore the second

sentence would not be returned if paragraphs had been

indexed separately. When evaluating the second

sentence within the last filter, the match between "moon"
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and "satellite" will be given a certain distance as

hyperonym, allowing the paragraph to pass the filter.

We use the following criterion for choosing the size

of the proximity window. In principle question and

answer lengths are not strictiy related: an answer to a

short question may appear within a very long sentence,

and vice versa, an answer to a complex question could

be much shorter than the question itself. However, it

seems reasonable to expect that the keywords in an

answer paragraph are not too spread apart. The size of

the proximity window is twice the number of nodes in

the question parse tree (including irrelevant or empty

nodes that may account for compheated sentences).

The heuristics proposed for keyword extraction is

adequate for short questions, but returns too many terms

for long questions. Thus, we split keywords into two

sets: those that must appear within the proximity

window and those that must occur anywhere in the

document. The generated query consists of a conjunction

of those terms that must be found in the document, and

of a proximity query.

f Terms are put in either of the two sets depending on

the distance of the term from the root of the parse tree.

Terms closer to the root, and therefore more central to

the question, are required to be appear within the

proximity window, while the others are accessory: they

are only requested to occur in the document, but may be

missing from the sentence.

5^. Query Expansion

The first expansion step tries to cope with morphological

variants of words by replacing each keyword with a

prefix search, obtained from stemming the original word.

Certain prefixes that appear frequentiy in questions are

discarded: for instance "locate", "find", "situate" in

questions expecting a location as an answer, "day",

"date", "year^' in questions expecting a date and so on.

We use about a dozen of such excepfions, which

correspond to cases in which the type makes these words

superfluous.

Stemming is performed using Linh Huynh
implementation of Lovins's stemmer [6].

In the second expansion cycle we broaden the search

by adding (in or) the synonyms of the search terms.

Synonyms are looked up in WordNet by means of

WNSense. Synonyms are stemmed as well.

In the third and fourth expansion cycles, we increase

recall by dropping some search terms. During the third

cycle, adverbs are dropped.

During the last expansion cycle, if the query contains

more than three keywords in conjunctive form, verbs are

discarded, as well as person's first names when the last

name is present. If after such a pruning there are still

more than three keywords in and, then we also drop

those keywords whose parent (as from the dependence

tree) is already within the keywords to be searched. This

has the effect, if looking for a "black cat", to perform a

search for a "cat", black being a modifier of cat, and

therefore depending on it.

6. Type Matching

The sentences returned by the query are analyzed and

checked for the presence of entities of the proper answer

type, as determined by question analysis.

Sentences are parsed and recognized entities are

tagged. The tree is then visited, looking for a node

tagged with the expected answer type.

We also check whether an entity which occurs in the

sentence is already present in the question. A question

like "Who is George Bush 's wife?' expects a proper

person name as an answer. The sentence "George Bush

and his wife visited Italy" contains a proper person

name, but does not answer the question. Such sentences

occur frequently (the search keywords being "George",

"Bush" and "wife"), so it is convenient to discard them

as early as possible.

Sentences not verifying this condifion are rejected.

7. Relation Matching

Sentences that pass the answer type filter are submitted

to the relation matching filter, which performs a more

semantic analysis, verifying that the answer sentence

contains words that have the same type and relation than

corresponding words in the question.

The filter analyzes Minipar output in order to:

• determine a set of relafions between nodes

present both in the question and in the sentence;

• look for relations in the answer corresponding to

those in the question;

• compute the distance of each candidate answer

and select the one with the lower distance.

In order to simplify the process, not all the nodes in the

question and in the answer are considered. The same

criterion used for selecting words as search keywords is

applied also in this case: nouns, verbs, adjecdves and

adverbs are relevant (including dates and words with

unknown tag).

During this analysis, the parser free is flattened into a

set of triples (H, r, M): head node, relation, modifier

node. This representation is more general and allows us

to turn the dependency tree into a graph.

In fact it is often usefiil to make certain relations

explicit by adding links to the parser tree. For instance in

the phrase "Man first walked on the moon in 1969",

"1969" depends on "in", which in turns depends on

"moon". According to our criterion, "in" is not a relevant

node and so it will not be considered. We can however

short circuit the node by adding a dfrect link between

"moon" and "1969". More generally, we follow the rule
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that whenever two relevant nodes are linked through an

irrelevant one, a link is added between them. Similarly,

since the NE tagger recognizes "1969" as a date, it is

convenient to add a link between the main verb ("walk")

and the date, since the date modifies the action expressed

by the verb.

7.1. Extracting Relations

Questions and answers are analyzed in order to

determine whether relations present in a question appear

in a candidate answer as well.

PiQASso exploits the relations produced by Minipar

and infers new relations applying the following rules:

Direct link if fl is a child of A in Minipar output, A is

related to B according to their relation in the parse

tree.

Conjunctions Relations distribute over conjunctive

links. For example, in "Jack and John love

Mary", the relation between John and Mary is

distributed over the con j link between John and

Jack, i.e. a "love" relation between Jack and Mary

is inferred.

Predicates A and B are related if they are both child of a

"to be" verb, the first with the role of subject, the

second as predicate (which is the relation between

them). This is because a question like "who is the

PopeT is often answered by phrases such as "The

Pope, John Paul II, ..." in which the answer does

not go through a "to be" verb.

Possession A and B are related with the relation of

genitive ifA is the subject of a verb "to have" and

B is the object. The rule enables matching

"John 's car" with "John has a cai'\

Location A and are in inside relation if there is a

subj -in relation between B and A (phrase of the

form "A is in B"). This allows matching "Paris is

in France" with "Paris, France".

Invertible relations Some relations are invertible, so

that A and B are in relation if B and A are in

relation as either apposition (a particular case of

nominal compound) or by the person relation (a

relation between the first and second name of a

person).

Dates Minipar links a modifier (e.g. "in 1986") to the

closest noun: a relation between the main verb

(describing the action) and the date is inferred.

Empty nodes Empty nodes represent an implicit

element of the sentence. Minipar sometimes can

determine the word they refer to: in this case we
add a relation between A and B if there is a

relation between A and C, and C is an empty node

referring to B (and dually for the first node in the

relation).

Negation A relation between two nodes is discarded if

both nodes depend fi-om a node with a negative

modifier. This accounts for negative phrases like

"John is not a policeman" and avoids inferring a

relation between "John" and "policeman". This

rule has precedence over the others.

7.2. Finding a match

Suppose the following relations appear in a question: qri

= (A, r,, B) and gr2 = (-4, rg, Q. Suppose the following

relations are present in a candidate answer sentence: ar^

= (1, R^, 2), arz = (2, 3) and ari = (1, R^, 3). All

matches between triples in the question and in the

answer are considered, provided that no node is put in

correspondence with two different nodes: if we match

qri with ari, we cannot match qr2 with ari, or node A in

the question would have to match both nodes 1 and 2 in

the answer.

The match with the smallest distance is selected.

7.3. Matctiing Distance

An answer paragraph can be considered as a close

answer to a question if it contains nodes and relations

corresponding to all nodes and relations in the question.

For each missing node the distance is increased by an

amount that depends on the relevance of the node. To
represent this relevance we associate a mismatch

distance, mmd{n), to each node n in the question. For

instance the mismatch distance is small for the node

corresponding to the question type (e.g. the node

"instrument" in a previous example), since it may be

missing in the answer. Nodes depending on other

relevant nodes have half the mismatch distance of their

parents: they may express a specification that a correct

answer need not contain.

The overall matching distance between a question

and a candidate answer is computed by summing,

for each node n in the question:

mmd{n) dist{n, m) if n matches node m in the answer

mmd{n) otherwise

and similarly for each relation in the question.

The distance is incremented to account for special

situations, e.g. when the answer is too specific: for the

question "Who was the first man in Space!", "The first

American in space was ..." is not a proper answer,

contrary to a naive rule that wants a specific answer

correct for a general question.

If the answer sentence does not contain an entity of

the expected answer type, the distance is set to infinity,

to ensure that the paragraph is rejected.

The maximum distance from the question allowed by

the filter (distance ceiling) may be set to either: a) very

high, so that any sentence matching the answer node will
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pass the filter (recall-oriented); or b) proportional to the

number of nodes in the question. PiQASso implements a

simple tightening strategy whereby the ceiling is

decreased at each expansion iteration, avoiding too much
garbage in the early phases.

8. Answer Popularity

After the TREC 2001 submission we introduced a

criterion for selecting answers based on a measure of

answer popularity, which proved quite effective.

Answers are grouped according to the value

contained in their answer node. A score is assigned to

each group proportional to the average of the matching

distances in the group and inversely proportional to the

cardinality of the group. Groups are sorted by increasing

score value and only the answer with the smallest

matching distance in each group is returned.

The criterion combines a measure of difference to

the question and a measure of likelihood based on how
often the same answer was offered. Selecting only one

answer per group ensures more variety in the answers.

9. Results

PiQASso achieved the scores summarized in Table 3,

expressed as MRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank) of up to five

answers per question. The official score, computed fi-om

the judgments of NIST assessors at TREC 2001, ranks

PiQASSo in IS"" overall position. PiQASso achieved the

same score for both strict evaluation (answers supported

by a document in the collection) and lenient evaluation

(answer not supported), since it does not use any

external source of information. The unofficial score was

computed by our own evaluation of the results on a new
run of the system after the addition of the popularity

ranking.

Run MRR Strict MRR Lenient

TREC 2001 , official 0.271 0.271

TREC 2001 , unofficial 0.32

Table 3: Scores in the TREC 2001 QA main task.

A peculiarity of the TREC 2001 questions was the

presence of a higher than usual percentage (almost 25%)
of definition questions that could have been answered by

simple lookup in a dictionary or from other sources (e.g.

the Web), as some other systems did. For PiQASso we
concentrated in improving the system ability to analyze

and extract knowledge from the given document

collection.

10. Assessment

In order to assess the effectiveness of the various filters,

and how they affect the overall performance we

performed some measurements using a subset of 50
questions of the TREC 2001 set. Results are summarized

in Table 4. For half of the questions (49%), no paragraph

passed all filters. The great majority of answers are

obtained from the results of the first JR query.

%
Questions for which no answer was found 49
Questions answered by first query (over ail

answers) 92

Questions for which no paragraph was
retrieved

2

Table 4: Filter effectiveness.

The benefits of iterating the process after performing

query expansion are less than expected.

Overcoming this limit requires improving query

expansion to produce more word altematives or

morphological variations. This may however complicate

the task of the relation matching filter, which also needs

to be refined: the paragraphs retrieved by the initial

query (without stemming or synonym expansion) are

simpler to match with the question and produce most of

the answers. When more complex paragraphs are

retrieved by the more complex queries, matching is more

difficult and rarely an answer is found.

The current system is not capable, for exanple, of

matching the sentences "John loves Mary" and "John is

in love with Mary", since their main verbs "love" and "to

be" are different. Either deeper semantic knowledge

would be required or a collection of phrase variants, that

might be built automatically with the method suggested

by Lin [10], discovering similarities in paths within the

dependency graph of the parser.

11. Conclusions and Future Work

PiQASso is engineered as a vertical application, which

combines several libraries into a single application. With

the exception of Minipar and WordNet, all the

components in the architecture were built by our team,

including the special purpose paragraph indexing and

search engine, up to the tools for lexical analysis,

question analysis and semantic filtering.

PiQASso is based on an approach that relies on

linguistic analysis and linguistic tools, except for

passage retrieval, where it exploits modem and efficient

information retrieval techniques. Linguistic tools provide

in principle higher flexibility, but often appear brittle,

since implementations must resfrict choices to reduce the

efifects of combinatorial explosions. One way to

improve their performance would be by providing them

with large amounts of semantic data in a preprocessed

form: for instance generating a large number of variants

from the phrases in the document collection and

matching them with effective indexing techniques and
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statistical estimates, rather than performing sophisticated

matching algorithms.

PiQASso is heavily dependent on Minipar since it

relies on the dependency relations it creates. Such

relations are often too tied to the syntactic form of the

sentence for our purposes, so we had to add specific

processing rules to abstract from such representation and

to work around certain of its idiosyncrasies.

Question analysis could be improved by adopting a

finer-grained taxonomy for the expected answer type.

Such granularity requires support by the named entity

tagger.

Keyword extraction/expansion would benefit from a

better identification of the sense of a word, so that fewer

and more accurate alternatives can be used in the query

formulation. Current figures show that present keyword

expansion is not effective, for it either does not add

results, or it adds too many, returning way too many hits

for the system to analyze them all. As for about half of

the questions our system did not find any answer at all

(which gives us outstanding improvement margins), this

seems a necessary step.
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Abstract
Sheffield's participation in the inaugural Arabic cross language track is described here. Our goal was to

examine how well one could achieve retrieval of Arabic text with the minimum of resources and adaptation

of existing retrieval systems. To this end the public translators used for query translation and the minimal

changes to our retrieval system are described. While the effectiveness of our resulting system is not as high

as one might desire, it nevertheless provides reasonable performance particularly in the monolingual track:

on average, just under four releveint documents were found in the 10 top ranked documents.

Introduction

One of the truisms (almost a law) of information retrieval is that the more data one searches, the less

language processing is required to match on at least some relevant documents. When searching a collection

of image captions, for example, one is likely to be keen to locate any 'hits' between query and caption.

When searching the Web, however, being overwhelmed with hits is a more likely problem; linguistically

adjusting the query to match on more Web pages is not necessary. In Sheffield's first attempt at Arabic

retrieval, it was decided (due to a combination of curiosity and lack of linguistic resources) to see how
effective retrieval could be when very little linguistic processing of the query or document took place.

This paper describes the adjustments made and minimal resources exploited to allow an IR system to

conduct all aspects of the Arabic track: Arabic monolingual, processing English version of the queries; and

finally dealing with French queries. The set up is described first, followed by the runs and results before

concluding.

Set up
The retrieval system used in Sheffield's experiments was the GLASS experimental retrieval system. The

suite of programs that make up GLASS was written to serve the experiments of the first author's PHD, the

system has continued to be used in a range of applications since then (Purves, 1998, Gollins, 2001). The

retrieval system has recently been adjusted to use BM25 ranking (Robertson, 1994). In order to be able to

handle the Arabic documents, a new GLASS tokeniser was created to deal with the texts' UTF-8 encoding.

An Arabic speaker (the second author) manually checked initial word lists generated by the tokeniser and

provided an updated list of characters that signify word breaks. No stop word list was used, however

ranking optimisations akin to those proposed by Persin (1994) were employed to speed up the retrieval

process. The morphological variation of Arabic words is greater than that found in English. Given the

relatively large size of the collection being searched (approximately ViGb), however, it was hoped that a

sufficient number of relevant documents would match tHe unprocessed query words to allow the system to

be reasonably effective in the top ranks. A web-based interface to Arabic GLASS was created to enable the

Arabic speaker to run a few test queries on the system'. This is the full extent of adjustments made to the

core retrieval system.

In order to enable cross-language retrieval, the English and French queries were translated using public

Web-based translation systems. English to Arabic was conducted using mainly the ahnisbar^ and

' Arabic display and text entry was an extensible feature of the Web browser used: IE v5.0.

^ Http://www.almisbar.com
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occasionally ajeeb^ public translator web sites. As no public Frencli to Arabic translator was located

French was translated into English (a pivot), using Babel Fish on AltaVista'*, before then being translated

into Arabic.

All retrievals were conducted using the title part of the query only.

Runs
Sheffield submitted five runs to TREC: a monolingual run; two English cross language runs; and two

French cross language runs. They are now described.

• Monolingual

• shefma - here, the title of the Arabic queries was submitted to GLASS and the retrieval runs

noted.

• English cross language

• shefea - the title of the English queries was translated into "Arabic using almisbar.com.

• shefeaa - here, two separate versions of the Arabic query was created, the first using almisbar and

second using another Arabic translation facility, ajeeb.com. The two Arabic queries were simply

concatenated. The idea of using both translators was the hope that any failing in one translator

(such as lack" of vocabulary coverage) would be covered by the success of the other.

• French cross language

• sheffea - the title of the French queries was translated into English using Babel Fish, and this was

as with shefea translated into Arabic using almisbar.

• sheffeaa - as with shefeaa, once the French query was in English form, it was translated twice into

Arabic using ajeeb as well.

http://ajeeb.com

http://www.altavista.com
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Abstract

This paper describes recent development in the Webclopedia QA system, focusing on the use of

knowledge resources such as WordNet and a QA typology to improve the basic operations of

candidate answer retrieval, ranking, and answer matching.

1. Introduction

The Webclopedia factoid QA system increasingly makes use of syntactic and semantic (world) knowledge

to improve the accuracy of its results. Previous TREC QA evaluations made clear the need for using such

external knowledge to improve answers. For example, for definition-type questions such as

Q: what is bandwidth?

the system uses WordNet to extract words used in the term definitions before searching for definitions in

the answer corpus, and boosts candidate answer scores appropriately. Such definitional WordNet glosses

have helped definition answers (10% for definition questions, which translates to about 2% overall score in

the TREC- 10 QA evaluation, given that as many as a little over 100 out of 500 TREC- 10 questions were

definition questions).

This knowledge is of one of two principal types: generic knowledge about language, and knowledge about

the world. After outlining the general system architecture, this paper describes the use of knowledge to

improve the purity of phase 1 of the process (retrieval, segmenting, and ranking candidate segments), and

to improve the results of phase 2 (parsing, matching, and ranking answers).

Webclopedia adopts the by now more or less standard QA system architecture, namely question analysis,

document / passage retrieval, passage analysis for matching against the question, and ranking of results. Its

architecture (Figure 1) contains the following modules, which are described in more detail in (Hovy et al.,

2001; Hovy et al., 2000):

• Question parsing: Using BBN's IdentiFinder (Bikel et al., 1999), the CONTEX parser produces a

syntactic-semantic analysis of the question and determines the QA type.

• Query formation: Single- and multi-word units (content words) are extracted from the analysis, and

WordNet synsets are used for query expansion. A series of Boolean queries is formed.

• IR: The IR engine MG (Witten et al., 1994) returns the top-ranked A' documents.

• Selecting and ranking sentences: For each document, the most promising K<<N sentences are

located and scored using a formula that rewards word and phrase overiap with the question and its

expanded query words. Results are ranked.

• Parsing segments: CONTEX parses the top-ranked 300 sentences.

• Pinpointing: Each candidate answer sentence parse tree is matched against the parse of the question;

sometimes also the preceding sentence. As a fallback the window method is used.

• Ranking of answers: The candidate answers' scores are compared and the winner(s) are output.
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Webclopedia classifies desired answers by their semantic type, using the approx. 140 classes developed in

earlier work on the project (Hovy et al., 2000). These types include common semantic classes such as

PROPER-PERSON, EMAIL-ADDRESS, LOCATION, and PROPER-ORGANIZATION, but also classes

particular to QA such as WHY-FAMOUS, YES:NO, and ABBREVIATION-EXPANSION. They have

been taxonomized as the Webclopedia QA Typology, of which an older version can be found at

http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/Taxonomv/taxonomy toplevel.html .

Input question

Question parsing

• Steps: parse question

find desired semantic type

• Engines: IdentiFmder (BBN)

CONTEX

Parse question

Create query

Retrieve documents

Select & rank sentences

Query creation

• Steps: extract, combine important words

expand query words using WordNet

create queries, order by specificity

• Engines: Query creator

IR
• Steps: retrieve top 1000 documents

• Engines; MG (Sydney)

Sentence selection and ranking

• Steps: score each sentence in each document

rank sentences

• Engines;Ranker

Segment parsing

• Steps: parse segment sentences

• Engines: CONTEX Parse top segments

Matching
• Steps: match general constraint patterns against parse trees

match desired semantic type against parse tree elements

assign score to words in sliding window
• Engine: Matcher

Match segments against answers

Perform additional inference

Ranking and answer extraction

• Steps: rank candidate answers

extract and formal them

• Engine; Answer ranker/formatter

Rank and prepare answers

Output answers

QA typology

• QA types, categorized taxonomy

Constraint patterns

• Identify likely answers in relation to

other parts of the sentence

Figure 1. Webclopedia architecture.

2. Parsing

CONTEX is a deterministic machine-learning based grammar learner/parser that was originally built for

MT (Hermjakob, 1997). For English, parses of unseen sentences measured 87.6% labeled precision and

88.4% labeled recall, trained on 2048 sentences from the Penn Treebank. Over the past few years it has

been extended to Japanese and Korean (Hermjakob, 2000).

For Webclopedia, CONTEX required two extensions. First, its grammar had to be extended to include

question forms. The grammar learner portion of CONTEX was trained on approx. ] 150 questions and

achieved accuracies of approx. 89% labeled precision and labeled recall (Hermjakob, 2001). Second, the

grammar had to be augmented to recognize the semantic type of the desired answer (which we call the

qtarget ). Its semantic type ontology was extended to include currently abourt 140 qtarget types, plus some

combined types (Hermjakob, 2001). Beside the qtargets that refer to semantic concepts, qtargets can also

refer to part of speech labels (e.g., S-PROPER-NAME) and to constituent roles or slots of parse trees (e.g.,

[ROLE REASON]). For questions with the Qtargets Q-WHY-FAMOUS, Q-WHY-FAMOUS-PERSON,
Q-SYNONYM, and others, the parser also provides qargs—information helpful for matching:

Who was Betsy Ross? QTARGET: Q-WHY-FAMOUS-PERSON QARGS: ("Betsy Ross")

How is "Pacific Bell" abbreviated? QTARGET: Q-ABBREVIATION QARGS: ("Pacific Bell")

What are geckos? QTARGET: Q-DEFINITION QARGS: (("geckos" "gecko") ("animal"))

These qtargets are determined during parsing using approx. 300 hand-written rules.
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3. Document Retrieval and Sentence Ranking

Analyzing the Question to Create a Query

We parse input questions using CONTEX (Section 2) to obtain a semantic representation of the questions.

For example, we determine that the question "How far is it from Denver to Aspen?" is asking for a distance

quantity. The question analysis module identifies noun phrases, nouns, verb phrases, verbs, adjective

phrases, and adjectives embedded in the question. These phrases/words are assigned significance scores

according to the frequency of their type in our question corpus (a collection of 27,000+ questions and

answers), secondarily by their length, and finally by their significance scores, derived from word

frequencies in the question corpus.

We remain indebted to BBN for the use of IdentiFinder (Bike! et al., 1999), which isolates proper names in

a text and classifies them as person, organization, or location.

Expanding Queries

Query expansion comes from two sources and used in different stages. In the document retrieval stage, the

highly relevant question terms (identified by CONTEX) are expanded in order to boost recall, for example

going from "Russian" to "Soviet" or from "capital of the United States" to "Washington". In the sentence

ranking stage, we use WordNet 1.6 (Fellbaum, 1998) to match expanded query terms. Although these

expanded terms contribute to the final score, their contribution is discounted. This application of expansion

strategy aims to achieve high precision and moderate recall.

Retrieving Documents

We use MG (Witten et al., 1994) as our search engine. Although MG is capable of performing ranked

query, we only use its Boolean query capability. For the entire TREC-10 test corpus, the size of the inverse

index file is about 200 MB and the size of the compressed text database is about 884 MB. The stemming

option is turned on. Queries are sent to the MG database, and the retrieved documents are ranked

according to their ranking from query analysis. We order queries most specific first, then gradually relax

them to more general, until we have retrieved a sufficient number of documents. For example,

(Denver&Aspen) is sent to the database first. If the number of documents returned is less than a pre-

specified threshold, for example, 500, then we retain this set of documents as the basis for further

processing, while also submitting the separate queries (Denver) and (Aspen).

Ranking Sentences

If the total numbers of sentences contained in the documents returned by MG is N for a given Boolean

query, we would like to rank the sentences in the documents to maximize answer recall and precision in the

topmost K « N, in order to minimize the parsing and subsequent processing. In this stage we set K=30Q.

We assign goodness score to a sentence according to the following criteria:

1 . Exact match of proper names such as "Denver" and "Aspen" get 100% bonus score.

2. Upper case term match of length greater than 1 get 60% bonus, otherwise get 30%. For example,

match of "United States" is better than just of "United".

3. Lower case matches get the original score.

4. Lower case term match with WordNet expansion stems get 10% discount. If the original term is

capital case then it gets 50% discount. For example, when Cag(e) matches cag(e). the former may be

the last name of some person while the latter is an object; therefore, the case mismatch signals less

reliable information.

5. Lower case term matches after Porter stemming get 30% discount. If the original term is capital case

then 70% discount. The Porter stemmed match is considered less reliable than a WordNet stem match.

6. Porter stemmer matches of both question word and sentence word get 60% discount. If the original

term is capital case then get 80% discount.
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7. If CONTEX indicates a term as being QSUBUMED then it gets 90% discount. For example, "Which

country manufactures weapons of mass destruction?" where "country" will be marked as qsubsumed.

Normally common words are ignored unless they are part of a phrase in question word order. Based on

these scores, the total score for a sentence is:

Sentence score = sum of word scores

At the end of the ranking we apply qtarget filtering to promote promising answer sentences. For example,

since the question "How far is it from Denver to Aspen?" is asking for a distance quantity, any sentence

that contains only "Denver" or "Aspen" but not any distance quantities are thrown out. Only the top 300

remaining sentences are passed to the answer pinpointing module.

The bonus and discount rates given here are heuristics. We are in the process of developing mechanisms to

learn these parameters automatically.

4. Answer Matching using Qtarget-Specific Knowledge

Once the candidate answer passages have been identified, their sentences are parsed by CONTEX. The

Matcher module then compares their parse trees to the parse tree of the original question. The Matcher

performs two independent matches (Hovy et al., 2001 ; Hovy et al., 2000):

• match qtargets and qargs/qwords in the parse trees,

• match over the answer text using a word window.

Obviously, qtargets and their accompanying qargs play an important role; they enable the matcher to

pinpoint within the answer passage the exact, syntactically delimited, answer segment. (In contrast, word

window matching techniques, that have no recourse to parse structures, have no accurate way to delimit the

exact answer boundaries.)

Unfortunately, there are many questions, for which the qtarget (which can be as generic as NP), syntactic

clues and word overlap are insufficient to select a good answer. Over the past year we therefore focused on

strategies for dealing with this, and developed the following.

Expected Answer Range

For quantity-targeting questions, humans often have a good sense of reasonable answer ranges and would

find it easy to identify the correct answer in the following scenario:

O: What is the population of New York?

51 . The mayor is held in high regards by the 8 million New Yorkers.

52. The mayor is held in high regards by the two New Yorkers.

Even without any knowledge about the population of specific cities and countries, a population of

8,000,000 makes more sense than a population of 2. We mirror this 'common sense' knowledge by biasing

quantity questions like the one above towards normal value ranges.

Abbreviation Knowledge

Multi-word expressions are not abbreviated arbitrarily:

O: What does NAFTA stand for?

51. This range of topics also includes the North American Free Trade Agreement, NAFTA, and the

world trade agreement GATT.

52. The interview now changed to the subject of trade and pending economic issues, such as the issue of

opening the rice market, NAFTA, and the issue of Russia repaying economic cooperation funds.

After Webclopedia identifies the qtarget of the question as I-EN-ABBREVIATION-EXPANSION, the

system extracts possible answer candidates, including "North American Free Trade Agreement" from SI

and "the rice market" from S2. Based on the perfect match of the initial letters of the first candidate with

the acronym NAFTA, an acronym evaluator easily prefers the former over the latter candidate.
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Semantic Mark-Up in Parse Trees

Phone numbers, zip codes, email addresses, URLs, and different types of quantities follow patterns that can

be exploited to mark them up, even without any explicit mentioning of key words like "phone number".

For a question/sentence candidate pair like

O: What is the zip code for Fremont. CA?

SI. From Everex Systems Inc., 48431 Milmont Drive, Fremont, CA 945.38.

Webclopedia identifies the qtarget as C-ZIP-CODE. To match such qtargets, the CONTEX parser marks

up (likely) zip codes, based on both structure (e.g., 5 digits) and context (e.g., preceding state code). Two
more question/answer pairs that are matched this way:

O: What's Dianne Feinstein's email address?

Qtarget: C-EMAIL-ADDRESS

SI. Comments on this issue should be directed to Dianne Feinstein at senator@feinstein.senate.gov

O: How hot is the core of the earth?

Qtarget: I-EN-TEMPERATURE-QUANTITY

51. The temperature of Earth's inner core may be as high as 9,000 degrees Fahrenheit (5,000 degrees

Celsius).

Using External Glosses for Definition Questions

We have found a 10% increase in accuracy in answering definition questions by using external glosses.

O: What is the Milkv Wav?

Candidate 1 : outer regions

Candidate 2: the galaxy that contains the Earth

For the above question, Webclopedia identified two leading answer candidates. Comparing these answer

candidates with the gloss that the system finds in Wordnet:

Wordnet: Milky Way—the galaxy containing the solar system

Webclopedia biases the answer to the candidate with the greater overlap, in this case clearly "the galaxy

that contains the Earth".

Finding Support For a Known Answer

It seems against all intuition that a question like

01: What is the capital of the United States?

initially poses great difficulties for a question answering system. While a question like

02: What is the capital of Kosovo?

can easily be answered from text such as

52. ... said Mr Panic in Pristina, the capital of Kosovo, after talks with Mr Ibrahim Rugova ...

many American readers would find a newspaper sentence such as

SI. Later in the day, the president returned to Washington, the capital of the United States.

almost insulting. The fact that Washington is the capital of the United States is too basic to be made
explicit. In this unexpectedly difficult case, we can fall back on sources like Wordnet:

Wordnet: Washington—the capital of the United States

which, as luck would have it, directly answers our question. Based on this knowledge, Webclopedia

produces the answer, represented as a lexical target (LEX "Washington"), which the IR module then uses

to focus its search on passages containing "Washington", "capital" and "United States". The matcher then
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limits the search space to "Washington". The purpose of this exercise is not as ridiculous as it might first

appear: even though the system already knows the answer before consulting the document collection, it

makes a contribution by identifying documents that support "Washington" as the correct answer.

Semantic Relation Matching in Webclopedia

In question answering, matching words and groups of words is often insufficient to accurately score an

answer. As the following examples demonstrate, scoring can benefit from the correct matching of semantic

relations in addition:

Question 1 10: Who killed Lee Harvey Oswald?

Qtargets: I-EN-PROPER-PERSON&S-PROPER-NAME, I-EN-PROPER-ORGANIZATION (0.5)

51. Belli's clients have included Jack Ruby, who killed John F. Kennedy assassin Lee Harvev Oswald ,

and Jim and Tammy Bakker. [Score: 666.72577; 07/25/90; LA072590-0163]

52. On Nov. 22, 1963, the building gained national notoriety when Lee Harvev Oswald allegedly shot

and killed President John F. Kennedy from a sixth floor window as the presidential motorcade passed.

[Score: 484.50128; 10/31/88; AP88I031-0271]

Note: Answer candidates are bold ("red"), while constituents with corresponding words in the question are

underlined ("blue") (http://www.isi.edu/natural-language/projects/webclopedia/sem-rel-examples.html ).

Both answer candidates SI and S2 receive credit for matching "Lee Harvey Oswald" and "kill", as well as

for finding an answer (underlined) of the proper type (I-EN-PROPER-PERSON), as determined by the

qtarget. However, is the answer "Jack Ruby" or "President John F. Kennedy"? The only way to determine

this is to consider the semantic relationship between these candidates and the verb "kill", for which

Webclopedia uses the following question and answer parse trees (simplified here):

[11 Who killed Lee Harvev Oswald? IS-SNTl

(OBJ) [5] Lee Harvey Oswald [S-NP] <
(PRED) [6] Lee Harvey Oswald [S-PROPER-NAME]

(MOD) [7] Lee [S-PROPER-NAME]

(MOD) [8] Harvey [S-PROPER-NAME]

(PRED) [9] Oswald [S-PROPER-NAME]

(DUMMY) [10]? [D-QUESTION-MARK]

[11 Jack Ruby, who killed John F. Kennedy assassin Lee Harvey Oswald IS-NPI

(PRED)[2]<JackRuby>l [S-NP] ^ ^
(DUMMY) [6], [D-COMMA] J
(MOD) [7] who killed John F. Kennedy assassin Lee^tafvey Oswald [S-REL-CLAUSE]

(SUBJ) [8] who<l> [S-INTERR-NP] ^
C^ED) [10rkni£3>[5-TR VERB]

(OBJ) [1 1] John F. Kennedy assassin Lee Harvey Oswald [S-NP] =~

—

(PRED) [12] John F. Kennedy assassin Lee Harvey Oswald [S-PROPER-NAMeT""^
(MOD) [13] John F.Kennedy [S-PROPER-NAME] ^/
(MOD) [19] assassin [S-NOUN]

-"""^

(PRED) [20] Lee Harvey Oswald [S-PROPER-NAME]

For SI, based on these parse trees, the matcher awards additional credit to node [2] (Jack Ruby) for being

the logical subject of the killing (using anaphora resolution) as well as to node [20] (Lee Harvey Oswald)

for being the head of the logical object of the killing. Note that—superficially—John F. Kennedy appears
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to be closer to "killed", but the parse tree correctly records that node [13] is actually not the object of the

killing. The candidate in S2 receives no extra credit for semantic relation matching.

Robustness

It is important to note that the Webclopedia matcher awards extra credit for each matching semantic

relationship between two constituents, not only when everything matches. This results in robustness that

comes in handy in cases such as:

Question 268: Who killed Caesar?

Qtargets: I-EN-PROPER-PERSON&S-PROPER-NAME, I-EN-PROPER-ORGANIZATION (0.5)

51. This version of the plot to kill Julius Caesar is told through the eyes of Decimus Brutus, the protege

whom Caesar most trusted and who became one of his assassins.

[Score: 284.945; 93/05/15; FT932-8961]

52. Having failed to prevent Cleopatra's henchwoman Ftatateeta from killjng Pothinus, Caesar lets

Rufius—the new governor of Egypt—murder her, before turning his back on the lot of them in a

devastating display of political indifference. [Score: 264.30093; 92/02/06; FT92 1 - 1 033 1 ]

In SI, the matcher gives points to Caesar for being the object of the killing, but (at least as of now) still

fails to establish the chain of links that would establish Brutus as his assassin. The predicate-object credit

however is enough to make the first answer score higher than in S2, which, while having all agents right

next to each other at the surface level, receives no extra credit for semantic relation matching.

Good Generalization

Semantic relation matching applies not only to logical subjects and objects, but also to all other roles such

as location, time, reason, etc. It also applies at not only the sentential level, but at all levels:

Question 248: What is the largest snake in the world?

Qtargets: I-EN-ANIMAL

51 . Reticulated pythons are the world 's largest snakes , reaching lengths of up to 36 feet.

[Score: 384.42365; 12/08/88; AP88 1208-0 148]

52. The amazing Amazon, the widest, wettest and, so National Geographic now affirms, the longest

river in the world (4,007 miles, 51 longer than the Nile), boasts the longest snake the most venomous

viper^ the biggest rat, beetle and ant, along with razor-toothed piranhas that can reduce a Brahman steer

to raw bones in minutes and electric eels delivering 640 volts, enough to drive a Metro-North commuter

train. [Score: 291.98352; 02/29/88; AP880229-0246]

In the SI, [world] receives credit for modifying snake, even though it is the (semantic) head of a post-

modifying prepositional phrase in the question and the head of a pre-modifying determiner phrase in the

answer sentence. While the system still of course prefers "in the world" over "the world's" on the

constituent matching level, its proper relationship to snake (and the proper relationship between "largest"

and "snakes", as well as "pythons" and "snakes") by far outweigh the more literal match of "in the world".

Using a Little Additional Knowledge

Additionally, Webclopedia uses its knowledge of the semantic relationships between concepts fike "to

invent", "invention" and "inventor", so that in example 209, "Johan Vaaler" gets extra credit for being a

likely logical subject of "invention", while "David" actually loses points for being outside of the clausal

scope of the inventing process in the second case.

Question 209: Who invented the paper clip?

Qtargets: I-EN-PROPER-PERSON&S-PROPER-NAME, I-EN-PROPER-ORGANIZATION (0.5)

SI. The paper clip , weighing a desk-crushing 1,320 pounds, is a faithful copy of Norwegian Johan
Vaaler' s 1 899 invention , said Per Langaker of the Norwegian School of Management.

[Score: 381.0031; 10/09/89; AP89 1 009-0048]
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S2. "Like the guy who invented the safety pin, or the guy who invented the paper clip." David added.

[Score: 236.47534; 07/20/89; LA072089-0033]

Question 3: What does the Peugeot company manufacture?

Qtargets: S-NP, S-NOUN

5 1 . Peugeot intends to manufacture 10,000 cars there each year.

[Score: 360.49545; 10/09/89; AP89 1009-0048]

52. These include Coca Cola and Pepsico, the US soft drinks giants. Peugeot the French car

manufacturer, finance companies GE Capital and Morgan Stanley, Nippon Denro. the Japanese steel

manufacturer, and the Scotch whisky maker Seagram and United Distillers, the spirits arm of Guinness.

[Score: 323.76758; 93/06/25; FT932-902]

In S2, "car" gets credit as a likely logical object of the manufacturing process, and "Peugeot", being

recognized as a "manufacturer", is boosted for playing the proper logical subject role. This example shows

that particularly when the qtarget doesn't help much in narrowing down the answer candidate space,

semantic relation matching can often make the crucial difference in finding the right answer.

5. Experiments and Results

We entered the TREC-10 QA track, and received an overall Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) score of 0.435,

which puts Webclopedia among the top performers. The average MRR score for the main task is about

0.234. The answer rank distribution is shown in Figure 2. It indicates that we cannot find answers in the

top 5 in about 43% of the cases. Once we find answers we usually rank them at the first place.

Figure 2. Webclopedia

answer rank distribution

in TREC-10.

Analysis of the answers returned by the TREC assessors revealed several problems, ranging from outright

errors to judgments open to interpretation. One example of an error is a ruling that the answer to "what is

cryogenics?" is not "engineering at low temperature" (as defined for example in Webster's Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary, and as appears in the TREC collecfion), but rather the more colloquial "freezing

human being for later resusucation" (which also appears in the collection). Although Webclopedia

returned both, the correct answer (which it preferred) was marked wrong. While we recognize that it

imposes a great administrative burden on the TREC QA administrators and assessors to re-evaluate such

judgments, it is also clearly not good R&D methodology to train systems to produce answers that are

incorrect but colloquially accepted. (Checking whether their knowledge is correct is precisely one of the

reasons people need QA systems!) We therefore propose an appeals procedure by which the appellant

must provide to the administrator the question, the correct answer, and proof, drawn from a standard

reference work, of correctness. The administrator can provide a list of acceptable reference works

beforehand, which should include dictionaries, lists of common knowledge facts (the seven wonder of the

world, historical events, etc.), abbreviation lists, etc., but which would presumably not include local

telephone books, etc. (thereby ruling out local restaurants as answer to "what is the Taj Mahal?").
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Selecting versus Describing:

A Preliminary Analysis of the Efficacy of Categories in Exploring the Web
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This paper reports the findings of an exploratory study carried out as

part of the Interactive Track at the KJ^ annual Text Retrieval

Conference (TREC). Forty-eight, non-expert participants each

completed four Web search tasks from among four specified topic

areas: shopping, medicine, travel, and research. Participants were

given a choice of initiating the search with a query or with a selection of

a category from a pre-defined list. Participants were also asked to

phrase a selected number of their search queries in the form of a

complete statement or question. Results showed that there was little

effect of the task domain on the search outcome. Exceptions to this

were the problematic nature of the Shopping tasks, and the preference

for query over category when the search task was general, i.e. when the

semantics of the task did not map directly onto one of the available

categories. Participants also evidenced a reluctance/inability to phrase

search queries in the form of a complete statement or question. When
keywords were used, they were short, averaging around two terms per

query statement.

Introduction

We are working toward improved search interfaces. We have observed that to date multiple

approaches to the search processes have been suggested [1,3,4,5], but these discuss the search

process at a macro level, offering guidance and orientation on how that task may be

implemented{2]. At the 'keystroke' level - the point of interaction with the system, the search task

is procedural; commands are entered and responses received. Missing from the literature to date

is an understanding of component steps used to perform the search task at that micro level. In our

work, we are taking a holistic approach to how interfaces might be designed to facilitate

information searching, browsing and encountering. As a first step, we are observing how
non-experts seek information on the World Wide Web (the 'Web'), noting in particular their mode
of interaction with the system.

In this exploratory study we compared how participants used pre-defined categories versus

standard search statements. By doing so, we hope to understand the interplay between browsing

and searching while in the process of information seeking. In addition, we also examined
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participant behaviour across three additional factors: the way a search was entered (as question

or as keyword), by the source of the task (researcher-specified versus user-personalized), and by

task domain (medicine, travel, shopping, and research). We assessed the outcomes among these

factors using a series of efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction metrics. We added verbal

protocol data so that we could better understand the reasoning behind participants' use of

category and string searching, and to provide a rich description of strategies used and rationales

for observed patterns. In this version of our analysis, only an analysis of quantitative data is

included.

Method

Participants

Our criteria for selection specified that participants be adult members of the general public

(including but not limited to the university community) who have used the Web, who may have

searched the Web previously, and who may have had some training, but who had not taken

professional search courses. Information science/studies students were eligible only if they were

in first term, and had not yet taken a professional search course. The sample was one of

convenience. Participants were recruited by printed posters posted on bulletin boards on campus,

or in libraries and coffee shops in the surrounding area, and via e-mail posted on listservs or e-

notice boards at the Universities of Toronto and British Columbia.

The 48 participants (29 women and 19 men) ranged in age from 18-20 to over 65 years; 80%
were under 35. Most had university level education, mainly at the bachelor (38%) or masters

(30%) level, predominantly from the humanities or social sciences. About half were students; the

remainder were from a diverse range of occupations. Most (94%) of the participants had been

using the Internet for more than two years, frequently using it for 6 or more hours (50%) per week.

Email was the most frequently used application, with all but one person using it daily. All but one

participant reported searching the web on a daily or weekly basis. Almost all had no search

training of any sort. Overall, they were a relatively young, educated group who were experienced

in terms of web use.

Search Interface

We used Google as our Web search engine, and modified the standard Google interface to

include both the search box/button, and the Google top level category list (directory). The
resulting screen retained Google's simplicity. An instruction to either enter a query in the search

box or select a category from the directory was added (See Figure 1). Beyond this initial page,

the standard Google interface screens were retained.

Choice of Google as the search engine was based on its current status as the most popular

search engine (http://v^AA^.searchenginewatch.com/reports/perday.html). Like many search

engines, Google accepts natural language queries, joining terms with AND by default. Google

uses a stop list, and displays to the user terms which were eliminated from the search. Words
such as the questions' terms (who, what, where, when, why) and many other common words

seem to appear on that stoplist. A query seems to be limited to ten non-stop word terms and to

not be stemmed.
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Figure 1. Modified Google interface

Tasks

Sixteen tasks (devised by the TREC 10 Interactive Track participants) were used in the study.

The questions came from four domains: Medical, Research, Travel and Shopping. Of the 16

tasks, half were fully specified and half were partially specified so that participants could

personalize them.

Procedure

The participants were recruited in August and September of 2001 in Toronto and Vancouver.

Each participant was given four search tasks, one from each of the four domains. Two of the four

tasks contained specific questions or imperatives to which the participant was to respond by

finding relevant Web pages. For the remaining two tasks, participants were asked to provide a

topic of personal interest, but within the general topic domain pertaining to the task, e.g. Medicine.

We used a modified latin squares method to distribute the question variations among the

participants.

We also used two different sets of search instructions. For the first two topics, we asked the

participant to either enter the query as a list of one or more words or phrases, or to select a
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category from the directory. For the last two topics, we asked the participant to either enter the

query as a complete question or sentence, or to select a category from the directory.

Each participant session lasted approximately two hours. During this time, participants

completed a demographics and web/search experience questionnaire.

were assigned four search tasks in sequence. For each task the participant completed a

pre-search questionnaire to establish their familiarity with the topic, searched for the topic

using the Web interface, and responded to a post-search questionnaire about the search

process and their satisfaction with the results.

described their search while a screen-capture video of the search was replaying. During

these retrospective interviews, we tried to elicit the decision-making process used at each

stage in the search process.

responded to a series of questions regarding the search process as a whole. This final

interview, which lasted about 10 minutes, was intended to get the participant to comment in a

personal way on their personal challenges when searching the Web.

This paper reports, primarily, on the results of the data collected in steps 1 and 2 above.

Data was collected using four mechanisms:

1. Questionnaires for demographics, and pre- and post-search evaluations.

2. Audio-tape for all semi-structured interviews.

3. Transaction logs; the WinWhatWhere software used captured the titles and URLs of all

sites visited, and all keystrokes entered.

4. Screen capture to visually record the user process; Lotus Screencam software records in

real-time each user session and stores it for playback.

Data Analysis

Data from the pre- and post-search questionnaires and the demographics survey data were

combined with data from the transaction logs. Because of the way that WinWhatWhere outputted

data, we manually coded the search state, such as query use, category selection, hit list selection,

URL, viewing and so on, by reviewing the ScreenCam files and the WinWhatWhere files together.

The additional coding made it possible to identify the path taken in each search, to determine the

amount of time spent at each state, and to identify the rank position on a hit list page of each

selected URL. In addition, audio-tapes were transcribed and the content is being analyzed (but is

not included in this report).
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Results and Discussion

Summary of Results

The 48 participants spent about 7 minutes doing each task. They used the search box for

about 66% of the tasks and selected from the directory categories for the remainder. On average,

they examined about 5 URLs and about 6 links within each of those URLs. They tended to select

about the fourth item on a hitlist and on average examined about two pages of hitlists.

Participants reported little familiarity with the topics for each of the assigned tasks, with few

having ever done a search on any of the topics prior to the session. On a five-point scale with one
being the poorest rating and five being the best rating, they indicated the degree of certainty with

which they found their answer, the ease of finding the answer, and their satisfaction with the

process of finding their answer at around four.

User-Specified vs. Researcher Specified Task

Half the questions were completely specified and half were fill-in-the-blanks, allowing some
user modification toward personalizing the task. There were no significant differences between the

two types on any measure. This finding challenges the assumption that information retrieval

experimentation with pre-defined queries alters user behaviour in experimental settings. Our
participants performed about the same regardless of whether they were assigned a task or

allowed to create their own. That said, it is likely that the artificially of the process, e.g., time

constraints, lab setting, and so on, may have a greater impact than the nature of the task.

Tactic Used
Participant search paths were analyzed according to the strategy taken in finding information.

To start, they could have elected to use a query or a category, and could have changed that tactic

to the other technique at any time during the process. Some participants, for example, used a

single tactic such as queries only, while some used novel strategies that combined queries and
categories as illustrated below:

Strategy N Code used in Table 1

used queries only 104 Qry

used categories only 25 Cat

used queries and then selected categories 24 Qry -> Cat

used categories and then selected queries 39 Cat -> Qry

A caveat of this result is the effect of an inherent bias towards the query. While the initial start

page contained both categories and a query box, once a query was used, the categories had to

be sought out. On the other hand, the query box is an integral part oif the second and subsequent
category pages, appearing at the top of each, and on each hitlist page.

Twenty efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfactory metrics assessed the strategies used by

participants. Most of this data was derived from the transaction logs or self-reported by the

participant in pre- and post task questionnaires. Results from analyses of variance for each of the
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measures appear in Table 1.

Table 1. Results on all measures by approaches used in the search

Strategies Used
Metric |Qry->Cat |Cat -> Qry

I
Qry

I
Cat I Statistical Significance

Average Number of Instances of Each Search State Per Task

# of Queries 2.3 .72 1.9 .0 r(o,ly2)-18.758, p<.001

# of Categories 4.2 5.3 .05 5.9 F(3,192)=35.236, p<.001

# of URLs 6.8 5.4 4.4 3.1 r(o,Ty^)-o.yz^, p—.UlU

# of Print 1.8 1.9 2.2 1.5 r(3,192)-Z.OD2, p-.038

# of HitLists 7.9 6.6 6.0 1.0 ly^j— ly, p^.uu 1

# of in Site links 5.8 6.6 6.4 6.2

Average Time (seconds) Spent at Each Search State Per Task
Query Time 29.0 36.2 21.3 .88

**

Hit List Time 120.9 145.9 144.4 41.2 **

URL Time 113.3 114.1 98.5 77.0 / fo

Category Time 123.8 67.2 1.3 203.5

Print Time 170.9 84.3 207.8 114.5

In Site Time 109.3 138.6 116.8 122.1 ns

Position of URLs in HitList

Avg. Rank 4.7 4.2 4.4 4.8 ns

Min Rank 1.7 1.9 2.3 3.4 ns

Max Rank 8.6 7.1 6.7 6.9 ns

Average User Perception Rating Per Task (scale from 1 to 5)

Familiarity 2.7 2.4 2.3 2.2 ns

Certainty 3.7 3.5 4.0 4.1 F(3,190)=2.901, p=.036

Ease 3.4 3.2 3.9 4.0 F(3,190)=4.543, p=.004

Time allotted 3.6 3.1 3.5 3.8 F(3,190)=2.883, p=.037

Satisfaction 3.4 3.3 3.7 4.0 F(3,190)=2.593, p=.054

There were two key differences in the strategy data. There was a key distinction between the

two single-tactic strategies and between the single and mixed strategies. Participants who used

only Categories looked at significantly fewer hit lists and spent less time looking at those lists than

those who used only Queries. The use of categories seems to have led participants to sites that

were more specifically related to the topic, while those who used Queries seemed to examine

more pages of hitlists and spent more time doing so. But there were no user perception

differences between those who used the single tactic strategies. Both query only and category

only participants were equally satisfied with the task and with the ease with which the task was
completed.

Participants who chose the single tactic strategies i.e., categories- or queries-only, tended to

find it easier and more satisfying, and were more certain about their results than when using mixed

approaches. In addition, participants who use a single tactic seemed to be more successful.
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Those who used mixed tactics felt the task was more difficult and seemed less satisfied than those

using the single tactic strategies. Mixed tactic users also, selectedly, scored lower on some of the

count and time efficiency measures.

Search as Question vs. Search as Keyword
Participants were required to carry out half the tasks using a question or statement and half

using keywords or phrases. Because of the interface, they could, however, choose to use the

search box or select from the categories. In general participants used the searchbox 66% of the

time, but the selection from categories versus use of the searchbox was clearly related to the way
that participants were required to enter the query. When asked to search with a question, the use

of categories increased significantly (?^=6.0, p=.014).

Table 2. Participants first tactic by the type of search entry

Search Entered

in question form as keyword(s) Total

Start With: Directory

Searchbox
Total

40 24

56 72

96 96

64

128

192

Participants examined fewer hitlists (4.3 and 6.3, respectively) when using categories than

when using a searchbox (F(1,192)=161.461, p=.017). In addition, when asked to provide a

question, they tended to provide keywords or phrases for a significant number of the question-

based queries (F(2,189)=3.844, p=.023). Participants also tended to rate the task-as-question as

more difficult that the task-as-keyword (F(2,189)=5.986, p=.015). We believe that participants

were challenged by this task as it did not represent the way that they normally conceptualize the

search process. Thus to avoid asking a question, they opted for categories.

Additionally, those who asked questions tended to create longer queries - from 2.6 to 5.8

words (F(2,165)=42 1.469, p<.001). But the increase in size was accounted for primarily by

stopwords (F(1, 166)=65.663, p<.001). Queries as questions had approximately 3.7 stopwords

while those entered as keywords had on average about 2.5 stopwords.

Type of Task

Four different task domains were used in this study: Medicine, Research, Shopping and Travel.

Results for various measures across each task domain appear in Table 3. There are few

significant differences among the four domains.

There were however differences in post hoc Bonferroni adjusted tests. Participants did more

printing in Research than Shopping (p=.035) and spent less time in Categories while responding

to a Research task than a Travel task (p=.010). Research was perhaps the most complex and

cognitively challenging task. Categories were rarely used for Research tasks, and participants

spent little time examining categories while doing them. However, Categories were used almost

identically across the other three tasks. We can speculate that the presence of top level

categories that were semantically related to the assigned task made it easier to use in Shopping,

Medicine and Travel queries, and, additionally, that those tasks were more specific than the

Research task.
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The type of task had an effect on user perception. In general participants found the Shopping

task more difficult and less satisfying than the other tasks, rating these on average between 3.1

and 3.3 on a five-point scale.

Table 3. Various Metrics across Type of Tasit

Type of Task
Metric [Mean iMedlcal [Shopping [Travel [Research Istatistlcal Significance

Average Number of Instances of Each Search State Per Task

# of Queries 1.7 1.3 1.7 1.5 2.0 nc

# of Categories 2.4 1.1 2.4 2.8 0 9 ns

# of URLs 4.7 4.2 4.7 5.0 ^ no.u ns

# of Print 2.0 2.0 1.6 2.2 9 9 **

# of HitLists 5.7 5.4 5.3 5.2 6.8 ns

# of In-Site links 6.4 3.8 8.0 8.2 I lo

Average Time Spent at Each Search State Per Task

Query Time 22.6 15.5 24.1 29.4 IIO

Hit List Time 128.3 144.3 107.2 100.8 1R1 n
1 D 1 .U ns

URL Time 100.7 117.2 90.9 87.7 1 n7 n ns

Category Time 56.3 15.8 51.2 99.5 58.9 ns

Print Time 166.0 174.1 129.2 205.0 155.6 ns

In site Time 121.0 70.3 156.0 159.5 98.1 F(3,192)=5.072, p=002

Position of URLs in HitList

Avg. Rank 4.4 4.0 4.9 4.4 4.5 ns

Min Rank 2.3 2.0 2.7 2.3 2.1 ns

Max Rank 7.0 6.5 7.7 7.0 7.0 ns

Average User Perception Rating Per Task

Familiarity 2.4 2.5 2.2 2.1 2.6 **

Certainty 3.9 4.2 3.7 4.0 3.8 **

Ease 3.7 3.9 3.3 3.8 3.7
**

Time allotted 3.5 3.7 3.2 3.5 3.5 **

Rating 3.6 3.9 3.1 3.7 3.8 F(3,189)=5.191, p=002
selected results were significant in Bonfen^oni adjusted post hoc tests

In addition, we mapped strategies by domain as illustrated in Figure 2. The mixed strategies

are evenly used across the four domains. But when the directory categories were used as a tactic.

It tended to be for travel topics.

Discussion and Conclusions

We discovered that researcher-specified versus participant-personalized queries had no effect

on results, suggesting that experimental tasks are as effective in experimental settings as user-

defined tasks. The domain of the task, too, appears to have had little effect, although the

Shopping tasks tended to be more difficult to complete, and were generally the least satisfying.
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The use of categories seems to have influenced the search process itself, where more time was
spent contemplating the nature of the search task at the beginning of the process, resulting in

fewer items being selected from the hit list, and marginally less navigation within a site once there.

Anecdotally, participants indicated a need to develop a broad perspective before focusing on

specific results. Once focused, they were able to make clear choices from the hiltlists than those

who issued queries.

When participants were asked to express a search statement in the form of a question or

statement, they had only modest success. The choice between initiating a search with a search

box or with a selection from the categories seems dependent at least partially on the manner in

which the query is entered. Participants were more likely to search using the categories when they

were requested to create the query as question. It seems the prospect of using a question posed

difficulties for participants. When entering keyword queries, the number of keywords used, on

average, was quite small. Likely participants have learned one way of conceptualizing the search

process and have developed a fixed mental model of that process, which constrained their ability

to provide richer search statements.

Future analyses of the data will use the verbal protocol data collected to enhance our

interpretation of the current findings. From the examination of this protocol data we hope to gain a

richer explanation of not only what was observed in the findings reported here, but of why
participants chose the courses of action they did for the various tasks performed. For example,
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why was the query constructed in that particular manner? What did the participant thinl< it would

achieve? Why did they choose to search using categories or queries? How did they select from

the results list? And, how did they decide if a site was useful? In addition, we hope to pinpoint the

problems within the search process. When participants appeared to be off course, what might

have been useful to help get them back on track?

Future Research
Based on this current work, we also hope to carry out two additional studies that will focus on:

i) developing a more refined experimental approach to the category and query integrated search,

and ii) manipulating how people conceptualize the query process.
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Abstract. For this year's web track, we concentrated on the entry page finding task. For the content-only runs, in

both the ad-hoc task and the entry page finding task, we used an information retrieval system based on a simple

unigram language model. In the Ad hoc task we experimented with altematieve approaches to smoothing. For the

entry page task, we incorporated additional information into the model. The sources of information we used in

addition to the document's content are links, URLs and anchors. We found that almost every approach can improve

the results of a content only run. In the end, a very basic approach, using the depth of the path of the URL as a prior,

yielded by far the largest improvement over the content only results.

1 Introduction

Entry page searching is different from general information searching, not only because entry pages differ from other

web documents, but also because the goals of the tasks are different. In a general information search task we're

interested in finding as much information as possible, whereas for entry page searches we're looking for one specific

document. Therefore, the entry page task is clearly a high precision task. Because of both the differences in the task and

in the documents, information sources other then the document's content can be very useful for locating the relevant

entry page even though they didn't do much for general information searching.

For the content-only runs, in both the ad-hoc task and the entry page finding task, we used an information retrieval

system based on a simple unigram language model. This IR model, which we introduced at the TREC-7 conference

[4] and which worked effectively on last year's web task, is presented in section 2. Section 3 describes how we used

links, anchors and URLs to improve a content only run and section 4 lists the official results for the submitted runs as

well as the results for the additional runs we did. Finally, section 5 lists our conclusions.

2 Basic IR model

All nms were carried out with an information retrieval system based on a simple statistical language model [3]. The

basic idea is that documents can be represented by unigram language models. Now, if a query is more probable given a

language model based on document di, than given e.g. a language model based on document ^2, then we hypothesise

that the document di is more relevant to the query than document c/a- Thus the probability of generating a certain

query given a document-based language model can serve as a score to rank documents with respect to relevance.

n

P{Ti,T2, -- ,Tr,\Dk)PiDk) = P{Dk)ll{l - X)P{Ti\C) + \P{Ti\D,) (1)

t=i

Equation 1 shows the basic idea of this approach to information retrieval, where the document-based language model

is smoothed by interpolation with a background language model to compensate for sparseness. In the equation, T, is

a random variable for the query term on position i in the query (1 < i < n, where n is the query length), which

sample space is the set {t^'^\t^^\ ,t^"^^ of all terms in the collection. The probability measure P{Ti\C) defines

the probability of drawing a term at random from the collection, P{Ti\Dk) defines the probability of drawing a term
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at random from document k; and A is the interpolation parameter'. The a-priori probability of relevance P{Dk) is

usually taken to be a linear function of the document length, modelling the empirical fact that longer documents have

a higher probability of relevance.

2.1 Combining external information

The basic ranking model is based on the content of the web pages. There is evidence that other sources of information

(link structure, anchor text) play a decisive role in the ranking process of entry pages (e.g. Google^). The preferred

way to incorporate extra information about web pages is to include this information in the model. A clean method is

to incorporate this information in the prior probability of a document. A second manner is to model different types of

evidence as different types of ranking models, and combine these methods via interpolation.

SCOrCcombi = OtSCOrecoBleal + (1 - Q;) SCOr efeatures (2)

Equation 2 shows how two ranking functions can be combined by interpolation. The combined score is based on a

weighted function of the unigram document model and the posterior probability given the document feature set and a

Bayesian classifier trained on the training set. As features we experimented with the number of inlinks and the URL
form. However, for interpolation, scores have to be normalised across queries, because the interpolation scheme is

query independent. Therefore, for the interpolation method we normalised the content score by the query length, the

ranking models based on other document information that we applied are (discriminative) probabilities and thus need

no normalisation. The interpolation method has shown to work well in cases where score normalisation is a key factor

[6]. For the experiments we describe here, we have applied both methods and they yield similar results. In a context

where score normalisation is not necessary, we prefer method one. We determined the document priors (document-

content independent prior probabilities) using various techniques, either postulating a relationship, or learning priors

from training data conditioning on e.g. the URL form. This process will be described in more detail in the Section 3.

2.2 Smoothing variants

Recent experiments have shown that the particular choice of smoothing technique can have a large influence on the

retrieval effectiveness. For title adhoc queries, Zhai and Lafferty [8] found Dirichlet smoothing to be more effective

than linear interpolation^ Both methods start from the idea that the probability estimate for unseen terms: Pu{Ti\Dk) is

modelled a constant times the collection based estimate: P{Ti\C). A crucial difference between Dirichlet and Jelinek-

Mercer smoothing is that the smoothing constant is dependent on the document length for Dirichlet, reflecting the

fact that probability estimates are more reliable for longer documents. Equation (3) shows the weighting formula for

Dirichlet smoothing, where c{Ti\Dk) is the term frequency of term Tj in document Dk , c{Ti\ Dk) is the length of

document Dk and /i is a constant. The collection specific smoothing constant is in this case —
c(T!;Dk)+i^ ' whereas

the smoothing constant is (1 — A) in the Jelinek-Mercer based model.

PiTuT2,---,T^\Dk)PiDk) = PiD.)U"-^^^^^r0^ (3)

3 Entry page Search

To improve the results of a content only run in the entry page finding task, we experimented with various link, URL and

anchor based methods. We tested several well-known and novel techniques on the set of 100 training topics provided

by NIST and found that each method we tested was more or less beneficial for finding entry pages. This contrasts

with last year's findings where link based techniques didn't add anything in an ad hoc search task [7]. In the following

subsections, we subsequently discuss link based methods, URL based methods and anchor based methods, along with

our findings on the training data.

' We apply a simplified version of the model developed in [3], where A is term specific, denoting the term importance

^ http : / /www. google . com
^ Also called Jelinek-Mercer smoothing.
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3.1 Links

One of the sources of information one can use in addition to the content is the Hnk structure. This is the structure

of hyperhnks connecting the documents on the web. We took two different approaches exploiting this structure, both

relying on the fact that entry pages tend to have a different link structure than other documents.

Inlinks The first link-based approach we experimented with is based on the assumption that entry pages tend to have

a higher number of inlinks than other documents (i.e. they are referenced more often). A well known example of a

commercial search engine which is based on a similar assumption is Google [1]. To check whether this assumption

holds, we made a of plot of P{entrypage\#inlinks) (See Figure 1). The probabilities are estimated on half of the

training data. The figure shows that indeed documents with more inlinks tend to have a higher probability of being an

entry page. Therefore, for an entry page task, the number of inlinks might be a good prior. In fact, as figure 2 shows,

the assumption that longer documents have a higher probability of being relevant does not hold for entry page searches

and a prior based on the number of inlinks might be better than one based on the length of the document.

1 r
. r-,-, . , ^ . ^-^T . ^^-1 . r-^

0.1 -

J 001

I 0.001 -

0.0001 -

Fig. 1. P{entrypage
|

^inlinks)

As a prior for ad hoc searches, we usually take a document length prior:

We define the inlink prior as:

z2j=i doclen{Dj)

P{Dk) =
SjLi ii=inlinks{Dj)

We compared the two priors of equations 4 and 5 on the training data. We normalised the content score by the

query length and interpolated with the inlink prior (cf. eq. 2), the doclen prior is used conform eq. 1. Table 1 shows the

mean reciprocal ranks (MRR)'*. The interpolation parameters used in the table gave the best results. The scores show

that indeed, the number of inlinks is a better prior than the length of the document.

The reciprocal of the rank of the relevant entry page averaged over all queries.
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doclen)

run MRR
content 0.26

content + doclen prior 0.21

0.7 * content + 0.3 * inlink 0.38

Table 1. MRRs Inlink and doclen priors on training data

Kleinberg The second link-based approach we experimented with is based on Kleinberg's hub and authority algorithm

[5]. This algorithm identifies authorities (important sources of information) and hubs (lists of pointers to authorities)

by analysing the structure of hyperlinks. Since entry pages can be seen as authorities on a very specific subject (a

certain organisation), Kleinberg's algorithm can be useful for the entry page search task. The algorithm works by

iteratively assigning hub and authority scores to documents in such a way that good hubs are pages that refer to many

good authorities and good authorities are referenced by many good hubs:

Take the top N results from the content run

Extend this set S with all documents that are linked to S (either through in or through outlinks)

Initialise all hub and authority scores in this set to 1.

hub{D) = E{i|/mfc D - i extsts} auth{i)

auth{D) = Y.{i\link i D exists} ^^K^)

normahse hub and auth scores such that ^^^g huh'^{s) — Ylises o-uth?{s) = 1

repeat steps 4-6

We computed hubs and authorities for the top N of the content only run and used the resulting authority scores to

rank the documents. Table 2 shows the results for different values of N.

As the results show, taking only the top 5 or top 10 ranks from the content run and computing authority scores

starting from those, is sufficient to improve the results. Apparently, if an entry page is not in the top 5 from the content

run, it is often in the set of documents linked to these 5 documents.

3.2 URLs

Apart from content and links, a third source of information are the document's URLs. Entry page URLs often contain

the name or acronym of the corresponding organisation. Therefore, an obvious way of exploiting URL information is
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N MRR
content 0.26

1 0.18

5 0.33

10 0.32

50 0.30

Table 2. MRRs Kleinberg® 10 results on training data

trying to match query terms and URL terms. Our URL approach however, is based on the observation that entry page

URLs tend to be higher in a server's document tree than other web pages, i.e. the number of slashes (V) in an entry

page URL tends to be relatively small.

We define 4 different types of URLs:

- root: a domain name, optionally followed by 'index.html' (e.g. http : / / tree . nist . gov)
- subroot: a domain name, followed by a single directory, optionally followed by 'index.html' name (e.g. http

:

/ /tree . nist . gov/ptibs/)
- path: a domain name, followed by an arbitrarily deep path, but not ending in a file name other than 'index.html'

(e.g. http: / / tree . nist . gov/pubs/ tree 9 /papers/)
- file: anything ending in a filename other than 'index.html' (e.g. http: //tree . nist . gov/pubs/trec9/
t9_proceedings . html)

We analysed WTlOg and the relevant entry pages for half of the training documents to see how entry pages and

other documents are distributed over these URL types. Table 3 shows the statistics.

URL type #enUy pages #WT 1 Og

root 38 (71.7%) 11680 (0.6%)

subroot 7 (13.2%) 37959 (2.2%)

path 3 (5.7%) 83734 (4.9%)

file 3 (5.7%) 1557719 (92.1%)

Table 3. Distributions of entry pages and WTlOg over URL types

From these statistics, we estimated prior probabilities of being an entry page on the basis of the URL type

P{entrypage\URLtype = t) for all URL types t. We then interpolated these priors with the normalised content

only scores (cf. eq. 2) and tested this on the other 50 entry page search topics of the training data. This gave a major

improvement on the content only results (see table 4).

run MRR
content only 0.26

0.7 * content + 0.3 * URL prior 0.79

Table 4. URL prior results

3.3 Anchors

The fourth source of information is provided by the anchor texts of outlinks. These anchor texts are the underlined and

highlighted texts of hyperlinks in web pages. We gathered all anchor texts of the outlinks, combined all texts pointing
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to the same document to foirn a new textual representation of that document, and built a separate index on these texts.

The texts include the so-called ALT-tags of images as well as the words occurring in the URL.

Note that the score provided by an anchor run is not a document prior. The anchor texts and the body texts ('content-

only') provide two very different textual representations of the documents. The information retrieval language models

are particularly well-suited for combining several document representations [3]. Our preferred way of combining two

representations would be by the following, revised ranking formula.

n

score = log(Pprior(i^O) + X^log((l-A-/x)P(rt|C) + APcontent(TilL'fc) + /^Panchor(r,|Z)fc)) (6)

i=l

So, the combination of the anchor run with the content run would be done on a 'query term by query term' basis,

whereas the document prior (provided by inlinks or URLs) is added separately. Unfortunately, the current implemen-

tation of the retrieval system does not support combining document representations like this. Instead, the anchor runs

were done separately from the content runs, their document scores being combined afterwards.

run MRR
content only 0.26

anchor only 0.29

0.9 * content + 0. 1 * anchor 0.36

0.63 * content + 0.07 * anchor + 0.3 * url 0.82

Table 5. MRRs of anchor runs on training data

Table 5 shows the MRRs on half of the training topics. Surprisingly, the anchor-only run slightly outperforms

the content-only run. Apparently, search engines do not actually have to see entry pages to provide some useful re-

trieval functionality. Combining the two approaches leads to improved results. Anchors still seem to provide additional

information if they are combined with the successful URL priors.

4 Results

4.1 Ad boc task

For the Ad Hoc task, we submitted two runs, based on a Jelinek-Mercer smoothing scheme. We did some post hoc

runs, based on the Dirichlet smoothing method and were impressed by their superior performance. All runs used only

the title field of the topics.

run description m.a.p.

tnoutlOtl JM smoothing (A = 0.8) without doclen prior 0.1652

tnoutlOt2 JM smoothing (A = 0.5) with doclen prior 0.1891

tnoutlOt3 Dirichlet smoothing = 1000) without doclen prior 0.2039

Table 6. Results of the Ad Hoc runs

Table 4.1 gives the results (mean average precision) for the title only adhoc runs (offical runs in bold font). We
know from previous experiments that the Jelinek-Mercer smoothing scheme as such works better on full queries than

on title queries. For title queries, the system has too much preference for shorter documents in comparison with the

ideal line depicted by P{rel\dlen) (see fig. 3). This can be "compensated" by assuming a prior probability which is

linearly dependent on the document length. However, a strict linear relationship will favour long documents too much.

An alternative is to use Dirichlet smoothing, such a system yields a P{ret\dlen) curve which has the same shape and
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Fig. 3. Probability of relevance and probability of being retrieved as a function of document length

orientation as the ideal P{rel\dlen) curve (fig. 3). The Dirichlet smoothing scheme is less sensitive to query length

[8], and the preference for longer documents is inherent, since less smoothing is applied to longer documents.

Figure 3 illustrates the effect. The Dirichlet run follows the shape of the P{rel\dlen) line more closely than the

runs based on Jelinek-Mercer smoothing. The JM run based on a document length dependent prior indeed follows

the ideal curve better in the lower ranges of document lengths, but overcompensates for the higher document length

ranges.

4.2 Entry page task

For the entry page task, we submitted four runs: a content only run, a anchor only run, a content run with URL
prior^ and a run with content, anchors and URL priors. We did some additional runs to have results for all sensible

combinations of content, anchors and priors, as well as an inlinkprior run and a Kleinberg run. The mean reciprocal

ranks for all runs are shown in table 7 (official runs in bold face). Figure 4 shows the success rate at N for all runs^ (on

a logarithmic scale to emphasise high precision).

The first thing that should be noted from the results is that each combination of content and another source of

information outperforms the content only run. The same holds for combinations with the anchor run. However, the

improvement when adding URL information is for the anchor run less impressive than for the content run. This is

probably due to the differences in the two runs. Although these runs have similar scores (MRR around 0.33), they have

different characteristics. The anchor run is a high precision run, whereas the content run also has a reasonable recall.

Therefore, it is hard to improve the anchor run since the entry pages that are retrieved are already in the top ranks and

the other entry pages are simply not retrieved at all. Figure 4 shows the differences between the two runs: the anchor

run has a slightly higher success rate for the lower ranks, but as the ranks get higher, the content run takes over.

As mentioned in section 2.1, our preferred way of combining sources of information when normalisation is not

necessary, is to incorporate the additional information in the prior probability of a document. However, in the runs

listed in table 7 we interpolated URL priors and inlink priors with the content scores. We did additional runs in which

we used the priors exactly as in equation 1; Table 8 shows the results.

^ We recomputed the priors on the whole set of training data.

' The number of entry pages retrieved within the top N documents returned
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run

tnoutlOepC

tnoutlOepA

tnoutlOepCU

tnoutlOepAU

tnoutlOepCA

tnoutlOepCAU

tnoutlOepInlinks

tnoutlOepKleinlO

scores

contentscore

anchorscore

0.7 • contentscore +
0.3 • urlprior

0.7 • anchorSCOT e-\-

0.3 • urlpriors

0.9 • contentscore+

0.1 • anchorscore

0.63 • contentscore +
0.07 • anchorscore +
0.3 • urlpriors

0.7 • contentscore +
O.Sinlinkprior

Kleinherg's auth. score

description MRR
Content only run 0.3375

Anchor only run 0.3306

Content run combined with URL priors 0.77 1

6

Anchor run combined with URL priors 0.4798

Interpolation of Content and Anchor runs 0.4500

Interpolation of Content and Anchor runs 0.7745

combined with URL priors

Content run combined with Inlink priors 0.4872

10 Authority scores after Kleinberg algorithm 0.3548

on top 10 ranks from Content run

Table 7. Entry Page results

—I— tnoutlOepC—K— tnoutlOepA
tnoutlOepCU

Q tnoutlOepAU
tnoutlOepCA

- -o- - tnoutlOepCAU
tnoutlOepInlinks

-A - tnoutlOepKleinlO

10 100

N

Fig. 4. Entry Page results: success @ N
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run MRR
content only 0.3375

content * URL prior 0.7743

content * inlink prior 0.4251

content * inlink prior * URL prior 0.5440

content * combiprior 0.7746

Table 8. Results with clean (non-interpolated) priors

Table 8 shows that also when we use priors in the clean way(cf. eq 1, they improve our results. Comparing these

results to the ones in table 7, we see no difference in performance between the interpolated inlinks and the clean

inlinks. The interpolated URL priors are slightly better than the clean ones.

When we take a combination of inlink and URL information as a prior, by simply multiplying the two priors,

our results drop (see table 8). This indicates that the two sources of information are not independent. We therefore

dropped the independence assumption and had another look at the training data. Just like with the estimation of the

URL priors, we subdivided the collection into different categories and estimated prior probabilities of being an entry

page given a certain category. As a basis for the categories, we took the 4 URL types defined in section 3.2, then we

subdivided the root type into categories on the basis of the number of inlinks. Again we counted the number of entry

pages from the training data and the number of documents from WTlOg that fell into each category and estimated the

prior probabilities from that. We took the categories from the URL types as a starting point and subdivided the root

type into 4 subtypes on the basis of the number of inlinks. Table 9 shows the statistics for the different categories.

Document type #enU7 pages #WT10g
root with 1-10 inlinks 39 (36.1%) 8938 (0.5%)

root with 1 1-100 inlinks 25 (23.1%) 2905 (0.2%)

root with 101-1000 inlinks 11 (10.2%) 377 (0.0%)

root with 1000+ inlinks 4 (3.7%)) 38 (0.0%)

subroot 15(13.9%) 37959 (2.2%)

path 8 (7.4%) 83734 (4.9%)

file 6 (5.6%) 1557719 (92.1%)

Table 9. Distribution entry pages and WTlOg over different document types

As can be seen in table 8, this proper combination of URL and inlink information (i.e. without the independence

assumption) performs as good as or better than the two separate priors.

5 Conclusion

Post hoc runs show that the Dirichlet smoothing technique yields superior performance for title ad hoc queries on the

web collection. This is probably due to the document length dependent smoothing constant, but further investigation

is needed.

The Entry page finding task turns out to be very different from an ad hoc task. In previous web tracks link infor-

mation didn't seem to help for general searches [7] [2]. This year, we found that in addition to content, other sources

of information can be very useful for identifying entry pages. We described two different ways of combining different

sources of information into our unigram language model: either as a proper prior or by interpolating results from dif-

ferent ranking models. We used both methods successfully when combining content information with other sources as

diverse as inlinks, URLs and anchors. URL info gives the best prior info. Adding inlinks yields marginal improvement.
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1 Introduction

For TREC 2001, the MultiText Project concentrated on the QA track. Over the past year, we made
substantial enhancements to our QA system in three general areas. First, we explored a number

of methods for taking advantage of external resources (including encyclopedias, dictionaries and

Web data) as sources for answer validation, improving our ability to identify correct answers in

the target corpus. Of the methods explored, the use of Web data to reinforce answer selection

proved to be particular value. Second, we made a large number of incremental improvements to

the existing system components. For example, in our parsing component, the query generation

and answer category identification algorithms were extended and tuned, as were the named entity

identification algorithms used in our answer extraction component. Finally, we made a careful

analysis of the problem of null questions, those that have no answer in the target corpus, and

developed a general approach to the problem. A basic method for handling null questions, based

on the analysis, was added to our system.

We submitted three runs for the main task of the QA track. The first run (uwmtal) was

based on the enhanced system described above, including the full use of Web resources for answer

validation. For the second run (uwmta2) the Web resources were not used for validation, but the

system was otherwise identical. A comparison between these runs represents a major goal of our

TREC experimental work and the major concern of this paper. The final run (uwmtaO) tests a last-

minute enhancement. For this run a feedback loop was added to the system, in which candidate

answer terms were merged back into the query used for passage retrieval. While answer feedback

was not an area of significant effort for TREC 2001, and the intial results were disappointing, it

represents an area in which future work is planned.

Our other TREC 2001 runs are related to the QA track. Along with the QA runs submitted

for the main task, we also submitted exploratory runs for the list (uwmtalO and uwmtall) and

context (uwmtacO) tasks. These runs were generated through minor modifications to the existing

system, and represent preliminary attempts at participation rather than serious attempts at high

performance. Our runs for the Web track (uwmtawO, uwmtawl, and uwmtaw2) are related to our

QA runs. These runs were generated by our QA system by treating the topic title as a question

and using the ranked list of documents containing the best answers as the result. Finally, the runs

submitted by Sun Microsystems (mtsunaO and mtsunal) were generated using our system as the

backend and the Sun parser as the frontend. However, the integration between Sun and MultiText

was performed in a short period of time, and these runs should also be viewed as preliminary

experiments that point toward future work.
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In the remainder of the paper we focus on our primary runs for the main task of the QA track.

In the next section we provide an overview of the QA system used for our TREC 2001 experiments,

including a discussion of our technique for Web reinforcement. In section 3 we present our approach

to the problem of null questions. Section 4 details our experimental results.

2 The MultiText QA System

The MultiText QA system was introduced in our TREC-9 paper [1]. and described in further detail

in a related SIGIR paper [2] This section presents an updated summary of the system.

Figure 1 provides an overview the version of our QA system used in our TREC 2001 experiments.

In our approach, question answering consists of three major processing steps: question parsing,

passage retrieval and answer selection.

The MultiText QA parser has two main functions: 1) to generate queries so that the retrieval

engine can extract the best candidate passages, and 2) to generate answer selection rules so that

the post-processor can select the best 50-byte answer fragment from the passages. The answer

selection rules generated by the parser include a category for the question (<naine>, <place>, etc.)

and patterns that may be matched in the extracted passages to identify possible answer locations.

Queries generated by the parser are fed to the passage retrieval engine. For question answering,

we have developed a passage retrieval technique that can identify small excerpts that cover as many
question concepts as possible. Unlike most other passage retrieval techniques, our technique does

not require predefined passages, such as paragraphs, sentences or n-word segments, but can retrieve

any document substring in the target corpus. The score of substring depends on its length, the

number of question concepts it contains and the relative weight assigned to each of these concepts.

Once the k highest-scoring substrings from distinct documents are identified, the centerpoint of

each substring is computed and a 1000-word passage centered at this point is retrieved from the

corpus. These 1000-word passages were then used by the answer selection component to determine

the final answers fragments,

rtis' The answer selection component identifies possible answers ("candidates") from the passages

and then ranks these candidates using a variety of heuristics. These heuristics take into account the

number of times each candidate appears in the retrieved passages, the location of the candidate in

the retrieved passages, the rank of the passages in which the candidate appears, the likelihood that

the candidate matches the assigned answer category, and other special-case information provided

by the selection rules.

Since the goal of the TREC 2001 QA experiments was to select 50-byte answer fragments

from the retrieved passages, the answer selection technique used to generate our experimental runs

does not attempt to identify candidates that are exact or complete answers. Instead, candidates are

single terms, where the nature of these terms depends on the category of the question. For example,

if a question asks for a proper noun, the candidates consist of those terms that match a simple

syntactic pattern for proper nouns; if a question asks for a length, the candidates consist of those

numeric values that precede appropriate units; and if a question cannot be classified, the candidates

simply consist of all non-query and non-stopword terms appearing in the retrieved passages.

After identification, each candidate term t is assigned a weight that takes into account the

number of distinct passages in which the term appears, as well as the relative frequency of the term

in the database:

wt = Ct\og{N/ft),

where A'' is sum of the lengths of all documents in the database, ft is the number of occurrences
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Figure 1: QA System overview.

of t in the database, and 1 < q < A: is the number of distinct passages in which t appears. The

value ct, which represents the "redundancy" associated with the candidate, is a critical element of

the answer selection process [2].

The weights of the candidates are used to select 50-byte answer fragments from the retrieved

passages. Each 50 byte substring of the retrieved passages that starts or ends on a word boundary

is considered to be a potential answer fragment. A score for each of these fragments is computed

by summing the weights of the candidate terms that appear within it. Given a text fragment F
and a set of candidates A', each term that appears in both F and K has its weight Wt temporarily

modified to a position-specific weight w\ using heuristics that take into account the rank of the

passage in which the fragment appears, the location of the fragment relative to the centerpoint of

the passage, and the selection rules generated by the parser. The resulting score for a fragment is

E w
teFAteK

where a value of a = 3 was used for all our TREC 2001 experiments.

Once the highest-scoring fragment is selected, the weights of the candidates appearing in that

fragment are reduced to zero. All fragments are re-scored and the highest-scoring fragment is again

selected. This process is repeated until five answer fragments have been selected.

At the level of detail given above, our QA system is little changed from TREC-9. However, for

TREC 2001 we expanded and enhanced many of the heuristics in the parser and answer selection

components. The number of question categories was increased from eight to 22, and these cate-

gories were arranged hierarchically. We extended and improved the pattern matching process for
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recognizing candidates corresponding to these categories. This extended matching process relies

heavily on external resources, such as large lists of countries and cites, dictionaries, and the Word-

Net lexical database. If insufficient candidates are identified using the question category assigned

by the parser, the selecion component considers patterns matching categories farther up the hier-

archy. Finally, position- and rank-specific adjustments to candidate weights were modified to take

the question category into account.

Another addition for TREC 2001 was the use of Web data to reinforce the scores of promising

candidates by providing additional redundancy. As shown in figure 1, each question is used to

generate appropriate queries for two commercial search engines. The contents of the top 200 doc-

uments returned by each engine were used to create an auxiliary database. The passage retrieval

component then extracts 20 passages from the target database and 40 passages from the auxiliary

database, recording the source of each passage. Since the contents of the auxiliary database is heav-

ily biased by the query, term statistics from the target corpus are used during passages extraction

from the auxiliary database.

All 60 passages are passed to the answer selection component. The answer selection component

then proceeds to select answer fragments as usual, except that fragments cannot be selected from

passages extracted out of the auxiliary database. The Web data influences the answer selection

process only by increasing the redundancy factor Ct for particular candidates.

3 Null Questions

Null questions are those questions which have no answer in the target corpus. For TREC 2001, a

corresponding null ("no answer") response was treated as a legitimate answer that could be included

at any rank. If a question was judged to have no answer in the target corpus, null responses were

marked as correct.

Given a question Q, a small number of parameters must be estimated to determine the best

rank (if any) to place a null response. The first of these parameters is po{Q), the probability that Q
has no answer. In addition, for any question, our system will produce five ranked answer fragments.

For each question, we have pi{Q), the probability that the highest-ranked fragment containing the

correct answer is located at rank i, with 1 < i < 5.

Given these parameters we can compute the expected mean reciprocal rank (MRR) for Q
{Ei{Q)) under the assumption that the null response is placed at a particular rank i, pushing down

the answer fragments appearing at the same rank and lower. For example,

In addition we define Eq{Q) as the expected MRR if a null response is not included:

"
V^{Q)

Eo{Q) = E
The optimal location for a null response is then simply the value of i for which Ei[Q) has maximum
value:

argmax£',(<5).
0<i<5

Estimating pi{Q) for a specific Q proved to be a difficult problem, and for TREC 2001 we simply

used fixed estimates pi{Q) = Pi (1 < « < 5) for all questions. These fixed estimates were derived
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Figure 2: Effect of placing a null response at various ranks (r).

from the actual performance of our TREC 2001 system on the TREC-9 questions as judged by the

NIST-supplied judging script. The values of the estimates used for TREC 2001 submissions are:

Pi P2 P3 Pa P5

0.500 0.100 0.050 0.033 0.025

In a similar fashion we used a fixed estimate po{Q) = po for the probability that a question

has no answer. Fixing the value of the pi{Q) for all questions fixes the values for estimated MRR
Ei{Q) = Ei {0 < i < 5) and implies that a null response should always be placed at fixed rank r or

always omitted. The precise action taken depends on the values of the estimates.

Deriving a estimate for po that was anything but a guess proved to be impossible. The value of

Po represents the ratio of questions in the test set that have no known answers in the target corpus.

The selection of this value was entirely the choice of NIST, and was not released to participants in

advance.

Since a meaningful estimate of po could not be obtained, we treated the value as a free parameter

and examined the impact of its value on the expected change in MRR {Er — Eq) for the possible

values of r. The results are shown in figure 2.

After some discussion between members of the group, we agreed that the proportion of questions

with no known answer was unlikely to fall below 10% and unlikely to be greater than 20%; our best

guess was 10%. A small minority felt that the value would be very small (1-2%). For pq in the

range (0.10, 0.20) values of r = 2 and r = 3 both produce small positive improvements to MRR. In

the end, a value of r = 3 was selected to minimize the consequences of an extremely small pq.
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Run MultiText Judgment NIST Judgment (strict/lenient)

MultiText baseline (uwinta2) 0.379

0.483

0.482

N/A
0.416

0.608

0.317

0.346/0.365

0.434/0.457

0.404/0.450

0.307/0.322

0.405/0.418

+ Web re-inforcement (uwmtal)

+ feedback (uwmtaO)

Sun baseline (mtsunal)

+ Web re-inforcement (mtsimaO)

Web data only

TREC-9 method

N/A
N/A

Figure 3: QA main task results

null response rank 1 2 3 4 5

adjusted MRR 0.311 0.440 0.434 0.426 0.424

Figure 4: Effect of relocating the null response

4 Experimental Results

Our main task question answering results are presented in figure 3. The figure includes both the

results of our own submissions and the results of the Sun submissions, which used our system

backend, including its passage retrieval and answer selection components. The third column lists

official NIST judgments or results derived from them. The second column lists unofficial judgments

made by one of the authors (Clarke) immediately after the runs were submitted to NIST. Although

creation of these unofficial judgments required less than two hours of total effort, their relative

values appear to correlate well with the official judgments, with slightly higher absolute values.

In this discussion below, we use these unofficial numbers to support comments that cannot be

supported by the official numbers.

The use of Web reinforcement produced a 25% improvement on our own results (uwmta2 vs.

uwmtal) and a 30% improvement on the Sun results (mtsunal vs. mtsunaO). Considering that the

Web data can influence the answer selection process only through modifications to the candidate

redundancy parameter q, the magnitude of the improvement is surprising and provides substantial

support for our view that candidate redundancy is a key factor in question answering [2]. To provide

an additional comparison, the top five answers were selected from the Web data used to reinforce

the MultiText runs and were judged by Clarke ("Web data only").

For the TREC 2001 questions, po was 10%. As a result, the decision to always place a null

response at rank 3 had a small but positive impact. In reality, our performance estimates for

our system (/),, 1 < « < 5) were somewhat optimistic. Nonetheless, rank 3 proved to be a good

choice. Figure 4 shows the change to the strict MRR for our best run (uwmtalO) if other ranks were

chosen for the null response. Rank 2 would have been a slightly better location, but the potential

improvement is less than 2%. If the null response had been omitted, we estimate that the MRR for

uwmtalO would have been 0.421. Thus, our choice to always place a null response at rank 3 gave a

performance improvement of roughly 3%.

As a final experiment, we executed our TREC-9 system on this year's questions. Based on

the judgments made by Clarke, the total effect of our efforts this year was an overall performance

improvement of more than 50%.
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5 Conclusion and Future Work

We are continuing to enhance and extend our question answering system. The performance of

all aspects of the system is currently under review and many of the components will be heavily

modified or replaced over the coming year.

If the approach taken to null questions in TREC 2001 is continued in future TREC conferences

we plan to improve our technique by taking question-specific information into account. For example,

we intend to consider question category when estimating values forp, (1 < i < 5). Also we hope that

NIST will release a prior probability po that a question will have no answer, since this information

is critical for placing null responses and in practice could be readily estimated from query logs.

Finally, we are actively experimenting with Web-based question answering, both as a method

of reinforcing question answering from closed collections and as an end in itself. We are presently

in the process of creating a > ITB collection of Web explicitly to support question answering,

replacing the commercial search engines used in our TREC 2001 experiments
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Introduction

This was our first entry at TREC and the system we presented was, due to time constraints, an

incomplete prototype. Our main aims were to verify the usefulness of syntactic analysis for QA
and to experiment with different semantic distance metrics in view of a more complete and fully

integrated future system. To this end we made use of a part-of-speech tagger and NP chunker in

conjunction with entity recognition and semantic distance metrics. We also envisaged

experimenting with a shallow best first parser but time factors meant integration with the rest of

the system was not achieved. Unfortunately due to time constraints no testing and no parameter

tuning was carried out prior TREC. This in turn meant that a number of small bugs negatively

influenced our results. Moreover it was not possible to carry out experiments in parameter tuning,

meaning our system did not achieve optimal performance. Nevertheless we obtained reasonable

results, the best score being 18.1% of the questions correct (with lenient judgements).

Question-Answering algorithm

The YorkQA question answering system takes inspiration from the generic question answering

algorithm presented in [Simmons 1973]. Although unacknowledged by more recent research its

general structure is very similar to the basic algorithms used in the Question Answering systems

built for previous TREC conferences

The algorithm proceeds as follows:
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I) Accumulate a database of semantic structures representing sentence meanings.

II) Select a set of structures that appears relevant to the question. Relevance is measured

by the number of lexical concepts in common between the proposed answer and the

question. This is done by ordering the candidates according to the number of Token

values they have in common with the questions.

III) Match the question structure against each candidate. This is done by:

• Determining if the head verb of the question matches the head verb of the

candidate. If there is no direct match, a paraphrase rule is applied to see if the

question structure can be transformed into the structure of the answer. Paraphrase

rules are stored as part of the lexicon and an examination of the lexical structures

of two words will be able to determine if there is a rule (path) connecting the

two. If there is not, the set of words that the first transforms into is recursively

examined to see if can be transformed into the second word. If this fails, the

transformation rules are recursively applied to the second word to see if a match

can be found. This procedure continues until either a match is found or an

arbitrarily set depth is reached.

• Applying the same procedure to the other words in the question and the candidate

answer question in order to transform the question structure into the form of the

candidate answer.

• Examining quantifiers and modalities to see if quantificational, tense and

negation relationships are matched.

• Examining the question's semantic structure to determine if the question word

type (the wh-word) is present and satisfied in the answer

Our algorithm proceeded as follows:

1. Index the documents using a standard Information Retrieval engine

2. Read in the next question, and repeat the following until there are no more questions:

3. Analyse each question to determine the question category, i.e. the type of entity the

answer should contain

4. Decide the query to send to the IR engine and send the query

5. Pass the retrieved documents to the sentence splitter, tagger, chunker and named entity

recogniser

6. Analyse the sentences to determine if they contain the correct entity type.

7. Rank the sentences containing the correct entity type according to their semantic distance

from the question.

8. Use a parser to determine the answer by finding a match between the question and the

ranked sentences

9. If matching through the parser fails look for the best entity in the top ranked sentences or,

if an entity of the appropriate type is not found, an appropriate 50 byte window.

Step 1 of our algorithm corresponds to point I in Simmons' algorithm, 2-7 correspond to II and 8-

9 correspond to III. Due to time constraints we were unable to implement 8.

What follows is a more detailed description of the main parts of our system.

li.
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Question Type Identification

The question analyser used pattern matching based on wh-words and simple part-of-speech

information combined with the use of semantic information provided by WordNet [Miller 1995]

to determine question types. Unlike other question analysers constructed for previous TREC QA
tracks (e.g. [Harabagiu 2001]) our question type analyser only recognised a small number of

different types. Question types were limited to time, place, currency, organisation, length,

quantity, reason, place, constitution, person, length, mode, recommendation, truth and a fallback

category of thing. A number of these, for example recommendation ("Should I do X?"), reason

("Why did X occur") and truth ("Is X Y?") revealed themselves not to be needed for the track as

no questions of that type were present. An initial evaluation estimated an accuracy of 83% for the

question recogniser.

Information Retrieval

Steps 1 and 3 of our algorithm were carried out by a) using the SMART Information Retrieval

system (for an introduction to SMART, see [Paijmans 1999]) to index the documents and retrieve

a set of at most 50 documents using the question as the query; and b) taking the first 50

documents supplied by the Prise Information Retrieval engine, as provided by the TREC
organisers. Unfortunately due to time constraints we were unable to tune the SMART IR system

for the task at hand and in fact the documents retrieved by the SMART engine were much worse

(very low in both precision and recall) than the documents provided by NIST.

The YorkQA system then transformed the output of the retrieval engine into appropriate XML
documents and used a number of tools for linguistically processing them, in particular a tokeniser,

sentence splitter, part-of-speech tagger, morphological analyser, entity recogniser, QP- and NP-

chunker.

Tagging and chunking

The texts were processed using the TnT part-of-speech tagger [Brants, 2000] and a Noun Phrase

chunk parser based on Transformation Lists [Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995] to find non-recursive

noun phrases. To improve the accuracy of the chunker, we trained it on a copy of the Wall Street

Journal corpus that was manually corrected by a human annotator, so as to improve the quality of

the training data. This increased the initial accuracy more than 3% to 95%.

The sentence splitter was based on [Mikheev, 1999]. It is divided in two steps of processing dot-

ending words. Firstly, the system decides whether they are or not abbreviations. Non-

abbreviations ended with dots all indicate sentential endings; and abbreviations followed by a

non-capitalised word are never sentence ends. The second step addresses the difficult case, when

an abbreviation is followed by a capitalised word, and several heuristics are used to decide

whether a sentence ends there or not.
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Named Entity Recognition

This was an important step in the processing of the text as the YorkQA system initially tried to

find sentences containing an appropriate entity that might answer a determined question.

Nevertheless this module was, for this version, the weakest link in the processing pipeline and

should, and will, be subject to serious improvement in the future. At present, this tool aims to

recognise six types of entities:

• Currency expressions, such as "$10,000", "2.5 million dollars", etc. The evaluation shows

a very high accuracy for this sub-module (4/4), but all the expressions found were in

dollars and it is not clear that this performance could be obtained for other types of

currencies. Its precision however should remain very high in any stricter evaluation.

• Locations, such as "Chicago", "Thames", "Mount Kilimanjaro", etc. This sub-module is

programmed to recognise locations by context words, so that it recognises "New York
City" but not "New York". This limitation is clearly reflected in its performance as this

module missed all location expressions (0/32) in the sentences selected for the manual

evaluation.

• Organisations, such as "Climbax Corp.", "Nobel Prize Committee", "The National

Library of Medicine", etc. The approach used by this sub-module is to look for a clear

organisational word at the end of a sequence of capitalised words. Therefore, it

recognises "National Cancer Institute" but not "Massachusetts Institute of Technology".

Consequently, we determined that only 35% (8/23) of the organisations mentioned in the

evaluated text were correctly tagged and that most of the error were due to poor recall.

• People names, such as "Reagan", "Marilyn Monroe", "G. Garcia Marquez", etc. Again

precision is preferred to recall in this sub-module. Therefore, people's names are marked

when they are surrounded by clear context words such as personal titles ("Mr.", "Dr.",

etc.) and common pre-name positions ("President ...", "Sen. ...", etc.) or both the

forename(s) and the sumame(s) are found in a gazetteer of common names in several

languages. The evaluation is consistent with this bias as most of the 69% of incorrect

answer (13/42) from this module are consequence of poor recall.

• Quantity expressions, such as "twelve", "11/2 billion", etc. Because of the relative

regularity in this kind of expressions, this sub-module gets a fairly good accuracy (60/73)

and most errors are misinterpretations of the words "a" and "one".

• Time expressions, such as "June, 28 1993", "Today", "late 2000", etc. The accuracy of

this sub-tool is around 50%, mainly because it misses many relative time expressions

(such as "the day after the great storm") which are difficult to capture by regular

expressions only.

Clearly these expressions help the system to answer questions about people, organisations,

money, etc. but we are very aware that much more must be done on this. For example, the system

would get better performance if a broader range of entities were recognised, in particular speeds,

weights, lengths, duration expression, etc. will certainly increase the focus of the search which at

present can only rely on quantity entities. This and other improvements are planned in the future

and we hope to have in hand a much better entity recogniser for the next version of YorkQA.
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Measuring Semantic distance

The central part of our system was the semantic distance measuring module, which analysed the

tagged and chunked sentences in the documents selected by the hiformation Retrieval engine,

comparing them with the question in order to fmd the sentence which was most similar.

To calculate similarity was necessary to calculate the semantic (or conceptual) distance between a

sentence and a question. A number of algorithms have been presented to measure semantic (or

conceptual) distance (see for example [Miller and Teibel 1991, Rada et al. 1989]). WordNet
[Miller 1995] has been shown to be useful in this respect, as it explicitly defines semantic

relationships between words (see, for example, [Mihalcea and Moldovan 1999] and [Harabagiu et

al. 1990]). Our system, however, differs from previous approaches in that it does not limit itself to

considering the WordNet relationships of synomymity and hyperonymy, but makes use of all

semantic relationships available in WordNet (is_a, satellite, similar, pertains, meronym, entails,

etc.) as well as information provided by the noun phrase chunker.

Answer identiflcation

The question types were used to identify a candidate answer within the retrieved sentences in the

case of questions of type quantity, person, place, time and currency; in the case of questions of

type reason, recommendation, mode and difference, appropriate keywords were searched for (e.g.

a part of sentence following the word "because" is probably a reason); finally, if the question

analyser failed to recognise any question type (i.e. the answer type was the catch-all category

"thing"), the system looked for a portion of text 50 bytes long within a sentence which was

closest to the words contained in the question, but contained the lowest number of question

words.

Results, Conclusions and furtlier work

Given that our system was a simple prototype which had not been tested, nor tuned, the results we
got were encouraging, the best score being 18.1% of the questions correct (with lenient

judgements), proving that the use of syntactic and semantic information can be fiiiitfuUy used for

the QA task.

The current system will have to be fully tested and debugged and a full evaluation will have to be

carried out on each separate module to evaluate performance and identify the source of errors.

Future work will include: generic question type identification (needed since handing coding for

each type is cumbersome and time consuming); an improved named-entity recogniser; improved

semantic distance metrics; a parser to transform sentences into a simple logical form which can

then be manipulated in order to find an answer.
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ABSTRACT

This paper describes new machine learning approaches to predict the correct homepage in

response to a user's homepage finding query. This involves two phases. In the first phase, a decision tree

is generated to predict whether a URL is a homepage URL or not. The decision tree then is used to filter

out non-homepages fi^om the webpages returned by a standard vector space IR system. In the second

phase, a logistic regression analysis is used to combine multiple sources of evidence on the remaining

webpages to predict which homepage is most relevant to a user's query. 100 queries are used to train the

logistic regression model and another 145 testing queries are used to evaluate the model derived. Our

results show that about 84% of the testing queries had the correct homepage returned within the top 10

pages. This shows that our machine learning approaches are effective since without any machine

learning approaches, only 59% of the testing queries had their correct answers returned within the top 10

hits.

1. INTRODUCTION

With the fast development of the internet and World Wide Web, information fi-om the Web has

become one of the primary sources of knowledge for human beings. Although traditional information

retrieval techniques have provided many methods to seek relevant information firom the internet in

response to a user's need, they are still far fi^om sufficient in some cases, such as when a user is seeking

information that is too broadly or vaguely specified for a traditional IR system to give a precise result.

On the other hand the linking structure and various tagged fields of a Web page can be rich sources of

information about the content of that page. Making use of this information can be very helpfiil in solving

those information seeking problems that can not be satisfactorily solved by traditional IR techniques.

Among this kind of user's information need are special information seeking tasks like "homepage

finding" which involves trying to find the entry page to a website. This paper describes new methods of

using machine learning approaches to consider extensive tagged field, URL, and other information to

best predict the relevant homepage in response to a user's homepage finding query. The rest of the paper

will be organized as follows: related work will be introduced in Section 2; research direction will be

described in Section 3; the baseline IR system will be explained in Section 4; machine learning models

and results will be reported in Sections 5 and 6; and research will be summarized and discussed in

Section 7.

2. RELATED WORK
There are two major methods to make use of link information to identify the correct webpage in

response to a user's query: the page rank algorithm and the HITS algorithm.

The page rank algorithm was first introduced by Page and Brin [1]. This algorithm was

developed because using in-degree as the predictor of quahty is weak. First, not all the back pages are of

the same importance. Second, in-degree is spammable. In their page rank algorithm each page was first
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evaluated as to quality. Then each page allows all the page links to it to distribute their "value" of

quality to it. The quality value of each page was divided by the out-degree before they could distribute

tiieir "authority" to other pages. The algorithm can be summarized as:

PageRank(P) = p/N +(1- P)SPageRank(B)/outdegree(B)

where P is the probability of a random jump to P and N is the total number of pages on the web.

The HITS algorithm was first introduced by Kleinberg [4]. He assumes that a topic can be

roughly divided into pages with good coverage of the topic, called authorities, and directory-like pages

with many hyperlinks to pages on the topic, called hubs. The algorithm aims to find good authorities and

hubs for a topic. For a topic, the HITS algorithm first creates a neighborhood graph. The neighborhood

contains the top 200 matched webpages retrieved fi^om a content based web search engine; it also

contains all the pages these 200 webpages link to and pages that linked to these 200 top pages. Then, an

iterative calculation is performed on the value of authority and value of hub. Iteration proceeds on the

neighborhood graph until the values converge. Kleinberg claimed that the small number of pages with

the converged value should be the pages that had the best authorities for the topic. And the experimental

results support the concept. Kleinberg also pointed out that there might be topic diffusion problems

(with the answer shifting to a broader topic related to the query). There also might be multi-communities

for a query, where each community is focused on one meaning of the topic. Sometimes the first-

principal community is too broad for the topic and the 2"*^ and 3^*^ community might contain the right

answer to the user's query.

Combining multiple sources of evidence fi-om different IR systems to improve the retrieval

results is a method applied by many researchers (e.g. [7] [9]), and had been proved to be effective.

Using regression analysis to improve retrieval also had been studied, e.g. in [2].

Recently, Craswell and Hawking [3] used anchor text to retrieve documents in response to a

homepage finding task, and compared their result with fiill-text retrieval. They found anchor text

retrieval is far more effective than full-text retrieval.

3. RESEARCH DIRECTION

Our research makes use of the WTlOg web collection provided by the TREC staff. The WTlOg
collection is about 10GByte in size and contains 1,692,096 webpages crawled in 1997. The average size

of a webpage in the collection is 6.3 KBytes.

The TREC Conference provided 100 sample homepage finding queries and their corresponding

correct answers (homepages). These sample queries can be used to train the homepage finding system

developed. TREC also provided another 145 testing queries without corresponding answers. These

queries can be used to evaluate the system developed.

The 100 sample homepage finding queries are very short queries. Most of them only contain 2 to

3 words. They include the name of an institute (e.g., UVA English department), organization (e.g.,

Chicago Computer Society), or a person's name (e.g., Jim Edwards). Some of the queries also contain

descriptive information (e.g.. Unofficial Memphis Home Page). After a close analysis of the 100

training queries and URLs of their corresponding homepages, we found these clues:

• A homepage usually ends wdth a "/"

• Most homepages contain at most 2 other "/", beyond the 2 in http://

• The last word in the homepage URL (if the URL is not ending with a "/") is usually: index.html;

rndexl.html; homepage.html; home.html; main.html; etc.
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Most of the 100 sample homepages confirm these rules. However there are exceptions, for example:

McSportlight Media This Week ->

http://www.mcspotlight.org:80/media/thisweek/

LAB MOVIE REVIEW SITE ->

http://www.ucls.uchicago.edu:80/proiects/MovieMetropolis/

The Boats and Planes Store ->

http://w^ww.psrc.usm.edu:80/macrog/boats.html

The basic rationale for UR analysis is to filter out non-homepages that rank at the top of the rank

list returned by the content based information retrieval system, so that the correct hompages can be

ranked higher.

The TREC also provided two mapping files:

in links: which maps the incoming links to each collection page

out links: which maps outgoing links from each collection page

4. BASELINE IR SYSTEM

At the beginning of this research, a vector space model IR system was developed to retrieve

relevant webpages for each of the 100 training homepage finding queries. The vector space model IR

system uses a stop word list to filter out high fi^equency words. Each word left is stemmed using Porter's

algorithm [4]. The ER system uses the nif^idf [6] weighting scheme with cosine normalization to

construct the query vectors and the tf*idf weighting scheme with cosine normalization to construct the

document vectors, n^frefers to normalized termfrequency and is given by the formula:

ntf= 0:5 + 0:5 * tf/max_tf

where maxjtf is the highest term frequency obtained by terms in the vector. The retrieval score

for the document is calculated by taking the inner product of the document and query vectors.

The WTlOg Web collection contains 3,353,427 unique keywords (after filtering out stopwords,

and stemming). The inverted file developed from this collection is about 3 Gbytes in size.

Tagged fields:

In order to investigate the importance of tagged fields in HTML files during the retrieval, several

tagged fields were extracted from the WTlOg collection. The tagged fields extracted were <title>,

<meta>, and <hl>.

Anchor texts:

Anchor texts are the text description of a hyperlink in a webpage. Previous research [3] had

found that anchor text retrieval could help improve retrieval performance. In this research work, we
extracted and combined the anchor texts with the destination webpage it links to and built a separate

anchor text collection, in which each page only contains all the anchor text of other pages describing it.

Abstracts:

Some researchers [5] had found that text summary and abstract retrieval can yield comparable or

even better retrieval results than fiill-text retrieval. Retrieval using abstracts also can save substantial

time and space. In this research work, we extracted text to approximate an abstract for each webpage.

The abstract contains the URL of the webpage, the <title> tagged field of that page, and the first 40
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words following that field in that page. The extracted abstract collection is about 7% of the size of the

WTlOg collection. The rationale for the abstract collection is that we believe a homepage is very likely

to repeat its name in its URL, title, or at the beginning of its homepage, and so this is more likely to

achieve better results than full-text retrieval. On the other hand, the abstract contains more information

than would the title field, and is not likely to lose the correct answer to queries; thus we should obtain

higher recall.

The statistical facts of the full-text, tagged field, anchor, and abstract collections are listed in

Table 1 below:

Table 1. Statistical facts of the various collections

Name Size

(Mbytes)

No. of

Docs

Avg Doc
Length

(Kbytes)

Inverted

File Size

(Mbytes)

No. of

Unique

Terms
Full text 10000 1692096 6.3 3000 3353427

Title tag 100 1602137 62.5 59 158254

Meta tag 50 306930 167 28 59122

HI tag 29 517132 56 15 82597

Anchor 180 1296548 138 53 219213

Abstract 710 1692096 420 400 646371

Retrieval results

Table2 and Figure 1 report the retrieval result for the 100 testing queries on different collections.

From the table we find that the <meta> tag and <hl> tag each performs poorly. This shows that the text

in these fields is not a good indication of the main topic of the webpage. Full text retrieval doesn't work

very well either. Abstract retrieval works much better than the full-text retrieval as we expected. Anchor

text retrieval performs slightly better than abstract retrieval in terms ofMRR (Mean Reciprocal Rank).

Title tag retrieval performs best of all.

Table 2. Baseline system retrieval results for training queries

Relevant

doc found in

fuU-

text

title

tag

meta

tag

hi

tag

anchor

text
abstract

Topi 5 34 4 7 22 23

Top5 18 62 8 11 47 40

ToplO 25 68 11 14 54 49

Top20 34 73 14 14 57 59

ToplOO 48 85 18 15 65 73

Not in list 0 5 73 84 18 2

MRR 0.12 0.46 0.06 0.09 0.33 0.31

MR]
N: Ni

^ = E(l/rank)/N

Lmiber of queries

II
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Figure 1. Baseline retrieval results comparison

chart for training queries

5. DECISION TREE MODEL

In the second phase of our research work, a decision tree was generated to predict whether a

URL ofwebpage is a homepage URL or not. The detailed steps are:

1. Manually select 91 non-homepages from the WTlOg collection. These pages are identified

not only by the content but also by the in-links and out-links of the pages and by the structure of the

URL.

2. Develop attribute vectors for the 198 cases (107 positive cases provided from TREC and 91

negative cases derived manually); the attribute vectors contain these factors:

• URL length: the number of slashes in the URL;

• In link: the total number of in links;

• In link normalized by homepage: total number of in links divided by the length of the

webpage;

• In link from outer domain: the number of in links from outer domains;

• In link from same domain: the number of in links from the same domain;

• Out link: total number of out links of a webpage;

• Out link normalized by homepage: the total number of out links divided by the length of

the Web page.

• Out link to outer domain: the number of out links pointing to other domains,

• Out link to same domain: the number of out links pointing to the same domain;

• Keyword: whether the URL ends with a keyword: these kevwords are "home",
"homepage", "index", "default", "main";

• Slash: whether the URL ends with "/";
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• Result: whether it is a homepage or not.

3. The 198 training vectors were provided to the data mining tool C5 or See5 (available at

http://www.rulequest.com/see5-info.html). A decision tree was developed by the rule generator based on

these training vectors. It can be seen in Figure 2. The correctness of the decision tree against the training

cases is 97%.

4 Another 102 test Web pages were manually selected from the TREC collection. Among
them, 27 are homepages. The decision tree was evaluated on the test cases and the results were 92%
correct. This indicates that the decision tree model is fairly reliable.

94 correct 2 correct 14 correct 3 correct 85correct

3 wrong 1 wrong I wrong

Figure 2. Decision Tree Model

5. The decision tree then was applied to the results returned by the baseline IR system, in hopes

that we can filter out most of the non-webpages in these returned webpage lists. The decision tree model

was only applied to anchor, title field, and abstract retrieval. Results of the decision tree applied on the

title and anchor text retrieval can be found in Table 3.

6. LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL

In the third stage of this research work, a logistic regression analysis model was developed to

combine link information with the various scores returned by the standard IR system, in order to

improve the rank of the correct homepages in response to the query. The detailed steps are:

1. Two training queries (No. 5 and No. 51) were taken out of consideration because their

correct answer was akeady filtered out as non-homepages by the decision tree model. The top 1000

pages for each rank-list file of the remaining 98 training queries were taken into the logistic regression

analysis. Thus, there were 67855 pages in the training set; among them 104 pages were relevant to a

specific query.

2. A logistic regression analysis was made using SAS software, version 8.02. The evidence

thrown into the logistic regression analysis included IR scores from title, anchor, and abstract

retrieval. (All scores are pre-normalized by the maximum score for each query, thus, the score ranges

from 0 to 1.) Various types of linking information and the URL length information also were
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considered. The logs of all these factors were thrown into the logistic regression analysis. The

predicted factor is whether a page is relevant to a query (1) or not (0). The system showed that the log

of title retrieval score, title retrieval score, anchor retrieval score, abstract retrieval score, and the

reciprocal of the URL length can be used to predict the relevance of a webpage to a query. The

correlation is 98%.

3. The formula derived from the logistic regression analysis was then applied to the 98 training

queries. 70 queries found the correct answer on top of the list, 96 queries foimd the correct answer

within the top 10. The MRR is 0.802, which is 13% better than the title retrieval after non-homepage

removal by using the decision tree model (the best of all the runs in the previous stage).

Results of the model can be found in Table 3 and Figure 3.

Table 3. Machine learning model results for training queries

Relevant Anchor Title Abstract Logistic

Found in + Tree + Tree + Tree Regression

Topi 43 62 50 70

Tops 61 83 67 94

ToplO 63 84 75 96

Top20 65 86 79 96

ToplOO 72 92 92 97

Not in list 19 7 4 3

MRR 0.504 0.710 0.597 0.802

Improve- 50% 55.7% 90.7% 13% over

ment over over over Title +

Anchor Title Abstract Tree

Figure 3. Machine learning model retrieval results

comparison chart for training queries
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7. TESTING RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Finally, 145 testing queries provided by TREC were used to evaluate our system. Table 4 and

Figure 4 report the retrieval results for the testing queries on title field retrieval with the basehne IR

system. From the table we find that testing queries perform substantially worse than training queries.

However, on anchor retrieval they perform much better than training queries.

Table 4. Baseline system retrieval results for training queries

Relevant Title Anchor
Abstract

Found in Tag Text

Topi 38 46 30

Top5 74 71 58

Top 10 85 76 66

Top20 92 79 70

ToplOO 109 90 97

Not in Ust 17 33 2

MRR 0.378 0.401 0.295

Figure 4. Baseline system retrieval results comparison
chart for testine Queries
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Then, the decision tree model and logistic regression model were applied to the rank lists of the

145 testing queries from the baseline IR system. The results are shown in Table 5 and Figure 5.

Table 5. Machine learning models results for testing queries

Relevant Anchor Title Abstract Logistic

Found in + Tree + Tree + Tree Regression

Topi 68 77 61 96

Top5 81 97 84 118

Top 10 84 102 96 121

Top20 88 108 105 128

Top100 98 114 124 130

Not in list 38 27 13 15

MRR 0.511 0.595 0.501 0.727

Improve- 27.4% 57.4% 69.8% 22.2% over

ment over over over Title +
Anchor Title Abstract Tree

From Table 5 and Figure 5 we find that the overall performance of the testing queries is much
worse than the training queries. This is mainly because 11 testing queries' corresponding correct

homepages do not confirm the decision tree model. Thus the correct homepage was filtered out of the

rank list by the decision tree step. This greatly affects the final performance.

140 -r

130 -

120

a 10

iioo-

"Bgo -

|80-

|70 -

= 60-

50

40

topi top5 topic top20 topi GO

Figure 5. Machine Learning models retrieval results

comparison chart for testing queries

— ; - - abstract+free

logistic regression
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After a close examination of these 1 1 queries, we find that in 3 cases, an argument could be

made regarding what should be classified as homepages. For example for query No. 14 "Wah Yew
Hotel", the correct answer provided by TREC is

http : //www. fastnet . com. au : 80/hotels/zone4 /my/myOOl 98 . htm

Another example: query No. 16 "Hotel Grand, Thailand", has correct answer:

http : / /www . fastnet . com . au : 80/hotels/zone4 /th/ thOO 635 . htm

When we go to the above locations we find each is only an introductory page to Wah Yew Hotel

and Hotel Grand, Thailand, in an online hotel index website. It had no links to any other information

about these hotels at all. Although this might be the only information about the two hotels on the

internet, this may not guarantee itself to be the homepage of these hotels. Actually, common sense

would suggest these two pages are not homepages at all.

One more example: query No. 134 "Kaye Bassman International" has correct answer provided

by TREC:

http : //www. kbic . com: 80 /toe . htm

However, when you look at the actual page, you will find this is only a table of contents. The

homepage ofKaye Bassman Intemational is clearly

http: / /www, kbic . com: SO/index . htm ^ pointed to by the hyperlink at the table of

contents page. These queries lead us to 2 basic questions: What is the definition of a homepage? Can a

table of contents also be regarded as a homepage? However, these questions are not easily answered

without further research on user behavior on the internet.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The conclusions from this research work are:

1. <Title> tagged field retrieval. Anchor text retrieval, and Abstract retrieval all perform

substantially better than the full-text retrieval in the context of the homepage finding task. <Title>

tagged field text retrieval performs best among these.

2. The decision tree model is an effective machine learning method to filter out homepages.

This method can improve the retrieval performance by an average of 50% in terms ofMRR.

3. Logistic regression analysis is another effective machine learning approach to combine

multiple sources of evidences to improve the retrieval result. Our research results show this method

can improve retrieval performance by 13% on training queries and 22% on testing queries.

4. By applying machine learning technologies to our system, our final testing results show 66%
of the queries find the correct homepage on top of the return list and 84% of the queries find the

correct homepage within the top 10 ofthe return list.

Future research may include:

1. Further looking into the homepages, finding more attributes that might indicate a

homepage. For example, some homepages contain words such as: "welcome", "homepage",

"website", "home", "page", in the initial few lines of the text. Incorporating these new factors might

help indicate whether a page is a homepage or not.

2. Making use of relevance feedback. The relevance feedback technique is found to be very

successful at improving precision for very short queries. Since they are short, homepage fmding

queries might benefit from this approach.
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3. Using a probabilistic rather than a binary decision tree, so likehhood of being a

homepage becomes a factor in the logistic regression.

4. Experimenting with large collections to give more thorough and realistic testing of the

methods, such as with the 1 terabyte crawling of text recently completed in collaboration with

University of Waterloo.
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Abstract

As our first TREC participation, four runs were submitted for the ad hoc task and two runs for the home page

finding task in the web track. For the ad hoc task we experimented on the usefulness of anchor texts. However,

no significant gain in retrieval effectiveness was observed. The substring relationship between URL's was

found to be effective in the home page finding task.

1. Introduction

This is the first time that our group, Yonsei University and ETRI, participated in the TREC conference. We

participated in the web track for both the ad hoc and home page finding tasks. We developed an IR system

based on natural language processing according to our original aim. But we could not carry out enough

experimentation to draw any conclusion on a NLP-based system, in this paper we will talk about two aspects

of a web document retrieval system: taking advantage of the anchor texts of the hyper links and using the

substring relationship of URL's in home page finding.

Many reports in TREC-8 and 9 said that the link connectivity itself did not help much to improve the

retrieval effectiveness[5,6,8,9]. There have been some suggestions of using the anchor texts of the

links[ 1,2,7]. We thought that a link's anchor text may give some hint on what the document that the link

points to is about. As an ad hoc task we developed a system to pursue this issue. The experimental result

showed that even the use of anchor texts does not improve the retrieval effectiveness significantly.

We also produced runs related to the home page finding task. What we experimented with this task is

the usefulness of the URL substring relationship in finding the home page, i.e. the web site entry page. We

have found that if the URL of a document is a prefix of that of another document (where both documents

seems to have some relevancy to the topic) the former document is more likely to be the home page than the

latter. The experimental observation indicates that the substring relationship of URL's is a good source of

information to raise the reciprocal rank (RR) for the home page finding task.

2. Overview of the system

Our system uses a natural language analysis component as the front end for both indexing and retrieval. It

consists of morphological analysis, part of speech tagging and the context-free parsing modules. A two-level

model is used for morphological analysis. Part of speech tagging is based on the Hidden Markov Model. The

bottom-up chart parsing technique is used in the parsing module. It is a shallow parser whose major

objective is to find verbs and arguments associated with them. The result of parsing is used to produce the

head-modifier index terms whenever it is possible.

The vector space model forms the basis of our system. The index terms can be either key words or a
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pair of words in head-modifier relationship. Having head-modifier index terms made the number of total

index terms huge, which slowed down the speed of the system. The size of the inverted file has grown up to

the level that the file system could not handle. This problem was solved by storing the inverted file in several

files. This is different from the approach of distributed IR. Our system was developed on the PC of server

level with 1GB of memory and 60 GB of disk space. The major amount of time was spent in storing index

terms in the indexing storage rather than doing natural language analysis.

This is the first time that we participated in the TREC. We experienced much difficulty in producing the

result on time and made some mistakes in the creation of the runs that were submitted for assessment. One

non-trivial mistake is that no relevance feedback was done. This might be one of the reasons for coming up

with rather low average precision. We hope that we can have better systems by not making mistakes.

3. Experiments in the ad hoc task on usefulness of anchor texts

In this section what we did for the ad hoc task in the web track is explained. We used the typical vector space

model for indexing and retrieval. But we tried to make use of information that only web documents can

provide. The results of experiments done in the previous TREC conferences pointed out that the use of hyper

links does not lead to a noticeable improvement in retrieval effectiveness. But most of the approaches so far

just tried to use the information given by the connectivity among documents.

D

Fig. 1 : An anchor text

We thought that the anchor text on which the link is set might be a good source of information.' In Fig. 1, the

hyper link / connects document D, and Dj. The anchor text of the link is "train departure time" . What this anchor text

says is that one needs to consult the document Dj to know about train departure time; one can find some information

about train departure time by following the link and reading the document Dj.

Even though the document Dj does not contain any key words indicating relevancy to the topic of train departure

time it is likely that the document is relevant to the topic.

Thus the content of a document is reflected in some degree in the anchor texts of the incoming links of the

document. But this document receives no contribution to the indication of its content from its outgoing links in our

approach. We do not use any information from connectivity such as Kleinberg's scheme except the anchor texts[3].

We cannot consider the links of all documents in the collection because it takes too much time. Let C be the

whole collection of the documents. The consideration of links is confined to the documents retrieved for the query by

After we started development with this aim, we found later that several organizations pursued this issue independently[l,2,7].
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Table 1 : Performance of our system in the ad hoc task

Run id: yeahtOl Run description: automatic, title-only, link(anchor text) No. of topics: 50

Total number of documents over ail topics

Retrieved: 44922 Relevant: 3363 Relevants retrieved: 1337

Recall level precision averages Document level precision averages

Recall Precision Recall Precision

0.0 0.6152 At 5 docs 0.3880

0.1 0.3619 At 10 docs 0.3240

0.2 0.2511 At 1 5 docs 0.2800

0.3 0.1820 At 20 docs 0.2520

0.4 0.0998 At 30 docs 0.2180

0.5 0.0616 At 1 00 docs 0.1282

0.6 0.0286 At 200 docs 0.0830

0.7 0.0225 At 500 docs 0.0473

0.8 0.0200 At 1000 docs 0.0267

0.9 0.0200

I.O 0.0200

Average precision (non-interpolated) : 0.1286 R-precision (exact; : 0.1796

early precision 10

1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35 37 39 41 43 45 47 49 'OP'^

Fig. 2: Performance comparison with others

the typical retrieval engine based on the vector space model[4]. (Let us call it the base set B of the retrieved

documents.) The extended set E of the retrieved documents is obtained as follows. Here, 0(/) indicates the anchor

text of link /; Q denotes the query; sim(Q, <!>(/)) is the similarity' between Q and <t>(/) returned by the retrieval

The score sim(A,B) stands for the cosine similarity value between the vectors of two texts A and B relumed by the vector space model.
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engine:

(i) E <r- B;

(ii) For each document d; in E,

add dj to E if there is a linic / out of d, pointng to dj and sim(Q, 0(/)) > 0 ;

Then the score of each document in E is computed again by the following two methods that are different in some

way.

• Method link 1 : The new relevancy score of each document in £ is computed as follows:

RSV{d) = sim{Q,d) + a Y,sim(Q,^{l))
leinlinkid)

where inlink(d) is the set of incoming links to document d. The parameter a is the weight given to the

contribution of the anchor texts. It is determined by experiments.

• Method link2: In this method the anchor text is regarded as the part of the text of the document.

(i) We add all anchor texts of incoming links of every document in the extended set £ as a part of the

document.

(ii) We do indexing on a document including the anchor texts. (However a special scheme is used to include

only the anchor texts of the incoming links from the documents in the base set B.)

(iii) The similarity score returned by the vector space model is used for obtaining the final ranked list.

The final ranked list of retrieved documents is obtained by ordering the documents in E based on the RSV of each

document. We could not submit the official runs using Method link2 because of the tight schedule.

One can see the performance of our system in the ad hoc task of the web track in Table 1 . Early precision seems

to be important in IR systems. The comparison with other systems in this measure can be seen in Fig. 2. This shows

that our system is near median. Table 2 shows the difference made by the use of anchor texts. The run yeahtOl

(automatic, title only, use of anchor texts) does not have any significant improvement from the run yeahtbOl

(automatic, title only, no use of anchor texts).

Table 2: Effectiveness of the use of anchor texts

Recall
Average precision

yeahtbOl (no use of links) yeahtOl (use of links)

0.0 0.6086 0.6152

0.1 0.3618 0.3619

0.2 0.2534 0.2511

0.3 0.1796 0.1820

0.4 0.1002 0.0998

0.5 0.0618 0.0616

0.6 0.0286 0.0286

0.7 0.0225 0.0225

0.8 0.0200 0.0200

0.9 0.0200 ^ 0.0200

1.0 0.0200 0.0200
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4. The use of substring relationships of URL's for home page finding

A document of a home page (the entry page) of a web site has the same format as other web pages. There is no

information or marks attached to the web pages indicating whether it is a home page or not. Thus it is not easy to

locate a home page for a web site search query.

We use a heuristic to cope with this problem. There is a tendency that if a home page D;, has an outgoing link

to a page D, and D, is stored physically in the same server as the home page then the URL string of D/, is a substring

(actually a prefix) of D.'s URL.

Homepage q corresponding URL's :

h

http://huber.lib.ohu.edu

http y/h uber.l ib.edu/progra ms

http://huber.lib.edu/programs/recent

(Hf s i- s.'?^^ •• ^'S' ^ • P3ges and their URL's

Those pages that are descendants of the entry page D/, will have a tendency that their URL's contain the URL of Di,

as shown in Fig. 3. As an example let us assume that the home page finding query is "Huber Library" and retrieval

process explained in the previous section produces the following ranked list of documents:

Dj (http://huber.lib.edu/programs/recent) : 17.5

A (http://huber.lib.edu/programs/) : 14.3

Di, (hltp://huber.lib.edu) : 11 .8

It is likely that the bottom-most document Dj contains the words "Huber" and/or "Library" more number of times

than its ancestors Z), and D;,. Thus the score of Dj is highest. Since URL of D/, is a substring of that of the document

Dj in the retrieval list it is given some bonus point , say 4. D/, gets the bonus once more because of D, by the same

reason. Thus the score of D,, will be increased to 19.8. Similarly D, gets the bonus point of 4 because .URL of Dj

subsumes that of D,. But Dj gets no bonus because there is no document whose URL string contains that of Dj. As a

result the final score and the ranked list is as follows:

D,, : (http://huber.lib.edu) : 19.8

Z), : (http://huber.lib.edu/programs/) : 18.3

: (http://huber.lib.edu/programs/recent) : 17.5

We take advantage of this observation explained so far to move a home page up in the ranked list (which was
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called E) of the retrieval result. We apply the following heuristic for all the pages in the final ranked list E (produced

in the ad-hoc processing explained in the previous section):

(i) Every document d \n E gets extra bonus point (added to the existing score) whenever

there is a document b m E such that URL of is a part (substring) of URL of b\

(ii) After this processing is done for all the documents in £, they are reordered by the new

scores.

We submitted two runs for the home page finding task. The assessment for the run yehpOl (that is automatic, uses

anchor texts, and uses URL substring heuristic) is as follows:

Average reciprocal rank over 1 45 topics 0.669

Number of topics for which entry page found in top 10 1 1 1 (76.6%)

Number of topics for which no entry page was found 32 (22.1%)

The graph showing the reciprocal ranks (RR's) of the home pages for all 145 topics is shown in Fig. 4. Most of the

answers are at rank 1 for the queries for which the home pages are included in the ranked list of 100 documents. The

result of subtracting median's RR from the RR of our system for each query is plotted in Fig. 5. It can be said that our

system belongs to a class of systems which show high performance in home page finding.

Table 3 is given to illustrate the effectiveness of the heuristic based on URL substring relationship. (The mark

"url" in the table indicates that the run used the URL heuristic; "Base" is used to indicate a run not using link

information; "Linkl" for a run using method linkl; "Link2" for using method link2.) We can notice that the

performance of runs with the URL heuristic is 3 to 4 times better than the corresponding runs without the heuristic

when only the document at rank 1 is considered. It can be seen that the use of link information (actually anchor texts

in our method) along with the URL heuristic improves the performance when documents of rank 10 or more are

included for consideration. However, the data says that using anchor texts only for home page finding did not result

in any performance improvement, which does not agree with the suggestion given in [1].

5. Summary

We participated in the web track of TREC-10. We submitted runs for both ad hoc and home page finding tasks. For

the ad hoc task we investigated the effectiveness of utilizing the anchor texts. However, we obtained the same result

on this issue as the reports in TREC-9 stating that the anchor texts does not enable the systems to achieve significant

improvement in retrieval effectiveness. A heuristic called the URL substring relationship was studied in the home

page finding task. It is based on the observation that the URL of a home page is a substring of the URL's of web

pages in the same site. The use of this heuristic was found to be effective in making the system to be able to move

the home page toward the topmost rank.
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Table 3: Runs using the heuristic of URL substring relationship

Rank
Number of queries with answer within the rank

Base Base/url Link I Linkl/url Link2 Link2/url

1 29 80 32 69 30 70

5 65 104 66 106 63 104

10 76 107 76 115 75 115

50 105 112 105 124 103 123

100 111 115 112 125 112 124
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TREC 2001 Results

APPENDIX A

This appendix contains the evaluation results for TREC 2001 runs. The initial pages list each

of the runs (identified by the run tags) that were included in the different tracks. Associated with

each tag is the organization that produced the run and additional information such as whether

the queries were produced manually or automatically as appropriate. Following the run list is a

description of the evaluation measures used in most tracks. For more details about the measures

used in a particular track, see the overview paper for that track. The remainder of the appendix

contains the evaluation results themselves, in the order given in the run list.
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Cross-Language Track

Tag wrganizaiion
13 13M 1 AA/Tr^MDDiN lUMUiN BBN Technologies
D T3M 1 nVT A BBN Technologies
T3 T3M 1 nVT n BBN Technologies
TZ>r>XTlAVTnriJN lUALC BBN Technologies

BdIN lUXLU BBN Technologies

numAKUlt Hummingbird
Viirn-. A DAI iAnumAKUlta Hummingbird

numAKUltam Hummingbird
A DAI iA-n Hummingbird

Vk. A DAI t-AvnumAKUltax Hummingbird
<^4-A 1 ^^AiitUlma IIT
\ I*A 1iitUlml IIT

iituimir IIT

iitOlxdi IIT

iitOlxma IIT

apliUcal Johns Hopkins Univ., APL
apllUcel Johns Hopkins Univ., APL
apllUcei Johns Hopkins Univ., APL
apliUceJ Johns Hopkins Univ., APL
apiiucii Johns Hopkins Univ., APL
MA/flV/TT XMrNMJVLLllN New Mexico State Univ.

New Mexico State Univ.

INJVlL-LMrN New Mexico State Univ.

JNMCLllNvl New Mexico State Univ.

New Mexico State Univ.

pinAAlQ Queens College, CUNY
pirlAAidn Queens College, CUNY
piriAxiia Queens College, CUNY
pirlAbtan Queens College, CUNY
DTT'^V/ A A A 1dKYAAAI Univ. of Calif/Berkeley

BKYEAAl Univ. of Calif/Berkeley

BKYbAAZ Univ. of Calif./Berkeley

BKYEAA3 Univ. of Calif/Berkeley

BKYEAA4 Univ. of Calif/Berkeley

UMmanual Univ. of Maryland

UMmonoAuto Univ. of Maryland

UMclirAutoFL Univ. of Maryland

UMclirAutoTJ Univ. of Maryland

UMclirAutoXP Univ. of Maryland

UMassl Univ. of Massachusetts

UMass2 Univ. of Massachusetts

UMass3 Univ. of Massachusetts

UMass4 Univ. of Massachusetts

shefma Univ. of Sheffield

shefea Univ. of Sheffield

shefeaa Univ. of Sheffield

sheffea Univ. of Sheffield

sheffeaa Univ. of Sheffield

Topic Language Run Ivpe
A 1_
Arabic Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc+narr

Arabic Automatic, title

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc+narr

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc
A L

"

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

French Automatic, title+desc+narr

Arabic Automatic, title

English
A A J
Automatic, desc

English
"K K 1Manual

English Automatic, title

English Automatic, title

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc+narr

Arabic Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc+narr

English Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Manual

Arabic Automatic, title+desc -

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

English Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title+desc

Arabic Automatic, title

English Automatic, title

English Automatic, title

French Automatic, title

French Automatic, title
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Filtering Track, Adaptive Task

Tanlag yjraaniLaiion Resourses Used Optimized For
iK^ I Auar 1 lura Chinese Academy of Sciences None 1 lUU

IL- 1 Auar' 1 1 uua Chinese Academy of Sciences None I lUU
Iv^ 1 Auar' 1 lUUD Chinese Academy of Sciences None 1 AT T

1 iUU
iL, 1 Auar 1 luuc Chinese Academy of Sciences None T 1 AT T

1 lUU
v^LU 1 aia Clairvoyance Corp. None T" 1 AT T

LLUiaiD Clairvoyance Corp. None T* 1 AT T
1 lUU

i^LU 1 aic Clairvoyance Corp. None T 1 AT T
1 lUU

CLU 1 aiu Clairvoyance Corp. None T 1 AT T
1 lUU

dviucA 1 mnu Carnegie Mellon Univ. r^tUar 'T'0'C(~'utner i kjci^ T 1 AT T
1 lUU

L-JVlUUAl mrij Carnegie Mellon Univ. Utner iKbC TI? l« A* Ar-beta

L-MUL-Al srlU Carnegie Mellon Univ. Utner iKbL- T 1 AT T
1 lUU

CJVILH^A 1 srij Carnegie Mellon Univ. utner i khu r-beta

Carnegie Mellon Univ. None r-beta

jviu JL/jJvrisivi Carnegie Mellon Univ. None r-beta
r'Mi mn? t tt \4 v—dmcgie ivieuon univ. None T1 flT T

v^amegie iviciion univ. None Tl riT T1 lUU
T7r>TTTi n Atn Fudan Univ. None 1 lUU
TTTXIm n A T!ArUU 1 lUAT't Fudan Univ. None 1h Kotor-beta

KTul 1 luaiui Kent Ridge Digital Labs Utner ikuc otner uaia iNeuner

oklUizbr Microsoft Research Ltd. None r-beta

OKiUizur Microsoft Research Ltd. None T 1 AT T
1 lUU

KUJNar Katholieke Univ. Nijmegen None r-beta

Katholieke Univ. Nijmegen None T1 ATT
1 lUU

oraAU082201 Oracle None TlOU
RUA301 Rutgers Univ. None Neither

RUA501 Rutgers Univ. None Neither

serASSATlOad SER Tech. Deutschland GmbH None Neither

serCLSTlOaf SER Tech. Deutschland GmbH None Neither

UIowaOlAFOl Univ. of Iowa Other TREC, other data TlOU
UIowa01AF02 Univ. of Iowa Other TREC, other data TlOU
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Filtering Track, Batch Task

Tag Organization Resourses Used Optimized For
apllOfbsvml Johns Hopkins Univ., APL None TlOU
apl lOfbsvmr Johns Hopkins Univ., APL None TlOU
CLTIOBFA Clairvoyance Corp. None TlOU
CLTIOBFB Clairvoyance Corp. None TlOU
CMUCATa210 Carnegie Mellon Univ. Other TREC TlOU
CMUCATa2f5 Carnegie Mellon Univ. Other TREC F-beta

FDUTIOBFI Fudan Univ. None TlOU
FDUT10BF2 Fudan Univ. None F-beta

merlOb IRIT/SIG Other TREC TlOU
KAISTlObfl KAIST None neither

KAISTlObfZ KAIST None neither

DLewisOlbfFa David Lewis, Consultant None F-beta

DLewisOlbfUa David Lewis, Consultant None TlOU
KUNbF Katholieke Univ. Nijmegen None F-beta

KUNbU Katholieke Univ. Nijmegen None TlOU
oraBU082701 Oracle None TlOU
serASSATlOba SER Tech. Deutschland GmbH None Neither

serCLSTlOba SER Tech. Deutschland GmbH None Neither

. 1 J.

01 T

v.
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Filtering Track, Routing Task

Tag Organization Resourses Used Optimized For
aollOfrn Johns Hopkins Univ., APL None Neither

apllOfrs Johns Hopkins Univ., APL None Neither

clTlOrta Clairvoyance Corp. None Neither

clTlOrtb Clairvoyance Corp. None Neither

merlOrl IRIT/SIG Other TREC Neither

jscbtafrl Justsystem Corp. Other TREC Neither

jscbtafr2 Justsystem Corp. Other TREC Neither

DLewisOlrFA David Lewis, Consultant None F-beta

DLewisOlrUa David Lewis, Consultant None TlOU
MMATlOrout Moscow Medical Academy Other data Neither

KUNrl Katholieke Univ. Nijmegen None Neither

KUNr2 Katholieke Univ. Nijmegen None Neither

oraRO082801 Oracle None neither

RUGROl Rutgers Univ. None TIOU
serASSATlOro SER Tech. Deutschland GmbH None Neither

serCLSTlOro SER Tech. Deutschland GmbH None Neither

VisaSentlTlO Tampere Univ. of Tech. None Neither

VisaWordTlO Tampere Univ. of Tech. None Neither
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Question Answering Track, Context

Tag
clrOlcl

KAISTQACTX
LCC3
qntuac 1

pirlQctx2

pirlQctx3

uwmtacO

Organization
CL Research

KAIST
Language Computer Corp.

National Taiwan Univ.

Queens College-Cuny

Queens College-Cuny

University of Waterloo



Question Answering Track, List

Tao v^l t^alllAallUIi

rlrfll 1

1

r-Irm 19

If ATQT

li' A TCT

Language Computer Corp.

qntuall National Taiwan Univ.

qntual2 National Taiwan Univ.

pirn^lil Queens Collge-Cuny

pirii^iiz Queens Collge-Cuny

Syracuse Univ.
C T TT* 1 Ar> A r> T T"bU 1 lUrAKLl Syracuse Univ.

UAmsTlOqaLl Univ. of Amsterdam/ILLC

UAmsT10qaL2 Univ. of Amsterdam/ILLC

UdeMlistB Univ. of Montreal

UdeMlistP Univ. of Montreal

isill50 Univ. of Southern Califomia/ISI

uwmtalO Univ. of Waterloo

uwmtall Univ. of Waterloo
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Question Answering Track, Main

Tag Organization
ALICOIMI Alicante

ALIC01M2 Alicante

ICTQAlOa Chinese Academy of Sciences

ICTQAlOb Chinese Academy of Sciences

ICTQAlOc Chinese Academy of Sciences

clrOlbl CL Research

clr01b2 CL Research

cnxdepgl Conexor-Oy

ecwlcsx EC Wise, Inc.

ecwlps EC Wise, Inc.

FDUT10Q2 Fudan Univ.

HITIRGEQAOIM Harbin Institute of Technology

ibmsqaOla IBM-Franz

ibmsqaOlb IBM-Franz

ibmsqaOlc IBM-Franz

IBMKSIMI IBM-Prager

IBMKS1M2 IBM-Prager

IBMKS1M3 IBM-Prager

insight InsightSoft

irstqaOl ITC-irst

KAISTQAMAINl KAIST
KAISTQAMAIN2 KAIST
KCSLIOQAI KCSL
kuqal Korea Univ.

kuqa2 Korea Univ.

LCCl Language Computer Corp.

QALIRl Limsi

QALIR2 Limsi

QALIR3 Limsi

askmsr2 Microsoft

askmsr Microsoft

MITREOIA The Mitre Corp.

nttcslOmain NTT Comm. Science Labs (Kazawa)

qntuaml National Taiwan Univ.

qntuam2 National Taiwan Univ.

orcll Oracle

posqalOa Postech

pirlQqal Queens CoUege-Cuny

pirlQqa2 Queens CoUege-Cuny

pirlQqa3 Queens College-Cuny

mtsunaO Sun Microsystems Labs

mtsunal Sun Microsystems Labs

SUTIODOCMT Syracuse Univ.

SUTIOPARMT Syracuse Univ.

TilburglLKs Tilburg Univ.

TilburgILK Tilburg Univ.

gazoo Univ. of Alberta

UAmsTlOqaMl Univ. of Amsterdam/ILLC

UAmsT10qaM2 Univ. of Amsterdam/ILLC

UAmsTlOqaMB Univ. of Amsterdam/ILLC
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Question Answering Track, Main (continued)

Tag
UIUC
UIowaQAOl 1

UIowaQA012
UdeMmainOkSO
UdeMmainOk60
UdeMmainQtSO
P50x

prunOOl

prun002

prun003

isila50

ISIlbSO

uwmtaO
uwmtal

uwmta2
yorkqaOl

yorkqa02

Organization
Univ. of Illinois/Champaign

Univ. of Iowa

Univ. of Iowa

Univ. of Montreal

Univ. of Montreal

Univ. of Montreal

Univ. of Pennsylvania

Univ. of Pisa

Univ. of Pisa

Univ. of Pisa

Univ. of Southern Califomia/ISI

Univ. of Southern Califomia/ISI

Univ. of Waterloo

Univ. of Waterloo

Univ. of Waterloo

Univ. of York

Univ. of York
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TREC-2001 Video Track - Key to Results Pages

The following pages provide a overview of the Video Track participants, the topics, and the

performance of the systems on the shot boundary determination and search tasks. Here is how things are

arranged:

1. Shot boundary deteiTnination - groups, system ids, and systems

2. Shot boundary determination results

3. Tabular overview of topics

4. General and known-item search - groups, system ids, and systems

5. General search results

6. Known-item search results

Shot boundary determination - groups, system ids, and systems

• CLIPS IMAGE, France

O SysOl - CLIPS-

1

O Sys02 - CLIPS-2
• Fudan University, China

O Sys03 - FudanSysl

O Sys04 - FudanSys2

• Dublin City University, Ireland

O Sys05 - FisChlarl

O Sys06 - FisChlar2

• IBM Almaden Research Center, USA
O Sys07-IBM_Alml
O Sys08 - IBM_Alm2

• Imperial College - London, UK
O Sys09-ICKM1

• Johns Hopkins University, USA
O SyslO- JHUAPL_1

• Glasgow University, UK
O SysU - MB_Frequency

• Microsoft Research, China

O Sysl2-MSSD
• University of Amsterdam and TNO, the Netherlands

O Sysl3 -MediaMilU
O Sysl4-MediaMill2

• University of Maryland, USA
O Sysl5 - UMDLAMP
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Web Track, ad hoc Task

Tae Organization Run-Tvpe Document URL Link

1 CAl ^f 1* 1 1 t' 1

1

Q ^^^t^Ci^C\ 1 11

1

cLjKJUalyJ L\J L A ioi 1 T Tni V Aiitomjitir tiflp nnlv No Nn No
Aioii T Ini

V

Automatic title nnlv No Nn Ypq1 Co

T pmiir Carne&ie Mellon IJnivVw'Ul llw^lW i.vXV'llV/ll V-* 111 V Automatic title onlv No Nn Nn
irtwph 1 On Chinese Academy of Sci. Automatic, title only No No Nn
ir*twph 1 Onf Chinese Academy of Sci. Automatic, title only NoX^U No Nn
irtwph 1 Onfl Chinese Academy of Sci. Automatic, title only No No 1 Cd

iftwpHl Onl Chinese Academv of SciV-'lllllWOW I >.W>C4.UwlHT VI h_/Wl> Automatic title onlvi k UI.V-/1 iiu 1.1w f iiLiw v/111 y No No Yec
r'cimOmwJi 1L/dll UWIilWa 1 CSERO IVfaniialIVXUl lUU 1 Yps 1 WD Ypc1 Cd

L-dU UV/a Wet I CSIRO\_-vjxxxvy Aiitnmjitip titip onlvjlUlwllluLlCf llLlV' uiii y YpqX Cd Ypc1 Co YpcI Co

csrRO Aiitnmafif titlp onlvi^uivjiiiu.iiL'f iiLi^ uiiiy Ypq1 Cd Ypc YpcI Ca

c 1roOaC^ll Ut/dWo.J CSFRO Aiitnmiitir' titlp onlvi^uivjiiiciii^) iiii^ ^iiiy Ypq Ypc Ypc

fiih01he2 PnnHa7innp TTqo Rnrdoni Aiitom^itir titlp nnlvi^u L\_/ 11 ici ii^f iiLiw Ul 11 y No Nn Nn
fiihOl idf Pnndazinne TJpn Rordnni Automatic titlp nnlviLULwi 1 iciiiw f 1.1 1.1w 11 y NoX^U NoX^U Nn
fubOlne Fondazione Ugo Bordoni Automatic, title only No Nox^\J No
fub01ne2 Fondazione Ugo Bordoni Automatic, title only No No No
fdutlOwacOl Fudan Univ. Automatic, adhoc, title+desc+narr No No No
fdutlOwalOl Fudan Univ. Automatic, adhoc, title+desc+narr No No Yes
fdutlOwtcOl Fudan Univ. Automatic, title only No No No
fdutlOwtiOl Fudan Univ. Automatic, title only No No Yes

flabxtd Fujitsu Automatic, adhoc, title+desc No No No
fl aKytHnliaUALUll PinitciiX Ul 1 lo

u

Aiitomatip adhor titlp+dp^r+narr/xUlUllluilW, dUIlU^, LI Ll^ 1 UWO^ 1 1 IcLI 1 No NnX^U Nn
Flahxtn<x\j\\. T^iiiitQii1 Ul 1 Lou Aiitomjitif* titlp onlvi^uiwiiiuiic , LiiiL^ wiiiy No Nn Nn
flabxtllluL/All FuiitsuX Ull Ll3 U Automatic title onlvi EuivyiiiUi viw , Li Liw v^iii y No No Yes

humOltdlx Hummingbird Automatic, adhoc, title+desc Yes No No
humOlt HummingbirdX XUll 11 11 1 1 1 C,L/1I U Automatic title onlvi LUL\^iiiui.iw , iiiiw viii y Yes No No
humOltllUIllV X 1.1 Hummingbird Automatic, title only Yes No No
humOltlx Hummingbird Automatic, title only Yes No No
ARCJO IBM Almaden Res CtrXX-/XTX i^^llllU\Jwill XXwiJ* %_rU • Automatic title onlvA & va I.V./111U LIw , IIVIW V/lll y Yes No No
ARCJ5 IBM Almaden Res CtrXX^lTX t kllllUUwll XXWOi LI • Automatic title onlvX ftu ivyiiiu 11w , 1.1 1.1W vyiii y Yes No Yes
TiiriiPiillJ Ul UX Ull IBM CHaifa^XXJXVX yxxuiidy Automatic title onlv Yes Yes No
JuruFuIlOE IBM fHaifa^xx-itxtx yxxuixcxf Automatic, title only Yes Yes No
JuruPrune0051 Ul Ul. 1 xXil^yJKJ^ IBM fHaifa")X-l^X*X V X XUIXU f Automatic, title only Yes Yes No
TiiniPriinpHO 1J Ul UX 1 Ull^UV/ X IBM ("Haifa)UJ ITX yXXulXUf Automatic title onlv£ xu iiiuiiw , miw \-/iii y Yes Yes No
11 X 111 ITTXX X \/faniialIVXCillUul No No No
11 Iv/ 1 LUC TITXX X Automatic iiHhoc titlp+dp<;c No No NnXIU
iitOlt irr Automatic title onlvikU LWlll£l 11V , LI 11^ Will y No No No
iitOltfc irr Automatic, title only No No No
icadhocl Imperial College Automatic, title only No No Yes

1V-ClVJ ll\J^^ Tmnprial (^nllpop Automatic title onlvX ftUiv^iiiuLiw , t.1 tiw v/111 y No No Yes
icadhoc3 Imnerial ColleseXlllL/Wl lUl \^V./ll^gw Automatic, title only No No No
Merxtd IRIT/SIG Automatic, adhoc, title+desc No No No
Merxt IRIT/SIG Automatic, title only No No No
apllOwd Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic, adhoc, title+desc+narr No No No
apllOwa Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic, title only No No No
apllOwb Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic, title only No No No
apllOwc Johns Hopkins Univ., APL Automatic, title only No No No
jscbtawtU Justsystem Corp. Automatic, title only Yes No Yes

jscbtawl2 Justsystem Corp. Automatic, title only Yes No Yes
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Web Track, ad hoc Task (continued)

Tag Organization Run-Tvpe Document URL Link

Structure Text Structu

jscbtawtlS Justsystem Corp. Automatic, title only Yes No Yes

jscbtawtl4 Justsystem Corp. Automatic, title only Yes No Yes

kuadhoc2001 Kasetsart Univ. Automatic, adhoc, title+desc-nnarr No No No
msrcnl Microsoft Research China Automatic, title only Yes Yes No
insrcn2 Microsoft Research China Automatic, title only Yes Yes Yes

msrcn3 Microsoft Research China Automatic, title only Yes Yes No
msrcn4 Microsoft Research China Automatic, title only Yes Yes No
oklOwtndO Microsoft Research Ltd. Automatic, adhoc, title+desc-i-narr No Yes No
oklOwtndl Microsoft Research Ltd. Automatic, adhoc, title-i-desc-t-narr No Yes No
oklOwtl Microsoft Research Ltd. Automatic, title only No Yes No
oklOwtS Microsoft Research Ltd. Automatic, title only No Yes No
Ntvenx 1 NexTrieve BV Automatic, title only Yes No No
Ntvenx2 NexTrieve BV Automatic, title only Yes No No
Ntvfnx3 NexTrieve BV Automatic, title only Yes No No
Ntvfnx4 NexTrieve BV Automatic, title only Yes No No
posnirOlptd POSTECH Automatic, adhoc, title-i-desc Yes No No

" posnirOlpt POSTECH Automatic, title only Yes No No
posnirOlrpt POSTECH Automatic, title only Yes No No
posnirOlst POSTECH Automatic, title only Yes No No
pirlWa Queens College, CUNY Automatic, adhoc, title-i-desc-i-narr No No No
pirlWtl Queens College, CUNY Automatic, title only No No No
pirlWt2 Queens College, CUNY Automatic, title only No No No
ricAP RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic, title only No No No
ricMM RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic, title only No No No
ricMS RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic, title only No No No
ricST RICOH Co., Ltd. Automatic, title only No No No
tnoutlOtl TNO-TPD & Univ. of Twente Automatic, title only No No No
tnoutlOt2 TNO-TPD & Univ. of Twente Automatic, title only No No No
UniNEn7d Univ. of Neuchatel Automatic, adhoc, title-i-desc-i-narr No No No
UniNEtVdL Univ. of Neuchatel Automatic, title only No No No
UniNEtd Univ. of Neuchatel Automatic, title only No No No
UniNEtdL Univ. of Neuchatel Automatic, title only No No No
irtLnua Univ. NC/Chapel Hill-Newby Automatic, title only Yes No No
irtLnut Univ. NC/Chapel Hill-Newby Automatic, title only Yes No No
uncfslm Univ. NC/Chapel Hill-Yang Automatic, adhoc, title+desc No No Yes

uncvsmm Univ. NC/Chapel Hill-Yang Automatic, adhoc, title-i-desc No No No
uncfsls Univ. NC/Chapel Hill-Yang Automatic, title only No No Yes

uncvsms Univ. NC/Chapel Hill-Yang Automatic, title only No No No
PDWTAHDR Univ. of Padova Automatic, title only No No No
PDWTAHPR Ilniv of Padova Automatic, title only No No No
PDWTAHTT TTniv of P^irlnvfl^IIIV. \Jl 1 ClUW V CI Automatic title onlvjLuiw 11 iCi 11w , llliw v_/iii y No No Yes

PDWTAHWL Univ. of Padova Automatic, title only No No Yes

uwmtawO Univ. of Waterloo Automatic, title only No No No
uwmtawl Univ. of Waterloo Automatic, title only No No No
uwmtaw2 Univ. of Waterloo Automatic, title only No No No
yeahdbOl Yonsei Univ.-Ra Automatic, adhoc, title-i-desc Yes No No
yeahtdOl Yonsei Univ.-Ra Automatic, adhoc, title+desc Yes No Yes

yeahtOl Yonsei Univ.-Ra Automatic, title only Yes No Yes

yeahtbOl Yonsei Univ.-Ra Automatic, title only Yes No No
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Web Track, Entry Page Finding Task

Tag Organization Document URL Text Link

Structure Structure
Qi|-\liai01 CY7aj\JiltXl\J l.\J^ Ainu T Tniv No No No1 lU

A ir\ii T Tniv No No I Ca

r*cirr\Oii\]i/h 1Coll UV/a Wll 1 rSTRO I Co Y<»c1 Ca

csiro0awh2 CSIRO No No Yes

flabxe75a Fujitsu Yes Yes Yes
Fiiiit^i!X UIX13U No Nn YesX Co

fl flhX f*mprQ f* X Yes Yes Yes

flabxet256 Fuiitsu Yes No YesX Wo

IBMHOMENR IBM Alamaden Res. Ctr. Yes No No
IBMHOMER IBM Alamaden Res. Ctr. Yes No Yes

ichpl Imperial College No No Yes

ichp2 Imperial College No No No
iitOlst IIT Yes Yes No
iitOI <;th IIT Yes Yes.X &o YesX Co

anl 1 0haaUl 1 l^lla TnhnQ T-TonVin*; TTniv APT Nn Nn Nn
anl 1 Ohh Tohn^ T-TonViTiQ T Tniv APT Nn Nn NnXlU
i Qr'htJi \A/fo 1 TiiQtQVQfpm r^nm YesX vo Yes YesX Co

1 ^phta w/f^Tv) TiiQtQV<;tpm r^om YesX vo YesX Vo YesX Co

Tii<;t<5v<;tpm (^nrnJ uoio y o 1^1 11 Lj, Yes Yes YesX Co

ischtawen4- Justsvstem Corn Yes Yes Yes

kuhDf2001 TCasetsart TIniv No No No
m^rrnn 1WllL/ J. IVTicro^nft Research China Yes Yes No

Ktiprnsnft Rp^iearrh China Yes Yes Yes

oklOwahdO Microsoft Research T td No Yes Yes

nHOwahHI l^icro^oft PpQparch T td No Yes Yes
oklOwhdO IVTicrosoft Rpsparch T fdXVXIWI \Jj\J 1 1 XWoVeil VII X^IU • No Yes No
nklOwhdl KTicrosoft Rpsparrh T td No Yes No
tnniit 1 OpnA TNO-TPD & Univ ofTwenteX i. ^ X X J—-' t.^. V—' 111*1 \J I X VT Vl I IV No No Yes
tnniif TOpnP TND-TPn TIniv nf Twentp No No No
tnniitinpnPATT TND-TPn TIniv nf TwpntpXl'lV-/ XI X-/ OC 1_/I1IV. X WvllLW No Yes Yes
tnniitlOenPTT TNO-TPD X[ TIniv nf Twente No Yes No

TTniv of Npiirhatpl111 V . \_ll 1 ^ 11 £11^1 No Yes No
TIniNFen2 TTniv of NpiichatelKJ 1 1 1 V • v.' 1 l^WUWllClIw 1 No Yes No

TTniv of Nfiiphal'plwlIlV. \Jl l^WU^llulWl No No No
T TniMKpn4 TTniv of NfpiiphatplwlllV. KJL ll&UL.llal&l Nn Yes No
PDWTEPDR Univ. of Padova No No No
PDWTEPPR Univ. of Padova No No No
PDWTEPTL Univ. of Padova No No Yes

PDWTEPWL Univ. of Padova No No Yes

VTBASE Virginia Tech No No No
VTEP Virginia Tech No Yes No
yehpOl Yonsei Univ. Yes Yes Yes

yehpbOl Yonsei Univ. Yes Yes No
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1 Common Evaluation Measures

• Recall

A measure of the ability of a system to present all relevant items.

recall =
number of relevant items retrieved

number of relevant items in collection

Precision.

A measure of the ability of a system to present only relevant items.

precision =
number of relevant items retrieved

total number of items retrieved

Precision and recall are set-based measures. That is, they evaluate the quality of an unordered

set of retrieved documents. To evaluate ranked lists, precision can be plotted against recall after

each retrieved document as shown in the example below. To facilitate computing average per-

formance over a set of topics— each with a different number of relevant documents— individual

topic precision values are interpolated to a set of standard recall levels (0 to 1 in increments of .1).

The particular rule used to interpolate precision at standard recall level i is to use the maximum
precision obtained for the topic for any actual recall level greater than or equal to i. Note that

while precision is not defined at a recall of 0.0, this interpolation rule does define an interpolated

value for recall level 0.0. In the example, the actual precision values are plotted with circles (and

connected by a solid line) and the interpolated precision is shown with the dashed line.

Example: Assume a document collection has 20 documents, four of which are relevant

to topic t. Further assume a retrieval system ranks the relevant documents first, second,

fourth, and fifteenth. The exact recall points are 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1.0. Using the

interpolation rule, the interpolated precision for all standard recall levels up to .5 is 1,

the interpolated precision for recall levels .6 and .7 is .75, and the interpolated precision

for recall levels .8 or greater is .27.
1.0-

0.8 -

0.6-

0.4-

0.2 -

0.0-

0.0 0.2 0.4

I

0.6 0.8 1.0

Recall
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2 trec_eval Evaluation Report

The results from the cross-language track, the ad hoc task in the web track, and the routing task

in the filtering track are ranked lists of documents. These lists are evaluated using trec.eval,

a program written by Chris Buckley when he was at Cornell University that can be obtained by

anonymous ftp from Cornell in the directory pub/smart at ftp.cs.cornell.edu. An evaluation report

for a run evaluated by trec_eval is comprised of a header (containing the task and organization

name), 3 tables, and 2 graphs as described below.

2.1 Tables

I. "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1 is a sample "Summary Statistics" Table

Table 1: Sample "Summary Statistics" Table.

Summary Statistics

Run CorTAlclt-automatic, title

Number of Topics 50

Total number of documents over all topics

Retrieved: 50000

Relevant: 4674

ReUet: 2621

A. Run
A description of the run. It contains the run tag provided by the participant, and

various details about the runs such as whether queries were constructed manually or

automatically.

B. Number of Topics

Number of topics searched in this run (generally 50 topics are run for each task).

C. Total number of documents over all topics (the number of topics given in B).

i. Retrieved

Number of documents submitted to NIST. This is usually 50,000 (50 topics x 1000

documents), but is less when fewer than 1000 documents are retrieved per topic.

ii. Relevant

Total possible relevant documents within a given task and category.

iii. R,el_ret

Total number of relevant documents returned by a run over all the topics.

II. "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Table 2 is a sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 11 standard recall levels

The precision averages at 1 1 standard recall levels are used to compare the performance

of different systems and as the input for plotting the recall-precision graph (see below).

Each recall-precision average is computed by summing the interpolated precisions at the

specified recall cutoff" value (denoted by ^ P\ where Px is the interpolated precision at
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Table 2: Sample "Recall Level Precision Averages" Table.

Recall Level Precision Averages

Recall Precision

0.00 0.6169

0.10 0.4517

0.20 0.3938

0.30 0.3243

0.40 0.2715

0.50 0.2224

0.60 0.1642

0.70 0.1342

0.80 0.0904

0.90 0.0472

1.00 0.0031

Average precision over all

relevant docs

non-interpolated 0.2329

recall level A) and then dividing by the number of topics.

NUM

2^^-^ A = {0.0,0.1,0.2,0.3,... ,1.0}
^=l

NUM
• Interpolating recall-precision

Standard recall levels facilitate averaging and plotting retrieval results.

B. Average precision over all relevant documents, non-interpolated

This is a single-valued measure that reflects the performance over all relevant documents.

It rewards systems that retrieve relevant documents quickly (highly ranked).

The measure is not an average of the precision at standard recall levels. Rather, it is

the average of the precision value obtained after each relevant document is retrieved.

(When a relevant document is not retrieved at all, its precision is assumed to be 0.)

As an example, consider a query that has four relevant documents which are retrieved

at ranks 1, 2, 4, and 7. The actual precision obtained when each relevant document

is retrieved is 1, 1, 0.75, and 0.57, respectively, the mean of which is 0.83. Thus, the

average precision over all relevant documents for this query is 0.83.

"Document Level Averages" Table

Table 3 is a sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

A. Precision at 9 document cutoff values

The precision computed after a given number of documents have been retrieved reflects

the actual measured system performance as a user might see it. Each document precision

average is computed by summing the precisions at the specified document cutoff value

and dividing by the number of topics (50).

B. R-Precision

R-Precision is the precision after R documents have been retrieved, where R is the
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Table 3: Sample "Document Level Averages" Table.

Document Level Averages

Precision

At 5 docs 0.4280
At in Ar,nc u.oyDu

At 15 docs 0.3493

At 20 docs 0.3370

At 30 docs 0.3100

At 100 docs 0.2106

At 200 docs 0.1544

At 500 docs 0.0875

At 1000 docs 0.0524

R- Precision (precision after

R docs retrieved (where R is

the number of relevant docu-

ments))

Exact 0.2564

number of relevant documents for the topic. It de-emphasizes the exact ranking of the

retrieved relevant documents, which can be particularly useful in TREC where there are

laxge numbers of relevant documents.

The average R-Precision for a run is computed by taking the mean of the R-Precisions

of the individual topics in the run. For example, assume a run consists of two topics,

one with 50 relevant documents and another with 10 relevant documents. If the retrieval

system returns 17 relevant documents in the top 50 documents for the first topic, and 7

relevant documents in the top 10 for the second topic, then the run's R-Precision would

be ^^4^ or 0.52.
2

2.2 Graphs

I. Recall-Precision Graph

Figure 1 is a sample Recall-Precision Graph.

The Recall-Precision Graph is created using the 11 cutoff values from the Recall Level Pre-

cision Averages. Typically these graphs slope downward from left to right, enforcing the

notion that as more relevant documents are retrieved (recall increases), the more nonrelevant

documents are retrieved (precision decreases).

This graph is the most commonly used method for comparing systems. The plots of different

runs can be superimposed on the same graph to determine which run is superior. Curves

closest to the upper right-hand corner of the graph (where recall and precision are maximized)

indicate the best performance. Comparisons are best made in three different recall ranges: 0

to 0.2, 0.2 to 0.8, and 0.8 to 1. These ranges characterize high precision, middle recall, and

high recall performance, respectively.

II. Average Precision Histogram.

Figure 2 is a sample Average Precision Histogram.
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Figure 1: Sample Recall-Precision Graph.
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Figure 2: Sample Average Precision Histogram.

The Average Precision Histogram measures the average precision of a run on each topic

against the median average precision of all corresponding runs on that topic. This graph is

intended to give insight into the performance of individual systems and the types of topics

that they handle well.
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3 Question Answering Evaluation Report

The different tasks in the question answering track each used different evaluation metrics and have

different evaluation reports.

3.1 Main task

The basic evaluation measure used in the main task is the reciprocal rank: the score for an individual

question is the reciprocal of the rank at which the first correct response was found, or zero if no

correct response was found in the first five responses. The score for a run as a whole is the mean
of the reciprocal rank over the test set of questions. The judging for the question answering track

distinguished between correct answers that were supported by the document returned and correct

answers that were not supported. In strict evaluation, unsupported responses were counted as

incorrect; in lenient evaluation unsupported answers were counted as correct.

The evaluation report for the main task consists of a table giving detailed evaluation scores for

the run and a graph that compares the run to a hypothetical median run. An example of the table

is shown in Table 4

Table 4: Sample QA Main Task Table.

Summary Statistics

Run ID insight

Num questions 492

Mean reciprocal rank (strict) 0.676

Mean reciprocal rank (lenient) 0.686

Num answers not found (strict) 152 (30.9%)

Num answers not found (lenient) 147 (29.9%)

Number of times NIL returned 120

Number of times NIL correctly returned 38

Percentage of answers system confident about 75%

Percentage of confident answers that were correct 77%

The scores given include:

• The mean reciprocal rank for both strict and lenient evaluation.

• The number and percentage of questions for which the correct response was not returned in

the top five responses for both strict and lenient evaluation.

• The number of questions for which 'NIL' was returned as a a response. (NIL indicates the

system's belief that no correct response is contained in the document collection.)

• The number of questions for which NIL was returned as a response and it was the correct

answer.

• The percentage of questions for which the system was confident it had correctly determined

the answer.
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• The percentage of questions the system was confident about that were actually correct. (For

this computation, the system was judged on its selection of one final answer, not on the list

of five responses.)

A sample median graph is shown in Figure 3. The graph is a histogram of the number of

Number of questions for which the first correct response was at a given rank

Figure 3: Sample QA Main Task Median Graph.

questions for which the correct response was returned at a given rank. Plotted is both the run's

results and the results for a hypothetical run that retrieved the correct response at the median rank

for each question. The median is computed over the entire set of runs submitted to the main task.

3.2 List task

The evaluation metric used for the list task is mean accuracy, where the accuracy of a single question

is the number of distinct instances retrieved divided by the target number of instances (i.e., the

number of instances the question specified should be retrieved). The evaluation report gives the

run's mean accuracy computed over the 25 question in the test set. Also included is a histogram

that shows the difference between the system's accuracy score and the median accuracy score for

each question.

3.3 Context task

The context task was a pilot study to investigate how well systems can track discourse objects

through a series of questions. Since answering later questions in a series requires correctly an-

swering earlier questions in the series, a mean reciprocal rank score over all questions confounds

important variables. Since there were only seven runs submitted to the task, median results are

also uninformative. The evaluation report for the context task therefore consists simply of the

rank at which the first correct response was returned for each of the 42 questions in the test set.

Questions are numbered by series and then given a letter for the individual questions within the

series. Thus question 3b is the second question of the third series.
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4 Filtering Evaluation Report

The result of a filtering run is an unordered set of documents, so it cannot be evaluated using

trec_eval. (Routing runs do produce a ranked list of documents and are thus evaluated using

trec_eval.) The evaluation measures used in the TREC 2001 filtering track were a linear utility

function (scaled when averaged) and a variant of F-beta. If R"^ is the number of relevant documents

a run retrieved, R~ the number of relevant documents that were not retrieved, and N"^ the number

of non-relevant documents that were retrieved, the F-beta score used in the track is defined as

( 0 if R+ = N+ = 0

T10F=.^
1 25R +

I .25R-+N+ + 1.25R+

and the utility function as

TlOU = 2R+ - N+.

To compute the average utility over a set of topics, the TlOU score for the individual topics was

scaled between a maximum score of twice the number of relevant documents and a minimum score

of -100.

The evaluation report for an adaptive filtering run consists of a table giving run characteristics

and summary measures, a table and plot of average utility scores over different time periods, and a

median graph. The batch filtering report contains just the characteristics table and median graph.

A sample characteristics table is given in Table 5. The characteristics of the run include whether

Table 5: Sample Filtering Table.

Summary Statistics

Run ID CMUCATsrlO
Subtask adaptive

TREC data used in training? yes

Reuters data used in training? no

Other data used in training? no

Optimized for TlOU
Number of Topics 84

Total retrieved 342552

Relevant retrieved 245386

Macro average recall 0.248

Macro average precision 0.603

Mean TIOSU 0.228

Mean F-Beta 0.415

Zero returns 10

the run was an adaptive or batch run, whether external resources were used in the run, and the

measure the run was optimized for (F-beta, TlOU, or neither). The scores reported are the recall

of the retrieved sets averaged over all topics, the precision of the retrieved sets averaged over all

topics, the mean utility, the mean F-beta score, and the number of topics for which no documents

were retrieved.

A sample median graph is shown in Figure 4. The graph shows the difference between the run's
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Figure 4: A Sample Filtering Median Graph.

evaluation score and the median score for each topic. The evaluation score is either the F-beta

score or the utility score, depending on what the run was optimized for.

In adaptive filtering, systems can modify profiles based on relevance information of retrieved

documents. One strategy is to have a "liberal" retrieval policy early in the process to gain more

information and then become more stringent as more is learned. The time graph for adaptive runs

plots average utility for four different time periods where time periods are labeled by the document

identifiers that exist in the time period. A sample time graph is shown in Figure 5.
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TIOSU wilhin lime purind.s

Figure 5: A Sample Filtering Median Graph.

5 Homepage Finding Evaluation Report

The result of a homepage finding task is a ranked list of documents, but the homepage finding

task is a known-item search and thus us not evaluated using trec_eval. Instead, the runs were

evaluated using the rank at which the first correct homepage was retrieved. The evaluation report

consists of a table of evaluation scores and a median graph.

An example table of evaluation scores is given in Table 6. The table contains a description

of the run that specifies whether document structure was exploited in the run (docstruct-used or

docstruct-notused), whether URL text was exploited in the run (urltext-used or urltext-notused),

and whether link structure was exploited in the run (links-used or links-notused). The evaluation

scores reported include:
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Table 6: Sample Homepage Finding Task Table.

Summary Statistics

Run TD tnoutlOepCAU
Run l~^p<?r'ri'ntin'n docstruct-notused, urltext-used,

links-used

Num topics 145

Mean reciprocal rank 0.774

Num found at rank 1 102 (70.3%)

Num found in top 10 128 (88.3%)

Num not found in top 100 7 (4.8%)

• The mean reciprocal rank for the run (see the question answering track description for a

definition of mean reciprocal rank).

• The number and percentage of topics for which a correct homepage was retrieved in the first

rank.

• The number and percentage of topics for which a correct homepage was retrieved in the top

ten ranks (includes those topics for which the homepage was returned at rank one).

• The number and percentage of topics for which no correct homepage was returned in the top

100 ranks.

A sample median graph is shown in Figure 6. The graph plots the cumulative percentage of

JO -

;

20-i

10 -

0 H 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r

0 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 so 90 100

Rank

Cumulative % of topics thai retrieve homepage by given rank

Figure 6: Sample Median Graph for the Homepage Finding Task.

topics for which a correct homepage was retrieved by a given rank. Two lines are plotted, the

results for the run, and the results for a hypothetical median run that retrieves the homepage at

the median rank for each topic.
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Question Answering track, Context task results — CL Research

clrOlcl

Question Rank

la 1

lb Not found

Ic Not found

Id 1

le Not found

If 1

2a Not found

2b 3

2c Not found

3a Not found

3b Not found

3c Not found

3d Not found

4a TVT J. C JNot found

4b Not found

4c Not found

5a Not found

5b Not found

5c Not found

6a Not found

6b Not found

6c Not found

7a 5

7b Not found

7c Not found

7d Not found

7e 5

7f Not found

7g Not found

7h 1

7i 1

8a Not found

8b 4

8c Not found

8d Not found

9a Not found

9b Not found

9c Not found

9d Not found

10a 1

10b Not found

10c 2
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Question Answering track, Context task results — KAIST

KAISTQACTX
Question Rank
la Not found

lb Not found

Ic Not found

Id Not found

le Not found

If Not found

2a Not found

2b Not found

2c Not found

3a Not found

3b Not found

3c Not found

3d Not found

4a Not found

4b Not found

4c Not found

5a Not found

5b Not found

5c Not found

6a Not found

6b Not found

6c 1

7a 3

7b Not found

7c 2

7d Not found

7e Not found

7f Not found

7e Not found

7h 1

7i 3

8a Not found

8b 1

8c Not found

8d Not found

9a Not found

9b Not found

9c 2

9d Not found

10a Not found

10b Not found

10c Not found
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Question Answering track, Context task results — Language Computer Corporation (LCC)

LCC3

Question Rank

la 1

lb 1

Ic Not found

Id 1

le 1

If Not found

2a Not found

2b 3

2c 1

3a Not found

3b 1

3c 1

3d Not found

4a 1

4b 1

4c 1

5a 1

5b 1

5c 1

6a Not found

6b I

6c 1

7a

7b Not found

7c 1

7d 1

7e 1

7f

7g

7h

1

1

7i 1

8a Not found

8b 1

8c 1

8d 1

9a

9b

9c

9d

10a

10b

10c
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Question Answering track, Context task results — National Taiwan University

qntuacl

Oi iPQt inn Rank

la 2

lb

Nr»t fniinH

Id Not found

le Not fnnnri

If 3

2a IVnt fniinH

2b Not found

2c Not fniinH

3a

3b 3

3c Not fniinH

3d IMnt fniind

4a Not found

4b Not found

4c Not found

5a Not found

5b Not found

5c Not fniiTiH

6a 4

6b 1±

6c 4

7b Not fniinH

7r

7d Not found

7p

7f IVnt fniinH

7q- "X

7h Not found

7i 1

8a IVnt fminH

8b fminH

8c Not found

8d Not found

9a Mot foiinH

9b IVnt fniinH

9c Not found

9d Not found

10a 1

10b 3

10c Not found
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Question Answering track, Context task results — Queens College, CUNY

pirlQctx2

Question Rank

la 1

lb Not found

Ic Not found

Id 1

le Not found

If 5

2a 1

2b Not found

2c Not found

3a Not found

3b Not found

3c Not found

3d Not found

4a Not found

4b Not found

4c 1

5a 1

5b 2

5c Not found

6a 4

6b Not found

6c Not found

7a Not found

7b Not found

7c 1

7d Not found

7e Not found

7f Not found

7k Not found

7h 1

7i 1

8a 1

8b 1

8c Not found

8d 4

9a Not found

9b Not found

9c Not found

9d Not found

10a 1

10b 1

10c Not found
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Question Answering track, Context task results — Queens College, CUNY

pirlQctxS

Question Rank

la 1

lb Not found

Ic 3

Id 1

le Not found

If 5

2a 1

2b Not found

2c Not found

3a Not found

3b Not found

3c Not found

3d Not found

4a Not found

4b Not found

4c 1

5a 1

5b 2

5c Not found

6a 3

6b Not found

6c 5

7a Not found

7b Not found

7c 1

7d Not found

7e Not found

7f Not found

7g Not found

7h 1

7i 1

8a 1

8b 1

8c Not found

8d 4

9a Not found

9b Not found

9c Not found

9d Not found

10a 1

10b 1

10c Not found
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Question Answering track, Context task results — University of Waterloo

uwmtacO

Question Rank

la 1

lb Not found

Ic Not found

Id Not found

le Not found

If Not found

2a Not found

2b Not lound

2c Not found

3a Not found

3b 2

3c Not found

3d Not found

4a 4

4b Not found

4c Not found

5a 1

5b Not found

5c Not found

6a 1

6b Not found

6c Not found

7a 1

7b Not found

7c Not found

7d Not found

7e Not found

7f Not found

7g Not found

7h Not found

7i 1

8a 5

8b 1

8c Not found

8d 2

9a Not found

9b 1

9c Not found

9d Not found

10a 1

10b 2

10c Not found
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TREC-2001 Video Track - Tabular Overview of Topics

Each row provides: the topic's number (#); indications of whether the topic is intended for interactive (I)

. automatic (A), and/or known-item (K) processing; a brief text description of the need; the number of

video (Vid), image (Im), audio (Aud) examples; and the number of known-items (K-I) which satisfy the

topic's information need.

# I A K Text description of needed information/clip Vid Im Aud K-

1 i _ k Statue of Liberty spikes 0 1 0 10
2 _ a _ liftoff of the Space Shuttle 4 0 0 0

3 _ a k vehicle traveling on the moon 1 0 0 2

4 _ a k mountains as prominent scenery 1 0 0 8

5 _ a k water skiing 1 0 0 5

6 _ a k scenes with a yellow boat 1 0 0 4
7 _ a k pink flower 0 1 0 1

8 i a k the planet Jupiter 0 2 0 6

9 - a - people who are water skiing 1 0 0 0

10 - a - swimming pools 1 0 0 0

11 _ a - people on the beach 1 0 0 0

12 - a k surface of Mars 1 0 1 4
13 - a k speaker talking in front of the US flag 2 0 2 2

14 i a k astronaut driving lunar rover over lunar 2 0 0 5

surface
15 i a k com on the cob 0 1 0 4
16 i a k deer with its cmtlers 1 1 0 2

17 i a k airliner lemding 0 1 0 3

18 i a k John Deere tractor 0 2 0 2

19 i a k lunar rover from Apollo missions 0 2 0 5

20 i a k pictures of Ron Vaughn, President of 0 0 0 1

Vaughncraft
21 i a k pictures of Ronald Reageui specdcing 0 3 3 1
22 i a k pictures of Harry Hertz 0 2 0 5

23 i a k images of Lou Gossett, Jr. 0 3 0 2

24 i a _ all other pictures of R. Lynn Bondercmt 1 0 0 0

25 i a k scene from Star-Wars with R2D2 and 3CP0 0 2 0 1

26 i a k given s\unmary, find the full scene sequence 1 0 0 1

27 i a k biplane flying over a field 1 1 0 4
28 i a k sailing boat on a beach 0 1 0 2
29 i a k hot air balloon in the sky 0 1 0 5

30 i a k governmental buildings looking like Capitol 1 0 0 4
31 i a k waterskier behind a speed boat 0 2 0 7

32 i a k chopper landing 0 0 3 1
33 i a k additional shots of white fort 1 0 0 1
34 i a k Ronald Reageui reading speech about Space 0 1 0 1

Shuttle
35 i a k Where else does this person appear? 1 0 0 11
36 i a k Where else does this person appear? 1 0 0 7

37 i other examples of rocket cmd shuttle launches 7 0 7 0

38 i other examples of fires 4 0 0 0

39 i other examples of airplanes taking off 3 0 3 0

40 a all monologue shots 2 0 0 0

41 a all shots with at least 8 people 2 0 0 0
42 a all shots with David J. Nash 1 0 0 0

43 a all shots with a specific landscape: grassland 1 0 0 0

44 a all shots with specific Ceunera technique: pan 1 0 0 0

& tilt
45 a other shots of cityscapes 1 0 0 0
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46 - a - other shots of sailing boats 1 0 0 0

47 - a - clips that deal with floods 1 0 0 0

48 - a - overhead zooming-in views o£ canyons... 8 0 0 0
' 49 - a - Other clips from the lecture 9 0 0 0

showing/explaining exaxnple graphic
- a - Other examples of natural outdoors scenes with 8 0 10 0

birds
51 - a - Other exeui^les of splashing water in natural 7 0 10 0

outdoors environment
52 i a - space shuttle on laiinch pad 6 2 0 0

53 i a - pictures of the Perseus high altitude plane 0 3 0 0

54 i a - clips showing Glen Canyon dam 1 0 0 0

55 i a - pictures of Hoover Dam 1 0 0 0

56 i a - clips of rockets taking off 2 0 0 0

57 i a - footage of explosions, blasting of hillsides 1 0 0 0
58 i a - additional shots of Lynn Bonderant 1 0 0 0

59 i a - launch of the Space Shuttle 3 1 0 0

60 i a k explosions in progress 0 1 0 60
61 i a - environmental degradation 3 1 1 0

62 i a k how long has Baldrige Award existed 0 0 0 3

63 a clips of different interviewees 7 0 0 0

64 a clips of different male interviewees 0 3 0

65 - a - gradual shot changes 1 0 0 0

66 i a - clips talking about water project 1 0 0 0

67 i a k segments of aircraft X~29 2 5 0 10
68 i a k segment with a(n expert) person showing the

X-29
2 5 0 1

69 i a k logo of Northwest Airlines 0 5 0 2

70 i a k identify the producer of each item 0 0 0 3

71 i a k scenes with street traffic (cars, trucks. 0 1 0 18
maybe people)

72 i a other similar clips containing a rocket launch 2 0 0 0

73 a all shots with a specific Isuidscape: lake 2 0 0 0

74 a all shots with specific camera techniques 1 0 0 0

zoom-out
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General and known-item search - groups, system ids, and systems

General search

• University of Maryland, USA
O SysOl - CMRS_UMD
O Sys02 - CMRS_UMD2

• Carnegie Mellon University, USA
O Sys03 - CMU.Aut
O Sys04 - CMUJnt
O Sys05 - CMUsr_Aut
O Sys06 - CMUsrJnt

• Dublin City University.Ireland

O Sys07 - DCUKI2001
• Fudan University, China

O Sys08 - FDUSysl
• IBM AlmadenAVatson Research Centers, USA

O Sys09 - IBM_A_ASR
O SyslO - IBM_A_C+S
O Sysll -IBM_A_CBR
O Sysl2 - IBM_I_ASR
O Sysl3 - IBM_I_C+S
O Sysl4-IBM_I_CBR

• Johns Hopkins University, USA
O Sysl5 - JHUAP

• CWI / Univ. of Amsterdam / Univ. of Twente / TNO, the Netherlands

O Sysl6 - Lowlands_l

O Sysl7 - Lowlands_2
O Sysl8 -Lowlands_3

O Sysl9 - Lowiands_4

O Sys20 - Lowlands_5

• University of North Texas

O Sys21 - UNTl

Known-item search - same as above except different numbering and sysids for CMU systems:

• Carnegie Mellon University, USA
O Sys03 - CMU_AUT_NO_SR
O Sys04 - CMU_AUT_SR
O Sys05 - CMU_INT_NO_SR
O Sys06 - CMU_INT_SR
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Technical Publications

Periodical

Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research

and development in those disciplines of the physical and engineering sciences in which the Institute is

active. These include physics, chemistry, engineering, mathematics, and computer sciences. Papers cover a

broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on measurement methodology and the basic technology

underlying standardization. Also included from time to time are survey articles on topics closely related to

the Institute's technical and scientific programs. Issued six times a year.

Nonperiodicals

Monographs—Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the Institute's

scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes)

developed in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and

other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical

properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a

worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public

Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published

bimonthly for NIST by the American Institute of Physics (AIP). Subscription orders and renewals are

available from AIP, P.O. Box 503284, St. Louis, MO 63150-3284.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building

materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods,

and performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety

characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of

a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the

subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of

other government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce
in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized

requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of

the characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector

standardizing organizations.

Order the following NISTpublications—FIPS and NISTIRs—from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161

.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series

collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the

official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuant to

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended. Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of

Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NIST Interagency or Internal Reports (NISTIR)—The series includes interim or final reports on work

performed by NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongoverrunent). In general, initial

distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is handled by sales through the National

Technical Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in hard copy, electronic media, or microfiche form.

NISTIR's may also report results of NIST projects of transitory or limited interest, including those that will

be published subsequently in more comprehensive form.
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